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CHAPTEE I.

THE EARLY SYSTEM OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION.

Sect. I.—Introductory.

The Land-Revenue Administration of Madras, distinct

in form as it now is, was begun under conditions very similar

to those which attended the commencement of Revenue
Administration in Bengal. In both territories the East

India Company’s staff was fitted for trade and commerce
rather than for the government of districts and the control

of revenue-assessments. Although Madras had its ‘Pre-

sident and Council’ (afterwards called ‘Governor and
Couiicir), and its array of ^writers,’ ‘factors,’ ‘junior

merchants,’ and ‘ senior merchants ’
;
and although they

had for their own prob^ction military forces, and soon were
obliged to plunge into the troubled sea of local politics, to

engage in wars and negotiate treaties, they were quite

unprepared to take the i\‘sponsibility of the regular govern-

ment of a populous and not unfertile country, to supervise the

administration of justice, and to settle the Land-Revenue
and control its collection.

The legal powers which the representatives of the Com-
pany possessed under the first Charters, were conferred with
the sole view of providing for the control of the military
and naval forces, and the internal government of fc«x.U:.c4es

and trading stations L But this defect was remedied

,

* For an oxcollont account, in de- in 1639, iho grant of sites and
of till' gradual growth of forts villages which preceded what I may

i^nd ia<!tories in Madras, beginning call territorial acquisition, seo Mac-
yith tho Settlement at Masu Iipatam leane, vol. i, pages 162170 THis-^ 1611, Fort St. George (.Madras) tory).

^ ^ ^

B 2



4 LAND SYSTEMS OP BRITISH INDIA. [book IV.

before any large poi*tion of territory was acquired. The

change was gradual, and its steps have been indicated in the

opening chapters of this work. When at length circum-

stances compelled the Madras government to undertake

dii'ect administrative duties in the territories granted to it,

tlie trading organization had to give place to a new one, and

the titles and grades of officers sent out to manage the new
districts, were naturally adopted from the system already

working in Bengal. The ‘ Board of Bevonue,' the ‘ Pro-

vincial Councils,’ and afterwards the ‘ Collector,’ were titles

of office already familiar
;
and it was at first supposed by

the central authorities that a Permanent Settlement of the

Land-lievenue made with Zamindars, could be carried out

in Madras as it had been in Bengal. But when after some

years of tentative measures, this idea was formally carried

into practice, a short experience showed that Madras and

Bengal were widely difficrent, and that except as regards a

portion of the north country to which the !Mughal ruh) had

.

extended the Zamindarl system, a totally different method

of Settlement and revenue administration would have to be

developed. For it was not possible to find a system ready

formulated: only time and the trial of different plans, with

many failures and disappointments, could ultimately solve

the problem of bow to manage the Land-lievenue.

As in the life of the individual there is often some one

period—some salient event—not perhaps thought much of

at the time, which profoundly iniiuences the whole course

of the man’s after-life, so it may l)e with govi'rnnu'iits.

And it cannot be doubted that the acquisition, as British

territory, of the country called (liy its later ^ruhammadau

rulers) the Baramahal or ‘ twelvii revenue estates,’ now
included in the Salem (Sdlam) district, was such a crucial

cvfiaJ^ in the revenue history of Madras. For the circum-

stances under which tliat district came under a British

Revenue Settlement were such that they necessitated, or

gave rise to, a hitherto novel method of treatment.

The experience gained in this Settlement (under Col.

Read and Capt. afterwards (Sir Thomas) Munbo) pio-
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foundly influenced not only the future revenue history of

the Presidency itself, but also, more or less indirectly,

that of all the British Provinces of India outside Bengal.

This remark is none the less true that the Baramahal Set-

tlement did not at first prove a success, and that both in

principle and detail, the system, as first conceived, needed

large modification.

In tracing the progress of the Madras Land-Revenue

System, it will be advisable in the first place to review the

general course of acipiisition, by which the Madras districts

l)ecame British, and next to describe, in a brief and general

manner, the various stages of the history of the early

revenue management. Commencing with the Settlement

(above alluded to) in the Baramahal (1792-98), which was

soon followed by those of Coimbatore (1799), the Ceded

Districts (1800), and the Carnatic Districts (1801), wo shall

see l\ow the first raiyatwari system, or rather systems, were

overthrown for a time by an attempt to make a general

ZawtiHldrl Settlement (1801-1808)
;
how on the fiiilure of

that attempt, a proposal for ‘ village Settlements ’ (in the

sense of gi'anting leases for the whole village, to a renter, a

headman, or a joint-body of inhaliitants) was tried with

various success for a few years
;
and how, in the end, a

raiyatwari assessment was finally ordered (1812-18)^.

Having so far described the general course of events,

I shall return to notice somewhat more in detail, some of the

principles which Read and Munro adopted in their Settle-

ments. These matters will be found not devoid of interest

;

and they are important, as showing the stages of evolution

by which the modern system of Madras has boon worked
out. In thus dealing with Salem (and also with a cognate

Settlement—that of the Ceded Districts—which came under

Munro’s charge, 1801-1807), I shall illustrate the position

by some extracts from minutes and letters showing how
MtjNRO developed the principles with which a commence-

^ I may now assumo tliat the with separately, ami where tlie

»6ader is familiar w^ith tlio. term holder is free to pay the revenue
‘raiyatwari ’ as indicating a system and keep the Held, or free himself
where each field or holding is dealt by giving it up, as he pleases.
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merit had been made, into that raiyatwari system which is

chiefly associated with his name. The Court of Directors

formally sanctioned this system in 1812-18, and Sir T.

Munro superintended its general application, as Governor

of the Presidency

This will, I think, form a fitting and I hope not unin-

teiesting introduction to a concise view of the Madras

system and its practical working at the present day.

Section IL—Formation of the Madras Presidency.

§ I. The J(t<ji)\

A glance at the map in vol. I, or indeed any good-

sized map of South India, will make what follows readily

intelligible.

The first general acquisition of territory by the East

India Company—the first from a revenue-point of view

—

Avas of the country around Madras,—known as the Jaijlr

—because it was originally granted by the Nawab of the

Karnatik as a jilgir—a term with which the student is now

familiar
;
the revenue thus assigned was intended as a con-

tribution towards the expenses of the wars undertaken in

aid of the Nawab. The final acquisition of the territory

was piecemeal, and dates between 1750 and 1760 (being

finally confirmed by tlic Emperor Shah ’Alam in 1763).

At first the direct administration was not assumed
;

tlie

revenues were collected on the native plan
;
and it was nut

till 1780 that British officers took regular charge. Tlie

Jdgir now forms the Chingleput (Chengalpat) district, out

of which a single taluk- forms the separate district of

Madras.

§ 2. TIlc Norlheni Slrkdra.

The next acquisition, in point of time, was that of the

‘Northern SirkArs’ (often written ‘Circar’). These

^ Ho was Oovornor from iS’20-27. turos,as well as .in extra amount of
^ Separated, as it includes tlio separate business, which require a

capital and its sul)urbs,—a special special staff of officers,

area presenting administrative tea-
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territories were granted in 1765 by the Delhi Emperor^

;

but the Madras government, looking to the practical claim

of the Nizdin of the Dakhan, who was hardly even in name

subject to Delhi, also obtained a grant from him in 1768.

The five administrative divisions known to the Mughal

system as ‘ Sirkar ’ were those of Chicacole (Chikakol

—

ISrikakulam), Rajahmundry (Rajamahendriviram), Ellore

(Aliir), Mustafanagar (or Kandapilf), and Murtazanagar ^

(Gantiir or Kandavid).
They form the present districts of Vizagapatam (Visa-

khapatnam), Ganjam, Kistnd and Goddvari

These came at once under British administration It

was found that they consisted (i) of lands settled under

Zaminddrs, as in Bengal, (2) of ‘havdli’ lands, those

reserved for the support of the royal family and its im-

mediate dependants, and therefore ‘ Crown ’ property.

Such a state of things invited the application of the Bengal

.system
;
the Zamindars were accordingly left in possession

and the haveli lands were parcelled out and leased to

revenue farmers for a term of years. The Jdgir lands

(already mentioned) were, in 1780, divided into blocks and

put under a similar system of revenue-leases.

§ 3. DldrlctH acquired after the Mysore ir(n*.s.

In 1792 and again in 1799 the Mysore wars led to the

cession by Haidar ’AH and Tipti Sultan, of the districts

along the southern and western frontiers of the present

’ Tlu*y now link Mailras to lion- oach of tlio groat rivois (Kistnii and
gal

;
but at that tiino Orissii ^bo- Uodavari) iindor the same head,

yond th(' Subarnrokha river) was in tlu‘ territory was inadi* into two
tlio liands of the Mughal govern- Col leetorate.s called after the rivers,

ment. * The Northern ISirkai's had been
But the Guntoor portion did brought under Muhammadan do-

not become British till 1788. See minion first in 1471 a. n., and had
Macleano, volume ii. page 412. various fortunes under thediflerent

Up to i860, tlm country now contending dynasties. In 1687
forming the two districts, Kistn:l Aurang/eb’s conquest of the Dak-
and Godavari, used to bo divided ban added them to the Mughal
)-etw(‘en three districts (railed Riija- empire, and they were ultimately

mundiy, Guntoor and Masulii)atam. tak<‘U over by the Siibadar of the

But with a view to the adniinistra- Dakhan (Niz{im-ul-MuIk)nominally
tivo convenience of having all the from the Emperor Faruklisir in

irrigation works about the deltas of 1713 a.d.
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Mysore State. The Salem district (the Baramahal, exclud-

ing the hill taluk of Hosfir), some taluks of Madura [Bin-

digal (Tindukhal) and Palni], and Mdlabar, were ceded in

1792. Coimbatore (Koyambatiir), Kanara and the Hosdr

taluk, followed in 1799 k

§ 4. The Ceded Districts.

The same wars resulted in the transfer from Mysore, of a

number of districts to the Nizam; but a year later (1800)

the Nizam ceded these districts (whence they were called

‘ the Ceded Districts ’) to the British. They form the

present districts of Bellary (Ballari), Anantapur, the Painful

taluk of the present Kistmi district, Cuddapah (Kurapa),

and Karniil. Karniil was, however, in the hands of a tri-

butary local Nawab, and did not pass under British admin-

istration till 1839 2.

§ The Carnatic Districts.

The State of Tanjore (Tanja-vur) was brought under

management in 1 799, owing to the incapacity of the (Hindu)

ruler
;
and in 1855 it became the British district of Tanjore

by lapse on failure of heirs. The remaining <listricts
^ wore

those originally held by the NawAb of the Karnatik or

Arcot (Arkadu). The Nawab, who had already ceded the

' Mala))nr, i.o., oxchuling tho

Waiiuul, wliitOi latter taluk was
added liy Mijijdeineiitary treaty in

1803. Malal^ar was attaelied to

Bombay, and did not conio under
tho Madras Presidi-iiey till 1800.

Kanara was in i860 divi«led into

two <li,stri(;tH, whereof the Nortli

Kanara portion was transferred to

Bombay in 1862.

“ Hoe Arbuthnot, Minnar, I. xc.

The Ceded Districts, eoinprising

some 27,000 square miles, had an
oxw'edinglyrhequered history. I’lny
were held by thi' rilindu) Vijaya-
nagar dynasty from' the foui't<'enth

to the sixteenth century. A confeil-

eracyof the Moslem Dakhun kings
established Muhammadan rub; in
1564. But tho districts fell under
the. control of local chiefs called
poligars (palogara). In 1680, tho

Manithas overran the country.

Then Aurangzeb conqueic'd them,
and placi'd them under the vice-

royalty of the Dakhan. Lastly, th(‘y

were <'om(uered by Mysori'.
" With refenuiee to th»' term

*(’arnatic’ it should be noted that

it is by a freak <d‘ historic usagt“

that tlie name has come to be ap-

plied to tile districts ludow the

Eastern (lhats, whereas the old

Karmitadesa or land of the Kiiu-

nada.s 'Canaresej was the land above
the Western (iluits representing
Mysore, Coorg, and a bit of the
Ceded di.stricts. Kanara is thf‘ name
now giv<*n to what was anciently

Chera or Ki^rald.

* Now Nellore (Nalur'), North and
South Arcot, Madura, Trichinopoly,

and Tinnevelly /^Tirunavelij.
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‘ Jagir’ before spoken of, became greatly indebted to the

Government, and had from time to time assigned the

revenues of various taluks and estates to pay off his debts.

Under circumstances which need not here be detailed, the

whole of the districts were made over to British control on

July 31st, 1801. The Nawdb retained the titulard ignity

and a pension. The direct title expired in 1 855

Se(3TTON III.—OllAllACTERTSTICS AND MATERIAL

Condition of the Territory.

§ 1. The Natural Division of the Country.

The student will find that the Madras books constantly

make use of certain natural divisions of the country : they

should be followed on the map, and are three in number :

—

(1) The North of ‘ Tcliicjiv country ’ (where Telugu is the

prevailing language-), extending as far south as Pulicat.

This part of the presidency was more completely under the

Muhammadan dominion, and exhibits a larger survival of

Persian Bevenue terms and ^Muhammadan reminiscences,

whilo the Zamfndari system of revenue management

obliterated, as it did in Bengal, the traces of the earlier

Hindu systems,—so that few special land-tenures survive.

The villages are simple groups of cultivators, on the

common level of tenants of the Zamindar or of the State as

the case may be ;—there are no surviving proprietary com-

munities claiming the entire area of villages. It is not till

Ave r(‘ach Nellore and the districts further south, that we
find traces indicative of the joint village Avhich lingered

especially in the district of Chingleput, and to some

extent in Arcot and Tanjore.

(2) The ‘Tamil country’ comprises all the Carnatic

districts south of Pulicat, where Tamil chioily is spoken.

(3) The ‘West Coast’ consists of the British districts of

* Tlio Nawal) of tlio Karnatik or aocouiit of tlio particular taluks :

/ icot ^vas a dopt'udaiit of tlm Suba tho.so who desire an accurate and
or viceroyalty of the Dakhan. The detailed list Avill find one at page
first Nawilb was ai)pointed by tlio 188 (History) of Macleane, vol. i.

Viceroy in 1710 A. D. ^ In one corner of the Bellary
The foregoing account, is of course, district Canaroso is spoken,

only a general one, and takes no
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South Kdnara and Malabar: the rest of the Coast being

occupied by the Native States of Kochin and Travankur.

The country is partly elevated and hilly (above the gluits)

and partly plain country (below the ghats). The former is

described by the term ‘ baM-ghat ’
;

the latter is called

‘ paym-ghat ’ or ‘ tala-ghat b’

§ 2. Condition of the Districts at date of acquisition.

The North-Eastern and the Ceded Districts.

The state of these territories, when they came under

British rule, was in many cases uniformly deplorable.

The districts funning the ‘ Noiihern Sirkars ’ which had

been under the Muhammadan dominion in its decline, had

passe- 1, as I have said, under the ZaniindtM system of

revenue-collection-, which marked the days of the fall

;

but the Zamindars do not seem to have been exceptionally

exacting.

The dis rids that had been taken from Mysore were

(ippressively assessed, but otherwise had been kept in some

order. The Mysore Sultans were too careful of their

treasury to allow great Zamiudar agcnits to intercept the

profits
;
but they left the revenue-oflicials or ’ainils, and

petty middlemen, to get the most out of the people they

‘ T 1 h.‘ Western ^hilt range, it will

1)0 ol)-5erv<‘(l, forms u eontinuons

eliain, tolerably ) (iui<li^tant from,

but near, the <'oast line all along
from north to south. The Eastern

Coromandel Chats are much farther

inland
;
tlu'y only form a .siinplo

e.hain in thoir upper portion, i. e.

from the Kistmi river to the North
Arcot district, at which ]>oint the

main chain seems to turn inland,

ami sweep across the continent.

Following this line, the ghat.s,

skirting the Mysore .State, form
the bill taluks f)f the Salem and
Coimbatore districts, and unite
with the Malabar ghats in the net-

work of hills surmounted by a
plateau, known as the Nilgiri (or

Blue Mountains'. The Eastern coast,

below the point ofturning off above
alluded to, is not altogether de-

void of any hill barri<‘r, fi.r the

place of the ghat lim* i'. still in-

dicated by groups of hills rather

than a chain line. Among these

groups the Slawanii i^Slu'varoy hills

are well known.
The We.stern ghat line below the

Nilgiri group has several flif'.hoots

inland, of which tin* two most ini-

pf)rtant are the Anamalai and the

Falni hills. (.See the map ‘Fhysical

Conliguration ’ — Imluai Sfatistiud

Allas^ 1 886, p. 8.)

^ In 1786, we lind Mr. Grant,

Re.'.ideiit of JIaidarabad, speaking

of the .sy.stem of Zamimlars as d(‘-

signeil ‘ to relievo the ignorant

voluptuous ruler from the intricate

ami trouble.somo details of internal

jiolice, and the management of

Mofussil collections ’ (see Kisfiia

D. M. j). 3^-5.
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could. Haidar ’Ali did not object to bis agents squeezing

the people
;

for, as Colonel Wilks, in his account of Mysore,

says : ‘ it was part of his system to squeeze the sponges 'which

ahsorhed his peoples surplus wealth

The Ceded Districts, however, were overrun with a class

of local chiefs (to be described presently) called ‘ poligar.’

In Karniil there was a tributary Nawab, and his oppres-

sions were grievous :

—

‘ The revenue administration was in the greatest disorder,

and was carried on without any system whatever. No public

accounts were kept except by the village officers. . . . T]u‘

funount to be paid by each village was changed according to

the caj)rice of the Nawab, and he would increase his demand
without any ostensible reason. When his demands passed all

bounds, the [)eople would tly.

‘ Then the Nawab would allure them back with promises,

and give thcun a cowle (agreement of terms) to reassure them
;

but as soon as the crops were ready to be cut, he would seize

the produce, Ijreaking through his word without scruple. . .
.'

3. The Carnatic Districts,

The districts under the Nawab of the Carnatic form no

exception to the general gloomy picture. The Dlstrid

Manual of 2iellore gives a piteous account of the oppres-

sion in Nollore under the great renters employed y the

Nawab \ In Trichiuopoly, also, a system of exactions was

in force which ruined the people^.

Nor was the Hindu kingdom of Tanjore in the South any

better. For many years it had been the victim of

misrule

Of Tinnevelli it is said ‘ the history up to 1781 is a con-

fused tale of anarchy and bloodshed.’ Since then, also,

up to the final suppression of the poligars in 1801, there

were man}^ troubles.

^ Coimbatore RM. p. 92, ut seq. quotations from Jesuit Fathoi—an
^ Kanitit D.M. p, 45. eyewitness— in the District Manual
‘‘ i). M. p. 483. Madura. Part Til. Chapter Vll.
* D.M. Trielii nopoly, p. 18. p. 149. ot seq. ^ Lvs vxpicssio)(S,’ »ays
® For some pictures of the state of tho writer, * me manqnent pour ri udu.

these countries as far back as tlio " tout cc qiCdk a iVhoirible.*

seventeenth century, see the curious
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§ 4. The Jdgir.

The history of the J^gir districts is a still sadder one^.

When granted to the British, the management was loft in

the hands of the Nawdb of the Carnatic, who rented the

whole country for an annual sum. ‘ The system of

management was of the same oppressive and unjust

character which marked the administration of his own

territory, the Carnatic. It exhibited throughout, a scene

of boundless exaction and rapacity on the part of Govern-

ment and its oflicers, of evasion on that of the inhal)itants,

or of collusion between them and the public servants,

while the revenue diminished every year.’

The Jagir was, besides all this, twice invaded by Haidar

’Ali, who, in 1780, ‘entered it with fire and sword.’ ‘On

the termination of the war in 1784, hardly any other signs

were left in many parts of the country of its having been

inhabited by human beings, than the bones of bodies that

had been massacred, or the naked walls of the houses,

“ choultries,” and temples which had been bui’iied. To the

havoc of war succeeded the affliction of famine ’

*. and tfio

district was nearly depopulated. In 1780 the Company

attem2)ted direct management : it was in want of money, and

had to le .. out the country in fourteen large farms on leases

of nine years at increasing rents. Tlie renters were in fact

very inferior men. But the committee of supervision had

not ‘any lights or mateiials that could j^roperly guide their

judgment.’ The renters themselves did not know how to

manage. On the one hand, the (.^omimny 2)ressed them for

advances
;
on the otlier, the people were demanding help in

order to start cultivation. By J788, the renters had re-

peatedly failed and their ‘ estates ’ were sequestrated.

In siKicceding years the supervision of the district was
variously arranged for : sometimes it was formed into one,

sometimes divided into two, Collcctorates, but nothiim

seemed to succeed. The inhabitants, reduced to poverty,

‘ Tlic arcount i.s taken from the vory full details alumt tin; con-
‘5th Eeport,’ ill whicli there are dition of the country.
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had been thrown a good deal into contact with the
‘ dubashes ’ or native agents ^ of the European officers and
merchants: and these persons took the opportunity of

buying up the lands for almost nothing, leaving the former

owners in possession as cultivators. Through their real or

pretended influence with the officials they kept the people

in complete subjection. ‘ They found means to introduce

their own ’jimildars (Revenue-agents) into the management
of the country and fomented quarrels between the cultiva-

tors and the Company’s renters. Then the quarrels would
subside, because the dubash’s interest was to keep things

quiet and prevent enquiry. They, therefore, did not dispute

any more with the inhabitants about their share in the

crops, but they set the inhabitants fighting among them-

selves—‘one man advanced pretensions for Idmself and
precluded the rest: property having once been thrown into

confusion, was easily invaded. In such a state of things

the dubash was pampered ])y both parties. I le lived on the

people and only gave his favour in return.^

It was not till j 793-94 that order began to prevail owing
to Mr. Lionel Place’s determination to restore the villacre

organization as the basis of Revenue management.

Other details will occur in the sequel, but this will suffice

to show what a difficult task Collectors or Provincial

Councils—moi*e or less new to the work—had when they

wer<^ called on not only to restore order but to devise a

system of revenue administration by which the poor and
the ]-i<‘h should be justly treated and the Government
interests respected.

^ T)nl);is]i is ;i corruj^tioii of Do-
l)haslii— Olio Avlio spi'alvs two Jaii-

guagos—and moans iiiti‘r[)rotor.

Tlio ti i-m and offioo aro now entirely
obsolete. The nearest thing we
have to it is a ‘ jainadar,’ tlu* lu'ad-

nian among a stall’ of ofUce-iishers

an 1 jnessengers : but in the old days
the diibasli was a native agent on

whom tlie European oflieer was
always gn'atly depeiub-nt for any
dealings with the jieople : they were
thus able to rt‘present things to
their masters mueh as they chose,
and also to work everything round
to their own purposes and advan-
tage.
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Section IV.—Early History of Revenue

Administration.

§ I. First attempts at British Administration—
Northern Slrhirs.

Taking the districts in the order of their coming under

British rule, the first revenue administration was of the

Zamindari order. The Northern Sirkars were managed by

the existing Zamindars, some of whom were local chiefs of

importance and influence, and others of the ordinary type

of revenue-agent. The ‘ havefli ’ lands, which ha<l belonged,

as private estates, to the Mughal Crown, or to members of

the royal fiimily, were given ovc.t to ‘ renters.’

To (msure a better control, ^ Provincial Councils ’ were

formed in 17^)9, after the model of Bengal, to supervise the

Revenue arrangements. Their management of the Zainfn-

daris was unsuccessful b

^ The Zamindars did not look after the collections themselves.

They,’ says Arbuthnot”, ‘for the most part emi>l()yed sub-

renters or farmers of revenue, who made the collections from

the ryots, and oppressed them griiwously by iinaiithon’ziMl ex-

action.s. Renters were likewise* employ«‘d by the Coinj^any’s

officers to collect the revenue of land not under Zamindar.s, a

whole “sirkar*’ being sometimes let to one renter. The* per-

sons thus employed were usually strangers to tliii country,

hangers-on of the chiefs or members of the Pi’oviiicial Councils,

tlii-ee of which Councils, stationed at Ganjam, Vizagapatam,

and Masulipatam were vested with tin? supcuintendt'iice of the

affairs of the Sirkars. The renters employed by these Councils

appear to have abused their powers even more grossly than those

under the Zamindars.’

§ 2. The Jdfjir.

The same system of renting was followed in the Jagir

(Chingleput) and with similar want of success. The Court

of Directors next appointed a ‘ Committee of Circuit,’ to

make tours and gather information. Their instructions

were conceived in a liberal and enlightened spirit : but the

‘ Maclo.ane says ^vol. i. p. 1 15, note) them, and they did not effect much.’
that the ‘ work wa.s too groat for Arbuiluiot, Alauuir, I. xl.
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Local Courts did not support the members, and the renters

tried to thwart them. Although all this time leases were
given for 1-3-5 years, there was no improvement.

§ 3. Pro2)omls for the neivly-acquired Districts.

When, therefore, the new districts which became British

in 1792, 1799, and 1800-1, had to be settled, the failure of

management in the earlier acquired districts, induced the

Governor-General to look beyond the Civil Service for

officers to organize their administration. Indeed, civil

officers were not available
; and Lord Cornwallis determined

to settle the Baraniahal (1792) by the aid of military

officers, who knew the language and the country. The
instructions issued will be found in the Fifth Report,

and show that the object was to make a permanent Settle-

ment, but with wdiom was not determined. It should also

be remarked that even if the experience of the Zamindarf

system in Bengal had been more favourable than it was,

there were, for the most part, no Zamindfirs (properly so

called)
;
there were numerous chieftains called ‘ Poligars

’

(ptilaiyakkarar) ^ both as S(‘mi-indepcndent revenue-

collectors, and of smallcT pretensions as police in aid

of the llevenue-collector
;
but they were not such, in the

majority of instances, as held out much prospect of their

proving suitable landlords to hold the Settlement.

Practically, therefore, all the early Settlements were

tentative arrangements, which depended largely on what
’ Or in tho vcrnncular.s, Tt'lugu j»al«‘ga<hi. In tho Canar.a

‘ pal('"ilra.’ Having oium* stated thr country the ]M>lii;ar i.s called Odeyar
correct sjudling, 1 shall continue, 'j)n»iumncod AVodovar'. A similar
for brevity’s sake, to use tho an- nauu'. Udaiyar, is oftiui usod by
glicizod ‘j)oligar.’ Tlio title ‘poligar’ tho Zaniindar.s of tlu' Tamil country
is said by Wilks to have boon givon (,Caldwoirs///.s/<»/.vf)/ Thumdltf. p.58):
by tho Vijayanagar kings to tho soo also a curious account of bow
chiefs of tlio Tolugu colonics planted tho conqueror Viswaiuitha Nayaka
in tb(‘ neighbouring provinces for in tho early sixioonth century sot
thopurposoofovorawinglbooriginal up poligars to keep order in the
inhabitants. Tho Tamil naino is country, and how they gradually
palaiyakkiirar, tho litoral nu'aning twk virtual possession of the whole
of which is ‘holder of a camp’; (pp. 57, 102 3'. The Fifth RvpoH
secondly, tho Ivoldor of a barony or (ii. p. 93) gives a long .account of the
military tenure. Tho English seem Carnatic poligars, and of tho South-
to have taken their name—‘poligar' erii estates ^p. 101) and Western
from tho Canarcso pal.egara or tho ‘pollams’ (p. io3\
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the Settlement Officers found practicable. Read started in

1792 in Salem, with Mum-o and others as his assistants.

Coimbatore in 1799 was taken in hand by Macleod and

Hurdis, who had been under Read. The Ceded Districts

were undertaken in 1801 by Munro. The Carnatic Dis-

tricts immediately followed, and were settled on similar

general principles.

§ 4. 21ie First Settlements.

Of the earliest systems it is not necessary to speak in

detail
;
whatever is of interest in them will be noted when

we come to speak of Read and Munro’a principles. In most

of them, however, there was a survey, probably as good as

could be, considering the time
;
and although the assess-

ments usually proceeded on the basis of a reference to past

accounts \ corrected as far as possible ])y considering the

average of the collections of several years, and so fortli, the

interest of the individual cultivator was always looked to

;

and in the course of time, the first signs of the modern

system of grouping villages according to the advantages of

their situation, classifying soils, ascei-taining the average

produce and finding the Government ]*cvenuc by taking a

reasonable pei’centagc of the grain-produce converted into

money value, may all ])e discerned.

§ 5. A ZohLtiiddrt {Fermanent) Srtfloncnt ordered.

The earliest genei-al instructions of the Roard of Revenue

were to make the best arrangements possible [)0Jiding the

iiKpiiries which must precede any Settlement whatever,

and tli(‘n to adopt a system of ‘ village leases.’

But it is clear that the intention was to pi*eparo, by these

leases, for some form of Zamindari >Settlemcnt, i. e. one

man should be made answerable for the revenue of each

village or other estate. For, at an early date, i. e. soon

after the Permanent Settlement Regulations had been

* Tho account of tho total and first syllable is constantly used
detailed village net assessment was in Madras oflicial onlers and rejiorts,

called the ‘ beriz ' (P. barij = to signify, the net account payable,

account). after allowing for authorized do-

This term, pronounced with tho ductions.
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passed and were in force in Bengal, the Governor-General

and the authorities at home began to call for a Zammdari
Settlement (which should also be permanent) in Madras.

This proposition did not find much favour. District

officers knew it was impossible, except (as already-

explained) in the Northern Sirkars. And this view was
‘ shared by eminent civil servants in the Madras Presi-

dency, some of whom were, or shortly afterwards became,

members of the Board of Revenue.’ Mr. Place (whose suc-

cessful efforts at (fiiingleput probably gave weight to his

objections) as well as others, reported very unfavourably.

Accordingly, even the superior authorities hesitated for a

time. But in 1799 positive orders were issued, and threats

were conveyed, that officers found slack in introducing the

Zamindari system would be removed. A special commis-

sion to superintend the settlement was appointed in

1801. The Zamindari Regulation No. XXV was passed in

j 8o 3
;
and betwe(‘n 1802 and 1805, the introduction of the

system, as far as it was possible, was effected h

§6. Ho'iv carried oat—'"Zamindari^' ami ^Matthds.

The Northern Sirkars being akeady in the hands of

Zamindars, wore permanently settled; and the ‘haveli’ lands

were made into parcels or mutthas, and sold to the highest

bidder. The mutthadars (or mittadars, as they were called

in some districts) became the proprietors and permanent

Settlement-holders. The J/igir (Chinglcput) was treated in

the same way, in spite of there being considerable traces

of landlord village communities, as we shall afterwards see.

The district was made into sixty-one mutthas pa3dng from

7000-17,500 rupees^. The Bsiramahal w«as made into 205
mutthas during 1803-4-5. These were afterwards subdivided

into 308 estates. Within eight years, however, the estates

came back in numbers on the Government through failures,

^ Kayt', p. 202. cash {Kds). 80 casli =ifamm, 42
* Or 2000-5000 pagodas (Kayo, fanaiii.s = i pagoda. (Soe Euriioll

p. 202), fho pagoda -=R. 3]. Tlio and Yule’a OVosm?)//, s. v.)

subordinate coins are fanam and

VOL. III. C
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defaults, &c. In 1835, there were only 109 estates left

—

most of them sub-divisions of the original holdings. In

1815 we find complaints of the oppression exercised by the

mittddars (as they were called in the Salem district) over

their tenants by illegal distraints and evictions. A curious

list of extra cesses levied is given at page 330-1 of tlie

Salem Mamiul.

In a few other districts, there were local Zainindans or

jagirs which were treated in the same way.

But after aJl these devices, tliere were still a g]*eat many

districts in which it was iinjiossible for the most sanguine

advocate of tlie Zammdari system to make any progress.

The system was in fact only regularly introduced into what

have been called tlie ‘ ancient possessions ’ of the Company,

e.g. the Sirkars or North-eastern districts, and to cc'rtain

estates in the south and west. For the ‘modern’ terri-

tories (viz. tlie Ceded and Carnatic Disti’icts), it wa^

consi<lered that some preliminary knowhjdgo of the

resources of the country was requisite, lest there should

be too great a sacrifice of the State’s i-iglits ; the (bllectors

wore accordingly urged to obtain information ‘ so full and

accui*ate ’ as Avinild enable the Board to fix tlie demand of

Government on the inhabitants in proportion to tludr

resources h What with th(^ extent of these districts, and

the failure and dissolution of a large number of niutthas,

and some of the Zamhnlaris, in the older districts, the area

available to be settled on some othei* system than the

Zamindari, was not only large, but in fact formed by far

the greater portion of the Pi'csidency.

§ 7. PoUffdrs.

It might be supposed that, seeing the extent to which

jjolifjfh's find mention in the District Beports, these chiefs

(as well as minor authorities called by the same name),

would have become the permanently-settled ‘Zamindar’

])roprietors of their estates called pfilaiyam (pollam, or

polliem). But circumstances did not permit this. As a

^ S< '0 Ndlore I). M. p. 500.
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matter of fact only a few of them—such as were really

men of local weight and standing, did become landlords,

and to this day they hold the ‘ sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar
’

or title-deed ofperpetual ownership. Their estates are spoken

of as the ‘ settled polliems.’ But in the majority of instances

the poligars attempted to resist the British authorities, in

the hope of continuing the same lawless courses of exaction

and plunder that they had adopted before the annexation,

and were therefore destroyed, or dispossessed.

The poligars seem to have been of different status and

origin in different parts of the country. We hear of them

chiefly in the Ceded Districts and again in what arc spoken

of as the ‘Western Polliams,’—those of Chitur, &c. (North

Arcot district), and the ‘Southern Polliams’ in ^[adura and

Tinncvelly.

§ 8. Tu the Ceded DldricU,

In the (Axled Districts they arc thus described

—

‘The Poligars woi’o militaiy chiefs of different degrex'S of

power and cousecpieiice, bearing a strong affinity to the Zanifn-

dars of tlu^ Northern Sirkars. Their origin may also he traci'd

to similar causes.

‘ (j) Those M'hose t(*rritorics were situated in jungly parts of

the country and amojig the (‘astern liills, a2)ix‘ar to have boon
for the most part fVe(‘])ooters or l(‘adors of banditti who, for tlu'

prtM(‘rva(ion of internal order in the country, had been ex-

pressly entrusted with tlio charge of the police, or had been
allowi'd to take upon themselves that kind of service.

‘(2) 8ome of them derived their descent from the aiiciont

Rajas, or those who held ollices of trust und(‘r the Hindu go-
vernments.

‘(3) Home gained their territories by usurpation and force

(as jJi tin; cas(^ of tht‘ poligars of Raidriig and Harpanhalli).
‘ (4) Others again had been r(‘nters of districts or Revenue

officers who had revolted in times of disturbance. . . . Even
headmen of villages had . . . attained the footing of Poligar
chi(^ftains, though on a small scale.

Though ill soim^ cases their incomes did not exceed a few
hundred rupees, yet they kept up their military retainers and
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their officers of State, and were regularly installed with all

the forms and ceremonies of a prince of extended territories.

In these Districts they gave great trouble : indeed, the

Settlement Officer’s time seems to have been divided between

fighting the Poligars and assessing the villages. Munro

wrote ^
‘ The country is overrun with poligars. I am try-

ing with the help of Dugald Campbell, Oeneral of Division

here, to get rid of as many as possible
;
but it will take

soine campaigns to clear them out.*

And the state of the districts is thus descri])ed in Gleig’s

Life ofMn nro

:

‘ Probably no part of Southern India was in

a more unsettled state or less acquainted either by expe-

rience or tradition with the blessings of a settled govern-

ment. The collection of the revenue being entrusted

entirely to Zamindars, Poligars and Potails (patt^ls—village

headmen) each of these became the leader of a little army

and carried on destructive feuds with the villagers innne-

diately contiguous to him. Bands of robbers wandered

through the country, plundering and murdering such trav(d-

lers as refused to submit to their exactions. ... It is

computed that in the year 1800, when the Ceded Districts

were transferred to the Company's rule, there wore scattered

through them, exclusive of the IVizam's troops, about

30,000 armed peons, the whole ofwhom, uiuhT the command
of eighty Poligars, subsisted by rapine and committed

everywhere the greatest excesses

These were not the men who, even on their sul)misslon,

could be permanently settled with. As a marter of fact,

they have disappeared from the scene as teri itorial mag-
nates, and only remain (in the Ceded Districts) as pen-

sioners.

For the greater part the poligars of the Ceded Districts

are now insignificant and poverty-stricken m(‘n. These

descendants of old families come periodically to the cut-

cherry to draw them pension
;

‘ and men, whose fathers

^ BellaryD. M. p. T17. For an ac- soo nidrlapah 1\ M.
countof the rosistanoo of Narasinlm Arhuthiiot, il/oaoo 1. xcii.

Reddi, whom Munro direct -d to bo
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rented the country a hundred years ago, are shoved into

the cutcherry-room and hustled out again by the lowest-

paid peon In Karniil, the poligars have also dis-

appeared, and either receive pensions or are holders of

‘ indm ’ lands.

§ 9. Cenind Didrlcls and Wedern Polliams.

Very much the same remarks may be applied to the

Carnatic districts of the west and south. A number of

the District Manuals are full of narratives of resistance

and troubles caused by the poligars : and; in some wo hear

of regular ‘ poligar-wars,’ which have added not a few

stirring pages to the military history of Madras.

In Nklloee, the poligar does not appear to have de-

veloped beyond being a revenue functionary—a sort of

police superintendent attach(;d to a collector— as ho was

in Chingleput. He was responsible for the peace of a

circle of villages, and was remunerated by a ‘ merd ’—an

allowance or share of the produce, from a little over i per

cent, to 4 per cent, of the whole Such a position

naturally resulted in claims to acquired rights over many
villages : but such claims have now been settled or com-

pounded for by the grant of iniims, or revenue-free

holdings

In Noktii Aiicot there were great poligars, and here

also w<' hear of ‘ poligar-wars ’ It is in this district that

‘ ('udilopaJi T). ^[. p. 136. Tlio

AvriU-r go»‘Soii to dfserilu* tho suj)or-

stitioiis that tliesc docjiyed families

havo
;
liow they will not live in a

tiled honse hut prefer a thatched
one : and how they refuse evtui to

look in th(‘ old poligar’s forts for

l)Uri(‘d treasure—fearing the wrath
of the ancestor’s si)int : and hoAV
th(i ruined forts are invariably full

of custard -apple trees, and not other
fruits. The above (pioted remarks
art written in a kindly spirit Avhich
it is impossible not to respect. At
the same time it sliould be remem-
bered that, as far as the poligars

were really old, rightful, and re-

spected landholdci’s, it was entirely

their oAvn fault that they rebelled,

and did not submit : for had they
behaved reasonably they wt)uld
have got their sanads and the ^x'r-

inanent S<‘ttlement. For tin; other
(dass, usurpers and wrong doers,

whose career had been oJU‘ long
course of grinding tlie poor raiyats,

t'ven if lhopres<‘ripiion of years had
conliriiK'd their possession, they
deserve scant sympathy.

Vhhujkput 1). M. p. 246 ;
and so

in South Arcot
;
1). M. p. 221.

® Xcllore 1). M. p. 552.
* Nofth Arvot 1). M. pp. 77 -8 r. For

a curious account of how the poligars

ptiid their peons, &c., by ‘ tankas
’

or orders for grain, &c., on tlie
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we find the large estates (still existing) known as the

‘Western Pollains’ (Chitiir, &c.).

§ lo. In the l:^)Oiitheni Dldrivts,

In the Southern districts, we again hoar of poligar-wars

in Tinnevelly
;

it seems there also the poligars had ‘ over-

run’ the whole district. In Tanjoro there are but thirteen

small surviving pahiiyams, and in Trichinopoly three h In

Madura, there were a number of poligars who were dis-

posed to submit in 1799, so that it was actually proposed

to form their lands into some fourteen palaiyams (wliich had

not resisted), while the rest would make forty Zamindari

estates to be otherwise provided fur

§ II. General results of the rolhjar i roubles.

In speaking of the land-tenures we shall again notice

what estates, derived from the poligar system, still exist

;

we have here only to summarize the results of the struggle

with the poligars, as far as they alfect the revenue-adminis-

tration, and the attempt to introduce a Zarnuidari S(jttle-

ment.

Speaking generally, we may say that only a few of

the larger, and a certain nuni])er of smaller, poligars ac-

cepted their position without resistance, or otherwise were

alloAved to become landlords with a permanent Settlement.

The majority of poligars have disappeared, or are allowed

compassionate pensions, or small revenue-free holdings.

§ 12. General rcxvlts of the aitempt to iatradurc the

Zamindd /
*

t

/S'y.s/cn i

.

The result is indicated l>y. a glance at the Settlement
Map in Vol. I. The Zamindari estates arc found chiefly in

the North-Eastern districts, and especially in the Ganjam
and Vizagapatam districts ^ Some consideralilo estates
are found in other parts, chiefly west and south. But in

rentern or others, and tho trouhio
that rosiiltod, see AVforc D. M. p.
262.

^ Trichinopoly D. M. p. 254.

* D. M. Ma<lura, Part V. p. 33 fth(»
‘ parts ’ an* soparatoly ])ag»‘d

‘ Ihit Some of the (tanjam estates
failed and broke up in 1809.
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other districts only small scattered estates exist which could

not be shown in the map
;
these represent poligars, jagirdars,

and a few relics of the artificial muttha holder. The Salem

district afibrds a good example of this state of things.

This partial survival is a proof of how impossible it is

to succeed with artificial arrangements designed to suit

revenue theories, but not having grown up with the natural

growth of the country^. The large, old-established, and

really ‘ respectable ’ Zamindaris (doubtless old Hindu or

Dravidian ‘ Kaj ’ representatives), have succeeded best.

Even in the Sirkars all the Zammdarfs did not survive.

])r. Macleane speaks of the Godavari Zamindaris as ‘ falling

to pieces one after another In the Kistna district the

original Settlement was made with five Zamindars

:

under this arrangement the raiyats were pillaged, and

the Zaminddrs ruined themselves. By 1843 most of

the saiKuh had been voluntarily surrendered A large

part of Kistna is now raiyatwari.

§ 13 , Are<c vo'iv Zaminddvi.

The amount of land now under Permanent Settlement is

variously estimated at one-thir<l to one-fiftl) of the whole

Presidency. Possibly the larger estimate includes estates

more properly denominated ‘ Feudatory States,* which pay,

indeed, a fixed tribute, but are not British territory, nor

subject to ordinary Bevenue-law
;
while the smaller

excludes great estates like Vizianagram, which, however

important, are still Zamindaris, properly so called.

This proportion does not appear from Dr. Macleane’s

' Lord W. Bontinck, wlio w.is the subject are in the Appendix to
CTOvernor iVoni 1803 — 1807, had the Fifth Report (^Arbuthnot I.

sided with Mu nro. lie was ‘strongly cxix.).

coiiMnced thiit the creation of * Vol. ii. p. 411.

Zamindars is a measure incompatible ® Vol. ii. p. 412.

with the true interests of tlie Uo- * See Budget Statement, 1888-89,
vernmont and of ilie community at Gitzcfle of iKdiUj March 31st, 1888,

la'ge.’ Mr. Tliackeray, Senior Mem- Supplement. (^Printed in vol. i.

her of the Board, was sent on a tour, p. 384.) The really Feudatory
and he reported against the Zamin- states are Puducotta ^^Tondiman),
dilri system. But Mr. Hodgson, Sandur, and the great estate of

another member, was in favour of Banganapili (in all 1527 sq. miles),

it. Their resiicctivo minutes on
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figures. Taking the whole Presidency, excluding Madras

itself and the three States named in the previous note, the

area is 139,274 square miles
;
and the total Zammdari area

is given as 19,957 square miles, which is about one-

seventh h But I suspect that Dr. Macleane has excluded

the great Vizianagram Zamindari from Vizagapatam, and

some large areas in Ganjam. I prefer, therefore, the

Secretary of State’s Statistical Tables (1886-7), which show

the Zamindari area (not including whole /7id7?i villages) as

27,835,108 acres, or nearly 43,492 square miles. The same

tables give the Presidency area at 90,997,990 acres, or

142,200 square miles, which is practically the same as-Dr.

^Macleane’s, in this case the proportion is more than one-

third.

There are no Zamindari lands in the districts of

—

Aiijuitiipur, Karnul,
Dollary, Nilgiri,

South C'aiiara,

and only the Cannanore estate (of four square miles) in

Malabar.

In the following the area is under 500 square miles :

—

Chinglcput, I Soutli Arcot ^37 s(p inih'soiily
,

(’oiiubatoroj
|

Tanjorc,

Tricliinupoly ;lia8 667 sq. miles'.

In the following districts the Zamindciri area is consider-

able. They are arranged in geographical order, beginning

with the north :
—

Statistical (Dr. Macleajit})

S(j. nil.

15.048 Vi/agapa tarn

Sq ini.

1556
5886 (fanjaiii

(} 0(1 aval'

i

Kistiia .

1480 1

Zamindaris.
33M
1849

2415
. 1483

3435 North Arcot

.

2790 ‘Western Pol la ins’, Darshy
3825 Nolioiv

.

2594 Pudulai, Veiikatagiri.

1774 Salom . I 77 r

5266 Madura 2892
1

[

the groat ‘Southern Poll-

1449 Tinnevelly . 1446
)

aniw’ Sivaganga, Ilamnad.

^ Macleane, vol. ii. Appendix Iviii.
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§ 14. The Village Lease-system.

But, though the creation of Zaminddri estates was no

longer to be thought of, the authorities by no means gave

up the idea of a permanent assessment for village estates

with some form of joint or individual middlemen : and we
find, as the next stage in Settlement policy, the idea of three

or five-year village leases steadilyenjoined in all the districts

;

they were to be followed by ten-year leases—always with a

view to eventual permanency \

The result of the lease-system was by no means favour-

able on the whole. In fact, the true principles of assessment

were not yet ascertained; and those officers who, like

Munro, had made the most progress in devising improve-

ments, were the most opposed to a lease-system, and the

most d(?sirous of a raiyatwari Settlement.

Several of the District Manuals give an account of the

failure of tho leases. Thus in Cuddapah, we read ‘this

state of things (the three-years lease and the ten-years lease)

lasted till i (S41, and the inhabitants of this district still speak

of those (lays as a veritable hell upon earth. Plundering and

blundering was the order of the day. It was one incessant

scene of extortion from the under-tenants, and of abscond-

ing and punishment of the renters
’

In South Arcot, unfavourable seasons and low prices

interfered, and when the decennial lease was tried, no

better success was had 'K

In IN orth Arcot the rents were in arrear, the assessment

being ' grievously excessive
’

In Coimbatore, the three-year leases fiuled entirely
;
and

when a rcHluction was attempted in order to secure ten-

year leases, a number of still worse abuses arose

Even in Nellore the system failed, though the rates

' Si'o dos]iatcli qiiotod in M(((hn-a for tho early adoption of that
n. 3/. Part V. p. 81 ; ‘Wo obsorvo systom,’ &o. Tliia was in i8ii.

that tlio least's are intendod as pro- J). M. p. 127.

parntoiy to tho ooncliision of per- ’ D. M. pp. 264, 270.
inanont Sottlomcnts.’ ‘ Wo desire, * D. M. p. 108.

however, it to bo understood by you * D. M. p. 107.

Unit we are by no moans anxious
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were low and the villagfcs under good management ought

to have afforded a surplus. ‘ The system/ wrote the Col-

lector in 1824, ‘seems to have been followed by the same

evils in this district as in others. Lands changed
;
raiyats

ousted
;
accounts neglected

;
industry chocked

;
maniyams

(free-granis) usurped
;
tanks allowed to go to ruin, cultiva-

tion carried on slovenly
;

. . . the Collector himself being

at a distance from the people, had no longer that control

which, when gently enforced, is doubtless beneficial to a

society composed as that of the cultivators of India * ^

But in other cases, it must be admitted, the leases were

fairly successful

And even where the rent-system did not succeed, the

most general cause of failure was over-assessment, and this

cause might have boon removed without touching the

system.

The Revenue chapters of the District Manuals are, in

fact, most of them, a record of a series of experiments in

assessments
;
reductions and enhancenumts, changes in one

direction and another, following each other in somewhat

bewildering order.

There certainly was also a great <leal of uncertainty

about the nature of the leases. Had it been possible to hit

upon a method which should have secured a renter and yet

kept him from defrauding either the State or the raiyat,

matters might have turned out well.

§ 15. The DlffindHen of Lejtse-sijsleo).

It is easy to discuss in general terms the comparative

merits of a village-lease-system ami a raiyatwari system,

but it is not by any means clear what a lease-system means

when the actual details have to be prescribed.

Between any raiyatwfiri system and any lease-system

there is this general difference: the raiyatwari only assesses

^ Kf'Uorc /). M. p. 527.
^ It is also riglit to record that

the Board of Revenue wen; not dis-

posed to admit that the lease-systeih,

as a whole, lia<l faih'd, especially the

decennial h-ases, when the Court of

Directors announced the raiyatw'arf

system.
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the Afield/ or aurvey-unit, and loaves the raiyat to hold it

or not as he pleases, provided he gives notice of his inten-

tion at the proper time ; if he keeps the field he must pay

the assessment
;

that is all. The lease-system involves

payment of a certain sum for a fixed area, whether the

land is cultivated or not. It is no use for the middleman

lease-holder to throw up his land, for that would not

relieve him of his contract-liability. This, it will be re-

membered, is the case with all the Settlements on the

village or ‘MfibaT system in Upper India.

But, accepting a lease as binding the holder to a certain

sum for a certain area,—who should the holder be ? Is he

to bo the headman of the village, with absolute powers as

landlord over the villagers ? Is ho merely to be a sort of

responsible director and to apportion the lands among the

cultivating classes according to their own consent in the

village assembly? Or, should the body of the village land-

holders be the lease-holder, in that case, of course, the ‘ cor-

porate ’ body (as ideal middleman) being jointly and

severally responsible for the amount?

In North Arcot we find the Collector in t8oi acknow-

ledging, as a ‘desirable object,' the introduction of a system

of village-leases, ‘ constituting the head inhabitants of each

village ^ its renters, and making them jointly and severall}'

responsible.’ But even here the country had been so

reduced that the people feared the joint responsibility.

Still the Board desired to see a system under which the

impi'ldary inhabitants at large of each village should

enter into engagements with the Government, aiid derive a

common and exclusive interest in the cultivation of their

lands in proportion to their right of property ’ They

thought it would diminish the amount of interference with

the private concerns of the cultivators \ The Collector, on

the other hand, knowing the state of the villages, and the

general absence of any joint interest, thought it would

^ Meaning?, I prosumf, the heads * Xorih Arcot D, M. p. 93.
of tho fiimilies of the old-established ^ Id, p. 105 (and the local Oovcrii-
cultivators. meiit supported this view, p. io6j.
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really throw all the power into the hands of the headmen

who would oppress the others.

In Tanjore, the villages sometimes possessed a proprie-

tary class, whom we shall afterwards hear of as called

‘ mirasidars.’ But they were impoverished, and the heads

of families who held the leases were so much in fear of

responsibility tliat a peculiar method known as the ‘uliihgii

system’ (ooloogoo) was devised, and long remained in

force
;

it was in fact a device for variable assessment, the

actual outturn for each year being valued in a particular

way. Change after change was introduced into the system

tending to simplicity and to a more fix(‘d and average rate

of produce and commutation price, but it long remained a

mark of the difficulties of artificial sydems*

§ ]6. llcmarh^ on the Lease-,^ydein

.

!Mr, Dykes, the historian of the Salem district, has made

some remarks on the lease-system, which, admirably as they

are written, hardly dojustice to thereal diffi'culties of the ease k

!No doubt where there is a strongly organized village, where

there really are well-kept village accounts and a record of

what every one ought to pay, there the renter—or the

headman himself if he were the leaseholder—would go to

the village and discuss publicly ‘ under the wide-spreading

council-tree ’ what each man had to contri])uto, and the

‘poorest raiyat might be sure, that if the crops of the

village could meet the total assessment demanded, what he

had individually to give would be within his means.’ No
doubt also, if there is a feeling of joint-ownership over the

whole village, and therefore an acknowledgment of joint

revenue-responsibility, it is ‘ a HUT\i check against the over-

assessment of the weak.’

But the difficulty arises when, as in a great many—

I

might say the majority of—cases, the lapse of time and the

changes effected by former Governments have left the

villages in a weakened condition
;
where village accounts

are not reliable, and regular assessments not on record

;

* I refer to the remarks quoted at page 216 of the Salem D. M,
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where the raiyats absolutely reject the idea of joint respon-

sibility and there is no ‘ backbone * in the village—nothing

of that strong spirit of union which equalizes all rights,

which knows what can be done and ought to bo done by

each member, and makes the headman and the accountant

keep their proper places.

Under such conditions, to devise a system whereby an

adequate sum, just and fair in itself, should bo fixed for

every village, and a renter or other responsible person

found to collect it
;
and whereby both the spirit in the

people and the means of acting should be resuscitated, so

that the whole group should have a voice in the proper

distribution of the burden,—that is a task which may be

prescribed on paper, but is next to impossible to realize

in practice.

The elements of success must exist; they cannot be

created by any official scheme or system whatever. The

North-West Provinces and Panjab systems are nothing

else in substance, but a realization of Mr. Dykes’ ideal

—

not from any merit in the revenue-system as a system, but

because of the facts : historical conditions produced villages

generally of the joint or landlord type: the landowning

classes have remained strong and united
;
and when a

village lump-assessment is fixed, they have, as a fact, a

joint interest in the whole village, and a system of shares

or plough-holdings, or what not, by which it can be dis-

tributed fairly and according to ancient custom, and under

which one slurn'i* answers for the default of the other. It

is because of the impossibility of artificially creating such

conditions of union, where, under existing circumstances,

the villages do not possess them, that all over Pombay,

Berar, and Madras, the concurrent experience,—tending in

various directions and starting from difierent points—has

ultimately led up to the conclusion that a system of assess-

ing each holding by itself, is the only really practical one.

When in the Central Provinces that view was resisted, and

proprietors—the proprietor being only a developed village

renter or lessee—were artificially found, all manner of legal
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difficulties followed in fulfilling the duty of protecting the

rights of the raiyats; till now we have the somewhat

anomalous spectacle of landlords with tenants under them,

but the tenant’s rent absolutely independent of the land-

lord’s will or consent.

§ 17. The BoanVs Views*

The Hoard of Revenue evidently clung, as long as it

could, to the hope that the lessee could be controlled by

the action of the village body. This hope was kept alive

by the undoubted cases of survival of joint-villages in

some districts, and by tlie results of such Settlements as

I\fr. Lionel Places of Chingleput in 1795.

they caused an in([uiry to be made regarding tlio survival

of joint-village bodies, and the indications of their former

existence. It is quite undeniable that of the formei’

existence of proprietary bodies, whether originating in the

families of conquering chiefs of superior caste or of cultivat-

ing partnerships (e. g. the Kaivikaran of JMadura or the

\'isapadi of Cuddapah)—can be traced, as we shall sec in

our chapter on Tenures. ^4 9 4 *

And it is open to any one to argue- -at least very plausi-

bly—that joint or proprietary villages had existed, com-

monly, in all districts, but that their rights had been

crushed out of existence by the theory of ^luhammadan

coiKpierors, and still more by misrule, and by long periods of

oppressive revenue-farming, which caused it to appear (as

Munro said of the Ceded provinces) that there was ‘no

private property in land,’ and that it ‘ seemed at all times

to have been regarded as the pi'operty of tlui State.’ But

even so, it is not enough to have indications that a now
disused institution once flourished : the cpiestion is not one

of historical truth, but of to-day’s practice :—is the right

still practically vital?

The Board evidently thought it was ^
;
and so did many

officers. The Board argued that the system of village-leases

* S(H} their Minute of 5U1 Januar\', 1818.
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1

or Settlements with a renter or with the whole body (and

assuming of course that the renter would be under village

public control), was desirable, because the system would

‘ adapt the revenue administration to the ancient institu-

tions of the country and much is said about ‘ suiting the

system to the people, and not attempting to bend the

people to the system.’ It is obvious to remark that, unless

the assumption is true that the requisite conditions actually

survive, the joint responsibility and public control which

the village system presupposes, will not work. The

villager, as he is to-day, declines to be responsible for his

neighbour’s failure, and docs not appreciate a grant of ‘ the

waste.’ It can hardly be doubted that to have forced the

joint-village method on the existing villages of the northern

and central districts, as a universal system, would have

been to create a proprietary class under the name of lessees,

benefiting a few to the injury of the many, and in fact

offering an example of the very thing— ‘ bending the men

to the system ’—which the Board so justly deprecated.

On the otlier hand, experience has shown that the

raiyatwari system—in that absence of any creative or

artificially developing tendency which is one of its best

features — is (piitc able to make special allowance for, and

do justice to, exceptional tenures: it can to any extent

desired, pi'actically give value to rights and customs of

inirasidars in (diingleput (if they call for recognition) as

well as to proprietary tenures called narwa or bhagdari in

Bombay.

§ i(S. Ultimate adoption of the Rabjatmiri Method.

The end of the lease proposals and the village system

inquiry was that the home authorities (probably influenced

by the opinion of Munro, who visited England in 1807)

finally decided for the Kaiyatwaiu system k

* Soo Arlmtlinot, vol. i. p. cxx. It in a certain sense. But it might
was then alleged by the Court of have been anticipated witli cmi-

Diri'ctors that the village system lidenct' to fail if persisted in in

had been tried and failed. This districts where tlie eireumstances
remark was naturally open to cri- of tho villages wore not adapted to

ticism, as at best it was only true it.
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It was in a despatch of i6th December, 1812 (paragraph

33), that the positive order seems to have been given by

the Court of Directors. The despatch runs :

—

‘ It remains for us . . . to signify to you our directions that in

all the provinces that may bo unsettled when this despatch shall

readi you, the principle of the raiyatwan' system, as it is termed,

shall bo acted upon, and that wliere village rents upon any

other i)rinciplo shall have been estaldished, the leases shall be

declared terniina])lc at the expiration of the period for which

they may have been granted.*

At that time thelease-system was generally in force, and there

were unexpired leases, so that the orders could not be

carried out at once. And the Board a2')parently had hopes

of changing the Directors’ resolution, since it was in 1814

that the Board commenced its iiKjuiries into the general

existence of a proprietary right in villages, and in 1817

made a draft of a ])roposed Baiyatwar Begulation (which

was never passed), and on 5th January, 1B18, recorded its

minute on the Settlements in different districts. The

Court of Directors, however, finally affirmed the Baiyatwiir]

system.

Section Y.—Devei.ovment of the system as tei.es-

TllATED m THE BaHAMAHAT. SETTLEMENT.

§ I. Meaning of the term Settlement.

At the outset of our consideration of the Mtvlras Settle-

ment system, it i.s desirable to bear in mind that though

the word ‘ Settlement ’ has now in official language become

a generalized term, indicating the process of determining

the amount of land-revenue due from any village or dis-

trict, in reality it has a meaning which varies somewhat

with the circumstances of the particular province. In the

Settlements of Northern India, for example, there is some-

thing like a bargain struck between the landowner (or the

village body) and the Government officer. The assessment

is announced, of course, by the Settlement Officer after cal-

culation according to his own rules and methods
;
but if the
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landowner objects, he is heard and may be able to sustain

his plea for an abatement
;
so that there is really a Settle-

ment^ in that sense.

But in Madras (and so in Bombay) the system docs not

involve the preliminary determination of any person to be

the ‘ proprietor ’ and to accept the Settlement terms : it
^

goes straight to the land, and determines, according to its

own rules and principles, what that field or survey-unit

ought to pay, no matter who holds it. Of course objections

as to rates would be listened to, as elsewhere, and so far

there is a Settlement of the amount of the land-revenue
;

but on the whole, ^ survey-assessment ’ is the more appro-

priate term. But ‘ Settlement’ may have another meaning.

Mum'o’s remark that the term was used ‘not for the money-

rate but for the extent of land,’ indicates this. It is the

essential feature of a raiyatwari Settlement that every

raiyat is free to hold or to relincpiish whatever fields of his

holding he likes, or to ask for other available numbers,

provided all is done by a certain date. Hence an account

or ‘Settlement’ is necessary both to see what the raiyat

has actually held, and has to pay revenue for, during the

year, as well as (in Madras) to determine the amount of

any remissions he may, by rule, be entitled to. So it is a

feature o£ the raiyatwari system, that besides the initial

assessment of the land-revenue, there is an annual ‘ jama-

bandi ’ or settling up with the cultivator, taking account of

any change in his holding as shown in his ‘patta,’ and

noting deductions (if the system allows any) from his total

payment.

Blearing this in mind, we shall continue to follow the

general usage in calling the process of determining the

land-revenue a ‘Settlement.’ And we shall fall into no

error in so doing, because, under the raiyatwari system,

the ‘ annual Settlement,’ in the sense of Munro’s phrase, is

now generally known by the vernacular term ‘ jamabandi.’

VOL. HI. D
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§ 2. Fird Ideas of Seitlenient.

When Colonel Read ^ was sent to the Baramahal it does

not appear that he was instructed to settle with the indi-

vidual raiyat or to value individual fields
;
the idea was

rather to grant leases to the headman or the inhabitants of

• each village. At first these would be annual, but after the

survey and inquiry had progressed, it was hoped that five

years’ leases might be entered into, both to encourage the

lessees by giving them a fixed time free from apprehension

of increase, and at the same time to secure the revenue.

The assessment ‘ was to be so fixed that the inhabitants

might be compelled with justice to adhere to the terms of

Settlement for at least five years
’

To begin with, Read made a proclamation of a kaulnama
(qaiilnama, or proposal for terms) offering annual leases to

the patels (headmen) of single villages or groups (hobalis)

of villages The assessment was on the basis of the

‘luh'iz,’ or recorded assessment of Haidar’s reign, corrected

by comparison with accounts of actual cultivation, and de-

ducting some amount for expenses of servants employed in

collecting (sibandi), &c.

But in the course of his in([uiries, Read was led away
from the idea of making leases of fixed areas for fixed

sums to be paid uniformly for the whole term of lease.

As he surveyed the villages field by field, he came round
to the idea of assessing each according to its quality, and
leaving the raiyat free (which was in the end a very good
test of the assessment) to keep the field or throw it up or

take another, provided only he gave notice, at the proper
time, of his intentions. This did not occur to Read all

at once: there were many restrictions (as we shall presently

see), but the idea once entertained, the idea of a lease or
village rent grew faint.

Read in fact developed his own system without much
regard to his instructions

; he finished the rather crude,

* Sak7n D. M. I. 207, Arbuthnot, I, ^ Tho text of the proclamation is

Is 7) . ... P-
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but still actual ficld-to-field survey, by 1798, and issued of

his own authority a proclamation to the district explaining

the terms of his (really raiyatwdri) Settlement. All this

time the Board was expecting to hear that leases for five years

had been arranged
;
and they ‘ peremptorily demanded * an

explanation. The explanation did not come till long after,

for Read and Munro were called away to military duty, by

the renewal of war with Mysore. Meanwhile the con-

sideration of what had been done was suspended by the

abortive attempt to settle on the Zamindari system
;
and

when the adoption of the raiyatwari system, which I have

already described, was finally ordered, Read’s work was

found to be suitable.

The circumstance which led Read to prefer individual

Settlements to leases which bound people to certain lands

and certain payments for a term, was that ‘he heard

numerous complaints that binding the raiyats to the same

lands for a number of years, despite constant changes in

their stock and circumstances, produced considerable hard-

ship h’ ITe accordingly, at first, gave an option either ‘ of

keeping lands under the lease, or under annual Settlements
;

the latter mode allowing the raiyats to give up, early in

each year, whatever lands they might not choose to culti-

vate for that year, or to retain for any number of years

what lajids they liked, subject to payment of assessment,

provided they gave intimation of their wishes at the

beginning of each year Munro did not at first see this,

but in the end he came I'ound.

The system, however, still required—what is quite foreign

to the present system—that all resident cultivators should

‘be bound to joint-responsibility for the rent (revenue)

of all the lands that may be cultivated during the

current year
;
they will, therefore, be requii*od to bind

theme elves to make good any deficit that may arise among
them from inability, by contributing the amount in

proportion to their individual rents

^ Salem D. M. p. 220. Salem D. M. p. 220.
^ For the proclamation itself see * Proclamation, § 22.
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§ 3. Principle of Assessment

As to the method employed in assessing the lands when

surveyed, it was assumed that the Government share was

about half the produce of ‘ panja ’ or ‘ dry ’ land (unim-

gated) and three-fifths of ‘ nanja ’ or ‘ wet/ i.e. irrigated land,

the three-fifths being reduced when there was not a full

water-supply. Making the necessary allowances, however,

for the deductions for the ‘ mera ’ or grain-share by which

the village artizans were remunerated, and for the vicissi-

tudes of season, the actual shares were one-third for dry

and two-fifths for wet lands.

These proportions had been calculated in kind (varam) ^

They were now to be commuted into money values.

The reduction to the smaller fractions mentioned, -would

not affect the revenue totals much, because the survey (on

the one hand) brought to light cultivation that escaped

assessment and unauthorized fi-ee holdings, and also (on

the other hand) abolished irregular cesses,—devices which

enable the cultivator and the renter respcctiv^ely, to bear up

against the burden of excessive demands undei* native rule.

But the rates calculated in this manner still proved

too high
;
Munro predicted this, and from the first, ad-

vocated a reduction of from 15-20 per cent.

To ascertain the value of lands, wet and dry, according

to produce, a classification was adopted-. Several methods

were tried of valuing the produce—one was the measuring

or estimating the grain produce for the particular year and
valuing it at current prices. This was called Ooloogoo

or ulungd, and was in force in some districts—I have
already mentioned it in Tanjore—till finally abolished in

1 860 : or there might be a fixing of grain values, arbi-

trarily, by aid of former accounts and experiments by
reaping sample areas, and valuing the outturn

;
or, thirdly.

* This term, which enters into
many compounds, represents the
old plan ot dividing the .actual
grain-htaps : it is tho batai of ^.orth
India. Thus we have the iiiel-

varam, the heap for Hio Rd/d or tho
owner, the kudi varam, or cultiva-

tor’s iu'ap, &c.

Given at p. 256 of the B. M.
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‘the most difficult way is to estimate the Government

share from the nature of the soil, and value it.’

As the gradations of soil are infinite, averages were

taken; and by inquiry and comparison of the figures

deduced from the old cultivation accounts of twenty years

(from i773“9Ci) a ‘ full crop ’ for each average soil was made
out. Deduction was then made for failures, uncultivated

parts of areas, &c.
;
and it was held (as above stated) that

for dry land 69 per cent, and wet land 84 per cent, of a ‘ full

crop’ was the average yield. This was valued at the

average of selling-prices for twenty years past.

But the resulting rates were again modified by grouping

villages according to the advantages of their situation;

nearness to a great road was a disadvantage, because

thieves plundered travellers’ cattle and the crops
;

near-

ness to market was an advantage
;
and so forth. Not only

so, but the officer actually tried to take into account facility

of cultivation as affected by the personal health and strength,

the caste and habits of the raiyat, and by his reputation

for affiuence or poverty^

!

Ihc rates were finally adjusted by comparison with

])revious accounts of actual collection, so that a rate brought

out by calculation could be reduced if it showed a figure

that the accounts proved not to have been realizable.

Tables of rates so prepared applied only to the taluk, or

part of a district, over which conditions were generally

similar. 'Fho paym-ghat and plain taluk rates would be

different from those of the upland or bdlaghat, for example.

Such rates arc called ‘ Taram ’—rates affecting an average

equal group or class

In all the early raiyatw^ri attempts, the Government

revenue was taken as a certain share of the gross j^rodiice

valued at fab rates. The resulting figures were largely modi-

^ See Bead’s own report, p. 261, E. 9-12-1 down to E. o-r-9 an acre.

Salem D. M. At p. 263 will bo found ^ The term Taram survives to

a specimen of Bead’s tables showing this day for tho soil-class rates of

classes of wot and dry cultivation, assessment. When a reduction of

with average produce varying from rates was first ordered in Salem,
1440 Madras measures to 22 Madras tho event was noted as the * taram-
measures, and money rates from kami ’ (kam * loss).
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fied with reference to the former revenue collections : but

those were very high indeed. In the Ceded Districts,

especially, I notice that at first, hardly anything was

attempted beyond taking the old rates and reducing them

according to various considerations. In all cases it may be

said that the first rates were too high : and the general

history of the different districts as given in the Manuals

—whether raiyatwari or under lease—is one of a series of

new ‘ hukmnamas/ or assessment orders, by which rates were

experimentally lowered, raised, and lowered again, till in

1H55-58, a general and systematic resurvey and revision

was ordered, and the modern order of things began.

§ 4. High Assessments, liovj tempered.

There were various expedients, however, adopted, which

tended to temper the evil results of over-assessment. At
that early date, and even up to 1 855^ only a limited portion

of the arable land was cultivated, and in order to encourage

waste cultivation, special agreements or leases called

‘ Cowles’ (qaul)i were issued, giving land free for the

first year or years, and then at favourable rates.

A villager could then (practically) throw up an over-

assessed holding, and take up other land, or his own
holding after it had lain fallow for three years or so, under
a ‘qaul.’ This was suh ro.^ci of course, and the Hoard
ignored it*, but in fact, in 1835 (I am speaking of Salem),

more than 120,000 acres were held on qaiil. In time,

however, measures were adopted to prevent the throwing
up of regularly-assessed or old holdings for tlie sake of

new land on qaul. The raiyat .was to throw up good
and bad together, in proportion,—and so forth. These
restrictions were both troublesome and ineffective. The
District Manual devotes some pages to detail on the
subject

;
but it has now no interest except as showing

how the free right to hold or throw up land—which is

^ See f^aUm D. M. p. 347. Such
qauls were frequently issmid, and I
believe still may be, to encourage

the reclamation of land overgrown
with ‘prickly pear’ (Ojmntia Dih
knii).
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the essential feature of a raiyatwari system—was only by

degrees recognized by the authorities. In fact, this

freedom, though it involves variation in the yearly

revenue, and demands patience in waiting while land

rises in value and comes into demand, is the greatest

security against over-assessment.

As land rises in value, an assessment, which was at first

too high, becomes more and more tolerable, and then, with

the increase of population, there is no unwillingness to

hold
;

if one man throws up a field, another will take it.

In the end, a well-assessed raiyatwari taluk practically

becomes as permanently held and cultivated as leased

landi.

It was not, however, till 1 859 that the last restrictions

on freedom of holding or relinquishing, were taken away

The only condition is that the relinquishment must be

signified before the 15th July, i. e. within fifteen days after

the commencement of the agricultural year, so that there

may be time for other arrangements to cultivate the land.

Section VL—The Settlement of the Ceded

Districts.

§ I. Munros Views.

In Sir A. J. Arbuthnot’s Memoir of Sir T. Mmvro will

be found a scries of letters and minutes, which (besides

dealing with Malabar and Kanara, reserved for separate

treatment in these pages) contain his suggestions on Read’s

plan for Salem, and also his own account of the procedure

adopted in the Ceded Districts.

One of his first criticisms on the Salem system was the

opinion that no additional rate should be levied in con-

sequence of improvements effected by the raiyat’s own

expenditure and exertion^ This meant, that any known and

tangible work should not be directly taxed
;
for, of course,

under any system of assessment, all cultivation being the

* Seo Mimro’s exposition of this. * Salem D. M. p. 438 (vol. i).

Arbuthnot, vol. i. pp. 39, 40. ^ Arbuthnot, vol. i. p. 19.
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result of expenditure—^gradual and intangible,—of labour

and capital, such efforts must be taxed to some extent
;
nor

is this of any consequence provided a substantial profit is

loft to the cultivator.

The recommendation, however, bore fruit in the deter-

mination not to assess icclls sunk, so as to raise the assess-

ment over what the general value and character of the land

(apart from the effect of the well) would warrant. This

rule was adopted in 1852, more than half a century after

the minute was written.

The same minute advocates the freedom of raiyats in

holding or relinquishing what fields they desire, on which

I have already remarked. But at first Munro was inclined

to adhere to the piinciple that the raiyats should not bo

allowed ‘ to select all the good and reject all the bad fields,

but be obliged to take the good and the bad together accord-

ing to the custom of the country

§ 2. Complete Raiyatwdvi not at first co ate)aplated.

It is to be remembered that Munro’s first raiyatwari idea

was a sort of intermediary between a lease and an indivi-

dual Settlement, i. e. he contemplated having a lease to

some extent
;
but the proportion to be paid by each raiyat

was to be determined, conscf[uently he would maintain the

joint responsibility, because *a lease Settlement cannot be

permanent unless individual losses are collected from the

great body of the farmers^.

As to ^lunro’s own work in the Ceded Districts (1801-7),

it has already been remarked that at first his plan very
much more depended on a just distribution and equaliza-

tion of existing known assessment figures (derived from the

accounts of former Governments, and from tradition and
discussion with the people) than on an independent classi-

fication of the soil of fields, the ascertainment of total pro-
duce, the Government share, and the valuation in money of
that share. He informs his subordinates in the Ceded Dis -

’ Arbuthnot, vol. i. p. .13.
2 Minute on limiTs Sdtlenmit, Arbutlinot, vol. i. p. 43.
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tricts that there are three ways of assessing’. (1) To take

the known revenue of a ‘district* (i.e. a taluk or specified

portion of the area) and then distribute it over the villages

and ascertain ‘ kulw^r the payment of each person
; (2)

to take a single village total and distribute it
; (3) to take

each individual field and add the sums to give the village

total. In either case the end was to determine each

miyafs revenue payment on the lands he held, and to

assess culturable waste at the average of cultivated lands of

the same kind in the village.

In adopting the first method, free and public inquiry

was resorted to
;
and he found that the people of one

village, unwilling to bear too great a proportion for their

own village, would at once disclose the real value and

resources of the other villages.

In the village-total method (2) he also reckons on the

villagers assembling and discussing the distribution. The

headmen know that a certain sum must be levied, and the

discussion of its division and the playing off of one interest

against the other, would result in a fair distribution of the

buracn.

§ 3. The actual Rabjahvdri Method,

The third method (3) is described as the most difficult,

—

assuming that it began by deducing a rent from previous

accounts and considering whether it was too high or too

low: but when the survey is completed an ascertainment

of the value of each field is possible. Munro does not

describe any particular method of classifying soils, or

valuing the grain. The plan of taking ‘ dry ’ and ‘ wet ’ and
•' totakal’ (garden or improved land), with the usual variety

of soils, 'black-cotton,* ‘red,* &c., and arranging ‘ tarams,’

was assumed to be understood ^

' The papers are given at length eveiy one’s individual amount,
in Appendix C to Arbuthnot, vol. ii. ^ gur\'ey was made between

This term is often used by Munro 1802 to 1805, and the elaasUicatioii
for the raiyatwari or individual of soils between 1804 to 1806.
assessment : it means ‘ kul ’ all and Before the rates came fairly into
every, and ‘wilr ’ according to—the ojxwation the lease system (3-5-10
settlement according to each and years' leases) was ordered.
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Pattas or sheets showing the survey fields, assessments,

and remissions allowed, were to be issued to each raiyat.

When the orders for the ‘village rent-system’ (leases from

three to five years) came out, Munro remonstrated
;
and a

letter, written in 1806, gives his defence of the ‘kulw^r’

system. He here notices how much he relies on the fact

that where there ^vere headmen as managers, they were

able to apportion the village totals
;

‘ the raiyats from hav-

ing been long accustomed to be guided by them, readily

agree to what they fix or propose, as it is usually what

they know themselves to be the proper rent It is also

here mentioned that in Cuddapah, the visapadi or ‘ sixteenth

villages comprise a considerable part of the (Cuddapah)

province.’ These are the shared villages which wc shall

hear much of in the section on Land-Tenures : and here, of

course, the share of each man was known “.

Had this principle of action been really possible every-

where, it is probable that the ‘ village lease-system ’ w^ould

have in practice nearly coincided with Head and ^lunro’s

individual assessments, and would have had a different fate^.

But, in fact, districts varied, and in many cases, fair

assessments, that did not require constant ‘ tinkering,’ wxu’C

not known
;
funner accounts were not to be had or were

unreliable
;

recent accounts were falsified or neglected

and the power fell into the hands of the renter, wdiile the

village opinion did not control him
;
hence tlic resort not

only to the indimdnal reveane-ammuent (which cveiy

system supposed to be fixed) but to the different methods

^ Arlnithnot, vol. ii. p. 360. tm ami atnuol ho hansgrossod, tlio
* ‘ The prijper rate of iissessineiit,’ aystein ib practically raiyatwari

;

says Munr«j, ‘is found cither by tlio lease is a iiame only, and the
reference to tlie accounts of former renter is a mere colh'ctini' nnudiim'
years, or by comparison witli the confined to such profits as the lease

rent of lands of the same (piality contemplates : but directly the
which have long Ixicn nearly villag(!-payers cannot control him
stationary.’ (Arhuthnot, vol. ii. and he begins to o])press and exact,

P- 36 i.) tin *11 lie is a 7 onfor or middleman—
•* If a village lease is given out soon slips into tho position of land-

as a lump-sum for a term of years, lord, and tho otJiers bocoino his
with a renter or headman as no- tenants, to ho rescued afterwards by
minal lessee, so long as tho dis- more or less difficult legislation as
tribution to each cultivator is kn>.wn to occupancy and rent enhance-
and regulated under the village council- nient.
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of ascertaining field-rates, and removing every intermediary

between the State and the individual-holder.

§ 4. Munro^s Defence of the RalyatwdH System.

‘ When a district has been surveyed and the rent of every

field permanently fixed,’ WTote Munro\ Hhe kulwar Settle-

ment becomes extremely simple
;

for all that is required is

to ascertain what fields are occupied by each raiyat, and to

enter them with the fixed rents attached to them, in his patta
;

their aggregate constitutes his rent (revenue) for the year. He
cannot be called on for more, but he may obtain an abatement

in case of poverty or extraordinary losses. He has the ad-

vantage of knowing in the beginning of the season . . , the

fixed rents of the difierent fields which he cultivates . . .

^ The kulwar Settlement, though it may appear tedious when
compared to the village one, is, however, not only better calcu-

lated to realize the revenue, but is, on the whole, a saving of

time, because when it is once made there is no further trouble :

but in the village Settlement there is so much room for mal-

versation, for many disputes between patels and the raiyats

about extra collections on the one hand and the withholding of

rent.‘' on the other, that more time is consumed in inquiring

into theses matters than in the original Settlement.

The Honourable Court of Directors seem to be ai>prehensivo

that too much must be left in the kulwar Settlement to the

agency of native servants, but it does not appear to me that

such agency can be dispensed with, or that when properly con-

trolled, any s«‘rious evil can result from its employment . . .

Without it the most experienced Collector could hardly make
the Settlement (‘‘jamabandi ” he means) of the villages in a

whole year. . . . When the rent of every field has been fixed

by survey there is little room for abuse : it cannot be against

the raiyat, but may be in his fiivour, because it can be effected

only by reporting cultivated land as waste or by obtaining

remissions on false pretences of poverty
;
but it has already

been shown that from the public manner in which the Settle-

ment is conducted and the contending interests of the raiyats,

oithor of these modes of injuring the revenue can never reach
to any extent or be long concealed.’

Ifl. p. 365. ‘ Permanent,' that question of a ‘ permanent Sottle-
18

, as opposed to a ‘provisional' meat.'
rent ; it has nothing to do with tho
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§ 5. Its Contrast with the Zaminddri System,

In 1 807 Muni-o wrote an able paper contrasting the small

raiyatwari proprietor with the Zaminddri This it is of

no use to quote in detail, because it is impossible that a

general Zamindarx Settlement can be revived
;
but after

stating the supposed advantages of the interest which the

Zamind/ir would take in revenue management—knowing

so much more of the circumstances of the raiyats than a

Collector could, after allowing for the hope that he would

improve the estate with his capital, and that he would

relieve the Government of details and lessen the number of

revenue accounts and the cost of collection, ho contrasts

the risk of the Zammdiir absorbing all the benefits and

rackrenting his tenants, or else that of his failing and

breaking down. For the raiyatwari system he urges that

it requin‘s no artificial restraints to prevent division of

estates
;
it admits of all gradations from petty owners to

great. ‘ It is bettor adapted to preserve simplicity of

manners and good order, because every ryot will on his

own estate be proprietor, farmer, and la]>ourer
;

. . .

because a great body of small proprietors, instead of a few

Zamindars or mutthadars, will be interested in supporting

Government. ... It may also bo said that it is better

calculated to promote industry and to augment the produce

of the country, because it makes more proprietors and far-

mers and fewer common labourers; because the raiyat

would be more likely to improve his land . . . and the

small proprietor being a better manager and farmer, is more

immediately interested than the great one in the cultiva-

tion of his land, would bestow more pains on it, and make
it yield a more abundant crop.’ He adds ‘ that the raiyat-

wari system, by retaining in the hands of Government all

unoccupied land, gives it the power of gradually augment-

ing the revenue without imposing any fresh burden on the

raiyats.’ He denies that the account system is more
troublesome.

^ This with some other minutes Report^ and Arbuthnot, vol. i, pp.
is in the Appendix to the Fifth 94-99.
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‘ When a country is surveyed and tho rent of every field fixed,

the accounts become perfectly simple—they are nothing more

than a list of raiyats and fields : . . . and as karnams (village ac-

countants) must always be kept, there is no more difficulty in

getting from them an account of a hundred raiyats than one

mutthadar. . . . The fluctuation in the revenue ‘Svould be grad-

ually lessened as tho raiyats became attached to tlieir farms, by

the benefits of a low assessment and retaining them as a lasting

possession instead of changing them partly or wholly almost

every year.”

‘It would never amount in one year to more than lo per

cent, on the aggregate of districts, and would scarcely ever be

above five. . . .

‘ Tho public ought certainly to be regulated in some degree

by tho private revenue of the country: but nothing can bo

more contrary to this principle than the Znmfndari system, for

it fixes the public demand now, which must remain the same

thirty or forty years hence, whatever addition may have been

made to private property in that time.

‘ Wlien remissions are granted for calamity or other cause,

it “ gives tho whole of it at once to the raiyats ” and there is

no one to intercept the benefit.’

§ 6. Cause of the Defects of the Early Setilements,

It should be here remarked that, while the main outlines

of the raiyatwari system were thus laid down, a definite

principle of assessment based on a just valuation and calcula-

tion, checked by, but not dependent on, former records, was

not yet understood. To this fact may be attributed all the

defects of the early Settlements and their repeated failure

from being too highly pitched, either positively, or rela-

tively to low rates of prevailing price. It was the necessity

for modifying and devising all soi-ts of temporary expedients

of reduction that led to the different systems of revenue-

collection (sometimes, but very wrongly, described under

the head of ‘ tenures ’) that are to be found in the books.

§ 7. Old Systems of Revenue Collection,

As the reader may be puzzled by the terms that occur in

the reports, I may here mention that while the Settlements

were being made and money-rents from one cause and
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Anothor '\v6r6 not known or could not bo cmployod, or had

to be reduced, the following expedients were adopted

(i) (only adopted as a temporary and preliininaiy

measure}. The amani or direct system. This simply

consists in taking the actual share of the grain. It is

also called the ‘ asara ’ or sharing system. In Tinnevelly,

for instance, for several years such a system was in force

on the paddy lands (wet cultivation). ‘An army of

Government servants was employed to measure out the

tliree months’ crop (k^r=crop) liarvested in September,

and to divide it equally between the Government and the

raiyats. The Government grain was stored in granaries in

different villages, and kept until the rise of prices made it

profitable to the Government to dispose of it.’ As the five

months’ (peshanam) crop ripened in January, its extent

was ascertained by inspection, and its probable outturn

estimated by persons employed for the purpose : when the

whole was estimated, a price was fixed at the jamabandi

(annual Settlement), and the Government share or three-

fifths of the whole was sold to the raiyats at that price.

Whatever remained at the time in the Government

gi-anaries of the previous crop, was at tlie same time sold

to the raiyats at the same price, and the whole of the

money demand then became payable h

The ‘ visapadl system ’ was merely a method of dividing

the revenue assessed under the village system according to

customary shares in which the village body licld their

land. It involved the curious condition that if any one

thought his share over-, and that of his neighbour under-,

assessed, he had a riglit to demand that the latter be made;

over to him at an increased rate, which he named, in

exchange for his own. But should the neighbour assent to

the enhanced rate, the exchange was not actually carried out,

but the complainant was allowed a proportionate reduction

on his land.

The ‘ ulfingfi ’ (ooloogu) system prevailed in Tinncvclly,

Tinnerdly 1). M, pp. 71 and 72.
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and for a long time in Tanjore. In the latter district it was

adopted, as I have stated, because the joint-village owners

could not be prevailed on to accept the rates offered on the

three years’ lease plan of Settlement. The ulungu system

has now been abolished, except, I believe, in one small

village.

As described in detail in the Tanjore Manual it seems

terribly complicated; but it really reduced itself to a

system of computing in money the actual grain-share for

the year (valuing it by current prices); the trouble and

uncertainty of this being progressively reduced by attempts

to arrive at something more like an average produce and an

average price for assessment purposes ‘ The system was

somewhat complicated,’ says the author of the Tinnevelhj

D. Manual] ‘briefly put, it consisted in the commutation of

an assumed or estimated quantity of produce, at a standard

or fixed price modified by the current price of the day.’

The average estimate of produce was calculated on the

outturn of certain given years (according to the district

circumstances), and the standard price on the average of

certain specified years. If the current price was less than

1 0 per cent, above the standard, the standard was taken ;

if more, the excess only was added to the standard price to

give the commutation rate for the year. On the other hand,

if the current price was not more than 5 per cent, below

the standard, the standard was taken : and if more than

5 per cent, below, then the excess beyond the 5 per cent,

was deducted from the standard and the balance formed the

commutation rate.

The ‘Mucta’ system (b’il-mukta=‘ in the lump’) of

assessment occurred under that method of Settlement (noted

above by Munro) where a village assessment was fixed in

the total and the raiyats distributed it as they pleased.

But the distribution once made lasted as long as the lease

or Settlement.

The ‘ Mutafaisal ’ system was similar. It was noted in

Tanjore as succeeding the ulungu It is practically almost

^ See the Settlement Manual, 1887, p. 2, 2 2). m. pp. 73-4.
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exactly like the ‘ b^chh ’ in a North Indian Settlement, only

that the latter goes into more detail to equalize rates and

supervise the distribution according to the soil and general

value of each liolding. In Tanjore the lump-sum was

ascertained without a field-to-ficld classification, but on a

comparison of the highest and lowest grain-produce, valued

at certain average rates, and calculated out for an average

area of cultivation, the whole being freely discussed by the

villagers and with the aid of a panchayat

§8. Old ^ Dittam* Settlement.

It only remains to add, in taking leave of the old system,

that while it involved an annual settling up or jamabandi

(as at present) at the end of the chief liarvest, determining

the Lands held by each raiyat, and the remissions he was

entitled to on the standard assessment of those fields, there

was also a ‘Dittam Settlement' or preliminary estimate

made by the tahsildars at the hef/inniny of the season—

a

kind of forecast of what each raiyat uvtdd hold and culti-

vate, and what crop he would sow. The curious will find

it described in the Salem MamiaV^. At first great im-

portance was attached to this proceeding, but it has now

been abolished for many years.

§ 9. Stmmanj of the Old Sydem.

Mr. Nicholson, in his Dldrict Mamud of Coimhatore, has

given us a very good abstract of the principles and results

of the old revenue system The officers of those days

recognized the system of dealing with each raiyat as one

which was the really ancient system of the Hindu king-

doms : they endeavoured to survey and register every field

and give every holder a lease or patta, showing what he

held and what he was to pay : this was settled first at

^ A long jicoount of it is given at there corruptly written),which the
pag(LS 588 618. F«)r reasons stated, mirdsidars (there are joint-villages
the Collector could not carry out in Tanjore) distributed. After much
hia Setthjinent on an indejKuident cornispondenco this system was
classification and valuation of fields; sanctioned in 1859.
and in 1831, he adopted a lump- * p. 361, vol. i.

assessment (Mootalaisal as it is * yee pages 107 and 108,
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the * dittam/—the preliminary or estimate-Settlement just

mentioned, and then finally at the jamabandi, which was

made after the chief harvest and showed what actually had

been.

The raiyat ‘paid full rent (revenue) for his cultivated

land, and one-third or one-fourth for land held as grazing ;

his “dry” land had at first little or no sale value: his “wet*’

land was so highly assessed as to be often valueless as

transferable property
;
but most of the raiyats had garden

land, and some “ wet ” that was valuable.*

The theory was just as at present; it was that land was

taxed and not the person, so that a raiyat could increase or

diminish his revenue-payments by changing the component

fields of his farm. But this theory was marred by the

safeguards that it was thought necessary to impose for the

security of the revenue. The old rule had been that if

some raiyats ran away, those that stayed made good the

deficit ; this was not long retained, but some survival of it

was preserved in the shape of restrictions on relinquish-

ment. The raiyat in ‘affluent circumstances* was not

allowed to give up a field unless he could get another

raiyat to take it, or unless he would consent to take up

waste bearing an equal assessment. Even the ‘poor’

raiyat must give up ‘good and bad together’ in equal

proportions. Another very objectionable feature was the

treatment of ‘ garden ' land, which always produced two

crops in the year. The theory being that 4c per cent, of

the gross produce was the Government share, it came to

this, that the assessment was about four times the rate

on dry land, though the ‘garden’ was largely due to

the raiyat’s own labour and to the well which ho had

sunk. Then the survey and assessment had to be so

rapidly done, that there were very great inequalities. In

Coimbatore, for instance, the northern division was sur-

veyed in a little over a year, and the southern division in

about two years
;

it was impossible, especially in the

confusion of the days immediately following war and

VOL. III. E
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annexation, to settle satisfactorily so large an area in so

short a time.

The assessments too were, as I have said, largely

dependent, not so much on estimates of produce,—very

roughly calculated, in comparison with what was after-

wards done—but on former assessments, which had been

run up to a high pitch under the Mysore Government

or the Nawab as the case might be. Such rates were

liable to become intolerable when grain became very low

in selling price—as it did for a number of years.

Hence various devices were consciously, or uncon-

sciously, allowed to mitigate the burden
;
such as calling

land ‘ grazing land ’ and letting it at one-fourth of the

assessment, or allowing ‘cowles' for cultivating what
was called waste, at favourable rates.

All this has now given way to careful survey and

deliberately framed and carefully equalized assessments:

the extra taxation of ‘garden’ lands as such, has long

been abandoned, and there is therefore no occasion for any
irregular devices to mitigate the pressure of the revenue.



THE MODERN SETTLEMENT SYSTEM.

Section I—Survey and Settlement Department.

The modern Settlement system requires the co-operation

of two branches—the Kevenue-Survey and the Settlement

Office.

The Survey is now confined to Revenue-surveying : until

recently, it also had a topographical department, the work

of which was made over to the Imperial Survey in 1886 \

The Presidency contains approximately 141,517 square

miles. The Revenue Cadastral Survey does not extend to

Zamind^ri or other estates permanently settled, nor to

‘ proprietary villages hold on ’indm throughout ’ and other

estates not under raiyatwdri Settlement. Estates of this

kind are generally topographically surveyed and mapped on

I inch

=

I mile^.

The table given on the following page shows the progress

of the Survey work®.

The village maps show eveiy field, besides the leading

topographical features; they are plotted on a scale of i 5

inches to the mile, and are reduced and printed (by photo-

^ G. 0. No. 692 (and letter No. hdrams (forms of revenue-free or

603), dated 20th July, 1886. lightly-assessed estates) and some
^ Macleane {Survey), p. lor. G. 0. others, are occasionally mapped on

No. 315, dated 22nd March, 1887. the scale of 4 inches=i mile.

I see, however, that detached ’ Being enclosure No. 5 to G. 0.

estates and shrotriyams and iigra- No, 984, dated 17th October, 1887.
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Statement showing the Extent surveyed and remaining to he

surveyed in each of the undermentioned Districts up to

318^ March^ 1887 .

Surveyed, square miles. Remaining TO BE surveyed, sq. miles.

Districts.

Area in

square

Topographical.

miles.
Revenue.

Topo-
graphical.

Total. Revenue
For Mad.
ras Sur-

vey.

For Sur-

vey of

India.

Total,

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Districts sur-

veyed and un-

der survey.

Survey Area. Estimated Areas.

Oanjam . . 8311 1661 3451 5112 ... 3199 3199

Vizagapatam 17,380 169 10,473 10,642 613 295 5830 6738

Godavari. . 7345 2880 4465, 7345 ...

Kistna . . 8471 5454 2066 7520 ... 951 951

Kurnool . . 7788 4839 2949 7,88
65

...

Bellary . . 5590 2293 307 2600 2925 2990

Aiiantapur , 5417 1907 431 2338 3079 3079

Cuddapah . 8738 5429 3309 8738

Nellore . . 8739 4232 4507 8739 ... ...

Chingleput . 2842 2096 746 2842 ... ...

Madras . . 27 27 ... 27 ... ...

North Arcot. 7503 2851 4652 7503

South Arcot. ’513a 4657 475 513a ...

Salem. . . 7729 3611 4118 7729
Coimbatore . 7804 5169 2635 7804

Nilgiris . . 957 4441 513 957 ...

2398 4643Malabar . . 6763 266 ^854 1120 2245

Trichinopoly 4742 2697 945 3642 1100 1100

Tanjore . , 3654 379 ... 379 2221 1054
206

3275

Madura . . 8402 3074 5122 8196 206

Tinnevelly . 6381 3080 1719 4799 ... ... 582 582

Total. .

District not yet

taken in hand.

137,715 57,215 53,737 110,952 11,083 2365 13,315

1

1

26,763 ,

South Canara 3902 ... 2,512 ... 1390 3902

Total . 141,6178 57,215 53,737 110,952 13,595 2365 14,705 30,665

1 Altemtion due to excess of area found on survey.
2 266 wjuare miles of Wynajwl taluk, fir't surveyed toiwjfraphically and afterwards cadaatrall.Vj

have been shown only under column 3, Bevenue Survey, to'avoid repetition.

Antique figures denote estimated areas unchecked by survey.
3 According to the Census of z8Si, the area was 140,821 square miles.
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zincography) on the 8-inch scale. Taluk and district

maps are compiled from these on a scale of i inch=i

mile ^

Topographical and ‘ Atlas Sheet ’ maps are also prepared,

but do not concern our present purpose.

The Settlement Department was first organized in 1858.

In 1855, less than one-fifth of the area of the Presidency

was cultivated. The early surveys, though done as well as

the state of establishments at the time permitted, were

imperfect, and were made without preliminary demarcation

;

they only extended to a few districts
; and the records

were not always fully preserved. The defects of the Settle-

ments have already been explained. A general revision

Settlement was determined on in 1855^, and the first

Director of Settlements was appointed in 1 858.

At present (since 1886) the Settlement is directed by a

Commissioner of Revenue Settlement, who is also Director

of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture. He
is one of the ‘ Commissioners ’ who collectively form the

Boerd of Revenue as reorganized in 1886. There are two

Assistant Commissioners
;
and on important works, one of

them takes charge of the field establishment. At present,

five working parties are organized
; a ‘ party ’ consisting,

ordinarily, of a Deputy Commissioner of Settlement, his

assistant, and an office establishment. There is also

attached to each party, a field establishment under a
‘ Supervisor of Assessment ' consisting of four ‘ head Clas-

sifiers,’ and thirty Classifiers (for soil inspection)

It will be observed that the Settlement operations in

progress are conducted by a staff entirely separate from the

District Revenue Stafi*, the Collector, Assistant and Deputy

^ This is prescribed in G. 0. 20th separate from the Settlement Staff

;

July, 1886, No. 602. For some time but orders {vide No. 315, dated 22nd
past maps have also been prepared March, 1887) have recently directed
on j-inch = i mile scale. that the Survey subordinates should

^ G. 0. No. 951, dated 14th August, bo instructed in Settlement work so

1855, and Despatch of Secretary of as to make them available.
State, dated 17th December, 1856. ^ Manual qfRevenue Settlcnient Depart^
The Staff under the Superintendent mentj p, 39.
of Survey has hitherto been entirely
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Collectors, Tahsllddrs, and J^evenue Inspectors. But, as

has already been stated in the general introductory chapter,

in future the abolition of a separate Settlement Staff is

everywhere contemplated. The records, kept correct from

year to year, will never need entirely renewing
;
and any

future re-assessment will merely be a revision of rates, on

the soil classification and other data already recorded, and

so can be done by the ordinary district staffh

Section II.—The Piioceduee op Settlement.

§ I. General Features,

Such being the working machinery, I may at once pro-

ceed to the detail of its methods. The Raiyatwari

Settlement might be more correctly described as a ‘ Sur-

vey-Assessment,’ and may be defined in terms which are

as true of Bombay as they are of Madras Dr. Macleane

says it is ‘the division of all arable land, whether cultivated

or not, into fields, and the assessment of each field at a fixed

rate for a term of years I have substituted ‘ field ’ for

‘ block ’ in the original, for the assessment of blocks of fields,

though at one time recommended, was given up^. The
occupant pays the revenue so assessed on the area he

actually occupies. This area may be constant or may be

^ This will be possible as the
result of the recent Survey Settle-

ments
;
but it would not have been

so till the Settlements had made
the progress now attained.

As a matter of fact, in 1864, it

was actually proposed to put the
Settlements under the District

Staff, because it was thought that
the local experience of the District
Officers was otherwise lost. In
some districts the change was tried,
but it did not succeed. After some
discussion, the separate Settlement
Staff was confirmed in 1874. In
1879, lor financial reasons, the
Director was abolished, and the
Department<;ontrolled by a Member
of the Board. In 1882 the (re
appointed) Director became also
Director of Agriculture and Land-

Records, and in 1886 the changes
already recorded took place.

As to the use ofthe term ‘ Settle-

ment ' see the remarks in Chapter
I. p. 32, ante.

^ Macleane {Revenue Settlement),

p. 103.
* Id. O. 0 . No. 221 of 15th Feb.

1876, the Government ordered the
system of assessing blocks to bo
given up. At present after tho
field-to-field classification is made
(by the classifiers, head classifier

and supervisor) fields of similar
soil are grouped together into
blocks, chiefly to enable the results
of classification to be recorded con-
veniently in tho descriptive me-
moirs, and illustrated by the eye-
sketches, of each village.
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varied irom year to year by the relinquishment of old fields

and the taking up of new, which are either available as

waste, or as given up by some one else. The occupant

deals directly with the Government, and is responsible for

no one’s revenue but his own. He holds in every case a

‘ patta ’ showing his fields and the revenue assessed. Every

year an annual settling up, or ‘jamabandi',’ takes place, at

which the patta of each raiyat is tested, and, if need be,

corrected, to see what land he has actually held, and what

remissions, if any, he is entitled to, on the full revenue of

his holding. The annual ‘jamabandi ’ will be described in

more detail in the Chapter on Revenue officials and
Revenue business. It is noted here as being an essential

feature of the raiyatwdri system.

It is stated that, in the Madras Presidency, there are two

and a half millions of raiyats, holding on a general average

.eight acres each

For facility of description I may divide this subject into

the following heads or stages of progress :

—

1. Demarcation of boundaries ) by the Survey

2 . Survey ) Department.

3. Inspection

4. Classification of soils

5. Assessment by Settlement

6. Matters subsequent to Department.

assessment

7. Pecords of Settlement >

§ 2. Demarcation and Survey.

The Act XXVIII of i860, as amended by (M.) Act II of

1884, provides for the demarcation of villages and fields,

for the settlement of boundary disputes and the preser-

vation of survey and boundary marks.

The proceedings of demarcation and Survey commencing
^ In Bombay tlio average varies— Tenures,

eight acres in the north, thirty-two * Madras Regulation XII of 1816
in the centre, and twenty-three in providesfor thesettlementof certain
the south. For a general estimate of kinds of cases depending on bound-
the acreage of different kinds of ary disputes,
estates, see the Chapter on Land-
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a Settlement, are opened by a notification in the District

Gazette,—a publication special to this Presidency.

Villages and main divisions of villages are demarcated,

every turn of the line being marked; irregular boundaries are

adjusted and small hamlets amalgamated, and very large

villages subdivided. The ‘ field * boundaries are then per-

manently marked with stone or masonry. There is no mini-

mum size for a field. The maximum used to he two acres

for ‘wet’^ land, and four for ‘dry,’ but now, as a rule,

each revenue-field ^ will form a survey-field ; in exceptional

cases two or more revenue-fields may be clubbed together,

subject to the following conditions :

—

(1) Every survey-field so formed must consist of entire

revenue-fields.

(2) No survey-field so united must exceed six acres of

* wet ’ land or twelve acres of ‘ dry ’ land.

(3) The revenue-fields forming a survey field must bo

held on exactly the same tenure. In no case, can ‘ imlm
’

and ‘ Government ^ land be put in the same survey-field. 4

No existing revenue-field is to be divided, however large.

§ 3. Subdivision of Holdings,

Joint holdings (owing to the law of inheritance, which

recognizes the joint succession of the heirs), though they

frequently occur, are not encouraged by the system
;
and

subdivisions of survey-fields are demarcated on the ground,

and surveyed by the Survey establishment

It very often happens that the survey-field and the ‘ hold-

ing ’ correspond : but should holdings be clubbed together, or

9. number of relations jointly possess a field, it follows thatthe

individual holdings will not in such cases correspond with

^ ‘ Wet * means mostly paddy tion as ‘ dry/
crop land, or land irrigated by river “ Each area of land, i.e. on which
channels, or tanks, or those aided previously, a separate assessment
by wells. ‘ Dry ’ land is unirrigated, has been fixed,
dependent on rainfall; private ® See G. 0. No. 315 of22nd March,
wells sunk on dry land to aid cul- 1887*
tivation do not alter the classifica’
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the survey unit. Such subdivisions are accordingly

demarcated on the ground, and indicated in the Kegisters,

by giving to each a letter^ added to the survey number.

(Thus we may have Q,i A., 21 B., &c.)

The following are the latest orders regarding the recogni-

tion and record of ‘ interstitial fields ^ ’ :

—

^ The subdivision of survey-fields may be permitted for all

purposes on the following conditions :

—

^ (i) that the portion to be divided off be durably demarcated

in such manner as may be required by the village

officers, and the holdings be separately lettered and

numbered in the village accounts

;

‘ (2) that it shall be in a single block, not in patches, and be

readily accessible from without

;

‘
(3) that if the subdivision is for the purpose of relinquish-

ment, the portion divided off for relinquishment shall

not be less than two acres, if dry, and one acre, if

wet (unless the portion relinquished has been de-

stroyed or rendered useless by flood or other cause

beyond the raiyat’s control).

‘No subdivision will be valid till confirmed either by the

officer conducting the jamabandf of the taluk in which the

village is situated or the Divisional officer. [This refers

to subdivisions made after the Settlement operations are

over.] It will be at the discretion of the Divisional and jama-

bandi officer to refuse to confirm subdivisions in which the

above conditions have not been complied with.’

§ 4. Metliod of Survey.

For an account of the actual method of survey, Macleane

[Vol. I {Survey), p. loi] may be consulted.

§ 5. Inspection of Districts and Villages.

In making the Settlement, it is necessary to obtain a

general view of the characteristics of each district; to

ascertain particulars of the climate, rainfall, and physical

features of such tracts or divisions as differ from each

^ G. 0. No. 1269, dated 14th November, 1885, as modified by G. 0. No.
67s, dated 6th August, 1886.
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other distinctly; to search the Collector’s records for

information relative to the past history of the district, its

years of plenty or famine, its land-tenures, mode of taxa-

tion, and the cause of gradual progress; to study the

relative values of such sources of irrigation as the various

tracts possess
; to determine how different tracts are affected

by roads, canals, markets, towns, hill-ranges or sea-board

;

and to acquire a general idea of the prevailing soils in each

tract, and the relative value of such different soils as may
be found to exist. Each taluk is accordingly visited, and

the revenue officers and leading raiyats assembled, and

their opinion asked regarding the relative values of villages

under such and such irrigation, or in such and such a posi-

tion
;
information is also recorded as to the payment of

labour, the method of cultivation pursued, the crops grown,

the mode of disposal of surplus grain, and the markets

mostly frequented.

§ 5. Grouping of Villages {Dnj Land),

Before proceeding to the detailed classification of soils in

each village, there is a preliminary grouping of villages

(for assessment purposes) so as to bring together those

which are similarly situated as regards advantage of posi-

tion : e. g. with reference to proximity to market, facilities

of communication (road, railway, or canal) and climate

The grouping according to advantage of situation is in-

dependent of the physical properties of the soil.

This preliminary gi-ouping is a necessity of all Settle-

ment work
; because it is obvious that even if the villages

had exactly the same qualities of soil, the value, and there-

fore the capacity from an assessment-point of view, of

each soil, must be different according to position. If a
given soil is found in a village which lies close to a
market, so that the produce is easily conveyed, and always

^
General similarity of soil—as question of grouping, which refers

where a number of villages lie on only to general features of advan-
sandy soil near the sea coast, is tage in position. Hqq Satihmmt Man-
now dealt with in the soil class!- wal, pp. 11-33.
ficatiou

; it does not enter into the
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in demand, it is obvious that it can be assessed higher than

the same soil in a remote and inaccessible village.

The same grouping is not adopted for villages wholly

irrigated or consisting of wet land
;
these are treated on

separate considerations to be mentioned presently.

§ 7. Dry-Soil Classification—‘ Series^

Each village in any group will exhibit natural differences

of soil. Those recognized in practice have been so because

they answer the requirements of being few, simple, and

well defined, while they are universally acknowledged by

the people themselves. These primary soil differences are

only five in number, and are spoken of as the soil series.

They are :

—

( 1 )
Alluvial islands in rivers,and permanently improved

soils (Exceptional soils.)

(2) Kegar or regada, the so-called ‘ black-cotton soil.’

(3) Ked ferruginous soil.

(4) Calcareous—chalk or lime (of rare occurrence).

(5) Arenaceous (more or less pure sand—on the sea

coast, &c.).

§8. Soil ^ Class:

But again a further distinction occurs. Every soil of

the series may contain varieties in physical constitution.

Each one, we may be sure, has some one distinctive

mineral constituent which is capable of reduction to an

impalpable powder. This contains the characteristic

mineral nutritive element of the soil, and is for con-

venience (though not, of course, with scientific accuracy)

spoken of as ‘ clay.’ Now, each series may exhibit this

material, or ‘ clay,’ either pure, or mixed with sand (as

^ Under ‘ exceptional
*

soils, wo land, whore the soil has boon com-
have r—rich alluvial islands, where pletoly altered by long working,
the soil is extraordinarily valuable

;
But land merely ‘ improved ' by

permanently improved land—e. g. having a well sunk on it (at the
land, made up of silt at the bottom owner’s expense) is not in this class
of a ruined tank

;
tdtakdl or garden at all.
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^ loam *), or mixed with an excess of sand (* sandy-soil *).

That is true of all the series except the fifth. And the

difierence affects the value of the soil, because it makes it

heavier or lighter, more or less permeable, liable to cake,

or able to retain moisture. *

Consequently, under the series we have also the class—
i.e. pure ‘clay,’—or half sand, or more than two-thirds

sand, &c.

§ 9. Soil ‘ Sorl.'

And there is yet one more difierence. Given that a field

is in a certain
ff

7^oup as regards situation, that it belongs

to—say—the ‘black-cotton soil’ series, and to the loamy

class of the series, it may yet be ‘ good ’ or ‘ bad,^ or

‘ordinary,’ or ‘worst’ of its kind. This last difierence

marks the sort of soil. So that we have series, class, and

sort to attend to in each g^vup.

§ 10. Table of Soils.

It is easy to combine these differences into a simple

tabular form.

In speaking of soils it is not necessary to give the whole

detail at full length
; it is enough to write Class II, Sort I,

or ‘ II. I,’ simply, because the series is implied in the class

number. For example. Classes I, II, are both in the first

series. Classes VI, VII, and VIII, are in the thml; and

so on.

The classifier enters the soil, as he goes along, on a sketch-

map as well as in a register
;
his work is checked by the

Head Classifier, and by the Supervisor. It is usually found

that soils run in considerable blocks, round which a line

can be run on the map. Inside the block small differences

would be disregarded rather than multiply blocks.

The recognized table of soils is as follows:

—
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Series. Class and its Description. Sort. Series. Class and its Description. Sort.

- 1
'

< 8

I. Island soils

(Lanka)

1 Good.

2 Onlinary.

3 Inferior.

II. Permanentlf-iTn-
proved totakil, i Best,

or jarlb and 2 Ordinary,

other lands. ,

III. Clay regar, con.

taining upwards
of } clay.

IV. Mixed or loamy
regar, contain-

ing from i to I
clay.

V. Sandy regar, con-

taining not more
tbjui i clay.

'

VI. Clay, containing

upwards of i

i
clay.

VTI. Mixed or loamy,

containing from

j to 1 clay.

%
VIII. Sandy,or grarelly,

containing not

UKJie tlum i clay.

' I Best.

2 Good.

. 3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

5 Worst.

'i Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

5 Worst.

'i Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

. 5 Worst

Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

, 5 Worst.

( I Best
2 Good.

4 3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

1 5 Worst

1 Best
2 OotKl.

3 On!inary.

4 Inferior.

, 5 Worst.

IX, Clay,—upwards of

I clay.

f
1 Best
2 Good.

3 Ordinary

4 Inferior.

5 Worst

X. Mixed or loamy*

i to I clay.

{

I Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

5 Worst

XI. Sandy, or gra-

velly, under |

day.

'1 Best
2 Good.

3 Ordinary:

4 Inferior,

5 Worst

/
XII. Loamy, or mixed,

i to I clay.

I

X Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

5 Worst

XIII. Sandy, from \ to

I’flClay.

1 Best.

2 Good.

3 Ordinary.

4 Inferior.

5 Worst.

\ XIV. Sand, under A
clay.

§ II. Subsoil,

It is laid down generally, that if the upper soil is nine

inches deep, the classification will take notice of the upper,

or surface, soil only. But when the entire soil is less than

three feet deep, the Classifier takes note as to the subsoil^

also. The Settlement Manual is not clear as to how this sub-

soil note is made use of
;
probably, I presume, it will be

allowed to affect the ‘ sort.’ Thus Class III. (clay regar)

might be only eight inches on the surface : then, if the

subsoil were *red ferruginous,* I presume the field would

be regarded as belonging to that class. If the subsoil were

^ Settlement Manual^ pp. 49~5o*
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rock, &c., the field would be placed in the class indicated

by the surface-soil, but allowed for in the ‘sort/—as

‘ inferior ’ or ‘ worst.’ There is a natural limit to such

difiiculties, for if the surface layer is very slight and the

subsoil rock, the whole would be uncultijrable, and not

be classed at all.

§ 12. ‘ Wei ^ Grouping

»

When we are dealing with villages wholly irrigated (or

chiefly so) for rice, then the local grouping above described

is found in practice to be unnecessary^
;
and instead, they

are grouped according to the character and quality of the

iiTigation, thus :

—

(1) Anicuts (anaikattu (Tamil)—a dam or weir) over

large and perennial rivers, and collecting and

regulating the water for distribution through

smaller channels.

(2) Tanks well supplied during the year with water

sufficient for the whole ayacut (ayakattu) or area

watered by the tank.

(3) Tanks indifferently supplied and not able to water

with certainty the whole ayacut.

§ 1 3.
‘ Wet ’ Soil Classification,

The soil classification, as regards series and class, may still

be necessary, even where the land is changed in character

by irrigation
;
though some of the classes will oftener be

found in unirrigated villages. But instead of (or possibly

in addition to) the sorts, we shall have, for irrigated land,

further distinctions :

—

(1) Where the land is close to the irrigation maia-

channel, and has good level and drainage.

(2) Land less favourably situated in these respects.

* The Settlment Manual remarks not apply. Irrigation too overcomes
that large irrigated areas attract any disadvantage to which dry land
markets to them. Hence the would bo exposed on the score of

proximity to market which is con- uncertainty of rainfall and climate,
aidered in the case of dry land does
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(3) Land imperfectly supplied with water
; or where

the level is inconvenient, and the drainage bad,

so that the field may become water-logged.

(4) Land so situated that the water cannot be let to

flow on to it, but has to be raised by baling it

out (picotta).

This last is perhaps not a * sort ’ of land
;
the defect is

allowed for by a special remission on the full rate per acre.

§ 14. Principle of Assessment

The next stage is to ascertain what amount of crop each

different ‘ class and sort ' of soil will produce—the amount

being stated in ‘Madras measures’^. While the old

system considered only a rough proportion of the gross

^produce (and often hardly considered that at all), the

modern system deals with the net produce^ i. e. the gross

produce as valued in money, but after deducting the costs

of cultivation. Then, dividing the result into the proper

percentages, one such percentage, fixed by rule, will bo the

Government revenue.

But before more detail is given as to the actual calcula-

tion of this theoretical percentage, it should be explained

that though a raiyatwari Settlement treats each field as

subject to its own several assessment, that does not mean

that the assessment is arrived at by an independent calcu-

lation for each unit. On the contrary, the object is to get

as few rates and as broad and simple a classification as

possible, so as to secure equality of assessment from village

to village where the* situation and advantages are similar,

§ 15. Standing Orders,

In the ‘ Standing Orders ' of the Board of Kevenue, the

principles of assessment are laid down as follows :

—

» Of ij seor. The Settlement measures will find sixteen pages of
Manual tables are headed ‘ kalams/ closely printed double columns de-
^ turns/ &c., which are other kinds voted to the subject in Macleane’s
of measures. The student desirous Appendix XC. vol, ii.

of exploring the mystery of local
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(1) The assessment is on the land [according to its

value and capacity], not on the description of

produce, nor on the claims of certain classes of

cultivators to pay lower rates.

(2) The classification of soils is to be as simple as

possible.

(3) The assessed revenue is not to exceed one-half of

the net produce, after deducting expenses of

cultivation, &c.

(4) In dry land no extra assessment is imposed for a

second crop. But wet lands, which ordinarily

have a regular supply of water for two crops,

are registered as two-crop lands, and the charge

for the second crop is one-half that of the first.

When the source of irrigation is uncertain, the

second crop charge is assessed on a considera-

tion of the irrigation sources
;
and when the

water has to be raised by baling, an acreage

allowance or deduction is made.

§ 16. Practice of Assessment,

Let us now see how the rates are, in practice, determined.

Granted that the fields on the village map have all been

classified as of one or other ‘ class ’ or * sort,’ and that they

appear in considerable groups of a practically uniform

character. First, we have to ascertain the grain produce.

Let us take the case of ‘ dry land.* It is not one kind of

crop that is always grown on the same soil, nor on the

same field from year to year. It is necessary to choose

some one or more ‘ standard grains * (always food-grains
')

to represent the general or average produce.

An example is the clearest explanation. Suppose that,

on looking at the taluk statistics of cultivation, we find

the cultivated area occupied in the following proportions

by the difierent crops :

—

^ For reasons explained in Settlmmt Manual^ pp. 8 and 28.
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per cent. per cent.

Kdgi (Eleusyne Coracam)
of the whole. Varagu (Panimm mUiaceum)

.

• 13
. . 13 Kambu {Pennisetum spicatum) • 9

White Paddy . . . . . 21 Oholum (Sorghvm vulgare) . 4
Indigo . . 14 Gram {Cicer arieiinum) . . . 2

Trees and groves (topes) . 16

Oil-seeds and vegetables . . 8

52

48_
' Total . . . . TOO

Here paddy occupies by far the largest area
;
but this is

a wet crop, and we are dealing with dry. Indigo, also

largely grown, is not a food-grain. So our two standards

are clearly the millets called ‘lUgi * and ‘ Varagu.’ Then,

looking at the other produce, we find there are crops, whether

food-grains or not, known to be so approximate in value to

one or other of these
,
two, that wo can, for practical pur-

poses, treat them as if they were ‘ Rdgi' or ‘ Varagu ’
;
and

hence, for dry land, we take about 48 per cent, of one, and

52 per cent, of the other

Next, we shall ascertain for each class and sort of soil,

what is the fair average outturn of the standard grains.

Formerly experimental reapings {hail) were conducted

both by the Revenue (Collector’s) staff and by the Settle-

ment, and they were compared with opinions of the raiyats

and the Tahsildars
;
but these experiments are now given up

;

—general inquiries and statistics collected, are relied on.

Now, supposing wo have a soil of ' IV. 2 ’—(Regar—loamy
—

‘
good ’)

;
we find the outturn of ‘ Ragi ’ on such soil is

320 Madras measures per acre, and ‘ Varagu ’ 440 Madras

measures per acre. To get our standard we shall allow

half the acre to each (48 per cent, and 52 per cent. =
half and half very nearly). By our table of average

prices (of this presently) 160 measures of ‘Rdgi’ are

worth R.7-1-7, and 220 of ‘Varagu,’ R.6-1-11: thus the

gross value of the outturn per acre of this soil in standard

crop will be R.7-1-7 + R.6-1-11 = R.13-3-6.

* An allowance for crops ofspecial the outturn can only bo approxi-
value may bo added on to the totals mately valued by an estimated
to equalize the burden. In these money rate,
cases, the crop may be such that

VOL. III. Y
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In ‘wet * land ‘white paddy ’ is the uniform standard crop.

The calculation of the quantity of produce of standard

grain per acre of each class and sort of soil, is called ‘ deter-

mining the grain-value/ It will bo remembered that the

produce figure accepted for the ‘ grain-value ’ represents a

fair average crop, allowing for good and bad years.

Next, this crop is to be valued
;
and the ‘ commutation

price’ is the average price (per garce—4^00 seers of 80

tolAs) of the twenty non-famine years immediately pre-

ceding the Settlements

But these are merchants’ prices: so a correction^ of

15 per cent, is made, to allow for the raiyat’s selling at

lower rates, for cost of cartage, and for difference of prices,

&c.
;
and a further deduction of to

-J-
is made for vicissi-

tudes of season, as well as to allow for the fact that we

have been dealing with survey acreages which include the

whole superficies, while, in fact, parts of it produce no grain,

being paths, water-channels, or banks of fields.

Against the average grain-value we have next to set off

the ‘ cost of cultivation,’ which is estimated on certain items

of general experience, the details of which need not be gone

into

Having deducted this, the result is the ‘ net produce,’ and

half of this is the Government revenue.

The principle always has been that the assessment is

to be moderate. The old rates (as we have seen) were

generally based on 50 per cent, of the gross produce for

wet, and 33 per cent, for dry, land. When revision

began, the maximum was reduced to 30 per cent.
;

the

average being about per cent.’

But in course of time a ‘ gross produce percentage * was

not considered sufficiently accui-ate. Net produce was to

be ascertained by deducting the cost of cultivation, &c.,

and in 1 864, the Government share or revenue was fixed at

half the duly ascertained net produce.

^ G. 0. No. 881, dated 30th .Tuly, No. 1134 of 6th December, 1878,

fixes 15 p.c.

^

Hetilement Manual, pp. 29, 30, » Ibid. Sections 32 et seq., p. 30.
gives 8-20 p.c. but a latter G. 0.
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§ 17. Ulustmtion—Figures applied to ‘ WeV Land,

An examplo from ‘ wet land * (for a change) may illus-

trate the whole subject :

—

I Gross

j

outturn of

1 st'iucliird

grain

(pnxldy).

Value per
garco at

Deduct

1

Half.
Govern-
ment

revenue!.

Soil,

eiiiss, &c.

B. 1 17, cor-

rected 20

years’ aver-

age i)rice.

-^th as

above.

Oultiva-

1

tiun ex-

penses.
1

Total

Net
1 Produce.

Madras
Moasuros. li. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. R. a.p.

Vll. 4. 600 21 15 0 462 925 13 8 7 865 432 400

1 Tho Governniont rovenue is fixed so as to reject the sinall fractions. If the reader does not

jcnuMiilK r tlic meaning of VII. 4 in tlie first wlnmn he will 1ot)k hack to the Standard Table

of Soils (p. 61, ante).

§ 18. ‘ Taram* Rates,

Now, as wo have said, it is not needed (nor would the

result be equable) to make this calculation for each field

independently. It will evidently happen, that a number

of different classes and sorts of soil will, on calculation,

show nearly the same * net produce,’ and therefore the

revenue-rate will be uniform for them all. Then it will be

sufficient to draw up a table of class and sort rates (called

‘ taram ’), which will apply equally to several soils. But the

‘grouping’ of tho village has to be allowed for in the

assessment, and this is arranged for by gradation of

‘ taram.’ Thus a set of soils in the first (normal or favour-

ably situated) group would command the first or highest

taram
\

in the second group they would command the

second only
;
and so on.

This system has gradually been perfected in simplicity

and breadth. In some of the older Settlements as many as

800 different rates varying from K. 35 a fraction of a

rupee, were applied k Now, no district has more than thirty

rates in the ‘wet’ scale and twenty-eight in the ‘ dry.’

At one time (in 1879) it was thought possible to draw np

standard ‘ wet ’ and ‘ dry ’ tables of tarams for all the soil

classes, which could be applied at once to each field in a

district so soon as its soil class was known This table

* statement of Moral and Material 1882 83, p, 142.

Progi'ess presented to House of Commonsj * Mr. Wilson explained (No. 3293
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was actually made use of in the Chingleput, North

Arcot, and Coimbatore Settlements. But the hope of

universally adopting so simple a table, proved too san-

guine. When submitting (in 1884) proposals for the

Settlement of the Madura district, Mr. Wilson tested this

standard scale by working out rates for each class and sort

of soil, taking the outturn and cultivation expenses from

the sanctioned Settlements of adjoining and similarly

situated districts, and the commutation-rates from the price

returns of the Madura district. The order of Government

was as follows :
‘ The results of the application of the

standard scale of cates to the Settlement of the Madura

district, in which it is used for the first time, show that the

process of verification adopted by the Director, cannot, with

safety, be dispensed with. The Director, therefore, pro-

poses that for each district, the Settlement of which is

taken up in future, an imlepemlent scale should he vvrked

out on the data supplied by the Settlements of other

similarly situated districts without reference to a standard

scale. This proposal is supported by the Board and is

accepted by Government^.’

I shall, nevertheless, give this standard scale, because the

student will not mistake the use I make of it, which is

merely to serve as a concrete example of the way in which

a few ‘ taram ’ rates on a sliding scale, can be made to

apply to a considerable variety of soils, and how the group-

ing of villages according to advantage or disadvantage of

situation can be allowed for without making a new scale

for each group. For the mere purpose of such illustration,

it is obviously immaterial whether the rates are actually

true for any one or more districts ;

—

A., dated 15th November, 1884, to cos, and so reduced tJio number of
Board of Revenue) that in 1879, rates that could bo taken for the
he found twenty-three Settlement several different soils against which
schemes affecting, in whole or part, they are placed in his table. R. a
thirteen districts. In these thirty- was taken as a minimum i)aymont,
fiverates(varyingfromR. latoR. i) because if wot land could not pay
had been adopted for ‘wet' and that, it could not be worth irrigat-
twenty-eight rates (from R.20 io ing at all,

four annas) for dry. Ho then dis- ^ Quoted from the Sdtlement
carded very exceptional rates and Manual, p. 23.
neglected small fractional difforen-
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Observations on the Tables.

The soils are briefly expressed by figures
;

‘ class II * can

only mean the second class of the first series or permanently

improved land: ^Sort’ No. i means ^good,* as 2 does

^ordinary,’ and 3 ‘inferior.’ So if we take ‘VII. 3/ this

means Eed ferruginous series, loamy, ordinary : because i is

here ‘best,’ 2 ‘good,’ 3 ‘ordinary,’ 4 inferior,’ and 5 ‘worst.’

In every case one Eoman and one Arabic numeral will ex-

press every series, class, and sort of soil in the table (see page

61, ante).

Dr// lands,—The table shows no rate for class I of either

sort—because islands (lanka) can only occur in certain rivers,

and the exceptional rate for such cases can be specially supplied

when wanted.

The class II may, in its actual physicabproperties, be soil of

any kind
;
but it is put into a special class, because its having

been worked up into garden or permanently improved, which

gives it a now character and properties. This soil ‘ ordinary
’

(
11 . 2), it will bo observed, is equal to the ‘best’ regar clay (III. i).

Inferior clay regar (III. 4) is on an equality (as to its value

for assessment purposes) with quite a number of other soils

:

e.g. with ‘best, sandy, regai’* (V.i), or with ‘good, loamy, red

ferruginous’ (VII. 2.), or with ‘best, loamy, arenaceous’

(XII. I).

Wet lands,—The table contains no rate for class I or class II,

as these are not ‘wet lands’ yielding white paddy as the

standard grain. Note also that ‘best, loamy, regar’ (IV. i), is

higher in value when irrigated than ‘best clay regar’ (III.i)

irrigated
;

the value being reversed in unirrigated land. A
large number of soils from III. 4 to XIV. i come under the fifth

taram (E. 7 per acre) when in the first group, according to

advantage of situation and moans of irrigation, level, &c.

This table explains the application of tarams according to the

group. We need not calculate out new rates for all the lands

in the second group.

Land that commands the first or highest taram (E. 12) in

group first, is allowed the second taram only (E. 10-8) if it

is in the second group
;

or the third (E. 9) if it is in the

third group
;
and so on.

No rate below E.2 is given, as already explained.
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Dry.
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§ 19. Comparison of Rates,

It may be interesting to note how rates assessed on the

Madras principle compare with rates assessed in other

Provinces. Dr. Macleane gives the following brief com-

parative table ;

—

Province,
Three heaviest assessed districts

(rate per acre).
Three lightest iissessod districts.

I. II. III.

1

^ II. III.

North-West )

a. p. R. fl. p. R. rt. p. R. a. p. R. a. p. n. a. p.

Provinces
j

280 274 269 I 3 9 I 1 10 0 10 3

Oudh . . . 259 256 255 170 I 3 4 I I 7

Panjab . . .

Central Pro- ) !

I 15 6 I 13 6 I II 9 078 0 5 10 033
vinces

( 1

0116 0112 0 9 10 040 0311 029'

Bombay . .

^

4 3 3 364 360 081 075 071
Madras . . 3 12 I 2 13 7 2 13 0 0 14 3 0118 on 2

1 The Central Provinces initial Settlements were exceptionally low
;
they are not likely

to remain at that figure at the present revision.

§ 20. Sicbsidiary matters connected ivlth Assessment,

It is hardly necessary to note that proposed rates at

Settlement have (as in all Provinces) to be reported,

through the Board of Revenue, to Government, for sanction,

before adoption. Any considerable changes have to be

fully explained and justified.

It is not always that ‘ wet ’ land is assessed on its own
separate scale. Sometimes, for local reasons, it is assessed

at dry rates, and an acreage ‘water-rate’ added (e.g. in

the Delta portion of the Godavari and Kistn^ districts, and
in four taluks of the Kurnool district traversed by the

Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal.

Here it is to be noted that in Zaminddrl and indm lands,

though the ‘ peshkash ’ in the former and the ‘Jodi * or

quit-rent (reduced revenue) in the latter, is not touched
at Settlement, ‘water-rate’ may be assessed additionally

when water is supplied from Government works
;
and also

the local cess is payable.
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§ a I. Assessment of DoMe-crop Lands.

This subject was touched on in the Standing Orders

noted at p. 64. In fixing the standard rates of assess-

ment on irrigated lands, it is generally assumed that there

is one crop. But such land, if the water-supply is good,

does often yield a second crop ;
and when this is, for all

ordinary seasons, the case, the land is registered as double

crop,’ and a charge equal to half the single-crop assessment

is added. The addition is payable unless the water has

failed so that a second crop could not be raised. Where

the irrigation is uncertain, the land is not registered as

double-crop land
;
but if a second crop is actually raised,

it is charged for by a rate (which, as before, is half the

single-crop assessment), added at ‘jamabandi time (fasl-

jydsti). But the second-crop payment can be compounded

for by a fixed addition to the regular assessment^ on

lands under uncertain sources of irrigation; and this

compounding is done on certain principles which need not

be detailed

§ 22. Assessment on account of Wells.

It should be clearly understood that no extra assessment

is levied because of the existence of wells.

This applies cc^ually to wells constructed in * dry ’ land,

with a view to securing the cultivation, raising improved

crops, or garden produce, as to those which are made in ‘ wet

land. The only exception is that where the wells are be-

lieved to derive their water not from springs but by percola-

tion from the regular irrigation source, they are treated as

practically extending the wet area; or in other words, the

area irrigated by them is treated as of the tank or river

area as the case may be. Of these wells three varieties are

recognized :

—

* Registered double crop land is the distribution,

entitled to a supply of water be- * Settlement Manual, p. 14 and G. 0 .

fore other land not so registered, 20th August, No. 954, part 5.

in case there is a need to limit
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(1) Those near the water source, which may be sup-

posed to derive their supply from percolation,

are called ‘ lopala bhAvalu.’ The existence of

such wells generally implies that the tank sup-

ply is uncertain as to its duration : in that case

probably the land will not be registered as

(ordinarily) certain to bear two crops: and a

second crop, if ripened, will be charged as

already explained.

(2) Wells situated within ten yards of a tank or a

dam are called 'itifak,’ and are supposed to

intercept the water of the tank, and so land

watered by them is treated as ‘wet,’ i.e. as if

directly watered by the tank itself.

(3) Wells are sometimes made near the beds of rivers

and are fed by small channels which lead water

into them (called dorovu or sultan); lands

watered by these are also treated as if directly

watered by the river.

All other wells not in these situations, do not raise

the assessment on ‘ dry ’ land, nor convert the

land (for assessment purposes) into ‘ wet.’

The following rules on the subject will now be intelli-

gible ^ ;

—

I. No water-rate shall be charged on dry lands irrigated

solely from private wells situated on land which is private

property, or constructed prior to the 20th August, 1884,' within

whatever distance the wells may be from a public irrigation

source.

II. In all cases—either single-crop or registered double-

crop land—if one of two crops is raised by Government
water—whether this is the first or second-crop season—a full

single-crop wot assessment will bo levied

May, 1884, a» double-crop land in one sum, then
inodifaed by G.O. 26, 15th Januai y, the charge will be two-thirds of such
1887, and 425, 4th May, 1887. sum.

* Where the assessment is on
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(a) In land where the second-crop charge is compounded

—single dry rate.

Note.—In such land, the full compounded rate will he

charged if any supply is received during the year.

Explanation,—Dry rate means in settled districts, the dry

rate fixed for the class and sort of soil and group
;
in unsettled

districts, the highest diy rate of the village.

III. Nothing in the foregoing rules shall be held to prejudice

the claims of holders of wet lands containing, or irrigable from,

private wells, to remission ' under the ordinary rules for waste

or withered crop.

§ 23. Revision of ‘ Irrigated ’ Area,

As much depends on the true extent of the ayacut or

area which a tank really waters, one of the operations

of the new Settlement was the careful revision of such

areas. Any mistake in this might result in the land being

assessed as ‘wet’ though not really within reach of the

water-supply. The Settlement Manual contains ^ various

rules regarding the alteration of land from ‘ wet * to ‘ dry,’

and vice versd.

§ 24. Duration of Settlement,

The duration of Settlement is thirty years. During that

period neither the grain-values nor the commutation prices

are altered. The discussion about making the assessment

permanent is now at an end, and the policy ‘ formally

abandoned’ since the Board’s Minute^ of 8th September,

1868, and the orders from home of 1882-84. (See Vol. I.

P- 345 -)

The latest review of the Survey and Settlement work^

*
‘ Remission 'is explained in the

Chap, on Revenue Business.
* Settlement Manual^ p. 17.
* This very able State paper is

printed as Appendix F. to the
Chingleput District Manual, and see

despatch of Secretary of State to

Government of India, No. 24, dated
22nd March, 1883, section 9.

* G. 0. No. 859, dated ist Sep-
tember, 1887.
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shows what has been done up to the close of 1886-87

;

thus :

—

COMPLETED. IN PROGRESS.

Ganjam.
|

South Arcot.

GodAvari.
j

Madura.

Kistna.
1 Malabar.

Nellore.
j

Bellary.

Cuddapah.
|

Anantapur.

Karnul.
j

Chingleput, 1

Trichinopoly. !

SrriLL TO BE DONE

Tinncvelly. i Vizagapatam.

Coimbatore. 1 » Malabar (proper)

.

Salem. Tanjore.

North Arcot. 1

Nilgiris,
|

Wainad.

§ 25. Completion of Settlement ami the Records prepared.

It should be noted that the land registers take note of

the entire area of the village, including :

—

(1) The assessed raiyatwari land.

(a) ‘ Inam ’ land granted free or at reduced rates for

village service, charitable, religious, or other

purposes, within the village.

(3) Waste culturable.

(4) Unassessed waste, including ‘ purambok ’

*, which

means unassessed waste set aside for special

purposes—as for the village residence site, a

threshing-floor, burial-ground, site of a well,

grazing ground, &c.

Consequently, on the completion of the assessment,

* Madras, which is a separate
district consisting of a single taluk,
is not likely to bo brought under
Settlement. Tlie revenue is mostly
in the shape of liouse rates

;
and

what little assessable land there is
in Madras is charged with quit
rent under (M) Act XII of 1851.
The Wainad (hill tract) was un*

til recently part of the Malabar dis-

trict : it is now, with the Ouchter*

lony valley, united to the Nilgiri

district.

* Purambok or Puramboku, ac-

cording ^0 Wilson (Glossary 428),

means 'excluded place.* Its culti-

vation is strictly prohibited, and if

it is broken up a high revenue-rate
is enforced as a sort of penalty.
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the Settlement officer will proceed to the

division of the ‘ samudayam ’ or common lands

(where the form of tenure requires such a

division). And all questions regarding ‘pur-

ambok ’ and the allotment of residence or build-

ing sites, burial-grounds, threshing-floors and

the like, will be then settled. Composition for

second crop assessment is also now carried out

;

and transfers of pattas are made, including the

correction of names where the patta is in the

name of a deceased raiyat, &c.

Eough pattas (like the ^chitta* of a village-Settlement

in the Panj^b) are then given out, so that each raiyat may
see what is going to be put down in the registers as far as it

affects him
;
and at acertain time and place noted on the form,

he can make any objection to the new entries and rates.

When all is done, the completed registers of each village,

prepared in English and in the vernacular (diglott), are

forwarded to the Settlement Commissioner’s Office to be

piinted.

§ 36. The Records.

The SetiUment Manual ^ gives the following account of

the Settlement Records or Registers :

—

(I.) ^ This register, called the Settlement Register^ is the founda-

tion on wliich the whole revenue administration rests. It forms

a complete Domesday Book, recording accurate information

regarding every separate holding, whether large or small. The

area is given in acres and cents (i.e. hundredths of acres) and the

assessment thereon stands in parallel columns. A single field

on the survey map may actually bo divided amongst twenty

raiyats. In such a case, there will bo twenty sub-letters (see

p. 57, ante), and each raiyat will have a separate line in the

register, giving full particulars of his holding, even though the

extent of it (as sometimes happens) is no more than the one-

hundredth part of an acre. From the register is prepared a

ledger known as the clilttaj which gives each raiyat’s personal

account with Government. Every held, or fraction of a field,

^ Settlement Manual, Soctions 64 67.
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held by the same raiyat, is picked out from the Settlement

register and entered in this ledger, under his name, with parti-

culars of area, assessment, and other details. The total of the

area shows the extent of his different holdings in the village,

and the total of the assessment is the amount due thereon by

him to Government. A copy of this, his personal account, is

given to each raiyat with a note as to the date on which each

instalment falls due, and is known as his

(II.) 'An English descriptive memoir, giving full details

touching each village and its Sottloinent, and an account of

all lands held revenue-free, or on favourable tenure, is also

printed. A sketch map of the village, showing the tanks and

channels, and all similarly assessed fields, laid out into blocks,

is attached to it. A scroll map in two or three sections, show-

ing the classification of a whole taluk, is also prepared and

lithogi'aphed at Madras.

‘ The descriptive memoirs of all the villages in each taluk,

consecutively numbered, are liound into a single volume, with

their respective eye-sketches, which thus supply complete in-

formation regarding each village.

‘Thirty copies of each register of the descriptive memoir

and of the eye-sketch are printed and distributed
;
one-third

for sale to the raiyats, one-third for official use, and one-third

as a reserve.’

The whole of the information thus conveyed has now,

by the aid of the annual and monthly village accounts, to be

kept continually correct ^ so that at any future revision of

Settlement it will be unnecessary to re-survey, re-classify,

and re-register the land. It will only be requisite to test

the correctness of the accounts, and apply a new rate,

calculated on the principles—whatever they may be—pre-

scribed by Government. It is anticipated that all this can

be done by the ordinary District Staffs.

Section III.—Settlement of Inam Claims.

The Settlement, as we have seen, only assesses the land

under raiyatwarf tenure. If, however, there is land in

^ How this is done by the Records Officers and tlieir duties,
mentioned from year to year by See the remarks in the general
the Karmm (patwjlri) will appear Introductory Chapter on Hettlo-

later when wo speak of the Keveiiuo ziients in Volume I,
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the village, consisting of a few fields or even a division of

the village, held revenue-free, or at a reduced rate, such

an area is shown in the village registers.

But it may be that a whole village is ‘ indm.’ If so, it

constitutes a separate estate, like a Zaminddri or a ‘ pollam,’

and does not come within the scope of the Settlement.

Government has no claim to the land orto the revenue, unless

there is a fixed quit-rent, which is recorded as is the per-

manently settled revenue or ‘peshkash ' of the Zamind^ri

or pollam estate. There was accordingly a special pro-

cedure under which the right and title of the holders of

these favoured estates was elucidated and put on a sound

basis
;
and the quit-rent, or ^educed rate, where the estate

is not entirely revenue-free, determined by rule.

All native governments were in the habit of rewarding

favourites, providing for the support of mosques, temples,

religious schools, shrines, and for almsgiving and the main-

tenance of Brahmans or Muhammadan saints, &c., by

granting the revenue on the land, whether they granted

the land itself or not.

In later days these grants were made rather recklessly

;

in many cases a wiser system would have given a money

allowance. It is always easier for a listless governor, whose

treasury is chronically empty, to give an assignment of

revenue or a grant of land free of revenue, than to pay a

cash pension
;
and the minor officials, who have no right to

make such grants at all, assume to make them
;
while in the

general confusion, people set up as ‘in^radars/ on really no

title at all.

A modern government has to set all this right. It does

not wish to ofibnd the feelings of the people, nor to with-

draw endowments and maintenances which the sense of the

community would desire to retain
;
but it cannot have its

revenues frittered away for nothing, or on titles which will

not bear examination.

Every province has therefore had its procedure for ex-

amining into and resuming invalid titles of this kind. In
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BeB<rAl m hm noticed the rules regarding Bm^bi

(Royal) and Hukimi (subordinate authorities') grants of

this description. In the PanjAb and the North-West Pro-

vinces there are similar rules about the ‘Mkiir^j
^

or

revenue-froe grants—whether in the foini of or

‘mMfl/ In Madras a sgpcial ' Commission^ was

appointed to deaJ with th5^ subject.

Both in Madras and in Bombay ‘ indm ’ lands are spoken

of as ‘ alienated,’ while the raiyatwdri lands are ‘ Govern-

ment.’ The former term implies that Government has

parted with its right of assessing the land and revising

the asse’ssment ;
the inam being either rent-free or, more

commonly, charged with a ‘Jodi’ or quit-rent which is

unalterable.

Passing over the earlier attempts to deal with Inams, I

may come at once to the establishment of the Inam Com-

mission in 1858 2 (i6th November). I do not propose to go

into the detail/^ of the work, which consisted in validating

and issuing title-deeds for inams lawfully in possession for

fifty years, and in resuming others, or commuting them for

money pensions. For the purposes of the Commission, all

kinds of grants were dealt with, whether they included the

right in the land or only the Government revenue
;
they

were—

(1) Inams proper, where the land is gi’anted, either a

field, or a village, or a group of villages.

(2) Muhammadan jagirs, which were personal grants

and might or might not include the land.

(3) Shrotriyams (Srotriyam) and agraharams, grants to

certain (different) classes of Brahmans which

did not give more than the revenue, leaving the

land in its original occupancy, unless it could

be shown that the occupancy was also granted.

’ Inum (correctly In’am) is an which contracts executed in a

Arabic word signifying reward or certain form are binding as the acts

favour. (by delegation) of tlie Secretary of

* A question arose about the form State. Tliis question was sot at

ofsignature to the titles grunted, in rest and the titles validiitcd, by the

connection with the law under 32 and 33 Vic. c. 29 (1869).
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Nine kinds of indms (classified according to their

object or purpose) are enumerated

—

(i) For religious institutions and services connected

therewith.

Nearly a million and a half acres are so assigned,

including temples, pagodas, and mosques. The

largest gi-ants are in the southern districts.

() For purposes of public utility. Such are, support

of ‘Chatrams’ (places where refreshment is

given gratuitously), water-pandals (drinking

places), topes or groves, flower-gardens for

temple service (naildavanam), schools (pat-

sh^Ms), for maintaining bridges, ponds, and

tanks, &c.

(3)
‘ Dasabandham ’ in^ms for the construction, main-

tenance, and repair of irrigation works in the

Ceded Districts, in Kistna, Nellore, North Arcot,

and Salem.

(4) To Brahmans and other religious persons for their

maintenance called ‘ Bhdtavritti,* and (Muham-

madan) ‘ Khairat.’ They form nearly half the

In^ms of the Presidency, and cover more than

three and a half million acres.

(5) Maintenance grants for the families of poligars and

ancientland-officers. These are grants to families

of dispossessed poligars in Bdramah£ and the

Ceded Districts, to K^niingos (Chingleput), and

to Desmukhs, &c.

() Lands alienated for the suppoi-t of members of the

family (also for religious persons) by poligars,

&c. These are the bisdi (bissoye), doratanam,

mukh^isaS jivitham, amaram (North Arcot ^),

umlikai, &c.

‘ In Tanjore there are a number ‘ease.' To remunerate Revenue-
of ‘ raukhasas ’ for the service of the collecting peons a part of the
Rdnis, and for the king’s family

;
revenue (royal share) was assigned

also found in Kistna. to them and never raised in
“ These are described in NfMoie amount.

D. Jif., p. 265. Amaram means

VOL. Ill, 0
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(7) Grants connected with the general police of the

country under former rulers.

Such are the kattubadis ^ (grants of waste revenue-

freo to police under poligars).

(8) Grants to village headmen, karnams, and village

police (Grdmamdniyam, &c.).

(9) Grants to village aiiizans, where they were not

paid by the fees called merai (or in addition to

them).

Both 8 and 9 are the ‘ watan ’ of Central India.

Next to validating titles, the chief operation of the Com-

mission, which will interest the general student, was the

‘ enfranchisement ’ of the Tnams. In the case of an Inam

held for personal benefit, the holder could either retain it

subject to inability to alienate and to the actual terms of

the tenure, or he could e)\franclim it, i.e. convert it into

his own private property by payment of a moderate quit-

rent, or a single commutation sum equal to so many years’

purchase of the quit-rent.

It accordingly happens that Inams may be classified as

—

(1) still unenfranchised;

(2) enfranchised but liable to jodi or quit-rent, as the

case may be

;

(3) enfranchised, the rent being commuted, or re-

deemed.

The Commission has dealt with nearly 444,500 titles

affecting more than 6i millions of acres and some

millions of grantees. The quit-rent assessed (up to 1 884)

amounted to nearly eighteen lakhs of rupees 2.

The work of the Commission, as a separate department,

was brought to a close in November 1 869 ;
but work of the

* NelloreD.M,, p. 268. They paid presidency at 140,821 square miles
rent only in form of a customary (or excluding the States of Sandur
annual present, ‘Mdmuli katnam,* and Pudocottah and Banganapili)
^bo in the Coded Districts and as 139,301 square miles: this re-

presents 12,908 square miles of all
The census of 1881 (see Macleane, kinds (cultivable and uncultivable)

vol. ii. p. 398; giving the total as Inam.
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same kind still continues under the charge of a member of

the Board of Kevenue before whom the cases of the still

unenfranchised inams may come, and especially a large

number of titles of small indms for village service, con-

sequent on the revision of village establishments at the new

Settlement.



CHAPTER HI.

LAND-REVENUE OFFICIALS, THEIR BUSINESS AND

PROCEDURE.

Section L—The Official Staff.

§ I. The Board of Revenue,

At the head of the revenue administration, and in direct

communication with the Governor in Council, is the Board

OF Revenue.

The Board was originally constituted on the model of the

Bengal Board in 1786, and its functions wore afterwards

defined by Madras Regulation I of 1 803 :

—

‘ The duties of the Board of Revenue have been, and hereby

are declared to be, the general superintendence of the revenues

from whatever source they may arise, and tlie recommendation

of such propositions to the Governor in Council as in their

judgment may be calculated to augment and improve those

revenues

The Board had hitherto consisted of three Members with

two Secretaries
;
and there were separately, a Commissioner

of Salt and Abkdri (Excise) Revenue, and a Director of

Settlements.

In Juno 1887 the Board was reorganized, and now con-

sists of four Members, with three Secretaries and an Assist-

ant Secretary

Two of the Members are the ‘ Land-Revenue Commis-

‘ Section
4, Reflation i, 1803. Regulation as far as relates to the

This Regulation is still in force, power of action of single members,
though much of it strikes a reader ? Secretary of State's No. 90
as obsolete and rather historically (Revenue), dated 7th October, 1886.
curious than practically useful. G. 0 . No. 162, dated 12th February,
Act II of 1883 has amended the 1887.
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sioners.* The third Member is the Commissioner of Revenue

Settlements, and is also Director of Land Records and Agri-

culture; the fourth is the Commissioner of SeparateRevenue.

The Land-Revenue Commissioners dispose of all the or-

dinary subjects of land-revenue administration, such as

collection of land-revenue, irrecoverable arrears, waste lands,

Zamind^ri estates, ‘ beriz deductions in^ms, endowments

(Madras Regulation VII of 1817), pensions (Act XXIII

1871), subordinate officers’ leave and control, income-tax,

stamps, forests, emigration, budgets (estimates of receipts

and expenditure for district purposes), the Court of Wards
(charge of land-estates of minors and incompetent pei’sons

under Madras Regulation V of 1804), compensation for

land taken for public purposes, law-suits by and against

Government, and many other mattera.

According to their relative importance these matters are

either decided by the whole Board or by the two Land-
Revenue Commissioners jointly, or by one Commissioner on
his own responsibility

The Settlement Commissioner takes up, besides the

direction of revenue Settlements and revision of village

establishments and remissions—‘special’ (on occasion of

grave calamity) and ‘ fixed ’—the subjects of internal trade

and commerce, irrigation, statistics (cultivation, rainfall,

prices, seasons, crop-produce, industries), rules regarding

wells, composition for second crop, &c., transfers of land
from dry to wet, from unassessed and purambok to assessed.
‘ Cowles,* agriculture, famines, cattle-disease, jamabandf
reports.

The Commissioner of Separate Revenue takes salt, ex-

cise, opium, customs, and sea-borne trade.

The proceedings of the Board, when they are of perma-

* Which mean assignments of
land-revenue to particular persons
causing deduction of all or part
of the revenue recorded as assessed
on particular holdings or particular
revenue-rolls.

* Madras Act II of 1883, Section
I. The distribution of business

and reservation of any part of it

for * concurrent judgment ’ of two
members, or for ‘the decision ofthe
collective Board’ has to be notified
in the Gazette. See Fort St. George
Gazette of 5th April, 1887, Part II. p.
548, accordingly.
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nent interest, are, after the sanction of Government, incor-

porated in the collection of ‘ Standing Orders/ These

orders deal with general administration, interpretation of

Acts and orders, &c., and form an authoritative code for

the use of aJl officers subordinate to the Board h

§ 2. District Organization,

The Madras Presidency has no system like that of Bengal

and the other provinces, where there are Commissioners of

Divisions (aggregates of three or more districts) interme-

diate between the District Officer and the Chief Revenue

authority.

The Members of the Board themselves have the title of

Commissioner and there are no others.

There are twenty-two districts in Madras. The Nilgfris

form an exceptional Hill district, and the Madras district

of one taluk) comprises the capital and its suburbs
;
the

other twenty districts are of considerable extent, averaging

6919 square miles, with over 1,500,000 inhabitants, and a

gross revenue (i.e. land-revenue and excise, salt, stamps,

income-tax, &c.) of about forty lakhs of rupees each

The limits of existing ‘ Districts or Zilas ' may be altered

from time to time, under Madras Act I of 1865, of which

one section remains in force. The Madras districts are very

large, and in fact the Collector may almost be said to be

more like the Divisional Commissioner of other provinces,

while the heads of subdivisions under the Collector are

like District officers of other parts.

Each district is divided into divisions, one of which is

the ‘ Huzur,’ where the Collector of the district has his head-

quarters, and the others are presided over by an Assistant

or Deputy Collector. The division includes two or three

up to five taluks.

The taluk (with its ‘ kasba * or head-quarter station) is

the charge of a Tahsilddr.

^,7* num'ber in the text would seem
Macleane gives thirty-five lakhs

; more correct,
but, comparing the total figures in
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In large taluks there is a deputy Tahsilddr of a section

(firka) of the taluk.

At the head of the whole is the Collector. The Sub-Col-

lectors^ or Assistant Collectors, and Deputy Collectors

(uncovenanted) are subordinate to him
;

the latter are

usually in charge of treasuries, or are ‘ Deputy Collectors

on general duty.’ These officers are all * Revenue officers
’

with magisterial powers, as in other provinces.

Collectors are competent, on their own authority, to ap-

point, suspend, and dismiss officials below the grade of

Deputy Tahsilddr. Tahsildars and deputy Tahsildars are

appointed and dismissed under the orders of Government,

and the Collector’s (office Superintendent or) Serishtaddr

under orders of the Board. The Collector has only powers

of suspension and other discipline.

The taluk or tahsildari charge averages 700 square miles

in extent, and contains about 100 villages, with a popu-

lation of 150,000, and a revenue of two and a half lakhs of

rupees. Under the Tahsilddr are the Revenue Inspectors ^

whose proper duty is to move about and see that all the

village registers and accounts are so kept up that the

jamabandi or annual Settlement can be made without

delay. It is on the efficiency of these Inspectors and the

village officers, that the prospect of ultimately abolishing

all separate Settlement establishments depends.

Section IL—Village Officers.

§ I. The Village Staff,

The village officials are of no less importance to the

revenue administration. As the village system (says Mr.

' Tho title Sub-Collector (Subor- (two called Senior Assistant
dinato Collector), comes from Collectors^.

Madras Reg. VII of 1828, which 4 Special Assistant Collectors

empowers those officers (and Assist- (two called Special Assistant
unt Collectors) to act in subordina- Agents),
tion to the Collector. 45 Assistant Collectors (‘ pass-

Dr. Macloane gives the staff ed ' and ‘ unpassed,’ i. e. tho
thus local examinations).

15 Sub-Collectors (two called There are 65 Deputy Collectors (Act
Principal Assistant Collect- VII of 1857) in grades,
ors). * Equivalent to the Kanungo of

20 Head Assistant Collectors North-Western Indian districts.
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Garstin) ‘ is the keystone to the arch, so to speak, on which

the stability of the whole revenue administration of the

country depends, its soundness, or, in other words, the effi-

ciency of the village establishments, is a matter of supreme

impoiiance.’

Though the various reports recognize the old Hindu
‘ B^ra-balute,’ or twelve kinds of servants these do not

always exist in this order or number. We are here only

concerned with those that have Government functions,

and they are the headman^ and the ‘karnam’ or village

accountant.

There is a public place or office in the village where

business is transacted, called ch^vadi or kovil.

§ 2, The Headman,

The headman, who is a much better educated wealthier,

and more important person than (at present) the ‘ lambar-

dar ’ of Northern Indian villages, not only aids in collecting

the revenue, which is paid through his hands, but is a petty

Magistrate and Civil Judge As Magistrate he deals with

petty crime, assaults, affrays, &c.; as Civil Judge (village

Munsif) he decides suits for money and personal property

up to K. 20 in value (without appeal). With consent of the

parties (given in writing) he can adj udicate, as arbitrator, any

claim up to R. 2oo in value. Ifthe parties consent, he can also

call a panchdyat of not less than five nor more than eleven

M. e. (i ; The Headman, (2) Establishments (1883^ Mr. Garstin
Kamam (Patwari or Accountant), remarks ;

‘ Their efficiency can only
(3, Shroff or Notagar ^he examines be increased by insisting that no
the coinspaidin,a useful functionary person shall be eligible to hold the
in former times when coins were office of village head or village
so various

, (4 ) Nirganti (who looks accountant who cannot read and
after the distribution of the irriga- write w’ell and keep accounts.’
tion), (5 j Taliydri or T<5ti (village * I mention these facts because
constable), (6) Potter, (7) Black- there has been some movement in

smith, (8) Goldsmith, (9 Carpenter, the Panjilb of late for the adoption
(10, Barber, (ii) Washerman, (12) of this kind of agency as a means
Astrologer (to tell the auspicious of settling disputes locally and
days for beginning to plough, without kindling ill-feeling and
harvesting, &c.). wasting money over pleaders and

“ Known by many names accord- law-suits at head-quarters remote
ing to the local dialect, i. e. the from the village.
‘monigar’ (manipkaran), p^tel * See (M.) Regulation IV of 1816
{Bindi)^ reddi' naidu, pedda^pu, amended by (M.) Act IV of 1883
mitamkilr, &c. and (M.) Regulation V of 1816.

® In his report on Revenue
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persons, the majority to decide. This applies to cases of the

same class (money and personal property) without limit of

value and without appeal. I am informed, however, that

the panch^yat system is not successful or much resorted to.

The police duties of headmen and their duty as to repress-

ing and informing about crime, need not occupy our at-

tention in this manual.

§ 3. The Karnam^

The accou'ntant'^ is chiefly concerned with keeping the

village accounts and registers—of which presently. Kar-

naras in Zamfnddri estates are under Regulation XXIX of

] 802, and need not occupy our attention.

I shall not go into the question of the difficulty that may
arise where the office is hereditary, and a claim to it, as a

property, irrespective of fitness for employment, arises ^ It is

naturally regarded as highly objectionable that the Collector

should be obliged to appoint a son or descendant of a late

headman or karnain, when he is unfit for the public duty.

Doubtless this will be settled by legislation before long.

§ 4. Remuneration,

The village headman and karnam used to receive pay-

ment sometimes by indm^ (revenue-free) lands, sometimes

by ‘ merd, or fees from the revenue (shares of the grain).

Act IV of 1864 was passed to enable Government to levy

a land-cess not exceeding one anna in the rupee omthe as-

sessment, so as to establish a regular fund from which to

pay the village officials. The indm rules also enabled

* The accountants of the villages
in the Kistnd district are mostly
Brahmans, and so in Cuddapah,
Ooddvan, and Nellore. It is said
that they are descendants of Brah-
mans brought in with the northern
conquests of the Chola kings.
Their own account is, however,
that they came from Northern
India, Their position, whatever
its origin, has given them great
influence ; ‘ This system of village
accounts or karnams was regularly
tJstablished about the year 1144,

and there are extant copies of the
list of karnams of that date, many
of the present office-holders claim-
ing to bo able to trace back their
pedigree to the karnams entered on
that list' {Kistnd L. JIf., p. 34a).

^ See Madras Regulation VI of
1831.

* Tlie *Nilam4nyam,' &c., when
it was a land-grant

;
‘ tirwamanyan’

when it was an assignment on the
revenue total (tirwa) assessed on
the village.
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Government to assess and resume, or consolidate and grant

proper titles for, inam lands of hereditary officers.

It was part of the work of the new Settlements to revise

village establishments and put their pay and their indms

(where these were retained) on a proper footing ^

Section III—Land-Revenue Business and Procedure.

§ I. Village Accounts,

I pass over the district and taluk accounts, because they

arc merely abstract and generalized statements, in the end

derived from the village accounts. For example, the taluk

accounts arc in form like those of the village, only that they

give the totals of many villages comprising the taluk, in-

stead of one village only.

The first reform of village accounts was effected in 1855,

when the use of the ‘ Mardthi ’ character was no longer

required, and writing on ‘ cadjan * (strips of flattened palm-

leaf) was abolished. The account-forms have since been

revised from time to time.

§ 2. The ^ Fermauent ' Accounts,

The ‘permanent * accounts consist of five Registers which

represent the state of the land and its assessment as fixed

at Settlement. They arc in fact adaptations of the Regis-

ters made at survey-Settlement
;
certain forms being sepa-

rated for convenience. The nature of these registers will

be at once understood from the mere enumeration of them.

Register A (Field Register) shows every field (survey-

field and subdivision) in the village, whether ‘Government’

or ‘ indm,’ wet, dry, cultivated, or purambok
;
the source of

irrigation
;
whether one crop or two, what group it is in

;

what is its soil class
;
the ‘ taram ’ or revenue-rate applied

;

' A village service fund has been office indms, and deductions of

constituted, made up of tho cess revenue made in Settlements prior

under Act IV of 1864, the quit- to Act IV for cost of village servants

rent of enfranchised village office (Maploano, vol. i. paras. 187*

in^ms, the assessment minus the The total cost of village establish*

jodi or quit-rent of resumed village ments is about forty-eight lakhs.
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the extent in area and the total assessment ;
lastly, comes

the name of occupant, &c., and remarks.

The ‘ enclosure ’ to this register is an ohstvact^ grouping

Government and * indm ’ lands together. Thus :

Nature

of

the

land.

Class,

and

sort

of

soil.

Taram

(Seve-

nue-rate).

One

crop

or

two. i
<3

Government. InAM. Total,

Extent. Assess- ment. Extent. Assess- ment.

1:
:

:

:

|
Extent.

I c
z %
< 2

Dry . . .

(
11-3 •

V.r .

)
111-

4 .

(&c. .

3

3
6

K. a. p.

240
240
1 8 0

aar. ds.

3 0
I 0

7 0

E. a. p.

6 12 0

240
10 8 0

...

... ...

...

W<‘t . . .

Purambok .

Village site .

iCattlo shod .

i&c.
. . .

(IV-a .

( &c. .

5

...

2 780 I 0

I 80

0 50

780

•••

i

Reijister 71 is a register of any indm fields in the village,

giving particulars of the field, its taram, its quit-rent, the

part of this payable to Imperial Revenue and the part to

the village service fund.

Register C shows the sources of irrigation, and the fields

included in the area or ayacut^ supplied by each.

Register 7), shows the area occupied and charged as irri-

gated under each source of irrigation for a series of years.

RegisterE shows the Land-revenue Settlement for a series

of years—under ‘ dry ’ and ‘ wet ’—showing the area and

assessment of holdings, waste remitted (i. e. allowance for

unculturable bits like the ‘pot kharAb’ of Bombay), the

remainder charged, the remissions other than those on

waste, and the net charge, besides miscellaneous revenue,

local and special funds. Columns at the end show the

actual collections on this demand.

^ So much ‘ Government * and so much * indm,’ with extent and
assessment of each.
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§ 3. The Monthly and Annual Accounts.

We are next concerned with those periodical registers by

which the Land Eecords are continually maintained in a

correct form, showing all charges and all facts, not as they

were at the date of the Settlement, but as they are at the

time.

At present they consist of the following, which are

habitually alluded to, not by name so much as by the

number, which I have shown prefixed to each.

No. 1 shows the particulars of monthly cultivation for

each field by its number and letter, whether Government or

inAm, the source of irrigation, the name of the holder, the

kind of crop raised (first and second). This is, or might be

made, the basis of all agricultural statistics in the country.

An abstract (enclosure A) shows the area under each crop

for the month, with columns for an estimated outturn^ and

for the actual outturn if the crop was harvested in the

month.

No. 2. This is the ‘adangal/ or annual statement of

occupation and cultivation, field by field. It shows, first of

all, the fields (Government or inam, number and letter,

revenue-rate (taram), single or double crop, area, and assess-

ment) as they appear in the Settlement-survey or ‘ mdmul
’

account. Then follows the name of the holder, the sources

of irrigation if any
; the occupation, the actual cultivation,

and remarks of the karnam.

If this is carefully kept up, it forms the basis of the

annual jamabandi Settlement.

It has several enclosures, such as a list of lands cultivated

without application-^ ;--a list showing the total area of each

kind of crop for the year
; a statement of groves and planta-

‘ The estimate is indicated in mitted, subject to certain instruc-

one or other of four columns, viz., tions. The revenue is brought to

over-abu/idant crop (twenty annas), account as *Sivoy jumma' (Siwjii

full (sixteen annas), half (eight jama, revenue over and above the

annas), quarter (four annas). regular account).
* Such cultivation is now per-
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tions
;

particulars of irrigation (area irrigated and crop

raised from each source)
;
changes in the ^ ayacut * of irri-

gation works (such as deduction on transfer to purambok
;

‘ wet * transferred to * dry * area, or an addition for unassessed

land brought into cultivation under the tank, &c.)

No, 3 is the Annual Eegister of changes. Fields taken

up on darkhw^st (application for permission to hold)

;

transferred by sale, &c., relinquished, sold for arrears of

Government revenue
;
converted from single to double-crop

land, &c., &c. An enclosure to this shows the total area

affected by each kind of change.

No, 4. Land purchased by Government at sales for

arrears.

No, 5 is a statement of ‘ remissions’ of revenue (see p. 99,

post).

No, 6 is a statement of ‘water-charges,’ i.e. when a

separate water-rate is charged. This additional charge may
be made on indm as well as Government lands (see p. 73,

ante).

No, 7 is the statement of * Miscellaneous ’ Revenue, i. e.

inam-quit-rents, fine or charge on unlawful purambok culti-

vation, rent charged on groves or certain kinds of trees,

fishery-rent, rent for grazing land, &c.

No, 8 is a statement of ‘ wet occupation,’ showing for

‘Government land,’ the fields always irrigated, converted

from dry fields, waste added in, also miscellaneous receipts

;

and for indm and zamind^ri land, that irrigated free of

charge, ‘charged,’ and totals. This under each source of ir-

rigation for each wet group (see p. 62, ante).

No, ^ shows any local and special funds collected (from

each person) other than those leviable on ordinary Govern-
ment lands.

\
No, JO B, sort of ‘individual chitta’ or personal ledger

of each cultivator. Section I. shows the particulars of the
original holding, additions by transfer, or by land taken up
On application, &c., under ‘dry* and ‘wet’ separately.

Section II. shows the assessment on these lands, deduct-
ing remissions and adding miscellaneous revenue, land-
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cess, village service, and special funds (as per statement

No. 9).

[iYo. 1 1 is not an account, but the form of patia granted

to each raijat.]

iVb. 1 2 is an account of Settlement in abstract : it gives

the number and name of each person, his holding as last

year, deducting changes by transfer or relinquishment, and

adding new land acquired, and then the total. Against

this is the column to deduct remissions, and showing the

remainder charged (under different heads), and the mis-

cellaneous revenue due to local and special funds.

No, 13 is a ‘chitta’ of daily collections from raiyats

(daily cash chitta).

No. 14 is an abstract (or individual revenue ledger) for

the year, of collections from each raiyat, witli balances,

with enclosures showing total collection and balances,

and arrears reported irrecoverable, and any excess col-

lections.

No. 15 is a list (signed by the headman and karnam) of

revenue collections remitted to the treasury after authorized

deductions (e.g. so much to headman, karnam, and beriz

deduction to such and such a temple).

No. 16 shows the liability at the end of every month, of

each raiyat, with reference to the several years to which

arrears appertain.

No. 17 records the interest due on arrears.

{No. 18 is a form of receipt to Wie raiyat.)

Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22 are statistics of births and deaths,

cattle-disease, season reports, quantity of water in tanks and

channels, number ofpatta-holders,joint and single, in^rnddrs,

landholders who have redeemed the revenue, purchasers of

waste land under the waste-land rules, statistics of agri-

cultural stock, of irrigation works (in and out of repair).

No. 23 is an abstract rent-roll.

The object of the detailed irrigation accounts which have

been noticed above, is to afford a ready index to

—

(1) the share of the revenue derived from irrigated

lands that is due to irrigation

;
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(q) the extension of irrigation and increase of cultiva-

tion resulting from the construction of new

irrigation works and the restoration and im-

provement of old.

(3) The financial results of such works.

The rules for preparing the accounts so as to separate, in

all cases, the water-charge and the dry-charge, are to be

found in the Accounts Manual^ and need not here be

detailed.

§ 4. The JaniabancU.

It has already been explained that as the raiyatwari

system allows each raiyat to alter his holding by transfer,

by relinquishment, and by taking up available waste, or

fields relinquished by others
;
and as he is allowed certain

remissions fixed and casual (on wet lands for failure of

crops), there must bo an annual settling up to show what

lands each raiyat has actually held, and what amount (on

all accounts) he has actually to pay for the year. This

process is called the ‘ Jamabandi.^ If the village accounts

have been duly kept up and the Revenue Inspectors have

been on the alert (checked by the Tahsildars) to see this

done, thejamahandi ought to be an expeditious and easy

process.

The most r(^ccnt orders regarding the making of the

janiabandi are in G. 0 . No, 5;?!, dated %^th May, 1887

‘The jamabandf, or annuM Settlement, should be conducted

Ut not loss than three stations in each taluk. These stations

j should be selected with care; they should bo villages of con-

siderable size and easily accessible. In reporting upon the
Settlement of their several districts. Collectors will state

whether this rule has been complied with. The villages to be
Settled each day should be decided the previous day, or earlier,

ftnd lists showing the order in which they will be taken up
should be posted for general information in conspicuous places
it theTahsfidar’s and also at the settling officer’s cutcherries, so
^hat village officers and raiyats may know about what time
Sieir village will be called up for Settlement,

‘ 2. The Settlement of each taluk must be made within the
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fasli year^ at latest, and the taluk demand-statement must be

closed within fifteen days after its expiration. After the Set-

tlement officer has left the taluk, the Settlement accounts must

not be altered without his sanction, or, in his absence from the

district, without the sanction of the divisional officer, previously

obtained in writing. The general demand-statement for the

whole district, which is compiled from the taluk statements,

must be closed within one month after the expiration of the

fasli year.

^ 3. The Settlement of each taluk in the district should bo

conducted by the Collector himself once in five years.

^4. The annual Settlement is conducted with a view to

ascertain and record the demand of all the items of land-

revenue within the taluk. It is not sufficient merely to fix

the demand for raiyatwar villages. The demand of perma-

nently-settled estates, inam villages, and minor inams should

be settled at the same time. As the Settlement also affords an

opportunity for the inspection of the village and taluk accounts,

all Collectors should see that, at each Settlement, a thorough

and intelligent examination of the village accounts themselves,

and a careful comparison of them with the taluk accounts, are

carried out. Opportunity should also be taken at the annual

Settlement of each taluk to see that all the taluk authorities

from the Tahsi'ldar downwards have, during the fasli, been

doing all that is expected of them by Government, particularly

in respect of the following subjects : the careful inspection of

cultivation, the prompt disposal of darkhwasts (applications)

for, and relinquishments and transfers of, lands, the examina-

tion of the cash accounts, claims to remission, and the collection

of kists (instalments of revenue) asthey fall due.

‘ 5. It is very important, in view of the growing amount of

clerical work demanded from village officers, that the karnams

should be kept away from their villages for as short a time as

possible. If the taluk authorities and divisional officers make

a point of examining whether the prescribed village accounts

are kept written up to date by the karnams, as they should be,

blank spaces being left for all entries which depend upon the

orders of the settling officers at the time of jamabandf
;
and if

^ i.o. the Agricultural year (Fasli old ‘Fasliera' introduced by Shah
A.) = harvest). It begins on ist Jahan, though in South India the

July and ends on 30th Juno. This Fasli year begins on ist July also.

ha.s really nothing to do with the See § 7, post.
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all cases of relinquishments, applications, and transfers, and of

charges for unauthorized cultivation or for the use of Govern-

ment water, are disposed ofpromptly by the taluk and divisional

officers, there should be no necessity for any karnam being kept

away from his village more than a short time. The system of

summoning karnams to the taluk cutcherry and detaining them

there for weeks together to write up accounts, which should

have been prepared during the year, should be put a stop to.

^6. In tho following paragraph brief instructions are drawn

up for the use of district officers in conducting the annual

Settlement. In these instructions the responsibilities of kar-

nains and the revenue inspectors are chiefly referred to. The

Settlement officer will, however, not forget that the Tahsildar

is himself personally responsible for the state of his taluk, and

that, as principal administrative officer, he is responsible for

tho conduct of all the officers under him. It will bo tho duty

of the Settlement officer to see that during the fasli year the

Tahsildar has carried out all the duties of his position, which

involve tho supeiwision of all tho w’ork done by tho subordinate

revenue officers in the taluk and the constant inspection of

tlieir work. Under tho Tahsildar the chief officer in tho taluk

is the taluk Sarishtadar, and he is primarily responsible for the

examination of the village accounts and the correct prepara-

tion of tho taluk accounts, and the Settlement officer should

see that his work has been efficiently performed. The ex-

amination of the taluk and village accounts will at once show

how far he has satisfactorily executed his duties.

‘ 7. Colle( tors should impress upon their divisional officers

that the jainabandi is tho appointed opportunity for the

thorough overhauling of all the accounts maintained in the

taluk. All the difficulties which have been felt hitherto in most

districts in reconciling the village and taluk accounts, and in

clearing up tho district balances, have arisen from confusion

in the taluk and village accounts, which would not have existed

had the annual Settlements been always intelligently and

thoroughly conducted.

‘ 8. The Settlement officer should satisfy himself that all the

wot Svasto’ and ‘shavf,’ &c. (remissions allowed in wet lands

for loss of crops) have been inspected by the taluk officers, and
that the claims to remission are well founded, testing the

reports of these officers by an examination of village accounts

Nos. 5-A (Statement showing particulars of irrigation) and 20

VOL. Ill, H
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(season report). He should invariably record his orders in his

own handwriting, in ink, in statement No. 5 remission

abstract).

‘ 9. Immediately after the claims to remission in each village

are disposed of, the karnam should at once write up the abstract

statement of Settlement—No. 12—filling up everycolumn which

he has left blank for the Settlement officer’s orders and bring-

ing out the total beriz of the village.*

[Then follow detailed instructions for comparing the state-

ment with others and verifying the column entries.]

^12. The distribution of the pattas should not bo made

before this abstract statement of demand (by villages) is com-

pleted and signed. When the officer conducting the Settlement

of a taluk is not the officer in divisional charge of it, a copy of

the taluk abstract statement No. 12 (abstract of Settlement)

should be sent to the divisional officer as soon as the Settle-

ment of the taluk is complete. The divisional officer will

forward it, with the subsequent statement showing the de-

mand accruing after jamabandi, to the Collector.

*

13. A))stract statements should be prepared for all per-

manently-settled estates, inam villages, &c., and minor inanis

situated therein, from the taluk register B (register of tlio ben'z

of permanently-settled estates, &c.), showing the demand under

all heads of revenue.

*An important portion of the Settlement officer’s duty is to

supervise the scrutiny of the arrear balances outstanding. One
of the clerks of his establishment should see that all the

balances shown in village account 14 (individual ledger) liave

been fully accounted for in the taluk demand, collection and

balance statements Nos. 15-A and 15-B, including the irre-

coverable arrears written off
;
that the collections shown in

village cash accounts, 14, 14-A, 15, and 16 agree in all respects

with those entered in the taluk accounts Nos. 15 (abstract of

raiyatwar collections) and 15-A (demand, collection, and balance

statement), and that the balances obtained by deducting the

collection shown in tho several accounts from the demands
brought forward at the beginning of tho year are tho same in

both sets of accounts. The totals in the daily cash chitta 1

3

should bo checked in as many villages as possible. Complete

agreement between the village and taluk accounts should bo

insisted upon, and any difference, however slight, should bo

reconciled or satisfactorily explained.*
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[Paragraph 15 gives details as to the way in which the vil-

lage accounts should be checked and corrected.]

^ 1 6. Officers conducting the jamabandi in settled districts

should be required to see that each karnam produces for in-

spection, at the time his village is taken up for Settlement, the

maps and Settlement registers of his charge. If they are not

found in good order, fresh ones should be supplied at the kar-

nam’s expense from the taluk cutcherry. It should at the

same time be ascertained that the file of District Gazettes and

circular orders in charge of the village officers is complete.’

§ 5. Remissions,

Allusion has been made to ‘ remissions They are divided

into ‘ occasional ’ and ‘ fixed.’ The principles of occasional

remission are these:—no remission is allowed for uniiri-

gated lands, the rate of assessment being moderate and fixed

after taking into account all ordinary casualties. On irri-

gated land even, remission is not allowed unless the crop is

‘waste’ or damaged oiving to causes beyond the raiyafs

control,

§ 6. Casual Remissions,

The causes are thus technically described

—

(1) ‘Shdvi’ (withered), i.e. for crops withered by

failure of water, or blight.

(2) Vanbudit or paimaK^ (inundated)
;
crops destroyed

by flood.

(3) Palanashtan (loss of produce) applies to districts not

yet settled, and where, on partial loss of crop,

some reduction in the rate of assessment may

be called for.

(4) Tirwa-kami (reduction of revenue) ;
when there is a

wet assessment, and no water has been obtained

and a dry crop only has been raised, there is a

reduction from wet to dry rate.

(5) Fasl-kami (crop deficiency) would be allowed when

land is assessed to two crops, and one fails.

^
We are speaking liei-e of re- every province,

missions in ordinary years, not of ^ See Salem D. M. vol. ii. Gloss-

great calamities, famine, &:c., which ary, sub voce,

call for special measures, in any and
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(6)

‘Miscellaneous/ such as may occur under any

system whatever, e. g. land removed from the

register and taken for public purposes, washed

away by river, &c.

§ 7. Fixed Remimons,

The ‘ fixed remissions’ are those granted for reasons other

than seasonal causes. They consist of the following items :

—

(i) For labour in reclaiming waste numbers, e. g. land

on a high level rendered fit for wet cultivation.

() Remission in unsettled districts, made because the

old rates are considered too high.

(3) Remissions made in introducing new enhanced

rates, when the increase is not taken all at once

but gradually.

(4) Remissions to privileged classes; but the revised

Settlements do away with such.

(5) Remission on irrigated rates whei*e the water is

obtained by lift not by jlov: (and the cost and

labour are greater).

() Remission granted for groves and topes to en-

courage plantations. For twenty years remission

is granted, after which assessment is levied if the

gi’ove is kept private
;
it is permanently remitted

if the gi'ove is made public. This only applies

where there is an actual grove or tope, not

merely where trees are planted on land which

is cultivated and yields crops.

(7)
‘ Dasabandham ’ or remission for constructing or

repairing tanks wells, and channels.

(8) Cowle (qaul) remission for bringing land that has

long been waste under the plough.

(9) Miscellaneous remission of assessment in favour of

a temple, &c.'

* ^lero are special remissions on tion in Malabar. They do not need
grazing lands in the Nilgiris and on notice,
taking up forest land for cultiva*
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§ 8. BeHz Deductions.

There are also what are called ‘sundry deductions’ or

‘ beriz deductions

This means, cases where a certain part of the revenue is

deducted, i. e. not paid into the treasury, but handed to the

village headman, who disburses it for the purpose to which

it is to be applied (o. g. pay of village servants), or where

an amount once consolidated with the revenue is separated

and paid to a special purpose (o. g. road-cess in the Kistna

district).

§ 9. Where Remissions are not allowed.

It should be remarked that in ZamindM, muttha, and

other estates where the revenue is permanently fixed, re-

missions for loss of crops are not gi*anted. There may be a

deduction, of course, if land is taken up for a public purpose,

and a water-rate remission for Government water charged

by the year or on a composition, if the supply fails

’ Macloanc, vol. i. {Land-Bvianue

LWoUm), § 155, p. 135.
^ If it may be permitted to record

the rfiloetion that occurs to an
outsider on a system which cer-

taiuly possesses many admiraldo

features, it is to wonder wiiy tho
‘ fixed ’ remissions arc not abolislied.

Wliore it is a ‘beriz deduction/ it

is not really, or need not be, a re-

mission of any particular raiyat’s

revenue at all. As to the ‘casual

'

remissions I would not venture an
opinion. The policy of remissions

generally, has lieen discussed in the

general chaptt*r in vol. i. It may
here be noted that in Zamindari
estates no ‘ remission ’ is allowed,

and conse(piently tlio raiyats get
none, yet tJioy manage very well

:

(I do not refer to the extraordinary
remissions which great calamities

necessitate). The author of tlio

Vizagapatam D. ill, on tho contrary,
remarks (p. i23\ that absence of

remissions is beneficial
;
the raiyats

become careful to maintain, by
their own labour on periodical
repairs, tho tanks and channels for

irrigation
;
while he says that tho

Government raiyats ‘systematically

neglect these w’orks,' trusting that

ifwater fails Government will remit

the assessment in whole or part.

Another point is that the village

accounts are too numerous and
too complicated. The karnams (as

old hereditary servants are apt to

bo) are said to b<‘ far from efficient,

and the Eovenue Inspectors still

loss so. At every jamabandi, the

village accountants have to be

called up all over the taluk to tho

Tahsildar’s cutchorry and, in spite

of orders to the contrary, to be kept

there for a long time, Avriting up
tho elaborate accounts. It may be

desirable to possess detailed informa-

tion, but in the end tho standard

of detail must be conformed to Avhat

the agency, as practically available,

can be made to give. Accounts

that are kept up to date, oven if

not ideally perfect, are better

than more elaborate papers im-

perfectly filled. With accounts so

few and simple as to be reathj

chocked by active Revenue Inspec-

tors, and kept up to date, the jama-

bandi would be a much simpler

matter than it is now, and more
real and efficient.
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§ 10. Miscellaneous Revenue,

It has been incidentally mentioned that various items

of ‘ Miscellaneous (Land) Eevenue * are levied besides the

regularly assessed revenue. To this head, for example, is

credited quit-rent on inAm lands less than a whole village

;

income from rented villages (estates in the hands of Govern-

ment managed direct or through a renter h Kent or

grazing-tax paid on unassessed lands available for grazing

:

rent of islands in rivers, which are Government property

and not treated as raiyatwari lands; rent for palmyra

(Borassus) palms ^ and fruit-trees. A number of other items

are mentioned, but these will suffice to explain the subject.

§ 1 1. Extra Charge for Water,

Irrigated lands, as we have seen, are classified as bearing

one crop. But some of the old assessments are still in force

under which a double-crop assessment has been levied.

When a second crop is raised, it is separately charged for

at the jaraabandi
;
but in some cases (see p. 73, ante) a raiyat

is allowed to compound once for all for a second crop.

As this subject was mixed up with the question of private

wells on dry land (which never cause any increase in the

assessment, at least not to make the land ‘ irrigated ’) and

with the question of wells in wet lands, it was more con-

venient to dispose of the whole subject under the head of

Settlement procedure. Properly, the ‘ fasl-jyasti ’ (increase)

or fasl-kami (decrease) for second crop grown or second

crop withered, &c., is a question for the jamabandi or annual

Settlement, and not for the survey- Settlement, unless it is a

(question of compounding for second crop charges.

§ 12. The Agricultural Year,

The year for village accounts is the agricultural year,

which begins on the ist July and ends 30th June
;
but it is

a question whether this will be retained. The year so fixed
^ In Vizagapatain, two largo es-

tates (Zamiiidari), which lapsed to
Croyeniment, have been for years,
owing to special causes, rented lor
R. 1,30,000.

Which yield toddy from their

juice : tho leaves also are useful

and the fruit. Tho toddy is a

matter for tho excise department
hoWtiver. For other items see

Macleane, vol. i. § 160.
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is supposed to include the period of sowing and harvesting

all crops, but in reality it does not do so

§ 13 . Transfer of Holdings.

This is a branch of business which occurs under all sys-

tems, often under the name of ‘ DAWiil-kh^rij ’ (entering and

putting out). In order that it should be known who holds

any particular field, and who is therefore responsible for the

revenue, it is necessary that every transfer should be known

and registered. The rules provide for registration of perma-

nent transfer in the revenue records, when both parties con-

sent, or one person, producing a deed, satisfies the Collector,

&c.) that the transfer is genuine. Temporary transfers (lease,

mortgage, &c.) are not registered, unless both parties consent.

Where the transfer is compulsory (as on decree of Court) it

will be registered on production of the sale-certificate, or if

there is none, on the applicants proving the transfer.

Transfers by sticcessioii, where there is no dispute, are at

once registered. Where there is a dispute, the Collector

publishes a notice and holds a summary inquiry. On the

expiry of the notice, unless an objector appears, the change

will bo registered. If one comes, mdprmd facle^ there is

a (juestion to bo settled, the parties will be referred to a

regular suit, and the transfer will be recorded on the result

of the suit being known.

A person absent for seven years, without any evidence

that ho is alive, is treated as deceased.

Applications for registering transfers may be made to the

Collector or Divisional Officer or TahsildAr or Deputy Tah-

sildar or Revenue Inspector.

A useful provision may hero be noted : when a deed is

registered (under the Registration Act), the Registering

Officer is bound to ask the parties whether they consent to

the transfer being noted also in the revenue records : and if

so, he causes them to sign an application for the transfer,

which is then sent to the proper officer, and registered with-

out further formality.

^ Soe Mr. Garstin’s lieport on the Revision of Revenue Establishments, 1883,
§ 27 ot seq.
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All this applies equally to transfers of enfranchised indm

holdings, but not to permanently-settled estates, which are

transferred in the Collector’s Office under Kegulation XXV
of 1802.

In Zammdm estates, when the owner desires to transfer

(by sale, &c.) a portion of his holding, Madras Act I of 1876

provides for the partition and registration of the separated

portion, as regards its area and revenue.

Sometimes the question of transfer is the subject of ap-

peal
;
one appeal is allowed, and a second only for special

reasons ^

§ 14. Suh(livii<io7i of Fields.

It may happen that a survey-field has to be subdivided

after Settlement
;
this is done on the same rules, as noticed

already under the Settlement procedure (p. 56, ante).

§ 15. Maintenance of Boimdaries.

The importance of the permanent maintenance of the

boundary-marks of villages and fields is exceptionally great

under a raiyatwdri system.

In Madras care is taken to enter in the registers such a

description of the direction of the boundary-lines that the

limits of a survey number and of its subdivisions can be

traced even if the marks are from any cause obliterated.

But Act XXVIII of i860 (amended by M. Act II of 1884)

provides for the maintenance of boundary-marks.

Under the former Act power is given (as already noticed

under Settlement-Demarcation) to determine the boundaries

both of villages and fields, and to settle disputes. Act II of

1884 deals with the taking charge, .by the Collector, of boun-

dary-marks after the completion of a survey, and provides

for enforcing their preservation by the ownei*s or occupiers

of land of such marks. Government, it is provided, bears the

cost of marks for extensive waste tracts being Stateproperty

;

the owners bear it in other cases. A penalty of R. 50 for

each mark, may be inflicted on conviction before a magis-
' This general account v. ill

suffice
;
for further details see 0. 0.

No. 414, dated ist June, 1886, and

for> appeals (darkhwitst appeals)

G. 0. No. 854, dated 30th August,

1887.
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trate, for erasure of or wilful damage, to boundary marks
;

half goes to the informer and half to the cost of restoration.

If a mark disappears, and no delinquent can bo found to

whom the damage is attributable, the cost of restoration is

divided between the occupants of the adjacent lands ac-

cording to the order of the magistrate investigating the

case.

§ 16. Collection of the Revenue-Instalments.

As to payment of Land-revenue, the fixed assessment or

‘ peshkash ’ of Zammd^rs, if large, is paid direct into the

Collector’s treasury
;

if small, into the local taluk treasury.

Payments of revenue on other lands are made to the village

headman. On receipt, the headman causes the karnam to

enter the payment in No. 10, the village cash-book. After

entry in the other abstracts, the money is despatched to

the Tahsil once in the month.

The revenue is paid in certain instalments, because the

people have not capital to pay up once a year for the whole

:

they must have dates of payment so fixed as to enable

them to realize the crop by sale of the grain.

Ill former days a considerable number of ‘ qists ’ was al-

lowed
;
but now, instalments are not to exceed four (except

in the Tanjorc district). Every instalment is to be due on the

loth of the month, the first to be not earlier than December

and the last later than May. Each Collector arranges (for

sanction) lists of four instalments for his district or for

separate taluks, on these terms.

§ 17. Coercive Process.

When rniyatw^ri land-revenue falls into arrear, it is re-

coverable, together with interest at 6 per cent, and cost of

process, under Madras Act II of 1864, as amended by Act

III of 1884, by sale of moveable property (including

uncut crops) or immoveable property, or by imprison-

ment in the last resort, and if there is reason to suspect

fraud. The imprisonment does not extinguish the arrears.

Zaminddri land-revenue is recoverable by process as

defined in the terms of the particular * sanad ’ or title-deed
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of holding. A sale of a ZamindArl requires the sanction of

Government.

The land-revenue is a first charge on the land against all

other creditors. Land sold for arrears is sold with a clean

title, i. e. all encumbrances are voided, even including the

Government assessment due to date

It is not necessaiy here to go into the details of the Act as

to issue of notices before sale and so forth. A defect in the

Act relating to setting aside sales for arrears for material

irregularity, fraud, &c., has been cured by Madras Act III of

1884.

Coercive measures are but little resorted to

§ 18. Recove'i'y of Private Bents.

Zammdars, holders of shrotriyanis, jagirs, and inAms,and

farmers of land, can recover their rents under Madras Act

Vin of 1865. For details the student may consult the Act

itself.

§ 19. General Subjects of Revenue Administration.

There are other branches of district administration con-

nected with the land, such as the rules for acquisition of

land taken for public purposes, and compensation paid

therefore
;
also ‘ TaqAvi ’ or advances made to cultivators

for land-improvement under Act XIX of 1883, and Act XII

of 1884^. With these subjects I do not propose to deal, as

they are only indirectly connected with our subject.

§ 20. The Revenue^Procedure Lem.

Though the Zaminddri system* was introduced by Regu-

lation XXV of 1802, no general Revenue Act exists, nor has

^ Evon the crops of an under- revenue, all foes and duos of vil-

tenaiit are not protected
;
but he has lage servants, and also local rates

subserpient redress by deducting (A(;t V of 1884), may bo recovered as

the value from any rent duo by him arrears ofland-rovemie unless other-

to the land-owner. He may also wise expressly provided,
pjiy up the arrears and so stop “ G. 0. No. 434, dated 7th .Tune,

the distraint, recovering afterwards 1886; No. 557, dated 6th July,

from thelandhird. 1886
;
No. 219, dated 28th February,

* It may be noted that, by section 1887; and No. 351, dated 3if’t

52 of the Act, all arrears of Go- March, 1887.
vernment revenue other than land-
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the raiyatw^ri system ever been established by legislative

enactment. The boundary preservation and boundary dis-

putes enactments have already been alluded to, and so the

Revenue Recovery Act (M.) II of 1864 (and III of 1884).

The Act III of J 869 enables Revenue Officers to summon
persons to give evidence or produce documents in any

matter ‘ in which they arc authorized to hold an inquiry.’

It is stated that the Act is beset with difficulties and re-

(juires amendment.

Really, the ‘ Standing Orders * of the Board are the Land-

Revenue Code of this Province ; and no one can thoroughly

master the revenue administration without studying these

in detail.



CHAPTEE IV.

THE LAND-TENUKES.

It will be borne in mind that the sections of this chapter

as far as the Vllth, have reference to the districts of the

Presidency exdudlng those of K^nara, Malabar, and the

Nilgiri plateau, which present special features and are dealt

with by themselves in the remaining sections.

With this limitation, we may speak of Madras generally as

exhibiting, so far as its land-tenures arc concerned, those

phases and forms which are commonly observed in the

Indian provinces. As might be expected in districts largely

peopled by Dravidian races (so-called) and by some Kolarian

and many mixed castes, the village-grouping, which is the

universal primary feature, is of that character which the

reader who has studied Chapter IV of the fii'st volume is

already familiar with as the raiyatwari form. In some

districts we have traces of the fact that in some places,

over considerable areas, a landlord class had grown up in

the villages—the phenomenon which forcibly claimed our

attention in the North-West Provinces and Oudh. These

landlord claims will be found to be due, in some cases

(e.g. Tanjore and Tinnevelly) to the existence of chiefs

or of grantees or lessees, whose families divided, lost

the position they once held, and became the landlords of

the village soil. In other cases they are duo to the

special foundation of colony-villages by expeditions sent

out for the purpose. Subsequent events, in some cases
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the misgovemment and oppressive taxation of later Mu-
hammadan and other rulers, usually caused these landlord

claims to fall into abeyance, and to be only partially

remembered. A large part of the general area, was, how-

ever, not affected by those early tribal movements and

conquests, which furnished rulers and overlord families to

Upper India : nor did the Muhammadan rule long prevail.

The raiyatw^ri constitution of villages, which was really

congenial to the Dravidian ideals, was therefore never

(jenemlly interfered with. Native dynasties, chiefly of

mixed or ‘converted,’ or ‘Hinduized,’ Dravidian origin,

I’uled, but do not seem to have altered the village

constitution : nor do they appear to have undergone that

process of dismemberment, which in other parts we found

to be a common source of origin to landlord families,—

such families forming the proprietary body in villages

over which their ancestors once ruled as chiefs or

Iliyas.

Circumstances also did not favour the growth of great

landlords, except in the norih (where there are Zamind^rs,

the relics of the Mughal rule)
;
and in some other places

where chiefs, called ‘ poligars ’ (to whom some allusion has

already been made in speaking of the Settlements) estab-

lished themselves. But as such estates do exist, it cannot

be said that Madras tenures fail to furnish us with examples

of the influence of State Kevcnue-collecting agencies on

land-tenures. And the Presidency also abundantly illus-

trates those tenures which arise out of revenue-free grants.

Section L—The Past History op the Madras Village.

§ 1 . Intmludory,

Commencing with the village tenures, as the most obvious

and the most universal, we shall be prepared to find that

while the bulk of villages is now in the raiyatwdri form,

there are local areas, of considerable extent, where the vil-

lages once contained a body distinguished as landlords by
their claim to hold ‘ by inheritance,’ and by their having
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some form of sharing the entire estate^ waste and arable

together.

These traces were, however, at the beginning of the

present century, but faintly surviving
;
they did not affect

the general application of the raiyatwari method of re-

venue management. In practice they are only represented

by certain privileges, which the (general raiyatwArl) system

of administration provides for, such as the right of a ‘ co-

sharer ’ to take up a waste or unoccupied field in prefer-

ence to an ordinary village cultivator or an outsider.

The village landholders, as they now generally are,

fom ‘communities’ only in the sense that they live in

one spot, under a common headman and Karnam^ and

employ the usual staff of village artizans in common.

Describing then the most usual form of Madras village,

we may thus summarize the facts. Each village has a known

local area, a name, and a central site (with or without

detached hamlets) for residence
;

it has always its headman,

its karnanif or accountant, its messenger and watchman

(toti and taliyAri), its scavenger, its guardian of irrigation,

and the staff of artizans. The area of each village is

divided into cultivated, culturable waste, and ‘ purambok,’

i. c. uncultivated land assigned to special purposes (from

which it must not be diverted) such as threshing-floors,

cattlesheds, burial-grounds, building sites, roads, or sites

of wells. There is usually some pasture-land allotted for

the common use, though not the property of the village

either jointly or severally.

Waste available for cultivation and not reserved for special

purposes, belongs to the State, and is available to bo taken

up by anyone applying for it and offering to pay the re-

venue assessed. At the first Settlements most villages

contained a considerable number of such unoccupied fields.

Had it been so in a village in the North-West Provinces,

such available waste (including the pasture-land) would have

been given over as the joint property of the whole village

and would ultimately have been partitioned among thciu^

according to their shares ; this at once emphasizes the
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distinction between the North Western landlord- and the

Madras raiyatw^ri-village. As the group of cultivators

do not jointly own the land, and as the assessment is

laid on each field, not on the village in a lump-sum, no

owner in the village is responsible for his neighbour’s

revenue: nor has he any right to anything but his

own holding registered in his name: he has the user of

the lands set apart for special purposes
;
but only the user.

§ 2. Traces of the Landlord or JoinUTillage.

In certain parts of Madras there are unmistakeable

proofs of the joint-village, and also other traces—chiefly

in the prevalence of certain terms—which are less con-

clusive, because they are open to other interpretations.

The subject is of great interest, because the Madras evidence

when fairly considered leaves no doubt (i) that in the Tamil

country we have an instance of the formation of joint-villages

over a considerable area : the strength of the claim to the

allotted areas, and the principle of sharing it, being due

not to the growth of particular chiefs, grantees of State,

or scions of noble houses, but to the co-operative work of

colonists^ of a good agricultural caste, who in virtue of

their conquest over natural difficulties, and of their equal

rights, formed bodies which exhibited marks of coherence,

and in fact that ‘ landlord ’ spirit which gave them a claim

to the entire areas occupied, and which,as among themselves,

they held in equal shares. {%) We have elsewhere instances

of villages in which a landlord class may be believed to

have grown up : this conclusion is warranted by finding the

occurrence of such villages in places where (especially)

various states and chiefships existed, and where the

scions of noble houses, petty rulers, grantees and others

may have naturally obtained tho leading position in the

villages and afterwards multiplied into co-sharing bodies.

(3) We have also in the present state of these villages,

an instance of the possibility of the formation of what are

now raiyatw^ri villages by the decay of tho joint-village.

The landlord class, whether a colonist body or one that
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has grown up in the village, again decays under the pressure

of revenue-exaction, or the effects of government systems

which ignored their rights, and so presents, in later times, a

group of severalty holders which is not distinguishable from

those villages which never had any other organization. (See

also Vol. I. p. 146, and the case of the Dakhan villages de-

scribed in the present volume (Bombay Land Tenures) ).

§ 3. The Velldlar Colonization.

It is in the Tamil country that our most important instance

of joint-village formation occurs. The South of India was

once the seat of the Hindu-Dravidian kingdoms of Pandy^,

Chola (or Shozham), and Ch^ra. Pandy^ is said to have

been the present district of Madura; Chera was about

Salem
;
and Chola was Tanjore and Trichinopoly b

There is historic evidence (collected in the volume of

Mit'dd Fapevi<y 1H62, and especially in minutes by Mr.

Ellis) that the country to the North—roughly speaking, the

country between the North and South Pennar Rivers,™ was

anciently a vast forest tract, spoken of in the Raiiiayami

as Dandakaranyam. For what reason wo arc not informed

—cither because some aboriginal races gave trouble, or

merely for the sake of wealth and dominion—a Chola

prince conquered the country and called it after his own

name, Tondei-mandalam. The prince must have been

‘ Hinduized ’ as his partly Aryan name is Adanda- or

Athondd-Chakravarti -. He sent out a colony which

must have been considerable from the first, though wo must

allow for the multiplication and expansion of villages

which always takes place when a colony is successful.

The colonists were of the Velldlar caste, or tribe, who

are good agriculturists •'*. There is also evidence that

' For tho hihtury of thoHo.kiiig- “ I cannot givo tlio first Dravidiaii)

(loms see Macleane, vol. i. (///.s/orjy) ineinher of the name with certainty:

p. n8 et Hcq. Madura l)ecaine the tlui authors write it variously : Mr.

capital of thf3 Pjlndyan kingdom Place sjkjIIs it Ardandi ;
otlicrs

(probahly
; in the fourth century, Adanda, or Adondi. Dr. Macl(‘atu'

B. c. Chola (Shozha Mandaiam) gives it ns Athonday (Athoinlc

was contemporary with Piiiidytl. whicli I follow.
It is the Dravidian naine that by “ Th(‘ Velliilar fVollan -white} arc

corruption became ‘ Coroinander as reckoned by the Hindu wrilew ns

applied to tlie East Coast. iSudras, i. e. probably mixed caste

;
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the colonization occurred about a.d. 1064, and was nearly

contemporaneous with our Norman conquest ^

§ 4. Probable extent of the Colonization,

As to the extent of the colony, it is in Chinglcput and in

North and South Arcot, that the most decisive traces survive.

It was said, however, that the country of Tondei-Mandalam

covered more than 18,000 square miles
;
and some held the

opinion that the VelMlars had colonized the whole, pre-

sumably adopting everywhere the same principle of allotting

and sharing the land. Indeed the Board of Revenue in

1818 were disposed to think that the disappearance of

the joint-village^ in Nellore and the Ceded Districts and

the Northern Zaminddris was due to the changes introduced

by the Bijapur and other conquering governments: and

they said

‘From the marked distinction still maintained between

“qadimi” and pai'kari raiyats, from the patel’s maniyams

(frc*e holdings in virtue of office) of the Ceded Districts and

those of head Reddis and Nayaks or Pedda-kapus in the

Nortliern Circars, being often held in shares . . . from the

word “kuni-dtchf,” being well understood and employed in

Tcdingana to designate private landed property, the Board have

little doubt that the Tamil mirasi [system] was at one time

established throughout the Northern districts

On this, however, it should be remarked that too great

stress ought not to bo laid on terms. It is known that

in the Dravidian village the early founders, who furnished

the official heads of the village, had their hereditary

{ex-officio) holdings of land,—and these rights make a

with some Aryan blood : their tradi-
tion derives tlieii from the North. It
iH possible that there may bo some
(Mmnectioii between tliem and the
Kunbis or Kurmis, who are such
excellent cultivators, and are found

Central India, Bombay and as
tftr as Oudh and the Gangetio
plain.

^ Macleane {History\ p, 141, note.

Bird's MimifCj § 114. Mirasi

Paiwrs^ pp. 246-7, and p. 378. But
in 1818 the Board woix) rather

anxious to make out a case for the

‘village-system’—and the more it

appeared probable that tliere was
some principle ofjoint-ownership in

the villages generally, the stronger

the case would appear.

VOL. III. 1
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distinction between the first colonizers (as qadimi, or old)

and the paikM or casual tenants, without there being

anything like a landlord class generally. As to the

m^niyain (the watan of other parts) being held, when it

descended by inheritance, in family shares, that was a

Dravidian institution; at any rate it has no connection

whatever with any landlord system, or plan ofjoint-holding

in an allotted area or village.

It seems to mo quite beyond the evidence to assert the

prevalence of the colonizing system outside Chingleput,

North and South. Arcot, and possibly Nellore. As regards

Nellore, opinion, no doubt, differs, and the District Manual

notices the survival of terms which may indicate the

system

§ 5. Landlord Villages in other Districts,

The traces that wo have of the landlord village in other

districts occur, as I have stated, in places where there were

once kingdoms and chiefships, from which, whether by

grant, or lease, or by the dismemberment of estates, fami-

lies descended from the grantee or a chief, may long

remain in (landlord) possession of villages and form (as

the descendants multiply) a proprietary body claiming

shares and vaguely remembering their dignified origin.

In Tanjoro and Trichiiiopoly the evidence seems to me
clear, in Madura and Tinnevclly it is less positive.

In the Dindigal portion of Madura, it was reported that

rights of landlords existed : some who were now ‘ raiyats
’

claimed to be owners of certain shares which they desired

to hold and to pay for without privilege of relinquishment

;

they were called -'pattukat raiyats.* The Collector (Mr.

Peter) thought that the persons called ‘ karaik^an * in

Madura were village-owners; the author of the District

Manual controverts this, and states that they were the

' Son D. M. p. 477. As regards affords indications that tho system
South Arcot, tho Collector reported once prevailed

;
and it is worthy of

in 1817, ‘ Mirdsi ' right has never note that the Vellalar caste still
been recognized by any ofmy pre- form 14*3 per cent, of the population,
docessors.’ But the whole Report
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result of an association of cultivator formed to resist

the tyranny of the Tanjore government (at a later time)

of which he gives a deplorable picture K

It is said that in the Tinnevclly pollams (or chiefs’

estates) landlord villages were common. The opinion is

expressed that they fell into decay before the advancing

desire for individual ownership and under the effects of

modern Settlements 2
.

In Tanjore it is fairly certain that similar villages existed

in largo numbers, though many of the villages (or rather

hamlets) shown as owned by single landlords, were the

result of partitions®.

§ 6. Bistncts where the Sydem is not traced,

I think it must fairly be said that evidence is either

wholly wanting or inconclusive, to show that joint-villages

were ever established in the Northern Zaminddri districts

or in the Ceded Districts, or in Salem or Coimbatore.

Thesi doubtful cases may be left as they are; it is

impossible to go any further
;
unless, indeed, at any future

time, furtlier details should come to light.

§ 7. ^Mirdsf Rights,

Having considered the localities where traces of the joint-

village exist, and having attributed such villages to two

kinds of origin, (i) special colonization
; (2) growth of noble

families or of grantees under a State organization
;

it will

be desirable to explain the nature of the rights claimed and

the forms of village constitution. In every case the body

of landholders was united by some kind of proprietary

bond, and they claimed the entire area of the village (both

waste and cultivated) according to the shares which their

custom had established.

The right to a share in the estate was, of course,

’ Madura D. M. Part V. p. 12. get villages and in time multiply
® Tinnevelly D. M, p. 84, and see into proprietary communities.

Mirdsl Papers, p. 78. It is to be ^ See Mirdsi Papers, p. 95, and in

observed that in Chiefs’ estates, it is the sequel (p. 1 18, post) some further

especially likely that scions of the particulars are given about Tanjore.

family, younger sons, &c., should
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hereditary; and we have seen that there is everywhere

a tendency for the descendants of conquerors and ruling

chiefs and first colonizers to speak of their title as
—‘by

inheritance/ The fact is too universal throughout widely

difibrent parts of India, to be accidental.

In the Tamil country the right was called ‘ kani-Atchi
’

(inheritance in land); Brahman owners spoke of their

‘ swAstiyam *
: ktinbhavA was the (MarAthi) term used in

Tanjore. The Perso -Arabic term ‘ mirasiV however, gradu-

ally came into use, and was so generally understood, that
‘ mii-Asi right ’ was used in all the reports to indicate the

remains of any kind of right (of the landlord type) wher-

ever found. It is important, however, to remember that

‘mirAsi* may be used of any hereditary right, e.g. the

right of the headman or the harnam, or oven ’that of

the village watchman or the temple dancing-girl, all of

whom may have a mirasi’ right to fees or perquisites or

even bits of land held as remuneration for service.

§ 8. Features of the Mirasi Village,

Mr. Place when (at the end of the last century) in charge
of ‘the JAglr* (Chinglcput), found stiU surviving, the

NAtMn (Nautwan of the report) as the head of a group of
villages : he was evidently the chief of a tribal section,

whoso territory formed a ‘ndd’; the joint-village, singly,

was not subject to one headman, but to a council of
the heads of families. Next, it was discovered that the
villages were mostly divided into lots. Some were
divided into a few major shares, and the sub-sharers, it

was declared, did not look upon themselves as inde-
pendent, but as subordinate to the heads of the major
shares. Mr. Place, in his report of 1799, attributes this
to the fact that the major shares represented the allotment
made at the original colonization,—each major sharer being
the head of a party of colonists, who came with a greater
or less number of ploughs and labouring followers ^ It

^ Mr. Place’s report (that of 1799)
is printed at p. 298 of the vol. ii.

Fifth Report. It is a curious speci-
men of how tenures were examined
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is quite possible that the sub-sharers, though as * first

clearcrs ’ of the soil and founders of the village, entitled to

all the rights of co-sharers (as Mr. Place acknowledges),

were yet in the matter of representation, or negotiating

with a public officer in respect of revenue matters, deemed

inferior. The King’s officers would naturally select some one

leading man to deal with, and so regarded the head of the

share as the superior or principal. There were other

villages where the largo number of shares showed that

either the body settling were all originally equal, or that

the present body were the numerous descendants of one

(or a few) original chief settlers or founders,—as we so

often see in North India.

The villages exhibited all the marks of the landlord village

where the whole area is claimed in shares. The grain-

produce was distributed in shares (mamiil varam) : and

besides the proprietors, there wore hereditary and per-

manent tenants or cultivators, who had doubtless aided

in the founding, and so were regarded as privileged, and

yet as inferiors, not co-sharers. There were also casual

tenants. The former were the ‘ulkudi,’ the latter the

‘parakiidi’ (outside tenants), or generally paik^ri (cor-

rupted into poycarry, paicari, &c.).

The proprietary body could sell and gift their land while

the ‘kiidi’ could not.

I have not found any instance of the division of land

by plough . It seems always to have been divided by

fractions. The Tamil arithmetic only recognized such

fractions as i, J , J, iV> ^nd so on ; so that fractions

not of the series were called ‘bits’ or khandami and

could not form regular shares h

§ 9 . Foruis of Sharing.

In form of tenure, the villages exhibited the same

features as elsewhere—

in those days. Mr. Place cannot holders
* and tho like, as if no

understand anything but a feudal other form of land-tenure was
tenure, and he refers to Blackstone possible,

and Temple, and speaks of * copy- ‘ Chingleput D.M. p. 219, note.
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( [ )
They might be held ‘ samud^lyam ’ or * pasangkarei,’

i.e. cultivated and held entirely in common,

and their produce distributed, after defraying

the revenue charges and village expenses

;

(2) or ‘kareiyidu,’ i.e. where the land is temporarily

allotted, but the shares are periodically ex-

changed so as to give good and bad in turn

to each (the ^ vesh ' of the North-West Panj^bj

;

(3)
‘Arudikarei’(piilabhogam of some districts). Here

tho shares are divided out.

The division is apparently by ancestral shares, ascer-

tained by lotb The division might bo perfect or imper-

fect, i. e. the whole culturable area might bo divided, or pai't

might be left in common. Where part was common, tho land,

was usually cultivated by tenants whose rents were taken

to meet the revenue and village expenses, so that the indi-

vidual sharers received the whole benefit from their own

cultivation. If the produce of the common did not suffice,

tho deficit was made up by a payment from each sharer.

§ 10. Eocchange of Holdings.

It is repeatedly noticed that in tho Tamil country

(colonist) the custom of periodical redistribution of the lots

was practised. This is probably one of the early tribal

methods, indicating in the first instance, no doubt, a desire

to equalize the advantages of holding land, so that each

may have his turn at tho better as at the worse lands.

But it is interesting as being a relic of a tribal idea— a

sense that property is not yet so individualized that it

cannot be exchanged^ and inequalities redressed.

^ Vido Appendix to D. M. Tarijorc.

Wliere the ownership passed into

one hand, the village became ‘ Eka«
bhogam’ or Jajmanam,—the za-

mindari khalis of Northern India).

In Tanjoro this happened from tho
desire of every mirasidar of con-
sequence, to constitute his holding a
separate village to be called by his
own name. In Tanjore tho villages

were mere hamlets {D. M. page 408,

note). They were afterwards

clubbed together. In 1807 there

were in Tanjore

—

1807 villages Ekabhogam (mostly

hamlets).

2002 separated (Arudikarei).

(or Pasangkaroi).
* See Mirdsi Papers (as regards

tho Tamil country), pp. 67, 79, 178,

326, 341, 395, 432.
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§11. Utilization of the Area.

In every case, the villaga site was common land
;
and

the space required for the cattle-stand, burial-ground, site

of public well, &c., &c., was appropriated to these purposes,

for the whole village or section of a village, as the case

might be, and could not be diverted from these uses.

The whole area of the village was then classified into [a)

vdramiKit and {h) the tdrlsu or waste
;
(a) was the cultur-

ablo area, which gave the ‘ varam * or produce for division

between the owner, the king, and the cultivators and village

servants. The waste (tarisu) was divided into—the slidkal-

karambu, culturable waste, which often remained common

and was cultivated where possible by tenants; and the

anadikaranibu or ‘ immemorial waste,’ used for special pur-

poses, as the site of quarries, groves, and useful trees. It

was not allowed to be cultivated K

The earliest distribution of the produce and payment of

revenue being in kind, we find the right of the cultivator,

the owner, the king, &c., distinguished by terms ending in

v^ram or waram, i. e. the whole produce. Thus we have

the ^ varampat ’ or whole area yielding the varam or divi-

sible produce ^
;
the mel-vdram or king’s share

;
the tundu-

‘ This circumstance gave rise to

the controversy whether the joint-

vilhigo (minisidurs) ownei-s owned
also the waste. In tho liglit of

experience gathered from all India,

there can be no doubt that all waste

inside the village is as much tho

oiiginal properly of tho landlord-

community as tho cultivated liolds.

But it is very easy to soo how,
partly by the consent of the body,

the appropriation and cultivation

of particular waste would be pro-

hibited
;
and how tho State would

also atop in to limit the area of

waste actually attached to the

village (as it has done everywhere

in the Panjab and Central Pro-

vinces, where waste was abundant,
and the villagers at first seemed
disposed to claim unreasonable and
enormous areas). Restrictions of

this sort do not really militate

against tho principle that the waste
really attached to tho village is its

proi^erty. Nothing at the present
day, in the Panjab, is the cause of

more bitter quarrels in tho village,

than the attempt of some one to

break up and aj)propriate a bit of
‘ immemorial waste ' which the
majority wish to see kept unculti-

vated. The people appeal to tho Col-

lector and to the Courts, to interfere,

although they would stoutly main-
tain that the land is not the
property of Government but of the
village at large or the patti.

* When in process of time it came
to be the practice to take some of

the land-revenue in kind (mostly
wet crops) and the rest in money,
the area that paid in kind was
called varapat, and that which paid

by money rate ‘ tirwapat.’
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vdram or owner’s share, and the kiidi-vdram or culti-

vator's (tenant’s) share.

When the owner gave up his share for any reason, he

would retain a small interest called ‘ swA-mi-bhogam,’ which

is exactly the ‘ mdlikAna ’ of Bengal and Northern India,

—the small allowance which the dispossessed owner is

allowed in token of his original right

The village servants,—the karnam and the messenger,

constable, scavenger, irrigation-watchman, and the artizans

—whore they had not hereditary ‘ inAms ’ or lands held

free as a reward for their service, or sometimes along with

this—were paid by fees, or small portions of the grain-heap

called ‘ mdra ’ or ‘ mdrAi ’ (or in other places ‘ swatantram ’).

Besides the pay of the village servants, other village ex-

penses, such as entertaining strangers and the upkeep of

tanks, cost of watching crops and harvestedgrain, &c., were

all met by these ‘mdra’ or contributions from the pro-

prietary body.

It was the distinguishing feature of the Veilalar colonies

of Chingleput and Arcot (Tondeimandalam) that the owners

were allowed a portion of the village free of all revenue to

the crown (kani-Atchf maniyam), also to take inerA or

swatantram out of the king’s share (mel-vAram). Then

they got, besides, the ordinary proprietor s share (tunda-

vAram) from lands held by their tenants.

When the king made a grant, it was (originally) of the

mel-vAram— his grain-share only, without touching the

cultivators’ rights. But as such grants were frequently

made to Brahmans, or members of ruling families
;
these,

by their influence, succeeded in getting hold of the land,

and thus soon appeared as the owners of the entire village'^.

MirAsi or swAstiyam villages of Brahmans were called ag-

rahArams
;
and these might be (as regards the Government

revenue) assessed with a quit-rent or reduced revenue, or
‘ sarva-mAniyam,’ entirely revenue free.

^ The reports make some con- he employs a tenant but is still
fusion between tunda-vriram and (legally) in possession : the latter
swami-bhogam

;
but I take it that is the dispossessed owner’s fee paid in

the true distinction is that th» token of his rights,
former is the owner’s shuro when * Tahjore D. M. p. 404.
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In Tanjore the co-sharers did not enjoy a revenue-free

grant in the village—possibly because they were grantees,

or members of wealthy families not the original founders of

the village, and as such holding the first-clearer’s privi-

lege in freehold land
:
possibly also it may be due to the

gradual decline of the privileges of owners. Nor were they

recognized as entitled to a mAlikAna or sw^mi-bhogam on

waste lands given out to be cultivated (by the authorities) to

persons who were not co-sharers I The proprietary classes

were mostly VelMlars
; and they have greatly declined in

numbers and influence owing to causes stated in the District

Manual

§ 12. Slaves.

Brahman (and also other) proprietors largely employed

filaves to cultivate for them : and these slaves were looked

upon as glehoi adscripti. It is curious that these also called

themselves ‘ mirasidar ’ (in the other sense of tlio word above

ox])lainccl), though not of course using the term ‘kdni.’ ^The

VelMlar/ they said, ‘sells his birthright to the Siinar (gold-

smith and money-lender); the latter is cajoled out of it by the

Braliman, and he is swept away befoi^e the fury of a Muliam-
madan invasion : but no one molests or moves the (slave)

2)arelyar: whoever may be the nominal owner, or whatever

the circumstances of the time, they aro safe in their insigni-

ficance, and continue, and will ever continue, to till theground
their ancestors have tilled before them=^.’ This slavery was
not the result of foreign traffic, but was purely territorial.

The ‘villeins’ worked for the mirasiddrs in rotation [mu-

^ Tanjore D. M, pp. 402-403.
2 Id, p. 406.

Cliingloput D. M. p. 213. The
slaves belonged to throe castes and
nationalities, for (says the Manual)
it seems certain that they are the
representatives of tho ‘aborigines'
or lirst inhabitants of tho country

;

and to this day tho Pariahs have
not been included in any caste.

The Pariah (or Pareiyar) and tho
Pallars were generally in villenago
to the Sudra (i. e. Vellalar) culti-

vators, and tho Pallis, the third

slave class, were the Hrahraans’
slaves.

For a curious custom, involving
a sham ‘ strike ' by way of assorting
tho privileges of the class, once a
year, see Chiiigleput D. M. pp. 213-4.

This system of slavery seems to
have nothing in common with the
domcslic slares (often illegitimate off-

spring of warriors of the superior
class with low caste women) among
the Edjputs described in Tod’s
Kdjdst/tdn, (Gola, Bassi, and Das,
vol. i. pp. 156-7, 3rd (Madras Edn.)
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rei). They got a house and yard free, also certain dues

in grain (kalav^sam, &c.), and presents in clothes, grain,

and money, at stated festivals. The ‘ slavery ’ was therefore

not a very hard bondage.

§ 13. Results of the Inquiry in 1814-15.

The existence of joint-villages was first made known in

1 795-6. The Government was not at first inclined to admit

the proprietary right. In 1796 we find the Government

declaring that the first principle of both Hindu and Muham-

madan governments was, that the sovereign was lord of

the soil This no doubt had come, in comparatively late

days, to bo the case. The Muhammadans were conquerors,

and as such might have claimed the soil; and it was

probably on the same ground that the later Hindu king-

doms (such as Vijayanagar) based their pretensions. The

rulers of Central India and the Rajput States of the North

Indian Himalaya make the same claim at the present day

;

but it is quite inconsistent with the earlier theory of the

old Hindu system, as it is with Moslem law
;
and as an

argument against proprietary right in private hands at a

date anterior to the modern claims of conquering princes,

it is quite inadmissible

When the Board issued its circular of inquiry in 1814

the result was not a great success
;
but one series of really

valuable papers were obtained, and those were by Mr. Ellis,

Collector of Madras in 1816, who went into the whole

subjects

§ 14. Landlord Rights not always admitted.

Some officers were, however, much prejudiced against

^ Chingleput RM. p. 257. Tho
Governmont went on to say ‘that
the occupants of land in India
could establish no more right in
respect of tJie soil than a tenant on
an English estate could establish a
right in tho land, by hereditary
residence.’

“ See i*omarks on this alleged
State proprietary right in the
general Introductory Chapter f«n

Tenures, vol. i. pp, 230 and 239.

® Printed in tho Minud Papers,

1862. It should be remarked
that, though tho Court of Directors

at one time threw some doubt

on Mr. Ellis’ Iteports, as being

‘only his opinion/ the accuracy of

his observation is practically placed

beyond doubt (i) by its absolute

concordance with what is observed

in other parts of Madras, and (2)

by a comparison with similar

tenures in other parts of India.
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‘ mir^si * rights, and endeavoured to minimize their existerce

and afford some other explanation of them. For example,

Mr. Harris, the Collector of Tanjore wrote (in 1804) a report

on the subject
;
he observed (what does not, however, strike

a modern observer as at all strange) that many of the mirA-

sidars (and especially the Brahman owners, who were

numerous) did not work their lands themselves, but let

them to tenants : for this they took as much as half the

produce. This appears to have excited Mr. Harris’ indig-

nation ^ NeveiHieless, the repoi*t graciously admitted that

the mir^sidto had ‘ some functions ’
;
and it seems that these

were supplying the labour and bearing the expenses

of irrigation works : they also bore other charges of the

village system, and (under the native Government) it

was ‘ they on whom all exactions fell
;
and under the

Mahratta Government they were heavily oppressed.’ These
‘ functions ’ may be considered to be a pretty good share of

a landlord’s duty. However, Mr. Harris concluded, that

the mirdsiddrs should be regarded as ‘ men betiveenfarmevs
ami landholders who have raised themselves above the

labour and expense of cultivation, who are too idle even to

superintend it they are too avaricious to pay for its small

works, but obstruct it by their contentions and policy ^

;

they are willing instruments to the public servants for the

plunder of the Circar revenue, and who^ differently from
the custom of every other countmy even in India (!), consume
nearly half the subsistence which should go to strengthen
and support the most useful class of people

^ Half ‘ batai ’ is quit© a common
rate everywliore for tho landowner
to take, where tho rent is paid in
kind, i. o. on a sort of metayer system.
Tho landlord pays tho rovenuo and
bears all ‘ tho exactions ’

;
so that

the bargain is far from an unequal
one.

^ The ‘obstruction’ appears to
allude to the not unnatural desire
of the owners at Settlement time
to have tho village as little in
apparent prosperity and full culti-
vation as possible in order to secure
low assessments. Such devices are
common everywhere, and are not

usually considered as derogating
from the proprietary right of any
one!

’ Mr. Harris’ views were, about
the same time, modestly but very
fairly, controverted by Colonel
Bhickburne, Resident at Tanjore.
There wore other writers who were
hardly more just to the mirasiddr
than Mr. Harris. Colonel Macleod
assumes (for example) that tho
mirasidar represents what was
originally a ‘temporary public
employment’ (!). It is remarkable
that even Sir T. Munro wrote a
minute, in 1824, which does not
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§ 15. Concludons as to ^MirdsV Rights,

As a matter of fact, it appears that the ownership (for

such it clearly was) of villages by mirdsiddrs or bodies of

co-sharers claiming the entire area (village site, cultivated

area, and waste within the customary limits of the village),

arose exactly as we find it in other parts of India. Natu-

rally enough, the colonizers banded together and divided the

new villages into shares, either according to their ancestral

connection or to their means in ploughs, number of follow-

ers, and cattle
;
sometimes they held the land in common,

exchanging the holdings periodically (to give each sharer

his turn of good and bad land). Such a settlement, con-

firmed by the good-will of the king (who granted special

revonue-frco portions in each village) and backed by the

sentiment of ownership which arises from ‘clearing the

waste ^ and founding the village, soon produced strongly-

felt rights of ownership. Some of the villages (as in Tanjore)

must have arisen out of royal grants, either as revenue-

leases to Vellalar families, to ‘feudal’ chiefs, or to Brah-

mans. According as the grants are numerous or the efforts

of the colonizers widespread and successful, so the jointly-

owned villages would appear occasionally only as scattered

tenures in the midst of others, or as forming the prevailing

tenure of entire tracts of country.

There is not one of the local terms (with which the re-

ports bristle) that has not its exact counterpart in the joint-

village tenures of Northern India. This fact forms a strong

corroboration of the observations made.

§ 16. Some similar Institutions,

I have already remarked that even under the old Dravidian

form of village, where there was no joint ownership of the

whole, nevertheless the old settlers (bhuinhars as they are

called inChutiyd-NAgpur) had certain specially allotted lands

and privileges, and these,being hereditary, might readilyhave
i bit his u^al insight into facts, statements. No one now doubts

He there questions the Vellalar the historical truth of the immigra-
iminigration of Chingleput, and tion. See Chingloput D, M. p. 222.
makes other more than questionable
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been called by the popular term *mir^siV so that wo must

not be too easily led to suppose that real joint or landlord

villages occurred wherever we find merely the use of such a

term or terns

This is the place to notice the Visdbadi or ‘ sixteenth
’

villages which, as Munro remarked, were largely found in

Cuddapah

The institution is noted also in the God^Lvari D.

But it is supposed to have been promoted by the raiyats

merely in order to protect themselves against the increasing

demands of the Muhammadan governors. A fixed sum was

assessed on the whole village, and a number of raiyats

agreed to be responsible in fixed fractional shares (whence

the name). They exchanged holdings periodically so that

each might have his turn at the good and bad land. And
the Manual notices a plan, which I have alluded to as

practised in some of our own early Settlements, viz. that, if

a man thought his holding over-assessed, and that of his

neighbour under-assessed, he offered to exchange on paying

for the latter an increased sum which he named. If the

neighbour agreed that this was just, his holding was raised

to the amount named, and the objector obtained a re-

duction on land. This system does not necessarily imply

a landlord claim to an entire area.

^ In Viz:a,£»apatam, for exampio, of tho Keddi, Nayadii, and other
the 2). if. (p, 113^ states that the vil- castes. Thoir title is believed to
lages ore very similar to those in have originated in conquest and
theTamil country. InthoTolingana forcible colonization. ‘The immi-
country the lun<l is divided into grants, more civilized and more
waste and cultivated ; there is tho powerful, partitioned tho lands
maniyam (or revenue-free land), amongst distinct families or fra-

the khandrika (subject to a quit- tornities, who held tho estates in
rent), and tho revenue-paying land, common as proprietors.’

Oil nuigiini (wet crop lands) a slmc All this is consistent with tho
of the crop (in kind, called ‘ koru ’) Dravidian village organization, ex-
is taken for the revenue, and actly such as I have described in
tho rest is the m<5dipalu ‘ (share Chutiya N%pur (Bengal), vol. i. p.
of the plough handle ’). On land 576). It does not necessarily indi-
cultivated with dry crops or on cate any form of the joint-village,

garden land, a money revenue is ^ See Arbuthnot(Munro’sMinute),
usually assessed. The hereditary vol. ii. p. 360.
right seems vested in the ancestors * p. 314.
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§ 17. The decline of ^Mirdsi* Rights, and their Practical

Recognition at the present day.

If it is correct to say that these joint-villages, however

relatively ancient and long established, were the result of

special conquests, grants, and associations of leading castes

in founding new villages, and were not the primeval or

always existing form of landholding which the people of

West, Central, and Southern India naturally developed ; or

if—what comes to the same thing in the end—the genius of

the people is not favourable to their continuance, either

owing to mutual distrust and weakness, and inability to hold

their own when Revenue systems are oppressive, or if there

is a stronger desire for individual action and mutual irre-

sponsibility, then it is not difficult to account for their decay

and disappefijrance on the one hand, or for their local sur-

vival among particular castes or under particular circum-

stances, on the other.

Even in Chingleput the rights have only survived to a very

limited extent ; they formed rather, as the District Manual
says, * the troublesome ghost of a former system.*

Probably the desire for separation began the work : then

Muhammadan over-assessments destroyed the value of the

proprietor s share
;

then renting and revenue-farming

displaced old proprietors by new occupants, and finally

modern revenue systems completed the change. Rights

that survive in the shape of troublesome and complicated

grain-fees and perquisites, are resisted and ultimately dis-

allowed
;
rights in the waste, which have for many years

been ignored by the Muhammadan system and by the later

Hindu systems also, are but partially acknowledged^.

In 1834, in Chingleput, outsiders were allowed to take

up lands lying idle, though some kind of ' swatantram * or

fee was still paid to the mir^sidd,rs. In 1859, ‘mirasi

pattas * were issued, that is to say, each claimant was com-

\r
system in sweeping away old

Korth Arcot D.M. pp. 92-93, and mintsi rights and claims; they
L/hmgleput A Jlf. p, 300. The were already out of harmony with
extracts in theMirasi papersvolume the more generally prevailing state
exaggerate the effects of our own of things.
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pelled to say what lands composedhis share,^nd to keep toit.

In 1863 the distinction between the ‘mirdsi’ patta and the

‘pAikAri’ patta was abolished. In 1870 special compensa-

tion for mirAsf right in land taken up for public pur-

poses, ceased to be given.

In the Chingleput Settlement the mirAsi question was

settled

—

(1) by dividing out the arable land into shares pro-

portioned to those known ; each mWsiddr then

became the raiyat holding a patta forthose lands .*

(2) a certain area of waste was left permanently un-

asscssed, and allotted to the village for gi'azing,

wood-cutting, &c.

:

(3) non-mirdsi cultivators paid a ‘ swatantram,’ or, as

the books call it, ‘ a manorial fee ’ to the mirasi-

dArs, which came to two annas in the rupee on

the assessment of the lands held by them.

Tlie mir^siddr collected this fee himself—allow-

ance being made to the raiyat in his assessment

for it ’

:

(4) certain privileges as to the waste are still main-

tained
;

i. e. mirasiddrs and other reddent raiyats

in a village have due notice when lands are

relinquished or fall vacant, and they have

a preferential claim to take them up before

strangers
;

first, the mirdsldar, then the resident

cultivator; but applications for whole survey

numbers are preferred to those that ask for only

part—in any case. An appeal is allowed in

case any 0119 is dissatisfied with the order

passed

’ But see the case reported in I. of any privileges they may liave

L. R. II. Madras, p. 149 (1878). been customarily eiyoying. Under
' Full Bench on review of a case of the Rogulations the intention of

^8750 ft was held that there was (lovernment was declared to respect
no unif'Jin rule that cultivators the privileges of landholders of all
holding land in the area of the classes/
‘ minisi estate ’ were bound to pay ^ For details see Standing Order
duos to mirjisidars

;
it M'as a ques- in Government Order No. 854,

tion of evidence, whetlier hymnimn dated 30th August, 1887. Those
such dues were payable. ‘There who are interested in seeing how a
has been no law depriving mirdsiddu manig^r or headman was appointed,
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Section II.—Tiie Eaiyatvvari Tenure op the present

Day.

The miyatwdri Settlement, as already stated, assesses a

revenue on each survey number or field for a term of years

(thirtyyears as now fixed) and each occupant holds subject to

his paying the assessment in force for the time being. The

area of a raiyat’s holding may either remain constant or

may be varied by relinquishment of his lands, or by his

taking up new land which has been relinquished by some

one else, or is otherwise available,—not being set aside

for some special purpose \

It is sometimes said that the raiyat holds under an an-

nual lease from Government

und how the rather complicated

system of village m6r^ was done
away with, may sco it traced in the

Tanjoro D. M. p. 415, etsoq.

^According to rules which pro-

scribe the proper dates of applica-

tion, the form of application, and
lay down certain conditions as to

priority of right. These are known
in Revenue official language as the

Board’s ‘Darldiwilst (Application)

Rules.’
^ So in Macloane, vol. i. Revenue

Seftlemeni\ p. 104. With all due
respect I submit that this is not
correct, or can only be held under
considerable limitations as to sense

of the expression. I am not aware
of any authority for supposing that
the Collector could, at any jama-
band i, terminate the tenant’s hold-

ing for any cause whatever exa-pt

failure to pay the revenue or the
raiyat’s own relinquishment or

abandonment. That is clear from
the case Rdjd Gopdid Ayymujar versus
(Hkefor of Chi Madras High
Court Reports, 98). Nor do I think
that the Full Bench ruling reported
in Indian Law Reports, I Madras,

205, can be regarded as a final

autJiority. It was ‘ strongly doubted ’

in a case reported in I. L. R., V
Madras, p. 165. Again, in a Ch ingle-

put case reported in I. L. R., VI
Madras, p. 303, it is expressly ruled
that a patta issued by Government
will (unless it is otherwise stipu*

^ Whether or not the raiyat

latod) bo construed to enure as long

as the raiyat pays the revenue
assessed.

Moreover, the ruling on the par-

ticular point in the Full Bench
case in question, can be easily

justified se, without resorting to

the idea that a raiyat who has not

made default could bo ousted at the
close of any year by the Collector,

as he could if he wore a tenant from
year to year.

Government claims its revenue,

and large ])owers to secure it
;
but

as to any claim on the soil over and
above that right and its logical

consequences, the Government has
neither assorted one for itself, nor,

by legislation, conferred it on any
one else. The raiyat’s title depends
on his occupation, and in the ab-

sence of title in any one else (Go-

vernment included) to disturb it.

It certainly was the intention of

the founders of the Raiyatwari
systkn that the raiyat should not

ho looked on as ayear-to-year tenant
of a Government who was the real

owner of the soil, and at liberty to

eject him at the close of any year’s

lease. The intention was to make
liim, in virtue of his occupancy, as

Munro wrote in 1807, ‘ the complete
owner of the soil,’ as long as ho
paid the State dues : he was to be

at liberty, ‘to let his land to a

tenant (without any limitation as

to rent) or sell it as he pleases.* On
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can be called a * tenant * of Government (as in somQ limited

or metaphorical sense, the universal landlord) it is certain

that he is not in any sense a mere tenant from year to year.

Ho cannot be ousted as long as he pays the revenue assessed

:

he can sell, mortgage, or gift, his holding or lease it
;
and the

transferee will become liable in his place for the revenue, and

he will be (pro tanto) relieved^ provided the transfer be

duly reported to and registered by the properRevenue Officer.

If he does not register the transfer, he will remain liable for

the revenue, though, at law, the transfer may be, in other

respects, complete and good.

Tlie raiyat deals directly with Government (without any

middleman) and is solely responsible for his own revenue

—

not for that of his neighbours, unless, indeed, there is a

joint and several patta issued—as it may be for conveni-

ence^, though the Madras system does not encourage joint-

patt^s.

The Manual of Adminidratlon itself summarizes the

raiyatwdri tenure as that ‘ of a tenant of the State, enjoying

a tenant-right which can be inherited, sold, or burdened for

debt in precisely the same manner as a proprietary right,

subject always to payment of the revenue, due to

the State.’

The student will do well to compare this with the defi-

nition^ of the Bombay Survey tenure in Bombay Act V of

] 879, secs. 3 (16), and 68, 73 &c.

this sut)ject I may be permitted to Zami'ndaris and other estates, the
quote what was written to me by proprietors of which are ceaselessly
Mr. K, Benson : ‘It is very neces- at work to .acquire the fuller powers
s>ary,’ho says, ‘ to draw attention of an English landlord.’
to the real position of the raiy.at. ' Of course not of any arrears duo
There is a constant tendency on at the time,
the part of the Courts under the ’ e. g. as where two joint widows
influence of English landlord and succeed to a deceased raiyat, &c.
tenant ideas, to look on the position I)r. Macloane says this is not a
of the raiyat as that of a tenant definition but a description of the
from year to year. If the tendency incidents of tenure. But that is
is not checktjd, we m.ay have a most all that any definition can be,
serious ‘Irish question ’on all lands, unless there is some absolute
other than those held direct from standard, subsisting in the nature
Crovernmontonaraiyatwdri tenure, of things, to refer to. Proprietor-
Government, fortunately, fully ad- ship or ownership, in the Roman
mits the position contended for law, for example, was a definite
in the note. The danger lies in the thing; it consisted of certain de-

VOL. III. K
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The Settlement Manual (page 3) gives a quotation, the

source of which is not stated, which presents a different

view of the case. I submit that, looking at the subject in

the light of the decisions of the Madras High Court,

alluded to in a fonner note, the Settlement Manual

description is preferable to Dr. Macleane’s
;
the difference

is perhaps more theoretical than practical
;
but, to say that

the raiyat is a ‘ tenant of the State,’ suggests (at any rate)

the idea that he can bo ejected at some time or other, which

he certainly cannot, so long as he pays the revenue as it

may be periodically assessed or re-assessed. The Settlement

Manual states :

—

^ Under the raiyatwari system every registered holder of

land is recognized as its proprietor. ... He is at liberty to

sub-let his property or to transfer it by gift, sale, or mortgage.

He cannot be ejected by Government so long as ho pays the

fixed assessment, and has the option of (annually) increasing

or diminishing his holding or of entirely abandoning it. . . .

The raiyat under this system is virtually a proprietor on a

simple and perfect title, and has all the benefits of a perfect

lease without its responsibilities, inasmuch as he can at any

time throw up his lands.’

In Madras, if a raiyat takes possession of a piece of vacant

land, without making a formal application for it (darkhwast)

according to rule
;
nay more, if he cultivates a bit of ‘ pur-

ambok,’ which is assigned to some purpose and is not

allowed to be cultivated, ho is not punished or summarily

ejected (as he would be under the Bombay law)—his pos-

session is recognized, only in the case ofpurambok, ho is prac-

tically compelled to give up, unless ho can afford to pay the

prohibitive assessment that may, by rule, be laid on him.

Section HI—The ZamindarI or other

Landlord Tenure over Estates.

§ I. Glasses of Landlords,

We now turn to those districts in which, as the result of

the orders for introducing the Permanent (Zammddri)

finite fiiculties and features. But the law and custom of different
that is not an universal lule. ages and different countries make
‘Proprietorship’ is exactly what it.
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Settlement, a number of estate holders, either officially

called Zamindarsb or by other titles, were recognized as

full ‘ proprietors ’ of the entire estate—waste and cultivated.

Dr. Macleane classifies the Zammd^is as follows :

—

(1) Tenures earlier than 1802 (the date of the Zamm-

dd/ri Eegulations No. XXV, &c.) with a
‘ sanad

’

or title-deed granted by Government showing

proprietorship, payment of a fixed and unalter-

able revenue (though liable to water-rate and

local cess)
;
coupled with an obligation to give

written pattas or leases to all tenants, and

with the condition that the estate is indivisible

and descends by primogeniture.

(2) Similar estates—whether ancient Zamfndarfs or

Palaiyams, or more modern estates of the kind

created under the law of 1802, but without any

rule of indivisibility or primogeniture.

(3) A few estates of the Pdlaiyam class, called the

‘ unsettled Pdlaiyams,* in which the holders did

not come to terms with Government and so

did not get grants or ‘ sanads.’ But their tenure

is practically as secure, and their revenue, as

permanently fixed, as the others.

I understand that in all the statistical returns where
‘ Zamindiln ’ estates are mentioned, this includes pAlaiyams

—the estates of poligars, and ‘mutthas ’ (mootahs or mittas

of some reports) i.e. ‘proprietary estates’ created in 1802-5,

where these have survived. But I do not understand the

term to include ‘ in^m estates,’ of whatever size, even when

a reduced quit-rent has been fixed and where the inamddr

owns the land as well as the revenue interest
;
nor does it

include land-holdings at reduced revenue rates and others

called hereafter ‘freeholds ’ (following Dr. Macleane).

The title-deed held by every Zamindar is called ‘ sanad-

^ I have no occasion here io conciliated and adopted into the
describe the origin of Zamindars : Moslem administration by recogni-
thoir history was just the same as tion as Zamindars. Here and there
in Benpl and has been fully dis- a capitalist would obtain the same
cussed in vol. i. Local Rajjis and position,

chiefs of the Hindu rule were
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i-milkiyat-istimr&r,’ which is a Persian term, meaning

‘title-deed or grant of perpetual ownership/ The holder

signs a written counterpai-t or ‘qabuliyat’—his ‘acceptance

of the terms. In the case of the first class (as above

enumerated), the estate is not alienable, or chargeable be-

yond the life of the holder, nor is it divisible
;
and it passes

by succession to the eldest son

In the case of other Zamind^ri estates, the property is

freely transferable, by sale, gift, or mortgage—subject of

course to ordinary law,—Hindu, Muhammadan, or other,

relating to the transfer of property. The Government has

no concern with the order of succession
;
and by subdivi-

sion, sale, 8:c., many estates will be gradually dismembered.

When a parcel of land in a Zamindari has to be trans-

ferred, the transfer must be registered before the Collector

in order that the corresponding fraction of the ‘ peshkash

or fixed revenue may be deducted and transferred to the

name of the new holder 2.

§ 2. Rights over Tenants.

No law directly regulates the right of Zaminddrs over

their ‘tenants’; and if these have or claim to have, any

‘ mirdsi’ rights in waste, or otherwise to fixed tenure and

so forth, such claims must be proved on their own title and

merits in a coui’t of law*^.

* Such fire the Viziauagram and if the revenue is not paid,

Vizagapatam\ Pitapnr (Godavari ', personal property first, and then

Venkatagiri, (Nellore', Ilammid, the land, may he sold and ‘trans-

and Sivagangd (Madura") estates. ferred for ever’ (section 7). Notli-

RegulationXXV of 1802, section ing is said about saving the rights

8, and Regulation XXVI of 1802. of raiyats or tenants, except so far

3 Regulation XXV of 1802 pur- as the grant of a pattd and receipt

ports to ‘grant ’on behalf of tlie fty: rent paid (section 14). Section

Government ‘a iiermanent property 15 imposes on the landlord the

in land for all time to come ’
: and duty of apprehending offenders

iliis projierty becomes vested in the and giving notice of robbers, &c.,

landlords and in thoir heirs and inking refuge in the estate. Regiija-

lawful successors for ever (section tion IV of 1822 points out that the

2). Qaiiiiliyats are to be given Regulations of 1 802 are not intended

^section 3) and they (with the ‘ to define, limit, infringe, or de*

^anad) contain the ‘ conditions and stroy actual rights of any descrip*

articles of tenure,’ and so provide tion of landholders or tenants ' but

for the payment of the ‘ peshkash ’ leaves them (as stated) to the

and recovery of arrears. No re- Courts of Justice,

mission is allowed (section 6),
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§ 3. The Poligars,

Among the landlords of great estates we must reckon the

chiefs called poligars. It was more convenient to speak of

them when describing the Settlement arrangements, and

therefore some account of the early history of Poligars

has already been given (p. 1 8, ante). They have their parallel

sometimes in the Zamfndar of Bengal, or, better still, in the

* Ghatw^V a grantee who held land on condition of main-

taining a police force to keep the hill country quiet, and

the passes open. Such grantees soon assumed a proprietary

position
;
and had it not been that so many chiefs of this

class chose to rebel and to resist the Settlement, they would

have furnished a somewhat numerous addition to the list

of landlord estates. As it is only a few of them wore recog-

nized
;
among these may bo found a few great landowners.

The principal Palaiyam estates that escaped the troubles

alluded to, were known as the ‘ western and southern pol-

liams’ [Venkatagiri, Chitlir, &c.,in North Arcot and Nellore,

and Bamnad and Sivagangd in Madura.] The larger

estates differ in no way from sanad-holding Zammdars,
ana are in fact included as such in all statistical tables.

Some of the ‘polliams/ however, are still unsettled, that is,

they never formally agreed to the Government offers ' and
so got no mnads. It does not appear that there is any
practical difference between the two.

§ 4. Local Illustrations of the Zaminddri Estate.

In the District Manuals relating to the principal (north-

ern) districts, are a number of curious particulars about
Zamindars, which will repay perusal. I can here only
select a very few illustrations throwing light on the origin

of the Zamind^r and the nature of his estate.

It ia remarkable that the Muhammadan rulers—no
doubt obliged by circumstances to interfere as little as

possible with existing (Hindu) institutions—when they
began administering the country in the sixteenth century,

1 were, that they should pay the tribute they had been paying
for fifty years past.

^ ^
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did not replace the old functionaries by officers of their own.

They occupied forts and garrisoned cities, and here and there

appointed a jagirdar to maintain troops and keep order

;

but the headmen and accountants of villages remained,

and so did the Desmukhs and Desp^ndyas, or collectors

and accountants of circles. As these officers were perma-

nent and hereditary, it is not surprising that they were often

recognized by the Muhammadan rulers and allowed to

contract for their districts as Zamlndars ^ In the natural

course of events they grew to be proprietors. The position

of all such landlords was recognized by law in 1802, but

never to the extent of destroying, either in theory or

practice, the rights (whatever they naturally were) of the

raiyats on the estate. This remark applies to the payin-

ghat or plain country. In the hilly districts were chieftains

of another sort who became Zamindto: I will merely

notice in succession some instances from each district.

Kistna.—In the Distnet ManuaV^ I find a translation of

a Zamindari sanad of old times, which may be quoted as

showing what I have so often remarked, that, in appoint-

ing ^ Zamlndtlrs,’ the Muhammadan Government had no

idea of conferring a landlord property in the soil. The

appointment defined nothing, and left the holder to get

what ho could, or what he was naturally entitled to,

regarding him primarily as a Kevenue-Collector with

certain fees and privileges. The sanad runs:

—

‘ To the 'Amils, &c., the Desmukhs, Despandyas, Chaudharis

(note the Hindu titles), the principal persons and accountants

of the Vinnakota pargana, in the Charmalial District, Sirkar of

Mustafanagar, Suba (province) of Ilaidarabad. It is now
written that the fees (rasiim), land-revenue (mahal), sai'r (cus-

toms, &c.), muhtarafa (a house and trade tax), savarams

(revenue assignment or allowance to Zamlndars) . . . are now
confirmed and ratified as usual to Kandana, &c., and Surayya,

&c., Zami'ndars of the above-named Charmalial. You are to

give up to them the rasiim, mahal, &c., &c., so long as they

continue attached to Government. They are to enjoy the

^ Kistna, D. M. p. 343. 2 id. p. 344.
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benefit and perquisites thereof and to remain faithful to the

Government interest : this is to be strictly observed.’ (Dated

ist Sawal 1172 H.=i759 a.d.)

When the Zaminddrs were confirmed by the British

Government in 1802, the amount to bo paid by each was

calculated at two-thirds of half the gross produce of the

lands, this being supposed to be the share paid them by the

cultivators. Thus,the landlord was to retain one-third ofhalf,

i. e. one-sixth of the gross produce for his ^ maintenance.’

The amounts were obtained from an inspection of thirteen

years’ accounts, ‘or what the karnams produced as accounts.’

The ‘ Haveil,’ lands ^ in the Northern Districts were made
into mutthas or parcels and sold just as in the Jagir, and

the purchasers became landlords. Most of them, however,

subsequently failed (see p. 17, ante).

The Zamind^rs assumed the position of petty princes

and kept many elephants and show-horses. The Collector

of Gantijh mentions that the Zaminddrs there spent on

their ‘ sawari ’ (retinue, horses, elephants, &c.) a sum which
could maintain eleven battalions of Company’s sepoys.

Some were energetic, but others managed badly; failure

was also duo to the ‘ constant disputed successions and
tedious litigation in almost every family.’ Sir T. Munro,
in 1822, mentioned that the Gantur Zamindars were all

of modern date, and of a character entirely different from
those of Ganjam and Vizagapatam: ‘they may be regarded
rather as a higher class of raiyats than as military chiefs.’

In the Godavari district we again find, that tliough the

Zamindars had, in the later days of lax administration,

usurped independence, so that ‘not only the forms, but
even the reinembrance, of civil authority seemed to be
wholly lost,’ still they were only agents of the Muham-
madan rulers : and though descended from ancient Hindu
princes who had once ruled, they were removeable at
pleasure, and were frequently punished by dismissal, for
acts of disobedience. Some of them resided in the hills

‘ IIaveli=! palace. I may repe.T,t

that there were lands not given over
to Zamindaris, but managed direct

for the benefit of the Emperor, the
Nawab or the Governor, as the case
might be.
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which were very inaccessible, the climate being unhealthy

;

and their residences were often guarded by dense jungle.

The Zamindar ‘ usually resided in a mud fort in which his

palace was situated. Whenever he went out he was

accompanied by a retinue of “ peons ” bearing matchlocks

and pikes. Ho was generally borne in a richly embroi-

dered palanquin with a curved pole, in front ornamented

with a silver figure-head of the sacred swan, or of some

grotesque deity: or he rode on the howdah (havxla) of a

gorgeously caparisoned elephant. Men went before him

shouting aloud his titles, as he passed through a village,

or drew near the house where he Avas about to visit k’

The history of the Godavari Zammdte begins with

stories of revolt and disturbance, with revenue difficulties,

excessive arrears of revenue, and attempts to settle matters

properly. When the Permanent Settlement came on,

there were thirteen ancient Zaminddris and some estates

which had been allowed to fall under direct management
of the Collectors. The Settlement resulted in establishing

fifteen regular Zamindans, and some twenty-six ‘ proprie-

tary estates,’ i.e. mutthas and similarly created holdings I

The Permanent Settlement, however, worked very badly,

and a Special Commission was appointed to inquire. A
terrible cyclone and recurring famines had been among
the causes of failure, but the administration was also

defective. The Zamindte left everything to their agents,

and their only object was to keep the Zammdar in ignor-

ance, and extort as much for themselves as possible. The
consequence was universal failure of the estates and heavy
arrears of revenue. This the Board of Kevenue deplored,

in the double interest of the Zaminddr and the raiyat, and
desired to abolish the Permanent Settlement (as the estates

got into arrears and were therefore liable to be sold), and
to substitute village leases Deserving Zamind^rs of real

‘ Godavari, D. M. pp. 245.6. necessary on sale of a Zamindiiri

^

Id. p. 280, wliero there is a list, for arrears, to give the purchaser
^94'

5 - It would seem also a Permanent Settlement. In
mat there was no law in the Madras, therefore, anumber ofland-
Juadras Presidency which made it lord estates, especially the arti-
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position were, however, leniently dealt with. The result

has been that, while a few estates have been retained as

‘ proprietary ’ estates, a considerable portion of the district

ceased to be ZamindArl, and went through the experimental

stage of village-leases till it settled down under the modern

raiyatwdri system. Nineteen ‘ancient’ Zamlndari estates

and thirty-one ‘ proprietary estates ’ now remain, the rest

having become raiyatw^ri.

In VizAGA?ATAM and Ganjam, we hear once more of the

hill chiefs :

—

In Ganjam there are a number of hill tracts called

Maliahs : they are now ‘ Scheduled districts,’ and were re-

moved from the ordinary jurisdiction as far back as 1839

(Act XXIV). The Zamindars are here hill chiefs deriving

their estates from the Gajapati kings of Orissa^, who granted

the lands on condition of feudal service and keeping the

wild tribes of the hills in order.

It will bo observed that a number of the ZamindMs are

here, themselves, subdivided into ‘ mutthas,’ cither for the

convenience of* revenue management or as representing the

shades or jurisdictions of subordinate chiefs, called ‘ bissoye
’

(bisni).

Vizagapatam is a district with much hill country; in

fact, the line of Eastern GhAts passes through it. In the

hill country there are Zaminddris (including the Jaipur

IlAj), and in the plains the great estate of Vizian^igram, and

the ‘haveli lands.’ The Zamindar of VizianAgram at first

made the other ZamindAris ‘ feudatory ’ to himself, and also

absorbed the ‘ haveli ’ lands in the district^. The Govern-

ment, however, did not confirm this high-handed procedure.

When the Permanent Settlement was made, sixteen ‘ancient’

ZamindAris were separately recognized, and the haveli

lands were made into some twenty-six ‘proprietary es-

tates ^ and put up to sale. The parcels were nearly all of

^ial ones, ceased to exist, and permanently settled estates. Only
the lands became raiyatwdri, and in case no one bought them they
subject to the ordinary (Temporary) were held by Government as
Settlement. In Bengal this was ‘Wias mahAls."
not the law. Though great num- ^ D. M, p. 14 et seq.
bers of Zaminddris were sold for ® D,M, p. 115.
arrears, they did not cease to be
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them purchased by Vizian^gram h ‘ Jcypore* (Jaipur) as

still shown on the maps, nearly all belongs to Vizian%ram,

which is a great ‘ R^j ' of 3000 square miles, and the land-

lord has the title of Mahar^jd. Jaipur as a separate estate

pays only R. 16,000. peshhxsh.

In concluding this notice of Zaminddri estates, I may

append an abstract of the table of Zamind^ris which shows

where they principally lie. It will be noticed that the

great estates are either in the north, or in the west and

south, where they arc properly called ‘ palaiyams.’ In other

districts, as well as those named, there are ‘ proprietary

estates ’ which are cither ‘ mutthas ’ or other small land-

lord estates, sold in 180:2-1805. A large number pay not

more than R.500 a year, and very many less than R.ioo.

The districts m italics have no such estates, and the figures

refer to the permanent revenue assessment or ‘ peshkash ’ as

it is called :

—

1. Amnlpur
2. ArcM)t, North

3. Artiot, South
4. BcUnnf .

5. {'(uumtj South

6. CiKhtupah

7. Cliingleput

8. Coimhatore

9. Gaiijam

10. Oodavari
11. Kanuil
12. Kistna .

13. Malahar

14. Madras
15. Madura
16. Ni'lluro

17. Nilgiris

18. Salem .

19. Tan,jore

20. Timmvtdiy

21. Trichinopoly
22. Vizagapatain

None.

13 estates (2 over a lakh and 3 over

R. 10,000.)

Only 4 small estates.

None *,

None.
None.

206 small proprietary estates
; 29 are

between R. 1000—3000 and 177 under
R. 1000 eaidi.

15 estates.

Ancient Zamindaris 18. Proprietary

estates mostly small, 48.

‘Ancient’ 19. Proprietary estates, 8 t.

One estate.

10 fair-sized estates (one pays R. 80,000),

30 small.

None (not counting tlie Raja of Canna-
nore’s estate).

4 small e.state8.

2 great ‘estates (palaiyams) and 2 others.

I large estate and 2 others.

None.

151 estates (small), only two over

R. 10,000.

13 estates.

65 estates (2 palaiyams over half a lakh

each).

6 estates (one over R. 20,000).
‘ Ancient ’14. ‘ Proprietary estates ’ 37-

! T* ^ small independent State, not a
bandur,attached to this district, Zamindari.
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Section IV.—Tenures depending on Revenue-Grant.

Lands may be the subject of grant by the State, either

by giving the land and remitting the revenue (or part of

the revenue), or by allowing the landholder to redeem the

revenue by a lump-payment. Some grants do not affect

the right in land, but merely assign the revenue : hero we
are speaking of cases where the land is held as well as the

revenue grant
; and, in such cases, as Government has no

further concern with the land, or is only concerned to the

extent of its fixed ij[uit-rent, the tenure is considered fully

proprietary. It is the custom in Madras to speak of some
of these tenures as ‘freehold.*

(A) Under the head of ‘Perpetual Freeholds^ arc de-

scribed the tenures of modern date, which result from
permission to redeem the land-revenue by a payment of
twenty-five times the assessment or quit-rent as the case
may be.

This is allowed in the case

—

(1) of lands occupied for building purposes or gardens or
plantations :

(2) of the Niigii‘1, Palm, and Shevar^i hills for plantations,
&c., and in the Wainad for coffee cultivation

:

(3) of inam lands ‘ enfranchised ’ on settlement of a quit-
rent, which is then compounded for by a payment
of twenty times the quit-rent.

The free-holder, on paying the redemption money and
the cost of survey and demarcation, is given a title-deed.
The free-hold gives immunity from land-revenuo charges

but not from separate cesses or taxes
; nor docs it affecUn

any way sub-tenures or rights of occupancy where such
subsist on the land.

(B) Indms that are enfranchised (but unredeemed) are
practically private properties; transferable, heritable, and
for ever exempted from fresh revision of land-revenue by
the fixity of the quit-rent. They may therefore (in a sense)
be said to resemble ‘ freeholds.’

^

(C) Lands held on cowlc (qaul). These agreements ai-e
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not now much used by Government, but are by Zammdte

;

they represent cases of leases whereby a person undertakes

to reclaim waste, either at no assessment at all for the first

year or years, or at favourable and gradually progressive

rates, till the full rate being reached, the land becomes

ordinary raiyatwari or other, as the case may be. Why
these should be distinguished as ‘ tenures * I am at a loss to

imagine.

§ I. Indm Tenures.

In^m holdings have, to some extent, been described in

the Section headed *The Inam Commission’ (p. 78, ante).

In this place it is necessary to notice that the inam grant

per se, is a grant of land to bo held revenue-free
;
and it is

an accident of subsequent occurrence, that an indm is often

charged with a part payment of revenue or favourable

assessment. Where it was entirely revenue-free it was a

‘ sarvamaniyam.’ Where some revenue is paid to the Stai(‘

Treasury by the indm-holder it is called a ‘jodi ’ or quit-

rent tenure. Only in the case of grants to Brahmans,

called srotriyam, I understand that the land was not

necessarily held by the grantee. Such grants in fact aie

assignments of revenue ^ and whether the land was un-

occupied, and was acquired with the grant, is a question of

fact in each case.

The Inam Commission, for convenience, dealt with shro-

triyams, but only settled the revenue question, i. e. the titlt‘

to the revenue, and the conditions of tenure
;
rights in tlie

land were left (in case of dispute) to the Civil Courts.

An inam holding may be of a field only—or a village, or

a tract of several villages. Where the indm has been

‘ enfranchised’ there is, as above stated, a perfect title to the

whole, freed of all conditions except the payment of the

quit-rent. All irregularities in the title, liabilities to re-

sumption, and demands for service, are cured and re-

moved. Where the conditions offered were not accepted,

' Agrahiirams were proprietary are given ‘to particular Brahman
grantsgiventoacommunityofBrah- families: the term properly implies
mans who might bo of differentsects a grant to persons who read the

(see pp. 80, 1 19, ante), ^rotriyams Vedas (Sruti).
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the indm remained, at any rate in theory, liable to the

original restrictions and conditions of the tenure
;

i.e. there

was no power of alienation; and there was the liability

to resumption, in some cases, after expiry of a given num-

ber of lives, or on failure of heirs male in the direct line
;

Government could, moreover, resume for failure to perform

the service-conditions \ of which failure Government was

the sole judge.

Section V.—Tenures on Waste Lands.

Inside every village area, as already stated, there is

some unassessed waste, reserved for certain purposes, as

sites of house and yard, channels, roads, burial-grounds,

tank or well, cattle-stand, or threshing-floors. There may
also be waste reserved as grazing-ground for village use.

Besides this, there may be ‘culturable waste,’ numbers

assessed but not yet assigned or occupied. Where these are

only limited areas, they arc usually let out for grazing till

wanted, and if applied for are assigned as ordinary ‘ patt^
’

lands, or given out on a reclaiming ‘ cowle ’ for a term
;
or

permission may be given to form a ‘ tope ’ (t6p) or village

plantation. Theoretically, and as far as rules go, available

waste imide villages may be sold- in ten-acre blocks, not

subject to land-revenue, but only to local cesses and taxes.

Practically, the sale of waste lands is only carried out in

places where there are still areas available outside the

limits of surveyed villages
;
and this happens chiefly in

places like the Nilgiri and Shevar£ hills, or in the Waindd.
For these latter there arc special rules under which no
upset price (except cost of demarcation) is demanded, but

an annual assessment is fixed which may be redeemed
at twenty-five years’ purchase.

^ Where the inam was for * By auction to the highest bid-
seiTiceswlLich were, under present der above an upset price fixed by
circumstances, such as could not rule (see Macleaiie, vol. i. Tenures,
be utilized, enfranchisement was p. 126).

made compulsory.
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§ 2. Distribution of Estates of different Classes,

In conclusion, the following table will give some idea of

the distribution of the different classes of landed estates in

Madras :

—

Averasu

Nature of Holdimgs.
Number of

Estates.

Number
of Vil-

lages.

Gross area

in acres.

Average
asscHsmeut

of each.

size of

each

estate

in acics

R.

r. 'Great’ Zami'n- Indivisible, i.e. 15 9621 6,067,834 i>84,i35 404,522

diiris’ (paying
1

(subject to

more than
1

primogeniture)

269 116,102R. 50,0001. Ordinary . . I 59,929 116,102

2. 'Large’ Zainin-

1

daria (paying Indivisible . . 53 6497 8,157,848 15,026 41.173

more Gian
R. 5000.) 1

Ordinary . . 67

678

1343 926,664 10,649 13.831

3. Small Zamindaris, muttluts, &c.

4. Joint-proprietary bodies pay-

31II 2,563,484 1099 3781

io8t 771 22,842 61 21
ing in common.

5. Estates under Government
management rented.

450 1158 199,610 649 443

6. Raiyats paying

R. 100.

more than
43,067 11,027 2,903,546 195 67

7. Raiyats and all small estates

paying less than R. roo.
2,491,130 25,651 16,181,131 TO 7

8, Injlm-holders .

In perpetuity . 404,600 30,526 7,981,555 9 J 9

For life . . . 1795 929 30,849 10 17

Q. Estate-holders who have re-
519 139 4759deemed the land-revenue.

0

TO. Purchasers of 'waste-lands’ . . 648 152 28,477 42 n

Section VI—Tenancies and Under-Tenancies.

As might bo expected under a raiyatwari system, where

tenants are employed, they are mostly tenants-at-will
;
and

the District Maiimds contain no instances of the perplexing

under-tenures, grades of tenant-right, or superior and in-

ferior landlord rights, which we meet with in other pro-

vinces.

‘The system of tenancy,' says Dr. Macleano, ‘under

(raiyatwari) landholders, is fully developed, registered

raiyats sub-letting their lands and living on the difference.

.

. . In the districts on the East Coast, lands are rented out by

the landholders and others, for a fixed annual payment in
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money, or as metayers for a share in the produce, which is

generally half. Ordinarily, dry and garden lands are rented

for money, and irrigated lands for a share in the produce.

‘Except in large ZamindAris, where rights have grown

up from long possession, private tenants, as a rule, are

tenants-at-will, and the leases from year to year.’ ‘ Legis-

lation,’ Dr. Maclcane adds, ‘ is contemplated with a view to

define and protect the rights of tenants under Zammddrs,

poligars, shrotriyamddrs, inamdars, and others who arc

landlords, and whose tenants are held entitled to the same

protection that raiyats have under Government. The basis

of the proposed legislation is to throw on the landlord the

onus of proving a right to evict or enhanced

Section VIL—South Canaua.

Though South Canara (Kanara or, more properly, Kan-

nada), and Malabar arc in some respects similar, and by their

local and climatic conditions were likely to develop similar

land-tenures, the historical circumstances in which they

have been placed, coupled with cei-tain differences of popu-

lation and government, have led to their being different

in the end. They must, therefore, be separately dealt with.

But both are extremely instructive in relation to other

pai-ts of India, because they furnish us with now examples

of how land-tenures are modified under the moulding force

of local peculiarities of the country, and of the races who
inhabit it, as well as of the ordinances made by successive

Governments.

South Canara represents the southern section of the

country, which was made a separate district under the
Madras Government

;
while North Canara became a Bom-

bay district in 1 86i}, and was settled under that Government
not very long ago'^.

^ Maclcano, vol. i (Inams), p. 127.
Ill Zarnindari estates, naturally,
the actual land occupants (who
would in ‘ Government ’ villages be
the registered occupants and prac-
tical proprietors), are in name
‘ tenants,' because the Zamindar is

legally the landlord. But they
may have the advantage of a fixed
tenure, and even a fixed rent, ifthey
can prove it (in case of dispute) in
a Court of law.

“ On first annexation, the whole
of Kanara was attached to the
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Of South Canara we have not yet complete information.

There is no Settlement; there is no District Manual.

Nevertlieless, Munro's minutes, Dr. Macleane’s notes, and

other sources of information, are available.

The reports repeat again and again that in these two

countries pnvate property in land existed where it did not

elsewhere.

In one sense this is perhaps true
;
but I fail to see that

the wargd^r of Canara is really more oivner than the now

barely surviving mirasid&rs in the Tamil country and other

parts, once were. In both countries what attracts attention

is that the oivner or landlord class is essentially a caste

that has conquered or colonized the country. It is a class,

like this—starting with the advantages of comparatively

high caste or birth, and with the natural superiority of

strength and character which brought them successfully

through their struggle with the aboriginal inhabitants, or

with the natural difficulties of the jungle,—that always

appears most vigorously claiming the Imvl as an in-

heritance. It is the castes or clans of this description,

who in KajpuMna, in the Panjab, and elsewhere, exhibit

the passionate attachment to their ancestral acres that is

everywhere noticed in histories and Settlement Reports.

The lUjput with his ‘ bhum,' the Central Indian hereditary

officer with his ‘watan,’ and Panjdb Jat with his

ancestral acres, are the counterpart of the West Coast

‘ mulawargddr,’ or the Malabdr ‘janmi’ as he has now
become : they arc, and always wore, every whit as much

entitled to be called ‘proprietors’; ‘private property in

land ’ is no more peculiar to Canara dr Malabar, than it

is to any of the places named.

It may be concluded that, originally, there was an or-

ganization under which certain leading castes and classes

shared the interest in the land very much as can be

historically traced in Malabar. But inasmuch as a suc-

Bombay Presidency, but as early It was afterwards divided as stated
as 1800 (vide the Fifth R^ort) the in the text,

whole was transferred to Madras.
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cession of Hindu (or rather Hinduized) princes reigned over

the land for some centuries past, the fact tended, as it

always does under the primitive forms of Dravidian-Hindu

monarchy, to exalt the military or governing organization

at the expense of the humbler cultivator. Ndyaks and

other colonists of the military castes who obtain the

petty chiefships by conquest, satisfy the lesser members

of their own order, with special holdings of land
;
while

other castes, viz. the cultivators, (who under the earlier

order of things, had equally a right in the soil which their

ancestors had reclaimed from the jungle), are put down

into the place of ‘tenants,’ even though they may bo

to some extent privileged. It is not that some castes

or races do not assimilate the idea of a right of pro-

perty in land and that others do
;
— it is not that the

Telugu people or the Central Indian Gonds or the Bengal

raiyats had (naturally) no idea of property in land and

claimed none, while the conquerors who now people Canara

and Malabar had : the smallest insight below the surface

will show that a sense of ownership was equally strong in all.

But, with pride of origin, strength, and success in con(}uest

or occupation, the idea of property is developed and realized

on a new basis. ‘ Inheritance ’ becomes the leading prin-

ciple of the con(picror’s right, as ‘ first clearing ’ was of the

older right. Moreover, though originally the conquering

caste took the position of rulers, or at least, the official

charge of districts, yet it constantly happens that when,

under dynastic changes, the states break up, the descendants

of the old rulers are able to preserve some relics of their

former position, as the virtual landlords of fragments of

their original dominion. This we shall see clearly exem-

plified in Malabfir
;
and it is no loss noticeable in Oudh,

and indeed, wherever ruling families have become broken

np or divided. The territorial rule disappears, and a land-

lord claim takes its place. The humbler classes, on the

other hand, never having held a ruling position, must sub-

mit to such terms as the power of the new State imposes
;

if) from attachment to their home, they bear hardship

VOL. III. L
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rather than abandon the land, ancestral landholding be-

comes a burden rather than a privilege. And then it is

we hear said; ‘There is no private property in land in

these districts *
;
‘the Raj^ claims to be owner of every acre

in his dominions, and the raiyats are mere tenants,^ and

so foi*th. It is good fortune and bad fortune, high caste

and low caste (i. e. belonging to a military or ruling race,

or to a humbler cultivating tribe), that have made the dif-

ference, as regards ‘ property in land/ between the Telugu

raiyat and the West Coast ‘proprietor/ and nothing what-

ever in the nature of things, or in the real sentiment of the

people as regards right.

Canara owes much to its peculiar conformation. With

the exception of one local division or ‘ mdgand
'
(Hannar),

which is situated on the plateau, the whole district lies

along the coast, between the sea and the lofty ‘ghats’

clothed with evergreen forest. This country is undulating,

composed of laterite ridges intersected by the deep-soiled

valleys of the streams coming down from the hills, and by
estuaries running in from the sea: cultivation is here very

rich^ Beyond this, there are valleys running farther into

the hills, and a tract of table-land above, on which some

kinds of grain (but not wheat) as well as rice and sugar-

cane, can be grown. Above, rise the main slopes of the

ghats with dense evergreen forest on the ridges. On the

other side of this barrier is the hilly country of the

‘ balAghdt,’ which gradually becomes drier and more barren

as it falls to the general level of the Dakhan.

The early history of Canara is not easily traced. It is

really only the northern portion of the country and that

above the ghat, which is ‘Kannada,’ where Canarese is

spoken. The ‘payln-ghat^ is properly ‘Tuluva’
;
and the

southern portion assimilates with MalaMr, where Malaydlam
is spoken. It seems to have been occupied anciently, both

by Brahmans, and by a military caste called Nadavar in the

^ Land is known as ‘ bail ’ when two crops
;

‘ bettu ’ is land depen-
irrigated or yielding three crops, dent on the abundant rainfall only
majal is irrigated land yielding and yielding one crop.
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north, and Bunt in the south. The latter correspond with

the Nayar caste in Malabar, though without any connection

that I am aware of -for the Myars are very exclusive and

lose caste should they go to reside further north than the

Chandragirl river in the south of South Canara. Colonists

of this class, having reduced the aboriginal population to

serfdom, claimed for themselves the property in the soil,

and divided the land according to their relative place in

the organization which they contrived. But the country

was not favourable to the aggregation of cultivation in

the form of villages
;
this was partly owing to the hilly

nature of the country, and partly owing to the paucity

of plough-cattle. Separate plots, therefore, are occupied,

and the houses are scattered about upon them. A man’s

(or rather a family) holding may consist of a number

of such plots
;
and when, in later days, a central rule

was organized, and lands were recorded in State Registers,

as many plots as appeared on one leaf (or warg) of the

accounts^ being held by the same family, formed a sort of

unit-group, and each holding got to be spoken of as a

‘warg’: the holder was called, in revenue language, the

‘ wargdar ’ or ‘ miilawargdAr ’ (original or hereditary holder).

For administrative purposes, a number of hamlets or hold-

ings were further united under one local accountant and

called ‘tarf’ or ‘m%an^.’ A similar aggregation was also

effected (for Government purposes) in Malabar, where it

constitutes the modern Amisham. In either case it was

probably suggested by, or is connected with, the earlier

Dravidian grouping, which had relation to tribal sections

or clan groups.

South Canara, in fact (along with Malabdr), gives us one

of the interesting cases where ‘ villages,’ as we understand

the term in India, did not exist. Instead, separate plots are

broken up (or perhaps wore once tribally allotted) for

cultivation, and the family house is placed on one of the

plots. There is no aggregation of residences in one place,

walled or unwalled, no staff of village servants and artizans,

^ This is tho Sanskrit ‘ Varga,’ or possibly the Arabic ‘ Warq,’ a loaf.

L %
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and no headman, because the father of each family is his own

headman : for common affairs, these heads met together in

council. In this we recognize the old Dravidian plan (also

followed among the Kolarian tribes) whereby the villages,

or, as on the West Coast, the family plots, were aggregated

into unions (the ‘ parha ’ of the Chutiya Ndgpur States), and

managed by councils. The Kolarians had no government

above this
;
the Dravidians, as we know, adopted a central

government in addition. It is thus possible that the

aggregation of the family holdings into the ‘ uru or

‘grdma’ now known, and the further grouping into

‘magand,’ may really originate in old Dravidian customs.

But the appointment of a ‘village’ headman and of the

accountant, arc certainly later institutions, as indicated

by the foreign titles and non-hereditary character of the

offices. I am informed that the original term for the

family aggregate of dwellings,—consisting of the houses

occupied by the members, with a few humbler abodes for

servants and artizans,—is ‘ tara,’ a word meaning ‘ street
’

or hamletb

But to return to the history of Canara. The Pandyan

dynasty held the overlordship for a time
;
but as far back

as 133d A. D., the Vijayanagar kings obtained the rule.

Their empire lasted till beyond the middle of the sixteenth

century, when the Bednur kings took the Southern coun-

try, and the Ikkeri Kajas held Tuluva further north.

In 1763 Haidar ’Ali overran Canara; and it became

British in 1799 b In the disturbances which followed

the Mysore conquest of i 7^3 >
wars with the

British, the country was overrun by the Coorgs, and by

various local chiefs and poligars, as mentioned by

Munro^. The local landowJicrs suffered considerably,

and were reduced in some cases to the condition of

labourers. The Vijayanagar kings, in their palmy days,

appear to have been moderate rulers—a fact which may be

^ Compai'fi tho Tamil Horn ’ and ® Not 1791, as stated in the

Telugu ‘tenivu’: it is said that Impmal G(t3eftcery]).^']8,yo\.yii. See

tln^re was an archaic Canarese Pi/f/i Repo? ?, vol. ii. p. 483.

word teravu, now disused. ^ Arbuthnot, vol. i. p. 57.
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asserted with every probability of truth when we find

that a regular revenue-settlement was made. At first the

simple rule was that whatever quantity of rice it took to

sow a field, a similar quantity of the outturn was the State

share. The revenue of one * katti ’ of land (i.e. an area

which one katti would sow) was one katti. But in the

fourteenth century (between 1334-1347) Harihar EdyA, RAja

of Vijayanagar, had made a Settlement upon principles laid

down in ‘the ShAstra/ which supposed the produce of

land to be, in proportion to the seed used for sowing,

as J 2 :i. Taking therefore a customary area of land

wliich required two-and-a-half kattis to sow, the yield

would be thirty kattis^ of paddy (unhusked rice): the

division was made thus :

—

‘5 to labour and cultivation 15

i to the land-owner
4- to the State 7 j

30

And, as a pious king would give part of his revenue to the

support of temples (devasthdna) and part to Brahmans, the

katti share of the State was taken, 5 by the king and

2 1 to these pious uses.

The register of this Settlement is spoken of as the bijwdr,

or register of land according to the seed (bij) required- to

sow it. ‘This ancient assessment,’ says Munro, ‘is still

written, not only in the general accounts of districts 2, but

in those of every individual landholder.’ All subsequent

additions were regarded as oppressive exactions. The
original assessment, with certain rates on cocoa-nut and

fruit-trees (added up to 1660 a. d.) was called the ‘ rekhd ’ or

standard assessment.

The karnams (locally called shdnabhogam) not only wrote

up registers of the public revenue, but noted all transfers

* The katti was 3200 rupees in ofwhichtheleaves were made) have
woiglit. now disappeared. A curious ac-

Hy ‘district’ Munro always count of them is to be found in
means subdivision, taluka, or other the (Bombiiy) Settlement Eeport of
local area. But all these ‘ black North Canara.
books ’ (bo called from the material
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of land, and made copies of their books. Though many

were destroyed in the Mysore troubles, enough were be-

lieved to remain in Munro’s time, ‘ to furnish a complete

abstract of the land-rent (revenue) during a period of more

than four hundred years.*

The assessment was, of course, largely increased both by

the Bednur and the subsequent Mysore Governments. The

money-rate was called ‘shist,* and the increments the

‘sh^mil.* When the district came under British Settle-

ment, Munro did not propose, at first, to reduce the assess-

ments very much below the Mysore standard But this

would not work. In 1819 a revision was made, resulting

in what is known as the ' tharao ^ assessment \ It was

also called sarasari or average, because the assessment was

based upon the average collections of the years since

British occupation. This was, on the whole, a considerable

reduction on the shist and shAmil, though it is not meant

that there was a reduction in each individual assessment.

There have been, however, further reductions necessary,

which are arranged in a series of ‘ remissions,* pending a

Settlement. Most of the estates, in the now prosperous

state of the district, are ‘ bharti,* i. e. pay the full ‘ thardo
*

assessment
;
a few arc ‘ kam-bharti ’ or reduced. The re-

duction of assessments in special cases, was arranged for in

various ways. Holdings that required what we should

now call a progressive assessment were called vaida (or

wayada = promising) They paid by increasing rates till

they became ‘ bharti,* i. e. attained the full assessment.

‘Vaida pattas’ are still sometimes given for waste land.

Other reduced holdings arc known as ‘ board-sifarish
’

(favoured by the Board of Revenue), i. e. estates disadvan-

tageously situated, which cannot bo expected to pay in full

:

and ‘ tank! * estates, which are uncertain and are settled

annually.

^ Arbuthnot, vol. i. p. 65. dek'rmining/
* Called ‘ Tarow ’ or ‘ Tharow.’ ^ Macleane, vol. i. {Ldnd’Revmiie Col-

Wilson gives it as a Hindi and lection)^ p.' 136.
Marathi word meaning ‘fixing or
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§ T. Forms of Tenure,

The mtilawargddrs, recognized as landlords of the hold-

ings, have tenants of two classes. The first, whose position

appears to be exactly that of cultivators who were ori-

ginally owners (or in a practically similar position), have

now become ‘miilgM’ tenants. They have a perpe-

tual and indefeasible right to occupy the land, so long as

they pay the rent, which is sometimes nominal. In the

case of this tenure we find instances of the tenant paying

a year’s ‘ rent ’ in advance, and deducting a proportion of

the produce, as interest on the advance, which is something

like what happens under the kanam tenure of Malabar.

The second class is the ^chaligini,' or tenant-at-will;

apparently the tenure does not differ from that of the

paikasht of Upper India or the parakudi of the Tamil

country. It may be added that the warg or holding has a

portion of waste attached to it
;
and cultivation in this

waste is not subject to an increased assessment, as it would

be in a formally surveyed raiyatwdri tenure \

Section VIII.—Malabar.

The district of MalabIr will always have singular at-

tractions for the student of Indian land-tenures
;

it pro-

^ It was supposed at one time
that hecauso mulawargdars had
acquired a proprietary right in

their wargs, therefore, every part
of the forest-laud must be included
in some warg or group of wargs
and belong to some one

;
and that

the State could not interfere to

reserve certain areas of land as
State forest for tlio public benefit.

In all otlier provinces, however,
where there is a large area of

‘waste’ in excess of the actual
holdings, and of what is needed in
proximity to these holdings, for

pasturage, wood-cutting, or gather-
ing of leaves for manure and fod-
der, Government has an undoubted
claim to the ‘ surplus * waste and
may take it under management.
There is nothing in the history of

the mulawargditrs to give them
any claim different to that of

other landlords. The student who
desires to pursue the subject may
refer to the judgments in the

Canara (Forest) case, Ind. Laio

ReportSj 111
,
Bombay Series, pp.

452-785. The case related to North

Canara
;
but there is a great deal

of information about the tenures.

TIio question was there compli-

cated by the fact that temporary

cultivation, called ‘kumri,’ was
practised, and that the rules or the

custom recognized a certain right

to this, which might be held to

imply a prescriptive right in the

forest itself. The right of Govern-

ment was nevertheless recognized

by the decision.
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sents an unique history of landholding customs, the result

of a colonization by separate tribes, each with its own rival

interests, and the absence at first, of a central government.

The peculiarities of development which afterwards followed,

are to be traced, partly to the physical features of the

country, but chiefly to the characteristics of the tribes, and

the peculiar circumstances of their government. It further

presents to us a curious modern process of landlord develop-

ment, in which local and historical conditions no doubt had

their pai't, but which was still more due to.the influence of

European ideas embodied in western terms,—ideas which

unfortunately, according to the lights of those days, wore

accepted as the only ones applicable to the facts.

§ I. Features of the Country,

A largo part of the cultivation consists of rice in valleys

between wooded hills. Orchards also abound and form

a definite class of lands for revenue-assessment. Carda-

mom cultivation is practised only in clearings in the dense

forest. Pepper is also largely grown. As might be ex-

pected, forest-clearing for temporary cultivation (Kumori

or Kuinrf in Canara) is common
;
and in these clearings,

jmnam or junglo-ricc is the chief product. On the bare

uplands where there is no forest, ‘miscellaneous’ culti-

vation (as the Reports class it) is sometimes undertaken,

and consists of modan or hill-rice and ellu or ‘ til ’ seed

(Sesamwn). «,

Malabar is, at the time I am writing, under Settlement

and survey. It has had a singularly unfortunate history as

regards its revenue-administration
;

’ but in the end the

assessments, which at first were badly arranged and with-

out system, became easy, under the influence of a gradual

rise in prices and general prosperity, aided by the bounty

of a naturally fertile and abundantly-watered soil, and the

profits of pepper, cardamoms, and cassia.

The difficulty of dealing with Malab^li’ tenures consists

in this : that for a long time the subject was never studied

in the light of actual facts, and with the aid of ancient
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deeds (which exist) and a proper reference to ancient tradi-

tions, a skilful use of which might have detached valu-

able elements from the mass of mythical dross in which

they are enclosed. If we look to the early Keports ^ we

shall find them dealing with the tenures in a singular

method, or perhaps I should rather say, in a method, con-

genial to writers of that time, when the early history of

institutions and the methods of investigating them—which

are the products of the most recent times—were unknown,

and when everything was looked at from an English law,

or ‘ lord-of-thc-manor ’ point of view.

When Malabar first came under observation, the facts

were these. At a comparatively recent period the Mysore

Sultfm had conquered the country, dispersing the* chiefs of

the military or Nayar caste, who had formerly held the

country as rulers over separate estates or territories. Some

of these had since returned, and still retained, in a few

places, a rule ship over territorial estates. But in most

instances the principle we have so often noticed came into

operation. The rule was lost, but the chief families clung

to the land, or part of it, as landlords. A number of

Brahman and Nayar caste-men were found in possession of

tracts of country, calling themselves ‘janmis,’ and claiming

to be, in fact, absolute landlords. Under them were found

humbler landholders of the same caste, but apparently only

privileged tenants : they acknowledged the ‘janmi’ as in

some sense their superior
;
but in many, if liot in most

cases, they had made money advances to their ‘ lords,’ and

^ There is a report of the Join
Comnii.ssioii appointed in 1792-5
'which is very curious. The Fift
Jieport has a considerablp notice c

Malabiir, of which mention wil
presently be made. Munro wrot
m 1817 «omo valuable minutes re
produced in Arbuthnot, vol. i. j
167. A number of valuable an<
curious notes are in Macleano, bu
scattered and unarranged. (Vol. i

Hifitonj
(p. 1 note and p. 128'

•Uso Tenures, pp. 114, 117, n8, am
vol. ii. p. 99). But Mr. Logai

has collected with great care a

vast mass of information in his

invaluable DisfHct Manual (2 vols.

Government Press, Madras, 1887).

Unfortunately Mr. Logan has com-

mitted himself to a peculiar theory

of tenures, which almost wholly
depends on a peculiar interpreta-

tion of loculi terms, giving them a

meaning which, I fear, I must say,

on the best authority, the language

will not bear. I shall, however, state

Mr. Logan’s view in the text, and
also the reasons for doubting it.
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so were not paying any rent, or only a very reduced rent,

because the interest on the money covered the whole or

part of the rent- or grain-share.

It is quite certain from the historical evidence, that this

proprietary-claim on the part of the Nayars was a com-

paratively recent matter. Nevertheless, if wo turn to the

Keports printed in the Appendix No. 2^ to the second

(Madras) volume of the Fifth Report, we shall see it taken

for granted, without the smallest question, that ‘ almost the

whole of the land in Malabar, cultivated and uncultivated,

is private property and held by “jemnum (janmam) right,

which conveys full absolute property in the soil. ... We
find the land occupied by a set of men who have had pos-

session time out of mind.’ The only attempt to argue this

question is based on the further assertion that ‘ We found

that they (the janmis) have enjoyed a landlord s rent, that

they have pledged it for large sums, which they borrowed

on the security of the land, and that it has been taken as

good security
;
so that at this day a very large sum is due

to creditors to whom the land is mortgaged. Had the

creditors ever doubted the validity of the jemnum (janmam)

title or imagined that Government would have called it in

question^ it is not probable that they would have risked

their money on so precarious a security.’

No attempt is made to inquire how these persons

became ‘ absolute ’ proprietors, nor is it considered who the

so-called mt)rtgagecs were : ignoring the significant fact

that they also were Nayars of lower degree, who were in-

terested in upholding their superiors, partly from personal

motives and partly from feudal feeling. Moreover, the

idea of the sub-tenures being ‘ mortgages,’ i. e. that money

was advanced as a matter of business or commerce, relying

on a known * valuable securityj’ was a pure assumption.

Practically, no doubt, when our rule began, the ‘janmis’

had by prescription, a sufficient title to make it equitable

for Government to acknowledge their pretensions—without

allowing them large areas of waste beyond their reasonable
*

requirements. I do not doubt also, that practically the
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kdnakkiran or mortgagees were, or had become, a sort of

privileged sub-proprietors, or hereditary tenants with cer-

tain rights added, which, for want of a better term, we

now call those of a mortgagee. But all this throws no

light on the origin of the tenure, which is historically

interesting, and has given rise to an idea that ‘private

property’ was something quite exceptional in Makbar;

whereas, in fact, the ‘janmis’ became proprietors exactly

as any other once ruling, but subsequently reduced, race

did. They were at first local chieftains, and then, on the

break-up of their power, members of the caste took or

retained possession of, what they could
;
coming down, under

the stress of circumstances, from the position of ruler to

that of landlords of smaller or larger holdings, exactly as

we can see in Oudh or J^orthern India generally.

It is very important to notice that the use of the term

‘janman
’
(or janmi for the holder) is quite modern. It cannot

be traced back before the end of the sixteenth century,

when Muhammadan institutions were already well known

in Southern India h The adoption of a Sanskrit word by

Dravidians is quite natural
;
and it is, of course, ])0ssihle

that when, at a later period, the Nayars seized upon lands

as landlords, they may have desired to use a term implying

‘ birthright
*

or inheritance—in which case they would have

been following the universal custom of military and con-

quering landowners, who, as we have seen, always speak of

their rights, not as by coifiqued or seizure, but as their

‘birthright’—bdpotd, miras, wirsa, Wtdrisi, &c. But, on

the other hand, ‘janmam ’ in Sanskrit does not moan

‘birthright,’ but only ‘ birth ’

;
and ‘janmi’ (for the person)

is a term of no language at all. Mr. Thompson has sug-

gested, and to my mind with great probability, that really

they only corrupted the common land-term of the Muham-
madans—zarnin (as in zamindd.r). In a Hindi dialect this

would become jamin, and the ‘janmi’ may be merely the

same as ‘ zamindar ’ = landholder. It is certainly curious

^ See Mr. A. B. Thompson’a paper in the JilalaMr Law Reports, vol. i.

(1887), p. 8a.
i 1
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that the term should not have been in use before a period

at which the conversion of the old Hindu chiefs, under

Muhammadan rule, into Zamiiuldrs^ had become familiar

in the country. In Ooorg, the military class now claim

the land in exactly the same way, calling their tenures

by the teiin ‘jamina,* which is (linguistically) a barbarism,

and may either have a supposed Sanskrit derivation, or

be also a corruption of ‘ zamin.’

§ 2. Early History of Malahdr.

I must pass over the early myth, that the west coast was

miraculously reclaimed from the sea and gifted to Brah-

mans. Parasu Hama (the partizan of the Brahmans)

was instructed to throw his mace or battle-axe as far as he

could, and so caused the whole of the west coast from

about Nasik down to Cochin to emerge from the sea. This

country was called Chdrd, of which the Sanskrit writers

made Kt^rala. It was divided into four sections; two

(Tulurajyam and Kiiparajyam) formed Canara, and two

(Keralarajyam and Miishikardjyam) formed Malabar and

Travancore. Naturally all the accounts, like the Keralol-

patti (= ‘ origin of Kdrala ^) ai’e Brahmanic writings, and

their object was to glorify the Brahmans
;
but this tradi-

tion may have some naturalistic explanation, only that

we must leave such inquiries out of question in a work

like this.

But it seems evident that from early times, a body of

some military caste of Dravidian origin, called N^yars\ had

^ Tlie Nayars, says Dr. Macleane, goes not to tho son but to the

were originally snake-worshippers sister’.s son, because tho mother,

(Dravidian) and practised polyan- taking for lierself what might

dry. They still attest their war- almost be called a temporary hus-

like origin by tho employment of band from the Brahman or other

weapons of war in domestic and re- superior caste, the father goes for

ligious ceremonies
;
by their living nothing

;
tho descent is counted

in fenced or fortified gardens (the from the mother. See Ind. Law

quillom or kolgum of the Reports); Ri:p(/rtSj VII. Madras Series, p. 3 -

and having in the ‘ tara ’ or village (Full Bench.)
gymnasia (or kalari) wherein the This custom of inheritance is

youth may be trained to the use called Marumakka-tayam or the

of arms. They are also remarkable ‘ nephew’s' (marumakkal) ‘ portion

for the custom that the inheritance (tayam).
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attained a prominent place in MalaMr and also Brahmans,

besides other tribes. The original inhabitants appear to

have been Kuiumbars, a pastoral people, who were quickly

displaced by the new settlers^ I cannot attempt to fix

the order of amval, but we find clearly: (i) Brahman;

{2) Nayar; (3) Tfyar (= islander), people who had come

from the South, bringing with them the invaluable cocoa-

nut tree
; (4) Vellalar, an agricultural tribe from the Tamil

country. All these formed their own settlements in

families, as already described. The Nayar groups were

called tavay the Brahman grdmam, the Tiyar and other

foreigners cheri.

It is to be borne in mind that we have an eminently

Dravidian country to deal with, but one to which Aryan

ideas had early penetrated
;
and we know, from evidence

all over India, how readily the Dravidian and the Aryan

institutions united, and how the Dravidian chiefs became

Hinduized and considered themselves as * Kshatriya,’ even

though the Brahmans classed them as ‘Sudra’ because of

their origin^.

It is remarkable that no one, as far as I am aware, has sought

to refer the undoubted original organization of Malabar to

the universal Dravidian (and Kolarian) model, with which it

exactly agrees. Now wo find in Malabar that—in the absence

of largo villages—the small hamlets or family settlements

were grouped into some form that did duty for the village of

other parts, and was called tara, chdri, &c. As usual with

Dravidians, the elders of the fOimily (or unit-group, called

the tarav^d) managed the affairs, and the managing elders

were called ^kdranavarV The Brahmans had their similar

assembly, called ‘ sabhdyogam.’ But for affairs of a more

general character, the taras, &c., were united into larger

unions called ‘ ndd ’ (the parha of other parts)
;
and for the

affairs of this union a larger council, called * kuttam/ met.

' From whence it come to pass, sold with the land on which they
thnt slaves on land were a uni- worked. See D. M. I. p. 149,
versal institution, and that in * D. Jlf. Malabdr, I, p. n6.
Malabar, until the passing of Act V. * Id. p. 131.

1843, slaves were bought and
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It was at a lator period, when a centralized government and

military rule were introduced, that a division not corre-

sponding with the tara, gramam, or ch^ri, was introduced^.

This was called * desam ’
;
and the chief of the desam was

the desav^li. We have thus originally, in Malabdr, the old

Dravidian organization in a most unmistakeablo form.

The Brahmanic histories, true to their own theory, make

out that the land all belonged originally to the Brahmans.

But inasmuch as military duty, police, and executive

rule, are foreign to the Brahman life, we always find that

the Kshatriya ruler—from a Baj^ down to the ‘ lords of

towns’ (desmukh, &c.), are an essential part of the system;

and accordingly we find the Brahmanic history assigning

the ruling and protecting duties to the Nilyars (as repre-

senting the Kshatriya element). The K(5raIolpatti records

the tradition that Parasu Rama gave the N^yars the execu-

tive power (/iY., Hhe eye, the hand, and the giving of

orders ’), so as to prevent rights from being curtailed or

suffered to fall into disuse^. This clearly means that they

rose to hold the executive power. But whether from jea-

lousy among themselves, or from the comparatively equal

power of the other castes, no local chief was allowed to

elevate himself into a general ruler or sovereign. At first,

we learn, the country being allotted into sixty-four n^ds

or ‘unions,’ the Nayars of ten-and-a-half n^ds furnished

a force for military and executive duty. An elected council

of four managed the whole, acting for twelve years.

This sort of republican rule, however, failed to give

satisfaction. We find that after a time, Brahmans were

sent to the neighbouring kingdoms to look for a ruler;

and for a long time the curious feature is presented of a

chosen king ruling for twelve years only (if he lived so

long), and then retiring. It was at a later time that the

king became permanent.

* Thus the Calicut md contained 125 descem, and seventy-two tara,

* D. M. I. p. 133.
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§ 3. The Land-Revenue in Malahdr,

There is no doubt whatever that these kings (first called

Kon or Shepherd, and later Perumdl), received a share in

the produce for their revenue—^which was a well-known

plan among the Dravidians, as among the Aryans. But it

was not the earliest Dravidian idea
;
we know from other

parts (see Vol. I. pp. 264, 576) that in every village (in those

parts there were villages) the Dravidian method was

peculiar. Certain allotments of land were made in each

village—one for the village ofiicers and for the village

founders, one for the priest and religious worship, and one

for the king or the kings grantee^. The nature of the

country in Malabar would not allow of this plan in the same

form
;
but we find it carried out in practice in another

way
;
as there were temple lands, lands for the chief, and

for the functionaries. It was quite possible, therefore, to find

a ruler or a chief taking no land-revenue in the shape of a

general grain-share, but content with the produce of his

special allotments all over the territory. But in Malabar, as

elsewhere, it is quite certain that so long as there was a

king or overlord, he levied the grain-share as well, and
there is mention of it in ancient deeds.

But, to anticipate for a moment
; when the rule of a

supreme overlord broke up (a.d. 825), and the country was
divided among a number of smaller chieftains, we cease to

hear of the revenue-shares
;
as the petty lords would not, of

course, take revenue one from the other, but doubtless lived

on the produce of their own territory and of the rents

of their family estates. When the chiefs were overthrown
by the Mysore conquest, and afterwards regained their place

as a sort of local Zammdars, and had to pay revenue,

those who retained lands or acquired them as ‘ landlords
from time immemorial,’ having paid no revenue under

* In Coorg WG also find mention
of these ‘ panniya ’ or royal farms—
cultivated by serfs. They were
nothing more than the Dravidian
*'

majhas * lands of Chutiyd Nfig-
pnr. And exactly in the same

waywhen there was a gem^al over-
lord, he took a revenue besides the
produce of the royal lands, and
when there was not, the chiefs
(holders of jamma land as it was
called) paid nothing.
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their former organization, naturally claimed that, until the

Mysorean conquest, they had not paid land-revenue. Hence
the idea at one time prevailed that land-revenue was un-

known in Malabar.

Under no Hindu system does one chief take revenue

from another: only the conqueror of them all will exact

a general tribute.

§ 4 . Cessation of a Central Rule.

In the District Manual will be found an account of the

various kings that reigned. In the end, as might bo

expected, one of the temporary sovereigns located him-

self permanently; but the course of events was curiously

interrupted by the fact that early in the ninth century a.d.

the Perumdl named Cheraman, became a Mussulman, and
determining on a pilgrimage to Arabia, he gave up his

domain (a, d. 825), and divided out the country among a

number of Nayar claimants who then became separate cliief-

tains\ But there were multitudes of smaller iS^ayar caste-

men not able to get domains, but holding lands and equally

proud of their military caste (which was as good as that

of their chiefs). It seems to have been the fact that the

gi'eater chiefs were always kept in awe by the nad assemb-

lies (kuttam) of their caste-men, and we find in the deeds,—

both of the times of the perumdl rulers, and after that,

—

allusions to a ‘ council of six hundred which had a power
of control.

§ 5 - The Mysore Conquest.

When the Slysorean conquest took place in the latter part

of the eighteenth century (1766 a.d.), the Sultan made the

* TIio last Ponimal was Clieni- Cjilicut r/arf Of tlio latt<‘i'

man : tlio Joint (JommisHioners of Uri mado snoh good use that h<‘

1793 thoir R(‘j)ort (rej>rint(*d at carvod himself out tlui Stato of
Fori St Oeorge (lazetto Press, 1862;, Cali(!ut and was thi^ founder of the
call him, I think, Shoo Ram: a Zamorin > Samudris = Ocean King),
curious sto^ is told of him. As Only two of tho greater overlords
he way t^aving, and had distributed seem long to have survived ;—the
his dominions, a person called ‘Uri’ Kolatirri .Riijil of tho north and
(ambitious thougli only a cowluird) tho Zamorin’of tho south,
asked for a share. Tho prince had » See D. M. I. p. 132.
nothing to give but tho town of
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surviving Nfiyar overlords his ‘Zaminddrs’ (though not,
that I am aware of, by that name), and then they began to
oppress the people in fact, they descended (as usual) from
the place of rulers, to being land-managera and exactors of
rents. It is to this period that we must assign the definite
soil-rights claimed by the so-called ‘

Janmis.’

§ 6. The so-called Mortgagees or Kdnam Holders.

It may be asked what became of the smaller Ndyars?
It is cei-tain that a number of them held lands under the
greater men as a sort of privileged tenant. But in most
cases they acquired a hold on the land-indicated by the
term kdnam= property or possession, which has been as-
sumed to bo a kind of mortgage. The details of this I will
reserve for the present; but it will be sufficient to indi-
cate generally that they made money advances, and of
course paid no rent, or only a pai-t of the rent, because
the interest due on the money covered the remainder.

There is no evidence whatever of the antiquity of tliis
institution of the kduakkarar, or kdnamddrs (as the Re-
ports call them). The occurrence of the word kdnam in
one of the old deeds (about the ninth century) does not prove
anything at all, except the use of the word to mean
property or possession’ (as Dr. Gundert, the best authority
on the subject, gives it). The ‘mortgage,’ as we shall see,
deserves the term ‘property,’ because really the land was
made over in a very extended sense to tho holder; the
mortgage could not be redeemed except at certain periods
an on certain terms. The whole system seems to mo to be
quite clea,rly connected with the feudal organization, or

find the Chief Commissioner of Coorg (which is closely
onnected with Malabdr) in a note of i8th May, i88<;^

Coorg”’**®'*
Proceedings of the Chief Commissioner of

VOL. HI.
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* The Nayar chieftains, if their territories were large, seen

to have sometimes gi*antod away their rights and powers ove

certain tracts to subordinate chiefs or captains of the Naya

militia, to bo held by the latter in military subordination. Th(

main body of tlie Nayars were content to get housoliold oi

family allotments in lease from the chiefs and captains tc

whom they chose to attach themselves
;
they gave the chiei

a fee called kanam or kanike in token of allegiance, on receiv

ing the allotment.’ ... ‘In order to secure their independence,

these military Nayars asserted the power of demanding bacl\

the fee, relinquishing the land allotted, and of thereafter

attaching themselves to another chief or captain. But it seems

probable that the chief had at this time no power to take away

the allotment or terminate the lease so long as service was

duly rendered. This was apparently the original form of the

kanam or kanike tenure. The bulk of the occupied land held

by Kayar chieftains was granted away on this tenure
;

th(‘

rest was the private demesne of the chief, which he cultivated

through low-caste serfs or slaves, or leased ... to ordinary

rent-paying tenants of the non-military classes called pattam-

kar. The Brahmans collected the produce or rents of part of

their lands through slaves and tenants, the rest they also found

it necessary to grant to the fighting men on kanam tenure for

their own safeguard and i)rotection.’

§ 7. Grovih of the Janm{ Title,

The whole process of the growth of landlord right then

reduces itself to an evolutionary process, which is in all

essentials the same as that which has taken place in other

parts of India. The Dravidian, adopting Aryan ideas, ainl

perhaps, in return, suggesting his own ideas to the Aryan

—establishes a kingdom in which the rulers and chiefs

are military caste-men, the advisers Brahmans. The

inferior castes who are above the status of slaves or serfs

are first settled in their own localities, holding undisturbed

(as proprietors, if it please us so to say) the cultivated

plots which they cleared from the jungle, but paying a

part of the produce to the king, or to some local chief

or immediate overlord. As long as there is a powerful

sovereign or overlord, he keeps the subordinate military iu
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feudal subjection; they were content with their places in
council, the privileges of rank, the right to special dues from
estates granted to them, or the perquisites of headship over
the governmental groups of territory, the desam

; and the
nad. In time the supremo ruler ceases to exist, and the
country is then held in small groups or estates by the chief
Myars, while the smaller men are content to hold lands
under the chiefs, as privileged tenants or on terms of the
k^nam

;
inferior caste-mcn are reduced to being tenants.

In this stage there is no one to collect any (jemnd revenue.
Each chief one cannot of course take revenue from the
other—lives on the produce or grain-share of his own
demesne, and on the payments of the smaller landholders
whom he has now made his ‘subjects.’

Then comes the Mysore conquest and the disruption of
the ruling chiefships. The Nayar chiefs are now reduced
to being (virtually) local revenue-contractors of the Mysore
State. Once more a general revenue, and that a heavy one,
IS exacted by the conqueror, and all classes have to con-
tribute to it. As many of the Niiyars as can do so, cling
to their ‘ ancestral ’ lands, no longer as rulers, or as official
heads of districts and subdivisions, but as landlords, in-
venting terms to signify their claim to the soil.

Lastly comes the British power, and finding the land-
holders making such claims, and misled by names into
supposing these rights to be .something ready ancient and ex-
ceptional, not only recognizes the proprietorship (which, as
it was practically established, was the obviously riwht thinw
to do), but further accepts totally unfounded theories
about the perfection and antiquity, and exceptional character
ot the right, whereby the claim of the State to the forest
and unoccupied waste which has elsewhere been properly
asserted, has been losth Another efiect of the influence

* The ‘proprietors' wore
more really entitled to the wh
or the unoccupied forest a ini wa
than were the proprietors in a
otiier province

; but unfortunate
tile extravagant notions were

lowed so long, that now prescrip-
tion has probably prevented, or
practical policy will bar, any at-
tempt to resume the forest area
tor the benefit of the public.
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of British ideas has been to treat the kinam as a pure

mortgage transaction, and to render the holders liable to

ejection on payment, as wo shall afterwards see.

§ 8. Mr. Logan'8 Views.

The theory set up by the able author of the District

Manual may now be alluded to. Starting with the fact

that there were the successive immigrations of the Brahman,

the Najmr, the Tiyar or cocoa-nut planters, and the agri-

cultural Fellalar tribesmen, the author has formed a theory,

that all of these fell into a sort of corporate unity : all of

them had certain functions—one of protecting, another of

tree-planting, another of irrigating—and that they divided

the produce
;
so that each had a certain right in the soil :

the king his share, the ‘ protecting ’ class their share, and the

rest going to the actual cultivator. No one was tlion landlord

in any modern sense, but each class had its appropriate

interest, and its privileges. That the Dravidian-Aryan

mind readily assimilated the idea of separate duties for

separate castes there is no doubt; and if wo had any

evidence, that every cultivating settlement contained a

certain num])cr of planters, a certain number of Vcllalars,

and so on, and that all shared the produce
;
something

might be said for the view ; but nothing of the kind is

known to have happened. There wore separate scttlc-

menis of the different castes, and the non-cultivatinjx castes

like Brahmans and military Nayars, employed slaves or

tenants of the agricultural classes, while the others culti-

vated their own holdings, paying such dues to a lord or to

the State as the existing organization required. Indeed,

the whole theory of a corporate unity rests entirely on sup-

])oml rneanings of certain terras^ which the best scholars

find to bo wholly untenable.

It is assumed, for instance, that the ‘kdnam tenure * wras

really derived from the guild position of the Nd-yars. They

were the kanakdrar, and it was their part in the general

polity to ‘protect’ and ‘supervise’ the whole. All this

is evolved from the idea that kdnam implies ‘ seeing ’ or
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supervising ^ Again, VelMar cannot mean ‘water-ruler,’

for it is a Tamil word, rarely used in Malabar, and then

to indicate Tamil people or foreigners generally 2.

In the same way, from a single term in one of the an-

cient deeds (niratti-p^ru) it is attempted to be argued that

pevu means ‘ birthright,’ and so foreshadowed or originated

the janmam-Yi^i^ which is supposed to mean ‘birth-

right’ (though it does not). The text, however, clearly

requires that p4vu should have its natural meaning of

‘ acquisition 3/

The text about Parasu Kama, to which I have already

alluded, clearly means that to the military class the general

rule—as orientally expressed, ‘ the eye, the hand, and the

word of command’—was committed, according to the

usual Hindu polity : there is no reason why ‘ supervis-

ing’ should be selected in particular (see p. 158, ante).

It certainly would have to be asked how it came that

a peculiar organization of division among a number of

equal castes, came to exist in this one place, contrary to

any experience in any other place among similar Dravidian

‘ Tliore is the word lum ‘ tlio

eye,’ and a Dravidian root
‘ to so(‘.’ Unt tlu're is no proof
tliat kanain over had th(^ mean-
ing? proposed. Dr. Gnndort, tlian
wliorn no bettor antliority can bo
quoted, says that tin? root hum
iin])lies not ^ to see ’ ])ut ‘ to appear,’
and tho kanam is visible wealth,
or property in a tangible shape. It
will bo ob.served that Mr. Logan
refers to one of tho ancient deed.s
where the word ‘kanam’ occurs,
in which its obvious sense is

‘property’ or possession—whether
of a limited kind (as a mortgage) or
not. To substitute ‘supervision’
would make n uisenso of the text.
There is not tho least proof that
the Niiyars as a class were early, or
^er, called kjinakkarar as a class.
Wo have no evidence u'hm the
system ofmoney advances described
began. But no reasonable doubt
cfin exist that ‘kanam’ is wholly*
connected with tho idea ofproperty,
and that at some time or other it

hoeamo specialized to mean the
sort of property, which the subor-
dinate Nayar had when lie took
his lord’s land against a money
advance.

^ III Tamil Vellam means ‘ a
flood,’ not water (as it does in
Malayalam) and is chiefly used in
poetry ; the word cannot be re-

ferred to any Malayalam meaning:
it may be derived from the Tamil
Vella = white and ‘ al ’= person.

^ The terin-niratti-pt?ru refers to
an ancient Hindu custom known
to Manu, of pouring out water as a
solemn act of transferring property,
so that Niratti-peru = acquisition by
the water-libation, is thoroughly
intelligible : but ‘ birthright by
water-pouring ’ seems to bo self-con-
tradictory. Moreover pern does not
mean ‘ birth '—(and if it did there
is notliing about right in it). Peru
means to ‘bring forth,’ or more
commonly ‘to obtain,’ and the
derivative noun (peSru) means the
* act of obtaining ’ or acquisition.
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races
;

but, as the only evidence offered is the existence

of single words and phrases, which, to say the least, are

capable of an entirely different interpretation, and as

the primal existence of the quasi-mortgage assignment or

kanakkarar tenure is assumed without the least authority,

we can hai’dly find it necessary to examine the subject

further.

That the ancient deeds indicate many curious forms and

institutions, the division of produce, and certain rights and

claims over trees and produce, all this may be fully ad-

mitted and profitably studied
;
but they are all absolutely

consistent with the existence of rights always found to arise

among the superior castes, and zealously claimed by them,

and which ultimately change into the formal landlord-

claims of later days.

That rights in land of a strong character existed in

]\[alabar as they did all over India, the deeds and records

fully establish
;
but that there was any exceptional private

property of a partindar kind certainly does not appear.

Where Air. Logan is undoubtedly correct is in his explana-

tion, that, while the whole class of Nayars had their original

position, the chiefs were not soil-owners in the European

sense any more than any other class h Air. Logan believes

that the origin of the superior or ‘janmi' rights of the

leading Ndyars was in the royal grant, and that the grant

gave, not the soil, but a certain position, authority, and

privileges. Accordingly, when the subordinate Nayars

advanced money to the javrnWj it was not to take, as

security, a terminable interest in the soil
;
and it was

only by an extension of English Jaw ideas that the soil

itself could be redeemed in connection with the kdnaiii

right.

As a matter of fact, the idea of the ‘janmi’ having a

special right in the soil was merely the late assumption of

a military class, who no longer had independent rule;

while the practice of taking money advances was one, the

origin or antiquity of which it is impossible to ascertain,

‘ D. M. vol. i. p. 6oi, et seq.
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and was more probably connected with feudal or military

tenure, irrespective of any question whether the superior

was soil-owner and could redeem, or not.

§ 9. Features of the ^Janmam* and Kdnam
Tenures.

It may be justly urged in defence of the claims of ‘jan-

mis,’ that colonizers and conquering settlers have at all

times in India claimed very large rights, and have had

fixed ideas about inheritance and the power of transfer.

And when Malabar was under a sovereign prince, he no doubt

made grants, which were expressed in such terms that it

is not surprising to find a landlord-claim developed when

the ruling position of the caste-men passed from them.

The ancient title-deed, translated in Mr. Logan's Vol. II,

no doubt proves the existence of a fully-developed idea of

'property in land and its being transferable. The deed

seems to delight in indicating the completeness and dura-

bility of the transaction by piling up words (in this respect

not unlike our own conveyances), which at first sight

indicate the grant of the soil itself. We find the deed

enumerating the ‘good or bad stones,’ stumps of trees,

thorns, roots, ‘stupid, bad, wicked snakes,’ holes, mounds
(hidden) treasure, wells, ‘ skies ’(everything up to the sky),

‘lower world’ (everything down to the bottom), streams,

water-courses, canals, washing-places, footpaths, deer fo-

rests, shady places where bees make honey, import and
export duties and customs, sold as part (or as incidents) of

the property
;

but there is the significant addition of
‘ desam ’ (authority in the small territory so-called), ‘ rank,’
‘ right of wager by battle,’ and so forth.

It has been rightly pointed out that really what is

conveyed by such a grant—spite of all the words about
the soil—is primarily the place and the position in the

community and the soil-rights that go with it

1

borne out by the may have dropped away from it
admitted fact that the janmam altogether. See D.M. vol. ii

, deed
right Itself may survive, though No. 15, and vol. i. p. 606.
any actual enjoyment of the soil
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It is cei-tain that the leading Nayars, whether holding

under grants worded like that alluded to, or merely as

original heads of territorial divisions, chiefs of ‘ des^ms
’

and * n^ds,’ were regarded as superiors and entitled to dues

from smaller caste-men who were contented to hold land

under them, though probably not in any such sense that

they could be ejected like ordinary tenants.

And it is certain that this relation brought about the

peculiar ‘kanam’ tenure, which is found here and in

Canara alsoh I have already expressed an opinion in

favour of the view stated by the Chief Commissioner of

Coorg, that the ‘ k^nam ’ was the indefinite ‘ possession * or

‘ property ’ consequent on paying a fee in token of alle-

giance, which fee (or the interest on it) excused or covered

the rent, wholly or in part
;
but there is no need to be

bound by this : if it is a question of the extravagance of the

‘ landlord ’ and his desire to forestall his rent by taking a

lump-sum in advance, still the whole matter was arranged

by custom.

The interest to be allowed was regulated so that it was

known how much of the rent—whether the whole or part

—was covered. And the custom shows a desire to protect

the rights of both parties. The ‘ mortgage ' could certainly

not be redeemed at pleasure, nor at a term fixed by con-

tract, which at once shows that we have not an ordinary

European mortgage to deal with. But the custom was

that when either the janrni or the kdnakkar died, a cer-

tain reduction in the principal debt was made and the

holding continued as before.

After a time it became customary to deduct these por-

tions, or credit these renewal fees to the account, evenj twelve

years. If the deduction or charge of fee was actually

made, a new deed showing the diminished principal and

* It iH said, by Mr. Logan hirasolf donco to show that any kind of

(i. 6o
I, note

,
that the term kiinam, Nilyar was over called holder of

as applied to this tenure is a my kdnam • or kiliiakkurar, in any
modern use

;
if so, it is veiy much other sense, or at any earlier time,

against Mr. Logan’s theory, for he The older name for the tenure i«

does not adduce the smallest evi- pattOla or pd^t^mdla.
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consequently diminished interest deduction from the

janmi's share, was drawn up. But more frequently the

deduction was not actually paid, but re-advanced to the

janmi^ in which case the original deed remained. Under

such a system, in theory at least, a time came when the

jimmies debt was reduced to nothing; and if that hap-

pened the janmi and the kdnakkar each resumed ,his

original position and share of produce. Either this, or the

continual re-advance happened according to mutual con-

venience
;
and thus the good relations of the parties were

maintained.

Where the advance was so considerable that the interest

swallowed up the whole of the janmi's produce-share, the

transaction was called ‘ otti.’ But, as remarked, the jan-

share was not the only item in the constitution of

the ‘janinam ’ privilege or property
;
consequently, if these

other rights could be valued, they were also good security

lor a still further advance. These residuary rights were
customarily valued at half the sum which had purchased

the ‘ otti. And the ‘ mortgage,^ in which the interest went
beyond the ‘otti,’ had another special name^. In short,

the jamyii first pledged up to the full value of his produce-
share, and when that was no longer available, he had to

meet the interest on further advances, out of his other
lesources as javiiii. It may be mentioned that sometimes,
when there was an additional advance to be taken on
janini right already pledged, it was called ‘ melkdnam,’ and
il the previous ‘

j ortgagee would not advance the money,
the janm{ applied to a stranger, or sub-mortgagee. The
new lender has, however, now no power of evicting the
first ‘mortgagee,’ though he can redeem the first mortgage
when the time comes (without the renewal fee or deduction

^ It is curious to note in primitive
languages how frequently they
have a multitude of separate terms
for things which modern tongues
are content to describe by one or
two common names, the class
being the same, though some
teatures are different. At the
aame time the primitive language

is unable to find different terms
for things which the modern
speech finds it indispensable to
discriminate. Thus in Malayalam
we find a host of different names
for transactions tliat are really
exactly the same in kind, though
differing in the amount of interest,
&c.

’
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every twelve years). The simple pledge of the janmam^
or any other, right is called ‘ pannayam,’ the general term

for which has now practically become a mortgage.

Another form of tenure which (speaking in modern

terms) combined the mortgage with a waste reclamation

tenure, was the ‘ kulikanam

The cultivator enjoyed the ^^hole produce (it is no light

labour to keep down the weeds and clear the growth of a

semi-tropical forest-waste) for a term of years, paying a

nominal fee for entry on the land: when the term (it

became twelve years by custom) expired and the janmi

desired to take his share, he had to buy the right from the

cultivator at a certain customary price (now it is called

‘ compensating,’ the reclaiming ‘ tenant ’ for his permanent
‘ improvements ’), and then he took his rent or pdttam as in

ordinary land. But commonly this money was not paid

down, but treated as an advance (like the kanam), and the

interest was deducted from the janmi'

s

share. Moreover,

the cultivator who commenced such a ‘ clearing ’ was not

treated as a trespasser
;

it was obviously to the advantage

of the superior, where waste was so a))undant.

When the Mysorean troubles began, it seems that the

Nayar janm/s took to flight, or at best feared to show

themselves in the Muhammadan revenue-* kutcherries
’

(public offices): so it was the kanakkars (many of them

Mappillas)^ that had to hear the netu ' ISettlenient' Had
the kanakkars thought the janmam to bo a real right

in the soil, a ‘fee simple,’ or some such thing, they

would surdly have seized on it and become the proprietors.

But such is the force of custom and the value of kanakkar

rights, as then understood, that all the kdnam-holders

merely made favourable terms with the janmis, giving

^ Soniotimos written (with a and adopted Malabar customs and
view to render phonetically the became landholders. The nain(‘ i''

liquid Ij — kuyyikanam. Kill i is now usually said to be honorilic ;

the pit in which young cocoa-nuts Mti^Maha or ‘great/ and Pilla

an honorific suffix also applied to

The Miippillas were an ener- Ndyars in Travancore. The Map-
getic Mussulman race who were pillas have given repeated trouble
emigrants from the Arabian Coast by their violent insurrections.
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them small sums to subsist on, and they were quite satisfied

with enlarging their own Icdnmi rights.

§ 10. Resumd of the Development of Tenures.

If we may now pause for a moment to compare the

rights in a Malabar village with what they were in a joint

village of the Tondeirnandalam country, or indeed with

any joint village (of ancient origin) in the North-West or

Paujab, it will be observed that (apart from their physi-

cal difierence in the aggregation of land and the village

dwellings, which is of no great importance) the central

difierence is this. In the Tondeirnandalam, wo have one

leading colonizing tribe or caste, and that all the rest,

including the original inhabitants, are markedly inferior,

so that the colonizers divide the land as their own, on such

a sy stem of sharing and exchange, and so forth, as suited

the genius of the times
;
and they alone claimed to bo pro-

prietors or ‘ mirdsidars ’ respecting their inferiors and even

their slaves (see page 1 2
1 ), more because these latter were in-

dispensahle to the existence of the village, than from any other

cause. But in Malabar, there was no one caste so predominant

—at least not universally and always. The Brahmans were

strong in their way, and they got a good share of the terri-

tory in separate estates organized in their own fashion:

theNayars were naturally strong, with their military habits

and organization; the Vcllalars had always held up their

heads, at any rate in the beginning^ The Tiyars, too,

could not have travelled from Ceylon, bearing with them
the precious ‘ Southern tree ’ (cocoa-palm) unles^' they had
good stuft in thorn

; and so no one of the classes at once
succeeded in becoming the landlord over considerable areas.

Each doubtless considered himself fully entitled to his own
holding, but arrangements were made for a general govern-
ment which, to a cei^tain extent, preserved the rights of all

classes. But in the end, the natural tendency of the race

^ Though the Brahmans chose to
‘Mass them as ‘ Sudras,’ it must bo
remembered that the Sudra (a
theoretical rather than an actual

caste) is hifinMy high up in tho
scale, compared with tho host of
* mixed-castes,' and ‘ no-casles ’ be-
low him.
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towards a military sovereignty prevailed. Accordingly in

the end, the Nayars became first rulers of territories and

in the end landlords, following the ordinary course of

events
;
and having done so, they received the aid of west-

ern ideas in further fashioning their position into one

of absolute property.

The spirit and intention of the Malabar ‘janmi ' right is

just the same as that exhibited in the terms kdni-dtchi,

iniras, warisi, wirsa, or watan of other parts : and thus

it has happened that we have the whole of Malabar

owned by a class oijanm{s, and of inferior N^yar k^nak-

kars, who are noio only holders of ‘ kanam ’ or various

forms of mortgage right, while other cultivating castes

hold land under the/anruis as tenants, some of whom are

protected from eviction and enhancement chiefly by the

claims they have for ‘ compensation ’ due to them for tlie

‘ permanent improvements * they have effected. Of course,

as time went on, the courts and Revenue Officers having

proclaimed or recognized these relations, they became better

understood, and are now real,—being described in leases and

agreements executed, and legally binding between the parties.

§ ii. The Modern Development of these Tenures,

The way in which the tenures came to bo what they are,

is, in some respects, connected with the revenue history.

In the first place, it has just now been mentioned, that

when the Mysoreans came, the ‘janmfs ’ mostly fled, or

refused to appear, so that the Revenue Settlements, such as

they were," were made with the ‘ kiinakkars ’ and others in

managing or cultivating possession.

The Mysore Settlements were arbitrary, and were varied

from time to time. They proceeded, in the case of grain-

crops, on the basis of the native customary calculation, that

a certain quantity of seed produced a certain outturn ;
speak-

ing in general terms, the Mysorean rulers took nearly all the

produce that remained after paying the cultivator’s profit and

subsistence, and the costs of cultivation and wages of farm-

servants. They converted the State grain-share into money at
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certain rates. And so with garden-produce : they valued the

fruits of the different kinds, the arcca-nut, the cocoa-nut, and

the j
ack-fruit, &c. These arrangements have now no interest

for the general student, but can be traced in detail (in the

different taluks and ndds) in the District Manual'^,

When, in 1792, the country became British, and the chiefs

returned, arrangements were first made with them as a sort

oftemporary Zamlndars. Placed in this novel position, they

took to * plundering and oppressing.* From 1792 till 1802,

the district was in continual disturbance; and in 1801-2,

the first Collector was appointed. Meanwhile, the Joint

Commission of 1792-3 had issued a proclamation recog-

nizing theJanmis as landlords^.

The earliest schemes of revenue-assessment by the Col-

lectors were to some extent based on the Mysore rates

;

but as they failed to understand the real tenures, no pro-

vision was made for leaving a sufficient margin to supply

both the janmi (who was now the Settlement holder) and
the kdnakkar, with their respective customary shares or

profits. This was hard, because it was the latter class who
really had borne the burden of the land during the Mysore

occupation. No doubt, looking to the almost universal fact

that the kanakkdrs had advanced money, it was supposed

that they were sufficiently protected as ‘ mortgagees ’ and
could look after their own interests by ‘realizing their

securities.^

And at first this omission caused no great difficulty.

Most of the janmis were deeply in debt, and the kAnak-
k^rs were in actual possession, and it was not realized how
the revenue scheme really ousted them from a permanent

' A general calculation shows
tliat, taking the customary produce
as ^rd to the cultivator and §rds
tile net produce available for the
co-proprietor or the State, or both
as the case might be, the Mysorean
assessment came to about 86 per
cent, of the pdttam in ‘wet lands,'
and on an average 63 per cent, in
garden lands. In the ‘ miscella-
neous lands’ punam (temporary
forest-cultivation), modan (uplands

rice), and land that grow ‘ ellu,’ til

seed, the share was from 32-42 per
cent, of the gross produce.

^ It called them ‘owners,’ and
declared that the kanakkars were
‘owner’s lessees,’ and as such li-

able to be got rid of wlien the
term for which the lease was creati'd
expired. See No. LXVIII, Part II,

Logan’s CoUeciion of TreatieSj &c.,
Calicut, 1879.
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share and interest in the soil-produce, which hycvdom (we

must remember) they had independently of their money

advances.

Bufc it was not long before the theory began to be felt in

practice; for in prices began everywhere to rise,

and also an inquiry was going on into what were called

the ‘actual rents’ (paid to tho janmi proprietors). The

receipts of the janmi's began to get larger and larger, as the

prices of produce rose, and also they woke up to their now

position and tried to make out everything in their own

favour. They found out that they could ‘evict’ the

‘mortgagees’ (who had been in possession since the time

of Haidar ’All’s conquest), as soon as their balances wen*

paid off; and so they began to demand extravagant terms

and ‘ renewal ’ fees or deductions, at the periods of revision,

before they would consent to the renewal of the ‘mort-

gage.’ The lessee, fearing that othenvisc ho would have to

go altogether, was obliged to consent. Then it wms that the

kdnakkars (regarded as mere lessees and mortgagees) began

to find themselves getting the worst of it
;
and tlic moiv

turbulent ones, especially the Mappillas (Moplahs) com-

menced those outrages which have been occasionally re-

peated down to the most recent date^ and will not bo put

a stop to finally till there is an efibetive working of a good

law, which will protect the surviving subordinate tenants

from eviction and harsh treatment by the settled 'pro-

prietor.’

There is no test of the operation of principles, or tho

effect of recognizing certain relations between classes of

soil-holders, like examining actual title-deeds and actual

holdings
;

and it is fortunate that Mr. W. Logan, the

Special Commissioner and author of tho able repori of

1881, has been able to examine no less than 14,034 holdings

of land in Malabar.

^ Tho last wns in 1885. What Bulorcd thomsolvcs as ‘ shahid ’

fiJ"

made tho Miippilla ontragos so liad martyrs, and after divondiig thoir

was, tJiat, .starting with a .son.se of wives And going througJi formal

injustii'o r»f tiio Hindu (Nayar and devotions to moot their end, rushed

Nanihudri lirahman; landlord, thoy into violent attacks and murders

imported into the quarrel religious which always ended in their death,

fury against the ‘ iiiUder — con-
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Out of 14,034 the janmi was found with wholly

other caste-men under him as tenants, in 10,328 cases, while

the smaller NAyar or Moplah kanakk^r retained his place in

only 3706 cases.

It is, however, curious to note that though the ‘janmi
’

must have got rid of the ‘ intermediary ’ NAyar holders in

BO many cases, he was still obliged to resort to the richer

cultivator for advances, and appears to be proceeding to

create new mortgage interests for advances, with his direct

tenant or cultivator, just as lie did with the ‘feudal’

kAnakkar.

§12. Examination of Tenure Statistics,

At the risk of being a little tedious, I must give the

analysis of the terms on which these 10,328 plots or

holdings were taken from the ‘ landlord’ direct^ :

—

I. Permanent tenures paying rent, or the rent

being excused

II ‘ Otti ’ tenure. Advances made to the land-

lord to such extent that the interest

covered (and really more than covered)

the landlord’s produce-share, so that there

was also no reduction at the periodical re-

newal

III. The same only where the advances were not

so heavy, and so a renewaMQ^ was charge-

able

IV. The tenant had made advances, leaving some
‘rent ’ i)aya])le to the landlord and liable

to renewal-fees (Mnam) ....
V. Ditto, ditto, but not liable to renewal-fees

(the agreement being so) ...
VI. Simple mortgages for indefinite periods, in

which some rent may or may not bo pay-

able to the mortgagor (panayam)
.

VII. Simple leases on rent for twelve years or
more (verumpattam) ....

In number,

338

33

26

3472

23

123

972

This list is taken from the
n. but the order is slightly
altered, and the explanations ex-

panded so ns to be more easily
understood.
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In number.

VIII. Leases for terms more than one and less than

twelve years 2752

IX. Leases for one year or ‘at will ’ . . . 2589

It will then be convenient to resume the state of the

chief tenures as they now are regarded, premising that in a

book of this kind I cannot pretend to describe every one of

the numerous varieties {all separately named and sometimes

to European eyes most portentously) of tenures. Indeed,

except for a local administrator, the distinctions have often

no value
;
they merely mark whether one or two years’ rent

has been paid in advance, and other such features of detail.

The real or generic distinctions I have already to some

extent indicated. Thus, for instance, the mortgage that

lasts for twelve years and is then liable to a deduction or

renewal fee if the janmi renews, is the kdnam in one of its

various forms. The mortgage not so terniinahle and re-

newable, but like a mortgage elsewhere, is panayam'^. The

peculiar ‘planting’ tenure is knli-kdnam^.

These distinctions are fundamental, and not merely in-

cidental : so where the kdnam amounts to ‘ otti,’ as already

explained, the distinction may be important, because, where

the mortgage is so extensive, it seems that certain forms

w^ere really only to disguise an actual sale, and in fact

the janmi had no right of redemption, though if the

kanakkar proposed to sell his rights, the janmi had a right

of pre-emption^.

§ 13. Results as to the Modern Kdnam Tenure.

Practically, then, the kanakkar is now only a lessee or

mortgagee, as the case may be, with varying powers ac-

cording to the nature of his connection with the janmi.

He may be a practically irremoveable intermediary,

^ A mortgage called undaruti— ^ A kind of mortgage called

in which both principal and in- peruvartam is also a very stiff one.

terest are cleared off by the usii- Here the right of redemption is

fruct—seems exactly like the Me- not lost, but can only be had by
kha-mukhi’ mortgage common in ' paying the market value of the

estate at the time of redemption.
See p. 170, ante.
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because he cannot be redeemed out
;

if not that, he has

always his tenure for twelve years, and then, if the mort-

gage is not renewed, he has to be compensated for all

improvements before being turned out
;
and his annual

payments (‘rent*) to the janmi are regulated by what

remains of a fixed share of the produce, after deducting the

interest due to himself. On the other hand, if, at the end

of the term, he wishes to keep on the land, he must submit

to such renewal fee or premium as he can agree upon with

the landlord. With the planting or reclamation ‘ k^nam
’

(kulik^nam), there is the usual twelve years’ tenure, and

the cultivator cannot be asked to give up at the end of it

without full payment for all permanent improvements,

buildings, and plantations. On the ordinary mortgage

(panayam), there is neither a certain tenure for twelve

years (unless that happens to be the term specified), nor

any question of renewal or deduction fee, nor any compen-

sation for improvements by the outgoing mortgagee.

Simple leases (verumpdttam) are now much in vogue,

varying in terms from a bare subsistence to the tenant

—

the bulk of the produce going to the landlord—to better

contracts when the old customary one-third (of the net

produce) goes to the cultivator and two-thirds to the

landlord.

Simple tenants-at-will or under contract, are called

‘ Pattamkdr.’

§ 14. Law for Teiumt Protection.

A Bill has been prepared for the control of evictions and

the monopoly of land, dealing with the question of evictions

in four sections
;
but it does no more than provide (which

is a usual clause in all Tenant Acts) that eviction can only

take place at a certain date (with reference to the agricul-

tural year and ripening of the harvest, &c.), with the

further addition that the tenant is to receive notice six

months before the intended eviction, and with a provision

that even when a suit for ejectment is filed, the tenant can

prevent forfeiture by paying up his arrears and full costs of

VOL. Ill, N
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suit (or giving security for payment within fifteen days)^

I h^e no information at present regarding the prospects of

the passing of this draft law, or whether it will be regal’ded

as a preliminary measure, or whether it is intended here-

after to recognize certain rights in classes other than

janmis, A.i present it would seem that, besides the pro-

prietor, no one has any protection but what the terms of a

contract give him.

§ 15. Land-Revenue Management

It has already been noted that, when Malabilr was first

annexed, it was placed under the Bombay Presidency. A
joint Commission of Bengal and Bombay officers was

appointed to examine into the state of affairs; and this

Commission, by its proclamation in October 1793, appears

to have taken the first step towards fonnally recognizing

the janmis as owners of the soil After various preliminary

measures, under which the local chieftains were engaged

with to pay a certain revenue for their territories, and
‘ Supervisors ’ endeavoured to control them, the district was

transferred to Madras, and a Collector with assistants was

appointed. It may here be noted, that in the absence of

villages as units of management, some other aggregate had

to be adopted, and local officials appointed. The social

units, tara, grdmam, or cheri, were too small. Under the

old Malabar ‘ Perumals ' there had been a general consti-

tution of small subdivisions called desam, and a head of

each called desavdli. The original nSd was also made use of

as a sort of larger (or tdluk) division, with its nddvali or

executive head, and its desadhikari or accountant. The

desam was thought too small by our first Collectors, while

the Mysore administrative division called ‘hobali,' was

^ The Bill does not attempt to
define (or recover) any right of the
State to tlie unoccupied waste or
forest. All that is assumed is the
right of regulation in each case,
where some one proposfs to culti-
vate waste to an extent not exceed-
ing fifteen acres

; and the question
whether any one has a just claim

to object to the grant of a ‘ patta

'

to cultivate, is a question of fact in

each particular case. The question

can be evaded by the objector or

claimant offering to pay five years'

assessment, in which case the

application to cultivate mmt bo

refused, if the person paying is

* interested ' in the land.
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unsuited. They adopted, therefore, a sort of ‘parish’

grouping now called d.misham (amshom of the books), for

each of which there is a headman, and an accountant

called mendn. In 1803 the first Collector (Major Mac-

leod) endeavoured to make a hasty revision of the assess-

ment ;
but unfortunately, at the same time, he raised the

rates of exchange (in connection with the complicated local

and other systems of coinage of the day). This led

to disturbances, and Major Macleod resigned, and Mr.

Eickards succeeded him. In 1805-6 inqumes were made,

and especially a plan of consulting the landholders, as to

what method of assessing the Government share would be

acceptable to them, was resorted to^

This assessment was called * vilachchaUmM’pdttam'

(calculated in special or peculiar methods). But it proved

unequal and complicated, and would not work. The next

stage is represented by Mr. Warden’s attempt (1805) to get

an enumeration of fields, and of garden trees, and to make

a survey. This is spoken of as the ‘janmi paim^ish.’ But

he was not very successful, and fell back on some earlier

assessments of 1800-j, which he caused to be corrected and

written out. They are said to be, though defective, the

best accounts extant. Being written by Mardthd kaimams,

they were called the ‘ Hinduwi paimdish ’ accounts.

Still the assessments were much complained of, as

appears from Munro’s minute, written after his visit,

which has been alluded to. (Munro was then a member

of a Special Commission for Revising Establishments

and the Administrative System). The chief cause of com-

plaint seems to have been, not so much the assessments

in themselves, as the levy of them on lands that had

deteriorated, and on gardens the trees of which had

* Roughly speaking, this was a of this take 60 per cent, for

division of the pattam. Thus (^wet the State and 40 per cent, for

land is taken fur an example), take the proprietor. Tho Government
the gross produce

;
deduct (accord- share was turned into money at cer-

ing to the known customary ratio) tain rates for the produce at local

the seed, and a similar quantity as value. There was another plan (on
being costs of cultivation. Of tho tho same general principles) for

balance, take Jrd for the cultiva- dividing ‘ garden ’ produce
; 50 per

tor and grds for tho pdttam, and cent, being the Government share.

N 2
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ceased to produce fruit ; and above all, to the sale of

land for arrears, to which the Malabdr janmis were not

accustomed ^ This was followed by the appointment of

Mr. Grsemo, who made an inquiry into the whole adminis-

trative system, and furnished what was described as an

exceptionally able report in 1822 (January i4th)^. He
examined the proportions of the produce the Government

could take, but unfortunately was unable to go into any of

the vital questions (which would really have brought

matters to a satisfactory conclusion), namely, how the

produce was actually shared between the ‘ janmi ’ and

what we should now call the under-proprietors or tenants.

This would have elucidated the subordinate rights, and

enabled Government not only to fix its share in such a way

as to leave a full margin for all the interested parties, but

also to make regulations for securing to each party his

light, Unfortunately the able report of Mr. Grseme did not

do this, and therefore left the tenures in the unsatisfactory

condition that they have so long been in. Still the report

proposed an assessment based on a proportion of the verum-

pattam or actual rent received, as the author calculated it.

The details of his plan are set forth in the District ManuaP,
This was approved of, and Mr. Graeme was sent to

work out his proposals in practice, and revise the assess-

ments. He ascertained the total assessments of ‘ hobalis

'

or circles of villages (which had been fixed by the Myso-

reans) and constituted the ‘Amshom' divisions instead.

Unfortunately, as he then left the district, the detailed

assessment or distribution of the totals on individual

holdings, was left uncompleted, and was afterwards under-

taken by Mr. Vaughan. ‘The principles laid down by

Mr. Grgome were adhered to and are still in force' But

the execution in detail appears not to have been equal to

the design.

^ The popular customs evinced ^ It was Mr. Grceme who organ-
great dislike to sale of lands at all, ized tlie ‘amsliom ' subdivision al-

as evidenced by the repeated mort- luded to above (1822-3), see D. M.
gages, the object of which seems I. 89.
to have been to stave off a sale as ® I. p. 690. § 254, soq.

long as possible.
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As regards the application of Mr. Grseme’s plans to the

various classes of land, it may be noted that, as regards (i)

garden lands, various surveys and inspections were made,

and also periodical revisions of the assessment. These

present no feature of general interest. The great rise in

prices and in the value of garden lands has enabled

revenue collections to go smoothly ever since.

(2) The scheme for ‘wet’ (rice lands in the low valleys)

did not progress so satisfactorily. The accounts of the lands

were false, and the surveys did not advance
;
for which

the heads of amishams were chiefly to blame.

A long series of attempts at a remedy followed. And in

1861 a revision was ordered, going back to the accounts of

1806-10 (Hinduwi paimd-ish) with subsequent corrections

for now cultivation.

(3) Various taluk orders were issued regarding the assess-

ment of ‘ miscellaneous lands,’ which present no feature of

interest. There the reforms came to an end; meanwhile

prices rose and land acquired value, so that rates which

were once heavy became easily payable. The fact seems to

have been both as regards garden land, wet land and mis-

cellaneous crops in the upland and forest, that the soil is so

fertile, the crops generally so good, and the rates so generally

light by reason of increase in prices, that revenue collection

has been in practice easy, however complicated the various

taluk rules seem to the outsider.

A regular Settlement is now in progress. Three survey

parties are at work in the district. In the Wain^d, which

was until recently part of the Malabdr district, a new
Settlement has been introduced, and the Settlement of

P^lghat is begun.

§ 16. The Waindd Settlement,

The principles of the Waindd Settlement are shown by
the following Notification of 29th September, 1886. I have
liot heard of the principles on which the Malabfir taluks

below Ghdt are to be settled.

t VOL. III.
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*

2. The general principles on which this (Wainad) Settle-

ment will be conducted are briefly as follows

-

‘ For the classification of lands two main divisions will be

observed, viz. (a) wet and (b) dry.

^ 3. (a). Wet lands comprise paddy fiats and swamps locally

known as ‘Nilams,’ ‘ Kandams,’ ‘Vayals’ and ‘Kollis.’

‘ (by Dry lauds include all other lands on which dry cul-

tivation (wliether estate', garden, modan, punam, or takkal) is

or can be carried on.

‘ 4. Wet lands will be assessed on a scale of nine rates ex-

tending from a minimum of 8 annas per aero (by increments

of 4 annas) to ii maximum of E. 2-8-0 per acre according to the

various classes or faram to which they belong.

‘ 3. Dry lands will be assessed on a scale of four rates

ranging from a minimum of 8 annas per acre (i)er increments

ot 8 annas; to a maximum of E. 2 per acre. The highest class

(E. 2 per acre) will include forest lands and cofieo, cinchona,

<!^c., cultivation. The second class (E. 1-8 per aero) will include

the better kind of scrub land. The third class (E.i per acre)

will include inferior scrub and best grass land, and the fourth

class (8 annas per acre) will include inferior grass land.

‘ 6. Effect will be given at the Settlement to the decisions

arrived at in the course of the Escheat Inquiry.

* 7. On ail (.Tovernnieiit (revenue-paying) janmam lands,

whether wet or dry, janmabhogam ' at the rate of 8 annas per

acre will bo imposed in a<ldition to assessment, except in the

case of lands acquired bond fide from fictitious janmis whoso

])lace has becui taken up by the State. Occupants of such lands

will only be required to pay to Governinent in addition to

assessment, the janmabhogam, if any, originally agreed upon

between the fictitious janmi and the landholder.

‘ 8. On and after the introduction of the Settlement, all

lands, wet or dry (exci^pt as hereinafter provided), shall only

be taken up or relinquished on the system of “darkhwast”

and ^‘razinania,” subject to a minimum which has been fixed

at half an acre on wet and one acre in dry land.

‘ 9. Forest lands assessed at E. 2 per acre at the Settlement

will not in future be granted on darkhwast, but will only be sold

under the Waste Land Eules.

‘ 10. The (3xisting orders relating to exemption from assess*

'

‘Estate,’ i. c. a grant undor “ The Kcveiiuc payable by j»ui-

Waste-land Rnb's. mis is so ealled.
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ment of tea, coffee, and cinchona for certain periods after

planting will remain in force.

‘ii. House sites will be allowed free to the extent of 25

per cent.
;
any excess being charged at the rate leviable on

the land had it been occupied for cultivation.

‘ 12. Estates held under the Waste Land Kules will not be

affected by the Settlement, but will continue to pay existing

dues on the full extent held.

‘ 13. Existing estates held under private janrafs or under

Government, who have taken the place of fictitious janmfs in

escheat lands, bond fide acquired, will be assessed as follows :

—

‘ On the cultivation at the time of Settlement, the existing

rate of R 2 per acre will be charged, which, with the addition

of six pies per acre on the remaining uncultivated portion of

estate, will constitute the whole assessment of the estate for

the period of Settlement, viz. thirty years. It must, however,

be distinctly understood that the Government reserve to them-

selves the right of enhancing the assessment on any of the

land assessed at six pies the acre, which may subsequently

revert to the State by relinquishment or othenvise.

‘ 14. Estates held on Government patta will be charged the

proper rate per acre on the whole area occupied, according to

the class or classes of land comprised in the holding, whether

cultivated or not, in addition to the present janmabhogam of

8 annas per acre, as in the case of all other Government lands,

wet or dry, held on patta.

^ 15. Temporary or “ Punam ” cultivation, as also “ Takkal
”

or “ Kumeri ” cultivation, will not be allowed in forest lands

of the first class, but only in inferior classes of dry land. This

kind of cultivation will be treated in the following manner :

—

‘ (a). In Government lands a block of land five times the

extent of the cultivation at the time of Settlement will be

marked off and entered in the cultivator’s name. The whole

block will be assessed at one rate lower than would otherwise

be the case, and entered in the pattas; but at the annual

jamabandi the assessment and janmabhogam on the portions

uncultivated during the year will be remitted. No transfer of

lands held on these terms will be recognized.

‘
(&). In private lands the proper rate will be charged on the

extent cultivated.

‘ 16. The Settlement will remain in force for the usual

period of thirty years (from date of introduction), at the ex-
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piry of which time Government reserves the right of mak-

ing any modifications as may then be deemed necessary or

expedient.’

Section IX.—The Njlgtri District.

The Nilgiri (Nflagii-i) District, interesting as it is to the

naturalist and the ethnologist, presents but few features

which interest the student of Land-Kevenue systems. A
mountain country of plateau and valley and forest, the

only cultivation of local inhabitants was

—

(1) The purely shifting cultivation called kumri, prac-

tised by the Kurumba and Irula tribes
;

(2) the cultivation which is indicated by the term

‘bharti,’ which is a sort of intermediate system

between roving and settled cultivation.

But, besides the assessment of this cultivation, and the

recording of rights, the Nilgiris presented other questions, of

which the important ones were, the acquisition of estates

by settlers at Ootacamund and Wellington, and by coffee-

jDlanters and others. These were mixed up with a question

which was long misunderstood, namely, the rights of a

pastoral tribe called Todas or Tiidds (Todawar of some

reports).

The Nilgiri district was acquired in 1799 formed

part of North Coimbatore. As originally constituted, it

comprised only the plateau and the slopes on the north

and east, running down into Coimbatore
;
but various tracts

were afterwards added: e.g. the Kundahnad in i860, and

the Kinnakorai villages in 1881; the Ouchterlony Valley

in 1873 ;
the South-East Wainad in 1877; Merkunad, with

the slopes below Manaar, in 1877. The Ouchterlony

Valley and Wainad have peculiar tenures of their own,

similar to those of Malabdr, of which district they ‘ were

until recently a part
;
they were not included in Mr. R. S.

Benson’s Nilgiri Settlement of 1881-1884.

The original inhabitants of the Nilgiri district had no

settled ideas of land-tenure
;
the curious Tdda tribes are
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graziers only ^
;
the Kurumba and the K6ta, live by kumri

cultivation in the forests, from which, like other tribes, they

are gradually reclaimed to settlements of a permanent

character.

The Badaga tribe (called ‘ Burghers ’ in the early reports)

were the latest comers, and they inhabited the settled

‘ villages,’ and were (with the Kotas to some extent) the

only permanently cultivating class. There is, however,

little that is peculiar about their tenure. The nature of

the country favoured rather the settlement of small

hamlets with a certain area belonging to each. In the

immediate vicinity of the hamlet, the manure from the

cattle ‘ kraals ' enabled a limited area of ‘ home farm ’ or

permanent cultivation to be kept up
;

for the rest, the

poverty of the soil or the habits of the people, or both,

induced them to cultivate only bits here and there, over

the area attached to the hamlet, the rest lying fallow
;

it

was, ill fact, a modified form of kiimri cultivation.

‘Under the “bharti” system,’ writes Mr. Benson, ‘each

cultivator hold from Government a patta for the area of land

which he ordinarily cultivated in each year
;
but the available

land being practically unlimited as compared with the demand

tor it, and being of little value to Government, the cultivator

was i)ermitted to cultivate a different plot each year, shifting

from one place to another at will within certain limits, Init

retaining, by common consent and without payment, a pre-

ferential claim, or lien, on the plots formerly cultivated by

him, and returning to them in rotation after two, three, or

more years, according to the nature of the soil and the period

of fallow which was considered necessary to restore its fer-

tility. Thus, though the area in a man’s patta, and for wdiich

alone he was charged assessment, might be only ten acres, he

was in the habit of cultivating in rotation various plots of land

^aggregating thirty or forty acres, or even more in poor and

^ Thoy live by the produce of they are wild with strangers. The
herds of buffaloes, which the vi- Todas live in curious enclosed,
aitor to Ootacamiind has seen (and domed huts, without doors or
avoided) roaming over the grassy windows, and furnished with a
downs of the ‘Kunda’ or low small aperture into which they
hills on the plateau. Docile enough creep at night. A group of such
to little Toda boys who tend them, huts is called a ‘mand.’
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sparsely-populated tracts. Nor were these several plots defined

or limited or even identified except by the rude names of the

fields entered in the patta at the suggestion of the raiyat or the

caprice of the village headman. There was no demarcation or

survey, and consequently, in practice, the disposal of all lands

lay with the village and subordinate revenue officials. If they

did not wish an applicant for land to be successful, it was easy

to set up some claimant in the locality to petition that ho had

a preferential claim to the land under the bharti
”
privilege,

and they were thus enabled to defeat the object of the appli-

cant or to compel him to buy off their opposition or to purchase

the consent of the claimant.*

The ‘ bharti ’ system was abolished with some flourish \

and a Secretary of State’s sanction, in 1 863 ;
but no one

really paid the slightest attention to the orders, and the

practice continued as before. Such a system, in fact, could

only be abolished eflfectnally by the one thing that was

not attempted, i. e. demarcation and survey. It has come

to an end now under Mr. Benson’s Settlement, because both

these operations have been performed.

The bhdrti cultivators got one-fifth of their nominal

holding (‘ patta ’ lands) at one-fourth of the sanctioned as-

sessment, as an allowance for fallow, technically described

as ‘iyen’ or ‘ain-grass.’ They were further allowed to

hold an additional grazing-lease—which was supposed to

be for inferior land (purava-pillu-vari), at one-fourth rates

till they cultivated, or some one else applied for the land.

These two privileges, it was said, led to abuses (as might

be expected where there was no definition or demarcation),

and they might be made Use of seriously to impede the

spread of real cultivation.

The attempt at abolition consisted in the grant of con-

siderably reduced assessment-rates, on the supposition that

no Barjaga retained any right in any area that he did not

actually pay for as entered in his pattd
;
and this was

supposed (as sanctioned by the Secretary of State) to ap-

ply to only 29,000 acres, then declared to be the total area

^ See, for instance, atpp. 321 and 323, Nilgiri D,M.
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held by the tribe. This was afterwards ignored when, in

1870, a survey was begun ^

In the Kundahndd, a system of management (well-known

also in Burma and other forest-covered localities) was

practised. The system was known as erkadu and kothu-

kadu. It consisted in levying a rate or tax for each

plough (er) or hoe {hothu). The cultivator then cleared

and sowed where he pleased. ‘No restrictions,’ says Mr.

Benson, ' even on the felling of forests, were imposed, so

that the hill-sides and valleys were cleared at will.’ This

system survived in Kinnakorai down to 1881.

§ 1. Supposed Rights of the Todas.

We have now briefly to notice the T6das and their rights

in connection with the question of European and other

settlements at Ootacamund (Uttakamand) and in the dis-

trict generally under waste land and other rules.

The Tddas, who were not a cultivating class, had, in old

days, levied or received a grain-tribute (gudfi = basketful)

from the cultivating tribes. On this grain, together with

the produce of their buffalo-herds, they subsisted. Various

authorities supported or denied according to their views

of the facts, any right on the part of these Todas, who,

whatever may have been their claims to a just location

and privileges, certainly never had any pretence to be

general owners of the land or overlords of the Badagas, or

anything of the kind. However, at one time, a number of

persons at Ootacamund purchased land from them, imagin-

ing they got a good title
;
and apparently took up a con-

siderable area of ground all round the house-site in conse-

quence. In 1828, the Tdda claims ^verc so far admitted

that building sites could be taken up only on paying a
fixed compensation

;
and the Home Government had laid

down some prohibitions about Europeans taking lands for

' Soo the rules laid down as to to be landowner of the whole pla-
luiauthorized occupation, Ac., D,M. teau and compared with the ianwn'

(note). ofMalabar! See the right explained
Ibis claim was soinotimes mag* and the absurd ideas exposed, in

“ n.Ml till the Tuda was made out I). M. p. 328.
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cultivation without the assent of ‘ all parties possessing an

interest in the soil and in the rents.’ But it seems that

when lands for cultivation wore applied for by settlers,

these principles were not attended to
;
a quit-rent of R. 5^^

per ‘ cawnie
'
(about one-and-a-third acres) was taken for

Government, and that was all. But still people found that
it was convenient, by paying ten to fifty rapees to a T6da,
to got what they supposed would pass as a title to lands

;

and so the question of ‘ Tdda rights ’ was kept alivo. The
Didr'ui Mamwl gives an account of the subsequent at-
tempts to settle the T6da question. The claims of this
small tribe were in reality quite simple, but they had grown
and become complicated by misunderstanding

; moreover,
the Tddas themselves, hearing of the whole matter, and
probably inspired by petty revenue officials, began vaguely
to imagine gi-eat things, and to refuse the compensation
offered them *. The matter hung in tho air till j 843, when
the Court of Directors finally decided it^*. Some rules
were then made (not sanctioned till 1849) and remained
until the ‘waste land ’ rules of 1863 came into force.
The Tcklas have now been secured in their ‘ mamls ’ or

settlements,, and a reserve of grazing- and wood-land is

allotted to each
; but, even though the pattds of the Tddas

are declared non-transferable, ‘ the intention of Government
has easily been defeated by a system of sub-letting, whicli
has converted the home-lands of several “mands” into
potato-fields and market-gardens.’ In 1883 Government
sanctioned the levy of a heavy penal assessment on lands
granted on favourable tenure if alienated by sale, lease,
or otheraise. This ruling will doubtless check the prac-
ice . he T6(la land is subject to the really nominal
and-revenue of two annas an acre

;
and that is the only

charge upon it.

2
"*34, ot scq.

000 tlio Despatch No. 20
in iheD.3/.

pp. 339-41.

** The rates are R. 1000 poi’

acre on forest, and R. 100 on grass

lands.
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§ a. Z««c? hM by Settlers and Immigrants.

On this subject I cannot do better than follow Mr.

Benson’s Settlement Itepwt:~

‘The first European settlers bought lands, as has been
already noticed, from the Todas; but in 1828, Government
required them to take out leases from Government and im-

posed an assessment of pagodas (R.5-4) on each cawnie
(1-32 acres) of land thus leased. Many properties are still

held on these old leases. This high rate of assessment was
held to apply to all lands, even those held for agricultural

purposes, in the uplands of Todanad. This rate was consi-

dered to be excessive and likely to chock the extension of culti-

vation
;
so in 1836, Government, at Mr. Sullivan’s suggestion,

reduced the rates on cultivated lands at a distance from
Ootacamund to an equality with those paid by the Badagas,
but imposed special double rates on cultivated lands taken up
by immigi'ants in Ootacamund, on the ground that the land
was exceptionally rich, and that a good market for produce
was close at hand. The limits within which these higher
ates prevailed are those now known as the limits of the
Ootacamund settlement. In the same year, it was deter-
mined that the assessment on house-sites should be reduced to
R. ,'5-4 for the first cawnio only of the area occupied, the
remainder being charged at R. 1-2-4 per cawnie. In 1842, an
elabor/ito manual of rules for the disposal of lands was drawn
up, but it did not come into force until 1849 on the comple-
tion of Mr. Ouchterlony’s survey. It provided for the gi-ant of
thirty yeara' leases for agricultural purposes and ninety-nino
years’ le.ascs for building sites, the latter being renewable every
Uiirty-three years. Many conditions (now rarely observed) are
inserted in these leases, and, in particular, one which provides
that on the e.xi)iration of the lease, the land with its buildings
reverts absolutely to Government. In the cantonment of
Wellington, l^ses for fifty years are granted under si'mi'lni-

mt not identical conditions. Some modifications wore intro-
uced in 1858, and in the following year the redemption of the
and-tax was authorized at twenty years’ purchase, subsequently
raised to twenty-five years’ purchase.

ai

‘The abolition of the “bharti” system, which has been Waste

^ y noticed, was the necessary preliminary to any general
ystem of auction sales of land such as the Government had

'
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for some time been desirous of introducing. So long as large

and indefinite claims under the ^^hhartV* system could be

brought forward and supported by the kinsfolk and friends of

the claimants, who were usually the only witnesses that could

be examined as to the validity of the claims, it was practically

impossible for applicants to obtain land from Government.

On its abolition, therefore, the Waste Land Kules of 1863,

which had long been under discussion, were finally adopted,

and the (General) Act* XXIII of 1863 was passed to facilitate

the disposal of claims made to lands about to be sold under the

rules. The main provisions of these rules were that land was

to be demarcated and surveyed on being applied for, and was

then to be sold to the highest bidder, subject to an upset price to

cover the cost of survey, and subject also to an annual assess-

ment of R. 2 per acre of forest and R. i per acre of grass land.

The fissessment on grass lands was reduced to 8 annas per acre

by order of Government in 1871, and, from time to time, con-

siderable relaxations have been made by exempting land from

assessment for some years after its purchase.

‘ It is to be noticed that neither the Waste Land Rules, nor

the simple rates introduced by Mr. Grant in 1862, have ever

been applied to the Settlement village of Musinigudi, that is,

to the tract of country lying between the foot of the hills on

the Sfgiir side and the Moyar river. Lands there are still

obtained under the durlchast** (simple application) system

prevalent in the low countiy, and numerous rates of assess-

ment, all containing fractions of an anna, still prevail un-

changed since the beginning of the century. The survey of all

estates in this tract was completed with the general survey of

the district and the survey of all patta lands and the revision

of assessments therein has recently been ordered.—G. 0. No,

986, dated 4th September, 1884.
* When the Waste Land Rules wore passed, it was decided

that henceforth no land should be granted to any one, not even

to the Hill tribes, except under those rules. Considerable areas

were sold to European planters during the first three years after

the rules were in force, but they were never popular and the

sales soon fell off. Between 1867 and 1874, the sales never

exceeded 850 acres in any one year, and in 1868-69 they only

amounted to four acres 1 The district was without an adequate

staff of officials. Great delay occurred in the survey and sale

of land applied for, When the sale took place, there was
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nothing to prevent an outsider from coming in and buying the

land over the applicant’s head or bidding him up to such a

figure as effectually depleted his cash-balance and left him

unable to develop the estate. Sometimes this was done through

mere enmity, more often to prevent new-comers from obtain-

ing land near existing estates and thus reducing the supply of

labour and manure
;
or in the hope that the purchaser would

be able to sell the land (as he often did) a few days after the

auction to the disappointed applicant,* who would often, on

consideration, think it better to pay an enhanced price rather

than incur the delay, uncertainty, and expense of making a

fresh application.

^ Prior to 1870, blocks of land applied for under the Waste Generjil

Land Kules, and properties in and about the Settlements

Ootacamund, Coonoor, and Kotagiri, had been, from time to 1878.

’

time, surveyed, but it was not until 1870 that a general survey

of all lands was ordered, including lands in the occupation of

the Hill tribes. Owing to the want of village establishments,

the uiihealthiness of the district, the advent of famine (1876-

78), and other causes, the survey proceeded slowly and was not

completed until about 1880. In its course it was found that,

owing to the increase in the numbers of the Hill tribes, mainly

Badagas, the area actually under cultivation by them had greatly

increased since the pattas of 1862 had been given to them.

Scarcely an acre of land had been bought by them under the

Waste Land Kules, but the position of their patta lands were

undefined, and there was no one to chock their acts. Con-

sequently, they had gone on increasing their cultivation at will

as their numbers grew ,* and they, moreover, still practised the

^^hharti” (or roving) system of their ancestors, which was

nominally abolished in 1862, but which really still flourished

without let or hindrance. The Survey officem thus found the

Ilillmen actually cultivating more land than was in their pattas

and claiming still larger areas, on the ground that they had

recently cultivated them and had a prescriptive right to hold

them. There would, undoubtedly, have been extreme hard-

ship in an order to recognize the pattadars’ title only to the

areas shown in. their pattas; and, consequently, orders were

issued to treat the pattadars liberally. In fact, the operation

which Mr. Grant thought he had effected in 1862 was now
again (or, perhaps, more accurately for the first time) to be

carried out. In practice, each man was allowed to take up
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whatever land he had at any time cultivated under the

system, and often, too, adjoining lands which had

never been cultivated, but which might soon be useful either

for extension of cultivation or for sale to other persons
;

for, in

order to avoid the risks and inconvenience inseparable from ap-

plications under the Waste Land Rules, planters had now begun

to apply to native landowners rather than to Government for

such land as they required, and the more frequently when
Government began to refuse applications for forest land, which

is the only kind suitable for coffee-planting.

‘ It is true Badagas rarely had land in localities suitable for

coffee-planters, but then there was nothing to fix the position

of the lands shown in their pattas. No one, in fact, know the

position except the owners and the men of their own village.

It was easy to make an arrangement by which they should all

agree to say that the land was in a certain spot which had been

fixed upon as suitable for a coffee or other plantation. The

subordinate officials of both the Revenue and Survey Depart-

ments wore poor and easily open to persuasion. Indeed, in

many cases, they either obtained, or intended to obtain, land in

this way themselves. Little by little the practice, which

had begun in fear and trembling, grew with impunity into a

regular system, and embraced large areas in its operation.

Owing to the existence of the Irulas and Kurumbas of the

jungle, it was often possible to find small patches of land

which had once been cleared in the midst of the virgin forest,

and this lent colour to the misappropriations, and it was

always easy to assert that small, poor forest was, in reality,

secondary growth and had once been cleared. Many thousands

of acres of Government land (grass, scrub, and virgin forest)

were thus claimed and demarcated as private property. It

was not uncommon to claim a couple of hundred acres of forest

or scrub under a patta for a half-a-dozen acres of ordinary land

in some distant village. In one case I remember 1000 acres

on the Hulikal slopes were claimed under a patta for i bullah

(3'82 acres).

^ Owing to the position of the subordinate Revenue and

Survey officials, as already noticed, and the paucity of superior

officers, this state of affairs did not come prominently to notice

until the complete survey registers began to come in, and pattas

were under preparation for the areas as ascertained by survey.

Indeed, pattas for the three settlements and for Merkanad were
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issued in, or prior to, 1878, without much notice having been

taken of the excess lands included by survey with the private

holdings. In that year, however, Colonel Cloete (the Superin-

tendent of Survey) and Mr. Barlow (Commissioner as he was

then called) of the district, got information of the state of

affairs, and several reports were written, which are embodied

in G.O. No. 793, dated 5th April, 1879. This order laid down

certain general rules for dealing with all cases of excess, and

some few were settled in accordance with its principles.

‘The state of the revenue accounts also and of tho village Shite of

establishment, required revision. There were no revenue vil-
’

lages, for the old nads (sometimes called villages) more pro- counts,

perly corresponded to taluks or divisions. Todanad alone

contains 217,000 acres. There were hardly any village esta-

blishments, and such as existed were miserably remunerated.

Scarcely a headman in the district could read, and the land-

revenue accounts of all lands, except those in the quit-rent and

plantation registers, were supposed to be kept by four karnams,

each paid about R3 per iiKuisem. As a fact, it may be said

that no accounts were kept except the chitta (individual

lodger) and some imperfect collection accounts. Many of the

original accounts had been destroyed by the persons interested,

after the revelations of 1878, with a view to hinder the prose-

cutions then ordered. The quit-rent and plantation-registers,

which related mostly to the lands of European planters or to

lands in Coonoor and Ootacaniund, wore kept in the Commis-

sioner’s Office, and, as the bills for assessment were also issued

from his office, much of his time was spent in matters which

would properly devolve on the Tahsildars. It often happened,

too, that, between these several registers kept by the karnam and

the Commissioner, land escaped registration (and assessment)

altogether. Each office thought that the land was in the

other’s register. There were no general registers for fixed

areas, nor did the registers usually state the tenure on which

any land was held. Some lands were ordinary patta lands.

Others were held on restricted pattiis, of which there were

three classes those issued to (i) Europeans, (2) Todas, and

(3) Irulas. Other lands were held under Waste Land Rules,

deeds, or under permanent pattas or under ninety-nine years’

leases, or (in Wellington) fifty years’ leases. There were also

ffuit-rent lands not held on lease, and free-holds and firewood

allotments and lands held on special deeds or terms. In such

VOL. Ill, 0
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a multiplicity of titles, it is easy to see how important it is that

the register should be clear and well kept\*

All this confusion has now been brought to an end by

Mr. K. S. Benson’s Settlement and this has been followed

by a proper organization of village and revenue establish-

ments. For Settlement purposes the four nMs settled were

divided into tliirty-six ‘villages.’ There were prepared

at Settlement, the usual general register of lands, and from

it the chitta (or individual ledger) each holder’s lands.

Descriptive memoirs of the villages were also prepared and

printed To those have been added brief descriptive

memoirs of each important estate, to the number of 248,

and embracing more than 41,400 acres.

^ It sliould ho roniombcred that

the Sottloiiu iit Rules or Instruc-

tions oni]»owerod tlio Sotthuiuuit

Otticer to make grants of land
during tlio progress of operations,

at certain rates and on certain

terms : this was a valua])lo pow(*r,

hccause it ('uabled him to satisfy a
number of people who w<‘r(‘ touche<l

by the necessary op(‘rations of

registration, &o., which put an end
to vague claims and a hope of lu'ing

able to do as they pleast'd, on Iho
part of many. Tlu' total grants so

made \v('i'e of 8451 acres assessed
at R 10,886,

' The levenue work of (ho district

is now extn-mely simj»l(‘. Not-
withstanding th(i large increase in
the r<iNemie, over 99 p, c. was col-

lected witliout difliculty in the past
year. Foiinerly 50 p. c. was not
uncommmily left uncollected.

^ The Mtiinoir contains—
\^i) A jioto as to the situation

and boundaries.
(2'' A statement of the areas

included.

(3; Some statistics of demarca-
tion marks.

(4) Some statistics of the po-

pulation, number ofhouses,

of pattas, and of cattle.

(5) A statement of the area

actually cultivated with
various kinds of crops.

(6) A iiot<; showing the total

increase of assessment by
the Settlement .accounts.

(7) A descriptive memoir of

each important estate

showing its position, the

lands Included in it, the

histoiy of theiracquisition,

the aroius of the crops

culiivat(‘d, the former and
])res(‘ni owners, and the

assessment.

k8) a list of all demarcated
and res(‘rved fort'sts, with

their position and arens,

and names, if any.

(9'! A similar list of all dcumu’-

cated and reservc'd swamps.

(10) A rough ey(*-sketch of tla'

village indicating itsboun-

darh's and tlui chief ham-

lets, roads, streams, estates,

and gra/ing-grounds on it.

(11) Tho general field-register,

showing tho number and

name of each field, its

rate of assessment, area

and total assessment, ami

tho name of tho owm'i*,

with remarks as to the

tenure on which it is held

;

or, if Government reserve,

tho purpose for which it

resorv(‘(l.

(12) An abstract showing tho

areas occupied as freehold

or subject to each rate of

assessment
;

tho grants

made at Settlement ;

thiJ

various .areas reserved as

forest, grazing-ground, &o.

;

and the areas available for

sale, &c.
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CHAPTER 1.

THE SUEVEY AND SETTLEMENT.

Section I.—Introductory and Historical.

§ I. Comparison of the Bombay System to that of Madras.

The Bombay RaiyatwarI system has its points of

resemblance to that of Madras, inasmuch as it proceeds

on the same general plan—-a survey of the land,* a division

of it into ‘survey numbers,’ i.e. blocks more or less re-

presenting the individual holdings, and a determination of

the Government revenue rate to bo assessed on each field.

It allows the raiyat the same privilege of relinquishing any

field he does not wish to hold, by giving in his ‘ rdzin^ma,’

or notice of his desbe to relinquish, in proper time
;

it

allows him also to apply for any unoccupied lot that is

available. It treats the ‘waste land’ in villages and

outside villages, on similar principles. Each system has

its ‘jamabandi’ or annual determination of the raiyat’s

revenue liability.

But in many matters of detail and some of principle

(e. the method of assessment) the systems are dissimilar.

In Bombay the system is comprehensively treated and

legalized in a ‘Revenue Code’ (Bombay Act V of 1879,

as amended by IV of 1886), which is as good a specimen

of clear and logicial expression of land-law as is to be

found on the Indian Statute Book. Rules made under

this Act and the Standing Orders of Government—to be

found in the well-known Revenue Handbook (Nairne

and Acworth)—give the necessary subsidiary details.

There is also a Sw^ey and Settlement Manual, published
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in i 88!Z^ In the present chapters I have constantly

referred to these authorities, as well as to the ‘ permanent
’

chapters (marked with red letter headings) in the Ad-

ministration Report of 188:^-83 (by Colonel the Honour-

able W. C. Anderson), which describe the system as well

as the history of the Survey Department, and then some-

what briefly reviews the land-tenures. There is also

Mr. Campbells Gazetteer of Bombay which goes into de-

tail about the tenures of land, in the appropriate District

Volumes. To these authorities I may add some valuable

papers of the late Mr. W. G. Fodder’s on Guzardt and

the tenures of that interesting province
;
and I have made

use of various Settlement Reports (including the first

Revision Repoit on Indapur), and the Government Reso-

lutions regarding revision of Settlements, the assessment

of lands improved by the skill and capital of the raiyat,

and other important matters'-^.

I take this opportunity of stating that, as far as

possible, I have excluded the northern province of Sindh

from my remarks, reserving that province for a separate

chapter. Its revenue Settlement, though ‘ raiyatwari,’

presents special features
;
and its tenures are wholly local

and unconnected with those of Western India.

^ Tho student cannot help re-

gretting that this work was not at

any rate accompanied by a set of
chapters which would really make
it a ‘Manual.’ As it stands, it is

simply a collection of correspon-
dence beginning with the Joint

Hepoit of 1847, and going oft to

the debates on the former Revenue
Survey Act (I of 1865), which have
a very limited interest, and con-
cluding with some later collections
of rules under the Code, and other
useful orders. There is neither
explanation nor comment

; so that,
unless reading under tlie guidance
of a local teacher, the student is

perpetually puzzled to know whe-
ther any particular paragraph re-

presents what is tho nile and prac-

tice of tho present day, or not.
^ I must express my indebted-

ness to Mr. Alex. Rogers for his

paper (read before the East India

Association, vol. xiv. Feb. 1882), on

the land-tenures in Bombay
;
also

to notes communicated by Mr. T.

H. Stewart, Commissioner, North-
ern Division, and by Mr. A. fS.

Bulkley, Settlement Commissioner,
and to an interesting Report of

Colonel Anderson’s, No. 1045 of

1880 (7th October), regarding the

revision of Settlements, and to tho

Government Resolution,No. 2169 of

26th May, 1884, explaining the

.policy of Government in regard to

survey and assessments.
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§ 2. The Divisions of Territoi'y and their History.

The chief divisions of territory included in the Bombay

Presidency (excluding Sindh) may be now summarized. It

will be remembered that, geographically, the Presidency

represents Western India. It includes territory which knew

the old (Aryan) Eajput system, and also in later times, the

sway of the Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan
;
and it is

the home {par excellence) of the Mardthas. The main

features of the country are that a strip of low and fertile

land on the sea-board, is succeeded by a long line of hills

—the Western GhAts, marked by an abundant rainfall and

much evergreen forest along the crest of the range. These

hills again arc succeeded, not by a plain country of the

same general level as the coast districts, but by a table-

land of varied surface, but of generally high level, part

of which is dry and not very fertile—forming the table-

land of the ‘Dakhan.’ Regarded territorially, we may

distinguish :~(i) the Northern part or Guzar^t; (present

Districts of Ahmadabdd, Kaira (Khera), Broach (Bharoch),

Surat, and the Panch Mahdls). This tract was longest

under Muhammadan rule, and has, therefore, most felt the

influence of that system; (2) The ‘ Dakhan ’ districts (above

Ghat, i.e. inland of the Western Coast range) are Khandesh,

Nasik, Ahmadnagar, Poona (Puna), ShoMpur, and Satara

;

these were also, more or less, under Muhammadan influence,

but exhibit chiefly the results of the later Mardtha rule

—

a rule which, when settled as it was in these parts, did

not do much to disturb the existing administrative and

social organization of district and village, though it must

have been felt as oppressive by the people, owing to the

raising of the revenue-rates^; (3)
The Bombay Karn^tak,

’ Tho student will do well to thirteenth centu^ a. n. The first

refresh his memory both as to the Delhiempire survived till 1345,when
Muhammadan inlluence south of tho great kingdom of the Bahmanis
the Narbada river and also as to arose, which split up into the
the Marathit Confederacy, by re- Niaim Shith Dynasty of Ahmed-
ferring to tho article ‘ India ’ in tho nagar, &c., that of Bijilpur (’Adil

^pcrial GascttecTj or some standard Shah) and Golkanda (^Kutb Shah),
History. The Dakhan districts and two smaller ones, Bidar and
Wore first conquered by Moslem Borar, which became extinct before

power in the last years of tho 1630 a. d. After a time they were
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popularly called the ‘South Marathd country* (Belgium,

Dhdrwdr, and Bijapur, belonging to what are called the

black-soil plains of the Dakhan), also under Marathd rule.

This country is distinguished by the fact that the popula-

tion is partly Kanarese-speaking. To some extent it felt

Muhammadan influence during the reign of the Mysore

Sultans. (4) The district of North Kanjtra, finally attached

to the Bombay Presidency in 1862, is a Canarcse district,

also for a time belonging to Mysore, and exhibiting certain

peculiarities in its land-tenures
; (5)

‘ The Konkdn ’ con-

sists of the three seaboard-districts below Ghat—Thdnd (in

which is the city of Bombay), Kolaba, and Ratndgin. Those

were mostly Maratlui provinces, distinguished by the pe-

culiar revenue-farming arrangements which have given

occasion for special legislation on the subject of the ‘Khoti’

tenure.

It will be sufficient here to recall the general fact that,

passing over the early settlement at Suiit, and the ac-

quisition of ‘Bombay Island,’ a portion of the Guzariit

districts became British in 1802-3 (second Marathfi War):

the greater part of the Presidency was acquired after the

fall of the Peshwa in 1818 h

attacked by the Muglials from Del-

hi, and a suicidal struggle went
on for some years between tlie two,

resulting in a brief subjection of

the whole Dakhan to Delhi, which
the Marathas took advantage of. In
fact, the Marathas sided first with
one and then with the other, and
ultimately crushed both. The Ma-
ratha history is in reality a long

one. For Maratha races boro rule

and fell again in earlier times
;
and

traces of tlieir rule are observable

in certain facts about tho Dakhan
villages. They appear to have suc-

cumbed again to invasions from
tlie North, the conquerors having
left their mark in tho well-known
cave sculptures which indicate that
they adopted tho Buddhist faith.

All this was long before tho last

and gr(5at development of tho
Mardtlul power as wo know it.

This may be said to commence with
Sivaji’s coming forth as Kajjl in

1664-74, tho principal feature belli"

the rise of tho other brouclus.

th(5 Bhohshl of the Berars (^out nJ’

this lainily camo tho Nagpur pro-

vince which passed under Britihli

rule in 1854), the Indore (Holk.ir

and Gwalior (Sindhia) branches,

and that of Baroda. It was Ihc

Benir branch that attacked Bengil

and Orissa : tho central power

(the Peshwii) was defeated in tlie

north by Lord Lake, resulting ia

the treaty of Anjangam (December

30, 1803), and tho cession not only

of some Bombay territory but also

part of Bundelkhand, and districts

on tho Jamnd River in tho nortli.

Finally, tho disruption of tlic

Pesliwii’s kingdom in 1817, brouglit

tho other territories to Bombay,

and saw the downfall of the Ma-

nitlui Confederacy.
^ These dates of acquisition are

general. There have been many

minor changes before and
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These dates at once indicate that the Bombay districts

came under British Revenue Administration just when

the Madras districts were going through the experimental

stages of management which have been described in

Chapter I of the account of that Presidency. Historically,

the Bombay Settlement system came after the Bengal

Permanent Settlement, and after the North-West Provinces

village system had received the first beginnings of its final

form under Reg. VII of 1822. It came also after the first

Madras raiyatwari Settlements, but before the final de-

velopment of that system which may be said to date from

1855. The Bombay system began in 1835, but may really

be dated from the time of its development into uniformity

in 1847.

§ 3. The Mardtlid Organization as preliminary to our

Own,

Before we proceed to consider the modern Survey

system, let us take a brief glance at the organization of

the districts as they were left by the Marathas.

The student should boar in mind that these clans, though

peculiar in some of their ideas and customs, were Hindus

(being probably a mixed race of Dravidian origin, which

had adopted the Hindu social system and religious ideas).

They accordingly organized their affairs very much ou

the traditional Aryan or Hindu model
;

nevertheless,

their methods had been a good deal influenced by the

practice which originated with the Mughal empire, or

with the independent Dakhan kingdoms.

The Hindu organization (I may repeat—for the fact is

too commonly forgotten) is twofold. Two systems exist

side by side—the State organization, and the village or

Tlie British territoiy (as a glance fiocl by arranging the cession of
«it the map shows) is, in parts, much particular villages It is perhaps

with the territories of partly owing to this admixture of
Native States and Chiefships more territoiy that the Settlement opera-
j^r less independent. Occasional tions go so much more by taluks
lapses have added villages or than by whole districts and Collec-
talukas to the British districts

;
torates, though this is not tho chief

and in times past, for convenience reason,
iiako, boundaries liave been slmpli-
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social organization. As regards the latter, ancient Hindu

government is chiefly associated with that type of village in

which every landholder is a separate unit, concerned only

with his own cultivation and revenue payment. In early

days he paid his revenue in kind, giving the customary

grain-dues to the ‘bara bulauti’—the village staff of

officials and artizans, and to the Brahmans or other re-

ligious body, and also to the king. The headman and

the accountant are both hereditary and often have their

‘watan,’ or dearly-prized estate in land, field (together

with other privileges) in virtue of office. The oflico of

headman is sometimes twofold; there may be the head-

man connected with the old village families, and another

appointed by the ruler
;
and where this is not the case, the

headman must be regarded as the connecting link between

the State organization and the village
;

and rather as

belonging to the former than to tho latter.

The State had at its head the Rdja, and under him a

number of chiefs, who were bound to render military

service. In the case of the Maratha States, there was a

confederacy ^
;

each prince or chief held his own state,

but in a certain subordination to the Peshwd who held

his court at Poona. Each ruler and each chief took

revenue from his own domain only ; no revenue was

paid by the feudal subordinate to a superior, only service

in the field and contributions or aids in times of danger.

The Hindu territorial administration which connects the

villages with the entire government system, was (as we

sec it described in Manu), a sort of successive enlargement

of the village government^. A group of ten or more

villages formed a ‘ prant,* and several prdnts united formed

a ‘ des,^ each with its headman (desAi or desmukh) and its

head-accountant (DespAndya). These, in fact, were for the

‘ des ’ what the patel and the village kulkami or grdma-

lekhak*"*, were for the village^ Above the ‘des* a still

^ Including tho Rajas of Satdra, of * Sco vol. I. chap. v. p. 354.

Kohlapur, Ilolkar (Indore State), ® Grant Duff, p. 36.

Sindhia (Gwalor or Gwalior;, tho * For an account of the

Gaekwad of Baroda, &c. State and Government orgaiiizi^'
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larger group was recognized, presided over by the Sirdes-

mukh and the Sirdespandya
;
some families still retain these

titles, presumably because some ancestor once hold the

office.

The MarSthSs, however, often adopted, with some modi-
fications, the Muhammadan ruler’s local division of terri-

tory, and that again was a division based on still earlier

forms k

The whole province was still called Suba or Sir-suba.

Under this the major division was the ‘ Sarkar,’ comprising

ten to forty ‘ districts ’ (pargana or mahal). The ‘ district**

contained fifty to a hundred villages, and was presided over
by a kamisdar (or kam^fsidar) a sort of Collector : he had
his staff of ‘krirkun’ or agents, and his ‘sibandi,’ a body
of which the members may bo described as half militiaman,

half bailiff. The Kamisdar was placed by the Marathas
over the earlier and hereditary pargana officers, who were
the district headmen,— ‘ mandloi ’ or ‘ chaudhari,’ or ‘zarain-

dar’ (always called zaminddr in the Rajput States), also

called ‘desmukh’ ‘desi’ or *desai.’ These latter officials

had a ‘mlnkilr’ (subsistence) allowance and a ‘lani’ or
small percentage on the revenue collected, also a ‘ bhet

’

(or bhent), viz. a rupee or two from each village. The
Maiathas were jealous of this class of officer (and with

tion, SCO Malcolm, vol. i. p. 433,
soq., and for tlio Revcimo adinii
tmtion, vol. ii. (p. 39^ seq.).

An
is an cxamplo : in 1

Attavisi or twonty-oight-pargai
tlie hurat province, which ca

under iiritish rule in a. d. 1803, i

rovenuo was then farmed by certj
jjj’reditaiy officers called ‘des,

])o.sition and functions of i

00^!.! -

liv r
^ ^ having been delir

n (decree) of the Empei
Aurangzeb. Their duties were

’ «ess, collect, and to pay over

thn revenue due
^^cultivators: their remnnerati
i^uides some fees and free lane

tioriQ^ colh

desai’fn
was oj

«auo each pargana; but as tin

went on, the dcsjli families, accord-
ing to Hindu custom, divided their

rights according to tlni rule of

inheritance, allotting the super-
vision of single village's or even
shares of villages, to individuals

;

that is, each membt'r of the family
assumed the management and the
emoluments of a division of the
pargana corresponding to his share
in the hereditary interest in the
office. (Redder, Jourmd Soc. Arts,

vol. xxxi, April 1883, p. 521.) Mr.
Redder goes on to say that the
ManUhas allowed the desais to

farm the revenues of their villages,

and that they were on the high
road to become proprietors

;
and at

one time the possibility of a Settle-

ment with them was discussed by
our Government.
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reason—for under a lax administration they grew into

groat power, and absorbed the lands and intercepted much

revenue).

Under them was the pargana kanungo, with his staff

of ‘ mirdahas ’ or land-measurers. The Hindu title was dc?-

pandya or des-lekhak
;
they had only half the allowances

of the former class. Both were however ‘ watanddr/ i.e.

had lands which were held along with the dignity of office,

and became hereditary.

The pargana was subdivided into ‘ talukds ’ or ‘ tappas,’

small circles of villages (five—twenty or thirty villages).

The early Hindus did not trouble about measuring land,

because they always took their revenue in kind ; but it

was otherwise under the Moslem and Mardtha rule.

‘All ground/ says Malcolm’, ‘bo it ever so waste or hilly,

is included in these divisions, which are marked by natural or

artificial boundaries, such as rivers, water-courses, ranges of

hills, trees, rocks, ridges, or lines between any two remarkable

objects. The lands were measured, including the space occu-

pied by tanks, wells, and houses, &c., in the time of the Mughal

Government
;
and this record of measurement was lodged iu

the office of every zamindar (desmukli, &c.) of a district, as well

as in the “ fardnavi's’s ” office ^ Several of the records have been

saved
;
but where they are lost, the ease with which the memory

of the respective limits is preserved by the hereditary officers

of the district and village to whom this duty belongs, is veiy

extraordinary.’

§ 4. System of Revenue Settlement under Native

Rulers,

In the days of the Empire, Shdh JahSn(i637 A.D.) intro-

duced the Akbarian survey and Settlement into the Dakhan.

(The land was measured with standard measures and was

assessed at one-fourth of the calculated average produce

commuted into cash and fixed for ten years. Murshid Qnli

Khdn was employed for twenty years on this task. The

' Vol. ii. p. 5. or ‘ Secretariata ' of the Mardtha

* One of the State Departments Rdjil.
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assessment was known as ‘tankhl* The name is really

derived from the silver coin which was used in lieu of the

old copper ^taka but the term has become synonymous
with a fixed assessment in the lump on a village. In the

independent Dakhan Kingdoms, the Ahmadnagar Minis-

ter, Malik Ambar (he died a.d. 1626) pursued a similar but
not identical system 2. His assessments varied with the

crop and were not fixed like the Mughal Settlements

:

they were also lump-assessments on the village (in some
cases). Grant Duff mentions that where the assessment was
in kind it was two-fifths of the produce : and that where
there was a cash-assessment, it equalled in value one-third

of the produce.

When the Mardthas came into power, they took the
revenue in money on the basis of the older measurements,
but they ignored the lump-sum village (tankha) assess-

ments, and made (a.d. 1784-85) a new ‘kamal’ assessment,
field by fields based on a classification of soils. In Poona
(fo) instance) this plan nearly doubled the old tankhd
assessment. They seem to have taken for irrigated land,

garden-land, and for land growing opium and sugarcane,
rates^ varying from R. 5 to R. 6, R. 8, and R. 10 per
bi'gha; dry crops were assessed at R. i to R. 1-8 the bigha

^ Grant Duff, vol. i. p. io6.
See Giant Duff, i. 8o, where an

account of Malik 'Ainhar’s lii,story
given. In ]iis land 8eitlements,

h'' greatly resiored the ‘ inirasidars,’
and made joint Sottlcinenis for
wJiolo villages, wlieneo it was
stated in some of tlio Madras notes
nn mirasi rights—of course, by an
o^Donout—that a minisidar was an
office created by Malik 'Ambar!

hiihpur ntmf, part I, para. 3
P- 0 ot the roprint).-It will be
lomembered that the Mardtha re-
^nuo system, exhibits two peri-

Z. • ''’cro ill the coii-

ttvaraudiiig stage—

j,,
gaining a footing

JUhis provinceand that, sometimes

Powlr^’
by the grant of

s anxious to conciliate them

or get their aid—they took only
part of the ruvenuo as a sort of cash
allowance. This was called tlio
‘ Sirdosimikhi ' or general sum as
the overlord’s right or tribute,
or a ‘Chauth,’i.o. the fourth part
of the general revenue. And this

tribute was divided ; one part went
to the general treasury of the
head of tho confederacy

;
another

went as nu)kasa—that appropriated
(mukhasa, A.) to special objects such
as the maiiitenancu of cliiefs or a
‘ saranjam ’ allotted for the support
of troops. Wlieii the general
government of tlio Marathas was
established, they then took tho
whole revenue, and assessed tlie

land (or in rarer cases farmed tho
collections). But occasional reve-

nue-assignments wore still called
‘ mokasil ' or ‘ saranjam ’ as before.
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(afterwards doubled)^ When they could not collect the

kamal assessment, they gave farm-leases, as they did in the

Konkan, where the ‘khots’ or revenue-farmers grew (in

time) into proprietors.

Our system has recognized the village officers and pre-

served their emoluments. The (pargana) organization has

given way to that of districts under Collectors and sub-

divisions called t^lukas^, with a mamkltdar (tahsildar of

other parts) at the head, as we shall further sec in the

chapter on Revenue officials and business. The old

pargana officers’ families have still reminiscences of their

titles, and in some instances have retained their hereditary

‘ watan lands ’ in the form of an ‘ inam,’ though without

any official function.

To do the Mardthls justice, it may be said that where

their rule was settled, though they were stern and exacting

financiers, they did not ‘ kill the goose that laid the golden

eggs.’ They knew how to make a full assessment, but yet

to let it be elastic—an art known to oriental rulers and

not sufficiently recognized by ourselves. Where, however

(as in the outlying provinces or tliose where their tenure

of power was uncertain), the Manithas had but a fittul

grasp, their behaviour was that of plunderers, not adminis-

trators. Here, for instance, is a brief extract from Dr.

Fryer, a traveller of 1675 a.d. (published 1698), relating

to Canara, which came under Mysore rule, and was then

conquered by the Marathas of Sivaji’s time^ :

—

‘ It is a general Calamity and much to bo deplored to hear the

complaints of the poor people that remain, or rather arc coin-

pelled to endure the slavery of Seva Gi : tho Desies (desai)

have Land imposed upon them at dou})le rates : and if they

refuse to accept it on these hard conditions (if Monied men)

they are carried to prison : there they are famished almost to

death : racked and tortured most inhumanly till they confess

^ See Malcolm, ii. 29. I under- tin form (tiUiikd) of the Arabic ’vvord

stand tlie bi'ghii used, was Akbar's * taluqa (or proi^orly ta’alluqa).
^

*36ooIlljihi gaz,’ coming to 3025 ^Quoted in the

(*f our square yards, or nearly ^rds of tho Kumta and Ankola Tahikas?

of an acre. pp. 2-3,

^ In Bombay they U80 the Hard-
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where it is. They have now in Limbo several Brachmins whose

flesh they tear with pincers heated Redhot, drub them on the

Shoulders to extreme Anguish (though according to their Law it

is forbidden to strike a Brachmin). This is the accustomed

Sawce all India over, the Princes doing the same by the Gover-

nors when removed from their offices to squeeze their ill-got

estates out of them : which, when they have done, it may be

they are employed again. And after this fashion the Dcsies

deal with the Combies (kiiiibi—cultivator caste) : so that the

Great Fish prey on the Little as well by land as by sea, bringing

not only them but their families into Eternal Bondage.’

§ 5 . Early lievemie Management.

When the territories which had been hitherto ruled in

tbc manner just described, came under British administra-

tion in 1818, there was nowhere in India a system so

successful and so well defined as to serve as a model for

introduction into Bombay. The Zamindari Settlement had

failed in Madras, and was far from being successful in

Bengal, though it still had its advocates
;
the system which

was afterwards introduced into North-Western India had

not yet seen the light, and the Madras raiyat'wari-system,

liowever ably explained and defended in principle by

Muiu’o’s minutes, was not yet working well, as the true

practical application of an excellent theory had still to be

developc<lh

Inevitably, therefore, the earliest Bombay management

commenced in most districts, wdtli dealings with the desais

(heads of districts under Native rule) and other local men

of influence, who leased or farmed the revenues of certain

tracts of country; while in other districts the Maratha

villago ]*evcnuc assessments were followed, or some modifi-

cation of them
;
or periodical leases were granted, leaving

^ Sco tljo clmpter on Madras onrly
rjwomu) arrangements (p. 48, ante),
the .system had to grow and to bo
jnipi-oved step by step

;
until 1855,

•lio Madras revenue management
''vaa little more than a series of

experiments in revisions and re-

ductions of rates, varying from dis-

trict to district and taluk to taluk,

and not likely to commend itself to

the outer world.
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things much in the hands of the headman and accountant

(kulkarni) ^

This early revenue management in Bombay I propose

to pass over entirely, as uninstructive. It was an utter

failure, both in the Guzardt districts and in the Dakhan.

The Marathi! assessment accounts showed sums that could

not, owing to various causes, be realized. A great part of

the Dakhan districts was at that time waste, and a cycle of

very low prices set in : aU these circumstances together

resulted in a period of failure and confusion in the revenue

administration.

§ 6. Quedion of the adoption of Village-Settlements.

A new departure had clearly to be made
;
and after 1822

wc find the Government anxiously considering what plan of

Settlement it would adopt. By this time the North-

Western system of 1822-33 had begun to show good re-

sults, and its advocates were able men,—able both to work

the system and to be its prophets in minutes and reports.

The first question, therefore, was whether the * village

system,’ as applied to the landlord or joint-villages of tlio

North-Western Provinces, should not bo adopted in Bom-

bay. We were unfortunately then in a stage when the

relative merits of revenue-systems were discussed. No

comparison can be more invidious than that of one revenue-

system with another
; no discussion can well be more fruit-

less. It is simply impossible to say that one system is, in

itself, better than another—t^t one is to be regarded as

‘ enlightened,’ another the product of outer darkness. The

applicability of systems depends wholly on the facts and

on the circumstances of the place. Where there are

really joint-villages, of whatever origin, few persons will

be disposed to doubt the merits of the village-system.

Where the North-Western type of village is not in prac-

tical survival (or where it never existed) some form of

^ See the Inddpur Report, p. 9. i8i6)in the Gazetteer (Surat, p.

There is an account of the oppres- These officers were gradually aboii-

sion practised by the desuis 1,1800- shed and pensioned off after 1816.
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I'aiyatwAri Settlement is preferable, for the simple reason

that the introduction of a village-system must be accom-

panied by more or less artificial arrangements which may
or may not be acquiesced in by the people. All depends on

circumstances—on the character of the people and the value

of the privileges which are offered by the joint-system.

Ordinarily, in a country where the free grant of waste, as

village common, is not appreciated, and where the people

have been for generations holding land without any bond

of ancestral connection, the joint-liability involved in the

‘village-system,’ is refused; and naturally, if the principle

of assessing the village jointly in a lump-sum (which is

distributed over the holdings according to a known system

of sharing) is not applicable, and then the only distinguish-

ing feature of the system is gone

:

what remains is com-

mon to it and to the individual or raiyatwari system.

Considerable hopes were, however, entertained that a

joint-village system might work ; for there were indica-

tions that such villages had formerly been in existence.

The detail—and it is somewhat curious—of village history,

must be reserved for the chapter on land-tenures
;
but it

may hero be noticed that a general inquiry into village-

tenures was made, as it had been in Madi’as. In one or

two districts of the GuzarAt section there were joint-

villages (or, as they are officially called, ‘ shared-villages ’)

still in survival, and unquestionably exhibiting the same

features as joint- or landlord-villages in the North-Western

Provinces. But a much more widespread phenomenon
presented itself in the Dakhan districts, which was chiefly

observable in the survival of certain temis which were
used to distinguish two classes of landholdings in villages.

There can be no question that in many villages the memory
uf old proprietary families who once owned them, also

survived. These data were, however, sufficiently obscure
to allow of considerable difference of opinion as to the
lueaning to be put on the terms and as to the facts to be
juferred. At a later stage we shall pursue the subject;

I can only state briefly, that, whatever the true
VOL. Ill, p
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theory, anything like a joint-constitution, or system of co-

sharing by a body of owners willing to be jointly respon-

sible, was certainly not found in the villages generally (as

it was in the Guzardt cases); and hence the hopes of

success for a system involving a general joint-responsi-

bility, was not a very strong one.

The ultimate conclusion which seems to have been

reached was that no attempt could (generally) be made to

set up a proprietary class as distinct from the other culti-

vators
;
nor was it thought possible, as a general system,

to assess the villages in the lump and trust their own

‘ancient’ organization to distribute the amount fairly

\

The individual system was therefore the necessary alterna-

tive, seeing that ex hypothed it was agreed not to create

artificial middlemen proprietors. A system must be adapted

to the commonly prevalent typo of tenure : where there are

exceptionally constituted villages, as in Kaird, the raiyat-

wari system can be modified to make allowance for them,

—as well as for the Ahmaddbdd taluqddri, or the Konkdn

Khoti, or any other exceptional tenure.

§ 7, First Surveys on the Raiyatwdri Plan,

The early Survey-Settlements on the raiyatwdri method

were, however, unsuccessful. They were commenced under

Mr. Pringle of the Civil Service, in 1824-8. The failure

was in no respect due to any fault of Mr. Pringle’s. He k

reported to have been an exceptionally able officer
;

but,

while he himself spared no pains in his calculations, the

^ The Hon. Mountstuart Elphin-
stone, when Governor, was anxious
to have the North-West village

system. In 1840 the Revenue
Settlement Superintendents ex-

amined the North-West system in
an elaborate letter {Suney Manual^
Appendix I, after p. 124), and
vindicated the raiyatwiri system
for Bombay. This has now only'a
historical value. It seem.s rather to
evade the question of the existence
of village communities, in a some-
what equivocal sentence at the end

of paragraph 3. There were no

doubt ‘ estates ’ in the Dakhan, and

may have been * brotherhoods ' of

mirdsiddrs
;

but practically thcio

was not a generally existing con-

dition ofvillages comparable to that

of North India, still less a condition

of affairs such as would Varrant

any hope that the Dakhan would

bo bettor suited by the NoHh-Wost

joint-village assessment than by the

field-to-field assessment
;
and that

was the main point.
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material collected for him was worthless, owing to the un-

reliable character of the subordinate staff, which had not

yet been worked up to that stage of necessary efficiency

which was afterwards attained. The system adopted was
one of great elaboration, but the survey-data, and the

statistics, were too rough and inaccurate to render the most

careful assessment work of any practical use. It was like

trying to read off the smaller fractions on a barometer so

faulty as not to mark even whole degrees accurately.

‘Ilis (Mr. Pringle’s) assessment,* says the writer of the

Administration Report of 1872-3 \ ‘ was based on a measurement

of fields and on estimates of the yield of various soils, as well

as of the cost of cultivation, the principle adopted being to fix

the Government demand at 55 per cent, of the net produce.

The execution of the different operations of the survey was
entrusted entirely to native agency, without either the expe-

rience or the integrity needed for the task
; and at a subsequent

period the results obtained were found to be nearly worthless.

The preliminary work of measurement was grossly faulty, and
the estimates of produce which formed such an important

element in the determination of the assessment, and which had
been prepared in the most elaborate manner, were so erroneous

as to be worse than useless. But meanwhile the Settlement

had been introduced and with the result of aggravating the

evils it had been designed to remove. From the outset it was
found impossible to collect anything approaching to the full

revenue. In some districts not one-half could be realized.

Things now went rapidly from bad to worse. Every year
brought its addition to the accumulated arrears of revenue and
the necessity for remissions or modifications of rates. The
state of confusion in the accounts engendered by these expe-

dients was taken advantage of by the native officials to levy

contributions for themselves. Every effort, lawful and unlaw-
ful, was made to get the utmost out of the wretched peasantry,
who were subjected to torture, in some instances cruel and re-

volting beyond description, if they would not or could not yield
what was demanded. Numbers abandoned their homes, and
fled into the neighbouring Native States. Largo tracts of land

Soe p. of the Keport. This

;
‘docenuiar report of the

1 rioQ previous to the one most

frequently quoted in these pages

(that of 1882-3).

P 2
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were thrown out of cultivation
;
and in some districts no more

than a third of the cultivable area remained in occupation.'

The result of these difficulties was, that in 1835, a re-

commencement was made by revising the Settlement of the

Indapur taluka of the Poona Collectorate. It was found

that the survey required to be done again. And an en-

tirely new method of soil-classification was adopted.

‘ Abandoning all attempts to arrive at a theoretical ideal of

assessment by endeavouring to discover the yield of different

soils and assigning a certain proportion of them as the Govern-

ment demand, the Survey-Officers adopted the simple expedient

of ascertaining the average character and depth of soil in each

field and classing it accordingly
;
no more than nine gradations

of valuation being employed for the purpose. In fixing the

rates of assessment they were guided by purely practical con-

siderations as to the capability of the land, and the general

circumstances of the district. The more intelligent among

the agricultural class were even taken into consultation on the

subject, and their opinion allowed duo weight. No safe

standard of assessment existed
;

the rates in force in the

l)rosperous times of the district had, through the depreciation

in the value of money, long ceased to represent any moderate

share of the produce of the land, and the ruinous consequences

of the first Settlement forbade any reliance being placed on the

system of fixing a Government demand on estimates of the

yield of the land V

As the experimental survey of 1835 was found successful,

the same system was gradually extended to other localities

also.

§ 8. The Present System,

As the present system is virtually an extension and

completion of that commenced in Inddpur, in 1835, the

Bombay officers view the survey, for revenue purposes, as

one operation, which began in 1835 and is still going on^

and which will be completed in about six or seven years,

and wiH then not require to bo done again. The only

^ See the Administration Rep(jrt of Geo.) Wingate, aided by Lt. NasU

1872 -3, p. 42-3. This experimental at a later period

re-survey -vvas carried out by Messrs. “ Ad. Report, Chapter I, p. 28.

Goldsmid and Lt. (afterwards Sir
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work will be the ‘revision* of the assessment-rates on

certain principles. For the ‘original* or first Settlement

was made for a period of thirty years, and as the term

comes to an end, the rates require to be ‘ revised * and

reimposed for another period.

The first efforts at Survey-Settlement, even after 1835,

were not entirely successful
;
but, even under all disadvan-

tages, the condition of the Inddpur tSluka soon showed
marked signs of improvement, both as to extension of culti-

vation and the easy realization of the revenue. Separate

surveys were gradually organized for other parts of Poona,

Ahmadnagar, and the ‘ South MardthA Country.’ As ex-

perience widened, the practice improved; it was wisely

determined to gather up the results of the experience gained,

and formulate them into a regular system for the guidance

of workers in the remaining districts. In 1847, three

Settlement Superintendents (Wingate, Goldsmid, and
Davidson) met and drew up the clear and practical

paper known as the Joint Report of 1847. This Keport

modestly disclaims the merit of discovering anything new,
and professes only to simplify and reduce to system the
‘ somewhat diversified * operations of the different survey-

parties. Nevertheless, the introduction of these rules,

when they came to be well understood in practice, was of

singular benefit to the country. The Settlement system
thus consolidated and sanctioned by Government, is (with
some minor modifications of later date) the method of

Settlement which we shall have to study.

Section II.—The Survey.

§ I. The Suwey-Settlement Staff,

It is needless to repeat that an accurate survey of the
soil and a classification of it, are the essential preliminaries
to any modern Settlement, and d fortiori to a raiyatwdri

Settlement.

It may however be premised that the Settlement-survey

conducted by several parties, working in different dis-
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tricts, each in charge of a Superintendent, who has separate

establishments (as a rule) for measuring and for classifying

the soils
:
generally, the latter operation follows the survey-

measurement at an interval of one season. Every detail is

closely supervised by the Assistant Superintendents. On
the Superintendent devolves the duty of fixing the rates of

assessment, reporting (as under all systems) those rates for

the sanction of Government, and introducing the Settle-

ment when sanctioned. In this last operation an officer of

the Revenue Department is associated with him^. The whole

Department is controlled by a Settlement Commissioner.

It was formerly the subject of remark that the Bombay

Survey-Settlement was purely technical, and that the

ordinary District Officers knew nothing of its practical

working
;
but this has ceased to be the case. Every Civil

servant of less than seven years’ standing is now required

to go through a course of Settlement-survey-work in the

field, both in measuring and classifying soils
;
and Survey-

Settlement-work is one of the subjects of examination

Occasion may also here be taken to remark that though

the dates of Settlement given in the general table at p. 6i,

Vol, I of this work, seem to show (as noticed also in Stack’s

Memorandum on Eevenue Settlements^ 1880) that the

period occupied by Settlement is twelve to fourteen years,

which is longer than other provinces
;
this conclusion is

not practically true. The practice of settling small areas

at a time, makes the period for the whole district seem

longer
;
but, as a matter of fact, the new rates take effect

in the taluks without waitiijg for the whole district or

Collectorate to be completed.

§ 2. Commencement of a Survey-Settlement,

^7 B Vet
^ Survey-Settlement is set in operation by direction of

V of 1879), Government. The Code does not require any notifica-

sec. 95.
^ When the present surveys are Staff, with the aid of an oflicor

at an end, the need for a separate specially charged with the super-

Department will cease. Future * vision of Land Records and Agri-

revisions of assessment, which culture,
alone will be called for, will then See the rules at pp. 362-74
be done by the ordinary Revenue the Survey Manual.
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tion in the Gazette to begin with
; that comes afterwards,

when the assessments are declared. The officials spoken of

above, who conduct the Settlement, are appointed by the

Governor in Council b Every one so appointed is called in Rev. Code,

the Code a ‘ survey officer.* The Governor in Council directs

a survey with a view to the assessment of the land-revenue viii-x.

for a term of years. The Governor may also, at any

time, direct a fresh survey, or any operation subsidiary

thereto
;
but the assessments cannot be enhanced till the

original term of Settlement has expired.

§ 3. The Imj)OTtance of the ‘ Fidd * or Survey

Number.

It has been already stated that one of the great features

of the raiyatwdri method is the facility it affords for the

contraction and expansion of operations by the cultivator

according to his means. He is bound by no lease. The

amount of his assessment is, indeed, fixed for thirty years

(or whatever other term may be ordered), but his title to

the land goes on from year to year : he may perpetuate it at

his pleasure. So long as he pays the assessment, the title

is practically indefeasible. But if he feels unable to work

the land he holds, he may relinquish (under suitable con-

ditions) any part of it
;
or if prosperous, he may take up

more land, if land happens to be available. It is therefore

necessary to demarcate, survey, and register all the per-

manent divisions of land in a village. This is done by

selecting certain ‘survey-numbers* or survey-fields or

blocks, as the main units of survey, and arrangements are

then made for the due demarcation, survey, and record of

smaller subdivisions.

‘ The success,* writes Colonel Anderson, ‘ of Settlements

on the raiyatwdri system depends in a very great degree on

the correctness of the measurement of individual properties

and on the facilities afforded for identifying them. To

* A convenient clause specifies that of their superior as he may au-
subordinates may, by delegation, thorize, but always subject to a
exercise such portion of the powers right of revision by the superior.
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ensure these objects a constant check is kept on the work of

the surveyor, who is required to have boundary-marks

erected at the corners and bends of each property as his

work progresses The village maps, which are most

accurate and detailed, show not only the outline of each

survey-number in which several properties or holdings may

be included, but (by conventional signs) the position and

description of every boundary-mark.

The ‘survey-number’ is, however, far from being an

arbitrary thing. It is necessaiy, indeed, to lay down an

ideal area which, as far as possible, it is desirable to

attain
;
but existing and well-known divisions into fields

were always allowed due consideration ;
and under no cir-

cumstances were differences of tenure and marked natural

distinctions ignored in order to attain an ideal or arbitrary

standard. In waste lands it was, of course, open to adopt a

size for the survey-number corresponding to the standard

officially prescribed.

It will be well to distinguish the earlier rules from the

more modern practice regarding the size of the ‘ survey-

number.’

§ 4. The Earlier Rule.

It may be premised that the Bombay survey abandoned

the use of bighas, or other ancient or local measures, and

works entirely with English statute acres.

The idea of the Jaint Report was to start from the area

which a raiyat could cultivate with one pair of bullocks

this would vary according as the cultivation was wet or

dry, or as the soil w^as light or heavy, and generally with

the climate and circumstances of the locality.

This rule did not apply to larger areas of jungle-covered

waste land, which were at first made into large numbers,

' The traveller will know directly secuted at all with a less nuinb<T
he comes into a‘ raiyatwari 'country than this, when a raiyat has only
by observing the stones (or banks single bullock, ho must enter into

where stone is not available) form- partnership with a neighbour, or

ing an^lar marks at the comer of obtain a second by some means or

every fi<‘ld. This will bo seen in • other, in order to bo able to ciilti-

the diagram at p. 221, post. vate at all.’ {Joint Bt:porfy § 13.)

‘As farming cannot be pro-
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and were divided up afterwards when applied for for

cultivation.

It was found that in each class the following area was

convenient as a standard:—

20 acres for light ‘ dry’ soil (unirrigated).

15 „ „ medium.
12 „ „ heavy.

4 „ „ rice-land (irrigated and ‘ wot ’).

Then, as a rule, every ‘ number ’ should contain a number

of acres, of which the foregoing table gave the minimum
;

double that was the maximum.

Plots under different tenures—as ‘inam’ and revenue-

paying, or wet and dry cultivation—were not included in

the same number, whatever the size. These are the stan-

dards which were adopted in the earlier Bombay Settle-

ments and in Berar.

§ 5. Necemty for Modification,

Circumstances, however, have tended to make them

unsuited for final adoption. When the first Settlements

wore made, land was much less valuable than it has since

become
;
large areas were also waste, and it was not antici-

pated that these would become valuable enough to be

cultivated
;
consequently a larger and simpler division of

land for surveys than now suffices, ^vas all that was then

required. Again, difference of locality produces fresh re-

quirements. Thus the early rules were well adapted to

the dry districts of the Dakhan, but the densely-populated

country west of Satara was found to require a smaller unit

for each ‘ number.’

§ 6. The Later Rules,

The result has been that the older rules have been con-

siderably modified. The legal basis of the practice on

resurvey or revision, is to be found in the Rev. Code (and

m No. 55 of the Rules under Section 214),

The Code prescribes that no survey-number is to be See. 98.

iiiade less than a minimum size, to be fixed for the several

classes of land in each district by the Survey-Settlement
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Commissioner with the sanction of Government. But the

Code saves all ‘ survey-numbers ’ which had already been

fixed below the minimum^ or where the Commissioner

gives special orders otherwise : and ‘ any survey-number

separately recognized in the Survey-records shall be

deemed to have been authorizedly made, whatever be

its extent/ The principle now adopted is that ‘ on revi-

sion survey, every independent holding ’ (paying revenue

to Government) * shall be separately measured and assessed

on its own merits.^ It is also demarcated on the ground.

If it is too small to be a separate ‘ survey•number,’ it is in-

dicated in the register as a subordinate number (familiarly

called ‘ pot number ’)
; but for all intents and purposes it is

legally a ‘ recognized share * of a survey-number \

The general rules for the Dakhan plain-districts and the

South Maratha country now direct

—

(1) That an original ‘survey-number’ over thirty and

under fifty acres {dry) shall be divided into two

fields
; every field over fifty and under seventy acres

into three, and so on
;
so as to secure that no

survey-number exceeds from twenty to thirty

acres. One acre of rice-land is reckoned ecpial to

three acres, and one aero of ^garden-land’ to five,

of dry-CYO^

;

(2) every occupancy, having already separate recognition

and entry in the village accounts, is separately

treated, unless it is less than one acre in dry-crop

land

;

(3) in all cases ‘ Inam ’ and ‘ Government ^ land, if in one

holding, are made into separate numbers

;

(4) all Inam lands, in one old number, but held by

^ Tlio ordinary village map can- the area and other particulars aro

not always show the subordinate separately entered under an in-

holdings, which may Ije as small as dicativo number in the survey
1 40th of an acre. In such cases, records . . . and includes a

the small demarcated portions are recognized share of a survey-
shown on a larger scale plotted on number.’ No. 7 goes on to state

separate sheets attached to the that a recognized share is any sub-

village Register. By the Code, ' division of the survey-number
Section 3 (No. 6) ‘ survoy-numl)er' which is separately assessed and
means ‘ a portion of laud of which registered.
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separately recognized and Independent holders,

are made into separate numbers

(5)
remeasurement is to be made to ascertain the area

now really under irrigation

;

(6) the large blocks, originally constituted for waste,

are now to be divided into convenient units.

Kemeasurement is often carried out on the ‘pai-tial

system,* i. e. is deferred till the time when it is actually

a matter of practical necessity to make the subdivision of

numbers on the above principle; the extent of the work

depends on the sufficiency or otherwise of the previous

survey in any particular district, and it m^ be needed to

be a complete process. Re-classification of soil is also

done where needed.

In the densely-populated country about Satara all the

best land had already been surveyed into blocks about six

or seven acres, because the holdings were small and land

valuable. The above principles would, therefore, be easily

applicable.

In the Konkin, the survey had also abcady been made

with small survey-numbers. As regards the rich rice and

garden lands in the valleys below the hill ranges, the

survey-number was sometimes as small as one acre. In

most parts, however, the wooded slopes above were only

surveyed in larger numbers
;
and this necessitated a revi-

sion-survey of these lands on a smaller unit. In Kdnara, the

original survey was recently completed: here every actual

holding is treated as a survey-number, unless it is very

small indeed

’ In.'im numbers are not always with what was required in com-
revenuo-free

; they may have to plcting the last of tlie initial surveys

pay a ‘jo^i,’ which is not far, or on revision siiiwcy.

porliaps, from a full assessment. Colonel Andei-son remarks, gener-
‘ Oovei nment ' land means that ally, tjiat a piece of land actually

which pays revenue to Gk)vern- demarcated and given a separate

number in the map and in the
^ See Colonel Anderson’s letter, rt'gisterhas, pm /flojto, a higher value

No, 1045, of 7th October, 1880, which in the market than a landholding
gives an excellent idea of the not so completely defined,
original survey system as compared
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Rill.- 55

(
2 .

Rule 99.

Rev. Cfirle,

set*. 1 18.

§ 7. The case of Co-occupancy,

It is often the case that a plot is held by two or more

occupants, each of whom has a separate account and pays

his quota of land-revenue separately; and yet the land may

not have been formally partitioned, so as to become sepa-

rately demarcated. Then the entire occupancy is shown in

one survey-number, and each co-occupant’s share is ‘ rc-

corded as a recognized share of the survey-number,’

together with the proportion (reckoned in annas) which

such share bears to the whole survey-number, and the

assessment of such share. And it may here be mentioned

that in other cases, any co-occupant may apply to the

Collector or to the Survey Officer (as the case may be) to

have his name entered along with the registered occupant,

as also his share, expressed in fractional parts of a rupee.

But the entry does not amount to a separate assessment

of the share
;

it will not affect the liability of the regis-

tered occupant to Government (or co-sharers as amongst

themselves) for the land-revenue of the number, nor will it

make the share so recorded a * recognized share’ in the

sense above explained ^

§ 8. Village- and Field-Boundaries.

The Bombay survey is just as much concerned with

the village-boundaries as the North-Western Provinces

survey is. If the village-boundary is not ascertained, it

is clear that the boundaries of the fields lying along the

margin would not be correct. Moreover, the accounts arc

made out village by village, and there are also questions

of jurisdiction which require the indication of village-

boundaries.

The maps, therefore, lay down the village-boundary as

well as the internal division into survey-numbers anti

^ Soe Rule 99 fRules made undet July, 1885, Bombay Government Ga:ci^^)

Moction 214 of the Code) as amended 1885, pp. 667-8.
by Notification, No. 5546, dated 8th
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subordinate plots. Boundary-disputes are settled by agree-

ment, or by reference to arbitration, or by summary order

of the survey officer, subject to an appeal.

The field-boundaries are also laid down, if there is no

dispute, on the assertion of the occupant, attested by the

village officers. If there is a dispute, the survey officer

takes evidence and decides. Arbitration may be resorted

to by consent of both parties.

If a dispute arises after the survey, the Collector de-

cides.

It is of the greatest impoi-tance that the boundaries of

fields, once fixed, should be permanently demarcated and

the marks well maintained. The Supcrinteiidcnt of Survey

is empowered to determine the size and material of the

marks ^ The plan usually adopted is to make short

earthen ridges or set up stones at the corners of the field,

the stones or banks pointing in the direction of the

boundary-line.

In Bombay, as in the Berar Settlement rules, the order

was that, with a view to connect one mark with the other,

a strip of land should be left unploughed ; and as this soon

gets covered with grass, palm-bushes, and so forth, it

becomes impossible to mistake the boundary

Strict rules are in force under the Bombay system for

the periodical inspection of the field-marks, and the Code Chap. ix.

gives ample powers for their maintenance. These will be

alluded to under the head of Revenue Business. It is

obvious that the entire preservation of the results of the

survey depends on the keeping up of the boundary-

marks.

^ Which vary according to cli-

inato and locality. The ‘ biindh * or
earthen ridgo has been generally
^opted in the Dakhan since 1846.
ljut in some climates earthen
j’^dges are washed away: stones
have also their disadvantages. The
iHethod of corner-marking will be
miderstood from the sketch.

See Berjlr Seithnent RvkSj XXIV-
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§ 9. The Survey Maps,

The field-survey results in a map on a scale of eight

inches to the mile. Great pains are taken in constructing

the maps.

In all the later surveys the Great Trigonometrical tri-

angulation has been taken as the basis, and the system of

village traversing has been adopted, so that the maps have

a topographical as well as a revenue value.

The survey work is afterwards combined into reduced

taluka and district maps, which are furnished by the de-

partment, as well as the large-scale field-to-field maps.

Skction hi.—The Assessment.

§ I. Classification of Soil,

JJcv. Code, All land, whether applied to agricultural or other

purposes \ and wherever situate, is liable to the payment

of land-revenue to Government, according to the rules of

the Code, unless expressly exempted.

While the survey is done by the proper establishment,

a separate staff of ‘classers* examine the soil of every

field and place it in a certain class in the following

manner :

—

The classes and soils actually described, apply only to

the ‘ above Ghat ^ districts of the Dakhan but the prin-

ciple of classification is the same for other districts, only

the detail of the rules differs according to local circum-

stances.

The classer deals separately with

—

(i) Unirrigated or jirdyat land®.

^ I have not in this chapter taken han, including Ndsik, Poona, Ah

-

any notice of the assessments of madnagar, Satdra, and Sholnpui* ;

sites in towns, &c. Chap. X of the (3) the ‘South Mariithd country’
Code mustbe consulted, if necessaiy, or Belgaum, Bijapur, and Dhdrwjir

;

by the student for himself. (4) the Konkin (comprising the
* The student will recollect the below Ghftt districts—Thalia, Ko-

local division of Bombay territories laba, and Ratnagiri) and North Ka-
already given, viz. (i) the GnzarAt nara.
districts (Surat, Broach, Kaird,. ^ This word is the Marathi cor-

Ahmadiibdd, and the Pdnch Ma- ruption of the Arabic ‘zird’at'**
hals); (2) Ehandesh and the Dak- cultivation.
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(2) Rice-land.

(3)
Garden-land, called Mghdyat (begayet), which is

*motAsthaV if watered from wells, the water

being raised by buckets
;
and ‘ p^tdsthal, if from

tanks or dams, the water being brought on by

small water -courses \

Rice-land grows nothing but rice, though some garden-

land may grow rice also.

Rice-land may be entirely irrigated by rain-flooding or

by artificial means.

Commencing then with jir^yat (always taking the Dak-

han rules as an example), it was found by experience that

soils could bo graded into three orders:—(i) fine, uniform

black
; (2) coai'ser, red

; (3)
‘ barad,’ or light soil.

Three feet (or i J cubits) is the maximum depth of soil

which it is of any importance, on agiicultural grounds, to

consider
;
within that limit, however, the value of each

soil varies with its depth
;
and the gradations are fixed from

if cubits to f of a cubit, with less than which, land of any

^dnd is not culturable at all.

The soil of each order will thus require seven classes—

I) i h and f ;
but as soils of i and cubit

depth in the poorest order, are lower valued than any others,

two additional classes were made ; and for some years past

a tenth class has been recognized, to be used for the poorest

soil of all.

The best class in the highest order is relatively valued

as OM luhole, or 16 annas in the rupee, the second at 14,

and so on, and the lowest at 4^ annas The best class

in the second order is valued at 14 annas, and so on,

down to the lowest at 3 annas. The best soil of the

third class rarely or never exceeds i cubit in depth,

‘ Whence the name. ‘Mot’ is a
iarge bucket, ‘pdt* is a raised

watercourse.

It may be necessary to remind
the student unfamiliar with Bom-
pay, that these numbers have noth-

to do with an actual money rate
tor assessment.^ They are relative

numbers only. If, for example,

the actual highest rate fixed for

first class soil was K. 3 an acre,

the i6-anuaa landwould pay R. 3, the

i2-annas land |ths of R. 3, or R. a 4,

and so on. We shall speak of the

determination of actual rates, later

on.
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SO that the highest class is valued at 6 annas and the

lowest at z.

This -will appear from the following table :

—

Chiss, Relative value.
Fiwt order,

‘ black.'

Second order,
‘ rod.’

Third order,

‘light.’

Annas.
Depth in

cubits.

Depth in

cubits.

Depth in

cubits.

I i6 ...

2 14 ij

3 12 d
4 lO I

5 t 1 I ...

6 6 i
i
4

I

7 4l i
1

2 i

8 3 ...
I

4 1

9 2 ... ... i

10 I ... ... Ivvery poor)

§ 2. Accidents affecting Soils.

Then, besides each order of soil being placed in a par-

ticular class according to depths there are accidental

circumstances which, again, depreciate the value. These

have been found in practice to be seven in number, and

are indicated by conventional signs.

I. Admixture of nodules of limestone

2. Admixture of sand V

3. Sloping surface . . ,
'

/

4 . Want of cohesion among the constituent particles of the soil X

5. Impermeability to water A

6. Exposure to scouring from flow of water in the rainy season

7. Excessive moisture from surface springs .... 0

Each of these accidents is held to lower any soil by one

class, and, if it occurs in excess, by two classes,
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§ 3. Method of Recording Class and Relative

Value of Land.

The classer now fnakes a sketch of the field on a piece

of paper, and, after studying the ground, he determines to

divide the area into a number of compartments of equal

size: this is accurate enough for all practical purposes.

The number is fixed with reference to local orders, accord-

ing to the variability of the soil. In size, the average is

from one or two acres each. It is a general rule that,

however small the field or survey-number may be, at least

two compartments are to bo made. Here^ for instance, is

such a sketch

0c3 a 3 4

4
i,^AA .|=

2

6

I

5
I

4

iJA

CO

Comp^ 5 6 7
'8

Beginning at tlie lower left-hand corner of each square,

the dots indicate the order of soil, one being the best (fine

black), two being the mZ, and three the poor light soil.

The numbers i, |, &c., just above, mean the depth in

cubits.

Now let us take the first compartment. The soil is light

or ‘ barad ^ (three dots), and being f of a cubit deep, by

reference to the above table, it is in the seventh class

;

hence the class of this is marked 7 in the upper corner.

The No. (2) is of the first order, and is if cubits deep, so

that it would have been in the first class, but it has some

accidental defects. It is impervious to water (A) in a

double degree,—the mark is repeated twice
;
and it is also

liable to be swept over by drainage-water (x^xx)
;
hence, as

.

^ Tlio figiii’cs aro imaginary, and variable, and varieties from class i

in nature the compartments would to class 9, or even lo, may occur in
nnt (lU differ so entirely

;
still, in ono field perhaps of no larger extent

tho Dakhan, the soil is exceedingly than five acres.

VOL. HI. Q
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each defect lowers it one class, it has to come down from

the first to the fourth class, and the figure 4 is entered.

In the same way we find the whole eight compartments

of the sketch give—
Annas.

I = 3rd order 7th class = 4

2 = 1st „ 4th )»
= 10

3 1st ,, 3rd ,,
= 12

4 1st ,, 2nd = 14

5 = 3rd „ 6tli = 6

6 = 2nd 5th = 8

7 = 2nd ,, 4th M 10

8 1st „ 3rd n = 12

/76K
Total 76J annas, giving

j
an

average of 9 annas 6 pie [n'hdiK^

value) for tlie whole field. As re-

f
gards soil, then, this field will

bear

—

-I of tho maxiiniim or full rate of
16

/ assessment, whatever it is.

§ 4. Garden and Irrigated Lands,

Irrigated lands have to he classified in this way, r/x

reyards their soil in its natural^ nnirrhjated aspect] but

they require further examination to test the effect of tlie

well or other means of irrigation which may bo already in

existence
;
for this may result in their being assessed with an

addition over and above the unirrigated rate, and the addi-

tion will be the full or maximum, or a part only, according

to the character and value of tho means of irrigation.

The area of garden land or irrigated land is separately

measured, for it may be that in one survey-number part is

hrigated and part unirrigated. Tables can be made out

showing the different values to be assigned to wells ac-

cording to the supply of water in tho well, tho depth,

quality of water, sufficiency of extra land around the well,

to allow a rotation of w^et and dry crops, and tho distance

of the garden from the village—which aficcts the cost of

manuring b

^ It should ho remembered that
wo are sjieakiog of tlie original

Settlement of lands, and not of tho
question of suJmqvmt improvmmils by
sinking new wells—on which no
as8cs.smont is directly placed

;
on

this subject wo shall have to re-

mark later. A.s a general principlo
of cour.so—and apart from tho
question just stated—tho fact that
land is irrigable or irrigated, is a

fact which mu.st enter into tlu*

question of asses.smont. As tJic

Government remarked—‘Tho <*apa'

bility of land depends as much oa

tho facility for irrigation , . . .

does on tho oven depth and other

qualities of tho soil. Tho princip'O)

therefore, on which garden

irrigated land is assessed at higher

rates than dry crop land, is

which must be admitted generally
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It is obvious that the rate to be added to the soil-class-

value may be applied to the whole acreage of the field, or

to part only
;

if the irrigation does not cover the whole, a

fair number of acres is calculated which it is estimated the

well waters; this number depends on the capacity and

water-supply of the well. The rate can also be adopted

at its full figure, or be reduced by the consideration that

the well is very deep, that the water is brackish, or that it is

And as the Joint Eeport says

—

‘Irrigation greatly augments the

productive powers of soil, and
wlicni'ver there is a command of

water for this purpose, it becomes a

vi'ry important element in fixing

tlie assessment of the land.’ See

Hosolution No. 6015, dated 25th

July, 1884, in the Report on the

Jlialod Tnluka (Panch Mahals).

The following paragraphs from the

JiHiif further explain the

(pu'slion of assessing land irriga-

ted from wells.

‘Of these elements, tlie supply

of ^vat(‘r iji the W(dl is of most
importance, and should be deter-

niiiK'd by an examination of the

well, and inquiries of the villagers,

ill addition to a consideration of

IIk' nature of the crops grown, and
tile extiTit of land under irrigation.

This is the most difficult and un-

certain operation conneett'd with
tJie valuation of tlie garden (es-

pecially in tlm ease of wells which
have fallen into disuse', and, there-

fore, that to which attentioiPshoiild

he particularly dir(*cted in testing

the estimate of the elasser, and
fixing the assessment of tlie garden.
The remaining eleim'iits admit of
being determined with accuracy.

‘in deducing the relative values
‘'f gardens from a consideration of
all these elements, which should
ho sep,irately recorded by the
ffiassor, it would greatly facilitate
the operations were the extent

land watered always in propor-
tion to the supply of water in tho
yell. But it is not so, as in many
jnstances the extent capable of
oeing watered is limited by the

j

iftiensions of tho field in which
Well is situated, or tho portion

of it at a sufficiently low level
;
and

in others, supposing the capacity of

the well to he tho same, and the

land under it abundant, tlie surface

watered will bo more or less ext(‘n-

sive, as tho cultivator finds it advan-

t.igeoiis to grow the superior pro-

ducts whicli require little space,

but constant irrigation, or the in-

ferior ganleu crops, wliich occupy

a more extended surface, but re-

quire comparatively little water.

‘Wherever the extent of land

capable of being watered is not

limited by the dimensions of the

field, tho most convenient mel hod

of determining the portion of it to be

assessed as garden-land, is to allot

a Certain number of acres to the

ivell in proportion to its cajiacity.

By this nn‘ans the most important

element of all is disposed of, and

our attention in fixing the rate per

acre restricted to a consideration

of the n'lnaining elenu-nts xvhicli

are of a more definite nature.

‘The relative importance ofthi-so

elements varies so much in dilTerent

parts of tho country, that wo find

ourselves unable, after a can‘fiil

examin.ition of(he suliject, to frame

a rule for determining tho value to

bo attached to each, and the con-

.seqiient effect it should liave ujion

the rate of a.ssessnnmt under all tlio

circumsfancos. It must bo left to

the judgment of the superintending

officer to determine the weight to

be assigned to each circumstance

affecting the value of ganlen-Iand,

and this determined, it will be ea.^y

to form tables or rules for deducing

from those the relative values of

garden-land under every variety of

circumstance.’

Q %
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far away from the village, so that the profit of irrigation is

reduced by the difficulty of getting manure, which is the

complement of garden cultivation.

§ 5. Classification of Rice-Lands.

Rice-land ^ requires special rates, even when not artifi-

cially irrigated, because it is different in character from

ordinary jir%at land, or from garden-land. I understand

that rice-land is not treated like dry land with an addition

for the water, but is classified on a scale of its own.

§ 6. Assessment Rates.

When the classer has classified the ‘ dry ’ soil according

to its nature, and prepared tables showing the requisite

facts regarding the irrigation of ‘ bagh^yat ’ land, and has

classified the rice-lands, the Superintendent of Survey, as

assessor, has now to adopt actual assessment rates.

He has to ascertain—

(i) The full or sixteen-anna rate for dry cultivation,

' On this subject tlio Joint Report wo feel it impossible to frame a

states as follows system of universal application;

‘In rice, as in other irrigated and consequently the detormina-

lands, the chief points to bo con- tion of this point must bo left to

sidered aro the supply of water, the the judgment of the superintend-

nature of the soil, and facilities for ing officer. All that wo can do

manuring. The supply of water is is to indicate the principles ac-

often wholly, and always to a great cording to which, as we conceive,

extent, dependent on the ordinary the operation should proceed,

rains. In some parts of the countiy, ‘The classification of the soil

to guard against the effects of in- should be effected by a system

tervals of diy weather occurring in similar in principle to that already

tho rainy season, small tanks aro described, though modified in de-

formed from which tho rico may tails to meet the peculiarities of

be irrigated for a limited period. different districts. But the cir-

In estimating the supply of water, cumstances of the rice countries

there are two distinct circum- to which our operations have yet

stances, therefore, to bo considered, extended appear to vary so much,

viz. tho inherent moisture result- that wo have not been able to

ing from the position of tho field, agree upon any detailed rules for

and the extraneous aid derived from the classification that would ho

tanks or from channels cut to divert suitable to all.

tho water from tho upper slopes ‘Tho facilities for manuring rico-

into the rice grounds below. Tho lands will bo determined, as iu

weight to bo given to each of these the case of dry-crop soils, by di^*

ehments, in the classification of tanco from village, or tho local*

the supply of water, depends so ity from which manure is procur*

much upon local peculiarities, that able.*
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and for other lands, considered in their un-

irrigated aspect

;

(2) the addition he will make to form suitable ‘ irri-

gated ^ rates

;

(3)
the rate he will adopt for rice-land.

In calculating rates, no attempt is made to represent in

money a given fraction of the produce, or to take a certain

fraction of ‘ assets.’ The basis of calculation is, in fact, the

existing or former rates considered with reference to altered

circumstances, the rise or fall of prices, improvement in

population, means of transport, and other advantages.

There has never been any attempt, as (in theoiy) is the

rule in Madras, to fix, first, an average ‘ gross produce,’ and

then an average ‘ cost of cultivation,’ by deducting which a

‘ net produce ’ for each class of land is arrived at
;
nor is it

attempted, further, to value a given percentage of net

produce in money after ascertaining fair commutation

prices.

In this matter the Bombay system is different. As Mr.

Tedder remarks ^ :

—

‘ The Bombay method is avowedly an empirical one. When
a tract (usually a taluka or subdivision of a district) comes

under Settlement ... its revenue history for the preceding

thirty or more years is carefully ascertained and tabulated in

figured statements and diagrams. These show, in juxtaposi-

tion, for each year of the series, the amount and incidence of

the assessment
;
the remissions or arrears

;
the ease or diffi-

culty with which the revenue was realized
;
the rainfall and

nature of the seasons; the harvest prices; the extension or

decrease of cultivation, and how these particulars are influ-

enced by each other
;
the effect of any public improvements,

such as roads, railways, or canals and markets on the tract, or

on parts of it, is estimated : the prices for which land is sold,

or the rents for which it is let, are ascertained. Upon a consi-

' Journal, Society of Arts, Vol. mostly used for purposes of com-

XXXI (April, 1883), p. 524. It parison and check. The revenue is

should be remembered, however, fixed by other considerations,

that even in Madras the ‘grain o.g. by comparing former rates, and

assessment’ and ‘commutation those prevalent insimilarly-situated

price’ theory, is, in practice, districts, &e.
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deration of all these data the total Settlement-assessment is

determined. That amount is then apportioned pretty much in

the same way on the different villages, and the total assessment

of each village is then distributed over its assessable fields in

accordance with the classification which has determined their

relative values in point of soil, water-supply, and situation.’

The Revenue Officers from time to time make experiments

as to outturn of crops, and the assessor makes use of them

as checks—seeing how, at known prices, they would afford

a proper margin of profit after paying the proposed revenue-

rate
;
but that is the only use ofsuch experiments.

§ 7. Further Details.

The assessor then unites the villages into groups, very

much as is done in Madras and elsewhere : that is to say,

he takes certain tracts of country which, having similar

advantages, he considers can bear uniform rates. It is

obvious that in Bombay, as in every other province, two

villages may possess exactly similar soils, and on a soil-

classification only, would pay the same rates
;
yet one village

may be very favourably situated as regards market com-

munications, &c., and the other be remote and inaccessible.

Some may bo in a climate whore the rainfall is regular,

others in places subject to irregularity. Kates then could

not fairly be the same in both. Accordingly the Assessing

Officer fixes maximum rates for each group, which repre-

sent its full or sixtccn-anna rate. On this subject the

Joint Report may be quoted :

—

* ... It now remains for us to point out what we deem to

be the best mode of fixing the absolute amount of assessment

to be so distributed. The first question for consideration is

the extent of territory for which a uniform standard of assess-

ment should be fixed. This will depend upon the influences

wo admit into consideration with a view to determine the

point. Among the most important of these influences may be

ranked climate, position with respect to markets, agricultural

skill, and the actual condition of the cultivators. The first of

these may be considered permanent
;
the second and third less
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so
;
and the fourth, in a great measure, temporary. And as

our Settlements are intended to be of considerable duration,

there is an obvious advantage in regulating the assessment by

considerations of a permanent character, or, at least such as are

not likely to undergo any very material change during the term

of years (generally thirty) for which it is to endure.

‘In determining, then, upon the extent of country to be

assessed at uniform rates, we are of opinion that the more per-

manent distinctions of climate, markets, and husbandry should

receive our chief attention. We should not think of imposing

different rates of assessment on a tract of countiy similarly

situated in respect of these three points, in consequence of the

actual condition of the cultivators varying in different parts of

it. . . . .

‘ Each collectorate being divided into districts (talukas) \ of

which the management and records are distinct, it is an

obvious advantage to consider the assessment of each of these

divisions separately. And were the points bearing on the

distribution of the Government demand alike in all parts of

any such division, one standard of assessment would be suit-

able for the whole. But this is seldom the case
;
and there is

rsually such marked distinction between different portions of

the same district, as to require the assessment to be regulated

with reference to those. The first question, then, in proceed-

ing to the assessment of a district, is to ascertain whether such

distinctions exist, and to define tlio limits over which they

prevail. This, however, will seldom be a task of much diffi-

culty, or involving any very minute investigation
;
as marked

differences only, calling for an alteration in the rates of assess-

ment, require notice
;
and within the limits of a single district

three to four classes of villages would generally bo found ample

for this purpose.

‘ The relative values of the fields of each village having been

determined from the classification of soils, the command of

water for irrigation, or other extrinsic circumstances, and the

villages of a district arranged into groups, according to their

I’espective advantages of climate, markets, &c., it only remains,

in order to complete the Settlement, to fix the absolute amount

of assessment to be levied from the whole.

‘ The determination of this point is, perhaps, the most im-

^ Or, as we should say, ‘each dis- talukils.’ It will be observed that
trict is divided into subdivisions or in this extract ‘ district * = Uluka.
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portant and difficult operation connected with the survey, and

requires, beyond all others, the exorcise of great judgment and

discrimination on tho part of the officer on whom it devolves.

The first requisite is to obtain a clear understanding of the

nature and effects of our past management of the district, which

will bo best arrived at by an examination and comparison of the

annual revenue Settlements of as many previous years as trust-

worthy data may be procurable for, and from local inquiries of

tho people, during tho progress of the survey. The informa-

tion collected on the subject of past revenue Settlements should

be so arranged as to enable us to trace with facility the mutual

influence upon each other of the assessments, the collections,

and the cultivation.

‘ This, in our opinion, can best bo done by the aid of diagrams,

constructed so as to exhibit, in contiguous columns, by linear

proportions, the amount and fluctuations of tho assessment,

collections, and cultivation, for each of tho years to which they

relate, so as to convey to tho mind clear and definite concep-

tions of tho subject, such as it is scarcely possible to obtain

from figured statoments, even after tho most laborious and

attentive study. The information to bo embodied in the

diagram best suited for our purpose should be restricted to the

land of the district subject to tho full assessment
;
the extent

of this cultivated in each year, the assessment on tho same, and

the portion of the assessment actually realized.

^ Furthermore, to assist in tracing the causes to which the

prosperity or decline of villages, or tracts containing sevei’al

villages, aro to be attributed, independent statements of the

annual revenue Settlements of each village should be pre-

pared
;
and from these again, a general statement for the whole

district, or any portion of it should be framed, and its accuracy

tested by a comparison with the general accounts of the taluka,

and from the returns so prepared and corrected, the diagrams

should finally be constructed. The nature and amount of the

various items of land-revenue and haqs (holdings revenue-free

or at reduced rates) excluded from the diagram, should be

separately noted, and taken into account in considering the

financial results of the proposed assessment.

‘ And, finally, with the view of affording the fullest inform'

ation on this important subject, detailed figured statements

should be furnished, exhibiting the source and amount of every
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item of revenue hitherto derived from land of every description,

whether Government or alienated, comprised within the limits

of the villages for which an assessment is proposed.

‘The information thus collected and exhibited, with that

obtained by local inquiries into the past history of the district,

will generally enable us to trace the causes which have affected

its past condition
;
and a knowledge of these, aided by a com-

parison of the capabilities of the district with those of others

in its neighbourhood, will lead to a satisfactory conclusion

regarding the amount of assessment to bo imposed.

‘ But instead of a particular sum at which a district sliould

bo assessed, it amounts to the same thing, and is more con-

venient, to determine the rates to be imposed on the several

descriptions of soil and culture contained within its limits, so

as to produce the amount in question. And to do this, it is

only requisite to fix the maximum rates for the different de-

scriptions of cultivation when, of course, all the inferior rates

will be at once deducible from the relative values of our classi-

fication scales,’

It should be noted that, besides variations according to

grouping, there may be differences resulting from situation

within the village. Lands may be precisely the same in

quality, and yet those nearer the village (where manure is

to be had), and nearer a well or other water-supply, may

be able to pay more than those more distant.

Mr. Kogers remarks that in the village registers it is

noted regarding each field, how far it is from the village

site, and from water.

Rates may also be modified with reference to the natural

agricultural capabilities of the different cultivating castes

or classes holding the land.

§ 8. Example of Assesment-Rates,

To illustrate the result of rate-calculation, I may in-

stance that, on looking through the assessment report of the

Indapur t^lluka of Poona, already alluded to, we find' that

a general maximum jirdyat rate of one rupee per acre

was taken as fair; but IndApur itself had a very good

market for its produce, so the rate (in a group round the
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town) was raised to R.1-2. Then, in parts of the tAlukd,

certain groups of villages were badly off as regards com-

munication, and still more so as regards the climate, in

steadiness of the rainfall average, so these were grouped

into tracts for which the rates were fourteen annas, or even

twelve annas
;
in other places there was a fertilizing over-

flow of the river which bounds the taluka, and this so im-

proved the conditions of agriculture, rendering them com-

paratively independent of rainfall, that a special increase on

the maximum dry-crop rate was imposed on those lands

that directly benefited by the overflow. (This, it will be ob-

served, was a question of natural advantage, not of artificial

irrigation.) The actual rate, R. i or R. 1-2, was arrived

at by a study of the rates previously paid, and whether

easily so or not, and whether under the greatly improved

condition of things, increase of culturable area, rise in

prices, increase in population, cattle and carts, rates ^ could

bo fixed higher or not.

§ 9. A2>2ilication of the Rates,

The standard rates being fixed, the classer’s data can

now be brought to bear : for example, taking the rates of

the last paragraph—fields of the group where the maxi-

mum is R. 1-2-0, and shown in the classer’s list as belong-

ing to the sixtoen-anna class, would pay R.1-2, the

fourteen-anna class R. i, and so on
; those that were in the

two-anna class would pay one-eighth of R.1-2 or two as.

three pie. Fields that were irrigated by wells would have

certain rates added on to represent the well, the rate being

applied to the dumber of acres considered to bo irrigated,

the addition, moreover, being the full rate, or something

less, according to the scale made out on the basis of the

facts regarding irrigation, and the nature and efiiciency of

the means of applying it.

' For (ixample, in Indapur, the much bettor off, and a much larger

making of roads and the introduc- return was obtained from agricul*

tion of carts, which had before been ture,

almost unknown, made the people
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Rice-land would be similarly dealt with, in its own

classification, as regards the rates.

§ 10. Rules in other parts of the Presidency,

The rules described were devised for the Dakhan dis-

tricts
;
but though the details differ, the principle is the

same in other parts of the Presidency. In the Konkdn, for

example, the rainfall is so abundant that soil-depth is of no

consequence
;
but everywhere the rules lay down the ob-

servance of well-known classes of soil having different

productive capabilities, both with water and without, the

separate classification of rice-lands, the grouping of villages

for assessment purposes, and the same general method for

calculating rates.

§ II. Method of Working.

Tlie work of soil-classification is very rapidly done, and

so accurately that test classifications do not differ by more

than six or seven pies in a maximum valuation of one rupee,

'^'he classification will not take more than twenty to

twenty- five minutes for a twenty-acre field, and seven or

eight fields will be done in a day by a classer, of whom
thirteen or fourteen form the establishment of one Assist-

ant Superintendent. The establishment will got over

45)000 to 50,000 acres of plain country in a month. The

Assistant Superintendent tests from 5 to 15 per cent, him-

self, by doing the work over, without reference to what has

been recorded by the native classer
;
and it is surprising

how small the corrections are as a rule.

It will be observed that under the Bombay system, no

less than any other, the fixing of actual rates is a matter

for the Settlement Officer or assessor
;
it is dependent on a

consideration of circumstances, on wise calculation, know-

ledge, and experience; but when once the general rates

Q-re determined, they are applied to each field by an arith-

luotical process, resulting from the classer’s fractional valu-

ation of each.

The whole assessment is not made by rule of thumb, as
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is sometimes supposed
;

it is a matter of estimate after

careful study of the locality, as well as of tabulated statis-

tics, by experienced men, as it must be under all systems

;

whore the system of precision comes in is, that, given the

maximum or standard rates determined on, the considera-

tions described for the group, the application of those rates,

in full or in the appropriate fraction, is a matter of exact

calculation : each field has a Telatlve value (so many annas

out of sixteen), fixed according to rules of classification,

and the application of the rate to the' field is a matter of

arithmetic.

The value of the system consists in this, that the soil-

classification (dry and rice-land) and record of facts about

the water-supply, can be so easily and satisfactorily checked,

and that great experience is gained by the trained staff,

who arc constantly employed as classers. No system can

dispense with the assessor’s (as distinct from the classer’s)

personal judgment, or exclude altogether an element of

estimate or intuition
;
but this system leaves as little as

possible to such judgment, and when the rate is determined,

applies it by uniform and exact methods to each field.

§ 13. Settlement of Alienated Lands,

‘ Alienated ’ lands (as they are called in Bombay ^), that

is, grants, revenue-free or partly revenue-free (on a ‘jodi’

or quit-rent, as it is called), are not, as an entire class,

assessed. But the Code gives power to survey the vil-

lages as regards their boundaries, and to settle disputes

regarding those boundaries. There may be whole estates,

or a tract of land of considerable size, alienated
;
and there

may be merely alienated fields or groups of fields in the

midst of ‘Government,’ i.e. revenue-paying, lands; or

possibly. Government may have a share in alienated lands.

In the former case Government would ordinarily not inter-

fere
;
the grantee would make his own arrangements with

the occupants, who, in fact, pay revenue to him instead of

^ I shall consider this term at a later stage under the head
Tenures.
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to Government. In some cases, however, the indmddr will

request the survey to determine the assessment
;
and then,

if he accepts the rates, these are binding on him as regards

the occupants
;
and Government pays the expense of the

survey h In the case of single fields held revenue-free, the

land would be assessed like the adjoining fields, only the

assessment would not be levied, or only so far as Govern-

ment had a share in it. But in such lands the assessment

should bo known, because the local cess is levied on the

basis of a percentage on the revenue.

The only local cess (the one-anna local cess) is charged

for special purposes, one-third being devoted to education

and two-thirds to district roads.

Lands belonging to the ‘ watan’ of the hereditary village

officials (and now held on joint succession by the present

occupants as members of a watanddri family) were usually

charged by the Mar^tha Government with a ‘ jodi,’ or quit-

rent, often sufficiently heavy. In all cases watan lands

are now assessed to a sum sufiicient to provide a remuner-

ation for the actual office-holder, which remuneration is

calculated on the basis of a certain percentage of the revenue

of the village. Should the full survey-assessment be not

sufficient to cover this, the balance is paid by Govern-

ment.

§ 13. Area adopted for separate Settlement

Operations,

I before remarked that the Settlement of single talukas,

or even groups of villages less than a Uluk^, separately, is

the common practice. It may be partly due to the con-

venience which such a system offers, when the districts are

more or less interlaced with chiefs’ estates or foreign terri-

tory, and frequent adjustments of territorial boundary for

Government purposes, had to bo made. But the chief

reason is stated by Colonel Anderson to be, that this plan

enables the settling officer to give minute consideration to

the tract he is settling, and enables the authorities above

^ Seo on this subject Handbook, Chap. XXIII. 504, and XXIV. 538-540.
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him, the better to scrutinize his proposals. A further

advantage is that the working of the Settlement on a

small area can be watched, and the suitability of rates im-

posed be judged of, before extending their application to a

larger area.

Section IV.—The Revision Settlements.

The term of Settlement is thirty years, except in Sindh,

where, owing to local circumstances, it has been thought

desirable to adopt a period of ten years h

When the period of Settlement comes to an end the land

is re-scttled. This, in Bombay, is always called a ‘ Revision

Settlement.’ Owing to the difficulties experienced in early

years, the first Settlements of all districts were not com-

pleted before a great many revision Settlements began to fall

due. At the present day all but perhaps one or two of the

original Settlements are about to expire, or have already

fallen in, and many 'Revisions* have been undertaken.

Consequently, it is now of more importance to notice the

principle on which revision is conducted

§ I. Survey and Classification,

I have already described the principles on which land is

divided for survey purposes, and how the later surveys

differ from the earlier ones. It is anticipated that, when

the few first or original surveys which are still in progress

are completed, and when all the subsequent (or present)

revisions are 'finished, there will be no need for any further

general survey, nor for any general reclassification of soils.

It was hardly to be expected that the first surveys could

have resulted in such matured or perfect work, that no

further classification would be needed
;
and as a matter of

fact the earlier ‘revisions’ often consisted in doing the

whole Settlement-survey work over again and some of

them have not yet been completed.

* Befporf, p. 30. ® For oxamplo, the Settlement of

^ See the table of districts in Vd. Indapur tdlukd in the Pooim

I. p. 61, where the dates of revision, Collectorate, during which
&c., are given. were devised, and practices estab*
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In the Kesolution No. ^1619 of 26th March, 1884, it is

stated that the bulk of the t^lukds in the Southern Marathd

distriots will not need any further alteration of the classi-

fication and valuation of land
;
also the greater part of the

Dakhan districts. ‘ The power of Government to direct a

revaluation of soils will be exercised almost solely in the

province of Guzarat, the districts of Thdna, Colaba, Khan-

desh, and Satara, and in these, it is believed, a partial

survey will sufiice.’

It has also been determined that when, in Settlements

since 1854, portions of survey-numbers were left unassessed

as unculturable
—

‘pot-kharab’—either from surface pecu-

liarities, or as containing quarries, pits, tombs, &c., even

though such portions should (by increased labour and owing

to the increased value of land) have been cultivated, no

increase in the assessment will take place in future, by

altering the classification, or rather cancelling the deduc-

tion or the allowance made in the process of classifying.

Further, the general rule now stands, that where either

a classification of soil has been made for a second time, or

an original classification has been approved as final, it is

not again to be altered so as to affect the assessment \

It may here be remarked that, with a view of making an

end with classification and survey work, any ‘revision’

operations that are still requisite are not delayed till the

old or existing Settlement actually expires. Formerly it

was so
;
but—says the Resolution of Government already

quoted—‘if this practice were maintained, the operation

would be greatly protracted, and the highly skilled survey

establishments would bo dissipated for want of full-time

employment.

‘It has therefore been resolved that the completion of

the survey record should be carried out at once, . . . and

it is estimated that all field operations of the survey in this

Fi'esidency may be completed within a period of eight

years’ [i.e. before 189a].

lislied, which were the foundation and classification were practically
^1 all the modern systematic im- done all over again.
Provements, was itself a ‘ revision' ^ See Section io6 of the Code
operation, and under it, the survey as amended.
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These revisions of area—to get once for all a perfect

survey and classification of the soil—do not affect the

R(‘v. Code, assessments, which remain until the term fixed for their
see. 102.

currency expires.

§ 2. Assessment on Eevision.

As to increases of assessment after the expiry of the

Settlements at present in force, the important principle has

been laid down, that if, since a first or original Settlement,

a landholder has improved his land himself, or at his own

cost, such improvement is not to bo taxed by an increased

(revision) assessment. This rule, as the Code stood in

1879, was qualified by the condition, that an increase might

be taken with reference to any natural advantage, when

the improvement effected from private capital and resources

consisted only in having created the means of utilizing such

advantage. It may be thought that this proviso would, in

practice, be correctly understood
;
but a different opinion

has prevailed. The desire to remove any expression which

might affect the minds of cultivators and make them hesi-

tate about expending capital and labour on improvements,

has led to the remodelling of clause 107 ^ As it at first stood,

the clause meant that, supposing a field originally assessed

as * dry ^ was, on revision, discovered to have an abundant

supply of sub-soil water—say twenty feet below the sur-

face—the assessment might be increased by reason of this

purely natural advantage, before overlooked, but discovered

at revision; although the fact that the cultivator had

actually sunk wells to utilize this advantage, would not be

the cause of any increase. ’ In that sense I do not under-

stand that the amended section alters anything, except in so

^ By Bombay Act IV of 1886, the made under this Act, or under

clause now runs :
‘ In revising Bombay Act I of 1865, by or at the

assessments of land-revenue, regard coat of the holder thereof, the

shall be had to the value of land
;

increase in tho value of such land,

and in the case of land used for the or in tho profit of cultivating the

pui'poscs of agriculture, to the same, duo to the said improvement,

profits of agriculture. Provided shall not bo taken into account

that if any improvement has bo6n in fixing the revised assessment

effected in any land during the thereof."

currency ofany previous Settlement
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far as the new proviso to section 106 will prevent any re-

classification of soil once finally made.

The Kesolution of Government, No. 6682, dated loth

November, 1881, provides that where wells existed at the

date of the original Settlement, and the lands were assessed

at well-rates, the revision assessment is limited to the ‘ dry-

rate
*

(but the maximum (ky-ratc) applied to the vicinity.

And where new wells have been constructed subsequent to

the first Settlement, the ordinary dry-crop rate, without

addition, is levied. This rule is now general for all dis-

tricts.

‘ Burkis ’—which appear to be masonry constructions by

which water is drawn from a stream, so that it can then, by

lift, be baled on to lands—are treated as wells. In some

places irrigation is effected by a ‘ bandhara,* which means a

dam erected across a stream or nala : improvements of this

class are governed by the same principle, except that if the

water itself is the property of Government, a rate for the

use of the water may bo charged irrespective of the assess-

ment
;
and the rules at page 234 of Nairne’s Iland-hook

apply.^

While thus encouraging the expenditure of capital as far

as possible, it was not intended to forego the right of the

State to its just participation in the natural value of land.

Now it is obvious that the existence of an easily available

water source below the surface, is just as much a natural

element in the value of land, as is the fact that the soil

itself is of good quality, of sufficient depth, and well placed

as regards drainage. Hence while foregoing a rise in the

assessment on the ground of new works, the classification

(whenever there was opportunity) has been corrected so

as to take into consideration the sub-soil water, and so

niake a reasonable increase in the proportionate value of

the land^, before the classification becomes final and un-

alterable.

^ See Bombay Resolution, 594 S. thereon. Here the addition on
joth August, 1883. See also the account of the water advantage

l^f^f^sting 8.R., on the Dholkd comes to R. o. 2. 10 per acre.
’'aluka (AhmadilbM) and the orders

VOL. ITI. R
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In connection with this subject it may be mentioned that,

in Guzarat generally, there is an easily accessible water-

bearing substratum which, in many places, would render

irrigation easy if wells were sunk. In AhmaddbM (Dholk^

t^lukd) when water was available within twenty-four feet

it was taken into consideration (and in exceptional cases to

forty-five feet)
;
over that it was not considered. Where

the water is brackish or otherwise defective, the rate is

suitably lowered.

In some cases, with a view of encouraging the people (in

the backward parts of the country, the Panch Mahals espe-

cially), sanction has been given to the proposal to abandon

all direct taxation ofwells (new or old) and add only a small

sum to the dry-land rate in recognition of its superior ad-

vantage ’

.

§ 3. Amount of Increase,

Lastly, in connection with revision, comes the question

what rate of enhancement shall be adopted, and whether

any (generally applicable) limit can be fixed. This subject

has been discussed in principle and with reference to all

provinces, in Vol. I. Ch. V. (see pp. 360, 4) ;
here it will be

sufficient to repeat that in Bombay the rule laid down for

the Dakhan districts has been generally extended
;
the inile

is, not to increase the revenue of a tdlukd or a group of

villages which shows the same maximum dry-crop rate,

beyond 33 per cent. : nor should the increase on a single

village amount to more than 66 per cent, without special

explanation and sanction
;
nor should the increase on the

individual holding exceed 100 per cent.

It has to be borne in mind that hard-and-fast rules about

'percentages are apt to work badly
;
while to form a judg-

ment solely on the fact that the increase in any particular

case is (absolutely) so much per cent, on the old rate, with-

out reference to the whole of the facts, is almost certainly

to go wrong. In some cases a holding has been increased

in area by the authorized (or unauthorized) inclusion of

Resolution, No. 2619, 26th March, 1884, § 3a.
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waste land: here of course there ought to be the just

increase—no matter what the percentage. So if in an early

survey or revision survey there has been an absolute mis-

classification of soil, the error should in reason be corrected,

whatever its effect. If care is taken not to alter more than

is necessary, to make every allowance for the tight assess-

ment of poor soil, and to keep in view the general limits of

percentages of increase as above indicated, it is not likely

any serious error can occur. That I think is fairly

—

though very briefly put—the gist of the existing orders.

§ 4. Concluding Remarks,

It is hardly necessary to remark, in conclusion, that the

above principles have nothing to do with the increase of

assessment where an improvement is made at the public

expense, as where the making of a Government canal raises

the selling value of the land within its reach
;
or where land

the produce of which was nearly unsaleable for want of

transport, has been brought by a Government railway,

within reach of a ready market. Here, as was stated in the

Government Revenue Despatch No. 246 of 15th April, 1882,

(to the Secretary of State), the increased value is ^ fairly

considered in the classification rates along with other

advantages which are not due to expenditure of capital by

the occupant of the land.’ Here we are not speaking of

any charge for the use of water as a commodity supplied

from a Government source, but of the increase in the value Rov. Code,

of land and its consequent revenue assessment.

There are certain orders, issued in 1874 (which it is not

necessary here to detail) as to notifying in a district under

Settlement or about to be settled, that irrigation works are

about to be completed, or are in a state of progress which

may affect the assessments

^ This notice is only given ^ when able at an early period in the term
the works to which it has reference of Settlement. When works are

arc actually under construction, or merely in contemplation ... wo
authorized with a fair probability should consider it injudicious to

that their benefits will be avail- disturb the minds of the cultivators
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Section V.—The Records op Settlement.

The Code is remarkably simple in its provisions on this

subject.

The village maps are among the most important records.

Accompanying these is the Settlement Register^ showing

the area and assessment of each survey-number, together

Code, sec. with the name of the registered occupant of the number.

The Code leaves it to the Local Government to prescribe

such other records as may be necessary. One record is,

indeed, expressly mentioned in an earlier section of the

53* Code—a record of all alienated lands—that is, what would

be called in Upper India ‘ lakhirAj ’ or * mu^d,fi ’ lands,—

lands of which the Government right to revenue has been

wholly, or within certain limits, alienated or granted away.

§ I. Forms of Record.

The orders on the subject direct that the records shall

bei-

I. The village map.

II. The Register of all lands.

HI. The ‘ Botkhat,’ or record of each holding
;
that is,

the fields held on each separate interest, or on

* a separate tenure by a single individual, or by

joint body, shown as grouped together.

Nos. II and III are in fact, just the khasra and khatami

of the Noi-th Indian Settlements.

Each holder of land gets, at the time of survey, a copy of

the details recorded relating to his land. I have not seen any

order as to the precise forms- of these records, but I presume

that the Register is essentially the same as that which is

kept up to date as ‘ No. I ' Form, in every village. This * Re-

gister of land ’ is a very complete one. And as a glance at its

columns and arrangement gives at once a certain insight

by a reference to future liabilities the expiration of the period of gua*

connected with works visibly in rantee fi. e. to the duration of the

progress before them. In such existing Settlement) (Despatch last

cases the enhancement of rates on quoted, § 6).

account of increased value of ir- ‘ Hand’hook^ p. 141.

rigable land may be deferred to
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into the results of classifying land and surveying it at

Settlement, I give^ the form as now used. It is locally

called ‘ shetwdrpatrak.*

Under column 3 will be shown that the ‘number’ is

‘ Government ’ (i. e. revenue-paying), or ‘ service indm,’ or

‘personal indm,’ or watan or village-Government-service

indm, or villago-community-service indm. And it may be

that a ‘ number ’ will be held (column 6), by several per-

sons : thus, (i) MahAdev Govind

—

Shares—himself .... 8 annas.

A. B 4 annas.

C. D 4 annas.

Column 5 will show whether any portion of the number

is wholly or paiiily ‘ pot kharab,’ i. e. allowed as uncultur-

able, having a tomb on it, &c.

Column 17 is necessary, because there may be a local cess

to bo paid by a percentage on this assessment, though the

assessment itself is not realized.

When any alteration by death, relinquishment, transfer,

and so forth occurs, it will be noted in Columns 18 and 19.

‘Remarks ’ (20) show such particulars as that a ‘ well ’ is on

the land, or ‘ the mango trees belong to Government,’ &c.
^

At the end is an abstract of the area of the village

under—

^ From Hope's Manual ofRevenue Accounts (3rd ed.).
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Code,

109,

IJO.

A. Landfor cultivation.

1 i
Government (i.e. revenue-paying).

(I) Assessed
I

(2)

Unassessed (if any).

B. La'iid not availablefor cultivation.

(1) Unculturable.

‘ Pot kharab ’ (deductions made for bad bits in

numbers,—as part covered by tombs, or by

broken ground, &c.).

Eivers and streams.

(2) Set apart for special purposes.

Kuran (fuel reserve of bdbul trees), Forest Ke-

serves, &c. &c.

(3) Set ajHxrt for public purposes,

Gdonthan, or village site.

Burial ground.

Roads.

Railway.

Free pasture for village, &c. &c.

I have mentioned this Village ‘ Register No. i
’ under the

head of Survey Records, for so it practically is
;

indeed,

formerly it was actually prepared by the Survey and handed

over. Now it is compiled by the village accountant or

kulkarni from the actual Settlement-Survey Records, and

verified by the M^mlatddr of the taluka.

§ 2. Preservation of Original Records.

The original Survey registers, when complete, are not

altered, except to correct clerical errors or mistakes ad-

mitted by the parties interested. Mistakes as to a wrong

entry of a registered occupant’s name by error, fraud, or

collusion, may be corrected within two years, even if the

parties do not admit it
;
but all subsequent changes by suc-

cession, partition, transfer, &c., are not made in the Settle-

ment registers themselves, but in village registers kept up

for the purpose.

Thus there are (as in other Provinces) the unaltered
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Survey register and maps, showing how things were at the

time when the Settlement was complete, and subsequent

registers showing any changes that have taken place.

As the holding of every person is registered, whether it

is an entire survey-number or some subdivision of it, the

record is really as complete a record of right as can be

required.

§3. Ascertainment of Rights,

The Settlement Officer makes the entries according to the

actual facts of occupation
;
he does not exercise any judi-

cial function in determining a doubtful title : if there is a

dispute he will refer the parties to the Civil Court. There

being, as a matter of principle or general rule, no inter-

mediate landlord between the landholder and the State,

there is but little room for those questions of subordinate

right and varieties of tenancy which need such careful

reservation in North Indian Settlements. In special cases,

where there are superior rights, as in ‘ khoti' villages, a re-

cord is made of the subordinate rights also, as specially pro-

vided by the Khoti Act (Bombay) of 1880. There are also

other cases of special tenures, such as the taluqddri tenures

of Ahmaddbdd, which are dealt with under a special Act

(VI. of 1862).



CHAPTER 11.

THE LAND-TENUEES.

Section L—Introductoiiy.

§ I. History of the Districts.

The Bombay Presidency (in this chapter we exclude

Sindh) offers a very diversified field for the student of

tenures. In so far as the purely modern condition of the

villages is regarded, there might appear to be considerable

uniformity : but underneath this there are the traces of an

eventful and stormy history, and many illustrations of the

working of those agencies which everywhere in India may

be traced in their effect on land-tenures.

The Northern Province of Guzarat, indeed, still remains,

owing to its physical and historical features, diversified

with examples of several tenures
; we may there find, side

by side, the ordinary village held purely on the raiyatwari

tenure, and ‘joint villages,' which, though few in number,

are a still actively surviving institution, known as ‘ narwa’

or ‘ bhdgdari ' villages. There are also remains of the

chiefships of the Rajput families that once boro sway over

Guzardt, some of them much broken up, and now known

by the (later) name of ‘ taluqddris.^ There are also certain

tenures which still attest the power of the plundering chief-

ships of the Mardthd times.

It is otherwise with the Dakhan districts ;—those lying

between the Narbada (or Narmadd) river on the north, and

the sources of the Kistnd on the south. The early history

is here almost wholly traditional
;

it was once a Dravidian

country, but various successive conquests affected it
;

one
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rule giving way to another. In the sixth century of our

era we find that these districts (or the greater part of them)

formed part of the (Hindu) MAlwd kingdom under Vikra-

maditya. The country came permanently under Muham-

madan rule (i.e. under the early Delhi emperors) towards

the middle of the fourteenth century^. It subsequently

passed under the sway of the independent Dakhan kings

known as B^hmanis^ whose kingdom soon split, up into five

—till for a brief space the Mughal empire was established

by the conquests of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb. But in

the end the contests of the two Muhammadan powers were

suicidal to both, and were the cause of the Dakhan passing

under the power of the MarAthis between the middle of

the seventeenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Under such circumstances, the tenures of the Dakhan

must have undergone considerable changes—changes in-

dicated by certain survivals, which arc, however, sufficiently

indefinite to allow room for some difiierence of opinion as

to the inferences to be drawn from them. But at the present

(l.iy the villages, whatever their form originally, are prac-

tically on the level of the simple, but convenient and un-

questionable, raiyatwari tenure.

In the Konkan districts, in the same way, the village

tenures have also undergone changes : the existence, in for-

mer days of a proprietary class distinct from the ‘ tenantry,*

is rendered probable by the use of certain terms and by

the surviving privileges of certain classes of cultivators.

The Konkan tenures are, however, diversified by the exist-

ence, in some parts, of an overlord tenure, derived from

Moslem and Mai’^thd revenue-farming, and known as that

of the ‘ Khots,* as well as by certain privileged occupancies

which arose in connection with former revenue arrange-

ments, and with reclamation of salt lands on the sea-coast.

§ 2. Tenures Classified according to Kind.

Under such local and historical conditions, it would be

equally possible either to treat the tenures according to

^ Muhammad Tughlak completed the conquest, a. d. 1338.
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the locality of occuiTcnce, or to classify them according to

their kimL On the whole, I have preferred to deal with

the subject in a classified order. We shall thus have to

consider—

(i) the village tenure as it now exists, i. e. the non-

landlord or raiyatwdri form in the Presidency

generally;

(ii) the survivals of the joint or landlord village (narwd

or bh^gddri) in Guzardt

;

(iii) the cases where double ’ or ‘overlord’ tenures have

been established over the villages, as (chiefly) in

the case of the so-called taluqdd,ris of Ahmad-

dbad, and the Khots of the Konkan
;

(iv) the history of the ‘ alienated’ lands, i.o. lands held

under grant of complete or partial freedom

from revenue payment, including the service

and other ‘ watans,' which form so interesting

a feature of the land administration in Central

India and Bombay, as well as Madras.

§ 3. Tenures Grouped hy Locality,

If we were, however, to deal with tenures by localities,

we should group them thus :

—

I

The • survey tenure ’ villages, now consisting of aggre-

gates of unconnected raiyats, with equal rights

under the Code.

Historical reminiscences of a former joint-village sur-

viving in the use of certain terms.

The narwa or bhdgdiiri tenure in certain villages.

The overlord or taluqdari tenure.

Wanta tenure.

Mewdsi tenure.

Maliki tenure.'

Klioti tenures.

Shilotri tenures.

Izafat tenures.

Khoti tenures (permanent), with inferior tenures

dharekari, &c.

Tenures the same as those described in the note on

Kanara (Madras).

§ 4. Statistics of Tenures.

It might be supposed from this variety of tenure, that

really the area held by overlords or by landlords was very

Guzarat

.

North Konkan .

South Konkan .

Kanara . . . .
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considerable ;
and that the area which, though divided as

usual into villages, is held by ‘ occupants ’ directly under

the State (neither holding in co-parcenary bodies or under

a middleman) was of less importance
;

it will be desirable to

give a few statistics which will show that the landlord vil-

lage and other forms of overlord tenure really occupy but

a minor portion of the land.

In the published Statistics for 1886-7, unfortunately, the

villages held in shares (bhdgdd,ri and narwd) are not separ-

ated, but the following figures are given :

—

Tenure,

Number of

ebtates or
Number of Area in

Remarks,
holdings.

villages. acres.

2

R<iiyatwuri

villages * 1,284 238 20,1 18]

28,475,016

(occupied

land only)

* I have added to-

gether those pay-

ingatfull rates and
the much smaller

number paying at

Taluqdiiri . 530} 530}
L4 i9)397
(gross area)

privileged rates :

the latter are

Mewiisi , . 41 41 79,334
213,405, and how

Udhad jama-

bandi.

far tiiese represent

%
9 S3

5 ^
123 123 194,830

blulgdiirs, &c. I

have no means of

Khot . . . 1732] 1732] 2,160,517
telling.

usiifat . . . 7 7 3608

These refer to whole

1

villages or estates,

not to revenue

Reveniio-free, i. 0.

2165J 2165I 4,483,343
privileges on indi-

inum and vidual fields, &c.

which are included

in village land-

holdings.

I omit from notice 5730 acres of land merely held on ‘ lease ’ for Government as owner.

Section IL—The Village-Tenures.

§ I. The Dakhan,

The fact that a great part of the Dakhan was in early

historic times peopled by mixed tribes, which afterwards

S^ve rise to the great confederacy of the Mardthd clans, is

^iidicated by the circumstance that it received the special
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name of MahSrdshtra from the Sanskrit writers : moreover,

a special dialect (or rather dialect with several varieties)

(Marathi) was developed ^ There can, I think, be very

little doubt that originally (so-called) Dravidian tribes

must have existed in abundance
;
there must have been

Gonds and Mhdrs, and doubtless others. At an early date,

however, Aryan or Rdjput adventurers from the North

must have penetrated the country
;
since it is otherwise

impossible to account for the great number and many sub-

divisions of the Brahman caste, and for the fact that the

oldest of the various States or petty kingdoms formed in

the South were certainly ' Hinduized i.e. had adopted the

Brahmanic traditions and forms at an ancient date. In

spite of all caste prohibitions, it is ceiiain that the Aryan

and the Dravidian races everywhere fused rapidly
;
and it

is probable that only the highest families kept themselves

pure, and called themselves ‘Rdjputs.' No doubt the

‘ upper strata ’ of even the mixed clans would adopt the

same designation whenever they came into power, or ac-

quired wealth and influence. Such families are known (from

instances in many parts of India) to have then professed a

greater strictness of life, and to have taken Hindu names

and assumed all the attributes of the purer or original

Aryan Rajputs, with whom they had really a very second-

ary connection. The ancient kingdoms of Chord, Chola,

and Pandyd in the South were ruled by princes thus con-

verted. There can bo no reasonable doubt that the Dak-

han was anciently held by princes of the same kind long

before the Muhammadan conquest^. How far they were iu“

^ Yule and Burnell give Maha-
rashtra as = magna mjio (in Sanskrit).
Others refer it to the Mahar or Mhur
tribe, once a numerous one, which
now only survives in the village
Mhar—who is a sort of beadle or
messenger. The origin of the term
now generally used for the Dakhan
population is uncertain. The regu-
lar Hindi form is Marhatta (com-
monly written Mahratta) but this
is, I believe, a term of reproach
(—plunderer), and is certainly not

adopted by the people themselves as

a collective name. For this reason

I have not used it, but prefer tJie

form Manltha which I bciievo to be

more correct as a general name.
* See for instance Tod, vol. m

p. 240, where ho speaks of the

Rdjput princes, holding kingofi^^^®

in the South, ‘whose offspring,

blending with the original pop*^'

lation, produced the mixed race 0

Mahrattas.'
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terfered with by the later series of Rdjput movements—

which occurred before the first Muhammadan conquests—it

is impossible to say ; there were many wars and struggles

;

witness for example the career of SilivShana. It is,

however, impossible not to believe that native and local

kingdoms flourished in the Dakjian long before Vikramad-

itya (whose kingdom appears in Central India in the sixth

century), and long before those RAjput kingdoms of MAlw^l,

Central India, and GuzarAt, which were still in existence in

the eleventh century, and which are traceable partly to

immigrations from the Ganges plain and Oudh, and partly

to movements of Rajputs when firat disturbed by Moslem

irruptions. These kingdoms, held by princely houses,

which we may caU Mar^thd. (as indicating the mixed

Aryo-Dravidian origin) passed away long before the Mu-

hammadan Dakhan kingdoms, and the subsequent resusci-

tation of the MarAthd power in the seventeenth century b

Yet they may have given rise (as such kingdoms often do)

to landlord families having a hereditary interest in land,

which left traces of their existence in the Dakhan villages

;

traces that still survive in certain terms and names.

But if this is the case, and there can hardly be any

doubt of it, it is impossible not to take count of the Dra-

vidian form of village as in all probability existing before

the landlord families came. It is to be remembered that

throughout the Dakhan, the holding of land in virtue

of hereditary village office is everywhere known. And
this feature is always connected with the old Dravidian

form of landholding. Thus in the Dakhan we shall

really have one of the many cases in which the landlord

village grew up over an earlier form. The Dravidian village

still survives iir other parts of India, and it is not easy to

0* 35)> speaking of natives, a new and almost unknown
no timo when the Muhammadans race of people.’ It is quite certain

(

P ' invaded the Dakhan, says :— that Manlthfl clans existed long be-
i?rom that time the Mahrattas fore Sivtlji’s timo; and Colonel Sykes
ere quite lost sight of; and so lit- (to whose work allusion will pre-

in
pnid to them that sently be made) has no doubt that

th
®®venteenth century when the old landholding class indicated

liilT
from their native by the specially surviving terms in

8 and plains, tlioy were, to other the Dakhan, were early Mardthas.
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suppose that in the ancient Dakhan it was different to what

it was elsewhere. In itself it was an essentially ‘ raiyat*

wari’ form of village, though distinguished by certain

features which are easily lost in the process of time, and by

the effect of later revenue-assessments. In the Dravidian

village the old founders’ families were privileged, not as

landlords claiming superiority over the entire area, and

holding it afterwards in family shares, but (i) by the right

to furnish the hereditary officers of the village, (2) by hold-

ing special and valuable lots of land—often the best in the

village, and worked for them (probably) by contributions

of labour from the ordinary cultivators settled in the neigh-

bourhood. When a conquest occurs, or a foreign rule

supervenes, it is very natural that such privileges should

be ignored, or at least that the ruler should only conciliate

the village headman and accountant by adopting them into

the State system, and allowing them to hold their ancient

lands in virtue of their office and headship—lands which, in

later times, were called the ‘ watan ’ or special holding of

the ancient ‘ horned* The village in this state exactly cor-

responds to the ‘ raiyatwari village ’ as we see it all over

Central, Southern, and Western India. If now the descend-

ants of a ruling house, grantees of the king or chief, and

others, obtain a footing in such villages, they will, under

the influence of subsequent defeat or intestinal decay, as we

know by the evidential illustrations obtainable in Oudh

and elsewhere (Vol. I. pp. 131-6), lose the ruling position

and descend to be landlords. Usually the process com-

mences with one man—perhaps a relation of the chiefs,

who is granted the ^ king’s-share ’ in a village for his sus-

tenance
;
or a courtier or other influential person is similai’ly

located. At first he interferes very little with the old cul-

tivators or -their tenure; but when he dies, and in course

of time a numerous body of descendants occupy his place,

^ Watan is an Arabic word, sig- on a smaller scale to artizans and

nifying ‘ home ’ or < nation/ and menials of the village) by the wis

was applied to the land-holdings dom of the early Muhammadan
and other privileges left to the old rulers,

village office-holding families (and
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they all have equal rights and are sharers by inheritance

in the ‘ estate.* Necessity causes them to assume a closer,

and virtually landlord, connection with the land
;
the pres-

sure of numbers compels them to seize on and to cultivate the

adjacent waste, and to annex whatever land they can
;
thus

they become {de facto) co-sharing owners ofthe whole village.

The same thing occurs when a ruling family divides or

is broken up by misfortune or conquest. Members of the

fallen house manage to cling to fragments of the estate, and

afterwards dividing the propeiiy, and at the same time

gradually falling in social position, they remain as groups

of peasant landlords in the villages. No student of land-

tenures in India can, I feel certain, doubt that this process

has been one largely in operation, and that it is one of the

most important of the factors in producing joint or landlord

villages. And there is yet a further stage in the process.

In some cases these landlord-villages indeed have shown

marked stability, and continue to our own time
;
they may

lose their regular scheme of co-sharing, but still they sur-

xivQ. In others, however, they are overborne by the growth

of great territorial Taluqddrs and Zaminddrs. In others,

again, they simply melt away Revenue authorities place

the landlords and cultivating tenants on an equality, heavily

assess all alike, and deal with them all directly. Unless,

then, the landlord class happens to be of especially good

agricultural and managing capacity, and unless it escapes

the fatal defects of internal decay, of loss of vigour, of in-

dolence or extravagance, it falls out of rank, and its once

landlord position is only indicated by certain names still

given to the lands in its possession.

§ 2. Attempt to account for the Decay of Old

Landlord Claims,

It seems to me that the facts in the Dakhan exactly

accord with the process just now sketched. For at any

rate history discloses a process of rise and fall of kingdoms

and states, which here as elsewhere, must have left traces,

in the shape of numerous bodies of descendants who
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managed to retain village-lands, no longer as rulers, officers

or State-lessees, but as co-sharing bodies of landlords.

The process of decay reached a still further stage when

these bodies again lost the exclusive landholding position

and their right became a shadowy privilege—merely sur-

viving in certain names or terms, and in faint memories of

the past. If wo compare the Dakhan villages with what

we see in Guzarat, we notice in the latter exactly the same

sort of process of rise and subsequent disintegration
;
only

that as the EAjput kingdoms were later in time, or at any

rate lasted longer, disintegration had not gone so far
;
and

now has been arrested by the preservative effects of British

power and by the recognition of rights (in one form or

another) under British land-Settlements. In Guzardt, as

we shall see, the relics of the Hindu state are more evident

;

the Edja or overlord has indeed disappeared before Moslem

and Mardtha conquests, but joint villages still survive in

what is known to have been the Edjd’s ‘ demesne ’
: and the

minor (Edjput) chiefships are still in existence, some of

them much broken up, and in fact gradually dissolving into

mere village landlord estates held by widows, descendants

of branches and minor members of the chief’s house.

§ 3. Sun'ivah in the Dakhan.

Whatever may be thought of this reasoning, it was a

general feature of the jPakhan villages at the beginning of

this century, that over large areas there was found a class

of cultivators called ‘mirdsiddr,’ which implies that they

are ‘ hereditary ’ landholders. I think it most probable

that they were once members of co-sharing landlord com-

'

munities. In the same villages another class are called

‘upri’ (or upari (Wilson)), which means ‘stranger’ or

‘coming from another place,* and indicates that the cul-

tivator is of an inferior class with no hereditary claim to

the land, though he may have been long resident and m

possession. The Persian term ‘ mir&si * probably came into

use when the Muhammadan Dakhan kings ruled. One of

their ministers, Malik *Ambar (to whom I have already
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alluded), made a revenue Settlement in the seventeenth cen-

tury. In this he seems to have adopted, at any rate partially,

a system of village-assessments, and encouraged and perhaps

restored, the ‘ mirdsidArs.* But the landholders had a term

of their own, Hhalwdi* or ‘thalkari’= shareholder—leav-

ing no doubt as to the nature of the hereditary right

implied in ‘ mirAsi.’ The villages were, in fact, divided into

major shares, ‘ sthal * (=patti or tarf of Upper India) It

is evident that the ‘thalwAi* (or mirdsi) right was long

respected. When the original holder had disappeared, the

holding was known as ‘ gat-kul ’ (i. e. the family (kula) was

lost or had disappeared (gata)
)

In the Bombay Adminis-

tration Report for 1883-3 (p. 36), it is mentioned that the

mirasi right could be acquired by a sort of purchase, and

on consenting to pay the Government revenue demand

In the end, whether by the uniform pressure of the later

MardthA demand, which took no thought (as far as assess-

ment was concerned) whether the landholder was of this

class or that, or whether by the gradual decadence of the

old landlord class, the special features of mirdsi holding

disappeared. In the first quarter of the present century no

such surviving joint-ownership existed as would warrant

the ‘ village system * of revenue management being adopted.

Whether all ‘ mirAsi ’ rights are to be explained in this

manner, I do not feel certain. When we recollect that

there were privileged classes under the Dravidian orga-

nization, and that the hereditary right of these, though not

' Soo this detailed in Colo
Sykes’ papers on Daklian villa
111 the Journal of tlio Royal Asij
Society, vol. ii. p. 206, &c. ^

record of tho Bombay official
quiry into village tenures, includ
the Hon. Moiintstuart Elphinstoj
lainuto, and Mr. Chaplin’s no
was reprinted in tho Selections J

Bow&ay Govemti
lUld Series), No. IV. I greatly
pet that repeated efforts have fai
0 give me access to tho origi

I believe also that
minute is in vol. ill

e Bombay Reoenm Selections. 1
pendent on the quotations m
VOL. III.

by Mr. Campbell in the Gasetfeer.

* It should bo noted that it was

held in old times that tho miraSi

right could never be lost. A mi-

rdsidar might return and reclaim

his hand within thirty years. Tho

families were also held jointly re-

sponsible for tho i-evenue.

3 Holders of ‘ mirdsi ’ lands may
therefore not consist exclusively of

descendants of old Maratha fiimilies.

Energetic cultivators, both Kunbis

and othera, may have acquired mirds

land by purchase, or by taking tho

burden of the revenue on them-

selves.

S
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extending to any share in the entire area, was certainly

a distinct feature, it is always possible that some land-

holdings may have been called ' hereditary/ and yet not be

historically connected with a claim of a co-sharing body of

landlords.

§ 4. Konkdn Villages.

The Konkin districts (on the coast) were also part of

Mahd-rashtra, and though here the later Mardthds employed

a farming agency which gave rise to special tenures, the

original villages also exhibit traces which make it probable,

or at least possible, that joint bodies once held them. We
shall speak of the * khot * revenue-farmers separately : here

we attend to the village-landholders. Only as regards the

farmers it is necessary to say, that they themselves, in many

cases at least, owed their position as much to prescription

as to direct lease or grant
;
and they may have been active

members of the very class who would have furnished

ordinary landlord families to the villages, but who, being

put into a special position, developed in a now direction as

revenue-farmers. Or they may represent a later race of

chiefs and moneyed men who supervened upon those older

landholding classes who had once held the landlord posi-

tion but who had fallen, or begun to fall, into decay, before

the khots came. The subjection of villages to a revenue-

farmer armed with largo powers, is unfavourable to the

preservation of any pre-existing class of landlords already

tending to decay. The farmer will invariably look askance

on local rights which would conflict with the growth of his

own family position and influence : at the same time he

may find it wise to conciliate the old landholding class and

allow them certain privileges (in subordination to himself):

such old landholders aro valuable because of their un-

willingness to throw up their ancestral lands, and because

they have influence with the cultivating body at large-

Hence vestiges of old rights may remain under guise of

^ tenant rights.’ In the North Konkin villages we find ^

‘ suti ’ tenure which resembles the ‘ mirdsi ’ ^ The term

* I feel doubtful about the oty- ‘ sw^sti ’ (corruptly siisti) of

mology of thiB term. May it be the son's glossary ? If so, it may ^
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‘ gatkul ' is also used to describe holdings from which the

old landholder has disappeared. And the common or casual

tenant is distinguished from the ancestral class, by the term

‘ chikli.* In the South Konkin the mirdsidar is probably

represented by the ‘dhtek^r,’ and ‘dhdrd’ holdings are

privileged under the Khoti Act, 1880. It is also remark-

able that we have a class of tenant whose right is heritable

but not necessarily transferable, known as ‘ watanddrkul,’

which possibly may imply that the holders were descendants

of old founders’ families who held the ‘ watan ’ lands in

former days.

§ 5 . Kdnam District

There were no village groups properly so called in this

exceptionally situated district
;
all that has been said about

South Kdnara in the previous chapter on Madras tenures,

applies to the district.

§ 6. The Guzardt Villages.

It is interesting to notice that while the bulk of the

villages in the Guzardt districts exhibit the usual raiyat-

wdri features, there are a certain number of distinctly joint

or landlord villages. It may be at once stated that Mr.

Pedder considers the present joint-villages to represent the

remains of a much larger number. He thinks the few

that survive, were either able to stand because of their

adopting a peculiar method of combining to share the heavy

burden of Mardthd revenue-assessments \ or because of the

superior energyof the caste. The villages are known as bh*dg-

darl (held on shares= bh^g), and also narwa- (or narva-)

i.e. held on a scheme for distributing the burden of

the revenue (indicated by the Guzardti word ‘ narwit,’ which

only the favourable terms on which agricultural capacity, and having
land was held; or it may bo con- adopted tho iianvA method, were
nected with suta = son, and refer able to bear up against bad times
to tlie land being inherited. and survive while otliers disap-

Pcdder|(o/omt Villages), p. 4. It pe.ared. Their power to hold lands
1'^ much to bo rogrottod that we under exceptional difficulties of a
nive not any exact statistics of tho high rental, is illustrated in other
•istcs which now hold shares, parts of India (cf. for instance, vol.
ut a very large number are Kun- ii. p. 247).

a caste which had exceptional

S %
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is exactly like the *bhejbai‘d,r* of the North-West Pro-

vinces). Mr. Pedder gives the numbers of these villages as—

Kaira (Kherd) district 90
Broach (Bharochj 244
Ahmadabad i

Surat 12

The nature of the villages shown in the two latter dis-

tricts is more or less uncertain : in some cases the joint-

tenure has disappeared : it is doubtful whether the villages

really represent landlord-villages of the class we are con-

sidering ^

In Kaira the villages are called ‘ narwdddri/ and are held

almost entirely by Kunbis, though shares may here and

there have been sold or strangers otherwise admitted. Mr.

James Campbell ^ mentions that 77,933 acres, paying reve-

nue of R. 405,370—more than one-sixth of the area of

‘ Government ’ land and paying one-fourth of the ‘ rental

were held by them.

InBroach the villages were called bhdgd^ri,and arc clearly

‘pattiddri’ villages held on ancestral shares, mostly by

Mussalman proprietors of the Bohra (Bohara) class. These

were traders. ‘ As late as the eighteenth century,^ says Mr.

Campbell, ‘ the sharehold villages were the most numerous

and the most prosperous^.’ Mr. Rogers thinks the Bohrds

got a footing as revenue-farmers: or perhaps they stood

security for the villages. Possibly they may have been

grantees under early Muhammadan rule
;
or they may have

been converts to Islam from old Rajput clans (as were the

Khojds), and as such may represent an old territorial nobility,

now descended to the rank of peasant-proprietors. They

were evidently much depressed by Mardthd rule, and

fared best in the territories held by the Nawdb ot

Broach, who, as feudatory to the Mardthd state, was allowed

^ I find no detail about the Ah- village may have been one in wliich

madiibdd * shared villages *
;

they a contract for the revenue was ac*

may have been mere fragments of ceptod in certain shares
;
this

the Mewasi and other chiefs* es- or may not have implied a landlord

tates and of the same origin. In form of tenure. Mr. Campbell says

Surat there wore villages called there were three narwadari village*

hundwa- (or hundd-) bandi. The in Surat {Oaaetfeer, p. 230).

term hundw4 (Wilson) means farm- * Gazetteer (Kaira), p. 105.

ing for a certain sum
;
and such a * Gazetteer (Broach), p.
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to manage his own country, paying only a fixed tribute.

Out of 284 villages surviving in i8a8, 129 were found in

the Broach subdivision.

The narwS villages of Eaira held by Kunbis may possibly

represent a group of lands cultivated on a system of co-

operation, stiU continued by descendants,—recalling the

Velldlar villages of the Tamil country. On the other hand,

where the villages are held, as Mr. Rogers informs us, by
unmixed families descendants of one ancestor, this may be

hold to point more probably to an original lease or grant of

the management of the village to a single person. It is

also to be recollected that Kunbis were, or became, in-

corporated among the Mardthd clans
;

Sivaji himself was
of the Kunbi tribe, and the Rajas of Satdra were of the

same stock. It is therefore possible that the Kunbi nar-

wAddrs may represent territorial overlords, as well as agri-

cultural lessees.

§ 7. Possible Origin of Ouzardt Tenures.

If we look back to the history of Guzardt we shall find

it a somewhat complicated one

The whole northern country was in early days the scene

of Gujar immigration, for this tribe gave its name to the

province. What connection they had with the early his-

tory, it is impossible to ascertain
;
for it is to be remembered

that large tribal names like Gujar and Jat, &c., very often

'
‘ Nanvadars are invariably Ku;

bis, and I believe more or less r
lated to each other . , . beii
descendants of one ancestor ar
holding their estates hereditari
i^om the first.’ (Paper in Joitrn
V the E. 1. Association^ above quoted
ihe whole history of the Kunbis
Kiost interesting. Regarding Sivd
niy authority is Hunter’s QazeUe
18. V- Bombay Presidency) and Ma
Tu 95

;
see Grant Duff, i. 2

0 Kunbis are the same as tl:

thi t parts. Mr. Hewi
“ a mixed race connecte

lit .
Kauravyd or d(

dants of Kurd {Journal R. Asia/

series) Part IJ
PP- 234-8 and 307). As to the ei

tent of the Kurmi caste in Upper
India, see Beames' Mioft\s Glossarijy

vol. i. p. 155. It is probable that
the Kunbis may be ethnically con-
nected with the Vellalar agricul-

turists who penetrated the South
Country. It is remarkable that the

Vellalars of Madras have a tradition

that they came from the North, and
probably (in virtue of their Aryan
blood?) were a fiiirer race than
other local tribes (in Tamil vella =
white, al = pei-son).

^ See an interesting article by
Mr. Pedder, ^ Early History and
legend of Gujarat,’ Asiatic Quarterly

RemWj vol. iii. p. 129 (January,

1887).
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are forgotten, while only clan names are remembered which

arc not so easily recognized as subdivisions of the larger

body. A portion of this country was anciently called

Saurdshtra—the country of the Suras : they may have been

really of Gujar origin. At one time we hear of the Grseco-

Bactrian king Menander extending his dominions in this

direction. At a later period various Riijput clans (them-

selves probably mixed races) contended for the mastery in

North Bombay; and we hear of tribes of Chalukya, Solan-

khi, and Chaward as successful.

No less positive evidence of the existence of a Rajput

dominion^ is the fact that Broach, Kaira and pait of

Ahmadabad formed the khalsa or royal demesne of the

Rdja or head chief; and that the taluqdAris (as they are now

called) in the South-West and West talukds of Ahmaddbad,

once formed the ‘ bhaidd ’ or feudal chiefs' estates. These

still exist, but are rapidly breaking up and on the way to

becoming mere village estates held by joint landlords.

Kathiawar (which is not British territory) is also the site

of a number of Rajput chiefships also much subdivided.

It is not at all surprising therefore that in the districts

whore the Raja has disappeared before later conquest, traces

of landlord families should survive in joint or ‘shared’ vil-

lages. Some of these villages, again, may not be so ancient,

but only xlate back to revenue-farmers of former days.

§ 8. Nature of the Tenure,

The first question that occurs to us to ask, is whether the

terms ‘ narwd ’ and ‘ bhdgddri ’ point to any real distinction in

the constitution of the village bodies? The Reports generally

seem to indicate that they do not. The difference is assigned

merely to certain methods of assessment of the revenue im-

‘ It is also known that Anhil- turers from tho kingdom of Kanauj,

wara and Somnath were under and were further reinforced when
‘ Kajput ’ princes in tho iith-iatli the Muliammadan conquest of Hin-

century when invaded by Mahmud dustan began to disturb their north*

ol Ghazni. There is an excellent ern settlements. Malcolm describes

account of Riljputs in Central India how they mixed with the local

(and it applies also to Guzardt) in pulation, and how spurious
Malcolm, ii. p. 103, et seq. The Rdj- castes arose (p, 105).
puts most probably came as adven-
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posed when the Muhammadan, and afterwards the Mar^thd,

rulers obtained the dominion.

TheBohra villages, consisting of shareholders (bhagd^rs),

were what the North-West Province writers would call

‘ pattidari ’—held on ancestral shares. This is quite natural

when their origin can be traced to ancient (or comparatively

ancient) revenue-farmers. The fact that now some shares

are held by other castes, is nothing against the original con-

stitution being as suggested. A list of these (ancestral)

shares, termed phalavni (or phalni), is preserved. It was

the custom to assess each share separately by ‘ bighoti
’

rates—i.e. money rates chargeable on each bfgha of the

separate holdings. These rates were totalled up and gave

a lump-sum which represented the entire assessment for

which the shareholders were liable. This total was a^ainO
distributed for payment (not according to the number of

bighds or the rate fixed for them according to their value,

but) according to the fractional shares or interests in the

village, as shown by the phaMvm.

The whole estate might be first divided into ‘ motd-bh^g
’

(the primary division, corresponding to ‘tarf’), or it might

be divided at once into peta-bh% (the patti of Northern

India). Thus if the original ancestor had four sons, there

would be four ‘bh^ig,^ representing each a ‘four-anna’ share

of the estate. Each sharer in a bhdg is called ‘ pdtiddr. By
way of an example, I may take one of four ‘ bhags.’ It

would very possibly be subdivided as follows :

—

(
representing a major share

Bhdg 1
1

of one-fourth of the entire

I

( estate

. ,
i i i

(3 sons) ABC
(Share of each = J of | of the whole)

_L
r . ^

I I I I I

(5 grandsons) no issue a b c d e

Those will succeed to the

whole share of A, B,

C, and take each ^ of |
of 7 of the entire estate.
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The share of revenue payable by each, would correspond

to the fractional share in the estate.

But in the case of the narwd village, no * bighoti ’ assess-

ment was made of each bhdg or share, but a lump-sum was

levied on the village, and then the co-sharers made out

a narw^ or list of the amount each was to pay, which

doubtless, was made proportionate to the practical value or

capability of each share and to the means of the holder.

This is exactly the plan of the Upper Indian ‘ bhejbarar,’

and Mr. Campbell speaks of the distribution as being made

annually. Where the revenue is heavy and the land very

various in quality, it is obvious that a scheme of this kind

presents great advantages
;
it adjusts the load to the capa-

city of the several holders, and does not leave one man

with a fixed share of ill-cultivated (and possibly inferior)

land to pay the same fraction as the holder of another

share which has greater advantages, and possibly is

worked by skilful tenants. Such a plan of sharing burdens

may be adopted by any form of co-parcenary village. In

the North-West Provinces (Vol. II p. 143) we find it more

frequently adopted by those who had divided the land by

customary, not by ancestral shares, but it was adopted

in ancestrally-shared villages also. So that in itself the

distinction does not imply any necessary variety in the

village constitution I

But it is also natural to ask, was there not some differ-

ence which led to the fact that the State officers cUd, in

some cases, assess in the lump, and in others assess the

shares separately? In the North Indian villages we are

aware of a curious distinction which existed. Some vil-

^ It is to be remembered that
the families who adopt ancestral

shares are usually descended from
one or more chiefs, and are gene>
rally proud of their origin and equal
rights (among themselves), and so
are anxious to preserve, if possible,

the old shares. For any system of
distributing and adjusting revenue
burdens is also apt to lead to one
man getting more land than an-

other, and so destroying tho equa-

lity. If a man is better able to pay,

ho will also ask for more land to

make up, and so ho becomes a pre-

ponderating power in the village.

If land is all fairly good, and the

shareholders of fairly equal capa-

city, the shares originally fixed on

family or inheritance principles,

can often be maintained for long

periods without any inconvenience.
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lages were ancestrally shared, others were allotted by a

‘ hhaidcMrd ’ method (method of customary sharing) which

gave holdings to all who settled in the same village,

and made those holdings as equal in value as possible, by

various devices of peculiar land-measures (see Vol. 1 p.

160-3). It may be therefore conjectured that really, some

such distinction existed in GuzarAt

§ 9. The Nam'd Primiple.

It may, however, be explained that there seems to have

been ample reason for adopting the narwd as a special plan

of meeting the MarAthA assessments. ‘ Whatever may have

been their merits in their own country/ says Mr. Pedder,

‘in GuzarAt the MarAthAs were mere plunderers. Their

system was the ruinous one of farming out districts to

speculators, who in their turn farmed out single villages to

other persons, often unconnected with the village, but who

were sometimes the pAtels, or some influential cultivator.’

He goes on to mention the case of one village in which the

jama' was raised, in forty years, from K. 700 to R.5250

1

No doubt many co-sharing bodies would disappear,

being unable to retain their lands under such burdens.

Others would change their rule of sharing.

The narwA was arranged in this way :—Suppose that the

village consisted of 3600 bighAs held in severalty, and 1000

held jointly (in the hands of tenants, &c.). The revenue

assessed is R. 9000, of which, say, R. 1800 is met by the rents

of the joint-land and any profits from fruit-trees, waste, or

‘ It is worthy of notice that the th.it thoGuzcarat R^ljpiits had a ‘ro-

Ihijput clans in Guzardt seem occa- publican constitution'
;
Bjirros’ own

sionally to have presented the same words are, ‘Governao os Ihisbutos

‘democratic' features as we notice om republica,por os maisvelhos, re-

in Oudh and the North-West Pro- partidos em Senhorias.’ This refers

vinces. Some tribes or clans liad a to tho elders forming the heads of

I^ijaandagradationof chiefs; others clan-groups. In Pedder {Joint VH,-

had not, but merely consisted of fa- lages), p. 14, i5> certain local terms
milies, the elders of. which formed are given, which suggest to me that
a council for general affairs. It was there must have been this distinc-

niost often adopted tion. For instance, the ‘ urd-bhag-

Jne bhaiachdra rule. Heeren {His- wari ’ seems to me to be tho ‘ bhai-
wtcaiJicsean7ies, 4*f., Translation, Ox- ^chara bigha,’ and to refer to the

1833, vol. i. p. 310),quoting the artificial measure of land allotment
^ituguese historian Barros, says on the ‘ bhaiachdra ' method.
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other common property: that leaves R. 7200 to be made up

by distribution over the 3600 bights held in severalty.

‘ Vulgar fractions ’ are not understood, so a rude method of

calculation is adopted. For simplicity, we will suppose the

holdings are in 100 bighas or parts and multiples of that

number. Thus :

—

Bliiig Bhag B})ag

A B C
(1800 Bighas) + (1200) + (600) = 3600 bigluls (tho total divided area)

I t I I

*

I I I Iabed ofgli
i

I I

(died be- y '

! 1 I
fore A) hold their lot thus

:

(600) (600) (600) —300 divided out
• into 75 bigh^ lots

and 300 jointly.

The shares (phala) will be represented symbolically in

‘ annas,’ and 72 will be a convenient number with reference

to the areas held.

If it happened that all the holdings were fairly equal in

value, it would be possible to distribute the burden by an

all-round rate : each would pay R. 2 per bigha on its sepa-

rate share. The ‘mota-bhag’ C, has however part of its

land still joint : it would therefore meet its liability (of

R.1200) in exactly the same way as the village did. Sup-

posing that the 300 bights held jointly, are able to account

for R.350, then R.850 reinain to be met by the divided

holdings, which (if equal) would pay R. 212-8 a. each. But

the beauty of the system was that, if the shares were not

practically equal in value or in advantages and general

profitableness to their holders (and that presumably was

most often the case where the narwd plan was adopted), the

sense of the community would value one holding at a

greater number of ‘ annas ’ and another at less. For in-

stance, the 1800 bighas of the A share, would, on the

assumption of perfect equality, represent 36 annas in three

lots of 12 annas each; but actually, in the ‘narwa,’to

allow for differences, (a) might be counted as 17

(b) might be reckoned as 7, and only (c) as 12.
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the whole major share A, being for some reason, inferior,

might be counted (though much larger in area) as only the

same number of annas as G, which may have held more

valuable land, though only 600 bighds instead of 1 800.

§ 10. Featmes of the Joint Village,

These villages, as usual, were found, some of them wholly,

divided up into lots, others having part left common (maj-

mun). The terms for major share (or mota-bhdg), and the

minor share (peta-bhag) are applied to either form of village.

Each major share has an elder or head, called the ‘muksh-

bhagdar’ (head sharer), or the mutthAdar (who holds the

seal and signs his name as representative) ^ These would

be the ‘lambardte’ of a North Indian village. Each

several sharer is called patidar (here the word ‘ patti ’ of

North India becomes pdti), and every sharer is given the

honoraiy address of ‘ pdtel.’ The official headmen (whether

police or revenue) are still selected from among the muksh-

bhagdars.

§ II. The Modern Condition of time Villages,

The joint-village tenures are recognized by Bombay Act

V of 1862. A field-to-field assessment is in practice ac-

tually made^, because if the village should escheat or be

forfeited for arrears of revenue, Government would at once

bo able to manage the village on the raiyatwdri system,

knowing the proper assessment for each field. As long as

the village remains joint, the sharers have their portion of

* Mr. Campbell {Gazetteer, Broach,
P* 483) gives it as ‘ matMar.'

^ Mr. Pedder (p. 21, sec. 40, &c.')

describes tho modern method of
settling the villages. All the hold-
jwgs Were separately surveyed and
their survey-value ascertained

;
and

this revenue valuation of tho land
Was totalled up and distributed ac-
cording to tho narwa list, or accord-
uig to the register of shares, as the
case might be. If this was less than
ie old lump-assessments, tho dif-
erence was adjusted by a percent-

age deduction from tho sums paid

by cultivators with rights (not joe-

ing proprietary sharers). Tlio cul-

tivators on the majmun or common
(undivided) land pay their revenue

(according to their holding) direct

to Government
;
any further sum

as rent to tho co-sharers, is paid to

them. Consequently, the sum which
the narwadars have to make good,

according to their shares, is the total

survey-valuation, loss tho amounts
paid by the cultivatora who pay
direct to Government as occupants.
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the revenue-payment assigned according to the customary

distribution shown in the phalavni register or the narwd.

The sharers are responsible jointly, and the sub-sharers

severally, for the revenue, whether the land is cultivated or

not
;
there is no relinquishing or taking up, as under the

survey-tenure. In fact, the revenue management is by

totalling up the field-assessments to one lump-sum, and

distributing that, according to village circumstances and

constitution, exactly as in a joint-village of the North-

West Provinces or the Panjdb.

Whenever (as most often happens) all the land of the

village is not held in ‘ bh^gs * and * patis,’ the remaining

common (or majmun) land is treated exactly like any

other raiyatw^ri land
;

that is, the revenue of each field

shown in the register, is levied from the actual occupant

according to his occupation. The occupants may be the

proprietors themselves (as tenants of the body at large), or

may be outside tenants or ‘ inferior holders.’ The Collector

takes the assessed revenue from the holder in either case,

according to the fields actually in his possession.

The main object of the Act of iS6^ was to prevent con-

fusion being introduced by the sale, or mortgage, of the

sites for habitation (gdbhan), and the homestead land be-

longing to each share or bhag
;
and also to prevent portions

of the land other than recognized shares, being sold, and so

obliterating the ancient divisions and subdivisions. Power

is given to render null and void all such alienations. The

people themselves are averse to the breaking up of the joint

responsibility ^ Nevertheless, there is a tendency for the

holders of land to prefer to pay the survey-assessment on the

fields in their holding rather than according to the ancient

scheme of sharing. And it is permitted, if the people choose,

to convert a joint-village into a raiyatwari one by giving

up any surplus waste to Government
;
each holder of fields

then becomes the registered occupant, responsible only for

‘ The people, Mr Pedder says, Aro would be unable to marry their

unwilling to dissolve their joint- sons and daughters as advantage-

tenure : they would lose their re- ously as they do now, if they did se.

putation and dignity {abru)f and Motives thus conflict.
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the assessment of his own holding. As long as the village

remains joint, however, the sum fixed for the share and the

recognized sub-share, must be made good as a whole, irre-

spective of whether ceitain fields are cultivated or not.

§
12. Origin of the term ^Hanjd* for Raiyatwdri

VUlages,

It is remarkable, that though it is these villages which

are really in character ^joint/ yet the distribution of a

total area, and of a lump assessment, is the feature that has

struck the popular mind; so that the people call them

shared villages
;
while the term ‘ sanja,* i. e. associated, is

applied to the ordinary village of the country, because there

is no * sharing ’ of lands or revenue burdens ; all are

together on the same footing and united under one head-

man. This shows how careful we must be in drawing

inferences from isolated terms, unless we fully understand

the particular point of view from which things were

regarded when the term was invented and that is often

a point of view quite difierent to one which we ourselves

should naturally adopt.

Section III—Modern Legal Definition of the Village

Landholder's Eight.

§ i. The Raiyatwdri Village.—The Survey Tenure.

Having thus explained how the greater part of the Bom-

bay villages has come to be in the raiyatwari form (whether

originally so or by decay of any supervening landlord class)

and how exceptional provision is made for a few that are

joint,—though likely in the course of years to become

purely raiyatwari—we may proceed to notice the prac-

tically important tenure officially called the ‘Survey

Tenure,’ which is, in fact, the ordinary tenure of village-

landholders who have no special grant or other peculiarity

in the title by which they are connected with the soil.

It will be observed that the Kevenue Code does not enun-

ciate any theory of proprietary right ; it does not call the
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Kov. Code, landholder ‘ proprietor/ but it describes what the practical

jjjg
rpjjQ

< right of occupancy’ is

itself a property ; being permanent, heritable, and transfer-

able. This right of occupancy is, necessarily, conditional

on, or subject to, the payment of the revenue-assessment

;

48. failure to pay this involves the land, and everything on it,

in liability to forfeiture, and to all the legal processes for

recovery of arrears.

Soo. 56. The right of occupancy does not^, in the absence of

special facts, include any right to mines and mineral pro-

ducts, which are reserved to the State. As to trees

Sot*. 69. standing on the land, the principles, which have grown out

of older custom, will be stated presently.

The ‘ occupant ’ has a right to erect farm buildings, con-

struct wells or tanks, and make improvements for the

purposes of agriculture. But land must not be diverted

from agricultural purposes without the Collector’s permis-

sion
;
and the Collector may, subject to the orders of Go-

vernment, require the payment of a fine for any such

concession, in addition to any change in the assessment

which may be legally made, consequent on the different

Sec. 65. use of the land. Neglect to obtain this permission will

entail liability to summary eviction.

§ 2 . Eelinquidment and Tmnrfer.

The occupant may continue to hold the fields he has, as

long as he likes
;
but he can relinquish his entire holding,

or any entire survey-number, or a recognized share in a

survey-number, provided he does so by giving writt(‘U

notice ^ to the local revenue officer (mdmlatddr or mahalkan

as the case may be).

If the relinquishment is absolute, the notice must be given

before the 31st March (or other date that the Governor in

Council may fix), and it will take effect after the close of

the current year, the occupant remaining liable for the

revenue of the remainder of the year.

‘ In unalienated or ‘ Government there is a transfer, the transfor<''<’

lands.’ writes at the foot that he agrees.

^ Called a ‘ razinama.* When.
n*
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Transfer is dealt with by the Code as a relinquishment,

only not absolute, but in favour of a specified person
;
and

this may be made at any time. In this case the trans-

feree, or the principal of several joint transferees, must

agree in writing to the transfer, and his name is then sub-

stituted in the register.

The Code makes further specific provision for the case Sec. 75.

where a lump-assessment is fixed on an aggregate of fields

or survey-numbers (as may bo the case in a narw^ village),

and the occupant wishes to relinquish certain fields only.

Provision also is made for the case of a ^ recognized share ’ 99

of a survey-number bein^ relinquished
;
in which case the

'

occupants of the other shares have the preferential right to

take it up, in the order stated in the Code.

§ 3. Protection from Forfeiture.

As a ‘ number ’ is liable to forfeiture if the revenue is not

duly paid, there is a power given to a co-occupant, tenant, See. 80.

or mortgagee, to prevent forfeiture by paying up the re-

venue.

And in all cases where there are several occupants, and

the registered occupant fails to pay, the Collector need not

forfeit the whole occupancy ;
but if he thinks it would be See. 81.

unfair to the others’ interest, he can deal with only the

defaulting occupant’s interest by transferring it to one of

the others who pay up.

§ 4 . Talcing up Neiv Land.

Just as the occupant can relinquish his holding, so he is

at liberty to apply to take up a number or numbers which

are unoccupied. All that is needed is that he should submit

a written application, since any occupation without proper See. 60.

authority, is made penal by the law.

In such cases the right of occupancy may be granted at a

price (which will include the right to all trees not specially

reserved), or the right may bo put up to auction, which will

usually be done where land is much in demand. Stc. 62.
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§ 5. Succession,

On the death of a registered occupant, his eldest son, or

other person appearing to be his heir, or the principal among

Sec. 71. several joint heirs, is entered as registered occupant, but on

the production of a decree of Court, or certificate of heir^

ship (whatever that may be), the Collector will amend the

record accordingly.

§ 6. Comparison of Occupancy Tenure with the

Proprietary Tenure elsewhere.

It may here be convenient to summarize the features of

the occupant- or survey-tenure (kh^tddar of the revenue

books), by way of comparing or contrasting them with

those of the proprietary tenure, specifically so called.

Sir Richard Temple has aptly called the occupant’s right

a ‘ limited property,’ and Sir A. Lyall compares it to the

tenure of an English ‘ copyholder.’

The right of occupancy is (as before remarked), declared

to be ‘ a heritable and transferable property,’ and the re-

strictions or conditions which apply to such occupancy

are—

(i) The necessity for paying the revenue; failure to

pay this causes the right to terminate ipsofacto ;

although it is in the discretion of the revenue

officer to adopt other coercive measures to re-

cover the balance instead of absolutely ejecting

the defaulter.

{%) The land maybe improved, but cannot be destroyed

or rendered unfit for agricultural purposes

without express permission, and perhaps a pay-

ment for it.

This last condition is alone sufiScient to diminish the full

' proprietary ’ right of Western law, for the full owner may

destroy if he pleases.

Rev. Code, It may be added also that where formal partition is ap-

Tnd 98.^
plied for (as distinct from a mere record of shares) it will

not be oflicially granted, so as to enable the sharer to have
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a separate liability to Government, if the partition would

make the separated share or shares of smaller size than the

minimum recognized at the Settlement survey. This, how-

ever, may be regarded as not practically amounting to

any reduction in the status of the occupant.

There may also be some practical distinctions between

the acknowledged right of occupancy and a full owner-

ship. For instance, if the land is taken up for public

purposes, the occupant may have a right to compensation

for loss of profits by cutting short his term of occupancy,

as well as for money spent on unexhausted improvements

;

but the occupant, as such, has no claim to compensation,

on the ground that the lavd itself has risen in value from

any cause.

Again, a right of occupancy depends on occupation : it is

lost directly a holding is relinquished by permission or is

abandoned^

§7. Holdings under^ or inferior* to, the ^Occupant'

in Raiyatwdri Villages^

The nature of the tenure just described, or rather the

local conditions under which it arises, render it (in all

ordinary villages, ofwhich we are now speaking) impossible

that there should be any complicated grades of interest

in the land-superior and inferior proprietors, in the sense

in which those terms are used in Upper India. Neverthe-

less, it is quite possible that there may be contract or other

tenants under a ‘registered occupant,’ or some other form

of inferior holder. But the way in which any such case

would bo dealt with is perfectly simple. If a person admits

himself to be, or is decided by a Court to be, on the land as

a tenant, the terms of the tenancy are those agreed on

between the parties
;

and if no agreement appears, the

tenancy is presumed to be on the terms of rent payable or

^ But subject, of course, to any to pay tho revenue, with an agent

:

question as to whether possession or leaving his land in the hands of
has been constructivdy maintained

;
resident co-sharers, with tho inten-

® a man going away and leaving tion of returning and taking back
his receipt book and instructions the possession of the share.

VOL. HI. rj
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services to be rendered, according to the usage of the

Rev. Code, locality, or failing proof of such usage, according to what
83.

jg reasonable.

And the duration of the tenancy is dealt with on similar

principles. If there is no proof of its commencement and

of a term agreed on, and no usage as to duration, it is pre-

sumed to be co-extensive with the duration of the tenure of

the superior. There is no limit to the superior’s power of

eviction or enhancement of rent, except the terms of the

agreement or the usage of the locality.

Questions regarding tenant-right can thus be simply and

satisfactorily disposed of by the Civil Court if they ever

arise.

Annual tenancies, in the absence of proof to the contrary,

run ‘ from the end of one cultivating season to the end of

the next : the cultivating season may be presumed to end

Sec. 84. on the 31st March.’

Annual tenancy is terminable by giving three months’

notice on either side.

§ 8. In Other Estates,

In the case of inferior occupancy arising from the exist-

ence of the taluqd^i or other overlord tenure, or from

the land being * alienated,* that is, granted by the State to a

proprietor under a title-deed^
;
here the relation of the parties

again entirely depends on the facts (as determined in the

Civil Court, if there is a dispute), and by the terms of any

special law applicable, as the Khot Act of 1880, the Taluq-

d^ri Tenure Act of 1862, and so forth.

The actual occupier of land may admit that the superior

is absolute owner, and that he himself is a tenant on certain

terms
;
or he may claim to be in’emoveable, and bound to

' In the bhdgddri villages the grantee; his family will be th?

landlord class are the ‘superior superior, and the cultivators tb®

holders,’ and the others are the inferior occupants : and so in any

‘inferior’; some, it may be, ‘an- other form (as vdntil, kasbati,

cient’ and privileged tenants, In some cases the superior is ‘pn’'

others ‘tenants-at-will.' And so prietor' eo nomine; in others

with the few other cases, as where so practically, though only calk<^

there is an inamdar or revenue-free ‘ superior holder * in the Code.
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pay only a certain sum, which it may or may not be in the

power of the superior to alter.

It will be observed that the law as regards the holding Sec. 85.

and the recovery of rent or other dues by the superior, is

just the same, whether it is a case of tenancy or of inferior

occupancy in a taluqdAn or other such estate : the only

distinction is that in the case of all ^ alienated ’ lands the

inferior holders are protected by the rule that where a

hereditary patel and village accountant (kulkarni) exist,

rent-payments must be made through these officials
;
and

the superior is liable to penalty if he attempts to receive

or collect dii'ectly.

Section IV.—Double Tenures.

§ 1. Their Origin.

Among the factors which go to the development of land-

tenures in all parts of India, we have always to note the

effect of conquest and of internal disruption, on the old

ruling chiefs estate or domain.

Either a foreign conqueror overthrows the territorial

rule, or the decline of the family in ability and energy, or

the occurrence of feuds and quarrels, brings about the dis-

ruption of the estate
;
and then the ruler’s family, dismem-

bered and scattered, soon sinks to the position of peasant-

proprietor, furnishing the landlord class in villages. But

there arc many cases in which the process has not gone so

far. The original dignity and independence of the chief

may have been lost, but still the estate, or at least a reason-

able poHion of it, has been kept in the hands of his

descendants. It is, however, a landlord estate (in some

form), not a rulership, that is preserved
;

for the rule has

been taken by the conquerors. And the landlord interest is

superimposed on, and grows at the expense of, the older

interests in the land (see Vol. I. Chap. IV. p. 191). So long

as the Eaj^ or the Thdkur remains in his pristine condition,

fhe village cultivators under his rule are not affected
;
they

are practically the landownei’S : the chief takes his grain-
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share as ruler, not as landlord. But if the RajA is defeated,

and accepts the position of TaluqdAr or Zamindar under

the conquering government, he will, in time, become the

direct and sole landlord. In many cases, however, the local

chiefs acquired no such recognized status under the new

regime, and yet managed to retain possession of at least

a part of their old territory, on more or less favourable

terms. When the British rule followed, it was bound to do

justice as far as possible to all interests in the land
;
and

it could only do so by acknowledging a double tenure—the

right of the overlord, and the right of the soil-owners, now

reduced to a secondary position. This resulted in what is

called the ‘taluqdari’ tenure of the North-West Provinces,

or in a case of * superior and inferior holder ’ under the

raiyatwAri law.

The history of GuzarAt, diversified as it was with many

ups and downs of fortune and many changes of dynasty,

has left its marks in the existence of several varieties of

the overlord’s tenure. Most conspicuous is that of the

‘ ThAkurs ’ (chiefs) of RAjput clans which are found in the

West and South-West tAlukas of the AhmadAbAd district.

Other estates are to be found in the other districts, whose

origin is similar. Each tenure has received its local custo-

mary name,which often, but not always, indicates the origin.

In other parts the ‘double tenure’ will be found to be not

directly of this character. Revenue-farming arrangements

may have given influence to persons who had not neces-

sarily any territorial or hereditary position
;
on the other

hand, it is just as likely that the ruler would select as his

revenue-farmer or security, a man who was once a local

chief or a land-officer, and thus the result may be the same.

The GuzarAt tenures of the first kind are the ^ vAnta,’

the ‘ mewAsi,’ and what are now called the ‘ taluqdA 'i'

Under this head I also include a notice of the ‘ girAsiya

right, though it is hardly to be reckoned a land-tenure.

For the second, we have the ‘KasbAti’ tenure, and that

of the KonkAn ‘khot* families.

With reference to their origin, the first tenures may ah
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be included in the same general class. They represent the

effect of the disruption of the domains of the old and

his feudal chiefs. Gir^siya was a name formerly given to

chiefs, who were younger members of the ruling (RAjput)

families to whom territory was assigned for maintenance.

In troubled times they became independent, and like the

petty barons of the Middle Ages in Europe, waged war and

levied contributions all round them. An account of their

exactions is given in the Gazetteer of SurdtK Some estate

holders having this title or designation still exist, but are

called Taluqdars
;
and the ‘giiAs’ is now chiefly represented

by a cash-allowance.

In the MaiAth^ times the continual state of warfare re-

sulted in the country being classified into that which was

peaceable (r^sta) and that which was troubled (mevdsi). A
number of chiefs who had lost their domains, settled where

they could and got hold of what they could
;

the details

will be given presently
;

but, to summarize the results, it

may be said that a certain number of hereditary allow-

ances, as charges on the revenue, have now become per-

manent by prescription
;

and that a certain number of

claims were (long ago) commuted into land-holdings

forming ‘ mev^si ’ estates.

The wanta or vant^ are merely fragments of larger

estates still held by the descendants of chiefs who were ob-

noxious to the former conquerors, and were reduced accord-

under early Moslem rule.

The ‘ taluqddri ’ are estates of chiefs which are preseiwed

to them in Ahmaddbdd. Let us now examine each in turn,

in somewhat more detail.

§ 2 . Wd7iid Tenure.

This tenure is derived from the old ‘ service ’ grants of

the Hindu Rdj.

The numerous Riijput chiefs who held what would be

called ‘ jdgir ’ estates in later days, naturally were a source

of trouble to the later Muhammadan conquerors, and also

* P. 214, with reference to the article on Guzarat {Hist. Muhammadan Period).
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to the Maratha chiefs ^ The consequence was that they

were often ejected and their revenues taken away. Such

fragments (one-fourth was a common fraction) of their pos-

sessions as were left were called w^ntd or vant^ (= Hindi

banU) meaning ‘ divided
'
(estate).

I do not find them mentioned among the Ahmaddbad

tenures, though they are said to be commonly found to

the north of the Tapti river. In Kaira they were formed

either by the Dakhan king Ahmad I (1411-1443), or later

under Akbar (1583). The areas, sometimes forming a dis-

tinct quarter of a village, had often been reduced to much

below a fourth of the original estate. They are sometimes

jointly held by the family, sometimes in divided shares.

Lands were sometimes separated for the support of wives,

and called ‘ sirjamiii.’ In Surdt, vanU lands are reckoned

among the ‘alienated’ lands, and are said to be due to

arrangements introduced by the Emperor Akbar in 1590.

In Broach the vanU lands were granted free of service (as

the old estate subject to that condition was resumed). Some

of them were afterwards assessed to a fixed sum called

‘ udhad-jama^’, others were rent-free (rahat-wanta), and these

now pay only a certain cm, but no revenue. The ugdria-

vantd was granted on condition of succouring (ugdrvu =

to aid) the villagers against robbers.

The Ad7iiinist7Xttlon Report says that ‘wdnta’ is used

in contradistinction to ‘ talpat,’ or fully assessed land. The

majority of the wdnta lands pay at the present date, the

lump reduced assessment ‘udhadjama,’ which they were

found paying at annexation. The vanta tenure may

extend to a whole village, or may bo merely on plots

of land.

^ Soe Gasetker, Broach, p. 495. without any fiold-to-field reckon*

^ These estates were assessed at ing. The holder would pay this,

the lump-sums which they were and make his profit by the differ*

found to bo paying at the com* enco between the lump-sum and

mencement of British rule. Wilson what ho could make out of the in-

gives udhar or udhad as a Marathi dividual cultivators. It will he

word, signifying ‘in the lutnp,’ observed that the Imperial return

and this would imply that the petty given at p. 251 only notices ‘ udhad*

estate was assessed to a lump-sum, jamabandi * estates.
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§ 3. Mevdd Tenure.

It has just been mentioned that in Marathd times, as

government was only gradually established, they spoke of

part of the country as ‘ peaceful ’ and part as troubled,

mevds (or mavas)b The ‘trouble^ was mainly caused by
KoH freebooters and some Rajput chiefs, who either as

ejected from an original ruling position, or having always

been freebooters in the wilder parts of the country, main-

tained a hold by terror and by force on the neighbourhood.

It is interesting to notice how the process of decay goes on

in families which lose their original status. Among the

holders of mevdsi estates (and also in smaller holdings in

the more settled territory) there were originally found to

be three grades or classes. At the head were those chiefs

who exercised a rude rule, or at least had some kind of

authority, over a more or less considerable area : a middle

grade consisted of members of the family (of less consider-

ation) who held one village, perhaps, or only shares in a

village : a still lower grade was formed by those who had

got ifito debt, and mortgaged or otherwise lost their shares

:

those, however, lived almost entirely by plunder, as mere

robbers. The position taken up by the freebooting chiefs

is easily understood. ‘During the latter part of the

eighteenth century,’ says the author of the AhmadabM
Gazetteer, ‘ when Mughal rule was loosened, and Mar^th^

ascendancy not yet established, the failure of the central

authority to shelter them from the raids of freebooters and
the exactions of their stronger neighbours, di’ove the owners

of many villages to seek the protection of local chiefs.

I
Wilson gives m4\vds, and says then turn freebooters. Malcolm (i.

it is tho Guzardti name for a tribe 420, who writes the word 7nowass)
of Kolis. I do not think this is says, ‘ The chiefs on the Nerbudda
correct. Mr. Elphinstono insisted river are generally called Mowassee,

the Mevasi chiefs were always which refers to tho place they have
Kolis, because he said that if Rdj- chosen for their residence : mowass
puts they would not be regarded as signifying in the colloquial dialect
usurpers or troublers of the State, of tho country, a stronghold or fort-
«ut this distinction seems hardly ress.* Other writers use ‘ mehwas.'
warrantable, for the conquering I follow the Bombay Act VI of 1888
governments might dispossess al- in writing mevas. For other de-
“lost any chief who happened to rivations of tho term, see Gasettm
ooine in their way, and these might (Kaira), p. 81, mit.
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Sometimes the cession was in pei-petuity (aghAt), sometimes

for a number of years (avad)^’

By such means the chiefs, or at any rate those who had

any ability, would acquire considerable influence and oven

form large estates. ‘ Living in fortified villages, some of

them strengthened by large stone-built castles, they kept

bands of armed followers, both foot and horse, to guard

their persons and villages, and to wage war on their

neighbours. They managed their affairs and settled their

disputes at their own will, and so long as they .... paid

their tribute, the paramount power never meddled either

with their foreign or their home affairs.^ The Marathas

afterwards had much trouble in dealing with these chiefs,

and they used to collect the revenue by the process of

‘mulkgiri (= seizing the country), which meant that they

sent an armed force to collect what they could at the point

of the sword.

The tenure of overlords derived from the Mevasi chiefs

exists now along the river MAhi and in the Parantij tAluka

of AhmadabAd. As might be expected, it is but a vestige

of the old estates that remain. The ' owners ’ pay a lump-

sum {'jama
')

as a tribute, and derive their profit from the

difference between this and what they collect from the

inferior occupants. In many cases they have no direct

concern with the land, and live on the profit, which (confer

the AmbAlA jagirdArs of the PanjAb)^ has become divided

among many branches of the family. The shares are called

‘ bhAg,’ the head sharer ‘ muksh bhAgdar,’ and the subqrdi-

nates ‘petAbhAgdAr,’ just as in a shared village.

§ 4. Girds,

A number of the old KAjput chiefs were called ‘ GirAsiya’

(Grassia of many writers)
;
and where such still retain, in

whole or part, territorial estates, they come under the head

^ Gazeiteerj p. 147. In some cases to the original owner. We have

the protection was secured by noticed a process of ‘ hath-rakhai,

actually mortgaging the village : in or putting a village under protcc-

others it was simply given over to tion, also in the Panjab.

the chief, a certain share or allow- ^ See vol. ii. p. 683.

ance for subsistence being reserved
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of ‘ taluqddri ’ tenures. But at the present day the term

is applied specifically to a cash-allowance or revenue-

assignment, and not to indicate a landed or proprietary

estate. The allowance in question is called todA- or ‘ torA-

gir^is ’ or ‘ woL’ The right to it has recently been dealt

with by Bombay Act VII of 1887, which provides that no

one can mortgage his right beyond his own life-time. The

custom of ‘todA-giras’ arose out of the dispossession (on

subsequent conquest) of the old RAjput chiefs in MdlwA,

Giizaratj and Central India ^ These persons so harassed

both the Government and the inhabitants of their former

estates, by robberies, raids, and incursions, that Govern-

ment and the people were glad to give them a share (girAs

= mouthful) of the revenue to secure their protection and

freedom from plunder. The amount so to be paid be-

came an item in the revenue roll of the villages. Girds

is now paid as a claim established by prescriptive right,

either by Government or by the indmddr(on alienated land)

to the descendants of the old chiefs, but only to male lineal

descendants, unless the Governor specially extends it toB.Actvii

the descendants of a brother.
sec*

3^^’

The Revenue Handbook*^ speaks of the Girds as ‘the

political allowance in Guzardt,’ &c. It is at the present

day purely a matter of cash-payment made to certain

chiefs, who may (of course) possess other lands or property

of other kinds.

‘

§ 5. Taluqddri Tenure,

We have yet another (and more impoi-tant) survival of

the old Rdjput kingdoms in Northern Bombay. The estates

that remained fairly preserved or entire—whether originally

girdsiya estates or other—are now called taluqddri. The

lidja s demesne or ^dlsa under the Rdjput dominion, is

known to have been in part of the districts of Kaird, Broach

(Bharoch), Ahmaddbdd, and Surdt. As this was held by one

\
I have followed the Act in tion." For an account of the origin

writing
‘ giras.' Wilson gives the and life of the ‘ Grassia ' chiefs, see

correct form as (Gujartlti) Garis Malcolm, vol. i. pp. 312, 3, and p.
or Grds and (Marathi) Ghas or 414.
«nans. ‘Toda' (Mar. and GuJ.) =* Rev. Handbook, p. 496.
^oans ‘compromise or commuta-
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Rajd, and was indivisible, extensive overlord tenures did

not arise in it
;
except, indeed, where farming contracts or

royal grants gave rise to a certain number of landlord

villages, as we have seen. In those parts (outside the

khdlsa) where subordinate chiefs (Thakurs, &c.) had their

estates, the history of the lord’s families has been various

:

in some the chief was driven out, and, as described above,

was only allowed a sort of pension as (now called) a ‘ Giras’

allowance. In others a fragment of the estate was left

under the name of Winii. It seems that the Thakurs west

of Ahmadabad (and towards Kdthi^war) escaped this fate,

and retained their estates in some form even when the Raj-

put rule passed away. It should be observed at once that

the term ‘taluqddri’ was only applied to those estates

under Muhammadan rule. The revenue-language of those

times frequently applied the rather vague term ‘ Taluqdar
’

to any local chief whose position it was convenient to tole-

rate, if not directly to recognize ^

The estates called ‘taluqddri’ exist in the Viramg^m,

Sdnand, Dholkd, Dandhukd, and Gogha subdivisions of

Ahmadabdd, and include 37 villages covering more than

1900 square miles 2.

The proper titles of the holders are various. Some, as

already stated, are still called ‘Girdsiya* chiefs: others

holding a single village are called ‘ Gameti.’ There are also

here (cf. Ajmer, vol. ii. p. 3:^9) bhdmiya estates : while one of

the estates is held by Koli chieftains called 'Thakurdas’

(lordling) The ‘ Kasbati ’ estates reckoned in this class are

alluded to separately. ‘ Naik ’ is also mentioned in the Act of

1888 (afterwards alluded to) as one of the titles. Naik was

^ Under our own Revenuo-ma-
nagement in early days, the nature

and claims of these estates were but
little understood. Interference with
their internal management was at-

tempted, and Government ‘ taldtis'

or paid village accountants, were
appointed to the villages. As it

became known that the chiefs took
from one-third to one-half produce
from their tenants, it was conceived

that the Government assessment

ought to be 70 per cent, of the pro-

fit. Many Taluqdars got into serious

debt in consequence of this assess-

ment. At a later period the estates

were restored to liberty, and a mo-

derate assessment fixed.
^ Part, however, belonging to tho

Thakur of Bhaunagar was trans-

ferred to KAthiawar.
* Ahmadabad Gazetteer

,

p. i79*
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a title ^ given to Marathi chiefs in the service of Muhamma-

dan rulers. The holders were declared under Bombay Act VI

of 1862 to be absolute proprietors of their estates, subject to

the payment of a tribute (called jama) which is fixed for

a term of years, and liable to revision. We shall presently

notice that most of these estates were held in shares,

and that in this case the estates may be described as being

the shared village tenures repeated on a larger scale. Both

are the result of the ancient principle of the joint succession^

under which, after the original gi*eat ancestor or head of

the whole has passed away, the members of the family

jointly succeed in equal right, taking shares according to

their place in the pedigree-table. The Thakur’s estate can

be mortgaged (pasaita), but cannot be permanently alien-

ated'^. Where there are co-sharers a manager or ‘wahi-

watdar ’ is appointed to collect the several shares of the

Governmentyama. The chief retains a portion of his land

as ‘ gharkhed ’ (exactly the ‘ sir ’ of Upper India and Bengal)

worked by his own servants, and lets the rest to his (per-

sonal) tenants. He also grants rent-free holdings to Brah-

mans, Chdrans (bards, &c.), and the village menials may

also be so remunerated.

As between the tenants and the taluqddr, rent is paid

in kind
;

the grain-division being according to the village

‘ dharA ’ or custom of division. So much is first set aside

for seed and for the perquisites of village menials, &c., and

the rest is divided between the landlord and the cultivator.

The chief members of the family in the village where the

Taluqdar resides, are collectively called the ‘Darbar* (lit.

court). Most of the features of the overlord right observ-

able in other parts of India are reproduced. The tenant,

besides his rent, formerly paid several ‘ cesses but they are

apparently not now levied, or at any rate are not oppres-

sive. The author of the Gazetteer remarks that though all

are tenants from year to year, they are not subject to exces-

sive exaction, nor are they ever turned out. ‘ As long as a

‘ Grant Duff, i. 35. ’ See the Settlement Report of the
See sec5. 8 of Keg. XVII of 1827. Dholka talukd.
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tenant conforms to the custom, he is practically as safe as

a Government tenant (occupant)/

If a tenant leaves the village, the wooden frame-work of

his house becomes the perquisite of the chief
;
it cannot be

sold or removed.

The Survey-Settlement has been applied to these estates,

with a view to preserving rights where there are fractional

interests in the estates, and avoiding disputes about boun-

daries. Bombay Act VI of 1862 may be referred to in this

connection. In 1888 Bombay Act VI was passed, which

puts an end to further proceedings under the Act of 1862,

and makes provision for the revenue-administration of the

estates and for their partition, where this is admissible, on the

basis of the Eevenue Code, as well as its own special pro-

visions. The records to be made do not determine anything

about tenanUi beyond specifying the manner in which co-

sharers are to collect rents,—i.e. the village ‘dhArA’ or cus-

tom of division. I gather from the Gazetteer that ‘ occupancy

rights ’ and such like, do not exist (but there are rent-free

holdings). However this may be, the records as described

in the Act are devoted only to the rights of co-sharers as

stated in Sec. 5. If the estate is undivided, the method of

sharing the profits is recorded, and also the method of con-

tributing to the Government jama, the police charges (for

which the landlords are responsible) the cost of erecting

and maintaining boundary-marks and any other legal

charges. If the estate is divided, the record will indicate

the extent and limits of the separated shares, and the same

of sii&-sharcs (i.e. within the main shares). In cither case,

the extent and nature of incumbrances, and interests

created by custom or grant, are described.

On the subject of PaHition, the Act (Part III) is quite

explicit, and comment is unnecessary. If there is any dis-

pute as to whether any person is or is not entitled to parti-

tion, and to have his share in severalty, the question must

be determined by a suit. Presumably such disputes are

not likely, as the rule and custom must be perfectly well

understood. It is only a limited number of the estates—

I
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believe seven in all—where there is only one chief, and the

succession to the ‘gaddi ’ (or State cushion indicating the

chiefship) is by primogeniture^.

Other estates belong to the whole ‘ bhaiM ’ or brother-

hood, members of the chiefs family. And it is remarkable

that though primogeniture does not here prevail, it is the

custom to allow a double share (or in one tribe one and a

half share) to the eldest son. Among the Kathis females

take a share
;
in other castes they do not. ‘ The Chuvdl

Thakurdas have kept the whole estate in common, the

strongest holding shares in the produce
;
the weaker, amid

perpetual quarrelling, are put off with ‘ subsistence lands.’

Under this state of things the tendency to lose all marks

of a ‘ chiefs estate ’ must be very great. Thus Mr. Kogers

says^, ‘ The Taluqdars are uneducated and improvident . . .

they will gradually disappear as landlords, and sink, as

many of the junior branches already have, to the level of

common cultivators. The sub-tenures [sub-shares in

divided estates] with which no interference has been per-

mitted, carry within themselves the seeds of decay
;

for

although the succession by primogeniture prevails [in some

estates] the junior members of each family, and all widows

and co-ancestors, to an almost unlimited degree of relation-

ship, expect to have a livelihood provided for them out of

the estate : so that in the course of a few generations the

State will have to look for its dues to men occupying the

position of landlords, with inadequate resources from which

to meet them.’ This was written in 1882 ;
since then Bom-

bay Act VI of 1888 has come into force ; and what with

the record of rights prepared under it, and the (limited) re-

straint it puts on the process of partition, it may be hoped

that the progress of decay will bo retarded, if not stayed

altogether

^
Ahmaddhdd Oasatteer, p. 184. which are solely governed by the
Paper read before the E. I. As- Act of 1888. The Code is now ap-

sociation, already alluded to. plicable to taluqdari Settlements
The Act introduces' a number of and to the management of the es-

verbal amendments into the Reve- hites : for this purpose, various
Hue Code. Sec. 114 is now no longer sections are amended, or rather cer-
^PPlicable to taluqdari partitions, tain words are taken to be modified
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The encumbered condition of most of the HhSkiirs’'

estates long ago led to the passing of Acts for relief. Act

(Indian) XXI of i88i is now the law applicable. It would

be foreign to the purpose of this work to go into detail on

the subject; but it may be noted that while indebtedness

and the consequent tendency to sell and mortgage lands is

always a powerful factor in breaking up joint estates, it is

reported that very considerable success has been attained

by the official agency provided for consolidating, compro-

mising, and eventually liquidating, the debts. This again

is a hopeful sign for the preservation of these interesting

tenures.

§ 6, Kashdti.

Under the head of ‘ taluqdM ’ estates, another limited

class of tenures is found which may be mentioned, because

it exhibits a special form of overlord tenure, which has

become practically identical with the ‘ Thdkfir’s ’ estate^

Yet in origin they were quite unconnected with old terri-

torial chiefships. The term ‘ kasha ’ refers to a large village,

a market centre, and sometimes to a group composed of

a parent village and offshoots. When in former days these

were farmed for revenue purposes, the farmer acquired the

landlord position, and the estates so held are now called

‘ KasbAti.’ The holders are usually Muhammadans. * Kas-

bdtis’ arc found in AhmadabM district, and chiefly in the

Dholk^ subdivision. They are described as the descen-

dants of rich soldiers, who by lending money and standing

security for the payment of revenue, gradually raised them-

selves to the position of landlords^. ‘ About the year 1750

they had gained power over the villages by j^ringing

them into cultivation, stipulating that they should be allowed

to have them at a fixed rent. When the lease fell in it was

renewed
; and instead of forcing the farmers to close all

(as provided by sec. 33 and other No. CVI.
sections of the Act) when so ap- ^ E. g. For the purposes of the

plied. There is a detailed accotint Encumbered Estates Act (XXI.

of the taluqdari Settlements already 1881) a kasbiti estate is included in

effected in Mr. .T. B. Peile's the definition of ‘Thiikur.’

Bombay Government Selections, * Gosetteer, AhmadiLbdd, pp. I47 j
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transactions connected with the expired lease, the Govern-

ment (then of the GAekwAd) allowed them to take bonds

from the heads of villages for balances of revenue. In pay-

ment of these bonds, the KasbAtis obtained lands and

sometimes whole villages in grant, or on mortgage.’

§ 7. MdliU Tenure,

In the Kaira district, but unconnected with the old

Rajputs, we have to mention a tenure which is of quite

a different origin. It was originally a royal grant, on

favourable terns, of land held as a reward for service.

In the Thasra tAlukA there is a group of villages which

once formed a property granted to certain Muhammadan

families known as ‘ Malikzada ’—the grant of about ninety

square miles of land being made by a Sultan of Ahmad-

AbAd, four centuries ago, for service in taking the fort of

PAvAgad (near ChAmpAner). These tillages were at first

twelve in number (spoken of as the bAragAm): in 1864

they had increased to twenty-seven by expansion of fami-

lies and fresh cultivation. They are held on the ^ MAliki
’

tenure as it is called : the MarAthAs levied a lump-revenue

called ‘ udhadjama,’ and then at a later period an additional

tax, called ‘gliAsdAna’ (lit, * grass and grain’), for the sup-

port of troops
;

this the grantees recouped by levying a

poll-tax and other dues on the villages. The ‘MAliki’

holders have now ‘sanads’ from the British Government,

and are assessed at a fixed revenue-rate^

§ 8. The Khoti Tenure.—The Izdfat

Still belonging to the category of ‘ double ’ tenure, but

quite of a different origin and nature, is the ‘ Khoti ’ or

estate of the Khot in the KonkAn districts only^. The

'See Kaira Gazetteer, pp. 82, 3, known. The revenue was ' shared
*

whore a liistory of the changes in in partncrsl)ip between the State

the method of assessment is given, and some persons connected with
Survey and Settlement and grant the district Government. In these
of sanads took place in 1865. villages Government still shares the

Twentydwo villages called ‘ Sara- revenue along with the descendants
kati *

(from tlie Arabic sliarakat, of the old grantees,

partnership’) are mentioned in ^ Boo Sekctions fiom the Government
Surfit

: the origin is said to be un- Becords^ New Series (Bombay),
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tenure deserves to bo considered in some detail, because

the materials are abundant, the evidence fairly clear, and

the history exactly and curiously illustrates the process of

growth by which an ancient official, a leading headman, or

a mere capitalist may, when recognized in a peculiar posi-

tion by the State, grow into a landlord. The names for

the grades of tenants and other connected matters, are

local, but the facts disclose the almost exact counterpart of

what we can again and again have in Bengal, in Oudh, and

elsewhere.

It is said that the creation of Khots as farmers or collec-

tors of revenue over groups of villages, can be traced back

to the days of the ’Adil Shdh dynasty of the Dakhan (which

dates from A.D. 1489-1579); but the terms Khot, Khoti,

and Khotgi or Khotki (for the office or grade), are given as

Marathi by Wilson. The ‘ antiquity ’ sometimes claimed

for the title probably refers rather to the fact that the posi-

tion was, or was allowed to become, hereditary, and that

very possibly the first holders were derived from former

territorial chiefs, or from the old district official classes.

Some of them held ‘sanads’ or title-deeds, others not. It

is very probable that their origin was various, and that the

degree of their connection with the land ecjually so. This is

generally observable in cases where the modem tenure is

derived from the grant of a position as revenue farmer. In

itself this is nothing more than a right of management under

a contract for the revenue, whatever may have been the

antecedent position of the renter. But it depended on his

antecedent claims and his natural connection with the land,

as well as on his circumstances and opportunities, how far

he afterwards developed (practically) into a landlord^.

§ 9. The Village Landholders under the Khoti

Before considering the position and privileges of the

Khot as overlord or superior occupant, it will be well to

CXXXIV, on the Khoti tenure, Legislative Council, when tho Set-

1873, the Gazetteer (Batn^giri), tlemont-Survey Act I of 1865 was

p. 203. being passed. The most extraya*

^ In the Sumy Manuo? is reprinted gant claims were put forward lor

the entire discussion in the^mbay the Khots,
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consider the nature of the villages over which he pre-

sides.

In another connection I have already alluded to the

Konkan villages generally; hero, the details first given

relate specially to the Ratnagiri district, in which the

fully developed and more ancient Khoti tenure prevails.

It will bo observed that the villages under the Khots

are either (1) entirely held by peasant proprietors or

‘ dharek^iV or (2) are entirely held by common tenantry, or

(3) are ‘ khichadi ’ or mixed, i. e. partly held by dhdrekto,

partly by common tenants.

The dharekArs were always acknowledged as virtually

proprietors of their holdings, though of nothing more. They

appear in a position closely resembling that of the ‘ malik-

maqbiiza,’ described among the tenures of the Central Pro-

vinces and the Panjab. Their right was hereditary and trans-

ferable, and they paid the ‘ dast ’ or Government assessment,

and nothing more, unless the Khot was able to exact the

ubiquitous landlord’s ‘cesses.’ It has been assumed that

the dharekdr represents the old co-sharing member of a

former landlord community. It is quite possible that mem-

bers of old ruling families may have originated such com-

munities in the South Konkan, as they did in so many

other places ; and there is some reason to regard the ‘ dhdra
’

right as very similar to the ‘mir^sidari’ of the Dakhan

(p. 256, ante). Villages held by dhtokte are known as ‘ ku-

larg ’ (or ‘ kulargi ’), a term which has reference to the

‘kula’ or family. Possibly also the ‘dhara,’ though the

word means ‘rate’ or ‘current-price,’—and hence the

schedule of rates payable in a village,—may carry us back

to something like the ‘ narwa ’ of Guzanit, and refer to a

distribution of the revenue burden over a co-sharing body.

Otherwise I have not found among the authorities any re-

ference to the idea that the old landowners held in ances-

fi'al or other shares, the entire area of the village. The

I’ight was, however, so respected, that, in the days before our

limitation laws, it was held that the holder could never be

deprived
: however long absent, he could return and recover

^OL. HI. u
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his land—perhaps on paying equitable compensation, from

an ad interim holder
;
land finally abandoned was called

‘ g^al ’ (cf. the ‘ gatkul ’ of the Dakhan).

On the other hand, it is to be borne in mind that first

of all in point of time, the Dravidian form of landholding

must almost necessarily have been in use
;
that is, antece-

dently to the growth of a possible hereditary landlord class

:

and under that form the families of original founders, who

held privileged lands, and furnished the village officers

with their ex officio holdings (watan), would also be a

‘ hereditary ’ landowning group, with a strong attachment

to the soil, and yet not represent the joint-village^. But it

is also to bo remembered that besides the ‘dhdrekar* there

is also a class of (now somewhat inferior) occupancy-tenants

called ‘ watandarkul,’ and it may be suggested that thei^e

may be the relics of the ancient founders’ families, while

the dhdrekars may represent later landlord growths, which

again fell, under the stress of circumstances. I must leave

the question undetermined
;
but meanwhile it is interesting

to note how the growth of the revenue-farmer results or

tends to result in the diminution of older rights. For the

villages under Khots do not exhibit merely two classes, the

quondam proprietor and the common tenant. The stages

of reduction of the old landholders were more gradual.

This came to pass owing to the fact that a number of the

dhara holders, whose proper privilege it was to pay the

Government assessment only, were gradually made to pay

something more, and then became classed in a somewhat

lower grade. This happened in times when the dharekari

was unable to pay the Government demand, and agreed

with the Khot that the latter was to meet all such demands,

and to take grain from the holding, i. e. sometimes double,

sometimes once and a half, the quantity of grain at which the

holding was (nominally) rated. ‘ When these agreementt^

were made it is probable that the landholders, owing to the

^ Compare for instance the claim their holdings without limit of tinf '•

' f the (Dravidian) bhuihhari fami- Vol. I. p. 581.
lies of Chutiya Nagpur to return to
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low price of grain, lost little by the change. Had this

arrangement not been made, they would in years of low

prices have found it hard to raise cash to pay the assess-

ment b’ These reduced holders have still an occupancy-

right, and their (modified) rental payment cannot now be

further enhanced, and they can alienate their holdings.

Those who agreed for double the grain-assessment were

called ‘ dupatkari ’

;
those who gave i \ times were ‘ didhi-

v& ’ (or didhpatkari) : and those who gave if times, ‘ pav-

nedonpatkari.’ In the Dapoli subdivision, the ‘ daspat-

kari ’ is somewhat different : the basis of his payment is

the Government ‘ dast,’ but there was an addition of eight

annas cash per maund (man) of assessment. This comes to

ten rupees (das) per local khdndi of assessment. Under the

older system of management, the dharekhar paid revenue

in a peculiar way : theoretically it was a grain-assessment,

but commuted into cash One part (called the ain jinnas),

either three-fourths or (locally) one-half, was valued at cur-

rent market rates as fixed by the Collector : the rest (called

bahanakt) was valued at the (fixed) old rate of the former

survey. This illustrates the inconvenience of the grain-

payment, and the devices that cither side is able to

adopt to raise or reduce it without openly altering the

form. Even when the rental was only the Government

assessment, the khot (as usual) managed to exact some

cesses (patti bdbti). The Gazetteer gives an extract from

the ‘receipt-book* (of 1853) of a dhdrekAr tenant. The

rental payment was E. 12. a. 3. p. 5 »
which for the year

(owing to alteration in price of grain) became E. 11. a.

14. p. 10. This was made up of 4-5”9 j
‘bahanakt’

or part payable in cash, calculated at old fixed rates;

7-^*7 payable by conversion of grain at current rates, and

0-6-6 small cesses for the different taluka officials. The

details occupy more than twenty lines of small print.

^ Gazetteer (Ratnigiri), p, 209. practice, oven tho former was paid

Observe tho transition stage and in cjiah, only on an (approximately)

the process of gradual commutation, actual valuation, while the other

Iho tentis clearly imply that one was taken at a conventional stan-

part should bo paid in actual grain dard.
and the other in money; but in
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They would be unintelligible to the lay reader
j
but I may

say this much, that the R. 4-5-9 ‘ cash * is made up of 2-4-3,

the real bahanakt, plus a stable cess (I suppose to ps^y for

the khot's horse), a coin-assayer’s cess, a superintendent’s

cess, and a cess (paid in ghi or clarified butter, or by a

cash equivalent), coming in all to R. 2-1-6. (R. 2-4-3 +

2-1-6 =R. 4-5-9.) The reader wonders how so absurdly

complicated a system could have been tolerated for a single

year
;
but such is the force of custom I

There are still other occupancy-tenants. The ‘ watand^r-

karda ’ is supposed to represent a grade of dharekdr who

has fallen still lower than the second grade just described,

having been unable to resist the khot’s encroachments : but

may they not be really members of old hereditary cultiva-

ting families even prior to the dharek^rs ?

In some cases, to secure the reclamation of waste or aban-

doned holdings, or for other purposes, the Khots themselves

have created what are virtually occupancy-rights ;
this is

always a feature observable in the growth of overlord

tenures. The Khot Act (of which presently) has determined

the status of these tenants, with reference to their having

been in possession continuously since a certain date, and

they now form a large body. The tenure is heritable but not

alienable.

Common tenants pay no cesses (so the cess-payments in

an account at once indicate a superior class). In numbers

they are but a comparatively small body.

It is said that there is not much difference between the

rents paid by permanent and by yearly tenants. As usual,

a great many local terms are employed to distinguish each

variety of payment, or other special circumstance of the

tenant’s position

^

^ Tenants of Khot families whose occupies ‘ rice- land,’ or

land is held in common are called (varkas). The term ‘ ardheli

‘ bMekari ’ (tillers of the waste), also applied to those who pay *

A man who lives in one village and fixed quantity of grain (or its equ

cultivates in another is * dulandi.’ valent) as determined by a Unar

If the tenant pays in grain, (by estimate (thal). But many teiian

^
appraisement of the crop, called succeed in getting the Kho s

^

abhdvni) he is an ‘ ardheli ’ (half- agree to a cash (contract) 1 *

payer)
,
or ‘ tirdheli

’
(third), or * chau- ‘ makt^ ' in the North and *

theli’ (fourth), according as he in the South. I wish to call a
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Tenants pay shares of the straw, and of the produce of

fruit-trees, besides their rent. Formerly the Khots used to

exact certain days of labour in ploughing or in carrying the

palanquin
;
but these exactions have been stopped.

§ 10. Features of the KhoU Estate.

Turning now to the rights of the Khots themselves, it

appears that the estate is sometimes held by one man,

sometimes by a family in defined shares (on the principle

of the inheritance share). They hold 1337 villages in all, of

which 607 are ‘ nival Khot,* entirely held by Khots, with

varieties of tenants under them. 210 are held entirely by

dhtokars, and 397 are ‘khichadi’ or mixed. The rest are

held in ’inAm, where the grantee is over the Khot or renter.

Some are managed direct by Government, owing to failure

of the Khot. In cases where the Khots hold in shares, it is

usual for one of the number to take the management in ro-

tation, and the manager signs a kdbulait to bo responsible

for the Government revenue.

Formerly the khot paid to Government what was

theoretically a grain-assessment, though actually levied in

cash. Part was calculated at current rates, part at certain

fixed rates (bahA-nakt) as in the case of the dharekArs. At

present, of course, it is a cash-assessment fixed with refer-

ence to circumstances. When the whole village was held

by dharckdrs, the khot’s profit consisted in his getting an

allowance called ‘mushdhara.’ When it was held by

tenants, his profit, amounting to 50-75 per cent., consisted

of the difference between his total rent-collections and the

Government assessment.

As usual in landlord estates, a portion of the land is held

by tenants (here called the ‘ khot-nisbat ’), and part is held

b> the khot himself. This is usually the best land, and is

called the * khot khdsgi ’—the ‘ sir ’ of other provinces.

A khot may hold other land on the footing of a tenant

tion to tho reappearance here of the a tenure at a fixed (and favourable)
word ‘ maktil/ which we find in use rate. See vol. II. p. 477.
in the Central Provinces to indicate
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of the khot or khot body; in that case he will pay full

rent, unless it is otherwise privately an’anged. If a village

is held by several khots, they may either hold it jointly,

managing, as above described, in rotation; or they may

pailition it wholly or partly, the partition-deed being called

‘ dhada v^ntap.*

Khots are found to be of all castes. Originally they were

Marath^s or Mussulmans introduced under Moslem rule^ but

historical changes account for many alterations
;
or sales of

the right resulted in Brahmans and others acquiring the

renter’s estate or a share in it.

It may well be supposed that the position of the khots

was long a subject of controversy. The whole detail is

given in the Gazetteer of Ratndgiri. Some officers denied

all proprietary character in the khots : others thought dif-

ferently. The khots maintained the highest claims— often

very extravagant ones—as may be seen in the debate which

took place when the first Survey Act was passed in 1865 \

in which it was a question whether the khot estates were

liable to be brought under the Survey-Settlement opera-

tions or not. That they had grown (in various degrees)

into the proprietary position just like the larger landlords

(whose growth was due to the operation of the same causes,

and exhibits exactly parallel features) in Oudh and Bengal,

there can hardly be a doubt ;
and the wise conclusion was

reached (here as elsewhere) that while a practically land-

lord position (superior occupant’s) was conceded, the

Government would retain the right to make a Survey-

Settlement, and to secure the rights of all classes of

tenants.

§ II. Similar Tenures in the North Konkdn.

The district we have been hitherto considering is Rat-

n^giri; we may now look at the rest of the Konkdn^.

First, in the North Konkdn (Thdnd district) there is a

^ The whole is printed in the “ The Konkan, I may repeat for

Survey Manual. The Khots were convenience, includes the Thiina

heard by counsel. Kolaba and Ratnagiri districts.
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modified form of tenure to be noticed. In the Salsette

Island (tillukd of Thdna) there are ‘khots who hold their

villages at a permanently fixed rental and usually under

specific grants
;
and there, the nature of the tenure in each

case depends on the terms of the deed^* In the other

t^lukas there are also some ordinary khot estates.

In the two northern talukas of Kolaba there are no khots.

In this part, however, are the ‘ shilotri ' lands, i. e. khdrs, or

plots reclaimed from the sea. The reclaimer constitutes

a kind of superior occupant, who lets out the lands and

levies ‘shilotri maund’ (as the cost of maintaining the

embankments) in addition to his rent. Some shilotri lands

belong to Government
;
in that case there is the ‘ shilotri

maund ’ to pay in addition to the ordinary revenue
;

it is

levied in cash.

In the Northern Konkan also, there is a tenure analogous

to the khoti (but inferior to it in privileges) called 4zafat.’

The izafatdar is a grantee or assignee, allowed to take the

revenue as a personal benefit or increase to his income.

Or it is explained as applying to a farmer^ appointed to

realize an ‘ increased ' revenue. Whatever the origin, the

izafatdjir has now no right to increase the ‘ rent ’ of any

cultivator, nor is he personally entitled to lands that lapse

or are abandoned. The terms however vary
;
in some cases

the izafatdar pays a fixed sum and gets the benefit of all

actual revenue payments (by increased cultivation or other-

wise) above that : in others, he simply gets an allowance of

10 per cent, on the revenue; in others, again, he pays the

revenue on rice-lands, and appropriates whatever rents he

can get on ‘ warkas ’ or dry lands for the year of culti-

vation (and on which no Government rates are imposed)^.

In the remainder of the Kolaba district, as well as in the

^ See the Hon. Mr. (aftemards by the sirsubadilrs (governors) of
^ir B.) Ellis’ speech (on Act I of tin? Southern districts, or in other

Sumy Manual^ p. 181. words, an impost over and above
Iziifa, which is an Arabic word the revenue the governors had to

signifying increase or aiigmenta- pass on to the State Treasury. It

is written ijapha in Marathi, also was applied to grants reveniie-
Wilson says that it was, under the free as an extra allowance to here-
reshwa’s government, an assump- ditary village or district chiefs,
lion or appropriation of revenues
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Rdjpuri, Sanki, and Raigarh talukds of Th^n^, there are the

hereditary khots about whose rights more question has been

raised. In the Northern Konkdn, the general fact that dis-

tinguishes the khots, is that they all date from the first days

of British rule^. The Adminidration Report otherwise

includes them in the same class as the Ratndgin khots,

and observes (oT b6th classes), it is ‘now generally con-

ceded that they must be considered as limited proprietors

They are like the Bengal Zamindar, but without the per-

manent Settlement, since it has ‘ never been doubted that

they are liable to increase of assessment.’

§ 12. Modern Legal Vieiu of the Khoti Tenure,

The chief undisputed points of this tenure, says Colonel

Anderson, are as follows:—

(1) The right to hold their villages on payment of the

lump-assessment, provided the annual agreement

(kdbulait) be given to Government by members of

the khoti-watan, authorized to give it. . . .

(2) The right to rack-rent all lands in which there are

no permanent rights of occupancy.

(3) The right to all lands that may lapse owing to ab-

sence or failure (either temporary or permanent) of

the occupants.

{4) To collect the assessment from permanent occupants

(dharek^ris) with (deduction, or) remuneration,

and to receive Government assistance in doing so.

With the exception of the cases in the Salsette island

above alluded to, the khot s assessment is not permanent.

I have already quoted the Bombay Government views on

the tenure, and I may add that it is hardly possible to

doubt that the khot-right has become practically that of

proprietor, limited by the right secured to the inferior

occupants. Indeed if the following extract resembles the

generality of the Heases* issued to khots in old days, it

* In the villages the lenants are ings as in the Konkdn * Govorn-
not called dharekar, &c., but the mont’ villages (see p. 258, ante),
privileged or hereditary class, arc * Administration Repwtj p. 37.
‘ siiti

' ; and there are gatkuli hold-
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must be held that the term ‘lease’ refers to the revenue,

not to the land
;
for the document expresses a hereditary

permanent grant of these estates, as ‘ watani ’ propeily

—

which would certainly be taken to mean not only a pro-

prietary estate, but a strong form of it. Thus I find a grant

of a British Collector in the South Konkdn in 1833 :

—

‘You are to consider . . . the village as your tvafani pro-

perty : to enjoy from generation to generation, both by male

and female descent, the haq-lawazima \ man-pan, kanu-kayuda

and farfarmas, according to the practice of the other khots

:

... to cultivate the aforesaid village and recover the revenue

encouragingly and live happy. You shall not be subject to any

extortions.’

§ 13. The K/iot Act^ 1880.

The khoti tenures in Katn^iri arc dealt with in Bombay
Act I of 1880; the Act may be extended to Kolaba also.

The Sections 37 and 38 of Act I of 1865, still in force, entitle

the khots to have the ‘ lease ’ for ‘ their territories ’ granted to

them
;
and also to have the rents of ‘ tenants ’ fixed for the

period of Settlement. The Khot Act does not define the

nature and extent of the ‘ khotki ’ (aggregate of rights of

the khot), but merely says that the khots shall continue to

hold, provided they pay their ‘jama,’ and fulfil other obli-

gations which may exist; and it recognizes the right as

heritable and transferable.

The Act also protects the ‘ inferior holders.’ This it docs

by recognizing (under circumstances already explained)

—

(1) the ancient landholders called ‘ dharekari ’

;

(2) persons who by agreement or by custom are also

(but less) privileged, and are called ‘quasi-dha-

rekari
’

^

;

^

^ Survey Manual, p. 208. Tlio
lawd/ima' refers to dues paid to

^'ipport the ‘ necessary ' train or
retmuo; ‘mdn-pan' is the pro-
wdenco, position, or official dig-
*idy

; the others are certain fees

JJj^jP^^^isites in produce, from the

Quasi-dhdrekaris are the ten-
•^iHs above described as of reduced

grade and called daspatkari, diipat-

kari, &c. Tliey include tenants

encouraged to settle by being only

asked to pay small fixed additions

to the ‘ma'inul/ or Government
assessment

;
and that is the dis-

tinction to this day
;
the dhdrekari

pay mthhig beyond the Government
assessment for the time being

;
the

quasi-dhurekari pays the assessment
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(3) occupancy-tenants, i. e. all tenants who have conti-

nuously held since the revenue-year 1845-46.

The rents of the tenants of different classes are limited

;

and a reciprocal protection is given to the ‘ khots ’ in case

of recusancy or neglect to cultivate on the part of tenants.

Keference must be made to the Act itself for details on

these subjects. Sections in the Act describe how a survey

is made, and how the registers show the rights of the dif-

ferent parties.

It may be mentioned that the khot, paying a lump-sum

on the whole village, has the right to the waste numbers

and unoccupied lands in his khoti. This led to a dispute as

to whether all forest lands were necessarily within villages

and so belonged to the khots
;
the dispute was ultimately

compromised, and the Act now provides that Government

may constitute State forests (or ‘ reserved forests ’ as they

are called), unless any special ‘ sanad ’ or grant appears to

the contrary. To make things pleasant, the khot is to

receive one-third of the net profits of the forest, subject to

the performance of any condition for duty or service (such,

e.g. as the Forest Act imposes) in connection with the

forest.

The Gazetteer notices that though the khot holds all land

in his khoti, it does not follow that all land in the district

is included in one khoti or another. In the case of lands

requiring expenditure of labour or money for their valuation,

Government has always exercised the right of granting its

own ‘qauF or lease, e.g. for tidal swamps (khajan) or sand-

dunes (pulanvat).

Section V.—‘ Alienatkd Lands.’

§ I. Glasdficatio'n,

Wherever there was once a system of estates held by

chiefs, there are also sure to be many relics of grants of the

phis certain additions specified in a these two classes are heritable,

Schedule to the Act. The rights of are also transferable.
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king’s revenue. For it is only the greater chiefs who form

a graded series of rulers in connection with the central

power
;
a large number of the minor ones either hold life-

estates for their subsistence, or receive assignments of

revenue, which may include the land as well as the revenue

right, or only allot a certain fraction of the collections in

cash or kind. Some of these grants are connected with the

obligation to apply a part of the income to the support of

troops, or to provide police. Others arc connected with

official position and duty in districts, subdivisions and vil-

lages. Some (in days of disorder) were simply usurped, and

partook of the nature of ‘ black-mail ’ levied on the villages.

It is always a matter of some difficulty to draw the line

between revenue-assignment grants, and the overlord

tenures described in the last section. It would be quite

possible to consider the ‘giras’ allowance as among the

revenue grants : the same might be said of the ‘ vanta
’

tenures. A revenue grantee very easily slips into the posi-

tion of a landlord or rather overlord. Modern practice has

simplified the matter. All lands held either revenue-free,

or at a reduced rate, are called ‘alienated’ lands, and arc

divided into certain classes
;

it is these we consider in the

present section.

The term ‘Alienated’^ implies that Government has

parted with its revenue-rights absolutely, or to some ex-

tent (levying only a quit-rent,—a ‘judi
’
^ or salami). And

^ But the term has also reference
to the rather vague uliimak right of
the {State as landlord. In tlio CJeneral

Chapter on land-tenures (Vol. I.

PP- 234-240) I have discussed the
posiiiun of Government in relation
to the right in land. There is

no doubt that our Government
succeeded to the right of the
farmerGovernmentwhich certainly
claimed to be general landlord,
Ihere is equally little doubt that
our Government did not, as a
general rule, retain the right, but
nsed it as a loais standi for confer-
ring a title on othoi-s. That was the
case in Bengal, and in other pro-
vinces. But where, as in Bombay,
overnment does not legally create

the landholders proprietors, but

gives them the occupancy or survey

tenure, it may bo said that, in a

sense, it still retains a sort of land-

lord right to itself. In that case,

in the exceptional tenures where the

Government recognizes the grantee

an proprietor eo ?io?Hine, it may bo said

to ‘ alienate ’ the land. It has no

further interest in it either as regards

the revenue, or as regards an ulti-

mate right in the soil itself.

“ I have not seen an explanation

of this term, which is written

‘ Judi ’ or ‘ Jodi.' I suggest that it

may be a natural corruption from
‘ Juz,’ * Juz’i,’ the Persian-Arabic for

a ‘portion ' or ‘bit.' Wilson gives the

word, but only as Telugu orCarnatic.
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parting with tho revenue-right, it also ceases to exercise

Soo^Rev. the same control as over Government lands : as for instance

216.’ ’ where whole ‘

*inam’ villages are exempted from Survey-

Settlement except as to tho boundaries.

Unlike the ’inam of Madras, in the Bombay Presidency

alienations of the revenue-rights called ’inam do not always

include the land as well as the revenue. Sometimes the

grant is of the revenue only
;

i. e. the land being occupied

by some one else, the revenue only is paid to the assignee.

The returns of the Tnam Settlement Department show
^ land ’ as well as ‘ cash

’

’inams, though most of the former.

The alienations are now classed as—

(1) Political.

(2) Service.

(3) Keligious.

(4) Personal.

§ 2. Political,

Tho ‘ Political ’ are the Muhammadan grants of jagir, for

the support of troops, or the payment of other service, and

the Maratha, ‘ Saranjam ’

^
;
these are said to be confined to

tbe Nasik and Khandesh districts in the Northern, and to

the ‘ South Maratha country,’ in the Southern division.

No condition of service is now exacted, this having been

commuted to a money payment
;
and the grant is a per-

sonal distinction for life or lives, or in perpetuity, as the

case may be.

§ 3. Service 'Indm— Watan,

The ' service
’

’inams are the most interesting : they were

called ‘ chakarait ’ in the north. They are now shown in

the Village Registers according to their purpose : thus wo

have ‘village service’—useful to Government (e. g. tho

headman’s and kulkarni’s ‘ watan ’), and the village service,

—useful to the community.

^
‘ Saranjam ’ is a Persian word priated to some special object, some-

signifying ‘ supply ’ or ‘ provision ' times only tho support of a chief, but

for troops, or the performance* of usually including the obligation 01

particular duty : it has much the keeping up troops, or providing

same meaning as ‘ Mokdsa,’ which some service,

was a share of the revenue appro-
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A special Act (Bombay) III of 1874 lays down the law

regarding ‘ Hereditary oflScers * and their ‘ watan.’ It pro-

vides against the alienation of the watan, the commutation

for service not required, and for the case where the watan is

held by a family, and one or more members (representative

watandars) have to be selected to perform the duty
;

or

where the family are of too high rank to work, or where,

owing to the holders being incompetent,
*
officiators ’ have

to be appointed h There were also similar grants for the

surviving descendants of the old pargana officials (Desai,

Despandhya, &c.). These ‘watans’ are still held, though

the modern revenue system does not find a place for the

official employment of the families as such. Accordingly

arrangements have been made, where})y a portion of the B. Act

assessment is levied as a commutation for services no longer

required. ^5seq.

§ 4. Personal Pndms,

The other heads of ‘ personal’ grants, are now simplified

under the common designation of ‘ j^t-’in^m.’ When they

are settled and a title-deed issued, the word ‘ sanadia ’ is

added. The term includes all except the religious grants,

which are not to persons, but to institutions, as temples

(dewdsthan, dharm^dev), mosques, &c.

Originally, the ‘personal’ gi’ants as distinguished from

the (official) service grants or ‘watan,’ were very curious:

by their names they often indicate their origin. All these

tenures might be either quite free of revenue (nakra) or

rent, or subject to a quit -rent (sal^mia). Grants to religious

persons (Moslems) were called ‘ wazifa.’ We also find grants

made as hfiria (the victim’s field) to support the family of

a man slain in the defence of the village :
‘ ranvatia ’ (the

warrior’s field) for the family of one slain in an attack on the

enemy (cf. the Marwat birt of Oiulh, vol. II. p. 241). Still

more curious was the ‘ halia ’ (tombstone field) for support

of a tomb in memory of some Chdsan (bard) or Brahman

who had killed himself in the interest of the village. A

Soe also Chap. XXIII of the Hmidbook, p. 499.
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number of grants also arose in the days of heavy revenue

exaction, when a ^manotidar’—a capitalist, would dand

security for the revenue. His risk and trouble would be

remunerated by a grant of land (for which he paid nothing)

called ‘ walatdAnia ’
: or if he had to make good revenue

whicli the village cultivators could not pay, he recouped

himself by taking land in sale or mortgage from the village

head as vechania or girania.

Pasaita grants were commonly made to village artificers,

well-cleaners, or to religious persons
;
but were frequently

added to the emoluments of village officers, as the desai’s

pasaita, &c.

Many grants were made as ' black-mail,’ like the ‘ girAs
’

spoken of above, and land ominously called ‘dabAnia’

simply usurped, and ‘ koliapa ’ held by Kofis, &c. ‘ PagiA
’

was land held by trackers (pagi) of thieves.

§ 5. Alienation Department.

As usual, the original titles to these ’inAm lands were

often doubtful, and fraudulent titles were also in some cases

brought to light
;
and therefore an ‘ Alienation Depart-

ment’ had to be formed. There had been some rules en-

acted under the older Regulations
;
but the discovery of

frauds in the South MarathA country led to the passing of an

Act (India) XI of 1852, which appointed Commissioners for

districts not brought under the General Regulations of 1827.

And the intention was, between the Regulations and the Act,

to inquire into all titles. . But the procedure was slow and

difficult, and after a time, it was thought better to waive

the question of exact proof, and to treat the jnatter sum-

marily on certain broad principles; oftering reasonable

terms to claimants^, which, if accepted, put an end to

further troublesome investigations as to title. In 1863.

two (Bombay) ‘Summary Settlement’ Acts were accord-

ingly passed, ‘to provide for the final adjustment, sum-

' In fact the principle was just Madras Presidency. (See p.

that of ‘enfranchisement’ in the ante.)
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marily, of unsettled claims to exemption from the payment

of land-revenue, and to fix the conditions which shall secure

in certain cases, the recognition of titles to such exemption

with respect to succession and transfer.’ Act II of 1H63

relates to the districts for which the Act XI of 183a had

provided ’Indm Commissioners, and Act VII of 1863 to

those which were under the Regulations of 1827.

The main principle involved was that Government con-

sented to forego a special inquiry into the title, if the

’inamdar chose to accept a summary assessment on the

entire estate, as made by the Collector under the Act, and

to submit to the conditions of the Act. If the ’inamdar

thought that he could establish his title, and escape assess-

ment, ho would submit to an inquiry, which might possibly

establish his right to lands either absolutely free of revenue

payment, or subject to a lighter payment as ‘ salami ’ (quit-

rent) or ‘udhar jama’ (reduced assessment), than the Col-

lector offered. But if he failed, his land was liable to full

survey assessment if he did not lose it altogether. In many

cases, therefore, it was profitable to avoid the expense, delay,

and risk of an inquest, and to submit to a summary assess-

ment of the estate, on accepting which, the alienee got his

estate confirmed by ‘ sanad ’ or grant in perpetuity. Some

’inams, not under the Summary Settlement Acts, are herit-

able, but the succession to them is only to actual, not to

adopted, heirs.

The estate granted under the Summary Settlement Acts

is in full proprietary right, and is heritable and transfer-

able; adoption being allowed. The estate pays revenuc-

survey-rates for land which has been surveyed and assessed,

and rates agreed on between the Collector and the ’inamdar

lor unassessed lands. If a quit-rent (jodi), &c., is already

payable, the assessment is at this, one-eighth of the

difference between the jodi and the full assessment. The

inamdars are then considered entitled to all the waste and
forest included in the terms of their summary Settlement,

unless it was specially agreed that such lands, or the trees

on the land, were reserved to Government. They are also
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allowed all land actually in possession, even if in excess

of the original grant h

K on receiving a notice to elect between a summary Set-

tlement and an inquiry, the latter was accepted, the Act

was referred to for the rules to be observed
;

such as,

for example, from what date a title was to be considered

as prescriptive ; what princes and officials of former Go-

vernments were to be considered as empowered to grant

’inams, so that sanads signed by such princes and officials

might bo regarded as valid; when an adoption could be

recognized
;
and so forth.

The operations of the TnAm Commission, and of the pro-

cedure under the Summary Settlement Acts have resulted

in a considerable saving to the State. At the commence-

ment of the inquiry, the annual revenue alienated amounted

Land R. to more than R. 1,32,50,000. Of this R.52,12,000 have been

Cash disallowed, leaving R. 80,38,000 alienated, as shown in the

22,83,000. margin. ^ Service tenures * are about equal to ‘ personal,’

each accounting for about 334 lakhs of rupees. Up to

1876-77 the cost of the departmental agency for inquiry

into titles and Settlement of ’indm holdings, had been a

little over 26 lakhs of rupees

Skction VI.

§ I. Rights in Trees.

In concluding the subject of land-tenures, a convenient

opportunity may be taken to allude to rights in trees
;

for

these by no means always follow the soil occupancy. In

Government (unalienated) lands under Settlements made

before the Code became law, all trees (unless reserved under

special orders) are held to belong to the occupant of the

number. Settlements, however, made not only before the

^ Accordingly by bringing waste numbers as regards tho last three

under cultivation, and deriving pro- figures) aro from iha Administrahon

fit from forest lands, the inamdar Hqwrt (1882-83). I cannot learn

has a rental largely in excess of the whether this work is completed as

lump-sum assessed on his estate. yet or not.
“ These figures (reduced to round
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Code, but before Act I of 1865 passed, do not give a
right to teak, blackwood {Dalbergia Idtifolia)^ or sandal-

wood, unless conceded in express terms. In Settlements

after the Code, all trees not expressly reserved, go with the Rev. Code,

occupancy
;
and so when an unoccupied number is applied

for and granted.

All trees otherwise belong to Government
;
and so do

road-side trees The latter trees belong to Government
while they live, but if they die, or are blown or cut down,

they belong to the occupant of the land
;
and the usufruct,

i. e. produce of loppings, &c. (when lopping is allowed by
the Collector), also belong to him.

But for a term of two years from the date of the Code

becoming law, the landholder was allowed to get the strip

of land on which such trees were growing, cut off from his

holding, and the assessment reduced accordingly
;
then the

trees and the land vested in Government.

When trees have been reserved to Government, as above

stated, it may be that the reservation is accompanied with

certain privileges of wood for fuel or domestic purposes,

and especially of lopping branches and cutting bamboos to

burn and form ash-manure for the rice-fields : this is called

‘Bab.’ In such cases the privilege is exercisable under

rules to be made by' the Collector or such other officer as

Government may direct Sec. 44.

In the Konkan districts the ‘warkas’ numbers are an

instance of this. The rice-lands in the valleys form the

valuable ‘wet ’ cultivation, and lands on the higher gi’ound

or forest-covered slopes that yield casual dry crops of pulse

and inferior grain, such as millets (called by the MaMthi
generic term ‘ varkas are the less valuable, but still ‘ oc-

cupied,’ dry-cultivation numbers. They ai*c not always

assessed. For the purpose of the cultivation the whole of

^ For rules regarding occupants 75 for Rul(‘S under st'ction 214 of
buying out the Government right the Code, Nos. 91-98, and Rule iii

^ see Handbook, p. 186. for penalty
;
and see also p. 269, et

, i
information I am in- seq. : it is a pity that this Handbook

ebted to Colonel the Hon. W. C. has not arranged tho rules and
nderson, Survey Commissioner, orders regarding trees in one con-

alsoNairne’s Handbook, pp. 173- venieiit series.

VOL. TII. X
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the trees are not removed, but the trees are lopped for

‘ rdb ’

;
and hence the rights in question ^

In alienated lands, as a rule, the trees belong to the

grantee, but not teak, blackwood, or sandal, unless they

have been specially conceded.

^
‘ Wiirkas ’ land (in tlio Konkiin communication with the Collector,

districts), though technically ‘ oc- manages the reserved trees, and is

cupied,’ is really forest rather than entitled to cut the teak, &c., to best

cultivated land. It often contains advantage, and to obtain successive

valuable trees hitherto resei-ved. growth by coppicing, &c, (see G. 0.

Rules 93 98 do not apply to this No. 3462, dated 5th May, 1883).
class. The Forest Department, in



CHAPTER HI.

THE REVENUE OFFICERS AND THEIR OFFICIAL

BUSINESS.

Section L—Revenue Officers.

§ I. Supervision,

There is no Board of Revenue in Bombay, but the Dis-

trict officers are controlled by the Commissioners of Divi-

sions h The whole presidency consists of a little over

124,000 square miles, and i6i millions of population, form^

ing 23 districts^. The Town and Island of Bombay are

under a special Collector in direct communication with

^ The Commissioner is directly

subject to the Governor in Council

(Code, section 4')
;

divisions are

constituted under section 5, .and

assistnnts to the Commissioner may
be appointed under section 6.

In Bombay, the districts gene-

rally are ‘ Regulation ’ except Punch
Mahals, and the Sindh districts,

which aro ‘ Non-Rc'gulation/ The
distinction is now nominal (as ex-

plained in vol. I. pp. 50, 89), What
is of importance regarding the law
is that Sindh and the Pancli Mahals
(and certain Marwdri Chiefs’ es-

tates) ‘ are scheduled ’ districts (Act
XIV. 1874).

^ Northern J
Division. 1

1. Ahmadabad.
2. Kaira (KherA).

3. Pdneh Mahdls.

4. Broach (Bha*
roch).

5. Surdt,

6. Tlidna.

X 2

7 -

Central 1 8.

Division, i 9.

10.

11.

12.

Southern

Division.

13 -

14.

15.

16.

17 -

18.

19.

Sindh
Division.

20.

r’’22.

23-

Khandeish
(Khiindesh).

Nasik.

Alimadnagar.

Poona (Puiia\

Satara.

Shohlpur.

Kolaba.

liatiuigiri.

Belgaum.
Bijapur.

Dharwur.
Kaiiara.

Kurraehee (Ka-

raiiehi).

Ilaidarabad.

Shikdrpur.

Tharand Pdrkar.
Upper Sindh

Frontier.
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Government. The other districts are, in Bombay, grouped

into three Commissionerships, Northern, Central, and

Southern
;
the Sindh districts being under the Commis-

sioner of Sindh.

§ 2. The District or Collectorate and its Subdivisions.

The * Collectorate * answers to what is called a district in

other parts of India And the Revenue Code introduces

the term ‘ district * in the general sense in which it is used

Kov. Cuile, in India, providing that the present Collectorates or ‘ zil-

""
‘ lahs ’ shall form ‘ districts.*

7. The district consists of subdivisions called ‘ taluHs.’

These may be locally again subdivided into * pet^ * or ‘ tarf,’

but the official designation, under the Code, of a subdivi-

sion of a taluka (which has an assistant to the tdluk^i officer

H- in charge) is ‘ mah^l.*

St‘c. 8. The Collectors hold charge of districts
;
they are aided

by Assistant Collectors and by Uncovenanted Deputy Col-

9- lectors, who may be placed in charge of a tract, consisting

of one or more tdlukds. The Assistant or Deputy in charge

of a tdluka or several talukas, has all the powers of a Col-

lector as regards the local area of his charge. But the Col-

lector may reserve certain powers to himself, or assign

them to another Assistant or Deputy Collector. And under

10. Chapter XIII of the Code an appeal lies to the Collector.

Over the taluka is the mamlatddr, answering to the tahsiTdar

of Upper India; and when the taluka is subdivided, the

mdmlatdar’s assistant is called the mahalkari. In the main-

latdar’s office are assistants called karkun; and the head

karkun (like the naib-tahsildar of Upper India) may have

subordinate magisterial powers

‘ Formerly in Bombay tho term ‘huzur,’ which is the same as 'satir’

‘district’ was used as synonymous, in Upper India,

not witli a Collector's charge, but See Nairne’s Handbook^ Chapters

with a local division of it - tho ta- III IV. The orders regarding office

luka. The term zillah (zila’) used work, establishments and duties,

also to be employed as a purely are here collected, and give an ex-

judicial term, and is now obsolete cellont view of district work genC'

in Bomb.iy, as it is elsewhere. rally. Chapter V gives tho duties

The Collector’s head-quarters are of the Mamlatdar and his staffi

sometimes described by tlie term
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§ 3 . Village Oficers.

At the head of the village organization is the patel. The

p^tel may have his ‘ watan/ and then the p^tel’s family all

share in the land and privileges, and one member, who re-

ceives a remuneration from Government, does the duty of

the office. He collects the revenue from the raiyats, con-

ducts all Government business with them, and should exert

himself to promote the cultivation and the prosperity of

the village. ‘ Though originally the agent of Govemmeni,

he is now looked on as equally the representative of the

raiyats, and is not less useful in executing the orders of

Government than in asserting the rights, or at least making

known the wrongs of the people h’ On receiving revenue

from the raiyats, the accountant enters it in the Govern-

ment books and issues receipts. The pdtel is also the

agency for reporting everything that is necessary to the

mdmlatdar

Where there is a watanddr or hereditary accountant, he

is called the kulkarni. But there is no kulkarni-watan in

many villages, and even in some whole districts ^ In that

case a stipendiary accountant called ‘talati’ is appointed.

The village menial, called ‘mhar’ in the South Maratha

country, ‘ dher ^ in other parts, is the guardian of bound-

aries, and is the messenger : he it is who carries the revenue

and the pateTs reports to the taluka officer (the mam-

latd^r).

In some parts I find mention of a village watch called

‘jaglia,' as in Berdr.

‘The village system,^ says the Handbook (page 119),

‘ exists most vigorously in the Dakhan, where every village

^ Handbook^ Chapter VI (quoting some interesting remarks in Mal-

Elphinstone). It might be said colin, ii. ir 14, and (as to the value

with more historical truth, that the set on the office of patel) i. 60. See

headman (originally called gaoura) also Grant Duff, i. 26-29.

was part of the social organization. ^ In Guzanlt, in the joint-vilhagos

That at an early date ho became the mutthddjir of the pilti, bhilg or
taken into the State interest and share, is the headman ;

and revenue
paid, and that now he is looked and police pdtels for the whole are

^pon (once more) as the popular selected from the mutthaddrs.

representative in the village. See » Handbook, Ch. VI. p. 118.
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has its full complement of watandars. In the Coast dis-

tricts generally, it has not been so well preserved
;

in

Kanara there are no hereditary village officers at all [for

there are no villages properly so called]
;
in the Khoti dis-

tricts of the Southern KonkAn, few watandars of any sort

;

and in the Northern Konkan no kulkarnis, and but few in-

ferior watandars. But everywhere, under our Government,

there is for every village, either hereditary or stipendiary,

a patel, an accountant, and a menial servant

§ 4. Inspection,

It is here necessary only to notice as a feature of general

duty, that repeated inspection is made a great point of in

Bombay. Under any revenue system, indeed, inspection is

of the first importance. Revenue officers must constantly

control their subordinates, otherwise they cannot develop

the revenues of the district, or ascertain whether the revenue

assessment is burdensome or easily borne; whether the public

health is good
;
whether irrigation works, and the making

of roads, tanks, and wells, tree-planting and such like im-

provements are attended to
;
whether education flourishes

and the people aro happy and well-governed. Without

seeing for themselves, and freely mixing with the people,

and hearing what they have to say locally, and without the

restraint of a public office and the presence of subordinate

officials, they will never know what* is going on in the

district, and what the effect of administrative measures,

and the working of Rules and Acts really is, as felt by the

people at large. Moreover, for revenue and statistical pur-

poses, the village accountants have everywhere to furnish

statistics of crops, of land-transfers, and so forth: these

will be filled in any how, if the makers of them do not

know that a supervising officer will examine the records

and check them occasionally on the ground. Village ac-

counts will fall into arrear, and revenue receipts fail to be

properly given, if the accountant does not know that at any

moment his papers may be called for. The Government

‘ Handbook, Cli. VI. p. 88.
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deals with each individual landholder, and therefore it is

more than ever essential to see that his payments are

properly acknowledged; the examination of raiyats’ re-

ceipt-books (kulruzuwdt) is therefore a regular branch of

inspection duty.

So also in the constant maintenance of the field-

boundaries, on which everything, I may say, in a raiyat-

wari Settlement, depends. The local subordinates are

primarily charged with the duty, but their work has to

be examined and checked by the superior staff.

There is no province in India to which these remarks do

not apply. But a raiyatwari Settlement requires, perhaps

more than any, such inspection. It is therefore laid down

as a rule that Collectors and Assistants are to pass the

greater part of the year in camp
;
only the four monsoon

months, as a rule, being spent at head-quarters.

§ 5. Maintenance ofRecords.

To these remarks I have only to add that the mainte-

nance of the records prepared at Settlement, has the same

importance that it has in every other province. It is no

longer intended to allow the records to fall out of cor-

respondence with existing facts, so that a revision Settle-

ment will all have to be made anew. The maps and records

have to be continually kept correct by noting up all changes

as they occur. The Director of Land Records and Agricul-

ture is appointed mainly to see that this is done. But it

should be observed, that there is this difference between

the raiyatwdrf survey and that of other districts ;
in the

latter the maps have to be altered to correspond to changed

boundaries
; in the former, the boundaries have to be kept

correct according to the maps

* There may, of course, be new by subdivision and so forth, must
roads, drains, wells, &c. to bo be regularly reported, registered and
entered on copies of the maps

;
but demarcated according to a prescribed

cultivators cannot alter the fields practice
;
and the maps may have

pleasure as they can in N.W. to show new authorized subdivi-
India

: the sui-vey fields are never sions accordingly,
altered; changes by part sales,
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Section IL—Eevenue Business.

§ 1. The Jamahandi or Annual Settlement

The raiyatwdri system always requires an annual inspec-

tion or Settlement, so as to ascertain the extent of fields in

actual occupation; for under this system every field has

its own assessment, but the number of fields actually held

by any one raiyat is liable to vary, and consequently the

revenue for which he is responsible for the year. The

necessary returns have therefore to bo made out annually

in each village and carefully checked. The work should be

all done by the 15th February, or at latest the 15th March,

as the official year ends on the 31st March. The jamabandi

is ordinarily made by the Assistant Collector in the tdluk^s

in his charge
;
but the Collector is required to make it per-

sonally, in a certain number of tdlukds, in such a way as to

go over the whole district in the course of a few years.

Thejamabandi of Bombay is, owing to the simplicity of

the assessments and the absence of any annual remissions

due to special rules, and owing, also, to the superiority of

the village accountants, a matter which requires much less

detailed instruction and explanation than elsewhere. In

Nairne’s Handbook the subject is disposed of in a few brief

paragraphs ^

In Hope’s Manual of Revenue Accounts^ the forms used

for the jamabandi work are described. The first step is

a preliminary inspection of the lands, to see that, if occupied,

they are so by the parties in whose names they are entered,

or by their representatives; if unoccupied, whether any

income derivable from the. grass, &c., can be got in, whether

any land has been occupied without authority, and what

crops have been grown.

The village kulharni has filled up, after such an inspec-

tion, ‘ Form 2 ’ of the village accounts, which is a register

of assessed, but unoccupied, numbers, and will at once show

if any has been wrongfully occupied, and also what amount

has been got for the grass, or fruit, while the land was

lying unoccupied; also ‘Form 3,* which is the general

' See Handhooky p. 85, * Third od., 1887, pp. 2 and 3.
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land inspection report, showing the crops and the actual

state of all land whatever. There is also a report on the

state of the boundary-marks of each survey number on the

Register^. With this information the ledger account (No.

5) of each occupant, can be opened, and also what is called

the ‘ rent (revenue) roll * (No. 6), which is a statement in

twenty-six columns, showing the demand against each

person, up to the jamahandi time, and having separate

columns for demands which arise afterwards.

All this information is abstracted in the No. 10 Form,

or ‘ Thar^vband,’ on which the officer conducting the jama-

bandi records his approval, as showing that he is satisfied

as to the account of the whole area occupied and its

revenue. No. 10 is accompanied by ceiiain forms (Nos. 7,

8, and 9)^ which are intended as checks on it. These

together form what are called the ^jamahandi papers.’

§ 6. Relinquishment and Occupation of Land,

I have already said something under the head of rights

in land, to explain the procedure in taking up and re-

linquishing fields (p, 270, ante). The razintoa or application

is presented to the mamlatdar. If an entire number is

relinquished, the process is very simple. The relin-

quished number is available for any applicant, and if

not applied for is sold by auction as fallow land (for the

grazing on it) during the year. If only a recognized share

of a number is relinquished, the share must be offered to

the other sharers in the order of the largeness of the

amount payable by each as revenue. If all refuse to take

it, they remain proportionately liable for the revenue of the

I'elinquished share, till some one takes it up. This, in

effect, compels the sharers either to take up the share, or

else to join with the sharer desirous of

giving up the whole number.

^

^ I refer to the Register (or Form tions for all kinds (as uncultivat-
No. I »)_the permanent descriptive ed, iniim, unoccupied), and the

^t'gister of survey numbers in the balances
;
then the mi8cellaneou.s

Village. (See p. 245, ante.) revenue, and then the columns
These show the total area and comparing the present year with

assessment of village, the deduc- last year.

relinquishing, in Rev. Code,

sec. 99.
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Kules

7-M-

RuU* 1 8.

Rule 19.

Rule 20.

Rev. Code, Under this head I should remark, that on voluntary

transfer of land, the parties are bound by law to register

the transfer, otherwise the Collector will hold the original

registered occupant liable for the revenue.

§ 7. Disposal of Lands belonging to the State.

The ‘Eules **(made under Section 214 of the Code) con-

tain provisions regulating the Collector s duty in disposing

of lands which belong to Government'. This disposal may

be by absolute sale or grant, or by grant of ‘ occupancy.’

In the latter case the occupancy is sold at a price or put up

to auction. Should the land not be assessed, rule 18 pre-

scribes how this want is supplied In special cases, to en-

courage reclamation of difficult land, an occupancy may be

granted for a time revenue-free, or at gradually progressive

rates
;
and salt-marsh land can be had for reclamation on

specially easy terms. Occupancies of building sites are

the subject of rules, but do not concern the student of this

Manual.

§ 8. Alluvion and Diluvion,

The Bombay Code provides that an alluvial accretion of

not more than an acre, and also not more than one-tenth

of the ‘holding* against which it has formed, is at the dis-

posal of the occupant of such holding. The term ‘ holding’

here means either a whole survey number, or a portion

which has its separately recorded assessment. If the accre-

tion exceeds this amount, the land is at the disposal of the

R(n'. Code, Collector, who must, however, if he sells it, offer it to the

63764. adjacent holding, and at a certain price.

If a holder of land loses, by diluvion, a plot of not less

than half an acre, and not less than one-tenth of his hold-

ing, he is entitled to a reduction of assessment. Changes

resulting from alluvion and diluvion are taken notice of at

Jamabandi time.

§ 9. Maintenance of Boundary’-Marks.

As already remarked, the maintenance of the corner

marks, whether stones, earthen ridges, or otherwise, so as

^ Handbook, p. 148, et seq. ® And see rules at p. iS7 the Handboofi-

See. 47.
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to make permanent the survey division into fields, is of

peculiar importance.

The Code definition of a boundary-mark, it should be re-

collected, includes ‘any erection, whether of earth, stone, or

other material, and also any hedge, vacant strip of ground,

or other object, whether natural or artificial, set up, em-

ployed, or specified by a survey officer^ or other revenue

officer having authority in that behalf, in order to designate

the boundary of any division of land.’

Every landholder is responsible to maintain the marks of Rt'v.

his holding in good repair, and to pay any charges incurred

by the revenue officers in cases of alteration, removal, or dis-

repair. The duty of the village officers and servants is to

prevent destruction or unauthorized alteration of the village

boundary-marks. The duty of looking after the marks and

requiring their repair and erection, devolves on the Collec-

tor (when the survey officer’s work is over) and he has

power to require the erection or repair, or to do the work Set*. 122.

himself (at the cost of the landholder) if the landholder

neglects.

Power is also given to the Collector, survey officer, mam- See. 125.

latdar, and mahdlkdri, to summarily convict offenders for

injuring marks, and inflict a fine not exceeding R. 50 for

each mark. Half of the fine may be spent in rewarding

the informer, and half in restoring the mark 2.

§ 10. Partition,—Recognized Shares,

The terms ‘perfect^ and ‘imperfect®’ partition are not

here applicable, because there is not, as a rule, any joint

I’csponsibility
;
but under the Bombay system there are two

operations which may be performed in respect of shared

lands, which are in some respects analogous to pai'tial and

perfect partition. For example, there may be a partition

* Code, Sec. 3, No. 9, i. e. the of district duty. I have already
officer appointed under section 18. alluded to tho report on boundaries

fv
Handbook^ p. 176, for rules in Forms Nos. 3 and 4 of the village

®®<1-) regarding the accounts.
inspection ofboundary-marks,which ^ (;!ode, Chapter VIII, section
8 made a much-insisted on portion 113, et seq. and Handbook^ p. 189.
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which goes so far as to separately demarcate, number, and

register (under the new names) in the revenue records, the

partitioned plots
;
or there may be a process which is analo-

gous to a partition, in which the shares are ascertained and

‘ recorded* by symbols—as so many ‘ annas * to each sharer,

but not separately demarcated, on the ground or given now

numbers. The ‘ recognized shares * are practically separate,

as far as the liability for revenue is concerned, and each re-

cognized sharer can ordinarily be held liable only for his

own share. If a partition, or at least a record of shares

separately assessed, has not been made, the one person whose

name is, according to rule, always entered as ‘ registered

occupant ’ of the number, remains liable for the whole reve-

nue, no matter how many sharers really hold along with

him.

Under the Code, the partition spoken of is the complete

partition. It must be made, if possible, so as not to divide

existing survey numbers, but it should be contrived so as

to give one or more whole numbers to each sharer. The

splitting up of an existing survey number is only resorted

to if really necessary, and even then it cannot be allowed if

it would leave any of the newly-constituted numbers below

the minimum size h Any bit of land that is over, and can-

not be further divided out, owing to this restriction, is

cither given over by consent to one of the sharers on his

making up the value of it to the other sharers, or it is sold

and the proceeds distributed*^.

At time of survey or revision of survey, the survey

officer can, of his own* motion, subdivide any field, and

give new numbers and separate assessments without any

formal procedure for partition.

Any one can apply for partition if he is admitted to be a

co-sharer, and is so recorded, or if he can get a decree of a

Civil Court that he is a sharer.

^ The minimum size has been fractional payments can be made,

variously fixed according to the ''' There are also special niles lOJ*

circumstances of the different joint estates like khoti tenures, m
J

districts. See page 217, ante. In that tho details of which I do

case only the record of shares and enter.
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§ II. Law regarding Payment of Land-revenue,

In Bombay, as already remarked, the registered occupant

is primarily liable for revenue in Government lands, and in Kev. Cotir,

alienated lands (where revenue is payable) the superior

holder,—the grantee.

If the person primarily responsible fails to pay, a co-oc-

cupant of any alienated land, or a co-sharer in alienated

land, or the inferior holder or person in actual occupation,

is next held liable. In the latter case credit will bo allowed Id. (cl. 2 ).

to the inferior holder, for such payments, in all demands

against him, by the superior holder, for rent. The revenue

is paid in instalments fixed by the order of Government.

It is technically due any day after the first of the agricuU See. 146.

tural year, which begins on the i st August, and ends with

the close of the 31st day of July following.

The Bombay Code requires revenue officials and others

to give receipts for payments of revenue ;
‘ superior holders

*

are equally bound to grant such receipts to their inferior Secs. 58,

holders.
59.

The land-revenue is a first charge, taking precedence of

all other debts and mortgages on the land, and is also a

first charge on the crops. There are certain circumstances

under which the Collector is empowered to attach the crops

(either to prevent the reaping or the removal of the grain

when reaped, according to circumstances) as a precautionary

measure, to secure the current year’s revenue, but only one Secs,

year’s revenue.

Revenue ‘ in arrear ’ is revenue not paid on the instal-

ment-due dates. Interest or a penalty may be charged on

arrears under the Bombay Code
;
a scale of such penalty or

interest-rates being fixed by Government. A statement of Sec. 148.

account certified by the Collector, his Assistant or Deputy,

IS conclusive evidence of the arrears. Sec. 149.

§ I !2. Recovery of Arrears,

I do not propose to go further into detail as to the pro-

cess of recovery than to say that it can be effected by

—

(a) serving a written notice of demand

;
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(h) forfeiture of the occupancy-right or of the alienated

holding on which the arrear is due

;

(6) distraint and sale of movable property;

(d) sale of immovable property

;

(e) arrest and imprisonment of the defaulter

;

{/) in case pf (alienated) holdings consisting of whole

villages or shares of villages (as in j^girs, khoti

estates, taluqdaris, &c.), by attachment of such

villages or shares.

Nothing is said as to the order in which these processes

are to be applied, nor is it said that the one is to be resor-

ted to only in case of failure of another^. It is left to the

Collector to adopt any process, or more than one, at his

discretion.

Officers who have to recover any public money under

the Bombay law, will do well to read and bear in mind the

Rov. Code, terms of section 187, which fully (and widely) apply the

procedure for recovery of arrears of land-revenue to every

species (almost) of payment due to Government.

§ 12. Assistance to * Superior* Holders to recover

Rents ami Dues,

J^gird^rs, Inamd^rs, and all other superior holders in

Bombay (i. e. both ‘ superiors * from the occupants under

them, and occupants from the tenants under them), can get

cei*tain assistance from the Collector in recovering the

revenue or rents (as the case may be) lawfully due to

s»‘cs. them^. Provided that the demand refers to the current

year’s rent or revenue, the Collector can set in motion the

same machinery as he could to recover Government revenue.

There is also a power given to issue, to certain superior

' In this respect the practice is Sale of immovable property, other

different from what it is under the than that on which the arreiir is

laws in Upper India, e. g. under due, is only allowed 'in the Banja

the Panjiib Act, arrest and imprison- in the very last resort and

ment is ono of the first things to be special sanction. In Bombay it ^

tried : but then it is for a short put down as ono of the ordinary

time only. In Bombay, the im- processes for recovery,

prisonment spoken of may go as * And for details see Ilanaooo

,

long as a civil imprisonment under p. 191.

a decree of like amount might.
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estate-holdersj a ‘ Commission * enabling them to exercise

directly certain powers for recovery of revenue or rent.

This does away with the necessity for summary suits for

rent.

§ 13. Remimons.

I should here remark that there is no system of remis-

sions such as the Madras practice rendered it necessary to

describe. Of course, on the occurrence of any calamity, as

famine, or flood, or locusts, the Government will grant

special remission
;
and when a revised Settlement is intro-

duced which increases the rates, a partial remission may be

allowed so as to bring up the full rates gradually and not

all at once. In the old days, under the earlier excessive

assessments, remissions at jmutbmiM time were almost

matters of course
;
but that state of things has long passed

away.

§ 14. The One-annee Cess.

There is no other charge beyond the land-revenue

assessed (unless under the Irrigation Act for water sup-

plied) except a cess of one anna for every rupee of assessed

land, under Bombay Act III of 1869, and applied for ‘Local

Fund’ purposes, i. e. district improvement, roads, educa-

tion, &c.

§ 15. Procedure.

The Xllth Chapter of the Code contains rules for the

imcedure of rcvenuc-ofilcers when making an inquiry or

transacting any business under the Act; and the XVth

Chapter provides for appeals from orders.

I do not propose to enter into details, but generally, the

Chapter gives power to summon witnesses as under the

Civil Procedure Code. All inquiries are classified into

‘ formal ’ and ‘ summary.’ In the former, evidence is re-

corded in full, and so is the decision
;
in the latter, only a

memorandum of the substance of what the parties and

fitnesses state is made
;
the decision and the reasons for

It being also recorded.

Unless the Code expressly directs that any inquiry is to
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be formal ’ or * summary/ the question which is followed,

is determined by rules made by Government, or, in their

absence, by the orders of the superior officer, or by the dis-

cretion of the officer holding the inquiry, with a view to

the importance of the case and the interests of justice.

It may be necessary also to allude to Bombay Act X of

1876, which provides for the exclusion of the jurisdiction of

Civil Courts in certain matters of land-revenue administra-

tion.



CHAPTER IV.

THE LAND-TENURES AND SETTLEMENT OF SINDH.

Section L—Introductory.

§ I. Sketch of the existing State of the Land,

Tue Sindh Gazetteer'^ states that land-tenures throughout

the province are of an extremely simple character.

This simplicity is probably due to the fact that the

original form in which the villages were established and

organized is now almost iiTetrievably lost, Even the

village ‘headman’ only survives in name, he being

probably a relic of the days when the system of local

chiefs was at its zenith, and when a leading man for

every village was selected as the person with whom the

chief would deal. This is indicated by the names of

headmen, which imply, ‘forward-man,’ ‘respectable man,’

and so forth—* Waddro,’ ‘Ndkmard,’ or ‘ Dihdar ’ (Village-

holder). This decay of original tenures is only what we

should expect after a long course of troubled history, in

which dynasty overthrew dynasty with hardly any

breathing time of peaceful development. There can be

no doubt that the country was once partly held under a

Hindu (or at any rate a Hinduized or mixed Rdjput)

organization; part also was conquered by Muhammadan

tribes and families of later origin. The result of this was,

at one time, the general existence of overlords over larger

or smaller areas according to circumstances. The over-

' Sindh Qaseiteer^ 2nd edition, 1876, A. W. Hughes, Bom. C.S.—(London,

Bell and Sons).

VOL. III. Y
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lords, in later times, received the Protean name of ‘ Zamin-

ddr^/ They were recognized originally, not as the soil-

owners—for very little value was attached to the soil, but

as chiefs entitled to certain dues from their subjects
;
and

in later time they became managers of the local land-

revenue under whatever conqueror happened to hold the

supremo rule. They are now spoken of as ‘ landlords,' not

so much because, in the native idea, the soil belongs to

them, as because they claim a certain right in the produce

of all land, and once had the control of all cultivation

within their ‘estate.’ In process of time the zaminddri

families multiplied and, as elsewhere, divided their in-

terest or property^ so that now there are only a few

great, and many small, ‘ Zaminddri ' holdings.

Some parts of the country were held in the same way

by ‘ Jdgirdars,' who were very like Zaminddrs, except that

they had to maintain bodies of troops. This historical

condition of things it will be our business to develop and

explain.

But to complete our preliminary survey, and coming

down to the times of the Settlement which followed the

conquest in 1843, it will be enough to notice, in this

place, that it was the policy of Sir Charles Napier to

discourage claims of overlords, and deal with the cultiva-

ting occupants of land direct. In very many cases the

old overlord families had already decayed and sunk to

the rank of petty landholders, whose subdivided estates

had gone down to the size, and assumed the form, oi

cultivating occupancy-holdings.

§ 2. Summary of Forms of Tenure.

Regarding then the land-tenures in their actual cov-

dition, we have to study

:

* Just as in the South Panjdb. ‘zaminddri
*
right over the villages

Cf. vol. ii. p. 657, scq. As tho or exacted a haq-zaminddri, or

different clans conquered and overlord’s fee or rent, and claimed
established their nile over different more or less extensive rights over

sections of the country, the chiefs the waste. These rights are now
and members of the family took the only in partial survival.
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(1) A somewhat decaying system of (Zammddr) over-

lords, with tolerably definite claims to certain

dues from the landholders, and certain inde-

finite claims over unoccupied or waste lands in

their ‘ estates,’ and consequent claims on occu-

pants who settled on that waste

;

(2) under these overlords we have groups of indi-

vidual landholdings, on the ‘ survey tenure ’

;

we can hardly call these groups villages.

Whatever their social organization or constitution may

once have been, it has now decayed. What we may, for

convenience, call ‘villages ’ are mere groups of unconnected

individual soil-tillers, but with reminiscences of a more

organized or corporate system, doubtless originating in

tribal conquests and territorial allotments, the land having

been divided out among the families either for direct

occupation or in overlordship over earlier settlers. Even

the village headship, as before stated, is little more than

a name; and an Act was passed in 1881 with a view

to supply the want, by gradually reconstructing a staff of

village accountants (‘ tappSdar ’), police p^tels, and watch-

men \ &c., when a revenue Settlement gave the opportunity.

(3) We have a number of petty zamindars, now

sunk to occupying their own lands, and so to

be hardly, if at all, different from ordinary

occupants on the ‘ survey-tenure ’

;

(4) we have certain tenures (as usual) arising out of

the grant, by the State, of revenue privileges.

Section II.—Early History.

A brief outline of the history of Sindh will be necessary,

because each succeeding power has left some marks which

survive to this day.

At first, tradition informs us, Sindh was occupied by

tribes of the Jat and K^jput clans who are found all over

^ The * pagi
'

(or paggi) is not extraordinary skill) tho traces of

^iily the watchman, but the track- stolon cattle and tho thieves,

who follows (sometimes with
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Northern India down to Bikanir and Kdjputand. These

original tribes were conquered by Arabs of the Caliphate,

under Muhammad Qasim Sdkifi (a.d. 713). The Khdlifs’

rule, however, was not destined to last. In fact, it sur-

vived scarcely more than a century and a half, growing

weaker and weaker till it practically, but not altogether

in name, ceased in 871 a.d. Once more local kingdoms,

reared out of aspiring tribal chiefships, established them-

selves at Multan and Mansiira
;
the latter including most

of the country now called Sindh. When Mahmud of Ghazni

invaded India, there was still a Supreme Governor, nomi-

nally representing the Khalifa. About the middle of the

fourteenth century, the Ghazni power was overthrown by

the Samd (or Shamma) tribe, who were originally Yadava

Rajputs, but at an early date adopted the Muslim faith.

They came from Kachch (Cutch). After the reign of fifteen

kings of this line, the Sama dynasty was supplanted by the

Arghun dynasty from Kandahar (Qandahdr). In the end,

the province was united under the Mughal rule, a.d. 1592.

But various native families rose to pre-eminence as local

chiefs, such as the DaMputrd and the Kalhord. The Mughal

rule was, in turn, broken by the Afghans under Nadir Shah

;

after him Ahmad Shah Durdni obtained the rule, and the

local princes became tributaries.

In 1783 the (Biluchi) Talpur family rose to power

as ‘Amirs\’ and split up the country into portions, each

held by a member of these families. These were ‘the

Amirs of Sindh,’ from whom the country was conquered in

1843 under Sir Charles Napier.

§ I. Modern Territorial Division,

Sindh is now formed into three large Collectorates^, called

Kardchi, Shikarpur, and Haidarabdd
;
and two Political

‘ The Tulpurs are specially noted which were governed by KurdaiV}.

as having granted jagirs to chiefs —Gazetteer^ p. 46.
of their nation (Biluchi), and as * It will be observed that though

having formally established za- Sindh is ‘ non - regulation,’ the

mindjiris. Under the Amirs, the district officers (with the exception

administrative divisions of the of two whose position is peculiar)

country were called parganas, and are called ‘ Collectors,’ not Deputy
they were subdivided intoHappas,’ Commissioners as elsewhere.
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Districts~(i) the ‘Upper Sindh Frontier District/ under

a Political Superintendent, who is magistrate of the district,

and in command of a military force
;

it includes the tdl-

ukds of Jacobabdd, Mirpur, and Kashmor; (2) a similar

district, ‘Thar and Pdrkar,* a tract of over 12,439 square

miles, also under a Political Superintendent
;

it consists of

the t^lukds Khiprd, Umrkot, Mitti, DipM, and Nagar-

Parkar. Part of it is desert.

In the Collectorates (which are more like ‘ divisions ’)

each of the sub-collectoratcs or sub-divisions is as large as

a district in other provinces

—

H.'^idarabdd .

Kurrachee

(Kaniuchij .

Shikilrpur .

I

Nausliahro—(3067 square miles).

Hala.

Tando (Tando-Muhammad Khan).

Haidarabad.

/ Sehwiln.

I Jhirak (Jorruck).

1 Shahbandar.

) Kohistaii—(a large tract of 4058 square miles).

\ Kurrachee.

I

Rohri.

Shikjtrpur and Sakkar.

Larkana.

Mehar.

Section III.—The Land-Tenures.

(A) Zammddri and Occupant-Tenures.

§ I. In Early Times—Overlord Claims.

I have stated that before the invasion of Sindh by the

Arabs under Muhammad Qtlsim Sakifi in a.d. 713, the

country was occupied and ruled by tribes of Hindus or

Hinduized clans, calling themselves J^ts. They had their

capital at Aror (or Alor) on the Indus : and it is said that

the dominion extended as far south as Surat (in Bombay),

including the K^thiawSr country.

Other ‘Hindu ’ (Jat and Rajput) tribes appear to have

immigrated about this time also.

A remembrance of this period is still retained in the

IRohri subdivision of the great Shikarpur Collectorate, where

the Upper Sindh Zamlnd^rs claim to be representatives of
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the original tribal chiefs^. This reminiscence is interesting,

as probably representing what was originally the general

state of things. Among Jdt and Rajput settlers, we con-

stantly find the conquering chiefs, each ruling a certain

allotted area of country, being often (but not always) in

a sort of feudal subordination to some greater Raja of the

tribe, or in later times paying tribute for retaining their

position under a conqueror.

The different Muhammadan rulers of after-days, seeing

such an organization already existing in the country, made

use of the chiefs as ^Zaminddrs,’ and thus the institution

grew into its later form. We have several times seen

this fact illustrated, as e. g. in the history of Bengal and

Oudh.

Rohri, it seems, was originally the scat of three tribal

settlements,—(i) Daharki, the seat of the Dahars (the

Gazetteer calls them ‘ Dhars,* and says they came from

the country beyond Delhi), occupying the Ubauro tdluka,

and the north part of Mirpur
; (2) Maharki, the settlement

of the Mahars, another immigrant tribe, in Mirpur, and in

the Ghotki t^luka
; (3) Dharejki, the land of the Dhdrejas

(part of Ghotki, Saiadpur, and Rohri).

At first these tribes fell away before the Arab invasion,

but were converted to Islam and regained theii’ possessions.

The chiefs were known by the title ‘Jd-m.* The Arabs,

however, bestowed on the head chief the title of ‘ Arbab,^

and the Mughal sovereigns subsequently gave the title of

‘ Khan.’ Dr. Pollen informs me that the land was originally

allotted among the tribesmen, and, no doubt, on a plan

similar to that observed on the North-West frontier of the

Panjab—^groups of holdings forming the separate allotments

of families of one clan
;
and there are traces of the common

custom of periodical re-distribution of holdings.

The chiefs authority was supreme in his clan; and he

managed the collection of the revenue or grain-share which

the conquering rulers of Sindh exacted.

^ I am indebted for this and Pollen, LL.D., of the Bombay
much other information about Civil Service, who was for a

Sindh, to the kindness of Mr. J. time employed in Sindh.
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But the chief or ‘ Zaminddr/ as we may now call him,

had his own personal due (as chief) from his clansmen,

and that was called the ‘lapo/ or ‘both hands-full,’ of the

grain^
;

it varied from -^th to ^Vth of the gross produce.

This, and indeed all subsequent arrangements, point, not

so much to any personal right to the soil, in the European

sense of ‘proprietorship,’ but to an idea of authority

and right to service over persons, which involved the

payment of a produce offering
;
this being the only form of

payment possible in a country where cattle (as a source of

wealth) are not known, and where in early days money
would be extremely scarce.

The growth of the Zamind^r’s right was exactly what it

was elsewhere. In after-days, as the exactions of the

ruling power became greater, the Zamindar was obliged to

increase his demands on the people by means of cesses

;

and thus the original limits of the chiefs right were over-

stepped. Thus, we hear of ‘ dih- or raj-kharch,’ an exaction

supposed to be required to cover the expenses of the village,

‘ tobro,’ a cess for feeding the chiefs horse (tobra = a

nose-bag), and ‘ malikana,’ or ‘ owner’s fee ’
;
this probably

being a due paid on the private or personal lands held

by the chief, or on lands claimed as such. We can ob-

serve also the usual transformation, however gradual, from

a local overlordship to an actual landlord claim.

§ 2. Tenancies,

As soon as the Zamindar s authority was developed, it

was natural that certain privileged under-tenures should

arise
;
while at the same time the claims of the family groups

settled under the Zamindar-chief would grow indistinct.

Wherever the extension of cultivation was possible, the

chief would ignore the fact that the waste was (theo-

retically) within the limits of a given village. Cultivation

18 only possible, in Sindh, within reach of the river, i. e.

’
‘ Lapo ’ moans ‘ a piece, or one- may bo an old plural or rather dual

hand-full ’
;

‘ Ifipo/ ‘ what fills both form of ‘ lapo.’

i^hds’
; it ia suggested that ‘lapo

’
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where either a canal can be taken, or the sub-soil is moist

enough to enable a well to be sunk to a reasonable depth.

And the chief would naturally use every means to

increase his * Mpo ’ by inducing settlers to extend cultiva-

tion without regard to boundaries. In all such places, the

chief was regarded by the new-comer as the ‘ landlord ’

;

at the same time, the cultivator was a privileged person

because of his services. For example, those who would

undertake to clear the scrub (locally ‘ burapati ’) would be

excused from the ‘ batdi,’ or grain-dues for the State, and

only pay ‘Mpo’ in acknowledgment of the chiefs author-

ity. Inside originally cultivated areas also, clansmen

would be encouraged to sink wells. In this way the class

of privileged tenants, known in Upper Sindh as ‘ mauriisi-

h&ri* who have a permanent interest in their improved

holdings, grew up. We hear also of tenants now called

‘second class hdris*—also privileged, because they culti-

vated and improved the Zaminddr’s own personal estate or

holding.

§ 3. BilucM (Canal) Zaminddris,

In later times the Kalhora chiefs and the ‘ Mirs * intro-

duced large bodies of Biliich settlers to dig canals, as these

canals would improve the whole estate. The pre-existing

Zamindars were induced to give up strips of land called

‘ tak,’ which were the sites of the now canals : these be-

came separate ‘zamindms’ within the older ones as it

were. The chiefs of the Biluch settlers became Zaminddrs

of these ‘ taks
' ;

they allotted them in the usual fashion to

subordinate settlers, the canal-diggers, and proceeded to

take ‘ Mpo ’ from them.

So firmly implanted was this idea of groups of tribes-

men under a Zaminddr chiefs that it came to be under-

stood that all land was theoretically under some Zamindar

;

' The reader will find in the pretended sale) putting themselves

notice of Multan tenurti (Panjab) under the protection of a ‘zamindar’

much that will help to illustrate and paying him a certain duo calleJ

Sindh tenures. There we find cases ‘ hath-rakhai, ' or protection fee. See

of settlers voluntarily (by a sort of vol. ii. p. 657.
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and where there was actually no such pei*son, the Govern-

ment was supposed to be ‘ Zamindar,’ and to take the ‘lapo.’

§ 4. Later History of the Zaminddrs,

The rulers of the country always adopted this system,

and made the Zamindars responsible for the State share in

the produce, which, as we shall presently see, was' paid in

kind-while the managers were allowed, undisturbed, to

get their own ‘ lApo,’ mAlikana, and other dues. In a few

cases favoured Zamindars were allowed to make their pay-

ments to the State in cash, or ‘ mahsuli,’ as it was called.

In that case the ‘ batai,’ or grain-share of the State, was

taken as usual by the chief, only he did not account to

the State officers for it
;
all he had to pay was his ‘ mahsdl

’

or ‘ peshkash.*

In course of time, however, the Zamindaris became much

divided by the custom of inheritance (for on the death of

the chief, his sons divided the estate), and so the ‘ lapo

'

came to bo divided among many sharers'
;
but there usually

remained one (of the elder branch or otherwise) who was

the Zamindar par excellence
;
and he managed to secure his

own dues.

In this way it has happened that many estates have been

broken up, and the divided families hold single villages,

or even less
;
such petty Zaminddrs become the immediate

holders and cultivators of the land, with or without the

help of tenants.

It is stated that at the present time, while there are still

some great overlord Zaminddrs holding their own private

lands in direct tenure, and other villages as overlords, the

majority are petty landholders ; one half the entire number

do not hold more than ten acres, and not more than one-

sixth of the estates exceed thirty acres.

The original tribes were nearly all converted to Isldm,

so that formerly the acknowledged Zammddrs were all Mu-

hammadans
;
but in later times many zaminddri holdings

have been purchased by Hindu traders and others ^

^ Sgo Qazdkcr^ under ‘ Naushahro,' p. 62a, ^ Ad, Bepor/, p. 40.
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§ 5. Zaminddfi Claims ; how dealt with at Settlement.

In this decayed and altered condition, it is hardly sur-

prising that under a ‘ raiyatwdn ’ system of Settlement, a

uniform, or completely satisfactory, method of dealing with

such lands as were still ‘Zamindari,’ should not at once

have been devised. Not that a raiyatwari system is, per

se, incapable of admitting the necessary modification
;
but

in Sindh it was Sir Charles Napier’s policy to discourage

claims of Zamindars^ and deal dii-ectly with the occupants

of land
;

so that at first any adaptation of the system to

the facts was not much thought of.

The limits of the various Zamindaris were well-known

and jealously watched by rival chiefs. But little or no

notice was taken of these limits on the introduction of the

Revenue Survey, because so much of each individual estate

was waste. In theory a raiyatwdri Settlement is averse to

recognizing large areas of waste as ‘occupied,^ because

every ‘ occupied number * ought to pay revenue, and it is

dilficult to make waste areas pay.

At our first Settlement in Upper Sindh, accordingly, the

waste area was surveyed into large blocks^. Where the

Zaminddri right appeared clear, the Settlement ol the whole

was offered
;

but the Zamindar could not afford to pay

assessment on the whole, and the offer was uniformly de-

clined. The land was then entered in the Survey Records

as Government waste. In 1875 the Zamindars were offered

leases of tracts including a certain portion of the waste, on

a general reduction of assessment (about 30 per cent.),

but even this did not prove sufficiently attractive. They

^ In Sindh the area of land
‘ occupied ’ is much larger than the

area actually under crops at any
one time

;
for frequent fallows and

changes are necessary, even where
there is irrigation of some kind.

Hence, in every estate, the un-

cultivated part at any given time is

largely in excess of the cultivated.

On canals, the water is sometimes
available by flow, and sometimes
by raising with a ‘ Persian wheel.*

The term ‘ charUid *— the area irri-

gable by one wheel—denotes a cony

mon land measure, and ‘ harlo ' i>*

half a charkha {Gasdtoerj p. 617).

Cultivation by rainfall is only

possible in a narrow strip under tJie

hills of the western frontier, where

also the ravines on the hillsides

carry down with the rain water, a

fertilizing mud utilized in cultiva-

tion. (Cf. the Daman of the Derajat

in the Panjdb.')
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1

preferred to pay on what is called the ‘new system/

which will be described presently ^

Where an hereditary tenant was in possession, he was

treated as the revenue-paying occupant, and he was left to

adjust the payment of ‘l^po ’ to his Zammdar as a matter

of civil right between themselves^. Where this was done

a difficult question might arise
;

for the occupant might

fall into arrears and his holding be sold. It would then

be a question whether the purchaser who took the occu-

pancy should pay ‘lApo’ to the Zamindar, as his predecessor

did? The question has not yet been settled, but a special

inquiry has been made, and the orders of the Bombay

Government are awaited (1888).

Of course, when an occupant takes up waste claimed

by a ZamindAr, but not allowed to be his at Settlement, the

occupant will resist any payment of ‘lapo’ with good

reason.

§ 6. Resu7ne of Tenures {Revenue-payii^g),

The number of large Zaminddris remaining as overlord-

ships is, as I have said, now limited. What with the sub-

division of families, lapses, indebtedness—with its conse-

quent mortgage or sale, a large quantity of land has come

to bo held direct on the survey tenure
;
and in modern days,

the revenue paying (or in Bombay official language,

‘ Government ’) lands appear in the following classes :

—

(1) Larger ZamindAris, the landlord being superior

Settlement-holder, with some privileged, and

other ordinary, tenants under him.

(2) Smaller ZamindArs working their own land direct,

and therefore being themselves the ‘ registered

occupants/ on the ordinary survey-tenure.

(3) Registered occupants, not being of the Zamindar

class
;
some of them may be holders of land

where there never has been a ZamindAr, or

' See Stack’s Mfcmomwdfww on Cwrrm^ Settlement-holder, tried to refuse

Settlements, 1880, p. 523. ' Mpo,’ but the Civil Courts, I am
^ In some cases the * Maurusi- told, generally upheld the claim of

hdri,' finding himself the direct the zamindtlr.
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where the right has died out, or has been over-

ruled, or not recognized at Settlement. Some

of them, again, may be persons ^ acknowledging

their obligation to pay ‘ mdlikana ’ or ‘ Idpo
’

to some overlord, but who, under the circum-

stances, or under orders passed pursuant to the

policy of the Settlement, have been themselves

recorded as the registered occupants.

(4) There are teThants, not recorded as inferior occu-

pants, holding under the Zamindar (who is the

only recorded) occupant.

(B) Re^i^nue-free Tenures.

§ 7 . Jdgirs,

As might be expected where the history of the country

is one of a long series of successive conquering govern-

ments, and the rise and fall of local chieftains, mostly

Muhammadan, thejdgir tenure figures prominently. When-

ever there was any general rule over Sindh or part of it,

the ruler (or Amir in later times) would make over the

remoter and less-easily held districts to military chiefs who

were permitted to realize the revenues, on condition of

keeping order and supporting a body of troops for State

service when required. Grants of this kind, when long

established, were recognized and maintained (under suitable

conditions) under British rule.

In Bombay revenue language, as we have seen, such

estates are called ‘ alienated,’ as opposed to ‘ Government
’

lands, which pay revenue. It did not follow in the least

that the jAgir-grant originally gave any defined right in the

soil, but, inasmuch as in many cases a large portion of the

area was waste, and thejagirdar a man of power and sub-

stance, he would not only naturally slide into the position

^ The maurusi-hilri of Rohri pays ables, or garden crops. Other

only his fixed and unonhanceahle ‘ tenants ' under zamindtlrs pii.V

quit-rent (from 6 to 12 annas per both the revenue and the zamindan

acre) payable usually in kind or duos, whatever they may be, by

grain crops, and in cash or veget- custom.
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of owner of what was uncultivated, and afterwards co-

lonized or reclaimed by his exertions, but also get into his

hands much old cultivated land too.

The Gazetteer mentions^ that Sir Charles Napier issued

a proclamation to all jdgirdars, promising that if they came

in and tendered allegiance, their estates would be confirmed

to them. Nearly two thousand grantees presented them-

selves accordingly.

The jagirs are now classified according to the antiquity

of their origin.

Those ]}vioT to the accession of the Tdlpur dynasty in

1783 A.D. are called ‘first-class,’ and are permanent herit-

able estates.
*

Those granted in the first years of the Talpur dynasty

are called ‘ second-class,’ and those of the concluding years

are in the third and fourth classes.

Speaking generally, those of the second class would lapse

on the death of the holder, unless a succession-fee or nazar-

dna were accepted to continue it.

The third and fourth classes will eventually lapse on

the termination of the life or lives for which they were

1‘ccognized.

For practical purposes, as regards the extent of the

estate, the following jagirs are recognized as ‘first-class’

:

(i) those which are absolute, as above described
; (2) the

jagirdte of four families connected with the Talpur ruling

race
;
and (3) those of certain ‘ selected sardars ’ (or chiefs).

The first class were allowed the whole estate (waste and

cultivated) as it existed in 1 843. The Talpur families’ jdgirs

were subject to giving up about a third of the area as un-

occupied waste. The holder was offered the option of sur-

rendering the third at once, and getting the rest as a per-

manent heritable estate, or of retaining the whole area for

life only. If he accepted the latter, his immediate heir

might secure the succession by surrendering the third
;

or

^ p. 49. title to 9,73,949. ‘Selected’ sardars
“ The ‘four great Tillpur families’ held 6,58,562 bighds and 1,06,875

possessed 19,35,908 bighds at con- wore secured to them,
quest, and were confirmed in their
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he could take the whole, subject to payment of a ‘ chauth,*

or fourth of the revenue on the entire estate. But the heir

after him could only get a number of bighds mentioned in

the sanad, as permanently re-granted
;

and, measurement

being made, all the surplus would have to be surrendered.

In the case of the selected ' sard^rs,’ various terms were

made according to rank and position
;
but no larger per-

manent j^gir was granted than 5000 bighds.

The succession to jdgirs is only^ to lineal heirs male.

They are subject to ^ local cess’ of 5 per cent, on the

assessable value of the jagir.

§ 8. Ilahdlo.

JSgirs are also liable to a rate for clearing and maintain-

ing the canals that water the estate, the work being done

by the Irrigation officers. This rate was levied when

Colonel Jacob, the Commissioner, in September 1856, abol-

ished the forced (and unpaid) labour in Sindh, by which

canals had hitherto been kept in order. The rate taken

was three annas per bighd or six annas per acre^.

The rate is called ‘haq-Abo’ (‘water-right’) commonly

written as one word—hakabo.

It must be remembered that in Sindh canal-water is not

only an advantage, but a necessity. In other provinces

land may have a certain value as unirrigated. When a

canal is dug, the land itself acquires a higher market value

by reason of its being able to get water : hence, apart from

the question of paying the price of the water, the estate

itself pays a higher assessment (‘ water-advantage-rate,’ or

‘ owner’s rate,’ of Canal Acts). But in Sindh, without the

irrigation, the land would have no value ; hence this prin-

ciple does not apply; in fact, whatever land-revenue is

assessed is so on the basis that the land has the advantage

^ Sec also Government of India, 1882—
Revenue and Agricultural Depart- Maximum. Minimum.
ment, Proceedings, May 1883 (Nos.

J
Rice land

46-48).
j 10 annas 7 annas

)

^ The rates have now been fixed
J
Other land > por acre,

by Gov<‘mment Resolution, No. 142 |
8 annas 5 „ )

A.I.~624, dated 22nd November,
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of being irrigated. As therefore the jdgirddr is the assignee

of the Government revenue assessed on such an under-

standing, it has been ruled that he is not liable to be

assessed to water-rate over and above the ‘ hakdbo.’

The hakdbo is, in fact, a commutation rate paid because

the Government repairs, clears, and maintains, the canals,

whereas in old days the j^irdar was bound to do the

work at his own cost ^

§ 9 . Minor Revenue-Free Grants.

For the other grants of this class, I extract from the

Administration Report of i(S82~83 :

—

‘A distinct class of permanent alienations is found in the

neighbourhood of Shikarpur, namely, what are termed ‘‘patta-

dan' ” grants. These are said to have been originally grants

under leases (patta) at a reduced assessment made by the

Afghan Government to Pathan settlors in North Sindh. How-

ever this may be, they have since acquired the form of assign-

ments of a fixed proportion of revenue on certain lands
;
and

as such, they have been recognized and confirmed by our

Government. The revenue alienated under this head amounts

to a few thousand rupees only.

‘The khaiiAt, or charitable grants, involve alienation of

revenue of about R. 12,000. These also are permanent alien-

ations, having been so recognized by the British “on the

ground of length of enjoyment.”

^Frontier Grants.—'Besides these ordinary alienations there

are large tracts of land in the Upper Sindh Frontier District

granted rent-free to Biluch chiefs and their tribesmen. Some

of these grants are in perpetuity, others for life
;
but all have

been made subject to good behaviour and loyalty, also to the

payment of hakabo or any other local cess legally imposed on

them. The area thus granted amounts to 24,800 acres in

round figures.

^Garden Grants.-~Vnder both Afghan and Biluch rule in

Sindh much liberality was shown in the remission of revenue

on land brought under “garden ” cultivation. Giirden grants

^ Tliis is as regards existing irri- of course, bo able to make any terms
gation. If the Government makes it pleases regarding them,

canals or now branches, it will,
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are found scattered all over the province and are not confined

to any particular parts of the province. They are divided into

two classes

—

(1) wholly rent-free,

(2) paying reduced assessment.

^ Subject to certain stipulations, these lands are transferable,

and, being valuable property, are frequently sold and mort-

gaged. The extent of land thus alienated is 2500 acres.

^lluri Grants.—0\Ymg to the treeless character of the coun-

try throughout the greater part of Sindh, Mr. Frere, Commis-

sioner in 1858, in exercise of the authority then vested in the

Commissioner, sanctioned the grant of lands free of revenue

for the purpose of growing trees. This concession, which has

since been continued, is not really of the nature of a land

alienation. Only the revenue due on the lands is foregone so

long as they are used for the purpose for which they are

granted. If any land so grfinted is cultivated with crops, full

assessment is levied at once. These grants are transferable,

the transferee being bound down to the conditions of the grant.

The area thus granted is about 2500 acres.

^ Seri or Village Service Grants.—This grant is generally made

for the promotion of cultivation and rendering service in the

prevention and detection of crime, in the collection of Govern-

ment demands, &c. Those grants are for one life only, and will

be gradually absorbed and utilized in the village service system

which is now being organized under the Sindh Village Officers

Act. The area granted is 2000 acres.’

Section IV.—The Settlement.

§ i. General Description.

I may first quote a general description of the history of

the land-revenue Settlement as follows^:

—

‘Upon the introduction of civil administration, in 1847, a

seven years’ Settlement was made by measurement of crops

^ Selections from Records of Collectorate, and seven talukas m
Government, No. xviii, pp. 8, 9,— the country called Thar and Parktar,

papers relating to Reve nue Survey chiefly the desert ones
;
also ono

in Sindh, 1875, p. 43. At the taluka of the Sindh Frontier Dis-

present time two talukas of an trict. All the other tdlukas have

exceptionally desert character ro- come under Settlement,

main unsettled in the Kurrachee
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and commutation of the Government share at assumed prices,

on raiyati lands, and by leasing out the mminddri estates at

lump-rents. Prices subsequently fell, the assessments proved

heavy, and the Settlement expired in 1853-54 amidst general

demands for reversion to the old Native system of dividing the

crop and taking revenue in kind. At the same time, the

revenue records were exceedingly imperfect. There were no

village maps, nor even any tdluka lists of villages
;
boundaries

were undefined, and land-registers were unknown, all existing

information being exhibited under the name of the person by

whom, not of the place for which, revenue was to be paid. It

was therefore determined to institute a rough survey and

Settlement,” as a preliminary to a complete revenue-survey

and Settlement at some future time. Settlement Officers were

to demarcate village-boundaries for the Topographical Survey

then at work in Sindh, and were then to measure the fields,

fill in the village-maps, classify the soils, and make the Settle-

ment.

‘This “rough survey and Settlement” went on till 1862,

By that time about one-third of the province had been sur-

veyed for Settlement purposes, at a cost of 8^ lakhs; but no

Settlements had been made, the Settlement Officers having

been fully occupied in demarcating boundaries for the Topo-

graphical Survey, and afterwards making their own interior

survey of the villages. In the absence of precise rules, the

system followed had more or less modelled itself upon the

Dakhan revenue survey, and the assimilation was now made

complete by the deputation, in 1862, of a Bombay Settlement

Officer to draw up a scheme of classification [of soils] and Set-

tlement. The rules then framed still form the basis of Settle-

ment operations in Sindh, though in practice they have been

subjected to great and material modification as regards details,

so that the present form of Settlement differs largely from that

adopted about 1864-65, the failure of which became more and

more evident eight or ten years later. The organization of the

department was completed by 1864-65, and regular survey and

Settlement work has been going on ever since. At first there

Wore two Superintendents, ono upon the right bank, and the

other on the left bank, of the Indus
;
but a single officer has

liad charge of the department since 1874.*

I have mentioned already that, except in a limited tract

m. Ill, z
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below the hills on the frontier, cultivation is dependent on

inigation.

The soil is everywhere alluvial, of such uniformly great

depth that the Dakhan plan of counting the cubits of depth

need not be resorted to. The chief variety in the soil is the

greater or less admixture of sami.

^ The classification rules of 1862 divided this soil into four

orders, differing from each other by their proportion of sand,

and these again are liable to bo degraded by ‘ faults,’ viz. the

presence of salt, a sandy substratum, or an uneven surface.

The second stage of the classification process relates to the

nature and quality of the water-supply. The greater part ef

Sindh is watered by canals filled by the rising of the Indus,

They are constructed so as to receive water during the inunda-

tion season, and most of them lose their supply when the river

falls to low-water mark. Some of them are under the Irriga-

tion Department
;
others are managed by the zami'ndars. In the

latter case, the zami'ndars are bound to do the annual cleaning

out and repairs, and the expenses are recovered by a special

cess if the Government has to stop in and take the duty out of

their hands. Irrigation from these canals is either by flow or

by lift, that is, by the Persian wheel. Besides the canal-water

area, a considerable extent of country, especially in the Shi-

kc-irpur district, is rendered capable of cultivation by natural

flooding. Those floods are quite beyond control and often do

more harm than good
;
but where they are tolerably certain, as

is the case with the Manchar lake in the Kurrachee district,

they are very favourable to the growth of rabi’ or spring crops,

especially wheat, on the land which has been temporarily sub-

merged. Thus, in making the Settlement, water-supply has to

be classed under one of three heads, viz, flow (mofc), lift

{diarJihi)f or flood saildbi), and then further classified according

to the sufficiency and constancy of the flow, the expense in-

curred in bringing the water by lift to the field, and the

certainty and duration of the flooding.’

§ 2,, The different Settlements—First or Original

Settlement

This general account requires to be supplemented by

some further information, especially regarding the changes

in the Settlement system.
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It must be remarked that there are two circumstances,

one natural, and the other arising from the land-tenures,

which have made it difficult to adopt the Bombay system

in its original form.

As regards the first, the soil is such that land cannot be

properly cultivated year after year without fallow. This

is said to be due partly to the absence of rainfall, partly to

the abundance of waste, which renders it easy to adopt

a kind of shifting cultivation. In the first, or ‘ original,’

Settlement, the land was divided into rather large survey

numbers; it was estimated what portion of the number

could be cultivated annually, and the whole number was

assessed on that basis only. This was what is known as

the ‘diffused rate’ system. But the cultivators took an

unintended advantage of it; they ploughed up the whole

land in one year in a hasty and imperfect manner, and

then, as the soil was exhausted, ‘ relinquished ’ the entire

number and took up new land. The ‘ original ’ Settlement

was also marked by the difficulty already indicated, about

Zaminddrs’ waste. It was at first proposed to include all

waste that fairly belonged to the zamfndari in the survey

;

hut then the Zammdars as registered occupants would be

liable to pay the whole assessment; and this they were

unable to do. In 1875 a proposal for leases on a reduced

lump-assessment was made, but this was apparently still

too high, for no one availed himself of the permission.

Then it was that tlie new system came into force, which

allowed assessment to be paid only on cultivated lands, but

a lien to bo retained on fields that were by custom left

fallow. The first, or original. Settlement was made for ten

years only, and is now practically at an end \

§3. Revision.

The revision Settlement is based on a more minute

survey, making the ‘numbers’ of a much smaller size.

Each is regularly assessed; but the holder of land can

register himself as occupant of as many numbers as are

‘ Ono tdlukd (Tando Allayar) alone remained in 1888.
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comprised in his holding, and can, under certain rules,

allow some of the fields to lie fallow, retaining his lien on

them (without payment) during the period allowed. If he

chooses to cultivate, he pays full assessment. In 1888,

eighteen tdlukds had been put under revision Settlement.

§ 4. ‘ iTrigational Settlement * as a Transition Measure.

Pending the introduction of the revision, the ‘originar

Settlement has been replaced by a kind of temporary inter-

mediate system spoken of as the ‘ irrigational ’ Settlement,

because the survey and classification of soil not being com-

plete, attention was only paid to the different kinds of

irrigation (abeady explained). Under these differences

there is (i) greater or less security for a fair crop, and (2)

greater or less cost and labour as, 0. g. when the water has

to be raised by lift, and by labour of men and cattle on the

Persian wheel. Some twenty-five tdlukas are under this

transitional form of Settlement b

In Thar and Parkar it has been mentioned there are still

seven taluk^s unsettled, and there a sort of lease of a tract

is granted on a cash payment, irrespective of what part is

cultivated and what is not. This is known as the ‘ thali

'

system. The cultivation takes place on the ‘thal,’ or low

land, between the sand hills, where a little moisture collects.

The area culturable varies with the rainfall. A rate is ac-

cordingly arranged which covers the average area culturable.

Thus, a ‘ thali ’ of from one to five acres pays a fixed rate

of R. I, a thali of five to ten acres pays R. 2, and so on.

In one pai*t, a system of payment on ploughs (^autbandi’)

is adopted as suitable to the sparse and almost casual cul-

tivation, the area of which cannot bo known or demarcated

(Nagar-Pdrkar Tdlukd).

§ 5. Alluvion and Diluvion.

As might be expected, the changes in the river Indus

make rules under this head, of importance Land sepa-

' It will bo observed, that here any other territorial division of

Settlements are always by talukas
;

Settlement,
in fact these large thinly-populated

'*

See Handbook, Chap. viii. p.

Collectorates were ill-adapted to (3rd edition).
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1

rated from the main waters of the river or seashore, by

a channel that contains water throughout its length the

whole year through, is an island, and belongs to Govern-

ment. The occupancy is sold annually. And newly thrown-

up islands are dealt with in the same way. Land not sepa-

rated by such a channel as that mentioned, is held to belong

to the estate on the mainland, and subject to assessment

under rules stated.

The alteration of the course of the stream which leaves

a portion of the estate recognizable, but in a different posi-

tion, docs not alter the tenure.

As to small additions and losses to riverain holdings, the

rule of one-tenth, already alluded to (p. 314), is followed,

with the qualification that the assets of the entire holding

are considered, and reduction is granted only if it appears

that a loss of one tenth or more, on the whole, has occurred.

§ 6. Form of Assessment—The Native Method.

Under the Talpur rulers, a complicated system of ‘ batdi,’

or sharing of grain, was the universal method of taking

a land-revenue. The Zaminddr was responsible for the

collection. In some cases, as a favour, he was allowed to

take the batai himself and pay to the State Treasury a fixed

sum in money. Cash rates (here called ‘mahsulf’—the

zabti of other parts) were also taken on certain crops, as

cotton, indigo, sugarcane, or vegetables, which do not easily

admit of division in kind. And in some places the division

of crop was regulated (as in all Native States) by an esti-

mate without measurement (the kankut of the Panjdb)

called ‘danabandi,’ or ‘ nazarandaz.* ‘Kh^sgiV meaning

a contract for a specific amount of grain, was spoken of in

certain parts of the country.

The batai was the commonest method, and was easily

supervised. The country was divided into parganas and

then into tappas, or circles. Each tappa was looked after

a ‘ karddr.’ And over the pargana was a ‘ sazdwalkar.’

The village had a ‘ dharwdi,’ or weighman, and a ‘ tappa-

<^ar,’ a sort of patwdri, whose duty it was to put a seal or
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mark (tappa) on the grain-heaps when cleaned in the

‘khara/ or threshing-floor, which was the scene of the

‘ baUi ’ ^

§ 7. Modern Assessment.

The principle of soil classification and assessment is in

no way different' from that of the Bombay system generally.

Soil classitidation disregards depth, for that is not of

importance in an alluvial valley, as it is in the Dakhan.

The degree of admixture of sand is the prominent feature,

and then the means of irrigation are all important. Land

is classified according as it is ‘inundated* by the river

sailab ’) or is watered by canal. If there is a flow owing

to the levels being favourable, the water is led on to the

land by channels only, and this is called ‘ mok *
: if a lift is

required, the canal being below the level of the fields, the

^ There ia a good account of the shares on his khasra, or list. Then
Talpur administration at p. 46 of he discovers that some grain has

the Gazetteer. Under the head of been concealed or kept hack (which
‘ Naushahro ’ also, a curious report is very likely)

;
for this he takes a

by Lieutenant Jameson is sumina- further share out of th(3 poor cul-

rized, which gives a vivid and de- tivator s lot, under tlie title of

tailed picture of the batai process ‘ kundi ’ and puts it down sepa*

in the villages. Here w'e see the rately on his list. The dharwai

(Tovernment divider (bataidar), now weighs out tlie shares, tlio

with th(! obsequious dharwai, ever patwuri praying for full nu'asurc,

ready to make the measuring tlie baitaidar ordering the reversi‘.

scales sliow just what is wanted, It generally happened, however,

and the * kardar ’ ami the ‘ tappa- that the actual quantity was

diir’ all assembled. The Govern- in excess of the bataidar’s esti-

ment share, say, is one in three : mate
;

so tliat when the weights

and the grain will have been were .separated according to the

placed in three primary heaps : list, the excess was redivided,

but already there are ‘abwab,'or There are other details for which

extras to be provided
;
so, a fourth the original must be consulted

heap, smaller than the others, is At last the Government grain being

made. When the Government lias again sealed by the ‘tappadar’it

taken its share, then the zamiiulAr’s had to be carried to the granary

‘haq’is taken; then the cultiva- (‘ambarkhana’) by or at the eoj^t

tois’
;
then the carpenter’s — an of the cultivators. One only woii-

imiiortant person, because he makes ders how any country could subsist

all the wheelwork for the irrigation under such a system. But doubt-

and the potter, who provides the less the people knew how to make

pots that raise the water
;
lastly the tiling work—and concealment

come the other village servants, of grain and so forth were largely

What remains is again divided practised. And there was thii^

between the Government for * ex- advantage, that in bad years er

penses’ and the cultivator. All when the crops failed, there was no

the shares are estimated by the wringing out of the people revciiuo

bataidar on the basis that the rates which there was no crop to

original heaps contained so much, meet,
and he puts down all the different
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land is charkhi: the lift used in Sindh is a Persian

wheel (‘charkhii; and if smaller, ‘ charkhi
’) ;

lastly, there

are fields classified as ‘ perennial wheel’ (‘ ddka
’), because,

though the water is lifted, there is a constant supply;—or

a supply sufficient to water the wheat that will ripen in

spring.

Section V.-—The Official Staff.

It may now be stated briefly that the Revenue Code

(Bombay Act V of 1879) is enforced in the ‘regular* Col-

lectorates (Haidarabad, Shikarpur, and Karachi) and in

some talukas of the Upper Sindh Frontier district, though

not in all. It is not applied to Thar and Parkar. The

whole of Sindh is a Scheduled District under Act XIV of

1874.

The province is under a Commissioner directly subor-

dinate to the Government of Bombay. Bombay Act V of

1868 enables the Governor of Bombay to delegate to him

certain functions of the Local Government, chiefly under

the Criminal Procedure Code, the Forest Act, and certain

other laws.

The very large Collectorates are divided into Deputy Col-

lectorates ^ under Uncovenanted Deputy Collectors, and Co-

venanted (and military-commissioned) Assistant Collectors

(described as Head, Second, and Third Assistant Collectors).

The Deputy Collectorates are again divided into talukds

;

these are under Mukhtyarkars (Tahsildars of other parts)

with magisterial powers: they are aided in ‘tappas’ (the

smallest subdivision of a talukd) by tappadars, who have

only revenue duties and may be compared to the mahalkari

of Bombay. There are two or more ‘ supervising tappa-

d4rs,’ who look after the others, like the ‘general duty

karkun ’ of Bombay.

Village officials hardly existed in former days, but the

* Certain Deputy Collectors assist lectors have also office assistants
at the Huzur or head-quarters and called Daftardiirs, who aro graded
jjre called Huzur Deputy Collectors, as Deputy Collectors,
the Commissioner and the Col-
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Act of i88i, already alluded to, is designed to aid in their

reconstruction as Settlements progress.

§ I. Revenue Business and Procedure.

There is no occasion for any separate remarks under this

head. Generally the rules and orders in the Bombay Hand-

book (already described) prevail. Where there are special

local matters, they are regulated by local standing orders or

circulars.
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Chapter I. The Settlement.

„ IL The Land-Tenures.

„ III. The Land-Eevenue Officials, and Kevenue

Business.

CHAPTER I.

THE SETTLEMENT.

Section I—Introductory.

§ 1. Origin of ihe Province—not subject to the

ordinary Law.

The province of Berdr was, as explained in Vol. I (p. 49),

assigned to the British Government by the Nizam of

Hyderabad, to pay for the support of the military force

called the ‘ Hyderabad Contingent,’ and also to repay some

accumulated arrears of debt.

There have been several treaties, which from time to

time provided various changes owing to the increase of the

(lebt and other circumstances. The treaty by which the

present system was formulated was signed in 1853 ;
and

this, together with some supplemental agreements up to

A.d. i860, places the Berdr districts, in their present extent,

under the exclusive management of the British Govern-

ment, The surplus revenues, after paying the cost of

fl-dministration and the maintenance of the Contingent, are

1‘upaid to the Hyderabad Treasury.

Under these special circumstances, the districts are not

British territory—ceded absolutely in such a form that
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British law is necessarily in force—they are technically

foreign territory made over to British management in per-

petuity : their administration is consequently regulated by

the will of the Governor-General in Council. No Act of

the general Legislature has any force, pvoimo vigore
;
and

when orders appear ‘ extending ’ Acts, that merely means

that the Governor-General adopts such Acts as expressing

his wishes on any subject to which they relate L

§ 2. Fomi of Administration,

The administration is earned on through a Commissioner

of Berar-, who is the chief revenue and administrative

authority, in subordination to the Resident at Hyderabad.

Under him are Deputy-Commissioners of districts, with

their Assistants and Extra Assistants, as in a ‘Non-

Regulation Province.’

§ 3 . No regular Revenue Code.

For regulating mattei’s not requiring the orders of the

highest authority, or for communicating and explaining

such orders, ‘ Book Circulars ’ are issued both by the Resi-

dent and the Commissioner; these are now regularly

printed, and are authoritative, since they are the orders of

officers delegated to issue them (as part of their official

duty) by the Governor-General. The matters which in

another province the Board of Revenue or Financial Com-

missioner would regulate, are dealt with by the Resident

;

and the Commissioner’s Circulars deal pretty much with

the same subjects that a Commissioner in any other Pro-

vince has power to regulate.

^ As a matter of fact, all tho

general Criminal and Civil laws,

the Stamp law, Land Acquisition

Act, Registration Act, and so forth,

are in force, with or without cer-

tain modifications, as the case may
be

;
but their force is derived from

the executive authority above de-

scribed, not from thoir being Acts
of tho Indian Legislature.

On certain subjects, as forests,

there are special rules
;
and there

are many Acts not in force. But

speaking generally, in the matter

of law, Benir is administered very

much like an ordinary Non-Regu-

lation Province.
* Formerly there were two, oye

for East, and one for West Berar

;

and owing to this division of t

flastorn and Western districts, the

province was often spoken ofas
‘ tiio

Borurs.’
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Many matters, especially in Land-Revenue business, with

which alone we are concerned, still remain regulated by

custom or by the practice of the Couiis.

Though the Settlement was made under the Bombay

system, the Bombay Revenue Code has not been intro-

duced. Its introduction was at one time proposed, but

now a special Code of Revenue Rules is under preparation h

In view of this Code being published before long, I shall

not go into details as to the old or existing rules, but rather

deal with the salient local features of Settlement and

Revenue practice which are not likely to be altered, though

they may be defined and regulated, by the new Code.

1 propose, therefore, first to notice the Berdr Settlement,

which, as just stated, was made on the Bombay system,

with some special modifications adopted to meet local re-

quirements. I shall next proceed to discuss the land-

tenures
;

after which the oificial staff and the revenue

business of the district will be described, so far as their

main features are concerned.

Section II.—The Survey-Settlement,

§ I. Discussion as to the form to he adopted,

I have already presented an outline of the ‘ raiyatwari
’

Settlement system as developed in Bombay. In the course

of this, allusion was made to the fiict that in some parts of

the Presidency, villages once existed in which a joint-

landlord class had grown up, a circumstance which gave

rise to the question whether a village Settlement on the

North-Western Provinces’ model could not be adopted. It is,

then, not altogether surprising to learn that in South Berar

of the earliest of the short Settlements (I believe they

were annual), made on our first assuming management in

were actually made ‘mauzawdr,’ i.e. by assessing a

lump-sum on the whole village
;
and a Settlement on the

^ At the time I am writing (in in a sufficiently forward condition

^091) an officer was on special duty for mo to describe it.

^ prepare the Code
;
but it is not
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North-Western Provinces’ system was even ordered for the

whole province \

§ 2. The RaiyahvdH System adopted.

But ultimately a Settlement on the Bombay prineiple

was decided oil.

It may be mentioned, however, that in Ber^r, at a later

period, an attempt was again made to modify the Bombay

system by grafting on to it a ‘record of rights’ on the

North-West model. As the Bombay system neither re-

quires such a record, nor possesses the requisite machinery

for making it, some confusion naturally resulted, while the

record itself, as far as it went, was useless. The demand

for it is another instance of the curious influence which

particular systems exercise over the minds of those who are

accustomed to them. Seeing the prominent place that a re-

cord of rights has under the circumstances of a North-West

Province Settlement ^ it was thought that a record of

rights would be a useful corrective to the Bombay system,

whereas it only proved a source of considerable correspond-

ence at the time, and has now been forgotten.

§ 3 . Survey and Assessment on the Bombay System,

At the time of Settlement, the rules of the Bombay Joint

Report, with which the reader of the preceding pages is by

this time familiar, were adopted (with certain modifications),

and a Code of simple rules was drawn up, which was

sanctioned by the Government of India \

^ Berdr Gazdten', 1870 (Bombay
Education Society's Press), pp. 94
and 96. It would appear tliat the

plan was to make the headmen pro-

prietors, as in the Central Provinces,

unless there were surviving pro-

prietary bodies, or lands were held

by descendants of old families who
could be settled with as joint pro-

prietors.

In speaking of the tenures, I shall

again refer to the surviving traces

of a former existence of landlord

families in villages.

“ The North-Western systems,

allowing a middleman proprietor

between the raiyat and the State,

or else dealing with joint bodies ot

sharers, there being (often) a variety

of other co-existing rights, have to

guard carefully the rights of oiIk’'*

landholders by inquiry and record.

® No. 407, dated loth December,

1866, to the Resident at

abad.
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The principles of survey and assessment are not described

in the rules : these operations were done by Bombay officers

already familiar with the work under the Presidency rules

in force at the time. The differences introduced by the

local rules are chiefly in the matter of certain rights and

duties of the occupants, which will be mentioned in their

place.

This procedure was applied to the whole of Berar except

to the tdluka or hill tract of the Melghdt in the north (Sdt-

piira Range)
;
this is a vast tract of forest inhabited only

by wandering jungle tribes of Gonds and Kurkiis, to whom

such a system was inapplicable.

For all details as to survey, demarcation of the fields, and

method of assessment, the student must recur to the pre-

ceding chapter on the Bombay system. It may here, how-

ever, be noted, that the village maps were made on a scale

of five inches to the mile. The survey was complete, com-

l)ining the local accuracy of the topographical survey with

the detail of the revenue surycy. The boundaries of dis-

tricts and parganas, tankas, and other local divisions (for

villages and territories belonging to different States were

sometimes intermingled) were laid down. The position of

towns and villages, as well as of buildings, tanks, and local

objects throughout the country, was shown. The course

of rivers and streams, as well as roads, was accurately

given. A village map on so large a scale as five inches can

show every detail of importance. At the time of survey,

too, a census of population was taken, as well as of cattle,

ploughs, and caiiis, ‘ Remark books ’ were provided for the

villages, showing all local items of information
;

so that

what with the registers of land, and accounts showing the

assessment of each field, the detail of inams and service-

payments and of the village expenses, the most complete

information exists regarding the condition and resources of

every village.

The Berdr Settlement was sanctioned for thirty years b

The assessment is stated (by Settlement Rule II) to have

^ Gazetteer, p. 96, and Settlement Buies, r.
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included all cesses, but that means cesses levied under the

old Native Government on land, and it includes the road

cess. The cesses for education (i per cent.) and the ‘ j^glia’

or watchmen’s cess, are separate, and are levied in one sum

at the rate of fifteen pies per rupee.

In Benlr the jigir and in^m (revenue-free) villages were

surveyed with the object of being assessed for statistical

and other purposes. But the order for assessment was

afterwards cancelled.

At the close of the thirty years a ‘ revision ’ Settlement

will be made, and is now in progress in some districts.

By the Berdr rules, the revised assessment will bo fixed—

‘ not with reference to improvements made by the owners or

occupants from private capital and resources during tho cur-

rency of any Settlement, but with reference to general con-

siderations of the value of land, whether as to soil or situation,

prices of produce, or facilities of communication^.’

I may here call attention to the fact that, some years ago,

the survey statistics were reviewed and ‘ compiled,’ so as to

bring out a number of data which were not separately on

record. The results of this compilation will be found in

Commissioner’s Book Circular No. I of i88i.

I may also mention that it is the practice in returns, &c

,

shortly to indicate all land paying revenue to Government

as ^khalsa’ land, while ‘alienated’ land (as in Bombay)

means jdgir or indm land, the revenue of which is assigned

or remitted, in perpetuity, or for a term, as the case

may be.

When the survey was made, not only were the occupied

cultivated fields surveyed and marked, but the ‘ gdonthdn

or village site was allotted, and lands were reserved for free

grazing to the villages. The Madras term ‘ purambok * was

used for numbers that were unculturable (generally) by

reason of having tombs, sites of wells, &c., on them. And

the Bombay plan of allowing parts of numbers to be de-

^ Settlement Rules, No. II. This has been described in detail for

principle closely resembles what Bombay.
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ducted from the culturable area, as bad bits (‘pot-kharab ’)

was followed.

§ 4. Nature of the Survey^Settleuient as regards

landed-rights.

The assessment is on the land not on the person
;
each

survey unit, having been classified and valued and assessed

accordingly, the rightful occupant may continue to hold it

(at the rate in force for the period of Settlement) as long

as he pleases
;
or he may relinquish it if he cannot afford to

pay the assessment ^

There is no quasi judicial, or actually judicial, inquiry

by Settlement Officers into all classes of rights as under the

Norih-West system. Nor is it necessary
;
for the survey

system does not deal with joint villages, or with other

forms of proprietary tenure in which the customs of sharing,

and the distribution of the revenue-burden have to be de-

cided on and recorded
;
nor is there any artificial creation

of landlord-right, or decision between ancient and modern

claims, resulting in grades of right. Actual occupation is

the test. In all cases, or on the admission that the occu-

pant is not the khatad^r but only a tenant, the proper

person will be entered. But all disimted cases as, e. g. what

the extent of the share is, or whether the occupant claiming

is a co-sharer or only a tenant under the other, and so

forth, are disposed of on the merits by the Civil Courts.

The result of the decree will, where necessary, be noted in

the registers kept by the Kevenue Officers.

§ 5. Rules regarding Trees on the Land.

The right to growing trees was regulated by Settlement

Rules I, II, X, XI. These rules distinguish between trees

on lands in occupancy, and those on waste, numbers.

The following classes of occupants own all trees on their

land, and may, of course, cut and sell them at pleasure

—

^ Under the hend of TenureB I ment Rule V, and compare B. Rev.
shall revert to this subject, and Code, section 73.

<^^xplain it more fully. See Settle*
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(i) InSmdars who are in actual possession, including

holders in jagir and perpetual lessees (pdlampat-

dar).

(q,) Ordinary occupants who have been in occupation

for a period anterior to the age of the trees, or for

a period of twenty years.

(3) Other occupants who, under Settlement Rule VI,

have purchased the trees.

In the case of waste or unoccupied numbers, applicants

for the land have to buy the trees on it ^ Practically, it

comes to this, that Government retains a right over the

trees on ivade land
;
but disemban^asses itself of the right

when the lands become occupied. The whole (rather com-

plicated) history of rights in trees will be found reviewed

ill detail in Commissioners Book Circular XIX of 1881,

the outcome of which was the Resident’s Book Circular X
of 1882.

The Commissioner’s Circular shows what the native cus-

tomary principle was, and what the practice has been in

districts during the progress of Settlement. All the diffi-

culty arose out of the custom that the tree did not follow

the soil, but that one man might own the tree independently

of the occupancy of the land.

(!iie. X of If a man relinquishes a number, he now relinquishes its

trees, wells, buildings, and all.

In waste lands (not being forests or under special rules),

if a person wants to cut wood for agricultural purposes, he

must get permission from the village officers. The Uhsil-

dar must bo asked for timber for repairing buildings
;
but

if the occupant wishes to cut any large number of trees, or

to cut them for sale, he must apply to the Deputy-Com-

^
missioner, who can impose ‘ any conditions that may appear

Rule X. advisable.’

§ 6. Shares in Holdings.

The Register of ‘ survey numbers * shows, for convenience

of administration, one occupant as the khdtad^r or occupant,

^ See Resident’s Circular X of 1882, abrogating the latter part of

Rule II.
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to whom the Government looks as responsible primarily for Comr.’s

the revenue. But there may be several co-sharers in the xix
field. These can protect their rights by getting their names of 1879.

and fractional or other shares noted in the register. In

case of default by the principal occupant, the co-sharers can

save the number from sale, by themselves paying up the

arrears
;
and the Collector can also prdtect the interests of

the co-sharers by transferring the defaulting interest to

them (compare the Bombay rule on the subject). Co- Bom))ay

sharers in Ber^r, however, can, under no circumstances,

claim, under the revenue law, to have their shares demar-

cated or separately registered. If there is a dispute, and a

decree of the Civil Court is obtained, a person decided to be

a co-sharer can get the share decreed separately demarcated,

provided the subdivision docs not go below a certain mini-

mum^ area which is fixed for convenience at a different

standard for lands above and below ghdt, i.e. upland or

lowland districts. Even when a registered occupant dies, Res. b.

only the eldest or principal heir is entered in his place,

The co-sharers cannot get their shares separately registered

as independent holdings, though their interests are noted in

the record under the principal holder.

No inconvenience whatever has been felt in practice from

this rule, which prevents joint holdings breaking up into

severalty. The practice is therefore diffei'ent from that of

Bombay, where the modern rules provide for the separate

demarcation, registration, and survey of almost every

separate share, however small, at Settlement time, and

allows the separate demarcation of shares afterwards, pro-

vided the operation will not reduce the several plots below

the recognized minimum size

It will be understood, that ‘co-sharers’ mean several

persons whose rights are of the same class. In speaking
‘

co-sharers ’ we do not refer to cases when there is an

occupant and a tenant under him on the same land.

^
Above gliiU. Below ghfit.

T
,

Minimum. Rico. . . 2 aerea. i acre.

‘^tricts above ghdt. Below gluifc. Garden . i aero.
2

• . 6 acres. 5 acres. “ See p. 220, ante.
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§ 7. Rights in alienated Yillages.

As regards the right which j%irdars and other grantees

have in land, I shall mention the subject under the head of

Land Tenures. Here it will bo enough to say that the

Settlement Rules at first prescribed the survey and assess-

ment of alienated villages just as if the revenue was pay-

able to Government ; but this order was subsequently

modified b The jjigirdar makes his own arrangements as

to the rents payable to him by the tenantry
;
and it is only

in case the occupants have held from a period antecedent

to the grant, that they are specially protected by the rule

which declares that in that case the grantee cannot take

more from them than what the Government assessment

would be. The grantee is allowed to dispose of waste or

unoccupied land as he pleases, and we have seen that he

holds the right to trees on the estate. The rule goes on to

provide that if the grantee can show that his grant gives

him the ‘ proprietary ’ right, or that his estate was waste

and uncultivated when granted, and that he has settled and

cultivated it, then he is deemed the proprietor in set terms

;

and such right continues, even though the revenue-grant

should, from any cause, lapse, and the lands become liable

to pay revenue to Government. Thus, in principle, every

grantee is owner of exactly what his grant gives him
;
each

case on its own merits ^—of the land if the grant proves it,

or of the revenue only if it does not.

Section III.—The Land-Records.

The only general record that the system requires, besides

the village-map, is a detailed register of every field with

the name of the ‘ khatadar,’ or registered occupant ;

and

admitted co-sharers may be recorded as suchb I have

^ By Notification No. 118, 4th Do- Commissioner of Akola),whokinflly

cembor, 1877. showed and explained to mo
“ See Resident’s Circular XXIII Settlement Records. The

of 1879. are prescribed in Commissionci «

^ My acknowledgments are due Book Circular XLIII of 1878.

to Mr. A. J. Dunlop (then Assistant
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already alluded to the attempt made to add a record of

subordinate (tenant) rights. For the purpose of such a

record rules were made called the ' Sub-tenancy rules/ but

they were a dead letter from the first

Land-records may be enumerated as follows

(i) The original village-map for record, and lithographed

copies of it for reference.

(7,) Pahani-Sud. A statement (like the ‘ khasra ’ of the

North-Western Settlements) showing a list of the

fields with serial numbers (as in the map) and the

name of occupant at the time of survey.

(3)
‘ AkM)and/ a statement of the assessment of fields

shown in detail under three kinds of cultiva-

tion (dry, rice, and garden), and the rate per

acre.

(4) The ‘wasalbaki,’ a comparative statement showing

(i) the old village numbers, names of fields, areas

in bigluls and old assessment as they were under

the system antecedent to the survey ; and (2) the

same holdings as they appear under the new sur-

vey with the numbers, area, and assessment under

the existing Settlement. Thus the statement

forms a kind of ‘ balance-sheet ’ (whence the name)

between the previous and the present order of

things.

(5) The ‘ phesal-patrak V showing the persons who were

admitted and recorded at the time of Settlement-

survey as ‘ the occupants ’ of land, with area and

assessment.

(6)
‘ Phod-patrak/ showing the area (with its share of

assessment) held by each cultivator when there

are more than one in a survey-number
;
(as e. g.

where two small holdings have been clubbed

under one number, or there arc definite shares in

.

^ The only rule of the series which in c.isc one sharer wishes to sell.

practically in force is rule 10, The word is ‘ faisla’= decision ;

^hich refers to co-sharers (not written in Marathi it becomes
tenants), and gives a riglit of pre- ‘ phesiil/
^inption to the remaining sharers

A a 2
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a number held by a family, but in one name

under the rules).

(7) The ‘ in^m patrak,' a list ofrevenue-free or ^ alienated’

holdings.

(8) A statement of ‘numbers ’ reserved as village graz-

ing gi’ounds, or for other village ‘ common ’ pur-

poses.

(9) A record of forest tracts and ‘babul-ban’ (waste

numbers covered with acacia trees valuable as

fuel) set apart by the survey.



CHAPTER IL

THE LAND-TENIIKES.

Skction I—Introductory.

§ I. Preaent Features of Berdr.

The ‘khalsa’ villages in Berdr, at the date of survey-

Seitlement, were, speaking generally, found to be raiyat-

w«dri villages, i.e. aggregates of individual holdings of land,

tlicre being no ditference between one class of landholder

and another as regards right. The village was, as usual,

managed by a headman and accountant, and had its staff of

menials and artisans : but this was all that bound it to-

gether. The cherished possession by these hereditary

oflicials, of land held in virtue of office and family right, is

hero common. With this form of village ‘ community ’ the

reader is already familiar. Much also of what has been

said in the Chapter on the Central Provinces Tenures,

regarding the patel and his ‘watan,’ and of the other

features of village constitution, is equally applicable here.

It was, as I then remarked, a distinctive feature of the

(Maratha) administration which preceded ours, that it

always believed itself to be consulting its own interest

wlu'ii it dealt direct with the cultivators
;
wherever it was

firmly established, so as to be able to carry out its own
theory implicitly, it allowed no agents or middlemen (ex-

cept on the smallest scale for single villages) to intercept

the State revenues. Consequently, neither the revenue

officials nor the headmen nor any others had that oppor-

tunity for developing, as they did in the Central Provinces,

t VOL. in.
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and the Konkan of Bombay, into the position of proprietors

of the whole village. At the same time a system of heavy

assessments, levied on every one alike, must always have a

tendency to obliterate any distinctions that may have come,

at some former time, into existence, such as the claims of

certain persons to be members of families who were land-

lords, or co-shaErcrs, and superior to the other cultivators.

In Berar, as elsewhere, the question was raised whether in

some if not in all villages, a co-sharing form of tenure had

not once existed.

^ 2. The hinds of Tenure io he descrihed.

Naturally, in considering tenures we shall first deal with

the villages^ taking the opportunity to inquire into the

existence of traces of landlord-right or claims, and then

offering some remarks on the survey-tenure of the present

day.

But besides that we have two other classes of tenures to

consider, viz. tenures arising from hereditary village and

pargana offices, and tenures arising from royal or service

grants.

Section II.—Village Tenukes.

§ I. Traces of the Joint-village,

When the proposal to settle Berdr on a ‘ village-system
’

was made, an inquiry Tvas undertaken as to the real nature

of the villages, and whether the joint or landlord-form did

or did not prevail. Opinions differed and will doubtless

continue to differ as to the result elicited. But it must

certainly be admitted, that the evidence obtained was faint

and doubtful, and that it certainly cannot be, concluded

that a landlord-class existed in all, or even a majority of

the villages, although a hereditary right in individual cases,

was certainly acknowledged. Two points were fairly es-

tablished: (i) that in some instances—of larger ‘towns

which it was supposed were better able to hold their own-^

relics of a former division appeared. Different families

held certain portions of the land, and called those sections
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* khel ’

; (2) there were certain distinctions between original

hereditary land cultivators and those of later origin.

What seems to me the chief difficulty is this
;
that the

termis used might indeed have suggested the existence of

landlords (especially to those who were accustomed to the

North -West Provinces* form of village, and were inclined to

believe it to be an universal type), but on the other hand,

those terms and distinctions are also quite consistent with

the supposition that we have traces of the privileges of

‘original settlers’ under the Dravidian system, which

must certainly at one time have prevailed, as Perar was

the land of the Gond tribes.

As regards the case for the existence of joint- villages, it

is especially urged that when Berar was under Muhammadan
rule (the Dakhan kings), their minister Malik ’Ambar

settled most of Berar, and was careful to retain hereditary

rights, which are spoken of in reports as ‘ mirasi,’ though

the term is not now known in Berar. ‘It is even alleged,’

says Sir A. Lyall \ ‘ that the joint ownership of the lands by
a village community w^as first declared and acted on by
him.’

The country next fell under the Imperial rule, and then

(for a long time) was held partly by the Nizdm of the

Dakhan and partly by the Marathas. On the defeat of the

latter in 1803, province passed once more to the Nizam,

who had for some years past set up as an independent

ruler. Under him it remained till 1H53. If we place the

overthrow of the Dakhan kingdoms at the end of the

seventeenth century, a period of more than 150 years elapsed

before 1853, during which, it is said, there w’^as ample time

for the levelling down of rights and the breaking up of

^ GazeUeer of Berar, Chap. VIII, It was most natural for him to

P* 90* It will be observed that so have settled the lump-assessment
coinpoterit an observer as the author with the hereditary patel, or even
does not express any opinion that to have divided the responsibility
Joint villages were ever really among the heads of the patel
prevalent. Ho gives the various family, without one being obliged
reports and opinions for what they to infer, in any way, that there was

''^‘^rth. I cannot help thinking a settlement with a ‘ pattidari,’ or
*^iuch is sometimes made of a ‘ bhaiachara ’ body such as wo

^hk Ambar s village Settlements, liavo studied in Vol. II.
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joint bodies of landlords. As regards the effect of this

changeful rule, the following picture is drawn, which no

doubt justifies what is said about its levelling effect:

—

^ . 4 The proprietor’s titles granted by Malik ’Anibar

cannot have long outlasted the wear and tear of the disorders

which* followed his death. We may suppose that where

tenants [occupaiits] managed to keep land for any long time

in any one family, they acquired a sort of property adverse to

all except the Government
;
that when the land changed often

by the diverse accidents of an unsettled age, in such cases

occupancy never hardened into proprietary right. Good land

would have been carefully preserved, bad land would have

been often thrown up; failure of crops or the exactions of

farmers would ruin many holdings
;
and all rights cease with

continuity of possession.’ .... ‘Under the Marathas and the

Nizam, the mass of cultivators hold their fields on a yearly

lease which was made out for them by the patel at the

beginning of each season : the land was acknowledged to

belong to the State \ and as a general rule no absolute right

to hold any particular field, except by yearly permission of the

officials, was urged or allowed From the time when

Berar fell under two masters—the Nizam and the Marathas—

all durable rights, say the Berar people, were gradually broken

down. When the Marathas had established themselves solidly

and incontestably, they consulted the interests of the revenue

in their treatment of the rent-payers, but upon debatable lands

they had no reason to bo considerate. Two necessitous govern-

ments rendered hungry and unsparing by long wars, competed

with each other for the land-tax; and when, in 1803,

ruler was driven out, there ensued the usual evils which follow

the cessation of protracted hostilities. The country was ex-

hausted, and population scanty. That very year came a

severe famine, remembered fifty years afterwards, when we

took charge of the province
;
and the revenue collections were

made over to farmers-general, who advanced the supplies of

cash that could not bo at once extracted from the soil. Yearly

leases and unscrupulous rack-renting came more into fashion

than ever
;
a man who had carefully farmed and prepared his

fields saw them sold to thQ highest bidder^
;
whole taluks and

' This was the later claim of all see Vol. I. pp. 230-4.
Oriental rulers, and is still advanced ** Report of 1854, North Berar.

by the Feudatory States in India,
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parganas were let and sublet to speculators for sums far above

the ancient standard assessment. Under these fiscal conditions

the exaction of revenue must have wrung nearly all value out

of property in land.*

The author goes on to explain that if any one had a

hereditary claim and therefore clung to his land, he was

the more heavily taxed, and at last in a bad season would

break down and be obliged to surrender his independent

holding.

We may readily grant that the long duration of mis-

government of this kind was in itself a sufficient cause of

the disappearance of hereditary rights
;
but still we have to

look to the circumstances to see whether the hereditary

rights spoken of were those which existed under the old

Gond village-system, or whether there is any good evidence

of a state of things under which landlord-villages held in

shares arose—as a generally prevailing institution. Now
Borar was part of Gondwdna. And we have some idea how

the Gond kingdoms were organized, and what the Dravidian

form of village-tenure was. No landlord-class claimed an

entire and joint property over the whole village
;
but there

were certain leading families whose hereditary right was

recognized. In Chutiya Nagpur (West Bengal), where the

Dravidian village constitution can be traced to this day,

there were ‘ bhuinhar ^ families (as they were then called)

who held in hereditary right a certain allotment of the

village lands. Other cultivators, not apparently of equal

rank, were still privileged as ‘ khunt-kdti,’ or original

aiders in the clearing and founding. Out of the old

families, the leading one held the headmanship and with it

the allotment of land, which is evidently the parent of the

‘watan.’ It was the original founders who built the

‘garhi’ or mud-fort, which forms the centre of the resi-

dence, and wffiile they alone would be entitled to occupy it,

ad the other settlers would build round it for protection.

Probably also, the headman or his family would have sunk
the wells, or made the tank and the grove, and so have a

special right in them. The whole system was dependent on
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the allotment of the land into blocks, one for the king’s

revenue, one for the hereditary headman, another for the

founder’s families, another for the king’s accountant, and

another for the priest and for religious purposes

The Gond kings adopted Aryan (Brahman) counsellors

and became Hindus
;
subordinate chiefs held estates, as we

know from the survival of them in the Central Provinces.

It would therefore be quite natural to find that here and

there, villages (or even groups of villages) wei’c in the pos-

session of the multiplied descendants, of a chief or other

royal grantee, having become landlords
;
and that the

several branches of the family held sections of the estate

known as ‘ patti ’ or ‘ khel ’ (to use the Berar term). There

would bo, or need be, no general growth of such estates all

over the country, so as to produce a large percentage of

‘zaminddri’ and ‘pattidAri’ villages, as we see in North-

West India, I only call attention to the fact that all we

know of the Gond organization is quite consistent with the

claims of old hereditary cultivators called ‘ mundkari,’ who,

as we shall see, are recognized, and who may, I think, repre-

sent the founder’s families, and if so, would bo called

‘ bhuinhar ’ in the country to the east of Berar.

§ 2 . Quotations from Early Reports,

I wdll now proceed to offer some quotations regarding

villages, taken from the early reports, as found in the

Gazetteer, It is of the more importance to preserve them,

inasmuch as the Gazetteer itself is out of print and the

original reports inaccessible.

Mr. Bullock, describing North Berdr, writes:

—

^ There are no large classes of i)ro2)rietors, and the tenure by

which land is held is very vague. ... No doubt a 2)i’oprie‘

tary right might be established in numerous instances, though

it does not seem to be assei-tod or recognized (except in the case

^ And in these allotments out- mission to make a tank, j'*?

siders obtaining land to cultivate, plant trees, or take up additn^art

would pay rents to the old families, waste,

and would apply to them for per-
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of digging wells), nor does any class claim exclusive privileges ;•

all appear to hold their fields as “ tenants-at-will ” (i. e. of the

Government)
;
neither were there any village communities

”

in the sense in which the term is understood in the North-

Western Provinces.’

Referring to South Berar, Major Johnston wrote:—

^ In these districts there are three descriptions of cultivators
;

frst, the ^^mundkan',” or resident cultivator’, who has ac-

quired prescriptive rights to certain fields and orchards, which

liavo been hold for ages by the family, and descend from father

to son in hereditary succession—rights of which ho cannot be

deprived so long as ho pays the usual rent [revenue J. Secondly^

khushbAsh or persons residing in villages at will, Brahmans,

Mussulmans, and other castes not cultivators, who rent land

entering into agreement to renew the lease annually, and bring

it under cultivation, by employing other persons for that pur-

pose, obtaining those lands which are chiefly waste, or such as

have been deserted by the raiyats, at easy terms. Thirdly^

“ walandwar ” or payakari
:
persons living in one village who

cultivate lands of another from year to year, having only a

contingent interest expiring with the harvest. . . . The mund-

kari and resident raiyats have the choice of land in their own
villages, selecting those nearest the village, unless other fields

exist whose fertility will repay them for going to a greater

distance.’

The author goes on to explain that the right was alien-

able till 1818, when Rdj^ Chandd Ldl prohibited sales (with

a view to exacting a heavy fee for permission). Sir A.

t^yall remarks that the revenue farmers cared nothing for

prescriptive rights to hold at a fixed rent.

Captain Campbell, writing in 1855-56, says:

—

‘The village communities are indeed changed from what

Ibey originally were, but they still exist, and proprietary rights

arc everywhere recognized
;
and claims are now asserted to

what few cared to claim during the later years of the Native

Government, when proprietary rights were often disregarded,

YMuiid* refers to the stumps ^ Ut. dwellers at ease—or dwellor.s
j* ad roots in the uncleared soil, so by invitation at the pleasure of tlie

the term implies tlie first village.
'J^'arcrsofhuid.
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were far from secure, and the possession of wealth often brought

loss with it. That proprietary right exists and is recognized, is

shown by the right of digging, or granting permission to dig*

wells and planting trees. The ancestors of the ‘^proprietors”

it was who built the “garhf,” or small mud-walled fort, round

Vhich the huts of the villagers cluster [forming the village site or

residence], lN(>ne but “ proprietors ” are now allowed to reside

within the walls
;
and the proof of ownership of a house within

them is, in disputed cases, an admission of proprietary rights.’

Mr. Bushby was Resident at Haidardbad in 1853-6, and

evidently was misled by North-Western tradition; for

he says, ‘ a system similar to what obtained in the North-

Western Provinces appears to have been maintained in all

its integrity until the decline of the Delhi power.’ For

this extensive assertion he does not, however, give any real

evidence, as we shall see. If anything like a widespread

resemblance to the landlord village of the North-West Pro-

vinces ever existed, there must be some historic evidence of

circumstances which would account for it. However, let us

hear Mr. Bushby :

—

* In the smaller villages, owing to the extinction of other

branches of the family, there is often only ono proprietor;

[i. e. I suppose, only one of the old leading family], in others,

and particularly in the “kasha” towns or large villages, the

land has been much subdivided. There the division of

“dimats” is founds which would ai)pear to correspond witli

the thok of the North-West, and these again are subdivided

into “ khel ” (or patti). In some villages the whole land is

common to the different khels, and no doubt, in former days,

all the proprietors shared equally the profits and losses. In

others the land has' been regularly parcelled out, and the

asamls [cultivating tenants] shared with it—the members of

each khel sharing the profits of it, which of late years amounted

to little more than the haqs (customary dues).’

‘ The Report,’ adds the author of the Gazetteer,

‘ next gives in detail the histoiy of a village in which the

Maratha rulers had for many years fixed the assessments 0

‘ The dimat is the major di- was unable to find any ono

vision or ‘tarf/or supprjsed to be knew the word or could

so
;
when in Bcnir in 1879 80, I it.
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each internal division of the land with the several branches of

the original family that had settled in this township. These

headmen tf each THid or dimat agreed with the Marath«a officer

for the rents to be paid upon the lands claimed by each Ihel,

But when the country was transferred to the Nizam his Taluq-

dar farmed the whole estate to a stranger, who rack-rented it

for seventeen years, breaking down all the twenty-two original

headmen into mere cultivators and collecting direct from each

holding. At last the Taluqdar took to squeezing his farmer,

probably treating him as a full sponge, and wrung him dry in

one season by raising the demand from E. 17,000 to E. 25,000.

The farmer collapsed, and the' village was afterwards given year

by year to the highest bidder. Of course, when the estate

came into our hands, no actual proprietary rights existed at

all.’

§ 3. Remarks on the Quotation

On this extract it is to bo remarked that it only pro-

fesses to describe a few special cases; most of it relates

indeed to one particular group, which may very well have

been the centre of some lordship or even a revenue-farming

grant in past days. The case cited was of one of the

larger villages, or ‘ kasba,’ at which iinder the old system,

a hereditary (watandar) official would be located. It is

extremely likely that such a person— a desmukh or desaior

(k^pando, for example—had founded the place, and in

virtue of his power and local influence had got the best

land all round into his own hands. Long after his death

his sons would succeed jointly to the family official posi-

tion and would divide the lands—doubtless augmenting

them in various ways, till there came to be ‘ twenty-two

headmen ’—ciders of the diflerent branches.

We know, from the case of the Guzarat estates (p. 267,

ante), that every member of the old families gives himself

the title of the ancestor—not only the oldest: all are

‘ patel ’ or ‘ ddspdndc,* or whatever it is : and their shares in

the dignity and family land, would be called by names

indicating shares, as ‘ khel ’ or ‘ patti.’ Just as we have seen

in the case of the Guzardt ‘ girasiyd ’ chiefs or the jagfrddi-s

(so called) of Ambala in the Panjdb, the family division of
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any privilege or profit is called by these names. However

this may be, it is quite impossible to treat the evidence

offered, as sufficient to show that joint or landlord-villages

were really established as a general institution over the

older villages replacing, i. c., the still earlier form of Dravi-

dian times (when Gondwand. was a kingdom). I do not mean

to imply that a pure Dravidian population survived down to

modern times. As a matter of fact the Gonds now form

a limited portion of the inhabitants of Berar. The Kunbi

is the most numerous landholding caste
;
they are almost

certainly a mixed race of Dravidian and Aryan blood.

There is nothing historically to show that the Kunbis re-

present a race of overlords by conquest, or that joint-

villages were formed by them over the whole country. On

the contrary, the village formation of Berar was in all pro-

bability exactly the same as that of the Central Provinces.

Ancient Berar may fairly be described as a Dravidian coun-

try leavened with an Aryan or Hindu admixture, and ruled

over by Hinduized princes

§ 4. Actual State of Landed-Rights.

Whatever the truth of the past history may bo, the pre-

sent condition of village tenures is beyond question
;
and it

can hardly be doubted that a secure title for every actual

occupant—with a just and practical settlement of disputes,

where one claimed a certain privilege over another on any

given holding,—was a better gift from Government than

an attempt to reconstruct a ruined edifice of hypothetical

joint-villages, where the ‘ proprietary body ’ would hardly

be found without the most doubtful selection
;
while end-

less trouble would have been caused in attempting to allow

for the claims of those now in possession.

The new title is as simple as possible. ‘ Subject to cer-

tain restrictions’—some intended to guard the rights of

Government, and some to check excessive subdivision,

^ S(;o the note on Kunbis at p. thirteenth century or later, 'wci'c

261 , ante. The Chalukyd princes mo.st probably of the mixed stocK

who reigned in Ber^r up to the —not pure Aryan.
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which is the chief defect of a peasant proprietary,-—' the

occupant is [practically] absolute proprietor of his holding

;

may sell, let, or mortgage it or any part of it
;
cultivate it

or leave it waste so long as he pays its assessment.*

§ 5 . Effects of British Rule.

The secure title which the Berdr raiyat now enjoys, was

not the immediate first-fruit of British government. As in

many other provinces, early revenue-management was a

failure, and it was not till some years had passed that

the administration settled down into order. Sir A. Lyall’s

Gazetteer contains some just reflections on the fact, that

though in the end wo have given Berar prosperity and

peace, our own early management in the adjacent districts

of the Dakhan was not such as to give us a standpoint ‘ of

moral elevation from which to lecture the Nizam.’ The

fact is, that the conscious maladministration of Native rule,

was nevertheless both elastic, and in the end resistible by

evasion or revolt
;
while—

‘the unconscious maladministration of the early English

school was rigid, and i)ractically in’esistible. Even in 1853,

when the Nizam’s taluqdars had, in North Berar, made over

to us a squeezed orange, we began by attempting to collect the

extraordinary rates to which the land-revenue demand had been

run up by our predecessors
;
whence it may be guessed that

the agriculturists did not at onco discover the blessings of

British rule.

‘ On the other hand, there are some reasons why cession to

the British should have been more popular in Berar than it is

usually found at first to be. Peaceful cultivating communities,

living at a dead level of humble equality under strong tax-col-

lectors, got none of those compensations which indemnified the

Bajput clansmen of Oudh for chronic anarchy and complete

public insecurity. Bough independence, the ups and downs of

ft stirring life, a skirmish over each revenue instalment, and

faction fights for land, alFording a good working title to the

survivor—all these consolations were unknown to the Berar

Kunbi,” nor would they have been to his taste had they been

within his power. He had as much land as ho wanted without
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quarrelling with any one
;
all that he desired was secure pos-

session of the fruits of his labour and a certain State demand \
^ The classes which lost by the assignment of Berar to British

administration, were those who had hitherto made their profit

out of Native administration, the taluqdars, the farmers of any

kind of revenue, and the hereditary pargana officers.'

§ 6, The Modern Suwey-Tenure.

We have seen that in adopting a raiyatwari system, we

recognize a practical simplicity of tenure, which is not

necessarily uniformity. There are the individual occupants

of land, or individual holdings in the hands of several mem-

bers of the family; but one holding is in noway responsible

for another. These are the elements with which we deal.

The system docs not theorize about the nature of the right,

it practically describes and secures it. It does not speak of

a ‘ proprietary title ’ in set terms, but practically the occu-

pant of land is as well secured as if it did. We have first

to consider the incidents of the occupancy-tenure itself and

then to describe any customs which may be worthy of

notice regarding methods of cultivating by the aid of

tenants, or in partnership or otherwise. It does not follow

that because a man is the occupant of land, that in all

cases he must cultivate it with his own hands or those of

his relatives. He may employ tenants, and provide for tlic

cultivation in other ways.

§ 7 . Occiqxmcy-Tenure defined,

I have already in the Chapter on Bombay (pp. 369, 272,

ante) so fully given the legal view of the tenure, that I need

not repeat here what has been said. Though the Revenue

Code quoted in that section, is not the law of Berdr, yet the

^ GazHIcrr, p. 97. Tlie lightly m.arkot rates of Bombay,
assessed ‘ Kunbi ’ now finds his bargaining with Gorman and Fog-

consolation in driving his hand- lish morchants over the prico of Ins

some cart, laden With cotton, over load of cotton, while steam aii'l

excellent roads to the market at hydraulic presses in the bajK

Amraoti (for example), where I ground were rapidly preparing tli<^

have seen him well-clothed and abundant produce for transport m
prosperous—fully posted up in the the sea-coast.
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tenure is the same in all essentials, under the BerAr rules

and the recognized custom.

The holder on his own account, of a field or ‘ survey-

number,’ (whether an individual or a number of co-sharers

or co-occupants), is called the ‘registered occupant,’ or

^ khataddr.’ Ho holds on condition of paying the assessed

revenue and other dues^: being ‘in arrears’ at once

renders liable to forfeiture, not only the right of occu-

pancy, but all rights connected with it, viz. those over

trees and buildings.

On the other hand, no occupant is bound to hold bis land

more than one year if he does not like it. As long as he

gives notice according to law, i. e. in due form, and at

a fixed season (so that the land may be available for culti-

vation to a successor), he is free to ‘ relinquish ’ his holding,

or any part of it, comprising an entire survey-number, or

part of a survey-number, his separate occupancy of which

is recognized in the revenue accounts. But ho must pay

up the revenue for the year. This is only reasonable in

the interests of the public treasury.

A transfer of occupancy by sale or otherwise is also

subject to the same condition, for it is in effect a relin-

quishment by the registered holder, and an assent by a

new-comer to take the holding in his place
;
the Govern-

ment is not bound by the transfer till the current year’s

revenue is paid up.

Though the occupant is thus at liberty to diminish his

holding according to his own pleasure, he is, nevertheless,

free to maintain it for ever, if he chooses. At the close of

the thirty years’ Settlement he must accept the revised

assessment (if any alteration happens to be made), just as

in any other Indian Settlement
;
and if he does not approve

of die revised assessment he may ‘ relinquish ’ the land

:

that is all.

The occupant of a field or number which ip appropriated

to agriculture (i. e. is not a plot of building land, or site in

a village or town, &c.), may do anything he pleases in the

* See Settlemni Rule V. and compare B. Rov. Code, section 73.

VOL. HI. B b
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way of improvement, and may erect farm and agricultural

buildings or plant fruit-trees. But he must not apply it to

any other purpose than agriculture without the permission

of the Deputy Commissioner.

§ 8. Occupancy in Dwelling Sites,

Under the head ‘ occupancy,* perhaps I ought to allude to

the allotment of building sites in villages. For details I

must refer the student to Resident’s Book Circular VII of

1885 (cancelling VII of 1878) and to Commissioner’s

Book Circular XXITI and XXVI of 1879 and IX of 1880.

These Circulars are, however, still under reference, and

final orders have not yet been issued. It will be

enough to say that the occupancy-right in sites is the

same as an occupancy-right in agricultural holdings when

properly acquired. Villages are everywhere expanding,

and there is an increased demand for dwelling sites
;
but

the rents that can be obtained will compensate existing

occupants of the neighbouring cultivated numbers for

giving them up for building
;
and this they can themselves

arrange, first obtaining the Deputy Commissioner’s per-

mission (Circular IX of 1880), for diverting the land

from agricultural purposes.

Assignments of sites in villages, if any such are still

available for the purpose, are regulated by the village head-

man, or the village Committee where there is one, under

rules ^ which were provisionally issued in Resident’s Book

Circular IX of 1882.

§ 9. Cultivating Tenures,

I havo remarked that the ‘ occupant ’ does not always

mean the actual cultivator. The Gazetteer has accordingly

classified the forms in which land is actually worked or

enjoyed, and I cannot do better than adopt the classifica-

tion, re-arranging it, however, in form, so as to make i^

more easily understood. It will stand thus :

—

* Village Panchayats or Commit- See Commissioner’s Bk. Cir. XlY

t(3es are appointed to do for villages i88l.

wJiat municipalities do for towns.
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1

(I) Simple occupancy, where the occupant cultivates

personally, or by hired labour.

(II) Simple occupancy, where he joins with one or

more co-cultivators on the joint-stock principle.

(III) Where the occupant makes over the land to a

cultivator on ‘ batai,* i. c. metaine^ or division of

the gross produce.

(IV) The same where the net produce is divided.

(V) Where the occupant leases to tenants at money-

' rents.

As to (II) the ‘joint-stock ’ plan, I cannot do better than

quote Sir A. Lyall :

—

‘ Land is now very commonly held on the joint-stock prin-

ciple : certain persons agree to contribute shares of cultivating

expenses, and to divide the profits in proportion to those shares,

the proportion being usually determined by the number of

plough-cattle employed by each partner. Tliese shareholders

have co-ordinate proprietary rights in the land. If you admit

a partner witliout stipulation as to terms, you cannot turn him

out when you wish to get rid of him, although you can dissolve

the partnership by division of shares.’

It is not always easy to distinguish proprietary share-

holders from tenants, but the precise facts of each case

will determine the question. There is, for instance, in

some places a kind of tenancy called ‘ dhg-bail-ki,*

which means that the khatadar (registered occupant)

provides the ‘pair of bullocks’ for working the land,

and the tenant then finds the labour and other expenses,

and the produce is shared between them in an agreed

proportion.

§ 10. Metairie,

‘The hatdi sub-tenure (mdtairie),’ says Sir A. Lyall,

‘ was formerly, and is still, very common in Berdr. These

are the ordinary terms of the batdi contract : the registered

occupant of the land pays the assessment on it, but makes

it over entirely to the metayer, and receives as rent half

the crop after it has been cleared and made ready for

Jiiarket. The proportion of half is invariable, but the

Bb a
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metayer sometimes deducts his seed before dividing the

grain [i. e. the batai may be of the gross or of the net

produce]. Ho (the sub-tenant) finds seed, labour, oxen,

and all cultivating expenses. The period of lease is usu-

ally fixed, but it depends on the state of the land. If it

is bad, the period may be long
;
but no term of mdtairio

holding gives any right of occupancy.’

§ II. Tenants as Money‘Vents,

‘Metairies are going out of fashion^ As the country

gets richer, the prosperous cultivator will not agree to

pay a rent of half the produce, and demands admission

to partnership. Money-rents are also coming into usage

slowly,—I think, because the land now occasionally falls

into the hands of classes who do not cultivate, and who

are thus obliged to let to others. The money-lenders can

now sell up a cultivator living on his field, and give a

lease for it
;

formerly they could hardly have found a

tenant.’ The larger landholders naturally employ tenants

to work their land. In the northern and central districts,

money wages are often paid. Furtlier south, the tenant

on a produce rent is more common.

§ 12. Local Nomenclature,

The local names (now current) for the tenants above

described, may be given. The ‘bataiddr’ is the tenant

paying a share of the produce; ‘karardar’ is a tenant on

specific agreement, as the name implies
;

‘ pot-laonid^r,’ a

tenant paying rent in money or kind, and holding from

year to year.

Section III.—Tenure by Office.

§ 1 . The Watan,

We now pass on to consider some cases where the

origin of the land-tenure is known, and is to be found

in institutions more or less peculiar.

' Gazetteer, p. 98. The practice of me whether it is really going out of

haidi is, liowever, still very common, fashion as stated,

and doubts have been expressed to
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Whatever doubts there may be as to the stages by which

the modern village tenure has been reached, there is one

class of holdings the origin of which has remained definite

and universally recognized to this day. The Maratha

system, while it cared little for differences of right in the

soil, could not work without the hereditary revenue officers,

the p^teP, or headman, and pdndya, or village account-

ant; and as these officials always held certain lands in

virtue of their office, the tenure of land on this basis has

commonly survived. Not only these village officials, but

also the staff of artizans and menials entertained for

the service of the community were often remunerated by

plots of land held in practically the same way. The officials,

especially, arc spoken of as ‘ watandai*.’ The Arabic term

‘watan’ seems to have come into use in the days of the

Muhammadan kings of the Dakhan. It means ‘native,*

or ‘home,’ and was adopted to signify the local, ancient,

and hereditary character of the families who held the

privileged lands The ‘watan,* as I have already said,

includes the holding of land, but is not confined to it.

The hereditary watan of a village or pargana officer, is

the total of his official rights and perquisites ;--the ^ zira^at,*

or land which he formerly held rent-free, or at a quit-rent,

the official precedence or ‘manpan’ on ceremonial occa-

sions, and the right to a building site inside the village

fort or mud-walled ‘ garhi ’ ;—with perhaps some dues and

fees on marriages or other occasions.

Under our Government, the headman who actually

performs the duties of office is allowed a cash salary

as remuneration, and therefore his ‘ watan * lands are

assessed’^ like any others; but still his tenure of these

^ The Marithl form is pjilil (Wil- wore not held reveniie-frco, hut
son\ the ordinary Hindi ‘pateVas bore a ^judi'or quit-rent which
I use it throughout. The word was, sometimes, heavier than the
is often incorrectly written ‘ potel ' British survey-assessment), and the
or ‘potail.’ lands have continued to pay this,

^ There is an interesting note or less if a reduction was desirable.

IjJ^out the Waian^ in Grant Dulf. The Bombay ‘ watan ’ lands are
Vol. i. pp. 33.^^ and foot-note, assessed with a view to making

In Bombay, under Marathi up a fixed sum (calculated usually

government, the lands very often as a percentage of the revenue of
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lands is dependent on the fact that he is a member of

the family which got them originally in virtue of the

office.

The succession to the hereditary lands is by the ordinary

law of inheritance, so that all the heirs succeed together

to the ‘watan,! though only one can be selected to per-

form the actual duties of office. In this way the ‘watan’

lands have got to be held jointly by a number of rela-

tionsj and may be divided out among them in recognized

shares ^

Though the patel family have to pay revenue on their

lands, and though only one is selected for the duties of

office, ‘ the family is most tenacious of the dignities and

small emoluments which pertain to the ‘pdtelgi,’ of the

‘manpan,’ or precedence in various ceremonies, and the

possession of a site within the old village ‘ garhi.’ . . .

The title of piitel is jealously preserved, and pedigrees are

tested when a marriage is under treaty.

tho locality\ and the sum is paid tenants they locate to clear waste

from tho Government treasury to look on th<‘m as their landlords),

tho person who actually does the In tliis way they come gradually

work of tho office. Tho ‘ watan ’ into such a position that they are

lands (subject to this as.sessment) recognized as proprietors. The

are held by the watandari fomily Marathas were too keen financiers

at argo, to lot tho middleman acquire such

^ I have in Vol. I. p, i8i given an a position, ami intercept so mucli

extract showing how tenaciously of the revenue, and hence those

the holders of watans cling to officials never developed into pro*

them; how families that might, prietors, at least notinBerar;for

under other systems, have developed in the neighbouring Central Pro-

into great jagirdurs, and become vinces, where circumstances were

the landlords of their estates, in different, tho revenue farmer, or

Berar, let go their grants, but ro- malguzar diV7, as wo have seen, grow

tained the ‘watan’ attached, to into a proprietor, just as tho Oiidh

numerous offices, which they man- Taluqdar or tho Bengal Zamindar

aged to concentrate in their family, did, only tho nature of farm was

Great princes like Sindhia and such that tho estate acquired w'as

Holkar retain the title of ‘patel.’ more limited in extent. Tho effect

See Malcolm, i. 6o, and especially ii. of tho system on this growtli of tlio

13 (and note). In other provinces proprietary claim, is very curious

we have seen how inevitable was to observe. As long as the Maril-

tho tendency of revenue officials thas have strong hold on the

and grantees of tho State to become country, no such growth takes place

;

proprietors of the land. They first where they are weak, and tlieir

begin with their own holdings, then supremacy is contested, it does so,

by sale or mortgage, and even by and results in the malguzar pro-

violent ousting, acquire other prietors of the Central Provinces, or

lands ; then by having the power the khot proprietors of the IConkan

of settling tho w’aste, they become districts of Bombay,
tho owners of still more (since tho
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§ 3. Pargana Officers.

The hereditary pargana officers of the same class, per-

forming on a larger scale for the ‘ district,’ what the others

did for the village, are by this time familiar to the

student. They were retained and much employed under

the Muhammadan governments, and some of them rose

to considerable importance. For besides their ‘watan,’ and

their percentage on the revenue collection, they sometimes

received grants in ‘j^gir/ and gave military or police

service. The ‘ desmukhs ’ of Sindker and Basim were local

magnates of this kind. When the Delhi empire in the

south began to decline, they sometimes obtained tlieir

districts in farm
;

the title of Zamindar was sometimes

applied to them, and had circumstances been favourable

they would in time have developed, like the Oudh TaluqdAr

or the Bengal Zamindar. In 1856 it was found that some

of them were holding what was called ‘ amli,’—apparently

on a permanent and hereditary contract to pay a certain

sum of revenue for their district. In Raichur (a district

of the Haidar^.bdd State) they had become landed pro-

prietors with a right to the villages so long as they paid

the fixed tribute. Similar, but not permanent, was the

‘mahita’ contract given to desmukhs. In Berar these

contracts, and therefore the opportunities for growth into

landlords, were never given, and under Maratha rule,

the services of these hereditary official families were not

employed \

The desmukhs and despdndyas have now no official

duties : their families enjoy certain allowances which are

charged on the land-revenue.

The first Resident (in 1853) was able to report that

nowhere had these officers become proprietors, but were

still only hereditary pargana officers. Nor was this,

apparently, owing to any want of capacity for progress

in the officers themselves if they had had the chance : for

it was observed that, besides their money dues, they had

^ The Mardthis appointed kamavisdars of parganaa over tlie heads of
tlio hereditary local officials.
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obtained large quantities of ‘indm land’ and that the

most boundless impositions had been thus committed on

the State, and the most ‘ extravagant pretensions ’ advanced

by members of the families who had got lands—whole

villages sometimes—-into their possession.

Section IV.-—Tenure by Grant.

§ 1. The Jdgm

These were either large grants by the governing power

on terms of military service, called (here as elsewhere)

jdgir, or else there were smaller grants spoken of as ‘ indm,’

—the mu’dfi of other provinces. ‘Originally it may be

assumed that the sanads only conveyed the revenue on

the area mentioned,’ The jagir, in fact, was as the

Gazetteer states :

—

‘an assignment of revenue for military service, and the main-

tenance of order by armed control of certain districts. In

later times, the grant was occasionally made to civil officers

for the maintenance of due state and dignity. The interest of

the stipendiary did not ordinarily extend beyond liis own life,

and the jagi'r even determined at pleasure of the sovereign. . . .

But some of these grants, when given to powerful families,

acquired a hereditary character. The Basfm ‘ desmukh ’ has

held a village on this tenure for about 150 years. It would

seem, nevertheless, that until recently, these estates very

seldom shook off the condition under which they were created.

The assignments were withdrawn when tlie service ceased

;

and they were considered a far inferior kind of property to that

of hereditary office. For instance, the Sindkher dosmiikh,

whose family held jagirs in the sixteenth century, possessed in

the nineteenth only lands and duos attached to offices (watan).

. . . The family had given up its jagirs, yet it seized on every

sort of watan on which it could lay hands. . . . Probably the

double government of the Maratha and the Nizdm kept this

tenure weak and precarious. The Nizam would have insisted

on service from his jaglrdfirs during his incessant wars. The

Manithas treated the Mughal jagirdars very roughly, taking

from them 60 per cent, of all the revenue assessed, wherever

such demand could be enforced. To plunder an enemy’s
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was much the same as to sack his military chest
;

it disordered

the army estimates. When this province was made over in

1853 to the British, some villages were under assignment for

the maintenance of troops, and these were given up by the

holders.’

There are still, in Bcr^r, several personal j^^girs without

condition of service which have been confirmed to the

holders as a heritable possession. Originally, no jdgirs

were hereditary except grants made to pious and venerable

persons, sayads, faqirs, and the like. But when Couit

favourites and members of high families got such grants,

they were often continued to the next heir as a sort of

pension, and thus gradually became regarded as in their

nature heritable. Any right taken under a grant, provided

it is of a whole village, or more than one, seems in Berar

to be called by the name ‘jitgir.' Nearly all were given

by the Delhi Emperor or the Nizam, and one or two by

the Maiitha Peshw^.

In the case of small grants, often of waste land, it seems

that they really were of the proprietary right in the land.

‘Those,’ remarks Sir A. Lyall, ‘are perhaps the oldest

tenures by which specific properties in land are held in

Berar b’

§ 2. Modern Vietv of the Right.

These remarks will render intelligible the modern prac-

tice in dealing with j^girs and smaller grants, as to the

question of right. The Settlement Rules ^ declare that

when the land granted was waste and was settled and

cultivated by the grantee, the full propvietanj right is

considered to have been granted. In other cases it depends

on the terms of the grant. Naturally, in the case of a

small plot of ’indm, tho grantee would (himself alone or

with his family) be the existing occupant, so there would

be no question but that he was meant to receive the pro-

prietary title ; at least this would be true in most cases.

In large jagirs, however, there would be a number of

Oceetieer, p. loi. » See Kule XIX.
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villages already held (as any other villages are), by the

occupants of the land. In such cases the grant places the

j%irdar over their head
;
and the question arises—was the

jagirddr meant to be the owner, and the existing holders

to be regarded as only his tenants ? The question is not

without importance, as obviously, if the j^girddr is practi-

cally the owner, he ought to be treated as the ' registered

occupant ’ of every field in his estate, besides owning all

the trees and all the waste. If he is not the owner, then

he would only be a grantee of Government revenue of the

whole, i. e. the villagers instead of paying the share of the

rental or produce to the State, would pay it to the jagir-

dar. They would then be the registered occupants, and

the grantee would only be the ‘registered occupant ’ of just

as many fields as he had in his own particular holding.

§ 3. Question of the JdgMdr's Rights,

It was originally a matter of some difficulty to determine

this question. It was thought by some officers that the

j^girdar was proprietor of all, and it was accordingly held

that his estate should neither be assessed nor surveyed;

that in fact it was a revenue-free estate, and that Govern-

ment had no concern with anything within its. limits.

This proposition was not, however, accepted
;
and it was

ultimately laid down in the Settlement Rules, that all such

estates were at any rate to be surveyed. It was admitted

that the jdgirddr had the right to the waste numbers, and

might locate cultivators on them as he pleased
;
and that

he owned all the trees v^hich would have belonged to

Government had there been no grantee. All occupants

of land, however, who had held from a period antecedent

to the- grant, were to be treated as occupants of their

holdings, and from them the jdgirdar could not take

more than the revenue assessed on the holdings. The

question still, however, was not settled whether the

could be regarded as the proprietor of other lands. If he

was not, the occupants could only be charged with the fixed

revenue, just such as Government would take, no matter
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what was the date of their holding,—since the j%irdar was

only in the place of Government, and had no greater rights

than Government claimed. If he was, the occupants were

his tenants, and he might take from them what was agreed

to, provided they were not under the terms of the rule

above alluded to.

The question has received its latest solution in the

Resident’s Circular, No. XXIII of i^7th March, 1879. It is

in fact left to the real circumstances of the case and the

terms of the grant. If the jagirdar lived apart, and did

nothing but receive the revenue of the estate (and in some

cases ho only got this paid, not to him direct by the occu-

pants, but through the Government revenue officials), then,

naturally, his claim would be limited. If the grant,

however, gave him the whole right, or if his practical

position was such that he directly managed every holding,

perhaps advancing money for improvements and stock,

and exercising a close supervision over the land, he might

naturally be regarded as the immediate superior holder or

‘ landlord ’ of every field. Facts were to decide.

§ 4. GhdiwdU Jdgirs,

In some of the hill districts, ghdtwal jdgirs, just like

those we found in the south-western districts of Bengal,

were granted to Hill chiefs on condition of keeping the

passes safe and open,

‘In Berar/ writes Sir A. Lyall, ‘as all over the world, we
find relics of the age when law and regular police were

confined at least to the open country, and when Imperial

governments paid a sort of black-mail to the pettiest highland

chiefs. The little Rajas (Gond, Kurku, and Bhil), who still

claim large tracts of the Gawilgarh hills, have from time im-

memorial held lands and levied transit dues on conditions of

moderate plundering, of keeping open the passes, and of main-

taining hill posts constantly on the look-out towards the plains.

And along the Ajanta hills, on the other side of the Berar

Valley, is a tribe of Kolis who, under their ndiks, had charge of

the ghdts or gates of the ridge, and acted as a kind of local
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are also families of Banjaras and Marathas, to whom the former

governors of this country granted licenses to exact tolls from

travellers and tribute from villagers, by way of regulating an

evil which they were too weak or too careless to put down

In the Akola district, at the foot of the hill ranges, some

lands are held on a * mctkari * grant, which means on con-

dition of keeping posts to guard the plains against the

descent of robbers from the heights above.

§ 5. Charitable Grants,

Of the smaller ’imim grants, many were made either for

petty services or for support of religious persons or in-

stitutions
;
others (called dharmmal) were made on condition

of repairing and maintaining tanks and reservoirs.

§ 6. ]fc(6fc Land Grants,

There is another kind of grant which probably ought to

be noticed here—the grant of lands on liberal terms to

encourage reclamation of the waste. I do not here

allude to ordinary applications for unoccupied land, but

to those special arrangements which were made in certain

(especially the southern) districts to bring under cultivation

the large waste blocks,—it may be occupying whole

‘villages,’ which were not divided into the usual small

survey-numbers or fields. In older times these leases

were not unknown
;
for rulers in theii* anxiety to increase

the revenue, were often prudent enough to make some

effort to restore decayed villages, or found new ones

;

‘ pdlampat ’ tenures are still known, being in fact ancient

grants for restoring villages thrown out of cultivation, and

of course given on favourable terms. They are perpetual

leases. The first grants of this kind under the British

Government were certain long leases at a fixed and favour-

able rate made in 1865, and spoken of as ‘ijara*^ (izdra).

They were leases for thii’ty, twenty or fifteen years, of waste

or wholly or partly uncultivated ‘ villages,* beginning at a

low rent, which was gradually to rise with spread of cultiva-

^ Gasetteerj p. 103. * Id. p. 109.
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tion. At the end of the term the grantee has the option of

taking the whole village on certain terms, or of remaining

as the headman, while the actual cultivators take the

‘numbers^ as registered occupants. If the lessee elects

to take the village as the occupant, he will obtain a sanad

(deed) granting him the village in ‘perpetual hereditary

and transferable right,’ subject to the payment of the revenue

assessment at one-half full rates upon the whole cultivated

and cultivable area. He will then be styled owner

(mdlik) of the village, which will be entirely his own to

dispose of as he pleases. If he does not so elect, he can

take the patelship without any proprietary right, getting

2,5 per cent, on the collections from the cultivators, but

this only on condition that one-third of the culturable

land had been brought into cultivation on the expiry of

the lease.

Upon the expiry of leases, a new assessment upon all the

assets of the estate, is to be made; and the maintcance

of an adequate staff of village officers will be stipulated for

in all mmds finally issued h

Besides those grants of a special character, there are

leases under ‘ Waste Land Rules ’ applicable to the only

districts where there are still large tracts of available

waste, viz. Wiin and Basim (South Bcrar). The Rules in

detail may be seen in the Resident’s Book Circulars XXIII

and XLVIII of 1880, superseding those of 1876. The waste

available is shown in two classes, and the list excludes all

such land as is permanently valuable as forest. In each

class (according to the difficulty of reclamation and value

of the soil), the proportion of assessment levied in the first

three, the fourth and the fifth years of the lease, are different.

The initial charge is from j\jth to }th of the full assessment

and gradually rises till the full rate is reached. These

1‘ates are subject to the usual road and school ‘cesses,’

and the ‘j^glid’ (village police or watchman) cess of 1878.

The lessee, during the currency of the lease, is ‘ p^tel ’ and

’lam indebted for this informa- Survey and Settlement Officer in

to Mr. E. A. Hobson, the Berar.
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‘ patwdri * of the village. Lessees make their own arrange-

ments with tenants. Certain valuable trees are reserved

from being cut without permission of the Deputy Com-

missioner L

After expiry of the lease, the village will be liable to

be surveyed and assessed; but the offices of p^tel and

patwdri will be offered to the lessee or to one. of his assigns

or representatives, and he or they will be recorded as oc-

cupants of all land then in their own cultivation.

Leases may be transfeiTcd with the sanction of the

Deputy Commissioner.

As to penalties for breach of conditions and forfeiture

for arrears of revenue, the Kules may be referred to.

^ Quarries and mineral products arc also reserved. (Resident’s Cir-

—with the excellent addition of cular, XLVIII, p. 80).

tombs, temples or ancient remaim—



CHAPTER III

THE LAND-REVENUE OFFICIALS AND REVENUE

BUSINESS.

Section L—The Officials.

§ I. Organization of the Province,

This chapter may be a very brief one, for the administra-

tion of Eer^ir possesses no special features which call for

detail. In form, the administration closely resembles that

of the Panjab or any other ‘non-regulation’ province.

The Resident at Haidarabad being the head of the Govern-

ment (as agent for the Governor-General), the districts

are managed by Deputy Commissioners of whom there

are six,—one to each district. There are also assistant

and extra assistant Commissioners.

The District Officers are supervised by a Commissioner,

who is over the whole six districts, and has revenue and

administrative, but no judicial, duties.

The district is subdivided into talukds^ and over each

is a tahsild^r.

Every village has its headman or patcl and accountant

(kulkarni or pdndya), and there is the usual staff of menials

and artizans. In each village there is a sort of public

office or place of assembly called ‘chauri^.*

^ Tliisistlieusu.'ilaiul voriiaciilar term which was in general use in

; but tliey were often called the Empire.
' pargana ’ from the days of the ® Tlie word is the same as the

Muluimmadan rule,wlien the officers ‘ olioultry ' of Reports, and is equi-

iiuturally adopted the Persian valent to cliavadi’ in Madras.
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§ 2. Details already given.

The remarks made in the chapter on Bombay regarding

the importance of inspection by district oflScers, are equally

applicable here
;
and i\iQs,mmdXjamahandi is conducted in

what is practically the same manner. No special descrip-

tion is therefore called for.

I have only to notice briefly the village officers and their

duty.

§ 3. The Kidkarni or Datwdri,

The duties of patwaris and patcls are regulated by ‘ the

Berar Patels and Patwaris Law’ (Notification lo-I, ist

January, 1886, Government of India, Foreign Department),

republished in Resident’s Book Circular V of 1886.

The hereditary or watandar patwari may not bo holding

the office owing to personal unfitness or other cause
;
in

that case a gomasta-pdndya (talati of Bombay) is employed.

In any case a fixed percentage on the revenue is allowed the

patwari as remuneration for his duties.

I have before alluded to the ancient organization under

which the p^ndyas of villages were supervised by the de-

spandya^ of a pargana or small district, just as the village

ptol was by the desmukh.

Neither office now survives. In each taluks, a ‘munsa-

rim ’ has duties of inspection in circles of villages, like the

kdn'dngo of North-Western India, or the Revenue Inspector

of Madras.

§ 4. The Village Headman,

The patel or village headman in Berdr is usually heredi-

tary; that is to say, the ‘.watan’ descends by inheritance

in the family to as many sharers as are entitled to succeed

;

and as only one of the family can be selected to do the

actual duties of the office, it is one son or relative,—the

fittest that can be found, that is appointed. It may

occasionally happen that no one in the family is fit,

and therefore that some one else has to be appointed.

^ It has been explained that in holders, or pensioners without pub-

Berar (as in Bombay) familieswhich lie functions,
retain these titles are now indm
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I have already mentioned that ‘watan* lands are not

now left revenue-free as a remuneration for official work.

The pdtel’s remuneration for this is a fixed cash per-

centage on the revenue, which is paid to him after the

revenue of his village has been found accurately brought

to book in the treasury records. The person who holds

the office is alone entitled to the emoluments. And those

emoluments are not (Rule 10) liable to attachment by a

Civil or Revenue Court.

In small villages, the pdtel has both revenue and police

duties. He is agent for the collection of the State revenue,

and is superintendent of the jd,glias, who form in fact a

sort of village police; they are not, however, organized

under the police department, and they perform many duties

as messengers, guardians of boundary-marks, &c., which the

regular police do not.

The pdtel must give information of aU crimes, and, in

cases of necessity, may arrest persons and enter houses

for the purpose.

In some of the large villages a ‘police pAtel* is appointed

separately from the ‘revenue pAtel.* In that case the

former has charge of the village cattle-pound and gets

certain allowances from the pound fees^.

§ 5 . Village Accounts and Records.

The system depends to a great extent for its working, on

the efficiency of the village patwdris. The accounts and

records maintained by the officials have as much import-

ance here as they have under the system of North-Western

India.

I shall therefore describe the records which the Berdr

patwdri is required to keep, as this wiU give some insight

into his worL The ‘ patwdri’s papers * are now reduced

in number.

(i) The ‘jamabandi patrak,’ or statement showing

the fields held by each raiyat, and the assess-

Tlioro are subsidiary rules defining these duties, &:c. See 21 of the
Notification quoted.

III. C C
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ment payable for the year: this is most im-

portant in connection with the annual ‘ja-

mabandi * under the raiyatw^ri system.

As the holdings change hands, and every change shown

in the patrak should be accounted for, the patw^ri has to

keep (as vouchers) the different applications for land, and

the 'razin^mas' giving up land or showing transfers, and

the ‘kabulaits* or acceptances of the other party: this

document has, moreover, to give all details,—the area of

each field
;
the assessment (or the fact of its being revenue-

free)
;

if there is any outstanding balance
;
the dues on

account of the ‘j^glia* (watchman), school, and road-cess

;

the name of the registered occupant
;
a list of trees over six

hands high, growing on the land (‘ mangoes,’ ‘ other fruit-

trees,’ ‘mahwd-trees,’ and 'sindhi’ (date-palm), are shown

in the columns)
;

if there are wells, they are recorded, and

their kind, i.e.—whether * kachcha ’ or ‘ pakkd ’ (lined with

masonry), whether used for garden irrigation or for drink-

ing,—whether good or brackish.

(2) To this is appended a supplementary register of

fields lying ‘pant/ or uncultivated. It shows

the area culturable and unarable
;
the assess-

ment, if any
;
the wells and trees (as before)

;

it distinguishes which fields are kept for graz-

ing and as special grass reserves (‘ramna’),

and what lands are occupied by village-sites,

and so not available for cultivation. Against

these, are three columns for the year’s receipts

under the head of—(a) income from grazing:

(6) fruit, mangoes, &c.
;

(c) from mdhwfi-trees.

(3) The *ldoni kamjydsti tippan’ shows changes in

occupancy-light, viz. the rdzin^mas and k^bu-

laits accepting occupation and relinquishing it*

(4) The ‘ pdrd-patrak^’ or inspection report, gives

the particulars of the crop raised on each field*

It records the area of each field, deducting the

parts that are waste or not under crop, nnd

^ From tho verbi?^' ‘ to sow.^
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showing the balance cultivated
;
cultivation is

classified as wet, dry, garden, or rice. This

information is entered in separate columns for

each harvest, rabi*, and kharif (spring and

autumn).

The patw^ri has also the duty of seeing that every pay-

ment of revenue is duly written up in the receipt-book

(pautia-bahl) which each registered land-occupant holds.

This is of great importance to protect the occupant from

the exaction of double payments
;
and further on account

of the danger that the occupant runs of losing his field if

the revenue has not been duly paid.

Section IL—Kevenue Business.

§ I. Talcing iipyTelinquishingy and transferring Lands.

In the earlier days of our Government (and it is so

still, in a few less advanced districts) there were not only

many numbers unoccupied though capable of cultivation,

but many changes took place owing to people relinquishing

landb

In long-settled and prosperous districts this is, of course,

very much less the case
;
land has become valuable, and

every ‘number’ that can possibly be cultivated has been

long since occupied, and no one now thinks of relinquish-

ment. Transfers by contract or on succession are practically

the only changes that occur. I will, however, describe the

rules which were laid down on the subject of unoccupied

numbers, and on relinquishment and transfer. I have

already remarked that the whole of the cultivated and

culturable lands, not including intervening tracts of waste,

were all divided out, on the principle described, into fields

or numbers of a certain size, and were surveyed and

^ The Will! district is still, I dares unlucky, or the appearance
')olieve, an instance. The Oond of som«' sickness, causes the iwople

<iultivators are very superstitious, to throw up their land and de-
ftod the occurrence of anything camp.
'vhich the village astrologer de-

CC %
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assessed or else left allotted for specific village purposes.

But large tracts of waste (as in the Bdsim district) were

only marked off into blocks, not divided into ‘numbers’

in the first instance. A number of these blocks have since

been gradually cultivated, and now are divided into

regular numbers permanently occupied. Rule XIII in

the Settlement series provided for the procedure to be

observed while such a course of gradual taking up of

blocks bit by bit was in progress
;

but this procedure

has now become obsolete, since the portions so taken have

long since been brought on to the register.

When any person wishes to take up a survey-number

which has been relinquished by some one else, or has been

hitherto unoccupied, he must take the whole number
; but

several persons may combine to take a number between

them \

As regards numbers that are not ‘ occupied ’ in the sense

of being used for agriculture, such lands are no longer avail-

able to be ploughed up
;
the object being to keep a suffi-

ciency of land as (i) grazing-ground, (2) ‘ramnd’ or grass

preserves, i. e. in fact ‘hay-fields' which are cut^ not grazed

over, and (3) woods, ‘ bdbul-ban,’ &c. This reservation is

practically permanent^ and cannot be cancelled without

special sanction. The produce of these lands is disposed of

by the Deputy Commissioner according to convenience,

e.g. grazing-land will be auctioned, or (as in Ellichpur)

a group of grazing-numbers may be thrown together and

cattle admitted on payment of so much 'per head. In

‘ramnds’ the right of cutting and removing the seasons

grass is auctioned. The woods are worked systematically,

and their annual produce in firewood or timber, &c., realized

accordingly.

Where any land becomes available, application for a

number is made by filing what is called a kdbulait, i.e*

a document agreeing to take the number and pay the

assessment. This is presented to the village officer, who

^ Setthmnt Riiley XII. Compare the Bombay Code^ sectioufi

=> Semnienl Rules, XIV and XVII. 38, 39.
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sends it to the tahsild&r ^ who satisfies himself that the

application can be granted, and returns an order to that

effect, so that the patwdri may make the needful entry in

his village accounts. Kelinquishment is effected in the

same way by presenting a razinama. It must be done

before the 31st March in each year 2.

This is one of the subjects on which the Berdr Rules

differ from the law of Bombay. If one sharer wishes to

relinquish, the Bombay Code makes it a condition that if

no one will take the vacant share, the whole field must be

given up. In Berdr this was thought hard, and Rule VII

merely provides that the share is first to be offered to the

others
;

if it is not taken up (but it always is) by them, it

remains unoccupied as a share, but the other sharers retain

their shares. So, when a registered occupant dies, the name

of the eldest or principal heir is entered, but the names of

others succeeding with him (according to the law of in-

heritance) must be entered also
;

‘ and if the family property

is divided, each co-heir will have as full power over his

share as the person whom he succeeded had over the origi-

nal holding, and, if he wishes it, his name can be entered in

the Government books as a separate sharer, and he may pay

his rent (revenue, &c.) separately to Government.’

Transfers can bo made by registered occupants by razi-

ndma (the other party giving a kdbulait) in a similar way

to that above described. The transfer may be effected at

any time, but Government will not recognize it, i. e. will

still hold the originally registered occupant liable, till the

current year’s revenue is paid up

A right of pre-emption is recognized to the co-sharers in

a number, when a share lapses or is relinquished. If there

are more than one co- sharer, the order in which they can

claim is according to the size or extent of the share This

applies to co-shai’crs having a joint right in a holding, as

well as to those whose shares have been divided, so that

^ See Kev. Code^ section 60, for a misaioner's) IV of 1884.

similar provision in Bombay. * J?n?es VII, VIII, Resident’s
“ Settlement iMe, XXI. Book Circular XXVII of 1881.

Id., IX, and see Circular (Com-
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each has a right over a known part. Should waste num-

bers or relinquished lands be available, people in the vil-

lage have a claim to them before outsiders
;
a ‘ sub-tenant

’

(cultivating tenant) has also a claim before an outsider

{Settlement Rule XXI).

§
2.' Other BraTiches of Duty,

I do not say anything about partition, alluvion and dilu-

vion, or the recovery of arrears of revenue. These matters

are regulated in Berdr by circulars and local rules of prac-

tice : but in all essentials the rules are the same as under

the Bombay Code.

Boundaries are preserved on the principles of the Bombay

Act III of 1846 (still referred to, as the Code of 1879 has

not been introduced) Where a State forest and a village-

boundary are conterminous, the boundaries are preserved

by the Forest Department under Kesident’s Circular VI of

1881 (see the whole Circular). If there is a dispute it must

be settled by a law court

In Berar the revenue becomes due in two instalments, on

15th February and 15th April

The late date for the autumn harvest (February 1 5) was

fixed so as to allow for the ripening of the sugar-cane.

The spring harvest (April 15) comes sooner, so far south,

than it docs elsewhere.

The subject of instalments has been very carefully consi-

dered in Berar, in consequence of a very able minute on the

subject by Mr. W. B. Jones. The above dates being fixed,

it has still to be considered what revenue will be paid from

each field at either date. This depends on the character of

the cultivation. The village yearly jamabemtU papers

show, for each field, whether it is under a rabi' or a

kharif crop
;
and in the proper column will be entered at

which of the above dates the revenue is payable. In the

^ See, for example, Commission- ^ Settlement Rule XXIII has since

er’s Book Circular II of 1883, and been modified to the dates given in

Settlement Rules XXIV, XXV. the text.
^ Setilmcnt Rule VI.
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case of fields partly under one and partly under the other,

there are simple rules for apportioning the payments.

This system is accompanied by a plan for suspending the

demand in a bad year. When such an event occurs, the

Deputy Commissioner has authority to apply the rule. If a

field shown as having a kharif crop is noted as ‘ nApika
’

(withered) and the field is sown again for the rabi’, there

is no demand made on it till April 15th. In most cases the

cultivator will have secured a spring crop, and will be in

funds.



Part IV.—ASSAM.

Chapter I, Introductory.

,,
11. The Assam Valley or Assam Proper.

(^History—Land-Tenures—Revenue*Skttlement).

,,
III. The Special Districts.

(^GoXlpara, Syliiet, Caciiar; the Hill Districts).

,, IV. The Kevenue Officers and their Official

Business.

CHAPTEK I.

INTRODUCTORY.

Section I.—The Local Features of Assam.

§ I, Nature of the Revenue-System,

In this volume, up to the present chapter, we have been

dealing with the Eaiyatwdri systems—distinctively so

called—as formulated for the great Presidencies of Western

and Southern India. Having described the origin and

growth of the administration in Bombay and Madras, we

now turn to the remaining provinces of British India, each

of which has a revenue-system peculiar to itself, and not

directly derived or copied from any other. But inasmuch

as these systems are all based on the same principle of

direct dealing with the individual cultivator and his sepa-

rate holding, without any middleman landlord, or joint

responsibility of a group .of landholdings, they are essen-

tially ‘raiyatwdri,’ though they may not be officially so
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designated. For this reason Book IV has been entitled

‘ Raiyatw^ri and allied Systems.’ Assam, Coorg, and Burma

represent such allied systems. Each is, however, quite

distinct, and was constructed solely on the lines of the

provincial features and historical developments
;
in each it

will be found that respect is had to customs and practices

which have grown up in the course of time, and which it

would have been impolitic to alter or ignore.

§ Q,. Constitution of the Province.

The Assam province is made up of several elements :

—

(1) The Assam valley never subject to Regulation law.

(2) The Go^pdra district (really one of the Valley dis-

tricts), part of which was old Bengal territory permanently

settled and part acquired (as the Eastern Dwdrs) after the

Bhotan war in ]866. (3) The districts of Sylhet and

Cachar (Kachar), the former being old Bengal territory,

and in part permanently settled.- (4) The hill districts in

the centre of the province, and also on the frontiers, subject

to special rules.

The old Bengal districts represent some curiosities in

their land-tenures and will demand a separate notice
;
but

the main object of the present chapters is to describe the

special system on which land is managed in Assam Proper,

and to explain the general law which governs the official

appointments, and the duties and procedure of revenue-

officers. This latter applies to the old Regulation districts,

as well as to the rest of Assam.

The separation of the province (from Bengal) was ordered

in 1874 under powers given by the Act 17 and 18 Vic.

cap. 771. The first notification was exclusive of Sylhet,

but this district was added to Assam in the same year, only

by a separate notification The whole province forms a

^ See Notification No. 379, dated 12th September, 1874. By these the

7th February, 1874 {Gasam (if India, district is brought under the 33 Vic.

P«rt 11. p. 53). cap. 3, taken under the direct man-

Sylhet or Silhat is properly agementofthoGovernmontof India,

‘^rihatta.’ S^co Notifications Nos. and then placed under the Chief
^ ^ 49, 2343, &c. {Gazette qfIndia), dated Commissioner, to whom also certain
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Scheduled District under Act XIV of 1874, and the Statute

33 Vic. cap. 3, applies to it.

An Act (VIII of 1B74) was passed to vest in the Governor-

General as Local Government all the various powers that

had been given by law to the Lieutenant-Governor of Ben-

gal, or to the Board of Kevenue, as regards Assam, exclusive

of Sylhct. The Act provides that all such powers shall be

taken to be transferred to, and vested in, the Governor-

General in Council
;
and then the Governor-General is

empowered to delegate to the Chief Commissioner all or

any of the powers so vested; and he may withdraw the

same.

A similar Act (XII of 1874) was passed for Sylhet, which

was on a somewhat different footing from the rest of Assam.

It was not only (in part) permanently settled, but it had

been an integral part of Bengal and not under any separate

or special law.

By notification ^ the Governor-General delegated to the

Chief Commissioner all the powers which were vested in

the Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal by the direct operation

of any Act of the Governor-General in Council, as well as

the powers of the Board of Revenue.

By the effect of the General Clauses Act (I of 1868),

Section 2, Clause 10, all powers vested in a
* Local Govern-

ment’ by any Act subsequent to the constitution of the

Chief Commissionership, are exercisable by the Chief Com-

missioner.

§ 3. Territoried Division of the Province.

The districts of the Assam Valley (Valley of the Brahma-

putra River) arc divided into ‘Lower Assam,’ i. e. the

districts of Go^ilpara, Kamrhp, Darrang and Nowgong, and

‘ Upper Assam,’ i. e. Sibsdgar and Lakhimpur. The Assam

Hill range (in the centre of the province) includes i. e. the

districts of the Gdro hills, the Khdsi and Jaintiy^ hills, the

powers lately exercised by the ^ No. 522, dated i6tli April, i874 »

Lieutenant-Governor ol Bengal and {Gazette of India), iStli April, i 874 >

the Board of Revenue are dele- p. 182), and for Sylhet a notila'*‘'*

gated. tion dated i2tli September, 1874-
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North Cachar hill subdivision, and the Naga (or Nogd)

Hill district
;
beyond the last are the ‘Independent’ Nagds

and the hills of Burma. Lastly, we distinguish the valley

of the Surma, comprising the district of Sylhet with the

plain parganas of Jaintiy^ and the plain portion of Cachar.

§ 4. Arrangement of Subjects,

I propose first of all to give an account of the AssamValley,

and to describe the law of the General Bevenue Kcgulation

(I of 1886, and Buies under it), which legalizes the system

of Settlement and revenue.

That done, I shall devote separate sections to the notice

of (1) Go%ilra, (2) Cachar, (3) Sylhet (including the ‘Jain-

tiya parganas ’ at the foot of the hills of the same name), and

(4)
the Hill districts of the Central or ‘ Assam Range.’

The account will close with a brief chapter on Revenue

officials and their official business, which is reserved to the

last, as it applies, generally, to the whole province.



CHAPTEK II.

THE ASSAM VALLEY OR ASSAM PROPER.

Section I.—Description and History.

§ I. Features of the Country,

First, let us take a general glance at the physical condi-

tions of Upper and Lower Assam or Assam proper, i. e. the

districts—

Kamriip
Darrang
Nowgong (Naugaon)

Lowor
Assam

Sibsagar

Lakhimpur
Upper Assam.

Go%ara also belongs, locally, to this group, but I have

explained why it is not included in the present section.

The Briihmaputra flows down the whole length of the

valley, receiving as tributaries the Great Dihang river on

the north, and many other streams from the hills both north

and south.

‘Except at the points where the hills impinge upon the

Brahmaputra, the river flows between sandy banks, which are

subject to constant changes for a breadth of about six miles on

either side of the stream. Within this belt there is no per-

manent cultivation, nor any habitation, but temporary huts

erected by people who 'grow

^ Moist alluvial beds or islands

emerging when the stream falls to

its cold-weather level. The cultiva-

tion in this belt of river alluvium

has thus been described

Along both banks of the Brah-

maputra (and the area is especially

large in Kamrup and Nowgong)
are alluvial or chdpari *mauzas.’

‘The precariousnoss of the' culti-

vation in those tracts arises from
their liability to untimely inunda-

mustard on the char lands

tion by the great river, or by tin'

innumerable creeks and channel

with which its affluents intert«'<‘

the alluvial country in all dircciious.

The crops grown are broaden

summer rice (dhu) and Indian

mustard : the former is harvesh’^

in July and August, and the latte»

is sown in October and November

if, therefore, the rainy season open

and closes with high floodi^
J

rice crop may bo lost, and t
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(luring the cold weather. Beyond, the level of the alluvial

land rises, and tillage and population take the place of sandy

flats covered with long grass. Little of this is seen from the

river, and the traveller up the Brahmaputra receives the im-

pression that the country is a wilderness untonanted by man,

except at the few points where, rock giving permanency to the

channel, towns and villages have been established along the

stream V

East of the Go^lpdra boundary the language spoken is

Assamese
;
west of the line it is Bengali.

The climate is moist and the rainfall abundant. The

area of forest is, of course, extensive, as every district has

a background of hills which is the natural home of the

forest. Famine from drought is practically impossible in

Assam: but fevers and other diseases habitual to moist

climates are prevalent.

§ 2. Constitution and Lav) of the Districts.

These districts became British in 1826 after the first

Burmese war of 1824. For a long time hesitation was

felt whether the province should be retained at all; and

]‘or some years only a general supervision over the prac-

tically native administration was maintained under the

orders of the Bengal Government, by the Commissioner of

North-East Rangpur. An assistant to the Commissioner

was stationed in Lower Assam, and another in the Upper

district.

Several chiefs were left in possession of these territories,

and Civil and Criminal justice generally were administered

l>y Councils of Assamese gentry known by the usual term—

panchayat. Upper Assam was, in 1833, placed under the

Management of a Raja named Purandar Singh, acting under

the advice of a Political Agent and responsible for a revenue

ploughing for tho mustard may be homes to fresh clearings in the

Unseasonably deforrijd.* The rice reed jungles with which these

is tho more precarious of the ckdpari tracts are densely covered.*

‘Lands used for either crop — {Agric. ami Land-Revenue Report,

Ji'e not, as a rule, retained longer 1884, § 28.)
nan three years, after which the ‘ Administration RepoH^ 1882-83, §
^'iltivators move their temporary 3.
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or tribute of R. 50,000 a year. The other districts (Lower

Assam) were managed, in the way indicated, under British

officers.

In 1835, Act II was passed with a view to placing the

British districts under the supervision of the Sadr Court of

Bengal (the principal Court of Justice was then so called)—

as to judicial tnatters, and under the Board of Revenue for

revenue matters, both subject to instructions from the

Bengal Government.

In 1838 Raj^ Purandar Singh, having fallen deeply into

arrears with his tribute, declared himself unable to carry on

the administration
;
and in 1839 a proclamation was issued

formally annexing that part of the country to Bengal and

dividing it into two districts—Sibsagar and Lakhimpur.

To the latter district two frontier tracts, Matak and Sadiya,

were added in 184;? k

This country was then administered in the same way as

Lower Assam, except that in Lakhimpur the panchayats

were retained till i860.

The fruits of Act 11 of 1835 were seen two years later, in

the issue of a set of rules, sometimes alluded to as the

'Assam Code of 1837.’ They were made by the Commis-

sioner and the Sadr Court and approved by Government.

They referred to judicial administration and made no allu-

sion to ‘ Revenue.’ The progress of the general law after

this is clearly stated in the Administration Report^ 1882-

83 (paragraph 76, &c.). Here we are only concerned with

the Land-Revenue Law. The first definite rules on revenue

subjects were the Settlement Rules of 1870, which, however,

had not the force of law. The Temporary Settlement Regu-

lations (VII of \%124 and IX of 1833) of the time, were

followed (in spirit) where required, to supplement the rules

of 1870. In the same way the collection of the revenue and

other revenue affairs, were long managed on the basis of

custom and ‘the spirit of the Regulations.’ The law (Act

XI of 1859 and Bengal Act VII of 1868) of sale for arrears

^ Matak is now part of the Dibru- district—see Administration

garh division of tho Lakhimpur 1882-83, § 75.
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of revenue was regarded as so far in force that its general

provisions were followed.

The Land-Kevenue Law and Procedure is now contained

in Regulation (under 33 Vic. cap. 3) I of 1886, and rules

made pursuant to it ^

This, by Notification No. 12, of 14th April, 1886, was

extended, with effect from ist July, 1886, to

Sylhet.

Cachar (except the

North Cachar Hill

Subdivision).

Godlpara.

Kamrup.
Barrang.

Nowgong.
Sibsagar.

Lakhimpur.

§ 3. Early History^-The Ahom State.

The old Ahom (or Aham) Government, which preceded

our own before the Burmese invasion, was established about

the beginning of the thirteenth century of our oral We
find the State constituted by a RajA at the head, and under

him a hierarchy of nobles and officials bearing different

titles (Phukan, Borwd, Bissoya, and many others). ‘ The

Ruler,’ says Mr. Mills ‘ would appear to claim not only the

' Tho Regulation stands amended
by Reg. II of 1889, which affects

secs. 70, 72, 74, 75, 79, 81 and 85.

The alterations are chiefly directed

to getting rid of certain legal

difficulties about tho sale (for

arrears of revenue) of certain lands

in Sylliot, where, owing to the

multitude of small estates and
shares in estates, it might be

difficult to prove service of notice

on the right person as really the

owner or share-owner in d(‘fault.

lieport on tho Province of

Assam by A. J. Moffat Mills.

Calcutta (printed at tho Cakutta

Gasetfr Office), 1854, i vol. fscap.
“ The Ahom rulers were of Shan

origin
;
the first prince came as an

adventurer from an ancient Shan
kingdom on tho valley of tho
Irrawady (Burma) in 1228, a.d.

The kingdom, beginning with a
petty territory at the extreme end
of the valley, was for some time
confined to the north-east of Assam,
but it gradually extended, ovor-
tlirowing the kingdom of tho
Chutiyas and part of the Koch

Riija’s. It maintained consider-

able stability, for though attacked

in after years by the Mughal power,

tho dynasty was able to withstand

the shock. Probably tho country

was too remote for the Mussalman
power to have been really effectively

exerted. In 1655 the reigning

prince became converted to Hindu-

ism, and his successora after that

were all Hindu. From the end of

the eighteenth century their power

gradually declined. Feeble kings

succeeded, and internecine quarrels

and dissensions became the order

of the day. Tho aid of the Burmese

was then unfortunately invoked,

and eventually (as might have been

expected) the Burmese seized the

country and committed great ex-

cesses. As one of tho papers in Mr.

Mills’ Report says, ‘ the country fell

into the liands of the Burmans,

and the people into twelve kinds of

fire.’ The Burman invasion was,

however, a short-lived calamity, for

they were driven out before the

outbreak of the first Burmese war

in 1824.
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soil but the subject, as his property/ However this might

have been theoretically, the Kaja certainly levied a land-

revenue, and grants of land were made in a way which

showed a practical power of dealing with it at pleasure.

And also a curious system existed under which the whole

of the male inhabitants were bound to give personal labour

or the fruit of their industry, by way of tax, to the king.

For this purpose the entire population was formed into

groups, so that the labour and services of each might be

regulated, as the king required it himself, or assigned it to

his officers, relatives, and nobles. And when a grant of land

was made to a temple or to priests, the labour of so many

‘paiks’ (as the labourers were called) went with the land.

The groups spoken of were called ‘ khel ’ ;—all, says Mills,

of ‘ one caste or calling.* There would be looo to 5000

men in the ‘khel.* The khel was subdivided into ‘g6t,’

each containing three ‘paik* or males available for ser-

vice. Every twenty gots had a headman called ‘ Bar^ *

;

over 100 g6ts was a ‘Saikyd,* and over 1000 a ‘Hazdri.’

An officer of state called ‘Phukan* (or a Barda) presided

over the whole. One ‘ paik * in each g&t had to labour for

the king or the king’s grantee throughout the year, and that

whether he was a cultivator or a craftsman
;
and so it came

to pass that as special craftsmen were found in different

gi’oups, it became the practice to speak of the ‘khel* for

firewood, or betel-nuts, or fruits—meaning that there were

certain groups in which the particular people whose duty

it was to supply the different articles, were found. All

kinds of industry were thus taxed—^weaver’s, goldsmith’s,

and the rest.

Every ‘paik* was allowed for his support, a holding

(called his h&ii land) for a house and garden, besides two

pfirds ^ of ‘ rupit,* i. e. land for rice-cultivation
;

this was

called his ‘godmatti* or body-land. For this no revenue

was paid beyond the service mentioned above, and a poll-

tax or house-tax as the case might be.

' The piird equalled three highda or four bi'ghds of the Bengal size

(14,400 square yards).
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The ‘ goamatti ’ holding was said by Mills to be the pro-

perty of the State, and was neither heritable nor transfer-

able. Some indications, however, are given leading us

strongly to suspect that in reality this absorption by the

State of all rights in the land was the pretension of the Ahom

ruler as a conqueror rather than the general custom of the

country. Certainly in districts not far removed, it is clearly

discernible that the land, as far at any rate as it was culti-

vated or appropriated by the first settlers, was considered

the joint property of the group or khel who occupied it.

This system we shall describe further in considering the

tenures of Cachar, where it has survived to our own day.

That the settlers of the khels in that district, were pro-

prietors (in some sense) will, to Indian readers at any rate,

he rendered probable by the fact of their being called

‘mirasdar’—a name which, though obviously of foreign

origin, expresses an essentially indigenous idea, and seems

to have commended itself for adoption from one end of

India to the other, to indicate the hereditary right which

the settlers or conquerors and first clcarors and founders of

the villages felt themselves, and were felt by the people at

large, to have, in the lands they occupied. I have not

found any indication in the authorities, of this term or its

equivalent, noiv surviving in the Assam districts as it does

in Sylhet and Cachar
;
but we arc everywhere familiar with

the destruction or loss of such ideas and terms, as the natu-

ral effect of conquest and a new system. Mr. Mills, it

should be noted, admits that the homestead—the bari land

--was heritable and transferable.

Land cultivated by agriculturists over and above the

and the goamatti, was paid for at the rate of one

I’wpee per ‘pfird.’ Cold-weather cultivation (chiefly on

lands available when the floods subsided) was principally

carried on by ‘ emigrating ryots ’ who paid a plough-tax

^ To collect the land-revenue, an old revenue list of Nowgong in
jnorc' were various agents— ‘ Cliaud- 1850,

1

find the subdivisions named,
lari ’

‘Kagoti,’ and ‘ Mauzadiir ’ : with so many ‘circles' of three,
be latter name has survived to o\ir four, or five villages in each. In

time. Thus, in looking over charge of each circle, with a cul-

VOL. in. D d
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Eesidcs receiving the grant of the labour of a certain

number of ‘ paiks/ the richer men possessed bodies of actual

daves. We find notes in Mill’s Report of the chiefs who

had ‘ khats ’ or tracts of waste land of their own, reclaimed

and cultivated by such slaves. They seem to have been

well treated, as Mr. Mills mentions the fact of raiyats ac-

tually preferring to enroll themselves as slaves and settle

on such estates. By this course they avoided the poll-

tax and other incidents,—which must have been irksome

enough,—-of the (free) ^khelwaii’ system.

On annexation, the British Government gave up the

claim to personal labour, produce, and presents : the garden

and rice-land was left free, and a rate of nine rupees per

‘got’ (or about three rupees per holding) levied. Annual

Settlements for the land actually held were made. The

rates have since been modified, but the custom of annual

Settlements has come down to our own times,— indeed, it

lasted till quite lately, when ten-year Settlements were

also provided, as will presently be described.

Section IL~Tiie Modern Land-Tenures.

§ I. Ruvrneratlon of Tenures.

The history which I have briefly sketched, docs not sug-

gest the growth of any special tenures, beyond those of the

re^’(‘l)ue-freo grantees. Cultivators wero simply the holders

of their own clearing, and a raiyatwNdri tenure (as it wouhl

]iG called in revenue-language) was the natural result.

But in certain districts there are proprietary tenures,

where, under former arrangements, a permanent Settle-

ment was made, oi* where the ‘ fee-simple ’ of waste land

was acquired by purchase under the earlier rules.

Under the Regulation I of 1 886 we have therefore tin"

f( llowing general classes to consider:—

tivated area of say btdweon, 3000 Saikiya, Bara, Raja, Bariia,

and 4000 bi'ghas and a population kar, or Bhuiya, and under l

of 1000 or 1500 there would be an such superior officer, one ‘Cagotl.v

official with the title of Hazari or and two ‘ Tecklahs.’
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I. Permanently settled estates (which however do not

enter into our present consideration, as they oc-

cur in Goalpdra and Sylhet, districts which are

reserved for separate notice).

II. The common ‘ landholder s * tenure under the Kegu-

lation.

III. Revenue-free holdings.

IV. Proprietary holdings or other forms of tenure under

‘ Waste-Land Rules.’

And to this we may perhaps add,

V. Rights under sec. 6 ((/) of the Regulation, viz.

‘ rights acquired by any person as tenant under

the Rent-Law for the time being in force.’

§ a. The Landholders Tenure.

Accoi'ding to the Regulation, this tenure is acquired by

any person who, before the coming into force of the Regu-

lation, has held immediately under the Government, for ten

years continuously, any land not included in a permanently-

settled or a revenue-free estate, or who has during the period

paid revenue to Government or been expressly exempted

from payment.

The tenure includes the right acquired by grantees and

lessees under waste land rules, supposing it is not an out-

and-out purchase of the ‘ fee-simple,’ and provided the term Rii; i ot

of lease is not less than ten years.
'

Unauthorized occupation will not noiu give rise to any
‘

lanclliolder’s ’ right, because all land not being alread}’ pro-

perly hold, is at the disposal of Government
;
and the Chief 6.

Commissioner can make rules for grant or lease of such land,

for allotting it as grazing-ground,or for ‘jurn’ (temporary hill)

cultivation^
;
and if any person gets land not in one or other Sic.s.

of the ways allowed by the rules, such taking possession

willj in fact, bo merely a trespass and will confer no right,

however long it may continue.

' exactly answers to the to which reference may be made,

of Burma. It is fully (See also Vol. I. p. 116.)

<^'^cribed in the Chapter on Burma

D d a
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Soc. 9.

Sec. 10.

See. II.

Definition

Clause,

M‘e. 3.

Iliirl.

The ‘ landholder’s ’ right is a ‘ permanent, heritable, and

transferable right of use and occupancy, subject to payment

of land-revenue, cesses, and legal taxes ’
;
to the reservation

by Government of the right to minerals, mineral-oil, and

mines, and buried treasure ^
;
as well as to any special condi-

tions which the landholder undertakes in his engagement

or lease with Government^.

Land may be ‘relinquished’ (once for all—not tempo-

rarily as in Burma), and the landholder’s right is lost unless,

of course, the same land happens to be available for a re-

application.

In some cases where there arc special reasons for engaging

for the revenue with some kind of agent, the person so

engaged with may be the ‘ Settlement-holder,’ when he is

not the ‘landholder.* As such, though the land is in a

sense under his charge, and is not at the disposal of Govern-

ment to lease or allot, he has no right in the land beyond

what is expressed in his Settlement-lease. This will

effectually prevent the growth of middlemen into /;ro-

jmetors.

Following the result of these considerations, the ordinary

raiyat, the lessee for more than ten years, and the modern

waste land lessee, were appropriately called ‘landholders’

by the Regulation.

A person who has a permanent-settlement, or a redeemed

revenue-grant of waste-land (p. 413), or is on the Register

of revenue-free estates, is a ‘ proprietor.’

The student will notice that Chapter II of the Regula-

tion—relating to ‘ Rights over land ’—is almost exactly the

same in principle (though the terms are more simple) as the

Burma Land-Act (II of 1876).

§ 3. History of the ‘ Landholder's ’ Tenure,

Originally the raiyat’s tenure was always under an

annual patta or lease; and this theoretically gave no

right beyond the year, though in practice land continuously

^ Compensation is claimable for &c.
,

surface ilainnge, where Government ^ Such land is also compeu''*'

searches for or works such mines, for if taken up for public pnipoi’iJ'’'
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held on annual pattas^ was transferable and heritable. In

1870 the Settlement Rules for the first time proposed to

recognize a tenure on a Settlement for ten years.

‘ These rules, however, remained practically inoperative till

1883, when they were recast and a general system of ten-years'

Settlements was introduced in all parts of the Assam Valley,

where the cultivation and occupation of land are of a permanent

character : the large tracts of land, however, consisting chiefly

of the “chapuri” or inundated tracts along the rivers, and the

thinly-peopled country under the hills where only shifting

cultivation is practised, were left to the system of annual

Settlements as the only one adapted to their peculiar cir-

cumstances

Under the Regulation, therefore, the ‘ landholder’s ’ right

is acquired in the more permanently cultivated tracts, and

not in the places where, owing to the instability of the soil,

or its being easily exhausted and frequently changed, or

from some other local cause, annual Settlements are still

preferred Where cultivation under annual lease becomes

permanent, there will be every facility for its conversion

into the ‘ landholder’s tenure.’

§ 4. Chamuas and Khirdjkhatddrs,

Tliese terms may be here explained, though they do not

indicate what are properly separate ‘tenures.’ The terms

merely mean (‘ Chamua’ in Kamrup and Nowgong, ‘ Khi-

^ A(l 1882-3, § i6r. The ing any heritable right (formally)

holding of land on annual lease in the land. But it is obvious that

only, is still common, because so .as long as the land is so hold, there

much of the cultivation is not per- must be a marked distinction be-

manont. In the Administration tween the tenure and that of the

iitpor/ for 1886-7 (the latest figures regular ‘Landholder.' In Govorn-

Ihave) annual leases .are stated to ment of India Rev. Procs. Feb. 1887,

ropresont 409,659 acres against a No. 12, the whole history of the

‘landholders' tenure (with ten subject is given.

ye.-rH’ settlement) of 1,020,315 acres, In annually-settled land, if

-excluding land hold on the ‘nisf- the .area is required for public

khiraj ’ or half revenue rates purposes, compensation would be
tenure. paid for trees, houses, crops, &c.,

Much objection has been from not for the land itself. The land is

time to time raised as to the at the disposal of Government,
fourth clause in the annual lease becjiuse no right beyond the year is

form, which (very properly) pre- acquired over it.

Vents the leaseholder from acquir-
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rajkhatdar ’ in Darrang and Lakhimpur) that certain raiyats

having large and important holdings are allowed the privi-

lege or dignity of paying their revenue direct to the trea-

sury, and not through a contractor or ‘ mauzadar’ as usual.

In such large holdings, the ‘ landholder’ usually cultivates

by tenants who are metayers, giving half-produce (adhyar)

;

or where cash-i^nt is taken, paying only the Government

rates (unless the land is specially valuable). When the

Government assessment is the only rent paid, the land-

holder’s profit consists in working his own home-farm lands

and in the command of his tenant’s services for supplies,

carriage, and ‘ house-building,’ and for repairing and har-

vesting crops on his home-farm, and in such occasional

contributions as he is able to levy ^

§ 5. Lalchirdj avd Nisf-l^irdj.—lievenve-free Holdings.

The student will observe that the ldlshirdjddi\ or entirely

revenue-free holder, is called the ‘ proprietor ’ in the Regu-

lation : the definition does not extend to those assessed at

half-rates and called ‘ nisf-khirajdar,’ who are only ‘ land-

holders.’ The term nisf-kjlirajddr was invented in 1871 by

the Commissioner, for the sake of distinction. I cannot

give a better description of the ‘ nisf-khir^j ’ than by quoting

the Administration Report for 1882-3 (§ J63):

—

‘ The history of the nisf-klimij tenure in Assam is a curious

example of tho manner in which rights in land arc somotiin( S

allowed to grow up. Former rulers of the country had granted

certain lands rent-free for religious and other purposes (that is,

had assigned to the persons or institutions the Government

right to the revenue, then taken mostly in labour, of those

lands ^). The last Aliom ruler, however, Chandra Kantu

Singh, imposed on these lands a tax called hUarMidm^ of six

annas a pura (a measure of four highds)^ which continued to be

levied by the Burmese invaders after their conquest of the

^ Administration R^rt, 1882-3, § when in the seventeenth century

1 62. the princes became Hindu,they giive

^ It is stated that when' the out, with the pious zeal ofuew

Ahom rule was in its palmy days converts, largo grants as ‘ Debotlar

such grants were moderate
j
but and ‘Brahmattar’ to the Brahmans.
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country. When Assam became British by conqueKst, all these

grants were held to have lapsed
;
but Mr. Scott retained the

moderate assessment which he found in force upon them,

adding later on, two annas a so that the whole assess-

ment came, as left by him, to eight annas a piira. In 1834

the Government directed that a full iiKpiiry should bo made

into all claims to hold land rent-free, as debottar, dhannottar,

or on any other plea, throughout the districts of Assam
;

Captain Bogle was appointed to make this impiiry, subject to

the control and orders of the Commissioner, Captain Jenkins.

Another othcer, Captain Matthie, was also similarly employed.

At the same time the following principles were laid down for

llio guidance of these officers :
-

‘(1) All rights TO hold land free of assessment founded on

grants by any former Government were to be con-

sidered as cancelled
;
and it was pointed out that all

claims for restoration to any such tenures could rest

only on the indulgence of Governmont.

* (2) All lands found to be held in excess of what was held

and possessed on bond fide grants prior to the Bur-

mese conquest, or for services still performed, as

well as all lands held for services no longer per-

formed, were to be assessed at full rates.

‘

(3) All lands held on bond fide grants before the Burmese

conquest, or for services still performed, were to be

reported to Government: on receipt of the report

special orders would be issued on each case.

‘

(4) Captain Jenkins might in his discretion, suspend the

orders for bringing any particular land under full

rates
;
but ho was to submit his reasons for the con-

sideration of Government.

‘(3) Pending the ^^lakhirdj inquiry,” Mr. Scott’s moderate

rates were to be levied as before on all lands claimed

as laWirdj (whether as debottar, brahmoftar, dhiir-

mottar^ or on whatever plea) until brought under

assessment at full rates, or until orders to the con-

trary were received from Governmont.

‘The work commenced in 1834 was not concluded till i860;

Hud in the lapse of time those orders were altogether forgotten.

Instead of referring to the cases which came before him for

tile orders of Government, General Jenkins dealt with them

a manner which was not authorized by his instructions.
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He drew a distinction between dehottar^ or temple lands, and

other grants, such as hrahmottar (personal grants to Brahmans

for religious service), dharmottar (grants to religious communi-

ties other than temples, or for pious uses), &c. In the case of

the first, when he found the grants to be bond fide and valid,

he confirmed them as revenue-free, without, as he was ordered,

referring the case to superior authority. In all other cases of

bond fide and valid grants, he simply confirmed the grantee in

possession, and directed that, as ordered in his instructions,

the land should be assessed as before, i. e. at Mr. Scott’s

favourable rates of 8 annas a jpum, pending the final orders of

Government on the whole question. Where the land held

was not found to be held under a bond fide and valid grant, it

was resumed and settled at full rates, which in those days

were K. i a pura. But no reference was ever made to Govern-

ment on the conclusion of the proceedings
;
and thus until

1 86 1, when the revenue rates wore raised throughout Assam,

the second class of lands continued to bo assessed at rates

which, though this was not expressly intended, were, as a

matter of fact, half the rates prevailing for other lands.

‘ The question what was to be done with these lands was

not again stirred till 1872, when a long correspondence began,

which was not finally closed till 1879. It was considered by

the Government of India that, the grantees having so long

been suffered to hold at half rates, it would not be judicious

to make any alteration in their status : and so General

Jenkins’ unauthorized action was condoned. These half-rate

holders were at that time called, equally with the revenue-free

holders, laMiirdjddrs

;

the term nisf-Mirdjddr was adopted in

1871, as a more accurate description of their status as land-

holders liable to be assessed at only half the current rates of

revenue, whatever these may happen to be. A nisf-kMrdjddr^

during the present Settlement, enjoys the further advantage

of holding the waste lands of his estate, revenue-free. i\W*

Icliirdj estates generally throughout the Assam Valley have now

been settled for a term of ten yejirs, on the expiry of which «‘i

fresh Settlement is to be concluded, in which a light rate will

bo imposed on the waste lands, while the cultivated area will

be assessed at half the current revenue-rates of the day.

^ Three-fourths of the vdsfikhirdj estates are situated in tbc

district of Kamrup, and date from the last period of Ahom
rule, when the seat of Government had been transferred froin
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Garligaon to Gauhati, and tho Ahom kings gave away lands

wholesale with all the zeal of recent converts to Hinduism.

The lalchirdj or dehottar grants, on the other hand, arc usually

of older date, the most ancient being ascribed to kings Dhar-

mapal and Vanamala, who are said to have reigned between

1 1 00 and 1200 a. d.

These estates are, like the cJimmds and TcMrdj-Miats already

mentioned, ordinarily cultivated by sub-tenants, who, when
their superior landlord is (as is generally tho case) a religious

institution, are known as paih or hhagats of the temple or

sliattra

;

they usually pay only the Government rates as rent,

but are in addition bound to do service for their superior land-

lord.’

It is said that the nisf-khiraj estate ‘ is the nearest thing

in Assam to the temporarily-settled estate of Upper India

:

it includes both cultivation and waste, pays a lump-revenue

assessment . . . and enjoys the privileges of a ten-years’

Settlement, under which tho nhf-khirAjddr is at liberty to

bring his waste into cultivation without any increase of

assessment while the term endures h’

§ 6 . Diffi^culties in compacting the Holdings.

In the process of settling the claims to revenue-free

holding which resulted in tho nisf-khinij estates, the

grantees were required to have the grants reasonably com-

pact, and so to give up outlying plots and accept an

equivalent of land in a suitable situation of which they

would get half the revenue. Since then a question has

arisen as to exactly what the intention was, and what the

legal consequences are, in making such exchanges. Two
views were possible

;
(i) It might be that no land was

exchanged at all, tho grantee simply submitted to full

assessment on the detached blocks, and in return accepted

50 per cent, of the revenue on certain equivalent blocks

contiguous to the main estate
; (2) or it might be, that ho

gave up landed interests in the detached block and accepted

^ grant of land elsewhere. Which view was true does not

‘ ^int lieportj Land Records and Agricultural Department, 1882-84,
9 14.
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exactly appear, but the second was certainly generally

accepted. The case reported in Calcutta Law Reimis, Vol.

XL 554, is one from the Darrang District, in which the Rajd

had rights over tenants in the detached pieces given up, and

claimed similar rights over the hitherto Government raiyats

on the land taken in exchange. It was settled, so far, that

the exchange between the grantee and the Government

could not affect the rights or liabilities of the holders of the

land whatever they were by law. The whole matter is too

long for discussion in^ this place, but may be seen detailed

in Mr. Ward's note on the Kamrup lakhiraj Settlements

§ 7. Waste Land Grants.

In Assam, thinly peopled for the most part, and with

a ‘ boundless extent ’ of waste, these grants have a peculiar

importance. They form one of the principal sources of

modern tenure. The discovery of indigenous tea in Assam

gave a great impetus to the establishment of tea-gardens,

and naturally the special rules for grant of considm’ablo

areas of waste to capitalists (as distinct from the ordinary

rules for occupation of plots of agricultural land) had in

view chiefly the extension of tea-cultivation.

In this section I do not speak of ordinary applications’^

for available plots of land
;
although an applicant for sucli

may grow tea or any other crop he pleases. In point of fact,

the ordinary rules, even though they involve full assessment,

are acceptable, since something like 76,500 acres of land

are held by planters (mostly for tea) on the ordinary tenure

on annual, periodic, or decennial leases as the case may be.

The grants spoken of in this section are grants in larger

lots for tea, cinchona, coffee, and other cultivation, which

involves capital expenditure, and are allowed certain excep-

tional privileges.

They are made under the ‘Waste-Land Rules’ which

^ Seo the letter of the Commis- plication is to the local official f<’i’

sioner to the Chief Commissioner, ten bighas or less, and to tiu*

No. 1346, of 20th December, 1883. Deputy Commissioner for

** See the cliapter on Revenue areas
;
a patta is then grante‘1 oii

Business and Procedure : the ap- the usual terms.
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from time to time have been issued, and which were

specially reconsidered in 1861, when Lord Canning’s minute

on the subject was published. Accordingly there are grants

subsisting on different terms—being those prescribed by the

rules in force at the time.

The Report for 1882 may again be quoted

‘The following is an account of the special terms under

which waste land grants are held from Government in the

various districts of the Province. Only one of these systems,

\iz., the Lease liules of 1876, is now actually in force for new
applications

;
but grants made under all of the prior rules

actually exist, and they are governed by the conditions in

force at the time wlien they were given.

‘ I. The first special grant rules were those of the 6th March,

1838, and related to Assam Proper only. No grant was to be

made of a less extent than 100 acres, or of a greater extent

than 10,000 acres. One-fourth of the entire area was to be in

cultivation by the expiration of the fifth year from the date of

grant, on failure of which the whole grant was liable to re-

sumption. One-fourth of the grant was to be held in per-

p(‘tiuty revenue-free. On the remaining three-fourths no

rcvi'iiue was to bo assessed for the first five years if the land

was under grass, ten years if under reeds and high grass, and

tw(*nty years if under forest
;

at the expiry of this term,

revenue was to be assessed at nine annas per acre for the next

tliree years, after which the rate was to be for twenty-two

years K.1-2 an acre. At the close of this period (the thirtieth

year in the case of grants of grass lands, thirty-fifth in the

case of reed lands, and forty-fifth in the case of forest lands),

the three-fourths liable to assessment were to be assessed, at

the option of the grantee, either at the market value of oiie-

tourth of the produce of the land, or at the average rate of

1‘evenue paid by rice lands in the district where the grant was
situated; the revenue was thereafter to be adjusted in the

same manner at the end of every term of twenty-one years.

‘ Very few grants under these rules now exist. There are

two in Kamriip and sixteen in Sibsixgar, with a total area of

5533 acres.

II. The next rules were those for leixsehold grants of the

§ ^75> Special tenures.
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23rd October, 1854, commonly called “the old Assam Eules.”

Under these rules no grant was to be loss than 500 acres in

extent (afterwards reduced to 200 acres, or even 100 acres in

special cases). One-fourth of the grant was exempted from

assessment in perpetuity, and the remaining three-fourths

were granted revenue-free for fifteen years, to be assessed

thereafter at three annas an acre for ten years, and at six annas

an acre for seventy-four years more, making a whole term

of ninety-nine years : .after which the grant was to bo sub-

ject to re-survey and Settlement “at such moderate assess-

ment as might seem proper to the Government of the day, the

proprietary right remaining with the grantee’s representatives

under the conditions generally applicable to the owners of the

estates not permanently-settled.” One-eighth of the grant

was to be cleared and rendered fit for cultivation in five years,

one-fourth in ten yearn, one-half in twenty years, and three-

fourths by the expiration of the thirtieth year
;
and the entire

grant was declared to be liable to resumption in case of the

non-fulfilment of these conditions. The grants wore trans-

fcr<able, subject to registration of transfer in the Deputy Com-

missioner’s otfice. These rules wore extended to Sylhet and

Cachar in 1856, and were in force till 1861, when they were

superseded by rules for grants in fee -simple, which at the same

time allowed holders of leasehold grants under the prior rules

to redeem their revenue payments, on condition that the

stipulated area had been duly cleared, at twenty years’ pur*

chase of the revenue at the time payable. This permission is

still in force, and has Largely been taken advantage of : 262

grants, with an area of 282,758 acres, have thus been redeoinod,

and 52 grants, with an area of 45,673 acres (most of which arc

in Cachar) remain upon the original terms.

* III, To these succeeded a new policy, that of disposing of

land in fee-simple. The first fee-simple rules were those

issued by Lord Canning in October, 1861
;
the Secretary of

State took objection to some of their provisions, and a fresh

set of rules was issued on the 30th August, 1862. The rules

issued by Lord Canning provided for the disposal of the land

to the applicant at fixed rates, ranging from E. 2-8 to E. 5
the

acre. The rules of August, 1862, provided that the lot should

be put up to auction. Grants were to be limited, except under

special circumstances, to an area of 3000 acres. In each case

the grant was ordinarily to be compact, including no uiore
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than one tract of land in a ring-fence. The upset price was to

bo not loss than K. 2-8 an acre, and in exceptional localities it

might be as high as R. 10. Provision was made for the survey

of hinds previous to sale, and for the demarcation of proper

boundaries where applicants for unsurveyed lands were, for

special reasons, put in possession prior to survey and also for

the protection of proprietary or occupancy-rights in the lands

applied for. The purchase-money was to be paid cither at

once or by instalments. In the latter case, a portion of the

purchase-money, not less than 10 per coni, was to be paid at

the time of sale, and the balance within ten years of that date,

with interest at 10 per cent, per annum on the portion remain-

ing unpaid. Default of payment of interest or purchase-money

rendered the grant liable to re-sale.

‘These rules were in force till August, 1872, when the

Li('utenant-Governor of Bengal stopped further grants under

them, pending revision of the rules.

‘ IV. Revised fee-simple rules were issued in February, 1874,

just before the constitution of the Province as a separate

Administration, which raised the upset price of land sold

to R. 8 per acre, and made more careful provision for accu-

rate identification of the land, and for consideration of existing

rights and claims, before its disposal. These rules continued

ill force till April, 1876.

‘There now exist in the Province 325 fee-simple grants

(excluding redeemed leasehold grants already mentioned),

covering an area of 201,831 acres \

‘ V. The existing special rules under which applications for

waste land for the cultivation of tea, coffee, or timber-trees

lire dealt with are those of April, 1876. The land is leased

for thirty years at progressive rates, and the lease is put up for

auction sale, but only among applicants prior to its advertise-

ment in the Gazette^ at an upset price of R. i per acre, under

the provisions of Act XXIII of 1863. The progressive rates

are as follows :

—

For the first 2 years revenue free.

„ next 4 „ 3 annas an acre

» 4 >? . 6 „ »

» ti 10 „ . • 8 )) >>

j> )i 10 ,, , . . I rupee „

^ And these would be under the Regulation ^ proprietors ' estates.
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After the ex]>iraiion of the term of lease, the land is to be

assessed under the laws in force provided that no portion of

tlie land shall at any time be assessed at a rate higher than that

then payable on the most highly-assessed lands in the district,

cultivated with rice, pulses, or other ordinary agricultural pro-

duce. ” The grantee is required to pay the revenue punctually at

the diHi date
;
to devote the land only to the special crops for cul-

tivating which it is granted
;
to personally reside in the district,

or hav(3 an agent residing there
;
to erect and maintain in repair

proper boundary-marks
;
not voluntarily to alienate any por-

tion of the land unless the estate is transferred as a whole
;

and to give notice to the Deputy Commissioner of all such

transfers. On breach of any of these conditions, the conces-

sion of the favourable rates of assessment on which the land is

held is liable to be withdrawn, and the estate to be assessed at

the ordinary district rates. There were altogether at the end

of 1882-83, -)45 estates, covering 221,379 acres, held on this

tenure in Assam \

‘ From the above summary it will be seen that from 1838 to

1861 the principle on which waste lands were granted for tea-

cultivation was that they should be held on a leasehold tenin c

for long terms at low rates of assessment, tlie cultivation of

the land being secured by stringent conditions as to clearanc('

;

from 1861 to 1876 the policy was to alienate land free of reve-

nue demand, and without any clearance conditions
;

while

from 1876 to date, the principle of leases has again been

reverted to, but this time without any special stipulations as to

the area to bo brought under cultivation within the term of

^ Tlnniyli this chapter relaten to

Assam proper, it will be convenient

to notice here a peculiarity in tlio

Waste land grant of the Sylhet

district. ‘ Mention should here ho

made of a special tenure, com-
pounded of the lease under the

rules of April 1876, and the terms
on which Ham land is held in tlio

Sylhet district, on which certain

tea-planteis liave been allowed to

hold land for tea in South Sylhet.

When the ilam rc-setthnnent was
in pr(!gres,s in this district, it was
found that several planters had
recently ac(pii]-ed considerable areas
of waste land held under ikim

patlas. One of the rules of the
ildm Settlement was that waste land

within the boundaries of ttu' pallc

which excei'ded the propm’tioii cl

one-fifth of the cultivatt'd ana.

should be cut off and resumed i)}'

(jov('rnment. lint it was precisely

in order to obtain this wash; land

that tca-plaiiters had acquireil tli‘‘

ihan pailus. A compromis<! was

therefore, made in 1879; tlie land

already under tea was assessed at

R. 1-8 per jicn*
;

of the waste, an

area equal to one-fifth of tin' y'd*

tivatod area was allowed at ci^ld

annas an acre; and the rest

permitted to be hold on tlie tci nn

and at the rates specified in the

waste land rules of 1876. 'J'lien' are

fifty-nine such estates in Sylhes

with an area of 29,536 acres.’
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lease. The total area held on these special terms for tea-cul-

tivation in the Province is no less than 786,710 acres, or 1229

square miles.’

For the last two or three years there has been a contrac-

tion in the demand for waste land. This is due not only

to depression in trade and low prospects of tea, but also to

the fact that many previous grants had not been fully cul-

livated, so that there was much room for extension without

taking up more land.

The Administration Report for 1886-87 ^ states that the

total area (of the entire province) taken up for tea-cultiva-

tion and purposes subsidiary thereto, now measures 961,643

acres.

§ 8. Tenants*

In all parts of India where the custom of landholding

has remained simple—an individual right to the occupant,

family, or individual—it is the natural consequence that

there is, as a rule, little or 110 room for those—often burn-

ing—questions of tenant-right which arise when the pro-

prietary right in estates has been granted to, or recognized

as belonging to, some middleman whether a ‘Zaminddr,’

‘ TaliKjdar,’ auction -purchaser, farmer, or a proprietary

body, between the State and the actual cultivator.

In Assam, however, there are the permanently-settled dis-

tricts in which the rights of the tenants may need protec-

tion by law, and the attention of the Administration being

tlius attracted, it is natural that notice should be taken of

the larger estates of ‘ raiyats,’ and especially of nisf-khivaj

csiates and revenue-free estates where tenants are employed,

'vitli reference to the relations of landlord and tenant

generally.

The argument is that it is best to take the opportunity

’ (roin'ral Summaiy, § 16. From LaUiinipur . 4 to 7 ])or coiit.

fi'-o Agricnltural and J/ind Records Darning . . 7 to 10 ,,

1884-5, whioh contains maps Nowgong . . 10 to 13 ,,

Miowing tho different percentages Sibsagar . . 16 to 19 ,,

<‘Ultivation of different kinds, I K;imrup . . 22 to 25 ,,

and tiio percentage of cultivation The largest projiortions of tea to

sCiienillyUo total area of each dis- ('ther cultivation are shown in
'‘ct w.ns tlius given - Upper Assam.
Loalpara

. . i to 4 per cent.
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equitably to define relations before there is any embittered

feeling between the two classes, and when the ‘ landlords
*

themselves have had the advantage of a tenure recently

secured by legislation \

At present inquiries are being pursued, but it is hardly

too much to say that there is no general demand for a

tenant-law. At one time it was a question whether Act X
of 1859, the then Bengal tenant-law, was in force in the

Assam Districts or any of them. Reference may be made

on this subject to the Indian Laiu Reports, Calcutta

Series, Vol. IX (Full Bench), p. 330, where rent-suits or

disputes with tenants are treated as ordinary Civil litiga-

tion. The Act of 1859 was never in force except in Goal-

pAra, which was at the time an integral portion of Bengal

and subject to the ordinary or ‘ Regulation law.'

Skction III.—The Land-Revenue Settlement.

§ 1. Classijictdion of Land for Astessment Purposes.

For the purposes of Settlement, land in the Assam dis-

tricts is naturally classified into (1)
^ basti ’ or ‘ bdri ’ land,

the site for house and garden: (this land is manured and

often highly cultivated)
; (2)

‘

^ A writer in the V'mecr (of Oct-

ober 27th, 1883^ reh'rs to tlui case

of the nisf-khiraj settlements al-

ready referred to (see p. 406, ante)

as cases where a tenant-law may be
needcMl. Hero the object was to

settle estates in comj)act ansas, and
so exchanges were effected in some
cases whereby a bit of land was
left out of the estate and another
bit - occupied by raiyiits—ineluded.

It was not intended of coumo to

alter any one’s right
;

the freo-

tenure-holder would simply collect

the revenue from the raiyat and
retaining his own share, pay tho
rest into tho treasury. But it was
found -and said to have been
decided by tho High Courts,—that
tho raiyat so exchanged into the
estate, became a temnt liable to

enhancement of rent! It should
be remembered that the lakhiraj

L-upit
’
^ or ordinary rice-land

;

and other such holders are men of

a class privileged under the Alioin

rule, who have not forgotten

in such estates tho residents or

pniks) were bound to give them

certain portion of lalmur, free ;
ond

although no such thing was roeoy*

nized by the British law, the ten-

dency of tho cstato-hoMer to

imagine his tenant to bo still a

‘ serf,’ was natural
;
and when a

‘free’ raiyat hitherto holding under

Government found himself be<;oino

(by tho exchange spoken of) tho

tenant of such an estate, he would

naturally desire some legal protc'c-

tiou against ‘enhancement’ fti^d

ejectment.
,

,

^ The name is by some derives

from rompnd, to root up, or trans-

plant
;
because rice is often sown n

nurseries and the seedlings

planted (and then called sali).
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(3)
‘ faringati

’
^ which is a residuary class including tea-

land. as well as 'chapar' (or char) alluvial islands; and

dry-crop land on high ground, fluctuating or temporary

cultivation, or in short, any land that is not ‘ basti ’ or

‘ riipit.’

§ 2. Fluctuating Cidtivation.

I may mention that the physical conditions of the Assam

climate, the changeful nature of the river-bed, and the

habits of the people, all combine (in many places) to produce

a system of temporary or fluctuating cultivation. In that

case the land is held on annual lease.

To discourage the capricious relinquishment of land, the

latest rules of Settlement require that if a man gives up

a holding, and takes it up again the following year, he shall

pay (for the year) 50 per cent, higher revenue. It is a

common custom with the Kachari tribe (who are only

found where land is abundantly available) to throw up the

whole of their holding, and during the following year to

take up again that portion which they find themselves

in a position to cultivate. When a Kaclutri gives in a peti-

tion like this—rcsigning the entire holding, he has rarely

the intention of giving it all up. He has perhaps lost some

cattle, or his family is reduced in number, and ho does not

feel certain as to how much land ho can cultivate. If he

(Iocs not resign, he knows he will have to pay revenue

whether he cultivates or not ;
and to save himself the cost,

he makes sure by resigning all—meaning at once to apply

for part of the land again.

This practice is common, for instance, in the Darrang

district, where waste is abundant, and where (among the

I>ut in Ass.nmcse *rua’ me.ans oranyo(hor—^.nsdi.siinguishodfrom

‘tninsplanted,’ and this is tho the land that boars rice sown
nV)ro probable origin. In tho cast (,Ahu', which is of a diffen'nt

h/.s/r?/t'/<ons io Mandah of Dccein- character.

1884, it is noted that rupit is ‘ I have adopted the ordin.uy
c'^nfined to this kind of rice-land

;
oflleial spelling—though it is diffi-

’^it tho Selfkmcnt Rules (28th Octo- cult to account for tho etymology

1887), under the Regulation, of this term. I havo not been able
||f>w direct that nqjit is to moan any to trace either its origin or intrinsic

Srowlng transplanted rice— meaning.
aether it is ‘bao’ (deep-flooded)

VOL. III. j, e
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Kachdris) there is a ‘brotherly feeling’ which prevents

one man from applying for a resigned holding which he

knows his friend has relinquished with the intention of

taking it again after a time. But sometimes the frequent

resignation of land does indicate that cultivation is fluc-

tuating. For example in some places, upland, out of the

reach of flood, and covered with short grass, is selected

(in the river belt before described). This land is soon

exhausted— not being flooded, and is therefore soon

abandoned.

In other parts there are lands that appear to require

two years’ fallow after two or three years’ cultivation.

Ill such a case the land is resigned, and if found avail-

able is taken up again. In Kamriip I find notice of a

third kind of fluctuating cultivation called ^
\

it

consists of clearings effected by burning the tall ‘elephant’

grass, on low-lying tracts that are wholly or partly sub-

merged in the flood season As these arc at a distance

from the permanent homesteads, winding paths are cut

through the tall grass, and temporary huts {pdm haati) arc

erected on the spot. Mustard chiefly is grown: the land

gets exhausted after the third year and is exchanged for

new. Mr. Darrah speaks of immense areas held on this

form of tillage in Kamriip, Nowgong, and North Lakhiiii-

pur“. Of course cultivation in general, undertaken on

alluvial lands and chars, that are here one year and re-

formed somewhere else the next, is essentially fluctuating

;

this is very common in the valley.

§ 3. Early Form of Settlement,

The earliest form of Settlement has now no interest. Up

to 1836, nothing was done except to realize the revenue as

levied under the Native rule, only without making the

* Siicli lands aro not necessarily slope of the Bhutan hills.

Ill the river hod, but are mostly ^ Heo Report of Department
hmnd near the river. In the culture and Land Records for 180

*

Bharpeti subdivision, such cultiva- 87, §§ 13-17.
tion is to bo seen almost up to the
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demand for personal labour, and produce which was part of

the old ‘ khelwdri ’ system of taxation.

In 1836-42 a system was attempted, but hardly put into

real practice, of making short Settlements for a circle of

villages (called a mauza^) with a contractor or revenue-

farmer called ‘ mauzadAr/

The system actually adopted in practice was (what it

still remains in tracts where the population and stylo of

cultivation would not be suited by a ten-years* Settlement)

a system of annually measuring or verifying the raiyat^s

holding, and charging his actual cultivation with certain

fixed rates of revenue, according as it was ‘ bdri,’ ‘ riipit,’ or

‘ faringati.*

§ 4. Present System.

The present Settlement system may be described under

two divisions

—

(1) tracts where the cultivation is fluctuating, or if per-

manent, where the general condition is backward :

there are annual measurements^ supported by two

simple records on which pattas or leases for the

year, or for periods under ten years, are issued

;

(2) tracts more advanced, where the cultivation, having

gone on for some years continuously, is presumably

permanent, and ten years Settlements are in force

under rules made in 1883.

As the introduction of a Cadastral Survey, preceded by

a notification under Section 18 of the Kegulation, and the

preparation of the (generally similar but more detailed)

records of Settlement, is at present an exceptional proceed-

ing, it will be best to describe, first, the geneml method, and

then add an account of the cadastral work.

There are no village-boundaries in Assam except in the

Kamriip district and other places cadastrally surveyed,

where the boundaries of villages are laid down and shown

in the maps But separate groups of land having local

names exist.

^ Tho student will note that the ^ Tliis is tnie of the whole pro-
niauza of Assam has nothing to do vinco. In Sylhet and Cachar, and
with the mauza of Upper India. probably in Assam in old days, tho

E e 2
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§ 5. The Assam ^ Mauza!—Amalgamated Lands,

For ordinary purposes, however, the Assam ‘ mauza,* and

not the village, is of importance.

A considerable area of cultivated and waste land (which

may contain several villages) aggregated for the purposes

of record and revenue collection, is indicated by the' term

^ mauza.’ The revenue charge of a mauza, and the respon-

sibility for the whole revenue of it in the first instance

—

rests with a contractor called mauzadar. But the mauza-

dars are often poorly educated and inefficient, and a com-

mencement has been made in the introduction of the

‘tahsil’ system, whereby a regularly graded and paid

tahsildar is or will l)e appointed to a local area, instead

of the more expensive and less efficient mauzadar.

Inside the ‘mauza’ arc a number of circles, and each

circle has a ‘rnandal’ who docs the measuring and record-

ing : he, in some respects, represents the ‘ patw^ri ’ of otlicr

parts. The arrangements made for the control and super-

vision of tliese officers is mentioned afterwards.

The mauza may include more than one kind of estate, or

tenure
;
and as some of these lands are not within the scope

of the mauzadar’s revenue responsibility, such lands are said

in technical language not to be ‘amalgamated’ with the

mauza, though otherwise included in the area. Lands

‘amalgamated’ are those raiyatwfo' lands, whether held

on annual or periodic lease, which are subject to the mea-

surement and revenue collection of the mauzadar. Lands

in the mauza, which are not ‘amalgamated,’ will consist

of—the large tracts of unoccupied waste frequently to be

found
;
chamiia or other estates paying their revenue direct

to the treasury; nisf-khirdj estates; and revenue -free

estates h None of these appear in the mauzadar’s books

‘ Khf'l ’ was tliG analogiio of tho or Pargnnas (or ‘ Zillas ' in

villagn— luM’ng a group of lands liot). .

taken up by an associated body of ^ Small nisf-kjn’raj holdiii^?s 01

Cviltivalors or settlers A numl/er of less than fifty bighas may, however,

khels or maliiils were aggregated bo ‘ amalgamated.*
for Revenue purposes into mauzas
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or records, as far as measurements and revenue collecting

responsibility are concerned.

§ 6 . Mauzaddr*8 Registers,

For all lands for which the mauzadar is responsible, he

keeps two registers known as (i) dag-chittha ^ and (2) jama-

bandi. The former shows the number borne by each field,

its boundaries, measure of length and breadth, its area, class

of soil, and the crop grown on it, as well as the name of the

Settlement-holder. The second begins with the Settle-

ment-holders, showing the fields each holds, the numbers

which the fields bear in the dag-chittha, the area of each,

and the class—whether ‘ basti,* ‘ rupit,’ or ‘ faringati,’ with

the revenue assessed and the local rates. The jamabandi

thus forms the revenue-roll of the manza.

The ma ndals write up these records annually. A manded

numbers consecutively all the fields in his circle, because

(as above remarked) village-boundaries do not exist. The

numerical series may be disturbed from year to year, by the

relinquishment of old fields and taking up new ones
;
and

hence rules have been made to avoid the confusion that

would ensue. Where there arc permanent fields, annual

remeasurement is not needed
;
the areas are simply copied

from the last register to the new one, and the periodic leases

are kept in a separate schedule : but other lands have to be

measured annually, and these also arc kept separate.

§ 7 . Method of Measurement and Assessment.

Measurement is by a 30-feet chain, or with a rod accord-

ing to local usage. The bigha of 14,400 square feet (1600

square yards) is adopted The area is calculated by mul-

tiplying the average length and breadth on the assumption

(generally true) that the field is rectangular
;

if it is irre-

‘

‘Dng’is the iiamo for afield; subdivided almost invariably into

indi(*ating a plot marked by a lim five kathil (oottalri
;

and tlie

in the jungle or otherwise, katha is divided into twenty ‘lessa,’

Waste unoccupied fields are spoken one ‘ lessa * being thus the hun-
sin’kari djlg. dredth part of the bigha, i. e. 144
^Sometimes a purd= four of such square feet.

oighAs is spoken of. The bighil is
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gular, the rectangle is calculated, and comers separately

calculated and added to get the total.

The fields being once classified, as the rates for riipit,

basti, and faringatf are fixed \ the assessment is a matter of

arithmetical calculation. The whole process is gone through

twice in the year
;
the main Settlement being that which

includes all the lands occupied when the financial year begins

(ist April) and up to the filing of the papers in July and

August : while the supplementary Settlement, spoken of as

^davyahddV (cultivation of river-lands), takes in the new

lands broken up after the floods subside, or in the cold

season, for mustard, pulse, and other cold-season crops.

§ 8. Additional Registers.

In order that the mauzad^r may be aware of the state of

all lands in his mauza, whether ‘ amalgamated ’ or not, his

jamabandi now has parts which show the estates and their

revenue paying direct to the treasury, the nisf-khiraj hold-

ings, and waste land grants. The particulars arc furnished

from the Deputy Commissioner’s office.

The mauzad^r keeps up certain other forms which may

here be briefly alluded to
;
they are :

—

(Form C.) A register of revenue-freo lands : including

modern grants of waste revenue-free
;
old revenue-free

grants
;
and reserved or State forest lands.

(Form D.) A general abstract Statement of all lands in

the mauza
;
including unappropriated land availal)le

for appropriation.

(Form E,) An annual statement of ‘ lands relin(|uishcd.’

(Foiin F) is a financial form, and shows the revenue

demand of the year on each class of soil, with the area.

It consists of a separate table for each kind of estate:—

^ Basti and garden disregarded if less than half an

Lands growing fruit anna, and if half or more, thowholf

trees, betel palm, anna
;

is counted. Whore tho

and vegetables, pay~i R. per bighu. revenue of a holding is 1?. loo

Rupit (^rice land) lo as. „ more, any fraction of a rupee losj

Faringati . . 8 as. than eight annas is dropped, niun

But no assessment can bo less more is counted as a whole
than eight annas. Fractions are (Rules 32-34).
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Annual Settlements under the mauzaddr.

Decennial Do. do.

Nisf-KJdrdj estates and any special tenures.

Revenue-paying estates (chamuas, fee.) not paying through

the mauzad^r.

Revenue-free and forests.

§ 9. Cadastrally-sun'eyed Tracts.

It may be stated at once, that these tracts differ chiefly

in the fact that there are maps showing village-boundaries

and fields : and that the ‘ dagehitfha ’ or field-register, is re-

placed by a form somewhat more complete
;
but still called

by the same name. It corresponds to the khasra of other

provinces, and indeed is so called by foreign ‘amins’

employed in the survey'. The Jamabandi is also more

detailed.

The cadastral survey has been completed in the Kamrup,

Darrang and Nowgong districts, where there is the largest

percentage of cultivation : at the time I am writing, Sib-

sagar is approaching completion.

But under modern methods of procedure, it is recognized

as of little use to make a complete survey, if the work is

not thereafter maintained correct, changes being noted on the

^ As a sample of the useful form
a(lo})to«l, 1 may give the oolurnns of
I lie (l;ig-(.*hill,lia :

‘ Nature of tenure
’

in f'olumn 3 means a classincation,
thus

I. Khiriij (Revenue paying) on
annual, ten year or live vear
lease.

2. Nisf-khiraj (lialf Revenue)
and ten-year lease land also.

3. Lakhiraj ^^Revenue-free' waste

lain!, ‘ fee simple’ grants or

Bho(j(hmiy i. e. native revenue-

free grants.

4. Waste land grants under later

rules.
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maps and brought to book as the case may bo, so that the

work may not be lost or have to bo done over again.

The orders for maintaining the work ^ere contained in

Circular No. 31, dated 28th June, 1887, which has been

replaced by orders issued in the summer of 1889. These I

have not been able to procure.

§ 16. The Cadastral Survey System,

For the purposes of the survey it is, of course, necessary

that boundaries should be fixed, and the marks preserved

when they are fixed

The Kegulation gives power to the survey officer to

require information and assistance, and that mai’ks should

be erected or repaired as the case may be.

If a dispute occurs, the survey officer will inform the

Settlement Officer, who is empowered to settle the matter.

The details of the process of survey would be foreign to

my purpose
;
but I may mention that every field within

the village-boundaries as laid down, received a separate

number; and so every road, hll (a swampy place or

deserted channel), river, public land, culturable and uii-

culturable waste plot. The occupied land was divided

into fields; as many of the old (separately numbered)

(IaUjs of the maiiza a.s belonged to the same raiyat, were

contiguous and of the same class, were made into one field

or survey number. But if the area exceeded five acres, and

was held partly or wholly by the landholder’s tenants, then

each tenant’s holding was surveyed and numbered as a

separate ‘field.’ This plan of following the tenant

holdings was adopted in revenue-free, chamua and nisf-

Idiiraj estates (where tenants arc usual). Lands that had

been relinc^uished, and new fields formed, were always made

^ I find in.nny of tlie reports speak lions it lias been found useful t<'

of ‘ prism -plant inj;,’ which means plant branches of the satml

tliat the demarcation i.s done by tri- vialaharicum) wliich take root ea^|ly'

angular prisms of stone (3' x I'x i'.) Tliey are planted exactly li'«'

madii of CJiunar stone brought to tiie nortli (magnetic) of a

from Calcutta. Those are sunk in peg driven into the ground, Lj

the ground, making excellentmarks other places cartlion mounds
which indicate the junction of three are employed,
villages. To indicate theodolite sta-
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into separate numbers. Where a public road crossed a

holding, the fields on either side would be separate num-

bers, but a mere path would only be shown by dotted

lines and not necessitate such a separation.

§11. Glamfication and Assessment.

Both processes are extremely simple, being just the same

as under the annual Settlements. Land is classified as al-

ready stated, and the assessment rates are fixed (vide Sec.

Ill, § 1, and § 7 note, ante).

The rates, it should be remembered, do not apply to land

which has an exceptional value, being within five miles of

the boundary of any military cantonment or civil station.

The (fiiiof Commissioner will determine special rates for

such land. Buie 33

With a view to the encouragement of cultivation, theDe- Rule 35

puty Commissioner, with the sanction of the Commissioner,

may exempt land taken on periodic leases, from the assess-

ment for three years. A further extension of the period of

exemption requires the sanction of the Chief Commissioner.

For ‘ iiisf-khirfij ’ lands there are special rules k They Rulc^

are settled ordinarily for ten years. If less than fifty

highas in extent, the land may be ‘amalgamated’ with

the niauza; and the survey and measurement are done

b} tile mauzadar or the tahsildar. If larger, a Government

^5urvey party makes the measurement previous to resettle-

ment, and prepares a map on the scale of sixteen inches to a

mile. A separate ‘ chitthd ’ and a jamabandi are prepared

lor each larger estate. The rate of assessment per bigha

on cultivated nisf-l^ivAj land is half the rate specified in

Rule 3a. But waste land and land not under cultivation

for three years prior to new settlement, is assessed at i

3 pic per bigha. A separate report of the Settlement

of each larger estate is submitted. The report contains the

particulars specified in Kule 67, and a lease is given for Rule 67.

^^acli estate.

The Rules are those under the Regulation.
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§ 12. Procedure in applying for Waste Land,

I have abeady spoken of the tenure of existing grants of

waste land
;
but in a country where the best cultivated

district has only 25 per cent, of the whole area under

cultivation, it follows that procedure for taking up of new

land for cultivation is a matter of importance.

The rules cotitemplate waste being devoted to (i) special

cultivation, (2) ordinary cultivation. * Special cultivation
’

is tea, coffee, cinchona, timber, or other produce other than

the ordinary agricultural staples of the Province, and which

requires a considerable expenditure of capital.

When waste land is of such character or in such a position

that it is not likely to be taken up for ordinary staples, it

may be applied for for ‘ special cultivation,* provided that

it does not bear valuable timber, nor is known or supposed

to contain valuable minerals, nor is wanted for grazing or

fuel supply, nor is subject to ‘special privileges* of neigb-

bouring villages, nor to claims by ‘ wild tribes.’ It should be

noted that no ‘ fee simple ’ land is now granted. The essence

of the transaction is a lease, which after duo observance

for a term of years, ripens into the ordinary ‘ landholder’s
’

tenure under the Regulation. The chief features of the

procedure are the -written application giving particulars;

the limit of 600 acres, except under special sanction ;
the

necessity of satisfying the Deputy Commissioner tliat if the

applicant already holds agi'ant or lease, he really intends to

cultivate or plant the area applied for ^
;

the deposit of a

sum to cover cost of survey, a survey and demarcation—

a map being made (sixteen inches to a mile)
;
the issue of a

‘ notice of sale ’

;
the valuation of timber on the grant

;
and

the execution of a lease and counterpart. When the pre-

liminaries are all gone through, and no objection is lound

* Great trouble h.^s been expe-

rienced in many parts, by the habit

oi’ allowing land to be taken up by
grantees who have no use for it,

and who merely lot it lie, and at

some future time try to make
profit out of it when land is in

more demand, and sells at a

price. During a course of years t a

boundaries have become uncertaiWi

or squatters may have lon^

pied certain plots, giving

disputes and oven litigation.
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to the grant (under ActXXIII of 1863 or otherwise),adeposit

of purchase money to the full amount of the ‘ upset price
’

has to be made, and the balance (if the land fetches more at

sale) must be paid up in a month, the penalty being the

cancelment of sale, and loss of the deposit as well as the

survey deposit.

The rules must be consulted for further particulars as to

the block being compact
;
public roads being reserved with

a strij^on each side
;
and so forth.

Under a lease bought at auction in this manner, rights to

minerals and certain other rights are reserved to the State,

and the land-revenue assessment is remitted for two years
;

after which it is levied at

—

3 as. per acre for .... 4 years.

6 ay. ditto . . . . 4
8 as. ditto . . . . 10 ,,

I Re. ditto . . . . 10 ,,

and after that the land is liable to ordinary rates. The

lessee becomes a ‘ landholder * with the usual permanent,

heritable, and transferable right.

Waste land suitable for (2) ordincmj cultivation 7ncnj be

utilized, of course, for special cultivation or building, as well,

—but on the ordinary terms.

Here tlie land will be classified as basti, riipit orfavingati

in tlie usual way.

It is taken up on periodic lease ordinarily not exceeding

ten years, or twenty years by special sanction of the Chief

Commissioner^.

An application may bo made stating whether the land is

required on annual or periodic lease. If the application ex-

ceeds fifty bighds, it must be to the Deputy Commissioner,

or the sub-Divisional Officer, and there must be a survey and
a map and a special Report.

42, 43 -

§ 13. Resignation.

A^Ry Settlement-holder may give up the whole or part of

^is land, on tender of resignation on or before the 31st

^ Periodic leinses are not issi

taking up ‘faringati’ in
nonary cultivation

;
when a por

ia discoA’ered in possession without

a lease
;
or for land within certain

distances of public roads.
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Rule 52. December in each year. The Settlement officer may refuse

an application. There is nothing to prevent a holder re-

signing land one year and then applying for it again;

Rule 46. except that already alluded to, viz. that if the person

applies after having resigned the previous year, he will

only get an annual lease, and he will be liable to be assessed

at 50 per cent, above the ordinary rates for that year
;
after

which subsequent re-Settlements will be at standard rates.

%

§ 14. Re-Settlement

S'i' Ki^"u-

hitioii I of

1886, M-‘c.

32, SlUi-l

Rulo 47.

Kill.' 51.

As no Settlement (except on auction lease of waste land

for special cultivation) is ordinarily for more than ten years,

and a number arc on periodic leases for less than ten years,

and a large number on annual leases, it follows that re-

settlement is always going on.

Ke-Scttlcment is accompanied by a rc-mcasurement\ and

preparation of the ddfj-cliittha md jimahaiuH already

explained; except wdiere there has been a regular or a

cadastral survey which is intended to be made once for all.

If there is a ‘landholder’ in possession, ho is entitled to

the re-Settlement : if not, the lessee is ordinarily entitled to

preference, but has no legal claim to a re-Settlement. If no

one is found in possession immediately under Governnicut,

the Settlement may be offered to the actual cultivator.

But to prevent doubt, it is a rule that no one is en-

titled to a re-Scttlcment, unless his name is on the District

General Register of revenue paying estates, as Settlement-

holder of the land.

If tho person entitled and offered, declines to accept a re-

Settlement, there is a procedure for which tho Rules may

be referred to.

^ By tlie mauzaddr and inandal

in ordinary cases, unless it bo

known iliat Ihcrt* has been no
material ebango. But in holdings

exceriding lifty bighasa professional

surveyor is employed (Rule 50),

and in such cases a special Settle-

ment report is faubmitted under
Rule 43.

In tho case of planters’ grants

thcro has boon coriyspoiulonco

about the acceptance of ‘

,

veys made by the grantees "

Settlement purposes. * -
,

propose to go into tho tleta> 1

’

reforenco may be made, n'l

terms agreed to by tho Chief

missioner, to letter No. 4148?

22nd November, 1886.

1 do net
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§ 15 , Record of Rights,

Allusion has already been made to the simple records

made by the nmuzaddrs, and those prepared by the Settle-

ment ofScer in a more detailed form in cadastrally-surveyed

tracts. From their form and contents it will be seen that Res. i of

they furnish the data required regarding the land, and also

sufliciently secure the rights of the different classes in-

terested in the land. The legal basis on which they rest is

to 1)0 found in the Regulation : and it is only necessary

further to mention that the entries are made on the usual

basis of possession, as admitted or as decided on inquiry by

tlie Settlement officer, and that any dispute as to right is

referred to the Civil Court.

In the case of tenants, the Settlement officer is exception-

ally given power to decide their position or class under any

Rent Law for the time being in force, as also the amount of

rent payable
;
and subject to the appeal contemplated by

the llegiilation, the Settlement officer’s decision is final. Soc. 151.

The Record of Rights is legally presumed to be correct

till the contrary is shown.



CHAPTER HI.

THE SPECIAL DISTRICTS OF ASSAM.

Section L—Goalpara.

§ 1. History.

When Bengal was granted to tlie British Power in 1765,

the great Collectorate of Rangpur included in its eastern

and north-eastern portions a wild jungle country, mostly

hilly, but with some considerable area of plain country on

both sides of the Brahmaputra river. The Mughal Govern-

ment had done very little for this country ^
;
but they had an

officer with the title of fmijddr stationed at Rangamati,

midway between Goalpara and Dhubri. At the foot of

the Garo Hills in the plain country on the north, and also

in a wild and hilly tract to the west of the Garo Hills

certain local magnates had established themselves
;
theyworo

called ‘ Chaudhan,’ and were assessed to a certain ‘ mal ’ or

revenue, which they paid to the Mughal officer (and after

cession to the British ‘ Sazdwal ’ or manager) not in cash but

in elephant-tusks, cotton, and ‘ agar ’ They maintained a

kind of border police to repress the . raids which the Garos

made on the plains, and established ‘ hat ’ or markets at

which the Garos sold their produce and paid such trade

duty or tribute as the Chaudharis were able to imposed

* It was inhabited by a ‘ Mech

"

or Kachari population, and some (

f

these had become Hindus under

the name of Koch or Kuch. It had
become part of the Rangpur king-

dom of the Koch dynasty, which
was overthrown in a.d. 1682 by the

Mughal power under Mansur Khan.
* A wood valued for the medici-

nal virtues of a peculiar .scented

resin produced in it under certain

conditions of disease, and called

Eagle-wood {Aquilaria agaVocha"'.

® The Claros were regarded

most troublesome marauders.

raids wore occasioned sonietim^^

by the vexatious imposts of tni‘

Chaudharis and oftener still owiaS

to the nature of wild tribes^ an(

their desire to obtain ‘ heads

'

victims for sacrifice on occasion

funerals of their Chiefs

tion Report, 1882-83, § 86, &c.).
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In the course of time, and as the result of reprisals made

by the Chaudharis on the Garos after their raids, the

Zamind^ris (estates of the Chaudharis) had been extended

into the outer hills and the outer villages had been sub-

jected to tribute, while the inner Garos were ‘independent.’

In 1816, attention was specially called to this state of

things, and it was proposed to put the tract under a special

law, removing it from the general Regulations
;
this was

done by Regulation X of

The Zamindars were compensated for loss of tribute and

for the lands held in the hills, and the G^ro hills w^ere

separated completely.

We are here concerned with the plains portion of Goal-

para.

The Zamindjlri estates, which came under the decennial

Settlement, made permanent by the proclamation of 1793,

were the lands comprised in the ‘thdnas’ of Dhubri and

Goalpara on the north, and the wilder and more hilly thdna

of Karaibari on the west of the hills. In 1788, cash rates

had been substituted for the ‘ mil ’ hitherto paid in kind.

Twelve estates of Chaudharis were recognized as Zamm-

daris, and almost nominal rates were accepted as the per-

manent revenue at the Settlement^ Seven other estates,

claimed as revenue free, were found doubtful or invalid as

to title, but were afterwards admitted to a permanent

Settlement. Thus old Godlpdra consists of nineteen estates

permanently settled, to which must be added a few holdings

temporarily settled.

In 1866 the Eastern Dwto, between the northern estates

just mentioned and the Bhutan hills, were annexed. The

Bwars are five in number, named Gum^, Ripun, Chirang,

^^idli, and Bijni. In the two last, Rajas possess rights as

Zamindars, though at present the estates are held ‘ direct
’

khas), owing to the refusal of the Rajas to engage for

the revenue. In the others the Settlement is raiyatwari, as

[

It is in fact doubtful whether been treated as covered by the por-
bis assessment was ever formally manent Settlement of Bengal

’

‘'f'Ce])ted as tlio permanent revenue
;

{AdministraU^n Riportj § 77).
‘ these estates have uniformly
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in Assam Proper, only that there assessment rates are lower,

the cultivation being extremely fluctuating in character.

§ 2 , The Laio and Adminidration.

As regards the administration and law of Goalpara, it

should be noted that when Assam was annexed in 1826,

the nineteen estates and the few holdings just alluded to

were placed under the Commissioner of Assam. After the

Dwars were annexed, the district so extended was (in 1867)

placed under the then newdy-formed Bengal Division of

Knell Bihar. When the Regulation X of 1822 was re-

placed by Act XXII of 1869, and Act XVI of 1869 was

passed for the regulation of the Dwars, certain changes

were made in the jurisdiction as regards Civil and

Criminal Courts
;
but the general control remained under

the (Bengal) Kiich Bihar Division till 1874, when the

province of Assam was formed, in its present shape.

As regards the law in force, Act XXII of 1869 was re-

pealed when the Scheduled Districts Act of 1874 came

into force; and the general laws in force are regulated

under that Act, and under the Local Laws Extent Act (XV)

of the same year. Act XVI of 1869 still applies to the

Eastern DwArs, None of the Regulations of the Bengal

Code are in force. The Revenue Law is Regulation I of 1 886.

The old Bengal Rent Law, Act X of 1859, has been decided

to be in force in Goalpdra but not in the rest of Assamh

§ 3. Land Tenure of Godljdra.

There is little that calls for special notice under this

head. In the raiyatwari portions the tenure is as in Assam.

In the ZamindM estates, the Zamind^rs copy the Assam

system as regards their tenants, except that they measure

the occupied land more rarely, and the tenant reaps the

benefit of his extension of cultivation meanwhile. Waste

land is abundant, and is assessed at uniform rates, a little'

lower than those of Assam.

^ Soft Full Bench decision reported in Indian Law Calcuh^''

Scries, vol. ix. p. 330.
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Section II.—Cachar.

§ I. Origin and Constitution of the District

Tho district is part of the old Kachdi’i kingdom, various

monuments of which may still be seen at the ruined capital

at Dhimapur on the Dhansir River, beyond the Kachdr

Hills. This capital was deserted in tho first half of the

eighteenth century for another place in the plains
;
and the

lUja became a Hindu, and of course a Rdjput with a

genealogy from some hero of the Mahdbharatd. In the

early part of the present century, the Government had

fallen into decline
;
the Burmese, who by that time were in

Assam, and had overrun Manipur, threatened Cachar
;
but

the British power came to the rescue, drove out tho Bur-

mese (just before the first Burmese war of 1824) and restored

the Edjd who agreed to pay a moderate tribute. He was,

however, assassinated in 1830, and leaving no heir of any

kind, tho district lapsed to tho British Government as

suzerain. It was annexed by proclamation on the 14th of

August, 183a b

An Act, No. VI of 1835, was passed for to provide for

the administration of the District, just as Act II of 1835

was for Assam Proper. But no rules were ever drawn

up. A ‘ Superintendent ’ was appointed, with instructions

to follow ‘ the spirit of the Regulations * in his manage-

ment

At the present day, the ordinary Civil and Criminal laws

are in force as much as in the other regular districts ofAssam.

But a part of the district is managed on a separate system.

This consists of the Kdchar Hills to the north of the distidct,

and naturally separated by the lofty Bardil Range. Mention

of these hills and their management is more conveniently

Ji^ado in the section on the ‘Assam Range’ of Hills. The

hills to the south of the district (where there is a large area

of State forest) are separated from the plains district by

^

Vide Settlement Beport and Review, but Avas afterwards placed under
The Superintendent was at first the supervision oftho Commissioner

under the Commissioner of Assam, of Dacca.

VOL. HI. F f
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an * inner lino’ under Regulation V of 1873. There are

certain peculiarities in the revenue system of Cachar.

§ 2. Land Tenures,

The tenure of land, where it is not on the special terms

of a modern or recent ‘ Waste land grant,’ is called by the

same name as in Sylhet, viz. mirasdari
;
and here it exhi-

bits a feature which the reader will remember to have met

with in other parts of India. This feature, which survives

only in Cachar, was probably common, in ancient times,

throughout Assam. I refer to bodies of cultivators—of

the same or different castes, going to a jungle country

and founding villages on some form of joint-tenure
;
the

wlmle being together liable for the revenue duo to the

Government,

In Cachar such bodies were often mere associations or

partnerships;—sometimes Muhammadans, Hindus, and Hill-

men, together: people, in short, with no other tie than this,

that they joined in cultivating one place, and that they

held under one lease. Such joint bodies exist both in old

settled ^mahdW and in old grants known as ‘jangalbfiri,’

given out to encourage reclamation of waste on progressive

assessments.

The Revenue-Settlement is temporary—the last (con-

cluded in i 88:?-3) is for fifteen years. The land-groups are

still jointly responsible to Government for their revenue

h

* Cultivation in Cachar is car-

ried on under some difficulties.

Tlie district is abundantly watere<l

by the Surma or Barak riveV and
its affluents. Winding about in all

directions, tlie stream affords water
carriage from all parts. There are

low ranges of hills hero and there,

and occasional sandy * tila ' or hil-

locks. These hills are either forest-

clad or have been made into tea-

gardens. The district is surrounded
by hills

;
on the north by the great

Barail Range, on the east by the
Manipur hills, and on the south
by the Lushai country. It is free

from the lasting and deep inun-

dations that affect Sylhet. On the

other hand, temporaiy Hoods are

injurious. ‘The difficulty,’ writes

the Settlement officer, ‘ is. that the

(rico'l crops cannot be sown Avlien

the fields are under water, or wlien

sown they are destroyed by excess

of water (in the rainy season';

while in Sylhet, the (rice) crops

sown before the rains set in, grow

as the water rises, and stand above

the water as long as the inundation

lasts.’ .

Tea-gardens form an important

item, as we find that out of
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It is interesting to note that though these settlers would

certainly be regarded as owners in some sense, the Kd-

chdri Rajds assumed that ‘the right of property in

the soil existed in the ruler alone’ [Settlement Report, 1884,

§ 13). Rut the holdings even then were heritable, and

transfer was practised ‘ on sufferance.’ The revenue was

(it first paid by labour and giving produce, as under the

Ahom rulers in Assam proper.

§ 3. The Right in Land.

The ‘joint-system,’ however, deserves a little more de-

tailed notice. In a jungle-covered country it was but

natural that the settlers should have formed companies for

mutual society, help, and protection. The individual

settlers were called mirdsddr^ the universal name for a

colonist or conqueror who clears the land and first settles,

thereby (in the popular feeling) acquiring a strong right,

heritable at any rate, and permanent, to his cultivation. It

is to be remembered, however, that the Kachari ruler’s

right was that of a conqueror, and that wherever the

mintsidars settled, they did so on the understanding that

their rights were no greater than what the ruler recognized

;

indeed, the right acquired in former days can have been

but limited, for in 1881 the Chief Commissioner wrote:—

‘ The tenure (of the mirasidars) is not of great antiquity, but

has grown up under our regime, almost the whole district

having been uncultivated when we took possession of it in

1830. Rightly or wrongly, it has been consistently held from

the first, that they had no rights except such as Government,

the solo landlord, chose to confer on its lessees, or such as it

allowed to grow up : and neither explicitly nor implicitly has

any sanction been given to the notion that they could hold the

land on any other terms except those of paying the revenue

which Government may choose to demand.’

The right in land, when it does not depend on the ex-

P<?rmanontlycultivated acres 147,000 cotton, and chillies are sparingly
rice and nearly 49,000 tea grown, and mustard during the
round numbers

)

;

sugar-cane, cold season.

F f 2
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press terms of a lease or grant, is now defined and

governed by Regulation I of 1886.

§ 5. The Khel

The mirasidar companies were called ‘khelb’ In the

khel each mir^sdar got as much land as he could cultivate.

In every khel, the leading men got various titles, and were

rewarded with certain revenue-free holdings: thus the

chaudhari or head of the khel got two ‘ hals
^

' of land free,

the maziimdar (or majumdar, a corruption of majmh’adar)

ij, the lashkar ij, the barA-bhhiy^, and a mdjhar-bhiiiya

six khiydrs.

The free holdings were afterwards abolished, and the

titles became a source of revenue, as they were sold,—

a

chaudharfs title fetching R.ioo, and so on.

Each khel had an agent or representative (mukhtar).

A number of khels formed a Rdij, or Rajya ^ and the Raij

had also its representative at court, called ‘ R^ijmukhtAr.’

The khels were held jointly responsible for the revenue

of every holding in their local limits
;
if a mMsd^r failed

to pay, the other members paid up and took his holding

:

if the khel failed to pay, the whole larger group or Riiij.

became responsible, and took the land of the defaulting

khel. No outsiders were admitted.

Under the system of the Kachfo' R^j^s, just as in Assam

proper under the Ahom rulers, the settlers had to supply

service to the R^j^
;
the inhabitants of a certain place had

to supply betel-nuts, others firewood, and so on
;
and the

group that supplied the particular article was also desig-

nated ^khel.’

In the same way the revenue receipts of the district were

apportioned among the different members of the royal

family, and the group of holdings the revenue of which was

assigned was also called ‘ khel thus there were the ‘ khel-

MVhich I suppose’ to be the the khiyar is 2-5ths of an acre.

Perso-Arabic term ‘kher—a com- ® The term Raij is still a comuio:j

pany or tribe—a term introduced Assamese name for any body

a.s it has been elsewhere. “ raiyats gathered for a cominoa

^ The local Kuchari land measure purpose,
or hal is equal to 4 82 British acres

;
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Ilia
’ or bard-khel, the entire revenue of which went to the

Kaja ;
the Mah^rdm’s khel, one-fourth of which went to the

Rdja’s chief wife, and three-fourths to the RAja
;
the ‘shang-

jarai,’ or younger brother's khel; and so on. If the revenues

of a tract were devoted to religious purposes, that was

again ‘khel ’

;
thus there were the ‘ Bhisingsa khel,’ devoted

to the support of the worship of Kffi; the Bishnughar

khel, to that of Lakshmi-Narayan. These lands are still

known, and now form ‘ mauzash’

§ 4. The Land-Revenue Settlement.

Passing over the earlier revenue arrangements, the first

important step was the survey of the district made under

Lieutenant Thuillicr in 1841. The survey only extended

to the cultivated fields : and so much of the waste as seemed

likely to be cultivated was surveyed and divided into

luimbered ddgs or plots, the intention being that as culti-

vation extended, these plots should afford the means of

determining its site and serve as a basis for a detailed map.

But the plan led to some confusion when the jungle dags

])0gan to be taken up and cultivated.

A Settlement was made in 1843-44 on the basis of this

survey. It was followed by a Settlement in 1859 for

twenty years. On the expiiy of this in 18795 the Settle-

ment completed in 1883 was made. • The (cultivated) land

was divided into two classes called “ awwal ” and “ duam ”

(first and second) respectively ;
and within these classes it

was rated according to situation, distance from navigable

rivers, and exposure to the ravages of wild beasts, in four

grades.’ The rates imposed per ‘ hal’ (or kulba)*^ were

Awwal. Duam.

1st grade . 3-8 per hal. 3-0 per hal.

2iid „ 3-0 55
2-8 „

3rd „ 2-8 „ 2-0 „

4th „ 2-0 „ 1-8 „

;
McWilliam’s Report, §§ 33, 34. amins under a Deputy Collector

‘ The ‘ hal ’-4*82 acres. For the for interior details, see Admimsfra-

principle adopted in the survey Won 1882-83, paragraph 183.

'vhich was professional, aided by
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This Settlement applied to the ordinary district cul-

tivated lands, as well as to certain reclamation-leases given

in former days, the latest of which terminated in 1879

[Settlement Bepovty § 22). There is a large area (technically

the jangal-buri mahdls) held on leases under the waste land

rules of 1864 and 1875-6, the thirty years terms of which

have not expired, and which are not yet liable to Settle-

ment. So also there were some grants made for ninety-nine

years under the oldest of the waste land rules, and some

‘ fee-simple ’ estates either commuted under the old system

or bought as such when the rules allowed it. These are, of

course, not included in the Settlement.

§ 5. Revenue System and Procedure,

The remarkable feature about the Cachar revenue is, as

above noted, the survival of the joint responsibility. The

old khel groups have, in the course of years, naturally been

much altered by resignations of holdings, by additions, and

so forth
;

but in some long-settled tracts the old khel

group is still recognized. The land being held under the

Assam principle of raiyati holdings under a ‘patta’ issued

by Government, in Cachar, each ‘ inahAl ’ is held under one

patt^. The mahal is thus a tract held by a body of persons

who are joint in interest, and this joint interest arises out

of the old khel grouping. But the khel organization has

been otherwise lost, since there is no system of mukhtars

and representatives of the community with the authorities,

as in old days. The number of co-sharers and signatories is

often as large as eighty or a hundred. All the sharers or

mirasddrs are jointly liable for the revenue of the mahal

specified in the patta. The sharers in the mahal are at

present left entirely to themselves as to the apportionment

of the revenue responsibility over individual holdings, hut

in the present Settlement a record-of-rights has been madeh

^ As everywhere else, the joint cognized, i.e. the power of part

responsibility is disintegrating, by which not only enables the holdin?'’

the effect of partitions which con- to bo separately definedand enjoyi'<*^

vert the holdings into severalties. but also the joint liability to

Perfect partition is not yet re- dissolved. Where, however, tJie
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A discussion of the difficulties which arose in doing this

will be found in the Settlement Report, §§ 57, 58, and also

§ 93. A complete register was not attempted
;
but in the

field lists or ‘ Chittha * mention was made of every field and

its subdivision by means of letters, and the name of every

occupant is shown.

The person settled with has the landholder’s right and a

right to a re-settlement at the close of the term.

§ 8. The Cudom of OhasdivaL

A good deal of discussion has taken place about the cus-

tom called ‘ghasdwat.’ The practice under the old Kdchdri

Raj I have ali’eady described
;
if a man failed to pay the

revenue duo on his holding, the other sharers in the khel

took up the land absolutely. This rule was early modified

(in 1833), and it was held that, on default, the estate might

be given to any one, but that two years’ grace should be

allowed, during which the mirdsddr might obtain re-entry

on paying up the revenue. But this was found not to work,

and the ‘ ghasawatdar ’ (as the temporary holder was termed)

was again declared irremovable. In 1857 the question was

again raised, and a long correspondence ensued. It was

ultimately decided that on an estate falling into arrear,

and an offer being made under the ghasawat rule, the land

should be put up to auction^, and the title become absolute.

§ 9. Pre-emption,

As there is joint responsibility, the right of pre-emption

has been held to exist both among Hindus and Musalmans.

In fact, pre-emption in this case is not a peculiar right

revuiuo is slight, the joint re- rule was that if he did not, his

sponsibility is a very shadowy thing name was stmek out of the list of

it is so rarely enforced. patta-liolders. Now it has been
I may note that this Settlement determined, on the contrary, that
ijt introduced the very obvious his acceptance will be presumed

rule (universally adopted else- unless ho attends and formally
where}, viz. that when the assess- refuses {S. R. § 77).
ftient was made and a patfa issued ^ Despatch of Secretary of Slate,

the person who was to hold the No. 30, dated 22nd January, i860,

settlement, the holder was not Bengal Government, to Board of
ound to attend and sign an ac- Revenue, No. 2158, dated 22nd

<^t‘ptance or kabuliyat. The old August, i860.
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derived from Muhammadan law, but is a purely customary

or natural right, which exists in all joint communities ;—in

Upper India for example
;
and is important to the joint

body, as enabling it to keep together and resist the breaking

up which would result from the intrusion of strangers.

§ 9. Revenue-free Grants,

There are a number of revenue-free grants, dating from

the time of the native Kajas of KdchAr, who made them for

reward of service and for religious uses. They are locally

called ‘ bakhsha ’ lands. They are inalienable, so that if

the grantee transfers, the grant is resumed and the land is

liable to assessment.

§ 10. Revenue Collection and Law,

In Cachar the Bengal Sale laws wore never in force.

The revenue collection of Cachar is not quite on the same

plan—though under the same general law—as other parts of

Assam.

The ‘ Cachar Tahsil Rules
’
^ in principle resemble those of

the Jaintya and Partabgarh tahsils of Sylhet. The revenue-

payer has to take his money with a chalan or invoice to the

tahsil, at which sit a number of muharrirs (or clerks), over

each of whom is placed a placard showing which

he receives for. The muharrir examines, and if correct,

signs, the ‘ chdlans ’

;
payment is then made (at the Tahsil

Office) to the p6tdar or cashier, who returns the duplicate

chalan, which becomes the payer’s receipt or voucher. A

single chAUn is allowed to contain entries for more than one

‘inah^ir or jointly-liable body, provided they are in the

same pargana.

The district is divided into three collecting circles or

tahsils. Instalments of revenue faU due in the months of

August, November, and March. On the first of the month

succeeding that in which an instalment falls due, a notice

' Volume of Cirmlar% p. 185, as'' 26th January, i886. The rules

altered by letter to Deputy Com--^ derive their authority from Cliap'

missioner, Cachar, No. 199, dated ter V of the Regulation I of 1886.
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or ‘dastak’ is issued to the defaulter ^ If this fails, a

second is issued carrying with it attachment of moveable

property. This is generally sufficient
;

if not, the property

is sold
;
and if that fails, a third process is issued against

the estate itself, and the estate is sold by the Deputy Com-

missioner. The Eegisters to be maintained at the Tahsils

are special in form according to the different classes of

estates,—joint mahdls, jangalburi leases with progressive

revenue assessment, waste land gi^ants, and so forth

It will be observed that in the permanently settled Sec. 'jo,

estates it is not necessanj iha>t any process should be rc-fsl^as
*

sorted to before sale. In non-permanently settled estates

sale can only be ordered if the District Officer is satisfied

that the minor processes are insufficient. The Kegulation

(as amended) may be consulted as to sale procedure
;

it

being remarked that the alterations introduced in 1889,

were intended to meet the difficulty, occurring in Sylhet,

and perhaps elsewhere, of the immense number of petty

estates and the difficulty of effecting a personal service of

notice of sale on the actual owner. There are special ‘ Rules
’

issued under the Regulation II of 1889, which must be

referred to.

§ 11. Partition,

Batwdra or partition cases are, as may be expected,

common in Cachar. It should be noted, however, that

these divisions are, what in technical language called, im-

perfect, that is, while they define the several enjoyments,

they do not dissolve the joint liability of the mah^il or

estate. I do not, however, understand that the severance

of the joint responsibility is impossible.

^ As the niahdls are joint, ti very difficulty, and only by a copious
largo number of these dastaks has use of coercjve processes : this is

i'jinetimes to issue, so that aU not the case.

'Sharers may have notice
;
and this ^ Vide Section III of the Rules,

may give rise to the impression NotificationNo. 31, dated asth June,
that the revenue is got in with 1886.
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§ 13 . Rent Cases.

Rent cases were formerly decided in the spirit of Act X
of 1 859, though that Act was not formally in force in

Cachar
;
and when, in 1869, Bengal Act VIII repealed Act

X, and made over rent cases to the Civil Courts, it became

the rule in Cachar to hear rent cases in the Civil Court

also.

§ 13. Waste Land Rules.

I have already given some particulars about the waste

lands held under leases. It may here be noted that these

waste land leasing rules refer to large areas of waste suit-

able for tea and special cultivation, and not to every patch

of jungle land that lies amidst the ordinary cultivation. As

an instance of the latter, it should be noted in passing that

waste*covored with thatch grass and reeds for matting is

valuable, and there is an export trade for these articles ^

and it is often retained (under assessment) for the sake of

these products, as if it were cultivated land. The Cachar

Waste land Rules have varied from period to period; those

of 1876 (now in force) provide for an application being

submitted, and for the survey and demarcation of the land.

Notice is issued in case of any contrary claim or objection.

The rules ^ provide for cases where the land was already

under unauthorized cultivation, or is contiguous to another

cultivated holding, which may equitably have a prior claim.

The assessment payable has also been recently the sub-

ject of orders. The rate of assessment was a progressive

one, so that land taken up under earlier rules in 1864, 1865,

and 1 869, would now be paying somewhat excessive rates

:

arrangements are now allowed whereby the holder can re-

linquish and get a re-settlement at the rate of 13 annas an

acre (R.3-10 per hal), thus equalizing the conditions of the

older leases with those now issued. Under the present

^ I believo that the excellent gong. For the waste land

white matting for which Calcutta see Volutne of Assam Circulars, P-

is celebrated is made of grass 162.

brought from all this part of the “ See Volwne of Circulars, p. ’ 5^'

country as well as from Chitta- et scq.
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rules the grantee executes a lease and becomes an ordinary

‘ landholder * under the Regulation, paying a progressive

assessment beginning with two years revenue-free and then

3
annas for four years, 6 annas for four years more, and

then 1 2 annas an acre for twenty years in all.

Section III.—Sylhet.

§ I. Origin and History,

This curious district called Silhat (Srihatta) is one of the

old Bengal acquisitions of 1763. It may be described as

forming, with Cachar, the valley or alluvial plain of the

Surma or Barak river—a sluggish stream with but slight

fall, so that the banks of the river, accumulated out of the

silt brought down, form the highest and best cultivated and

populous part of the country, and slope off into hollow

tracts often deeply flooded and traversed by a net-work of

streams. The surface (except towai’ds Mymensingh) is,

however, diversified by isolated hills called ‘ tila,’ which

are in fact outliers of the system of the Tipra and Lushai

hills to the south-east.

Sylhet had come under Todar Mall’s famous assessment in

the reign of Akbar. Under British rule it came under the

permanent Settlement, but in a peculiar form. Unlike the

other districts of Bengal, a measurement preceded the

Settlement, and instead of always selecting the chaudharis

as Zaminddrs of estates vaguely known by name and in-

cluding vast tracts of waste, the collector of the day (Mr.

J. Willis) settled only measured holdings ivith the actued

occujmtts locally called miiAsdars^ Consequently, all land

not thus settled nor permanently settled by after-arrange-

nients, is held on Temporary Settlement. The whole

district is, in one aspect at any rate, ‘ raiyatwari,’ for the

The Ohaudliaria of parganas same original system of cultivation
iu,uiaged, however, to secure fairly as survives in Cachar, but the joint
ftOod estates for themselves ; and organization of tlio mirasdars in
leir Zainindaris are among tho ‘Khel’ and ‘Rajyd,’ has not sur-

t w good -sized estates in Sylhet. vived in Sylhet.
name mirdsddr will indicate the
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land is held by the cultivators or holders without any

middleman
;
only that in the case of the old settled land, the

revenue of the holdings is not liable to any revision, while

in the rest it is. To this district were added, in 1835,

the Jaintya parganas which were taken from the of

Jaintya in consequence of gross and repeated misconduct h

These were ajso temporarily settled.

Sylhet was added to Assam in 1874, and the Act XII of

that year enables the necessary arrangements to be made

for the exercise of powers by the Chief Commissioner. A
notification under the Scheduled Districts Act'*^, declared

various Acts and Regulations to be in force, and thus set

at rest many questions. But the notification does not

affect the force of any other Acts and Regulations that may

be current owing to the former position of Sylhet as a

Bengal district
;
it only puts an end to doubt as to enact-

ments actually mentioned. The revenue law is now Regu-

lation I of 1886 which repeals the older laws.

§ 2, Constitution of Estates.

The result of the original Permanent Settlement was to

constitute, besides the few large estates already spoken of

in the note to p. 443, a vast number of small estates. Of

50,437 such estates, only 470 paid a revenue exceeding

R. 100
;
and 1^0,996 estates paid under one rupee each I

§ 3. Ild7)i and lldl-dhddi Lands.

In i8o^, under the orders of the Board of Revenue, the

patwdris were instructed to report what lands at that time

under cultivation (hal-^bddi) were liable to Settlement as

not having already come under Mr. Willis’ Settlement.

The Collector accordingly issued a proclamation calling

^ See Administration Report, 1882*3, Extent Act of 1874 declared certain

Section 85. laws not to bo in force, and a num*

“ Notification No. 1152, dated bor of others (as regards revemi*^

October 3rd, 1879 (Government of matters with which we
India). Until 1874 Sylhet was cernod) has been repealed by Beg

like any other district of. Bengal, lation I of 1886 as stated m
but in that year it became a ‘ Scho- text,

duled district.’ The Local Laws
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claims to these lands, and these amounted, according to the

reports, to some 350,000 acres. This, however, was still

exclusive of a large area of wholly unoccupied waste,

which no one pretended to claim. These lands came to be

called ‘ iMin ’ (proclamation) lands.

The authorities offered leases of the ildm lands
;
about

one-eighth was taken up and settled in 1 804 on no express

terms as to duration. Holders were, however, deterred from

applying for leases, because some of the old Settlement-

holders insisted that the ilam lands belonged to them. At

length it was determined that they did not so belong;

special terms were then allowed for the ildm lands, and the

Settlements became permanent (as recognized in 1869).

The results of various Settlements in the lidl-dhadi lands

have been to create the following classes of lands, of which

the Settlement became also permanent -

Ham daimi, only six estates
;
taken up on the original

proclamation.

Hdl-dbadi, 467 estates
;
subsequently confirmed.

Khas hdl-dbadi {2^ similar estates which reverted to

Government, but were again permanently settled).

§ 4. Permanently-settled Estates classified.

It was not only the originally settled estates and those

of the hdl-dbadi class that have permanent Settlements
;
a

few others fell in to Government and were permanently

settled with the new holders as required by the law at the

time.

Some estates claimed on invalid titles were also so

settled under Kegulation III of 18:^8, so that, taken alto-

gether, there are

—

(1) Dahsdla (or Dahsana) lands, 26,147 estates,—those

of the original Permanent Settlement.

(2) Ddimi, resumed and settled under Reg. Ill of 1828,

23,480 estates.

(3) Ehds ddimi, lapsed estates, again permanently

settled, 451 in number.

(4) Ildm ddimi, as above explained
;
6 in number.
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f (5) HaWbM, 467 in number.

)
(6) Khas hdl-dbMi, similar estates which lapsed or

t became ‘khas* and were again settled; 25 in

^ number.

§ 5. Tem2)omHly’Settled Lands,

By far the greater part of these are lands not under cul-

tivation at the time of the original Settlement, though there

were some others that were permanently settled but have

lapsed, or been lost by failure to pay, and so forth. The

reports now seem to use the term ‘ ildm ’ generally for all

land that is not 'permanently settled.

In 1869 a systematic re-survey and Settlement of ildni

lands was begun, and a set of revised rules issued, with

forms of patta or lease. Land that had been found waste

at a previous survey in 1835, was put on the waste land

register, and much of it has since been taken up by tea-

planters and others L

The temporarily-settled lands then are divided into two

main classes; (i) lands in which Settlement-holders are

recognized as having what is a ‘ landholder’s ’ title under

the Regulation I of 1886, i. e. a practically proprietary

right subject to payment of revenue, though they have no

right to any allowance in case they refuse a Settlement

;

(ii) lands which are ‘ khas,* i. e. in which Government has

not made over the holding to any ‘ landholder * on a Settle-

ment for a term of years, but keeping the land itself, treats

the cultivators as tenants under itself.

In the first class, aref :

—

(1) Temporarily- settled ilSm and hdl-abddi lands

;

(2) Land that had been reserved for the maintenance

of patwaris who were abolished in 1833 (Mnkar

patwargiri)

;

* Under the Settlement rules a

certain area of waste, not exceeding
one-fifth of the cultivated area, was
allowed to each holding : the rest

was lield at the disposal of Govern-
ment. Petty estates paying not

more than one rupee may redeem

at twenty years' purchase of tli®

revenue. (See p. 444, ante).

* See Administration It&poii

i88o-8i, § 51, as regards the settle-

ment of these estates.
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(3) Alluvial lands and silted-up lands, &c. (charbhart

and bilbhart)

;

(4) Md ;
or ‘ excess * lands not included in the per-

manently-settled measurements, but not in-

cluded in the proclamation as ildm

;

(5) Resumed revenue-free not permanently-settled;

and

(6)
‘ l^ds ’ or lands once permanently-settled, which

have been bought in by Government at sales

for arrears of revenue.

In tlie second class are estates in the Karimganj Sub-

division of Sylhet, being for the most part settled ilam

estates which have broken down, lapsed, or fallen into

arrears. The ‘ khas * management here is similar to that

of the ordinary Assam system; the tenants are allowed

iixcd rates, and available holdings may be taken up by

raiyats on application to the tahsilddr.

§ 6. Jaintiyd parganas temporarily-settled Estates,

Those have also been temporarily settled. A new Settle-

ment was begun in 1876 and was finished in 1882. The

rights are just the same as in temporarily-settled estates in

the east of Sylhet ^ except that transfers other than those

caused by inheritance, require the approval of the Deputy-

Coiiimissioner

‘ Tlio existing Settlement of the seventeen Jaintiya parganas
^

has unfortunately been the subject of a long correspondence,

^ There is a curious case of an required to burn the lime. Inglis

‘‘State, or rather group of petty managed, however, to do without
liokliiigs, in Jaintiya which may bo tho reeds, or to get over the diffi-

alludecl to. Sylhet lime is famous, culty in some way
;
but there are

'^nd the trade in it is large
;

it is still plots of ground over tho par-

<*btain('d in the outer hills along ganas known as the ‘Sweetlands

Ija* borders of the district. It seems mahAl,' the land being afterwards
that in former years a person named sold in small lots. *

got a valuable grant of tho ^ See Administration RepoH, 1881-
*^'bt to work the limestone. 82, § 63.
^iiothor person (Sweetlands), desir- ® See Government of India, No.
“‘8 to thwart him, immediately ist November, 1884 (to
o jtainod a grant of all the waste Chief Commissioner). I have found
p ots in the Jaintiyd parganas, his in tho Setdement Report mention of

V ^^'^og to have the command local measures of land which are
the growth of reeds which were curious
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which is scattered through several volumes of proceedings,

&c. The former Settlement expired in 1877, and a new Set

tlement was made at a very considerable enhancement. This

Settlement was not a success either as regards its records or

the rates of assessment
;
hence a general reduction of assess-

ments had to bo made, and the Settlement so revised will last

till 1894. The complete re-settlement of no less than 36,000

petty estates, of which these parganas consist, will then hav(‘

to be undertaken.

‘A cadastral survey is spoken of for Sylhet and including

these parganas.
* In the plains the homestead and garden is called bhit : and

here also account has to be taken of basins or depressions

(often flooded by the network of streams which traverse the

district) called “haor.” The parganas close under the hills are

extremely malarious and filled with dense jungle, as well as

liable to flood from rain-swollen streams descending from tin*

hills, while the crops sufler continually from the ravages ot

wild boasts : other parts are fertile, and ‘ ek-fasl,' and ‘ do-fasl

'

(one crop and two crops) is a common distinction of the land.

As in the rest of Sylhet, the best land is the cleared higher

land on the slopes forming the banks of the Surma river.

Hero betel palms abound in the homestead, and are prover-

bially said to ^^pay the revenue.’’

^ There will probably be difficulties with tenants in these

parganas, for it appears that the alleged occupants with whom

the Settlements were made were in some cases not the persons

really entitled.’

§ 7. Reveaue’free laMtirdj Estates.

There are a large number of petty revenue-free holdings?

‘debottar, brahmottar,’-to Hindu religious pujdris and to

Muhammadans under the name of ‘ madadmd’ash ’ aiKl

‘ chiraghi,’ &c. They call for no special notice.

Tlio old standard used to be a In Jaintiya the khiyilr is to tlu*

kahan=576 square feet; seven bighd as : i. The measurement

such measures make one 2?od
;
four now adopted is the bigha (,1600

of the pods go to a khiyar, and square yards) divided into twenty

twelve khiyars to one ‘ h^l * or ‘ dhar,’ and the dhar into twenty

‘ kulba,’ , kathds.
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§ 8. The ‘ Khds ’ Estates.

These estates are lands that have become Government

property and are not settled with any one, but Government

deals with the cultivators as the tenants of the State
;
they

are found in the Kanairgh^t tahsil and in Part^bgarh. The

assessment, or rather rent-taking, is managed by rules pre-

scribed in the Chief Commissioner’s letter No. loi T., dated

17th January, 1885. In effect, the plan consists of a simple

annual inspection, the result of which is a ‘jamabandi/ or

list of rent-rates which are sanctioned for the year only.

I mention this chiefly in order to emphasize the distinction,

noticeable here and in Bengal, that Government ‘khas’

management is not the same thing as ordinary raiyatwAr

management. In neither, it is true, is there any middle-

man
;
but in the one case there is a Settlement (even

though it be an annual one only), with a legally-recognized

‘ occupant ’ or ‘ raiyat ’
;
in the other there is a dealing be-

tween Government as landowner and its tenant properly so

called.

§ 9. Revenue Management

The revenue-management of Sylhet, though generally

governed by Eegulation I of 1886, has some peculiar fea-

tures maintained by the existing rules h There are tahsils

in Sylhet, and the reader is aware that
*

tahsil ’ means a

local revenue division of a district, under a Tahsildar. In

the Assam Valley the land is often grouped into ‘ mauzas,’

under a mauzadAr, directly under the district or sub-

divisional officer; the tahsil system has only been par-

tially introduced. In Sylhet, one system of management

prevails in the head-quarters and subdivisional tahsils,

and another in the JaintiyA tahsils and in the PartAbgarh

tahsil. As regards the first system, the khels or mahAls

(aggregates of revenue-paying holdings) are grouped into

' circles ’ locally called ‘ zillah Each zillah is represented

^
See rules dated 29th April, be noted

;
for just as the mauza of

^
.
7 > and letter from Chief Com- other parts means tlie single village,

JjnsHioner, No. 197, dated 26th so zillah (zila’) in other parts means
' ‘‘'niiaryj 1886, and the recent rules a whole district, and not, as in
under Reg. II of 1889. Sylhet, a fiscal grouping of several

Doro another peculiar sense will mahals or revenue-paying estates.

^OL. Ill, Q
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at the tahsil office by a ‘ziladdr/ assisted by clerks and

writers. There is also an official called a ‘ potdar V who is

a sort of cashier. One or more such ‘ zillahs ' constitutes

the jurisdiction of a tahsil presided over by a tahsilddr.

All revenue from the numerous small estates has to be

paid in by means of a duplicate invoice or ‘ chd-lan/ handed

to the ziladdr in the first instance^. On that officer

signing it as correct (and for this purpose he has his

‘ tauzi ’ or revenue-roll to refer to), the revenue-payer car-

ries his money with the chdldn to the Tahsildar. The

potddr counts the money and examines the coins, &c., and

makes an entry (if all is correct) in his day-book. A
register of the ch^lans is also kept up for each zillah. One

of the copies of the chaMn (signed) is returned to the payer

and becomes his receipt or voucher. As the potddr and

the ziladAr and the tahsildAr all keep books, one is a check

on the other. Arrears of revenue are recovered as de-

scribed under Chapter V of the Regulation and Rules

made pursuant to the amnesty Regulation II of 1889.

Sale of the estate may be ordered at once, in the case of

permanently-settled estates.

The rules also proscribe a number of registers, the object

of which is to keep the Tahsildar aware of the existence of

all estates, whether permanently-settled, temporarily-settled,

‘ khas,’ under waste land rules, &c., and the revenue to be

accounted for, as well as to know the various instalments

[qisthandi) in which different revenue-payments fall due,

and any arrears and balances that accrue.

In the two tahsils of the Jainty^ parganas and in Par-

t^bgarh, the ‘ pargana*' or ‘ inauza ’ is spoken of instead ot

‘ zillah ’

;
but, except for this difference of name, the pro-

cedure is very much the same.

Payment is made (as before) by chfiMns
;
and each mahS

pays by a joint ch^lan (made out in duplicate '^).

‘ More correctly pOtdd ar—mean- ziladilr of his zillah, to whom
ing literally a weigher and assayer must go.

.
,

of coins. ^ In all cases there are authori^^

The ziladars all sit at fixed ‘ chalan-writers,' who are entitle*

plac(‘s, with placards, so that eveiy to a very small fee for making ou

person may know which is the the chdldn.
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1

There are some differences in the registers to be kept up,

for which the rules must bo consulted.

In Partdbgarh are the ‘khds’ lands already spoken of,

and in Jaintya there are some house-tax-paying villages to

be accounted for in appropriate forms. There is also a

special form of making out and publishing a ‘ bakij^i,’ or

list of arrears, and of recovering the money.
23 5

§
10. Revenue Settlements (temporary and for Khds

Lands).

I have read a series of papers separately describing re-

cent Settlement operations for the temporarily-settled lands

of Sylhet. The correspondence relates to (i) the ‘ilam’

lands, including all lands not permanently settled, and

treated separately because settled under rules of 1876 and

earlier years (spoken of as ilam rules)
; (2) to the ‘jots ' or

groups of land held ‘ khds’ (being lands on which Settle-

ment had been refused by the holder, or which had been

sold for arrears) in the Partdbgarh tahsil (see § 8, ante)

and (3) for the ‘miscellaneous estates,’ meaning those

called ndnkdr patwdrgiri, charbhart, &c. There are some

2432 of these ‘miscellaneous estates,’ only 23 being over

100 acres, and only 203 being over 10 acres They are

scattered over a tract measuring more than 4000 square

miles.

The outside reader feels the greatest difficulty (and one

which I am unable to remove) in understanding why all

these temporarily-settled estates should not be put on the

same footing and settled on the same principles, all dis-

tinctions being allowed to drop into oblivion. At present

the Settlements fall in at different dates : but that would

very soon be equalized.

Section IV.—The Hill Districts.

§ I. The ^ Inner Line!

It will be observed, on a glance at the map, that the

Assam districts are all of them more or less in contact with

Gg 2
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hills ^ inhabited by various tribes, more or less civilized or

barbarous, on the north and north-east, as well as with the

central hills of the Assam Range. On the south, too, Sylhet

and Cachar are in contact with the hills of the Lushai

country. Some of the tribes occupying the hills are in-

dependent, or in merely political relation with the Govern-

ment
;
others are under British administration, but are not

advanced enough to be under the same Civil, Criminal, and

Revenue Laws as the older districts of the plains. It is,

therefore, necessary (a) not only to provide a simple form

of administration for such hill districts as are British, but

also (h) in the case of the frontier and other hill tracts, to

regulate the intercourse between the inhabitants of the

plains and the hill tribes, whose country presents attrac-

tions in the shape of a trade in india-rubber and ivory. If

landholding in these hills and the trade intercourse were

not regulated, complications and quarrels would be sure to

ensue. In 1873, therefore, by Regulation V (of that year),

a law was made, the object of which was to enable an

‘ inner line ’ to be drawn between the hill tribes and their

neighbours in the plains. The holding of land beyond this

line by strangers, and the intercourse for trade purposes or

collecting forest produce, is prohibited or regulated. Tlie

Regulation has ceased to apply to the Garo hills and no

inner line has been found necessary in the KhAsi hills
;

i)iit

it is still in force on the northern frontier and to the south

of Cachar.

§ 2. Lawfor the Government of the Hill District.

Besides this ‘ inner line
*

Regulation, the Regulation II ol

1880, as extended by III of 1884, may be applied to all the

hill districts directly under administration as British terri-

tory
;

it enables the boundaries of such districts in respect

^ Of the 45,839 square miles of &c., by persons not being natives

which Assam consists 17,698 are of the hills. Power is given to ex-

hilly country. tend such regulation when jiecev

Mtegulation I of 188a for these sary, to the case of the peop»

hills now does all that is necessary resident within the hills tbvm

for regulating the collection of solves,

timber, ivory, wax, india-rubber,
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of the adjoining teiTitoiy under the regular law, to be

fixed ;
and it also enables the Chief Commissioner to de-

clare that any enactment not suited to the place, shall not

bo in force \

Tho frontier hill-tracts, to the north and north-east, and

at one point to the extreme south-east of the province, will

not need further notice in these pages: but some details

regarding the hill districts of the ‘ Assam Range ’ may be

suitably included.

§ 3. The Hills of the Central Range,

There is no regular land-revenue system in these hills.

A house-tax is levied, and not land-revenue. But in the

Garo hills and a small corner of the Ndga hills, and in the

Jaintya hills, there are tracts where a land-revenue is

taken. The house-tax is, in the GAro, Jaintyd, and Nagd

hills, and such of the Kh£si villages as are British, collected

and paid in by headmen, who, like the mauzaddrs of the

Assam Valley, are remunerated by a commission. These

officers are called Lashkar and Lakma in the Gdro hills,

‘Dolloi’ (Daldi) and ‘ Sarddr’ in the Jainty^ and Khasi hills,

and 'Lambardar* in the Ndga hills. These hill districts,

therefore, can only interest us, in this manual, from an ad-

ministrative point of view, and a very brief account will be

sufficient.

' IvLgulation II of 1880 originally

applied lo ‘ frontier’ tracts, but tin

Garo, Khasi and Jaintya hills, am
those of Mikiror Nowgong, are no
‘frontier’ tracts, they are in tin

midst of the province
;
accordingly

Regulation III of 1884 extended th
application. The Regulations hav
otH'ii applied to—
The Naga hills. Noti-
fication, Foreign De-
pJirtiiK'iit .... 988E.'|
North Cachar hills.

Notilication, Foreign
department.

, . . 989E.
dibrugarh frontier

tracts. Notification, /

tJoreigu Department
. 990E.

Khasi and Jaintya \

hills. Notification, I 5th

Foreign Department. 2892. > Nov-

Garo hills. Notification \ cinbci

Foreign Department. 2892 .

1

1884.

Nowgong (Mikir \ 12th

hills). Notification, I Nov-

Foreign Department. 2936. f
ember

; 1884.

The list of enactments excluded,

chiefly refers to the Stamp, Court-

fees and Registration laws, and th(*

Transfer ofProperty Act, 1882. The

Civil or the Criminal Procedure

Code, or both, are also excluded,

and replaced by simpler rules for

the procedure in administering

justice. See Administration Report for

1884-85, paragraph 75 (p. 31).
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§ 4. Gdro Hills,

The Garo hills—the first group in the range, beginning

with its western extremity—have been already alluded to

as surrounded on three sides by the estates of chaudharis

who have become permanently-settled ZamindArs. The

Garos, as already stated, used to give great trouble by

raiding beyond the limits of their hills. For some years

after the grant of Bengal in 1765, the status quo was main-

tained unaltered. But in t8i6 the state of affairs attracted

attention. The Garo hills were then made a separate dis-

trict, the interests acquired by Zammdars within the

limits of the district having been compensated and ex-

tinguished.

A special commission was appointed, and Kegulation X

of already alluded to, legalized the arrangements

made. But it was not till 1866 that an attempt was made

to have an officer resident in the hills district during the

healthier season of the year. In time the Regulation X of

1822 was superseded by Act XXII of 1869, under which

simple rules were made for the general administration, a

number of chiefs in the interior being left practically in-

dependent. Tin’s Act remained till the Scheduled Districts

Act of 1874 was brought into force. In 1871, a murder in

connection with survey operations resulted in measures the

end of which was that the whole district was brought

under administration, and Regulation Y of 1873 was ap-

plied to regulate the intercourse of the people in the plains,

who desire to collect timber, ivory, wax, and other forest

produce. This Regulation is now superseded by Regula-

tion I of 1882 ;
and Regulation II of 1880 (as extended hy

III of 1884) settles the law to be enforced. The district

is now traversed by excellent roads and is perfectly peace-

able. Cultivation by ‘jum' is practised, but valuable

forests have been reserved as State forests.

The history of these hills, showing their transition, iR

the course of years, under suitable management, from being

a nest of marauders to a peaceable territory, is instructive

;
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in all probability it is one that will repeat itself gradually

in all those hills which once were really frontier districts,

but are now hemmed in by British territory on both sides,

since Burma was annexed.

§ 5 - The Khdd Hills.

In this next group the country is not under British law,

but under general political control, and is so peaceable that

no ‘ inner line ’ is needed. When Assam was annexed in

1826, it became an object to have a communication with

the valley through these hills
;
some opposition was offered

to this, and attacks on the road-making party resulted in

murders, which led to coercive expeditions. But in 1833

all the chiefs submitted k

The greatest part of the hills consists of estates of the

chiefs : they pay no tribute, but have resigned their mines,

minerals, forests, elephants, and natural products, and re-

ceive half the profits from these sources. Justice is ad-

ministered by the darbdrs^ or Courts of the States
;
but

heinous offences, and those in which the subjects of other

States are concerned, are dealt with by the British authori-

ties. The people are extremely well-to-do, and make

money by trade in the staples which the hills produce \

A few villages acquired in 1833, or since ceded, are

British—chiefly in the neighbourhood of Chirapunji, Myl-

liim, and Shillong. The lands around the station of Shil-

long were acquired from the chief or ‘ Seim ’ of M}'lhim in

1 863, by purchase ^

The cultivation is more elaborate than in some of the

hill states, and in the hollows of the plateau rice is carefully

grown on irrigated terraces

^ The Klulsis wero known in with arms in his hands,
lormor days as troublosomo marau- ^ Adm. Rep. 1882-83, § 93*

whoso incursions had to be ^ Aitchison’s Treaties, vol. i. pp.
chocked by a lino of forts along tho 207-209. Shillong now forms the

of Sylhet. A Regulation (I of head-quarters of the Assam Admin-
n99) still stands on the Statute istration.

prohibiting the supply of * See Sfatisiical Account of Assam,
3rrns and ammunition to the hill- vol. ii. p. 223, for an account of tho

and forbidding any one to process
;

and see Administration Re-
pass over the Company’s frontier port, 1882-83, § 30.
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§ 6. Jaintyd HUld,

These are British. The Kaj^, having been deprived of

the parganas in the plains, as already stated {vide section

on Sylhet), refused to keep the hill tracts, and they thus

lapsed to Government in 1835. The subdivision was in

charge of an assistant, stationed at Jawdi. The hills arc

divided into twenty-three petty districts, four of which are

managed by ‘ Sarddrs* or chiefs, and nineteen by headmen,

called ‘DoUois* (Ddlai). They did not manage well, and

outbreaks occurred in i860 and 1862. Since the suppres-

sion ^of these, and the establishment of a British officer, and

the reformation of the ‘Dollois* management, there has

been perfect peace. The Eegulation II of 1880 applies, and

simple rules for the administration of justice are in force.

There are some ordinary plough-lands in this subdivision

known as rdj-Iidli lands, and these are assessed at a re-

venue of ten annas per bfghd of 1600 square yards, payable

on or before the 30th June ^

§ 7. North Cachar Hills.

It is convenient to include this poidiion of the British

Cachar district in this notice, because it is administered

separately. The tract is separated from the plains by the

great Barail Eange, and consists of hills of low elevation.

The district became British partly in 1839 and partly in

18542. After some changes, which it is not necessary to

refer to, the station of the officer in charge of the sub-

division was fixed at Gunjong.

§ 8. Ndgd Hills.

This tract, as separate from that to the east, indicated

on the maps as ‘Independent Ndgd tribes,* is now British

territory, and was so proclaimed in July, 1882. The

trict as it now exists was formed in 1886, partly out of the

' For details see Chief Commis- No. 3436, dated iith August, 1886.

sioner’s letter to the Deputy Com- ^ Under circumstances dotuilc

missioncr, Khdsi and Jaintya Hills, at § 95 ofthe Adm. Rep., 1882-83*
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North Cachar hills, and partly out of the hills. A
great forest area called Nambor has been taken in charge

as a State forest in the uninhabited valley of the Dh^nsiri

river. The administration is like that of the other hill dis-

tricts that are British territory.

The history of the Naga expeditions, their causes and

consequences, may be read in the Adminidration Report

for 1^82-83 (§§ 96-99). Samaguting, the former head-

quarters of the officer in charge, was given up, and it is

now at Kohima.



CHAPTER IV.

REVENUE BUSINESS AND OFFICIALS (tHE WHOLE

province).

Section 1—The Official Staff.

§ i. The Chief Revenue Control.

The Chief Commissioner is, under the Regulation, the

Hog. i of ‘chief controlling authority ’ in the Province, subject to the

orders of the Governor-General in Council.

§ 2. The Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner.

Each district is presided over by a Deputy Commissioner,

who is a ‘ Revenue Officer ’ (and so arc his Assistants and

Soc. 123. Extra Assistants) under the Regulation.

The districts of Assam Proper and Goalpani are united

under the superintendence ofa Commissioner (also a Revenue

ii.id. officer). But the districts of Sylhet and Cachar, and the

Hill districts, are not under a separate Commissioner. In

them the Chief Commissioner of Assam is himself the

Divisional Officer or Commissioner \

§ 3. Subordinate Officers.

In each district, there are, or may bo, subdivisions in

charge of Assistant or Extra Assistant Commissioners.

s«.c,. 126. The officer so in charge has by law certain powers specified

;

and may be invested with further powers of a Deputy Com-

missioner. Under the Regulation (as already stated) the

Commissioner, Deputy. Commissioner, Assistant and Extra

^ Administration Report, 1882-3, Part II a, § 102-4.
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Assistant Commissioners are the Revenue Officers
; but the

Chief Commissioner is empowered to appoint other revenue

officers. Under this provision, for each district (except

GoAlpilrd) an officer called a Sub-Deputy Collector has been

appointed : ho is employed mainly on supervision of the

revenue establishments, on looking after Settlement survey

operations, and the compilation of revenue records and

returns.

§ 4. The Mauzaddr,

In the Assam Valley, including the Eastern Dwars (but

excluding the permanently-settled estates of Goalpara,

where there arc no district revenue establishments) the

revenue is collected by ‘ mauzadars,’ unless where they have

])een superseded by the agency of tahsildars.

The mauzacJdr is spoken of as a ‘revenue contractor.’

His functions in recording the lands in his mauza, and in

measuring and assessing them by the aid of the ‘ mandals,’

have already been described. The result of these measure-

ment and assessment operations is to enable the mauzadar

to submit to the district officer a statement showing the

revenue. In the estates belonging to his mauza (techni-

cally spoken of as lands ‘ amalgamated ’ with the mauza)

he is personally responsible for the revenue, and collects

it. He is allowed a commission of 10 per cent, on the

total up to R. 6000, and 5 per cent, on any amount above

thai sum.

§ 5. The Tahsil System,

In the KAmriip district tahsils are already constituted,

and some in Darrang. The area of the tahsil is larger than

a ‘mauza,’ and the agency is better conducted, while it

is less costly, as it is a regular Government paid agency

in lieu of the contract responsibility which necessitates a

rather high rate of commission being paid

fhe TahsildAr is graded with the Sub-deputy Collectors.

* In .T letter to tlio Government the defects of the mauzadjiri system,

India (No. 3532, dated 26th the loss occasioned by errors in
ctober, 1887) is enclosed an in- classilieation and measurement of

^'resting memorandum by the lands under that system, and the
erector of Land Records showing advantages of the tahsil system.
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Under tho same system, and indeed as a consequence of

it, kanungos have been introduced, on the North-Western

Provinces’ model; there being supervising kdndngos, for

out-door inspection—to keep the ‘mandals’ up to their

work; and a registrar-kdntingo at head-quai'ters to keep

up tho records.

The duties, of Tahsilddrs, Sub-deputy Collectors and

Kandngos arc explained fully in the Kules for Mandals,

Supervisor-KAnungos, TahsildArs, and MauzadArs, Registrar-

KAniingos, and Sub-Deputy Collectors issued with Circular

No. 31, dated ^iSth June, 1887. These apply to cadastrally-

surveyod estates, which are naturally the pai-ts of districts

in which the ‘ improved ’ system is first developed h

6. Powers of Revenue Officers,

The powers of Revenue officers are so clearly explained in

Chapter VII of the Regulation, that a reference to it is

sufficient. It will be observed that where there is the in-

tention to have a cadastral survey and Settlement, a Settle-

ment officer and a Survey officer may be appointed. When

the ordinary procedure is adopted, the Deputy Commissioner

and subdi visional officers have the powers of a Settlement

officer.

Section II.—Land-Revenue Business.

§ I, District Registration of Titles.

Apart from the documents prepared at the annual or

periodic Settlements, the Deputy Commissioner is bound

to maintain—

(i) a General Register of revenue-paying estates

;

(3) a General Register of revenue-free estates ;
and

^ It will not bo understood that survey or not.’ (Circular No. 3^-

'

Sub-Deputy Collectors are only con- Indeed, the le.ss perfect the

cermjd with cadasirally surveyed the greater is the need for tho choc

tracts; ‘on the contrary his juris- of tho measurements and recon ^

diction must be regarded as extend- simple as they are, which t

ing over all the mamas of tho sub- mandals and mauzaddrs are respoii

division to which he is appointed, siblo for.

whether brought under cadastral
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(3) any other Registers which the Chief Commissioner
• may direct.

Every ‘ proprietor ’ or ‘ landholder/ who succeeds by in-

heritance or transfer, and joint holders, managers, and
mortgagees, are hound within six months from the date of
getting possession, to apply to be registered. And all per-

sons already in possession when the Regulation came into

force, may apply for registration.

For the procedure, and consequences of non-registration,

reference may be made to the Regulation
;
and for the

forms of Registers and other details, to the Rules.

§ 2. Collection of Revenue,

This forms the subject of Chapter V of the Regulation,

under which also Rules are issued relating to the collection

of revenue and recovery of arrears b

The general rules fix the instalments
;
provide for the

*

opening of separate accounts (where, in large holdings or

permanently-settled estates, there arejoint-owners)
;
provide

for the issue of ‘ notices of demand * after an arrear has Reg. i ot

accrued
;
regulate sales

;
and prescribe certain registers of 53®^’

j^ales and coercive action for recovery of arrears

The rules 20-24 apply only where there are no tahsils, RuL's

and where the old mauzaddr system of collection is in^'^
'^’

force.

The rules 26 and 27 apply to the tahsils in Cachar and Ib 26, 27.

byihet.

The rules 34-37 apply to permanently-settled estates in ib. 34-37.

Goalpara.

fhere is nothing in these rules that calls for special
l oiuark; where they apply solely to the districts of Cachar,

Ihet, Jaintya parganas, or Go^lpdiA, their effect has been
Roted in the sections devoted to these districts,

fhe Regulation provides generally, that joint-holders are

in I

into f^co
rst July^ i3Qg^

lu Assam the ‘ arrears ’ pi

is technically spoken of as ‘ baki-

jai ’
;

e. g. the ‘ baki-jai register
’

means a register of issue of pro-

cesses against defaulters.
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liable jointly and severally (this will find special exempli^

fication in Oachar, but may apply anywhere)
;
and so where

a tax is imposed on a ‘ family ' or a ‘ house/ the tax is due

from all males above eighteen years of age, jointly and seve-

rally,—who took any part in the cultivation of the land,

sec. Section 65 provides for the opening of ' separate ac-

counts’ in the case of co-sharers in permanently-settled

estates.

The Regulation, it will be observed, does not leave payers

of revenue to wait (as the Burma system does) till a notice

or tax-ticket is served on them. They know the instalment

dates and are bound to pay of their own accord (according

to their lease or patta which leaves them in no doubt), and

if they fail to pay by sunset (or the day being a Sunday or

holiday, on the next day), they become defaulters.

On a defaulter, first, a notice of demand is served : on the

expiry of the time allowed by this notice, and not before,

further proceedings may be taken. These are (1) sale of

moveable property by order of the Deputy Commissioner,

in the manner provided in the (!;!ivil Procedure Code, and

excepting artizan’s tools and agriculturists’ necessary cattle

iai- I of and seed-grain
; (2) sale of the defaulting estate under pro-

j886, sec. 1
. immoveable property other than the

s,.,. ^0. defaulting estate. This may be in the district; if not,

a ‘ certificate of demand ’ is issued, and the sale will be made

by the Deputy Commissioner of the district in which the

property is situate.

In certain places to be notified by Chief Commissioner

See 90. (and not being permanently-settled estates), the law pro-

vides for the annulment* of Settlement (which extinguishes

the arrears) when sale of moveables under Section 69 is not

sufficient.

§ 3. Partition.

The provisions of Chapter VI are general, i. e. for all

Assam districts.

‘ An estate sold has a title free the estate at time of sale. See

of encumbrances, except certain 70-77 of the Regulation ol 1880

‘ tenures ’ specified, and existing on amended by Reg. II of 1889.
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There is the usual Indian distinction between ‘ perfect
’

and * imperfect ’ partition. The latter (everywhere) implies

that each sharer gets his several interest declared or de-

marcated on the ground, as the case may be, for separate

enjoyment withoiit dissolving any joint liability to the

Government for the revenue on the whole estate. The

former implies that the joint liability is also dissolved.

Any one in actual possession (whether it is a permanently

or temporarily-settled estate), may apply for either parti-

tion: provided that a separately liable estate—liable for

less than R. 5, cannot be created : that is the limit to per-

fect partition.

The details of the Regulation do not require comment.

There may be, under Section 120, the reverse process, 120.

that is to say, a union of two or more estates held by

recorded landholders or proprietors.

§ 4. Procedure.

The eighth Chapter of the Regulation fixes the place at

which Revenue-officers may hold their Court, within the

Division (of a Commissioner) or within the district, as

the case may be. Power is given to summon any one to

give evidence for the purpose of any investigation or other

business conducted under the Regulation. Power is given

to refer disputes to arbitration by consent of the parties.

Appeals are provided for, except in certain cases in Avhich

the orders originally passed are final. An order appealed Kog. 1 of

against may be suspended pending the result of the appeal
;

*

and there is a general power of revision independent of.sec. 150.

appeal. The jurisdiction of the Civil Court is excluded in Sec. 151.

a number of matters which pertain to revenue administra- 154

tion, and in which it is desirable that the revenue authorities

should have exclusive jurisdiction.

The Regulation closes with provisions for the making of

I’ules and imposing of penalties for breach of them. It is

provided that at least once in three years, all the rules in

'force under the Regulation, and arranged in convenient

order, shall be republished in the Gazette.
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§ 5. The Department of Land Records and

Agriculture.

The present Department of Land Records and Agriculture

was created in May, 1882, under the title of Department of

Agriculture. In January, 1887, the name was changed to

that now borne. The object of the Department was de-

clared by the Government of India to be threefold—

(ci) the supervision of the annual Settlements of the

Assam Valley Districts;

{h) the securing of uniformity in the compilation of the

village papers

;

(c) the investigation of the economic circumstances of the

Province L

Shortly after the creation of the Department, a cadastral

survey party was sent into the Province, and the task of

supervising the Settlement operations that accompany a

field-to-field survey, was entrusted to the Director. The

cadastral party is steadily moving eastwards along the

Assam Valley; it has completed the survey of 1,721 ’41

square miles in the two districts of Kdmrup and Darrang.

The supervision of the maps and records thus produced is

amongst the most important of the duties at present per*

formed by the Department.

'In addition to keeping the reports on the traffic carried on with

above objects before him, the tiie border tribes and on tliat borne

Director has in his hands the mani- by the Brahmaputra and »Siiini:i

pulation of all the trade statistics rivers to Bengal,

of the Province, and issues annual
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„ III. The Land-Revenue Administration.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL HISTORY.

§ I. Early History,

Tins little province, some 1583 square miles in extent,

has a considerable interest, from the point of view of the

student of land-tenures, because it affords another, and in

sonic respects a peculiar, example of the results of conquest

by a tribe which first established its system of rule by

separate estates or unions of lands, over each of which a

chi(‘f or head of a clan or other division presided. But in

time these separate tribal or clan chiefships fell under the

power of a Rdja or overlord, and then the ‘ Hindu ’ system

of administration was followed. Lastly, Coorg was con-

quered by the Muhammadan Sultans of Mysore. This his-

torical condition of things has left its mark on the land-

tenures. The history will prove specially instructive in

connection with that of the neighbouring district of Mala-

oar (page 151, ante), and the curious fallacy about there

having been (exceptionally) no land-revenue in the countiy.

H'obably very similar stages were gone through in Coorg.

The HaWi RajAs, when they gained the supreme power,

f^dopted the usual Hindu form, took the central domain

VOL, III, H h
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under their own control, and left the outlying districts to

be managed by the (now subordinate) chiefs. The lUja

collected revenue within his own domains only; but (as

usual with the Southern kingdoms) he levied a general

revenue-payment, and also had a special allotment of ‘ royal

land ’—the whole produce of which, raised by slave labour,

was sent to the royal granary. In the outlying estates, the

chiefs received the revenue; the R^ja took nothing from

them beyond certain customary dues and fees. Very pro-

bably minor landholders of the superior race who were not

important enough to rule territories or hold official posts,

were allowed to hold land with the privilege of assessment

at a lower rate of revenue than others. In later days, fol-

lowing the example of Mysore, the king assumed to take

his land-revenue from all lands and estates, unless he ex-

pressly favoured some of his chiefs by giving them service-

grants. In still later years, we find the general land-

revenue a matter of settled custom, and a * shisht ’ or record

of assessment well known.

Colonel Wilks in his History of Mysore, says that the

Coorgs^ are descended from the conquering army of the

Kadamba kings, dating about the sixth century of our era.

The Kadamba kingdom, in the north-west of Mysore, ap-

pears to have embraced all the countries in the vicinity.

It was the Kadamba race that afterwards founded the

Vijiiyanagar sovereignty; and at the end of the sixteenth

century Coorg was still ruled by its own princes, as men-

tioned by Ferishta, though by that time it seems that the

chiefships, into which the whole country was divided, ac-

knowledged the suzerainty of Vijdyanagar.

The chiefs were called or entitled Nayaka. This is per-

haps to be identified with the ‘N^ik’ of the Maratki

territories of Southern India. In caste they were of a

proud military order, probably of Dravidian or mixed

origin. It seems possible that they may have been con-

^ Coorg iH an Anglicised form of pre.sent subject—is to bo found ni

Kodjigu
;
the Coorg race proper are Mr. Rico’s Gazetteer of Mysore aju

Kodngas. Along story about this Coorg (Bangalore Government
—which does not bear upon our 1878), vol. iii. pp. 100- 194.
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nected with—at any rate they resembled closely—the

N^yak of Canara and the N^yar of Malabar. The earliest

form of government established in Coorg was, as I have

stated, that of several tribal chiefships. It is matter of

tradition—but tradition that is confirmed by all we know

of early Dravidian institutions—that the country was

formed into twelve ‘ kombu/ or ‘ districts each under a

‘ Ndyaka.’ Things went on for some time in this way, till

certain of the HaMri p£egars (it is supposed, from the

neighbouring and already established kingdom of Ikkdri or

Badniir) found their way into Coorg. Whatever the truth

may be, the Hal^ri Kdjils who succeeded in intruding were

not Kodagas, but aliens, and of the Lingayat sect. They

obtained the overlordship and gradually destroyed the

original organization. In time, the descendants of the

Kodaga Nayaks, ceasing to be rulers of small territories,

descended to the position of landholders; asserting—as

usual—a strong proprietary and hereditary right, and being

conciliated by a privilege of paying only half-revenue

rates to the de facto sovereign.

After various fortunes, among which war and slaughter

were the most common, and after being overrun by Haidar

’Ali and Tipfi Sultdn’s armies, the Coorg state became the

ally of the East India Company. Things seemed to promise

well up to about 18 ii, when a chief, named Linga Raja,

obtained the government, having originally been appointed

the guardian of the minor heiress of the former Rdjd.

After a reign of untold wickedness and cruelty he died in

18:^0, and was succeeded by his son Vira Rdja, who was, if

possible, worse than his father. In 1833 these iniquities

compelled the interference of the British Government
;
but

^ Wherever we have any trace The ‘ kombu ’ of Coorg was the

^'fihe ancient Dravidian and also ‘mid 'of Malabar and Mysore, and
Ivolarian tribal rule, we have the the ‘parha' of Chutiya Nagpur ;—

a

same tiling
: the Kolarinns never union or group of a number of

^‘adicd any farther stage. The villages or otlu'r family settle-

Dravidian races very early had a ments, under one chief, who sat in

‘‘entralizod government, probably council with the other chiefs,

from tliG time of their amalgama- when affairs concerning the whole
tion with the Aryan immigrants, country required it.

H h 2
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all peaceful means having failed, it was at last necessary

to send a force. The country was reduced and formally

annexed by proclamation in May 1 834.

§ a. Present Administration*

Coorg is directly administered by a Commissioner, who

is also District (Civil) and Sessions Judge. He is sub-

ordinate to a Chief Commissioner, who resides at llangalorc;.

The Resident for the Native State of Mysore is ex-offivlo

the Chief Commissioner.

Coorg is a scheduled district under Act XIV of 1874, and

is subject to the 33 Vic., cap. 3.

The civil and criminal courts were regulated by Act XX\'

of 1868. Rut this Act is now repealed. Civil jurisdiction

is provided for by Regulation (33 Vic., cap. 3) No. II of

1881, amended by Regulation No. I of 1885. Criminal

jurisdiction is under the Criminal Procedure Code.

The province is divided into six taluks comprising

twenty-four nads. The ‘nad’ consists of a group of

gramas, or hamlets, there being no ‘ villages.’ The land-

grouping resembles that of Kanara and Malabiir, consisting

of detached family holdings, farms, or ^ wargas,’ with houses

on them. The terra ^warga’ has the same origin and

meaning as in Kanara (see page 147, ante).

Each taluk is in charge of a ^ SiibadAr ’ (or Subedar ac-

cording to the local spelling). Each n^d ^ has a headman

called ‘ parpattegar,’ who in several cases exercises botli

civil and criminal jurisdiction.

There are also in each ndd two or three leading men

known as ‘Takka,’ representing the old resident families^.

^ Tn Yolu-sdvira-shmie and part And they held certain larui'^ in

of Niinjarujpatiia the ‘nad’ is virtue of their headship, a

replaced by the Mysore (official; like the ‘wataii’ of other parts,

grouping of the ‘hobali.' Tliis term once more suggesting the old

also and tho Persian ‘ Subaddr,* aro Dravidian organization,

relics of the Mysore occupation.



CHAPTER 11.

THE LAND-TENUEES.

§ I. Load Features.

Just as in Malabar, where we have noticed a traditional

division of land between the priestly and the military

castes, it is a tradition that Coorg was divided between

the Kodagas and their hereditary priesthood, the Amma-

Kodagas. After the accession of the Haleri Rajas, the

leading classes, as I said, though ceasing to be rulers, yet

continued to hold land on a more favourable tenure than

others.

From the census of J871 it would appear that about

15 per cent, only of the population were Coorgs and 76 per

cent. ' Hindus/ the small remainder being Muhammadans

and others. To the privileged tenure of the Coorgs a few

other castemen have been from time to time admitted h

Among the lower castes, a class of predial slaves formerly

existed
;
perhaps representing the conquered aboriginal in-

liabitants: they cultivated the lands held by the Coorg

chiefs.

Coorg lies along the summit of the Ghats
;
and it is in

‘ ( 'oorg proper ^ or ‘ inside the barrier ’ that the true Koda-

gas live and have their lands. ‘ Outside the barrier ^ is the

larger area to the north-east, and a narrow strip below

Chat on the east side, forming Yclu-savira-shimd, and two

‘iiobalis ’ of the Nanjardjpatna taluk.

Naturally in such a country there are narrow wet valleys

A detailed account will bo found in Rico’s Gazetteer

,

vol. iii. pp. 233
'-‘t scq.
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all filled with rice-fields, and there are woodlands on the

slopes above, which may or may not be suitable to the cul-

tivation of vegetables, plantains, oranges, or coffee. On

these slopes are the ‘band’ lands attached to holdings,

which will presently be described. In the outer drier parts,

it is quite possible to raise millet and other dry crops on

the slopes.

§ a. The Jamma Tenure,

The Kodagas having, as I said, ceased to bo a ruling class,

clung to their land as landlords, with the privilege of pay-

ing to the supreme ruler only half the full revenue. This

tenure is now called the ‘jamma’ tenure. The name is

supposed to be derived from the Sanskrit ‘janmam ’= birth

;

just as was the case with the Malabar landlord-tenure. But

this derivation seems to me doubtful, for the Sanskrit word

janmam means simply ‘ birth,’ but does not include any

notion of 'hirih-right' or ‘inheritance.’ I cannot help

thinking it more likely that the term originated when the

Mysore conquest had made Persian terms more familiar

;

and the name is perhaps some corruption of ‘jamin,’i. e.

zamm= land, or (possibly) of ‘zimma’ (that which is held

in charge or trust), or even connected with the term jama’

or assessment total. However this may be, the ‘jamma’

is now a proprietary tenure distinguished by paying oidy

half the ordinary assessment, or B. 5 per 100 battis of waste

landk

Land held on this tenure cannot be sold, mortgaged, or

alienated in any way, without the sanction of Government.

The reason of this is fhat the land cannot be held on this

tenure except by the privileged classes. A sanad is granted

for every holding, and a succession fee, ‘ nazarana kauike,

is paid on receiving the sanad, in three yearly instalments

,

also a fee called ‘ ghatti-jamma ’ on taking possession.

This is no doubt a relic of the quasi-feudal tenure which

was introduced when the Coorg chiefs had to submit to a

^ Tlio batti is a very small land account, twenty-five battis-

'

measure, of which 100 arc equal to See Administration Report, 1872-73} 1
*

three acres (or according to another 19 ot seq.
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foreign Kdja \ The land is also held on condition of ren-

dering service if required

No remission of revenue can be asked by holders of land

on this tenure.

The land was all divided into farms called ‘warg’ or

‘wargd/ and each jamma landholder held one or more

‘ wargas/ according to the size of the family group.

Previous to Tipu’s invasion, divisions of property and

separation of families were rare
;
large ‘ house-communions’

existed, and it was not uncommon to find thirty-five or

forty grown-up male relations, and many families consisting

of upwards of one-hundred or even one-hundred-and-twenty

members, living under the same roof^. Of late years a

certain amount of internal division of holdings, as a matter

of arrangement among the families, has taken place, but I

am informed that actual partition is not officially recognized

and is regarded as illegal and improper In any case it

can only be effected if all consent; any one separating

himself otherwise, is looked on as an outcast by the re-

mainder, and can claim no share of the common stock, but

must depend on his own resources.

The eldest member (yajman) of the family group is the

head of the house and holds the ‘ sanad/ and the property

is registered in his name.

The warg always includes an area of ‘ bdne ’ land—the

tciiii will bo explained pi*esently—and some low-lying

barren land on which the cattle graze,’ called ‘barikd/

’ It is obvious to remark tliat this tlio male members of licr family in

(kiiiiike) recalls to mind the case of service being required.

‘Uiiaiii’ of Malabar, which has (Chi<‘f Commissioner’s No. 2266 -923,
Ix'cii suggt3sted to be not originally dated 31st March, 1883.)

really) a mortgage advance, ^ GazelUer, vol. iii. p. 329. It

but a f(>o paid in token of feudal would seem that if a part of a

{dh'giance by the holder of land to ‘ warga ’ was broken off, it ceased to
the superior

;
though in the course be held under the privileged janiaai

ef time it came to bo treated as a tenure and could only be held on
in(>rtgage transaction. the common or siigu tenure.

On which account formerly a * It is said that the Ritjtls en-

could not hold ^jamma ^ couraged division, because it caused
‘‘ud. It iijiy 110^ to be taken up, and also

^h(i can (under inheritance or discouraged the practice of poly-
dniily settlement), provided she andry.

an efficient substitute among
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besides the ‘hittalu-man^ialu*—a plot of land for garden,

yard, cattle-sheds, &c., attached to every dwelling site.

§ 3. Slaves or Serfs,

As usual in conquered countries all over Southern India,

the ruling classes employed the enslaved ‘aborigines’ to

cultivate the,jamma lands. This of course was not recog-

nized by the British Government, and the slaves soon found

no one could interfere with them if they left and went to

cultivate coffee or other lands, where profitable wages were

offered.

This was the source of much difficulty, since the jamma

owners had no means of cultivating their lands, for they

could not let or alienate them. It was ultimately deter-

mined that a portion of the holding, not exceeding one-

fourth, might be sublet on the ‘ vd-ra ’ plan (metayer, or

paying half produce); this tenancy has to bo offered to

certain classes in order. The limitation is not, however,

enforced in the case of widows, minors, and others incapable

of cultivating land themselves.

New land can be acquired by ‘ Coorgs ^ on the ‘jamma
’

tenure in certain cases
;

e. g. by conversion of ordinary or

‘ sagu ^ land into jamma
;
in the case of the restoration of

old abandoned ‘ wargas,’ and on application for conversion

when there are special reasons accepted by the (Jliicf

Commissioner C

§ 4. The liestriction on Alienation explained.

The reason for the restrictions on alienation above alliuled

to, are thus explained hi a note made in 1 834 by the (Com-

missioner (Colonel Fraser). After describing the rule nm<lo

by Pfrajendra Rajd, wffiich entitles every Coorg to as much

jamma land as he requires, on condition of the favourable

revenue-payment of R.5 for every too battis, and the fee

on acquisition, and after remarking on the curious custom ol

giving the Coorg ‘ a handful of soil ’ in token of his owncr-

’ For the details seo the Govern- Agricultural Departinent\

ment of India letter (Revenue and 970 B., dated 12th October, 1883.
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ship, and taking the aame from him in ease he voluntarily

resigns a holding or exchanges it for another, the note goes

on :
‘ The pi‘actice of subletting can never obtain in this

country. If it could, we should soon have numbers of

great Zamindte in the district. A whole nad might by

degrees fall into the hands of an individual capitalist from

Mysore perhaps, or the districts below the ghats
;
and the

lightness of his assessment would enable him to sublet it

to others with personal advantage, though without per-

sonal care or labour. But this is effectually prevented by

the usage of the country, which decidedly forbids it, and

the principle that obtains of regarding the proprietary right

to the soil as originally vested in the sovereign h He

grants a certain quantity of land to a raiyat at a certain

annual rate, and for the time divests himself of his property.

But the land has been granted to that particular individual

and to no other
;

it has been let at a specific rate of tax,

and no other \ Let another tenant be found there, paying

to the actual lessee a liigher rate than that fixed by the

Sirkar, and the lease is ipso facto annulled
;
the land falls

again into the possession of the sovereign power, and is

again at its disposal,’

§5, Sdgu Tenure.— Vmbali.

The ordinary tenure of the country (i. c. of all land that

is not ‘jamma ’) is the ‘ s^u ’

;
it is an occupant’s or raiyat-

Avari tenure, with no condition of service, and it pays

revenue at the rate of R. 10 per 100 battis. Remission of

revenue is allowed for failure of crops Partition of

jointly-held sagu land is not objected to. The holder of

sagu land receives a sdgavali-chitu, or lease from Govern-

ment, signed by th6 Siibadar.

It would be more correct to say * And subject to a claim of mili-
aot ‘ originally^’ but in ‘ later times tary service.

im assumption resulting from * There were formerly two classes

piquoxt.’ The earlier authorities of sagu tenure, which paid at ditfer-

j

‘ Hindu and Mussalman are, as ent rates. Thi.s is still kept up,
h'We shown in vol. i. Chap. IV., but transfers from one class to
iiiclly against tho general right .another do not now take place,

oiiu- ,

sovereign to oempied or It is not necessary lo go into details
ivated land. on the subject.
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Certain raiyati lands were, in the Kdj^’s time, allowed a

light assessment for certain services performed, and these

are distinguished as ‘ umbali ’ lands.

A somewhat different system of tenure long prevailed in

the Ydlu-s^vira-shime country at the foot of the gh^ts.

Here the village patels managed the revenue, each village

being farmed to them. But this proved oppressive and in-

convenient, and in 1801 the R^ja ordered the lands in the

taluk to be measured just the same as the land within the

Coorg barriers
;
consequently, the holdings became raiyat-

war, and a ‘ beriz,’ or account of the rates assessed on each

field, ’was made out, and is still maintained.

§ 6. Bdn4 Lands.

It has already been mentioned that with every holding

of jamma land (and the same is true also of sagu land) in

Coorg proper, the holder acquires the use of an appurtenant

plot of ‘ band ’ land—that is, a plot of forest land varying

(and not always according to the size of the principal hold-

ing) from 4 or 5 to 300 acres. It is now, by rule, limited

to double the area of the principal holding. The bdne is

located on the slopes above the valley where the rice-

cultivation is, or somewhere near it, and it is destined to

supply the teargf-holdcr with grazing, timber, firewood, and

above all wdth bamboos, branches, and herbage, which lie

burns on the rice-fields to give ash-manure to the soil

But the produce must bo strictly used for the supply of the

agricultural domestic wants of the holder
;
and if timber,

&c., is sold, the tenure is infringed, and Government has a

right to demand seignorage on the wood. Sandal-wood

trees found in bane land are always reserved as the pro-

perty of Government.

In the jamma tenure, as the bSnd is included in

sanad, it is virtually a part of the property. In the sago

tenure there is no sanad
;
but the attached area of baiio

must be held and used subject to the same conditions-

Under these circumstances, the hiu.6 cannot be regarde

as actually the property of the tenure-holder, nor, on
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other hand, as land at the disposal of Government. It is

rather land which is held as an appendage to a warg or

estate, or to a sdgu holding, in a sort of trust, or on condi-

tion for a certain use \

Had the bdnd so remained, there would be nothing more

to be said about it. In old days, in Central Coorg at any

rate, no one wanted to cut trees for sale, for they had no

market value
;
no one cultivated the band, beyond raising

a few orange or plantain-trees, or ploughing up parts where

it was possible to raise a little dry cultivation which was

not thought worthy of notice
;
hence the bane, as an ap-

pendage, did not subject the holding to any further revenue-

assessment. But in time the land became more valuable,

and people began to sell the trees, or what is more, to cul-

tivate codec. So long as this was done without general

clearing, it did little harm
;
but in time, as larger clearances

were made, the utility and natural purpose of the bane were

threatened; and moreover the people soon attempted to

alienate the land itself, selling or leasing it to coffee-

planters
;
and when this was found profitable, fictitious

‘ wargs ’ were imagined and bdnd applied for under that

pretence, and then used for coftee-planting.

The question of preventing these abuses soon arose, and
‘ bane ’ rules are now in force ^ as regards assessment. It

has for some years been allowed, as a concession, to culti-

vate coffee on ten acres in the bane without charge
;
and in

I ^"17.5 further concession was made to ‘janima’ band, so

’ Tlu‘ ofliciiU definition is tliis:-

‘Tliiiio i.s forest land granted f(

Uic servico of tlio warg or lioldiii

olrico-lii'Uls to which it is allottei
to bf hehl, free of revijnuo, f<

p'lziiig, leaf niaimro, hrewood, an
lor timber required in tho warg.^

It 'v-ill bo observed that this pla

i,

,‘‘^'^ttirig an area of woo(
'ini to sujiport tlio riec-cultivatie

touud in Kaimarand Malabi
^inpaki and parambi) and ah

•
^ Piii’ts—e. g. in Bombay (tl

ami n of the Konkaj

111 Of +'• elsewhere) an
^^ititiya Nagpur inS. W. Bonga

It marks a sort of natural stage in

the progres.s of tillage from shifting

cultivation by burning the forest, to

permanent agrieiilturo
;

tlio use of

ash-manuro is still considered

necessary. Artilicial manure is

not available, and the dung of oxen

is not used; it is dried for fuel, even

where wood is abundant, because

of its slow burning and smoulder-

ing.
'* Vide Chief Commissionej'’s No.

960-328, dated 21st May, 1886,

and No. 1293-328, dated 15th July,

1886.
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that coffee might be cultivated even in excess of ten acres,

provided that the bushes were planted under the natural

forest without removing the large trees. All cultivation in

excess of this is assessed

§ 7. Forest Cultivation,

‘Kumri ’ cultivation (see Vol. I. 'p. 116) was extensively

practised in former days in the forests on the slopes of the

western ghats, and in the forests of the south. It was for

a time prohibited, but has again been allowed to a limited

extent, and under proper conditions, in favour of certain

jungle families who are accustomed to this mode of cultiva-

tion^.

Cardamom cultivation—by protection of the seedlings

which spring up spontaneously when small clearings aic

made in the evergreen forest—is also practised.

§ 8. Royal Farms or ^Panniya.*

As a curious relic of the distinctively Dravidian institu-

tions of Coorg, I should mention that the not only

took revenue from the demesne or territory directly under

his own rule—as distinct from that held by his chiefs—

but also had special allotments of land (=tho majh-has oi

South-Western Bengal). These were called ‘ panniya/

consisted of farms and estates, scattered over the domain,

the produce of which went entirely to the king. In Home

cases the lands were cultivated by metayer tenants, but

ordinarily by a large body of slaves. The farms were ex-

ceedingly well cared for and highly cultivated 'I

The slave question gave rise to some difficulty on tlie

annexation of the province, but it was ultimately settled.

^ Biino is not (by that name) April, 1886. The concession is

allotted to holdings in the northern fined to the Karike village, am

taluk ;Yj5lu-savira-shiind ', nor in limit is to each cultivator ‘kuno^

the ‘ hobalis’ below ghat on the ten acres in the year by ^

east, but smaller areas of forest orders of the parpattagar.

called ‘tharan’ (or kartlo?) and ^ Gazetteer, vol. iii. p. 3 ^9 -

‘hankal’ arc given out. Raja generally took care to &cc

See the rul(;s in Chief Coin- the best lands,

missioner’s No. 659-44, dated 15th
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The farms themselves (which became the property of the

State) were divided into the usual ‘ wargd/ and were dis-

posed of like any other land held in sdgu tenure.

§ 9. Coffee-Land and 'Wade-Land* Tenure.

There is or was, besides the timber or ‘ high ’ forest on

the hill crests, and the bane lands on the lower slopes

adjoining the valleys, a very large area of jungle or ‘ waste.’

Much of this is suited to the cultivation of coffee. Where

this waste is forest land (for coffee cultivation) it is applied

for under ‘Waste-land Kules.’ Where it is ordinary

measured land that happens to be available, it is (whether

taken up for dry or for wet cultivation) held on the

ordinary sugu tenure, but with a certain graduated scale

of assessment, to encourage the cultivator and help him

over the initial expense of clearing and establishing fields.

When waste was taken up for coffee cultivation^ it was for-

merly held revenue-free, but the produce was liable to an

export duty (hdlat) of four annas per maund of twenty-

eight pounds, or one rupee per cwt., of clean coffee. In

October, 1863, this duty was abolished and a uniform

assessment of from one to two rupees per acre^ for the

whole area, was introduced from 1st May, 1864. The

rules for the lease of waste lands were issued by Notifica-

tion No. 6 (Bangalore, 3rd June, 1884).

The available waste does not include Keserved, i.e. State

forest-lands, nor does it include tracts set apart for village

use. Villages have often assigned to them certain tracts

locally known as ‘ paisari ’ or grazing-land, and ‘ urudve
’

or village forest, for the supply (free) of local wants in fuel,

small wood, and gi’azing^.

Eor tho first four years assess- ground, as well as in Devaraki'ulus

is not levied, then from five afterwards described. To check
m twelve years R.i, and after that this practice, ‘if the Commissioner
R*2 [Administration Report, 1872-73, thinks it necessary ’ to compel the

5 32
. occupier to abandon the land, he is

Ibero has been a good deal of authorized to impose prohibitory

^'Ofrespondence about tho prevalent assessment without limit, in pre-

P^ico of starting unauthorized ference to acting upon the former

(chiefly coffee) in lands rules for exaction of penalties or
‘‘Uotied as village forest or grazing sale of land by auction. Where
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‘Unallotted waste-land in Coorg is Government land,

and the trees that grow upon it belong to Government.

Raiyats can only cut timber on such land for their own use

when permitted to do so by long-standing custom or by

express rules

Sandal-wood trees (wherever grown) are by ancient un-

doubted custom ‘ Royal ’ trees, or in other words, State

property and where a raiyat holds his land, it is ‘subject

to the servitude of the right of Government to the sandal-

wood trees.’ In land sold under the Waste-land Rules

(1884), the rules about sandal-wood are special and must

be referred to.

Teak is also a ‘Royal’ tree, wherever grown, but there

is no objection to its being ‘ redeemed ’ by the landholder.

No claim is made to tamarind trees or other minor produce

on private lands

§ 10. Sacred Groves,

Besides the many groves set apart in each ‘ nad ’ for some

object of worship, there are sacred woods called Devara-

kadu, which are superstitiously reserved as the abod(‘s or

hunting-grounds of deified heroic ancestors. Of late years,

however, the feeling of reverence has given way to the love

of profit
;
and the groves have been surreptitiously eidti-

vated with coffee. It became necessary, after making sur-

veys, to issue rules under which cultivation has been ordcuvu

to cease (in 1887), and these groves are absolutely reserved

under Government caro.

§ II. Jodi Lands,

Certain lands are held by grant of the soil on a fixed

revenue, called jodi. In other words, the land is not abso-

tlio prohibitory assessment is im-

posed, the price of the land must

not he exacted, but the price of

trees felle<l can bo recovered sum-

marily. (Chief Commissioner’s No.

1918 3386, dated 25! h* October,

1886. For former rules seo No.

1377-563, dated 18th October,

Chief Commissioner’s No. loH

,

dated 5ih November, 1880.

Chief Commissioner’s No. 9-

18B4.
. ISO

3 See Chief Commissioner ^

891-306, dated 12th May, 1
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lutely revenue-free, but partly so, or on half-assessment.

Such lands are held by the ptels, or heads of families, in

Yelu-sdvira-shime (resembling the ‘watan’ of Western

India) and by religious institutions all over Coorg. The

tenure so far resembles the jamma tenure that it pays the

same rate (R.5 per 100 battis).



CHAPTER HI.

REVENUE ADMINISTRATION.

§ I. Siin^ey and Settlement.

The land-revenue Settlement is virtually permanent.

The assessment is still, in fact, that introduced by Linga

Raja in 1812, when a careful register was prepared of all

revenue-assessed lands in Coorg proper. Rice-land only

was assessed
;
such other cultivation as was possible on the

slopes was free, or subject only to certain offerings of the

produce. It was supposed that one-tenth of the rice-pro-

duce was the standard Government share. There had been

a prior Settlement effected by Doda Viraj in ]8o6, but this

was limited to the Y^lu-sdvira-shhnd taluk and two ‘ho-

balls’ of the Nanjarajpatna taluk, below the (mountain)

bari-iers. These ‘shist’ accounts (as they were called) give

the particulars of every ‘ warga ’ or holding, and of the

position of lands attached to each, whether band, barike,

or hiilalmanddalu. Within the last twenty years a topo-

graphical survey, which included the coffee estates and

reserved forests, but not the revenue-assessed lands, has

been carried out. A‘revenue-survey of the province has

recently been decided on, but this, it is understood, will

not be accompanied by a fresh Settlement so as to disturb

the old rates of assessment.

The jamma tenure is obviously a grant under sanad,

and the assessment, at half the s^lgu rate on wet cultiva-

tion, is therefore absolute.

There has been no’ declaration that the sagu assessment

will never be raised, but the rates of the old shist accounts
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are maintained, and I have not heard of any suggestion for

their re-assessment.

§ 2, Other Taxes on Land

Besides the revenue, all rice-lands pay a cess called dhfili-

batta, and there is a house-tax (muhtarafa)
;
and there for-

merly was a tax levied to cover the State expenses of a

festival (called huttAri) at the beginning of the monsoon.

This is abolished.

The dhuli-batta is curious : it indicates the ‘ dust of the

threshing-floor ’—the refuse paddy which was accepted as

a voluntary offering by the first Hal^ri Chief, when warily

assuming the dominion over Coorg. Of course in due time

it became a regular tax, and no refuse paddy. In 1 868-69

it was commuted into a money-payment.
*

A plough-tax is also levied to pay for the cost of educa-

tion. It is levied both on jamma and sAgu lands, being

four annas per plough on jamma and three annas on sAgu

holdings.

The revenue is payable by certain instalments according

to class of land. Rice- and ragi- (millet) land pays by

four instalments (in February, March, April, and May);

coffee-lands the same, unless the produce is exported to

England, when payment in one instalment, before 3rd May,

IS allowed. Cardamom-land pays in February.

Land on which an early cereal crop (called the Vaisfikha

crop) is reaped, pays in four instalments (from September

to December ^).

Remission of revenue is not allowed except on sanction

of the ChiefCommissioner
;
not on the ground of failure of

^ crop, but of real poverty and inability to pay. For any

single crop-failure it is borne in mind that the assessment

far from heavy and was fixed on the average of good

and bad years so as to allow for occasional bad seasons

' Soe Chief Commissioner’s No “ Chief Commissioner’s order as

1882
^^ted 22iid September, above, 1882.
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§ 3. Revenue Procedure.

The revenue procedure is guided by ‘ The Coorg Kevenue

Kegulation’ (I) of 1889 ^ This is chiefly concerned with

detailed provisions regarding the recovery of arrears ^ by

distraint and sale of moveable property, or by attachment

and management of any land or other immoveable property

of the defaulters, or by its sale.

s<c. b3. The Civil Courts have no jurisdiction in any question as

to the rate of land»revenue or amount of assessment
;
but

redress may bo had in the Civil Court by persons deeming

themselves aggrieved by any proceedings under the Kegu-

lation, such suit being brought within six months from the

time at which the cause of action arose.

s<c. 64 The parpattegdrs or revenue officers of nads have to

inspect the lands and the cultivation in the nad. This

inspection is followed by that of the subedar of the taluk,

and finally the Commissionei* conducts the ‘jamabandi ’ or

annual settlement by which is determined what land has

been held and what revenue is to be paid, for the year.

The ‘ village ' officers are the result of the aggregation of

warejs or holdings into ^ grdmam,’ or something analogous

to villages, for purely Government purposes. The headman

and accountant over such groups are now to be found as

elsewhere. The pdtel or headman receives a sanad, speci-

fying his duties, which, as usual, are not only confined to

revenue matters, but extend to repressing crime, watching

suspicious characters, and so forth. He is remunerated by

a percentage on the collections, or partly by that and an

unofficial jodi or umbali (revenue-free) holding.

‘ Repealing Reg. Ill of 1880. other sum payable to Governna’J^^

Revenue is in arrear when any in actiordanco with law, contract or

‘ kist ' or instalment is not paid on local us.age in respect of the occup

the date fixed. By definition ancy of land or the supply of watoi

(‘ revenue ’) includes ‘land-revenue, to it for irrigation.’

cesses and muhtarafa, and eveiy
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(With a note on the Andaman Island8\

Chapter I. The General Features op the Province.

„ 11. The Land-Tenures.
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III. The Land-Eevenue Settlement.

„ IV. The Land-Kevenue Officials and Kevenue

Business.

„ V. Upper Burma.

,,
VI. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands.

CHAPTER I.

THE GENEKAL FEATUEES OF THE PKOVINCE.

§ 1. Division of the Subject.

This province consists of two parts which must at pre-

sent be distinguished. ‘Lower Burma/ which has been

under British rule, part of it since 1824, since

(see Vol. I. p. 48), is under the general Indian Statute

Law, including the several Acts (e. g. Act II of 1876 re-

lating to Land) which have special application to Burma.
‘ l^pper Burma/ divided at present into seventeen districts

(with a number of feudatory States under political control

only, and known as the Shan States), was formally annexed

in 1886, and is not subject to the Indian Statute Law, but

is governed by Regulations under the Statute 33 Viet.

Cap.
3.

It will be convenient then to keep the two apart in our

study, and the first four chapters deal only with Lower

I i 2
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Burma—which used to be called ‘British Burma/ as dis-

tinguished from the northern country then under native

rule.

When all relating to Lower Burma is disposed of, a

separate Chapter (V) will give the outline of the Land

Revenue administration followed in Upper Burma. The

system described is not of course a final one; various

features will in time disappear, and especially a regular

land-revenue will take the place of the special taxes still

maintained. But a sketch of the present system will not be

unprofitable as showing how administration is made pro-

gressive, and how local customs and the old habits of the

people are respected, while cautiously and gradually aiming

at a better and more uniform system in the future.

§ 2. Physical Divisions of Lower Bwrma—Arrakan,

Looking at the province as it came under British rule

after the war of 1852, there were certain divisions dis-

tinguished locally as ‘ provinces ’
: and though these are not

now made use of for administrative purposes—-the Civil

Divisions having been differently arranged—they are geo-

graphically convenient, and a brief notice of them will

serve to give a general idea of the sort of country to which

the Revenue law applies.

The province on the north-west was called ‘ Arrakan b’

It lies all along the coast, extending as far as Chittagong,

while inland it is separated from the rest of Burma by

a long and broad range of hills. The Hill portion of

An-akan is excluded from the regular revenue law : it i«

occupied by tribes who adopt the practice of shifting

cultivation, (already alluded to, and further described in the

sequel), which, throughout Burma is called ‘ toung-y^ b’ In

^ Nearly all these names are have been officially adopted,

conventional or Anglicized : they '''

‘ Ya ’ means a garden or clejn-

have often but little resemblance to ing, ‘ toung ’ = hill—so that

the Burmese words, which it is implies cultivation in the bdlj,

impossible to give, as I have no where indeed this form of

system of transliteration! even if ture is chiefly if not exclusive

y

1 had, the real names would not be found,

vrry useful, as the Anglicized forms
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the level country near the coast, the cultivation consists of

rice, and there are mango gardens or orchards, as well as

palm-groves ;
here the regular Revenue-law prevails.

§ 3. Pegu.

Beyond Arrakan, and occupying the central portion of

the mainland, is the province called Pegu, extending

north as far as the old frontier line, and eastwards across

the Pegu ‘ Yoma’—the ‘backbone,’ or central range of hills,

so as to include the valley of the Sittang on the other side

of the Pegu Yoma.

The province so defined exhibits a succession of the same

features. Descending from the slopes of the Arrakan Yoma,

we come to the broad valley of the Irrawaddy with its fairly

populous villages and its permanent cultivation, which

almost entirely consists of rice. Wheat and barley are quite

unknown, and bread consequently, in any form, is not an

article of common consumption. This valley is again closed

in by a lower central mountain range called the Pegu Yoma,

where again we find shifting toungyd cultivation, and in

part of it, at least, Karen tribes. This Yoma is the site

of a number of valuable teak forests. Then, again, still

going east, we have another valley, but far narrower

than the Irrawaddy valley—that of the Sittang
;
followed

again by a wider and much higher range of hills, also full

of forests and toungyA cultivation, till once more we descend

into the valley of the Salween. The river here, for a part

of its course, forms the outer boundary of Burma. The hills

beyond, rich in teak, are in foreign territory.

§ 4. Temsserim.

The Tenasserim province (including the tract called

Martaban to the north of the Amherst district) is a long

narrow strip of country forming an appendage to the south-

east of the Burmese mainland, as Arrakan forms a similar

projection to the north-west. Extending along the coast

line as far as Mergui, and including the group of islands

hnown as the Mergui Archipelago, it overlooks the Bay of
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Bengal along its whole length
;
the line of Andaman and

Nicobar islands here forms a sort of outwork or barrier be-

tween the coast and the open bay. The country is some-

what unhealthy, especially to the south: it is hilly and

covered with more or less tropical jungle. Nearly all but

the level alluvial rice land on the coast, if inhabited at all,

is cultivated by ‘yd’ clearings.

Thus we have, for the theatre of our revenue system,

a country presenting alternate hill ranges in which Karen

tribes have their shifting homes and temporary clearings,

and rich alluvial valleys where the dense jungle has gra-

dually been cleared away, and village cultivation has been

established permanently; each little group of houses,

usually placed on the bank of some river or creek, will

be seen surrounded with a wide expanse of green rice fields,

and occasionally diversified by groves of palm, orchards of

fruit trees, and vegetable gardens \

§ 5. Present Civil Divisions,

The present division into Commissionerships for Revenue

and Administrative control is somewhat difterent from the

old provincial division. On the constitution of the pro-

vince as a separate administration in 1862, three civil

divisions were considered sufficient, under the Commis-

sioners of Arrakan, Pegu, and Tenasserim respectively.

The first controlled the Arrakan districts, the second all

the valley of the Irrawaddy and a part of the Sittang

valley beyond, and the third had the rest of the province,

‘ The principal cultivation in again passed over it, and the whole

Lower Burma is rice, which is process repeated several tiiuos.

eitlier sown 'broadcast or trans- The ploughing season lasts sixty

planted, the latter giving, it is said, days, and they work six horn’s a

the fullest crop. The soil is day, so that a buffalo plough can

ploughed when first saturated by work fifteen, and a bullock plongli

rain
;
though ploughing is rather ten acres. On the laterito undn-

an inappropriate term. The plough laiions, sesamum, millets, and

is a beam with a few stout spikes or pulses are occasionally grown, aN'i

teeth, which scratch and do not cotton, tobacco, and sugarcane. 1>^

overturn the soil
;

it is taken across gardens we have the coeoa-pahn-

and across the field in different betel leaf plant, mango, jarK*

directions, and young buffaloes plantains, and pineapples, an*

are turned into the field to further north the custard appl*'

knead the soil ; the plough is (Annona species), which may
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viz. the Sittang valley extending as far north as the then

frontier district of Tounghoo, and down to the coast dis-

tricts of Amherst, Tavoy, and Mergui. Now there are four

divisions (see the Table in Vol. I. Chap. II). The Arrakan

division includes the same districts as before (the Hill

Tracts, Kyoukphyh, Sandoway, and Aky^b). The districts

west of the Irrawaddy river (Bassein, Thoungw^, Henzada,

and Thayetmyo) form the Commissionership of IiTawaddy

:

those to the east (Prome, Tharrawady, Hanthawaddy, Kan-

goon, and Pegu) are under the Commissioner of Pegu. The

Tenasserim Commissionership still includes Toungoo and

Shwegyin, as well as the coast districts to the South-

East.

§ 6. The Sydemi of Revenue Achninistmtion.

The notification of 3Tst January, 1862, which united the

Provinces of Lower Burma into one Chief (Commissioner-

ship, states that they are all ‘non-regulation’ provinces,

and that their ‘revenue system is in principle essentially

the same. It is founded on the system which prevailed

under the Burma Government, and the modifications

adopted in each province from time to time since it came

under British rule, are due less to any variety in the condi-

tions of the three provinces ^ than to the differing views

of the authorities by whom they have been successively

Administered.’

§ 7. The Land Revenue Act

The Land Law of Lower Burma is Act II of 1876 and the

rules made under it I

The ‘Hill District’ of Arrakan is not under the Act

s('on on terraces near Promo, fring- C(v:('(fe of that date. For the Rules,

ing the banks of tho Irrawaddy. see Notification No. 23, dated 22nd
[Ihwfhuu'addy S. /if., p. 23 (1881-82’, April, 1886, and subsoqucuit sliglit

Vassein Report, 1879-80, p. 2.) amendments.
' i.e., (i) Arrakan, {2) Pegu, (3)

^ The Arrakan hills are entirely

Uie Martaban and Tenasserim governed byRegulationsVIII of 1874
Provinces taken as one, as they (as amended by V of 1876) and
jjore (and are still), under one IX of 1874, issued under the 33
^Commissioner. Viet., Cap. 3. One of these provides

,

^ The Act was declared to come for the administration of civil

into force on ist February, 1879, justice
;

the others called the
a notification in the British Bimna ‘ District Laws Regulation,’ declares
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and the ‘ Karen hills * sub-division of the Tounghoo district

has been also exempted by notification

what Acts, &c., are in force, and
disposes of the subject of land

revenue in two sections. The
revenue system is therefore easily

explained. Measured land in the

plains ^rice, garden, and palm
grove) pays a rate from one rupee

down to eight atinas an acre, ac-

cording to the Deputy per Com-

missioner's assessment; ‘toungyi’

pays one rupee per family; one

rupee is also levied per family on

all who have paid either tribute or

capitation tax, and the latter is

abolished accordingly.
‘ No. II, dated ist February,

1879.



CHAPTEE 11.

THE LAND-TENUEES.

§ I. General Idea of Right in Land.

It will be most convenient to reverse the order in which

I have hitherto described the revenue system of the pro-

vinces, and to describe, first, the way in which land is held.

This subject is dealt with first in the Act, so that I am

following the legal order. In pursuing this study we shall

find no direct parallel to the case of land-tenures in India h

It is probable that in Burma the popular feeling or custom

regarding proprietary right, as is so commonly the case in

jungle countries, is connected with the fact of first clear-

ance and subsequent occupation. The labour of clearing

the fertile but densely overgrown land is so great, that the

undertaking of the task fixes in the popular mind the

feeling that permanent possession of the land is its natural

result. At first, no doubt, when the several tribes of the

Burmese and Taking nations had settled in the Erawaddy

Valley, they lived in a state of society very similar to that

still shown by the hill tribes. Cultivation was begun by

the clearance of the forest by burning. But with settle-

ments on the level alluvium of the great valleys there is

this important difference : the land once prepared, the con-

tinuous cultivation of rice is possible, and therefore there is

occasion to abandon the spot after a crop has been taken

^ I am indebted to Mr. G. D. tribution of Landed Property in

«urgoss for a pamphlet by General Burma,' and a Minute by the same
A. Phayre (Rangoon, 1865, now author on the Ltind Assessment

searce and out of print) called ‘A recommended for the Province of
ew Words on the Tenure and Dis- Pegu, dated June, 1858.
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off and seek a new clearance, as is the case with the toungy^

cultivation to be described presently. The hand-hoe used

in the hill clearings necessarily gave way to the peculiar

method of ploughing and working up the mud, required for

rice cultivation
;
and permanent fields were thus established.

The right which custom recognized in the man who first

cleared the jungle, was naturally further strengthened when

he continued to cultivate the same field. Among the tribes

(Karens and others) who still practise shifting cultivation

in the hills, the idea of right to the land is confined to the

field as long as it lasts. But in some parts at least, there is

a system practised by Karen tribes under which the roving

cultivation is restricted to a limited and well-known tract of

country : here probably there was always some general

but indefinite feeling of tribal property in the pai-ticular

area occupied h It is portioned out according to esta-

blished custom, the plots cultivated by toungya, being cut

and cleared in a known customary rotation.

It can hardly be doubted that the idea of proprietary

right in land has long existed in I^urma, and it is de-

pendent on the fact of clearing the jungle.

The right of the sovereign to a tithe of the produce, is

also recognized. General Phayre informs us, on the au-

thority of the Dhammathdt^ or laws of Manu (a work which

has nothing to do with the Hindu Institutes of Manu), that

the people originally agreed to confer on their elected king

a share of the produce. So that in Burma the Government

revenue is dependent on the same principle as in India,

namely, that the king has a right to a share in the produce

of all cultivated land

^ Aiidtliough the law in general property which has an owner

does not recognize any right in the called the property of the king, .yet

land to be acquired by toungya cut- he has no right to take all. Rior

ting, still the Rules (.61-76) enable fields, plantations, canals, whoierei^

allotments to be made in such i<i made (or prodmtd) hy man , . . •

eases. has a right to,’ (Quoted by Geiiei"^

“
‘ But the king, who is master, Sir A. Phayre from the 6th book 0

must abide by the ten laws for the the Code.)

guidance of kings
;
and although
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§ 2. The Burmeee Village,

The villages consist of groups of independent holdings

and are called ‘ kwin ’ ^

The kwin has been, as we shall see presently, adopted as

the unit of revenue assessment.

The land-holdings in a kwin may, indeed, be connected

in some way, because the Burmese law of inheritance gives

rise (like that of India) to a joint succession. Not only the

sons, but the widow and daughters are entitled to shares

;

and thus holdings become grouped. Besides this, persons

undertaking agricultural clearings mutually settle together

in more or less connected groups, being often bound by

relationship, or associating together for mutual protection

and society
;

it is said that in many places the feeling of

the Burmese village is decidedly ‘clannish ’I But the

natural circumstances of relationship and cosharing are

the only bond. In Lower Burma there is no joint liability

for the revenue as in villages in Upper India

In jointly-owned lands, actual division often does not

take place for some years after the death of the common

ancestor. In some cases one of the shareholders buys out

the interest of the rest
;
in others the undivided holding is

worked in turns by the different members of the joint

family; or one of them works the whole for a series of

years, paying rent to the other co-sharers. The number of

^ Somotimos written ‘Kweng’
or ‘queng.’ lam informed that
the word literally means a plain or
level place, showing the idea of

permanent occupation in the plain,
as distinct from tho temporary use
of hill land. ‘Inhabited tracts,’
says Sir, A. Phayro, ‘ were found to
contain natural or well-marked
divisions of country, recognized by
he inhabitants, generally having
distinctive names, and called by
lU'in “kwin.” These tracts wore
generally of convenient size, bound-

.

by streams or other general
^ *.)octs, and sufficiently homoge-
iiooiis in their soils to bo fit and
onvenient “ ring-fences” within

which a separate rate of rent or lax

might be taken.’

“ For some curious customs re-

garding the position of fields, and

tho dislike to having a field between

two owned by close relations, or

one surround('<l by another holding,

and so forth, see the Ba^scin S. Ji‘.,

1880-81, p. 5.

^ In some parts tho attempt was

made to introduce a lump assess-

ment for a whole village or group

of holdings, with a common re-

sponsibility for the whole
;
but the

attempt failed and was abandoned.

(Directions for Settlement Officers,

Burma, p. i. Revised Edition of

1885).
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holdings jointly enjoyed is, however, comparatively small,

and after four or five years division usually takes place or

the sharers sell to one of their number.

It is the common practice amongst cultivators to dispose

of their property before death, the landed property being

given between one or more children according to its area,

and the movea^ble estate being divided among the others.

There is a feeling in Burma against the permanent alien-

ation of land
;
and mortgages, though worded so as to imply

that redemption is not to be claimed, have been, even after

many years, redeemed and given back to the original family.

§ 3. Tenants,

The landholding classes do not always cultivate the land

themselves ; the idea of renting land is familiar since Bur-

mese times. Ten per cent, of the produce plus the Govern-

ment revenue was the customary rate. The produce was

divided on the threshing-floor. The tenant thus got paid

according to the actual crop, and obtained relief when it

was diminished by flood or other accident. The system is

still common in the poorer or more remote parts
;
but near

large towns, where the soil is rich and cultivation well

developed, a rent is fixed in advance and has to be paid

whether there is a full crop or not. Such a rent will

represent one-tenth, or in some cases one-fourth, or one-

fifth of the produce. Rent is also commonly paid in money,

or is arranged so that the tenant pays a proportion (equal-

ling the Government land revenue) in money and the rest

in kind.

§ 4. Fo Tribal Allotments.

In these customs of landholding, at least in the plains

where permanent rice cultivation is practised, we do not

observe anything like village colonization and settlement

by families of a tribe, or the allotment of the whole area in

certain shares to that tribe, such as we have seen in parts

of India.
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§ 5. Modem Origin of most Tenures,

Title to land originating, as I described, in mere occu-

pancy by clearing, and then descending by inheritance or

transfer, the origin of most holdings is recent and very

simple. In our own times a great deal of land has been

simply ‘occupied.’ A lease or a grant may have been

given, allowing the land to be held revenue-free for a term

of years to encourage and help the settler
;
or it may have

been held on yearly tenure, or by some verbal permission of

the local revenue official. StiU more land has been cleared

and ploughed up without any formal permission from any

one. In any case, the holding only extended to what was

actually granted or occupied.

§ 6. The Right to Waste Land,

There is always a tendency, in Oriental countries, when

a Government is established by conquest, for the Ruler to

claim the ownership of the soil generally. This, however,

is a sort of supremacy which does not ordinarily override

the customary right of those who have occupied definite

tracts—especially those permanently cultivated : hence the

State right in the soil takes practical effect chiefly as

regards the waste or unoccupied land. Indeed the State

ownership of the unoccupied waste, and the right of the

Ruler to make grants, or otherwise to reserve it for special

uses, has never been questioned.

Instances are, indeed, not wanting where the king has

violently taken possession of occupied land
;
but such an act

is looked upon as an arbitrary exercise of power, and the

extract from the Buddhist law already quoted in a note-

shows this to be the case in Burma h

The waste, though belonging to the State, was very little

cared for. The modern uses—such as creating State forests

or granting estates for tea and cinchona plantation, were

^ See Directions to Settlement and Gcnonal Pha^e states (Minute,

Officers,
§ 42 :

‘ Under the Native p. 7) that the “right of subjects to

Government the Sovereign was re- land is always subordinate to the

garded as the proprietor of the land, reservation of Government right.
” ’
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unknown. It seems to have been recognized that anybody

might take possession of a piece of waste adjoining his

holding and clear it, and so acquire the customary title,

—

and the king was probably only too glad to see this done,

since his right to a revenue from the land then arose. But

side by side with this practice, remained the right of the

king to make gifts out of the waste, and of his officers to

make special allotments of it. This appears clearly from the

fact that of the seven ways of acquiring land, recognized by

Burmese jurisprudence, ‘ allotments by Government officers
’

and ‘ gifts by the king ’ are two b

§ 7. Modern Definition of Rigid in Land,

When population increased and the settled order of

British rule began, it became necessary, first, to define the

right of a ‘ landholder ’ as regards occupied land
;
and, next,

to assert the absence of any private right (which meant that

the Government alone had the power of disposal) in the

unoccupied or waste land.

The Land Act of Burma (Act II of 1876) deals with both

these subjects.

The landholder s right is only recognized in permanently-

occupied land. Where toungya cutters are still found to

practise their destructive method of shifting cultivation in

the hill ranges, it is only on sufferance; they have no

recognized right, and the practice is regulated by rules

under the Act, and will be dealt with more in detail pre-

sently.

§ 8. The Land Ad.

The right recognized by law refers, then, only to land

permanently occupied. It may be regretted that the Act

was not made more simple, as it undoubtedly might have

been. As it stands, it is somewhat over-technical, and has

made use of phraseology which must in most cases be un-

^ The other five are—inheritance, sesbion, while the former

gift, purcliase, clearing the virgin knew the possessor was working

forest, and ten years’ unchallenged the land (Minute, p. 7'.

i^as we should say ‘adverse’) pos-
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intelligible to the Burmese mind
;
though possibly by this

time the nature of ‘the landholder’s right’—-when it is

acquired, and when it is not—has become practically un-

derstood^. I shall endeavour to state in plain language

the main features of the Act where it defines the tenure of

land
;
and points of detail may be followed out by a study

of the Act itself, when its general purport has been appre-

hended.

§ 9. General Status of the Land,

The Act does not state, but it clearly implies (and the fact

is quite beyond dispute) that at the present day, all land in

Burma is the property of, or at any rate at the unfettered

disposal of, the State, unless some private person has

acquired a specific right to it, i.e. some kind of right

recognized and defined by the Act.

§ 10. Right in Occuiyied Land.

The second part of the Act— ‘ Of rights over land ’—de-

scribes how such a right can be acquired. This part applies to

all lands except those mentioned in section 4. The exceptions

are lands which obviously do not require to be dealt with.

They include land which has already by law been declared a

forest estate; land dealt with under the Fisheries Act^;

the land occupied by public roads, canals, drains or em-

bankments
;
the land included in the limits of any town

;

the land actually occupied by dwelling places in towns or

villages
;
lands within the limits of civil and military sta-

tions
;
and lands belonging (according to the custom of the

^ I allow the remarks to stand as as full compensation as if he were
t wrote them : but the Director of a regular “landholder.”*

Agriculture and Land Records ^ No one who has been in Burma
I’ciuarked on them ; that the th(3ory even for a few days needs to bo
was not at all understood, but that reminded how important is the
the fact of a few years’ possession fishery-right in a country which is

was practically sufficient. ‘A per- intersected by rivers, streams, and
son who has had such possession, creeks, where the population uni-

whateverhis theoretical disabilities, versally consume fish, especially

pays no higher revenue than any in the form of salted and ferment-
one else, he can sell or mortgage ; ed fish—the well-known gnd-pt of
^fid if his land is taken })y the Burma. The allotment of areas for

Department of Public Works for fishery sites is provided in Act X
any purpose, he will probably get of 1875.
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country) to religious institutions and to schools. All these

are naturally excluded from being interfered with
;
and the

proprietary right in them vests in the State, the owners, or

in the institution, as the case may be, without need for any

new declaration or provision of law.

But all other land can only be subject

—

(1) to rights created by grant or lease of the British

Government

;

(2) to rights or easements acquired by prescription
;

(3) to rights created or originating in the modes pre-

scribed by the Act.

The last named are rights over land which are practically

proprietary, though they are called in the Act ‘rights of

a landholder.’

Of course any right lawfully derived from one of the

three rights holds good also. If it is lawful to sell or other-

wise transfer the right, or if by inheritance a man succeeds

to it, the right holds good to him as it did to the person

from whom it was lawfully acquired.

To sum up this shortly, it means that, generally speaking,

as regards private rights, the land to which Part II applies

is primd facie subject to no rights of private persons
;
but

the law is prepared to recognize (1) all rights which tLe

Government has given by lease or grant
; (2) rights, not

being rights of ownership, but often necessary to the enjoy-

ment of property, such as rights of way, use of water, right

of lateral support, and so forth
;
and (3), all rights of ‘ land-

holders,’ a term to which the law attaches a special meaning,

of which hereafter
;
and all rights derived legally from these,

e. g. by transfer or succession.

I may take the opportunity of mentioning that lands are

found in the proprietary possession of monasteries {pung}’i“

kyoung) or institutions of the kind. For the Burmese

religionist to build a pagoda, or a ‘ theing ’ (chapel) or a

‘zayatt’ (rest-house) or give land to priests or monaste-

ries, is a duty or work of merit for all who can afford

it. The holder of monastery land is then not only a donee

from the original landholder, but a kind of trustee. The
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endowment is indicated by certain terms (puggalik^l, ganik^,

sangik^, &c.), according as it is to an individual holy man,

or a body, or is a life gift, or in perpetuity ^

§ II. Emmi'mtion of the Rights recognized:—Right

by Grant or Lease.

Let us proceed to notice more in detail those rights which

are thus recognized.

The first needs but little remark. If a lease or a grant of

land has been issued, it of course gives rise to a right

exactly such as the terms of the document declare.

§ lij. Rights to Surface Products and to Easements.

The second has given rise to some discussion
;
the right

was declared to be such a right as is described in sections

27 and 28 of the Limitation Act (IX of 1871) then in force.

These sections only contemplated such rights as are called

in English law ‘easements,* and these include rights of

way
;
rights to use of water in streams flowing through the

land
;
rights to use water in springs, pools, or tanks

;
rights

to receive or not to receive drainage water off a neighbour’s

land, to have a passage for irrigation water across his land

;

right to lateral support of the soil, and so forth. But

nothing else was included. These rights, whether called by

the temi ‘ easements * or not, and whether subject to techni-

cal rules or not, are natural rights, and often absolutely

necessary to the enjoyment of a man’s property. A man

must have a way to get to his land, and be able to prevent

a neighbour blocking up a stream which runs through both

lands
; he may also require the soil to be maintained as it

is, and that his neighbour should not excavate his land so

as to make a neighbouring wall or building fall down. But

the Burma Act section is limited to these rights, and no such

thing as a right to graze, to gather fruits, or get firewood or

timber, was recognized by the Act.

But when the sections quoted from the Limitation Act of

VOL. III.

* See Bassein S. R., for 1879-80, p. 12.

K k
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1871 were superseded by the pj-esent Limitation Act (XV

of 1877), the term ‘easement’ was extended to include

rights to the produce of the soil—or, to use the words of the

Act, to include the^ right to appropriate ‘ any part of the

soil belonging to another, or anything growing on it, at-

taclicd to it, or subsisting on it.’

Consequently, it is only since 1877 that a right to these

products can have arisen. And it takes twenty years’

adverse enjoyment for any such right to ripen into a pre-

scriptive right, consequently no such rights can yet have

gi’own up h As regards land destined to be brought under

the plough this is of no great importance; but it had a

serious bearing on forest rights. As the question which

might be raised in connection with such rights has since

been set at rest by section 4 of the Burma Forest Act (XIX

of 1881), it is unnecessary to pursue the subject here.

§ 13. The Landholders Right.

But what is the third or ‘ landholder’s ’ right ? Practi-

cally, a proprietary right. If a person (not holding under

a grant or order of Government which itself determines the

Extent of right) has continuously held possession of any

culturable land^ for twelve years, and has continuously

paid the revenue due thereon, or held it exempt from reve-

nue, by express grant, he is allowed to have acquired a

permanent, heritable, and transferable title. It will not,

however, do for a man to be able to assert former or ancient

' Tliero have, however, been but still there may be constructive

judicial decisions in India, to the possession, viz., that the person or

effect that .section 26 -of the his agent, &c., paid the last pro-

Limitation Act is not exhaustive ceding year’s revenue
;

or if the

and docs not imply that rights of land is now lying fallow in ihe

user cannot be acquired in any other ordinary course of agriculture, that

way. How far these decisions it was last cultivated by the person

would affect a claim to rights under and his agent, &c. These last

the Burma Act of 1876,

1

am not grounds will not argue possession

prepared to say. if the land is actually occupied by

“ Possession is elaborately defined some one else, nor if the land has

by section 3. Possession may be by been relinquished by notice ;
a maj

actual occupation by the person miglit bo out of possession, and yot

himself, or his agent, • servant, try and oust an existing occupier,

tenant, or mortgagee
;
or there has on the ground that he paid the

been no such actual occupation, last revenue.
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possession if that possession was intermitted and came to

an end twelve years before the Act came into force (ist

February, 1879). Possession, on the other hand, is not

broken by a succession or transfer. If A has held for

seven years, and then sells to B, who has held for five,

B can put in a twelve years’ possession. So if B has

inherited from A. In the same way as regards the con-

dition of paying the revenue. The payment will hold good

if it has been made by a tenant or other person holding

under the person in possession.

A person who is legally a ‘ landholder,’ if he happened

to be out of possession when the Act came into force,

might, within a limit fixed by section 9, recover posses-

sion
;
and so if he was in possession when the Act came

into force, and then voluntarily abandoned the land, he

could get it back within three years. After the limit

passed in either case, the right became extinguished. After

jst February, 1882 \ no one will be able to abandon his

land voluntarily for a time (though he may do so finally if

he likes)—unless ho applies (under section 12) to the

Revenue-officer to take over his land on special conditions.

The ‘landholder’s right’ is not called proprietary, be^

cause it is restricted, not only by the duty of paying

revenue, taxes, and cesses (which is the case with all pro-

perty in land in India), but also by the fact that all mines

and mineral products and buried treasure are reserved to

Government, as also the right to work or search for those

products on paying compensation for the surface damage.

§ 14. Relinquishme'iU of Land.

The section 12 above alluded to is quite peculiar to

burma, and marks the relation of the Burma system to the

formal ‘ raiyatwdri.’ Under the latter, a man can always

throw up any holding that he pleases
;
but he does so

finally^. In Burma a man can permanently relinquish or

’
i.e., after three years from the remain unoccupied, in which c.ase

Act coming into force (section ir). he can apply for it again
;
but that

Unless the land happens to is a matter of chance. Neither in

K k 2
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Rules

83-85.

Act U (»f

1876, sec.

18.

he can temporarily relinquish. The procedure for tem-

porary relinquishment consists in making an application

to the revenue- officer and publishing a notice. When the

original holder desires to return (which must be within

twelve years), a new notice has to be published, and he can

only re-enter at a convenient season as regards the crop,

and on condition of paying for any improvements that may

have been made. I am not aware why this provision was

inserted, as I am told that it is practically a dead letter.

Such applications ai-e very rarely made.

§ 15. Declaration of Title.

Any ‘ landholder ’ can obtain an authoritative declaration

that he is such, by applying to have his right recorded in a

register provided for the purpose, and getting a certificate

of the record. There are provisions in the Act regarding

the cancelment and calling in question of such record.

§ 16. Disposal of Land hy Government

Such being the recognised rights in land, the Chief Com-

missioner has power to make rules for the disposal of all

lands to which this second part of the Act applies, and

which are not either already the subject of a grant or

lease, and which do not belong to landholders k The ex-

istence of ‘ easements * does not, of course, prevent the land

itself being granted, or leased, or disposed of, subject to

such existing rights.

The rules for the disposal of lands are found in the Re-

venue Rules, published in the Gazette^ and by Notification

No. 151, dated 4th Sept. 1890 (on the authority of section

61 of the Act). I do not propose to describe them in

detail. No land that is, or is likely to be, wanted for any

State purpose (e. g. land which the Forest Department

Bombay nor Madras has the relin- manent disposal or temporary use,

quisher any lien on the land, nor but have no reference to

any power of conditional abandon- cutters ; these are dealt with 3

inent. special rules.

‘ These rules deal with per-
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would desire to preserve as State forest) is to be disposed Ruio 1.

of, except by lease from year to year
;
and land within a

radius of two miles from any town requires a special sanc-

tion for its disposal. The rales then contemplate (i) the Rule n

grant of the status of landholder \ {o,) the grant of leases

which are not ordinarily to exceed thirty years. They

comprise (i) ordinary rules for the disposal of available

land, with provision regarding the temporary exemption Rules

from land-revenue of lands leased or granted
;
and the

recovery of arrears of rent, or other dues (including penal-

ties)
;

(ii) special rules regarding the grant of blocks (not Rules

exceeding 1200 acres) for planting tea, coffee, cinchona, or

spices in Tavoy^; (iii) special rules for grant of land for Rules

religious purposes.

Grants and leases require the orders of different grades Rules

of revenue-officers according to their extent and the pur-

pose for which the land is to be put. Thus the Thfigyi

(Native revenue-officer of a ‘ circle ’) can make a grant or

lease of five acres for cultivation or of half an acre to make

a tank
;
a Deputy Commissioner can make such a grant or

lease up to fifty acres. Leases may also be granted for

brick-making ground and salt-pans, but only by Deputy

Commissioners or officers in charge of sub-divisions. Leases

or grants, in short, can only be made for the purposes

noted below There are conditions that the grantee or Se(‘ Ri

lessee must be over eighteen years of age
;
that a certain

portion of the land must be brought under cultivation (if

granted or leased for that purpose) in a certain time. The

right to minerals is reserved to the Government. Teak

trees are also reserved
;
and any transfer of land or mort-

gage or partition must be reported to the Deputy Commis-

sioner, under penalty in case of neglect.

* The grantee will have all rights capitalists for commercial culiiva*

of landholder, but on conditions tion on the larger scale,

and subject to all limitations, that , nr i
cnB-ivation.

the Rules require. lenl
^ Here, as elsewhere, the rules

‘
' (burial-ground,

distinguish between smaller grants Ijoascs ( brick-making,
lor leases) for ordinary cultivators, only,

(
salt-making,

and undertakings by Companies or
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All grants exceeding fifty acres have to be sanctioned by

the Financial Commissioner. The procedure in applying

for and making grants, the disposal of objections, the form

of deed, and other such particulars, must be learnt from

the rules themselves.

^17. Exemptions from Revenue.

There are the usual exemptions from revenue for various

periods in the case of grants or leases for garden-land and

for fruit-tree or palm-groves, according to the time which

different fruit-trees require before they yield a return
;
and

in the case of land which will have to be cleared, according

to the labour involved in clearing, and any special difficul-

ties which attend reclamation.

This exemption is necessary to encourage settlers, as it is

obvious that during the first few years there is little but

outlay and expense, and the grantee may not have the

means of paying the land-revenue till ho reaps the first-

fruits of his labour.

§ 18. Temporanj Occupation of Land.

Where it is not desirable or possible to make either

grants or long leases, temporary or yearly licenses (re-

Act II of newable at the end of the year) can be given out under the

59^RuTe Act, and the Rules made under it. No one acquires any

58. right beyond the year.

A penalty is attached to the unlicensed occupation of

waste for cultivation^ in the shape of payment of an average

rate which may equal the highest rate for similar land in the

circle, and liability to eviction
;
but this is a very small

penalty, and, in fact, is rarely exacted. A large amount of

land is taken up every year for cultivation without license.

The temporary occupation of land for any other purpose

than cultivation, without a license, is also specifically for-

bidden
;
and the penalty may be double the highest rate

just mentioned, as well as ‘summary’ eviction; but this

Kuio 59. also is (at present at any rate) rarely enforced.
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§ 19. Grazing Allotments,

Section 20 of the Act contains a useful provision which

somewhat resembles the rules in Berdr and Bombay. If

it is considered that existing villages would be hard-pressed

by disposing of all the land under sections 18 or 19 of the Rules

Act, the Deputy Commissioner can allot suitable tracts to

be kept (as still Government land) and used for village

grazing. Notice of the intention to make such an allotment

is given, the land is demarcated, and notified as about to be

allotted for grazing
;
thenceforth it cannot be devoted to

any other purpose
;
and a penalty for cutting trees (or

grass during certain months) is imposed. When a Settle-

ment is in progress, the Settlement Officer will indicate

places which ho thinks should be kept for grazing grounds,

under these provisions.

The Commissioner’s sanction is required before a grazing

allotment can be turned to any other use.

§ 20. Toungyd cultivation,

I have already remarked that permission to carry on

toungya cultivation is not treated as a question of leasing

or disposing of land, and it is not therefore within the

scope of the rules under section 18. It is to be dealt with Act 11 of

by separate rules made under section 21 of the Act b
’

In many cases it is absolutely impossible to ignore the

practice of such cultivation ;
but it is wisely left to Govern-

ment to determine by rule, what right, if any, shall be

I’ecognised, and how the cultivation is to be carried on. It

will be desirable, therefore, to make some remarks on this

system of toungya cultivation.

§ 21. No Right is Acquired.

The important feature to be remembered is that the

practice of toungya cultivation is not held to give rise to

any right whatever
;
unless, indeed, some right is expressly

* See Rules §§ 60 to 64; and for the ‘ Karen hills ’ sub-division of the
Tounghoo District, Nos. 65 to 76.
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conceded by the rules made under the Act on the subject.

For ordinary toungyd cultivation shifts from place to

place, so that no right in the soil grows up in the soil by

Act II of occupation. Moreover, as the forest is burnt and destroyed,

187^6, secs.
questionable, as a general principle of law,

whether any right could exist ^

§ i2 . Nature of Toungyd Cultivation.

As before remarked, it is the original clearing of the land

that, in the Burmese idea, gives rise to a proprietary right,

but that clearing should be followed by continuous occupa-

tion. Now, in the hilly tracts of all the mountain-ranges,

it is rarely that land once cleared is permanently occupied;

it is sometimes the case, as will presently be noted. Speak-

ing generally, the process is everywhere much the same.

The smaller trees, bamboos, and underwood are cut in the

dry season and heaped together, the larger trees are ringed

or girdled and so left to die standing. At the end of the

hot season and just before the rain ialls (end of April and

first half of May) the dry material is set on fire. The ashes

mixed with the seed of the hill-rice, cotton, or other crop

to be raised, are dibbled into the ground, and the rain, soon

falling, enables a fair crop to bo raised—with the aid only

of repeated weeding.

Everything depends on the rain-water; so that it is

essential that the toungya should not be on too steep a

slope, otherwise the drainage would be too rapid and the

seed and soil carried away together.

When the crop has been gathered, the site is abandoned

for another, which in its turn is treated in the same fashion.

It entirely depends on the restriction which circumstances

place on the migratory movement of the families or tribes,

whether the land, once cleared, is again returned to after a

long or short period. It is so returned to as a rule, but the

period may vary.

^ And see sec. ii of the Forest by prescription. A man could no)i

Act, XIX of 1881. Because it is acquire a right to clip the Queen

»

held that no right to do ah act of coin, however long he had practise

mischief or injury can be acquired it.
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The chief factor is the greater or less density of the

population in comparison to the area available. If there

is abundant space, the same land may not be returned

to for twenty, thirty, or forty years
;
but when the area is

limited, as in the Prome hills, the rotation is much shorter

:

and then the jungle that is restored is poorer in character.

In these cases the mischief done is very great, and regula-

tion is essential
;
otherwise the hills would become absolutely

ban-en. But that is not the only reason, for ordinarily

where toungyd fields are numerous, no effort is made to

prevent the fire, which is kindled in order to burn the refuse,

from spreading far and wide over the adjoining forest.

While, however, Government is in theory free to put a

stop to this cultivation altogether, it is at the same time

bound to exercise a wise discretion in the matter, and

therefore the practice has not been suddenly stopped. In

certain localities toungya is still the only method of cul-

tivation possible
;
and some of the Karen tribes arc as yet

not sufficiently advanced to do without it: nor can it do

much harm in places where dry jungle is still super-

abundant, and there is neither local demand for, nor means

of exporting, timber.

In the end, no doubt, what with the increase of population

and the growth of a demand for forest produce, the practice

will gradually cease as it has done elsewhere. And it is

always an object to facilitate this result, by offering every

encouragement to tribes to settle down, first, to certain

definite limits for their ‘ yd ’ cutting, and in time, to per-

manent cultivation.

§ 23. Bemarcation ofTmmgyd Grouiids.

In a great many places the selection of State Forests has

been made on the hill ranges where toungyd cultivation is

practised. In these cases it has been the practice to de-

uiarcate certain areas for toungyd cultivation within the

forest. As long as it is possible by ‘ fire-tracing,' i. e.

keeping belts clear of vegetation, to avoid the spread of

fire from these grounds to the forest, the existence of such
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areas is no great disadvantage, while the presence of the

Karons themselves, who follow this method of agriculture,

is a positive advantage to the forests.

§ 24. Custom of Toungyd in the hills between the Sittang

and the Salween. [Karen hill Sub-division of Tounghoo

district)

It has been stated that no right to toungy^L is acknow-

ledged except so far as the rules confer it. And, a right,

or something very like it, including a transfer of lands

within the tribe but not to outsiders, is recognised in the

case of certain Karen tribal settlements in which this

method of cultivation has been reduced to a system. This

curious and interesting custom was first noticed and de-

scribed by Mr. (now Sir D.) Brandis, late Inspector-General

of Forests to the Government of India. The interesting

point in this tenure is, that here we have a custom of

toungya cultivation which is confined to certain limits,

which is based upon a permanent occupation of a definite

area, although the people recognise that the State is still

the ultimate proprietor of the soil. I shall give a descrip-

tion of this tenure in Sir D. Brandis’ own words :

—

‘ In certain districts on tho hills between the Sittang and

Salween rivers the population which subsists on toungya cul-

tivation is so dense that they are obliged to cut their touiigyas

on a short rotation, returning to the same piece of ground after

a period of from three to seven years. As an instance, I may

mention the hills on both sides of the Myit-ngan stream, a

southern tributary of tho Thouk-ye-gat river. These hills are

inhabited by Karens, who live in large villages. The bound-

aries of each village are most distinctly defined and jealously

guarded against encroachment. Twenty-two years ago I had

known these hills well
;
and when I visited them again m

I’ebruaiy, 1880, I found the same system of cultivation and

the same old customs regarding village boundaries and the

occupancy of land.

‘ T'hese Karens have two classes of cultivation. Along the

valleys and ravines are extensive gardens of betel-palms, with

oranges and other fruit trees, carefully irrigated and admirably
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kept. These gardens are strictly private property
;
they are

sold and bought, and on the death of the proprietor they are

divided in equal shares among his children. Ascending the

dry and sunny hill-sides from these cool and shady valleys—

with their streams of clear water, the golden oranges half hid

by the dark-green foliage, overtopped by dense forests of tall

and graceful palms, from the tops of which hang down rich

yellow bunches of betel-nuts— a picture altogether different

presents itself.

‘ The slopes are clothed with a vast extent of dry jungle, of

grass, brush-wood, young trees, and bamboos, all young, but of

different ages. Old forest with large trees is only found on the

crests of the ridges and lower down on steep rocky ground,

where no toungyas are cut, and no crops can bo grown. Out-

side these groups and belts of old growth, the forest over

extensive areas consists of nothing but dense masses of bam-

boos
;
and where these prevail, toungyas may bo cut and a good

crop reaped once in seven years. In other places there is no

bamboo, but only shrubs and tall grasses. This kind of growth

is most commonly found where land is scarce, and the rotation

is consequently short—from three to five years only. In such

places a number of old, stunted, and gnarled trees are left

standing on the ground, which are pollarded whenever a

toungya is cut. The branches and leaves are spread over the

ground and burnt. In such places the people are most thank-

ful if an abundant crop of tall reed {Arundo sp.) grows up, as

tile stalks of this grass yield a good supply of ashes. . . . The

whole of this forest is most carefully protected from fire. In

tli(;so hills, if any one sets fire to the forest through carelessness

or mischief, the villages claim and enforce the payment of heavy

damages. If this were not done, the forest would not grow up

thick enough to furnish sufficient ashes for the crop.

‘ Another feature is, that the whole of the toungya grounds

of one village are divided into a large number of plots, each

plot being owned by one of the proprietors of the village.

Woll-to-do people own from twenty to thirty plots situated in

different parts of the village area. The boundaries of those

plots are marked by trees, by stones, and sometimes by shallow

furrows drawn along the slope. These plots are sold and

^^^ught, just as the plots of the betel-palm gardens
;
and when

^ proprietor dies, his toungya grounds, like his gardens, are

divided in equal shares among his children. I have here
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spoken of the people as the proprietors of their toungya

grounds. They claim, however, only a kind of imperfect pro-

prietary right. They hold these plots as against each other,

blit they recognize that the State has a superior right in the

land.

^ In the dry season, when the time for cutting the toungya

approaches, the headman of the village, after consulting the

chief proprietors, determines the areas on which the forest is

sufficiently advanced and on which the toungyas of the year

are to be cut. The area selected for the toungyas of the year is

not all in one block, but a village generally cuts four or five

blocks a year, each belonging to a number of proprietors. It

may thus happen that a proprietor owns no plot of toungya

land in the blocks selected during any one year for cutting and

burning. If so, he makes an arrangement with other pro-

prietors, and rents some of their plots for tho year, the rent

being generally paid in kind. Tln^re are also persons who, in

consequence of the increase in the population, have become

poor and own only a small number of plots. Many of thorn, if

they cannot earn the means of subsistence in their own village,

emigi’ate and settle in the plains, where they take to the culti-

vation of permanent fields.

‘ All persons who have shares in the block selected for the

year, join in tho cutting and burning
;
and the greatest care is

taken to prevent the fire spreading into the adjoining forest.

The only crop which is grown is rice. Cotton, which is an

important crop on the hills of the Pegu Yoma, yields a poor

return here, and is not much cultivated. The sites of villages

in these hills are not absolutely permanent
;
they are shitted

now and then, but never to any great distance. The larger

villages, which have extensive areas, often consist of several

separate hamlets'.

*A similar state of things to that here described is found in

other parts of the hills which separate the valleys of the Sittang

and Salween rivers, where the population is dense and tho area

available for toungya cultivation is limited. But throughout

these hills all possible gradations may be observed between

the system now described and the migratory system which

prevails on the Pegu Yoma and in other parts of Burma.’



CHAPTER III.

THE LAND-REVENUE SETTLEMENT.

§ I. Revenue Hidory,

The revenue history ofBurma is brief and simple. Under

the Native rule, as under ours, there were two kinds of cul-

tivation to be dealt with—the permanent cultivation which

is nearly all rice \ and the orchards, palm groves, and

gardens which everywhere diversify the country
;
the shift-

ing cultivation or toungyd may be perhaps added as a third

class. The latter is necessarily excluded from anything

like a Settlement. The area of it is always altering, and

cannot, therefore, be the subject of any field survey or

record. A tax was usually imposed on the family cutting

the y^ or on the number of ‘ dahs * or knives used in clear-

ing (which means that a fee is payable by every member of

the family able to wield the dah). At the present day

toungy^ cultivation is similarly dealt with. There is no

land-revenue levied
;
but every male person of i8 years of

age and upwards in each family, which practises this cul- A(t ii of

tivation, has to pay an annual tax.

Permanent cultivation in the plains (and elsewhere,

where it has been established) need alone engage our

attention.

I have already said that the State was entitled according

to ancient Burman law to a share in the produce of land,

fhe Burman Government levied what is called a ‘ rice-land

t)

^ undulating country near of the Irrawaddy, miscellaneous
le laterite ridges, &c., where the spiing crops, known as ‘kaing'

or better drained, crops, are raised to a limited
u on the islands and sandbanks extent.
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tax/ but it was not assessed on the land, but generally

upon the number of cattle employed in working it. The

revenue obtained was comparatively insignificant. The

assessment was made by irresponsible subordinate officers,

who, after paying a certain sum into the State treasury,

were accustomed to levy such additional contributions as

they pleased. for their own benefit^.

Sir Arthur Phayre ^ thus describes the Burmese system of

assessment in the An^akan and Tenasserim provinces first

acquired in 1826.

After stating that the plan of taxation was different

from any known in India, and that it partly consisted in a

tax on families, assessed according to their reputed wealth,

the minute proceeds:
—‘Land-revenue was not taken by

the Burmese Government in all the districts, but where it

was established, a fixed amount was put on each plough or

yoke of oxen, which amount was paid in silver
;
or in some

districts a rough calculation was every season made of the

grain produce in each circle, and the cultivators were re-

quired to convey a proportion—generally 10 per cent.—of

their crop to the Government granaries. It was seldom,

however, that any records existed to show the method of

assessing the family tax or the amount collected on that

item or of the land tax.*

The English officers began, as usual, by following for a

time the native method ; but after a few years, a measure-

ment of the land was found necessary, and the question

arose how the rates on ploughs could be adjusted to the

standard of land-measure adopted. In Arrakan (and also

in the Tenasserim districts) a standard called a ‘doon’ was

recognized ( = 6\ acres). That was supposed to be the area

which answered to the possession of one yoke of oxen (or

buffaloes). The thoogyees of village tracts were called on

to state what rates per doon the village lands could bear,

and the result was that large tracts of country had a certain

' Directions to Setttemenl Officers, quoted in the Report on Settlcraent'i

1885—Introduction. in Bassein and Henzada for ioo3
'

2 Minute on Pegu, June 1858, • 84.
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rate per doon imposed upon them as the rate for all cul-

tivation. On this primitive principle, rates were obtained

for large areas of country often fifty or sixty miles in

length and from fifteen to twenty broad. If the rate was

low (as it was in some parts) the inequalities that resulted

from such wide generalization were not of any consequence,

but when (as in Tenasserim) the rates were high and the

soil variable, great inconvenience resulted. It was then

proposed that there should be a survey, and that the

‘kwin’ (see p. 49T, ante) should be adopted as the unit of

assessment after a proper classification of soils.

The Icwin formed a convenient unit, comparable in some

respects with the ‘ village ’ of Indian Settlements. It con-

sisted of a group of lands within known boundaries
;
and

the dwellings of the cultivators were within it, or rather on

the banks of the creek or river so often chosen as the

natural boundary. Under the early system, for every

I'lvin a uniform rate per acre^ was fixed on all paddy land,

no regard being paid to internal differences of fertility.

Gardens and palm-groves were dealt with somewhat differ-

ently, and a rate per tree might be levied in the case of

orchards or groves of palms, and especially on detached

trees.

The right of the State was also then fixed at one-fifth of

the gross produce valued in money.

§ 2. LiahiUfy of Land to pay Revenue.

The Act declares all previously-assessed and all culturable Act 11 of

land to be liable to pay revenue, as well as land which, 03/

’

being culturable when the Act came into force ^ was ren-

dered unculturable by the subsequent erection of buildings,

or otherwise by the act of man.

This, however, does not apply to lands granted revenue-

hee by the British Government, nor to lands which pay by
toungyA tax, nor to land appropriated to the dwelling-

V
, j

British statute acre has 86).

with a subdivision * i.o., ist February, 1879.
'•'to decimals of the acre (Rule
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places of any town or village, and exempted by order of

the Chief Commissioner, nor to land belonging to the site

of a monastery, pagoda, or sacred building or school (so

long as it is used for these purposes). It may happen also

that land on which no rights can be acquired may yet be

liable to assessment. For instance, if in the dry season

cultivation is undertaken within the limits of a fishery, or

by encroachment on the side of a road, the area will be^

made to pay revenue, though no right to the land is

acquired.

Section 24 of the Act gives power to the Chief Com-

missioner to make rules regarding the rates per acre or the

rates per tree growing on land, which are the forms in

which assessment is recognized by the Act. It is by rule

under this section, that the Government makes provision

for lands being left fallow or uncultivated in the course of

agriculture, by assessing them at the rate of only two

annas an acre (subject to the exception stated in Kule 87).

§ 3. The Right to a Settlement.

The Act does not contemplate that in all cases a Settle-

ment of the assessment, imposed according to sanctioned

rates, should be made for a number of years. It supposes

that the rates may be altered every year or otherwise

according to circumstances ;
but it gives persons in pos-

session of culturable land the option of asking for a Settle-

ment. The person having a permanent right of occupancy

has a right to such a Settlement
;
any one else can only get

it at tbe option of the Settlement Officer. A Settlement

Act II of being granted, the rates cannot be changed during the cur-

1876, secs,

Sec. 29. A settlement-holder can, by giving proper notice, resign

his Settlement,

These provisions were more required in the first days 01

our rule, when plots of cultivated land were often scattcied,

uncertain, and at wide distances apai*t
;
and when it was

only in certain places that connected groups of cultivated

land with large or permanent villages were to be fonn »

Act II of

1876, sec.

24.

Rules,

Chap.

XIII.

Rule 87.
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and annual assessment may still be the rule in cases where

cultivation is scattered, and where the country is not

sufficiently advanced to warrant the introduction of the

regular Settlement.

Pursuant to the provisions of this law, notifications are

issued in the Gazette (and will be found bound up with the

Settlement Reports) declaring that for such and such ‘circles’

and hvlns, certain rates are to be the full or maximum

rates for a period of years—usually not more than fifteen.

§ 4. Modern Practice of Settlement.

There is now a regular Settlement Department and a

Survey Department
;
each works separately. In all dis-

tricts or parts of districts sufficiently advanced to be placed

under Settlement, an accurate cadastral survey is being

made, witli a record-of-rights. The following is a brief

description of the procedure of a regular Settlement.

The objects of the Settlement arc declared in the ‘ Direc-

tions ’ to be—

(1) The complete survey of all lands

;

(2) Registration of all cultivators of land, with specifi-

cation of their various interests under the law

;

(3) An equitable assessment of the land-revenue on

sound principles and on a uniform system
;

(4) Punctual registration of all transfers and of all

changes in the occupation and use of land,

it will further appear that the Burma system, though

adopting its own distinctive rules of practice, is virtually

and in its principle raiyatwari, each holding in the kwin

corresponding to the ‘survey number’ of the raiyatwari

ystem of Bombay and Madras, and its holder being sever-

ally responsible for his own revenue. And there is some-

thing which practically takes the place of the ‘ relinquish-

ment ’ privilege, in the shape of special rules as to fallow,

and as to relinquishment with right to recover, which will

appear further on.

VOL. III. i.l
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§ 5. Demarcation,

The first step (as in other forms of Settlement) is to

demarcate the areas that are to be dealt with.

Act V of A special Act in Burma provides for demarcation.

The chief features of the Act are that a demarcation

officer puts up the marks, and a boundary officer decides

any question that may arise, with the aid of arbitration, if

the parties consent
;
if not, by his own order, subject to

appeal.

The rules made under the Act give a list of the separate

properties requiring demarcation; such are the

waste land grants under the old rules towns, canton-

ments, internal lots in stations, orchards, gardens, and so

forth.

For some of these the boundary officer is himself the

demarcation officer
;
for others (cantonment, town, subur-

ban, and civil station lots and internal divisions) the

cadastral survey officer is the responsible agent.

§ 6. Edates to he demarcated permanently.

Some of the demarcation is, under the rules, only tem-

porary, by aid of wooden posts bearing distinguishing

rings of white paint: the object is to indicate boundaries

for survey purposes only. But all kwins, waste land grants,

and land ‘ reserved^ as State Forest, as well as all boundary

linen aheut which there has been a dispute, require to he

permanently demarcated. In ordinary cases this is done

by sinking burnt clay drain-pipes, or otherwise as may he

directed, .Waste-land grants (those under the old rules)

are demarcated by masonry pillars, because they were

originally made without any accurate survey, and are

therefore often the subject of uncertainty as to their real

limits. Tn many of the Settlement Reports I find it often

noticed that grantees had encroached and claimed nnich

more than they were really entitled to.

^ i.e. Arakan (1839-41), Pegu (1863-65), and Rules for sale of

Lands, 1863.
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Buies are made for the inspection and preservation of all

marks which require to be kept up permanently.

§ 7. The Kwin,

All the properties requiring to be demarcated and speci-

fied in Buie I of the Rules under the Boundary Act explain

themselves, except the ‘kwin.* This, as already stated,

refers primarily to the local division or group of cultivated

lands
;
but the name is also applied to all separate kinds of

estate, and the rules speak of the State Forests as being

each a separate ‘kwin,’ and they mention fishery-land

kwins, grant-kwins, and so forth.

A kwin of cultivated land will often be a village,—that

is, it will comprise a group of fields in one place with a

village site in or near it. Becognized local divisions are

always maintained
;
but subject to this, the aim is to have

the kwin form a group of land of from 1 200 to 1
300 acres

in extent, and to make use of conspicuous natural features

for kwin boundaries wherever it is possible. Very often

strips of uncleared jungle separate kwins, and sometimes a

considerable extent of such jungle.

§ 8. The Survey,

When the boundaries are arranged, the survey is carried

out. It is a professional one and under the superintendence

of an officer directly subordinate to the Surveyor-General

of India h It results not only in field-maps which show

the details of cultivation and occupation at the time but

’

‘At tho same time there is stations. These main circuits are

necessarily a close connection sub-divided into minor circuits

Ijctvvecn tho Deputy Superintend- formed on the same principle,

‘‘ut of Cadastral Survey and the The country having thus been

Settlement Officer. Each naturally divided into a series of larger and
is interested in tho operations of smaller polygons, the area of each

the other, and tho interdepend- larger polygon and the areas of its

ence of tho two is highly import- included smaller polygons, are in-

*^nt.’ fSoe Directions, p. 30.) dopendently calculated, and the
*

‘ The area of tho country to bo results proved by tho total area of

suiveyed is first divided into great tho latter agreeing with that of the

blocks or main circuits, the limits former. From the smaller polygons
•^f which are generally connected the Surveyor next proceeds to plot

'vith Great Trigonometrical Survey skeleton plans of the kwins. These

L 1 2
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also in topographical maps on a scale of ono or two inches

to the mile. These field-maps are afterwards kept up to

date by the thoogyees of circles, who, as we shall see, are

bound to make additions and corrections which show

newly-formed fields, and new internal divisions caused by

transfer, succession, and partition.

§ 9. Tmct-clamjic((tion and Soil-classification.

As under other systems, a careful inspection of the

land is of the first and most continuous necessity during

the progress of the Settlement. First, tracts of country

having the same general character and conditions are sepa-

rated off. One, for example, will be marked out by the

limits within which a railway affords an easy transport

for its produce
;
another has no convenient market

;
one

will embrace plain country fully cultivated
;

another is

full of jungle, or has poor and hilly soil. This latter is a

frequent feature, for beyond the deep clay of the river

valleys, we often come, towards the foot of the liills

(the Pegu-Yoma for instance) to undulating laterite ridges

on which the ‘ eng ’ tree {Dipierocarpns tnherculatus)

grows, and the generally reddish soil, sometimes mixed

with sand towards the edge of the plain, is called ‘ Eng-

(lain.’ In some places the population is abundant, and

there is a surplus of produce for export
;
in others the

country is malarious, and the little produce that is grown

finds a sale to the non-agricultural population.

Secondly, there is the classification of soils
;
inside each

tract there will be varieties of soil on the different ‘ kwius’;

clay that is not exhausted by ever so many years’ rice-crop-

ping
;
clay that needs to lie fallow after ten or twelve years

;

laterite and sandy soil that is easily exhausted
;
ridge-soil on

which ‘ dry ’ spring crops may be raised : there will be deep

clay in the basin, and poorer clay on land rising toward a

]>lans are handed over to the field the kwin showing every

surveyors, who, with plane-table boundary, natural and artifici^ •

and chain, fill in all the interior {Directions (Settlement\ Chap. 1 •

details and turn out a plan of § n).
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ridge, and so foi-th. One or two classes will probably be

found sufficient. The object is that an uniform rate should

be laid upon the same kind of soil in the kwin, just as it is

desired that the same soil-rates should be adopted through-

out the tract that has uniform general conditions h

The object of the first or tmd classification is to ensure

that the assessment shall be

’ TIio subject of inspection and

classific.ation is treated of in Chap.

V of the Directions.

As an example from ‘ real life ’ I

quote the following soil description

of Tlionzeh, which is part of the

Tharrawaddy district, some forty or

fifty miles above Rangoon (S’. R.

of 1881-82, pp. 17, 18)

‘Th'j soils vary from stiff clay,

whicli is the best, to sandy “ m/-

thumj^" li.e., lat(!rite soil, where the

Ihpterocmpus tree grows) whicli is

the worst. As regards lasting

power, it appears that clayey soils

last })i'a<*tically for ever. 1 have

seen no instance of a good clay soil

sufiering from exhaustion. The
cultivators in soiiui parts of Kyay-

nee circle complain that owing to

the richness of the soil, the crop

comes up too rank for the first two

years, and consecpiently is liable

to bo blown over and damaged.

These people state that a rich clay

attains its best state after ten years’

cultivation, and thereafter shows
no deterioration

;
sandy and eng-

''duty hoils, on the other hand,

deteriorahi rapidly. After five

years’ cultivation they will have
been properly levelled and em-
banked, and will then give their

b('st crop. Hut after other ten or

twenty years a marked deprecia-

tion is visible.

‘Taking the country as a whole,
there is a great uniformity in soil.

I'hough the (>xtronies of first and
second class are widely apart, there
lies between, a great amount of
land which is exceedingly difficult
to class, as it would form either a
good second or a bad first. It is

also Very hard to draw the line
botweon first and second class when
they gradually merge into each
^tbor, and the difference between

such that cultivators living

them is not very great.

‘There is in many cases more tf»

be said for the old rule that land in

the same kwin should bear the

same rate that at first sight would

appear. Kwins vary in physical

features, but the tyjiical kwin may
be said to bo a block of land lying

lietween tw'o streams. The culti-

vatoi*s’ Imuses are on the banks of

the stnsams. ’J'he best land is the

lowest,—namely, that in the centre

of the kwin
;
and the worst is the

liighest, —namely, that adjacent to

the streams. Such a kwin would

be divided into soil classes by lint's

})arallel to the creeks, but tliis

division is objectionable on three

grounds

—

1) the land nt'ar the stream is

close to the cultiv.itor’s

dwelling, and he has not,

like many of those in the

interior, to bear tlie trouble

and ex]>ense of a temporary

hut during the ploughing

st'ason

;

(2"! though the land on the

banks of the creek may yield

a poor crop, it is very ust'fnl

as a nurst'iy

;

'3) there is probably along the

bank of the stream a certain

amount of waste land on

which the cultivators havi*

been nccustomeil to tethei-

their cattle during the rains,

and which, being small in

extent and in scattered

patches, cannot be conveni-

ently taken up as a grazing

ground, but which may,

nevertheless, be very useful

:

the lower rate on tlio banks

of the stream is a direct in-

ducement to the cultivator

to extend his holding so as

to include this land.’
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under approximately equal conditions should be as equally

taxed as possible
; or as the ‘ Directions *

(§ 102) put it

—

() that each cultivator shall pay, approximately, an

equal proportion of the produce of his cultiva-

tion
;

(h) that each may enjoy approximately an equal rate

of profit for his cultivation

;

(c) that thereby the cultivation of both bad and good

land may be rendered profitable
;

((/) that in this way the land revenue may be rendered

elastic and capable of steady growth with in-

creasing prosperity.

The tract classification should have the following cha-

racteristics :

—

(i) it should take account of all mattei's which affect

the value of land

;

(ii) it should, as far as possible, be in harmony with

the ideas of the people

;

(iii) it should be susceptible of application in all future

revisions of assessment.

§ 10. Aamsment—Half Assets,

Act Uof The general law under which (1) agricultural land, and

(^) of trees or orchards, &c., are assessable, is found

in sections 23 and 24 of the Act II of 1876.

The assessment on cultivated lands (rice and other crops)

is made at an annual money rate, fixed per acre, and to

continue unchanged for a stated period, ordinarily not less

than ten or more than fifteen years. The older theory was

that the State was entitled to 20 per cent, or one-fifth of the

gross produce of land. The modern rule is that one-half

Diivc- the ‘ net profits ’ may be taken. It is said that there may

§ r39 be two kinds of ‘ net produce '

—

{a) balance of the gross produce after deducting the

cost of cultivation only

;

() balance of the gross produce after deducting the

cost of cultivation and also the cost of living.

It is the ‘ not produce * under (b) that is selected as the
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standard, the half of which may constitute the State share.

In order to ascertain this net produce, we have to observe,

by experiment, the gross produce actually reaped and

threshed out, from sample areas selected so as adequately

to represent the different soils in the kwin. Detailed in-

structions for this process are contained in Chapter III of

the ‘ Directions.’

The object is to get a normal produce for the kind of

land to which the selected ai*ea belongs, and also to get the

produce of the same kind of land under different conditions

of agriculture.

A normal limit of production, higher and lower, being

ascertained, a mean between the two is accepted as ap-

proximate for the whole area represented by the sample.

This method is not applied to gardens or orchards, nor

to miscellaneous cultivation known as ‘ kaing.’ Hero reli-

ance must be placed on average rates deduced from produce

statistics ‘gathered from as wide and diversified areas as

possible.’

The value of the produce is next ascertained by taking

an average price of rice at the local rate during three

months after harvest. This may be ascertained by taking

the market or export rate and allowing for the cost ofnircM?.

transport by cart or boat. As the tracts have been classi- ^*”23

lied according to their similarity of position, one price will

oi clinarily represent a whole tract. Then the cost of pro-

duction is calculated. This, as above stated, consists of

the cost of living, plus the cost of ploughing, cattle, and

the different operations up to the threshing of the cropb

^ The DiVedms may be quoted on some parts of tho province tlio

the subject:— mortality of cattle, and therefore
‘ 125. Tlio inquiry regarding cost tlie risk incurred in cultivation, is

<’f cultivation is not so simple. greater than in others. Certain
ihe cost of cultivation is known to classes are frugal

;
others are

'«|iy considerably in different parts improvident.
01 the country and among diflerent ‘ 126. In order to arrive at a fair
classt's oi the people. Some culti- average scjile of cost of cultivation,
Waters work their land themselves it is necessary that tho higher and
'vith the aid of their families

;
lower limits of this cost, as well as

|aliers habitually employ hired the circumstances under which
‘ibour. Some plough with their they are incurred, be ascertained,
own cattle

j others hire cattle. In No effort should be spared to obtain
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In the Bassein Settlement Eeport of 1 879-80 ^ there is

an interesting calculation of the cost of clothes, food, &c.j

which gives a good idea of the Burmese cultivator’s style of

living—as far as the necessaries of life are concerned. Then

the cost of cultivation includes the purchase of cattle
; and

as the cattle last for a certain number of 3'^ears, the cost for

one year is the whole price divided by that number.

There is also the cost of reaping, weeding, threshing, &c.

Deducting the cost of production from the gross outturn

valued in money, we have the net profit, one half of which

is the limit of the Government demand

It is obvious that the average amount of produce may

vary in the diflerent classes of soil, if these have been cor-

rectly observed
;
and the cost of cultivation and cost of

production will vary in the different assessment tracts.

§11. {7^e made of the Calculation of Produce ami Cods.

This calculation is rather a theoretical basis or standard

of comparison than a process which gives rates that can at

once be adopted.

In all the recent Settlement Reports that I have examined,

the calculation is made and reported
;

but I have not

observed any case in which rates deduced have been

actually proposed for assessment purposes. The theoretical

rate invariably comes out too high, and the actually pro-

posed rate is somewhat (occasionally a good deal) lower.

The fact is that, as we have seen in other Settlements, no

hard-and-fast rule of assessment is possible. There are (in

all modern Settlements) previous rates and those in force

in the Settlement just*coming to an end, to be considered;

and there is generally the probability that, the district

as largo a number of cases as issued for the ‘circles' aottlrcl in

possible from among all classes of each year.

the people and over the entire area Miscellaneous crops like sesv

of the country under Settlement.’ mum, &c., are not cylculated m
The information collected is put this way, nor gardens : these fbrin

together in a tabular form. but a small proportion of the cuhn

‘ I should have noted before vated area, and fair arbitrary

that the later Settlement .I^jports are selected
;

single trees bearing

do not appear (as in some provinces) fruit are assessed usually at lour to

for whole districts, but they are six annas each.
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having advanced and prices risen, the last rates may be

fairly raised
;
but there is the question how any consider-

able rise will affect cultivation
;
how far prices are likely to

rise or fall
;
how far former rates have been collected with-

out difficulty, i. e. resort to cccrcivc process ; and finally,

there is a comprehensive view to be taken of the circum-

stances and condition of the particular circle or tract under

Settlement, based on a thousand facts and considerations

which pass before the mind of an experienced officer fami-

liar with the place
;
these produce in his mind a sense that

certain rates will be too high or others too low : this he

will endeavour to justify in his report, and he will pro-

bably be right even if he cannot explain himself fully in

words.

In short, the full half will not always be taken. It

is of no use to propose rates which would compel the

people to lower their standard of living. Again, large

families cultivating small holdings cannot usually pay as

much as small families cultivating large holdings; and

holdings containing no waste, and therefore incapable of

expansion, cannot so easily bear a full charge as those in

which there is room to extend cultivation h

‘ Tlio text of the ‘Directions’ on
tliih .sul)j(‘ct is as follows

139. But before proposing rates

for sanction, the Settlement Oflicer

*^li''ulil cousidor the following
{)'iiuts :

—

ineidenco of the present

revenue
;

(b) amount of the present re-

venu(»

;

(<:) probability, or the reverse,

of continuance of tho exist-

ing value of produce
;

(d) average size of the holdings
of the agricultural families

;

(«) margin of waste left for

increase of cultivation

;

(/) general condition of the
people

;

[0 ) probable effects of increase
ef population, ascertained by
consideration of the clianges
wrought by increase of popu-

^

hition in the past.
1 40. If, after considering the

effect of an assessment at tho full

hall- profit standard, tlnj Settle-

nnmt Oflicer has reason to think

that a modification sliould be made
in the rates, he should show, along-

side of tho full rates, those rates

which he r(‘Commends, and siiould

give a clear statement of his

reasons.

‘ 14T. It is of primary importance

that no such enliancement of rates

should bo made as will impose on

tho people tlie necessity of lowering

their standard of living or curtail-

ing their common comforts. No

people can be expected to live con-

tentedly under burdens which

impose such a necessity.

‘142. Large families cultivating

small holdings cannot ordinarily

afford to pay so much as small

hunilies cultivating large holdings
;

and under existing conditions,

cultivators in tracts where the

limit of cultivation has been
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(^Repealed'

soc-A. 31,

32, Act II

nt 1876.

Act II of

1880, sec’s.

3- t-

Act II of

1876, sec.

34 *

§ 12. Cesses,

Besides the rates assessed on the land, a cess (amounting

to 10 per cent, on the land-revenue) has to be paid: (this

is like the local rates of Indian Settlements). The object

is to form a fund to provide for district roads, the district

postal service, village police, sanitation, and education.

This cess was formerly levied (to the extent of 5 per cent.)

under the Land Revenue Act; but sections 31 and 32 have

been repealed, and the terms ‘5 per cent, cess’ and ‘cess’

have been struck out of the Act wherever they occur
;
and

a special Act now provides for the levy of the rate and for

its application.

§ 13. Capitation Tax>

Again, besides the land revenue and 10 per cent, cess, ra

‘ capitation tax ’ is paid by all males between the ages of

18 and 60 years. The rates are fixed by the (Jhief Com-

missioner within certain limits laid down by law. There

are also certain towns specified in the Act, and certain

others allowed by the Chief Commissioner, which, within

defined limits, pay no capitation tax, but a rate on land

within their limits, instead.

§ 14. Record of Rights in Land,

The Settlement Officer has also, with the aid of his special

staff, to make out a record of all rights.

The maps give him the area cultivated as divided into

fields (each field being separately numbered), and the area

unoccupied; the map also shows the grouping of land

according to occupation,—whether it is a waste-land grant,

an occupied village, a road, a village site, a monastery site,

unoccupied waste, forest reserve, and so forth. The bettle*

rcaclu'd, or nearly reached, run than in Burma. The stability of

more risks than those cultivating this equilibrium must depeiul lo

in parts of the country where there great measure upon the

is ample waste still available. the land revenue. Due
|

’

‘ 143. Nowhere would the effects therefore, to all the considera 10 «

of any real disturbance of the above described is indisi)CU|^‘>

'

equilibrium of taxation bo felt in order to secure a just assess,

more keenly or be moremischievous ment.
’
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nient Officer has to record the area of land held by each

cultivator and the tenure by which it is heldb The two

main classes of land tenures are the ‘ landholder’s/ already

described, and the ‘ grantee’s ’ tenure. There may also be

an occupation under a terminable lease, or under a tem-

porary permission to cultivate; but these are non-pro-

prietary. The leases here spoken of are leases by the

State.

The following nine registers are kept up for each kwin

:

No. I (register of holdings), by whom and on what sort of

tenure, the land is held
; and what sort of cultivation there

is, and if there are fruit trees No. II gives the abstract of

unoccupied and excluded lands, such as grazing ground,

village site, sacred places, road, canal, &c., bush and tree

jungle, grass jungle and ‘ under water/ No. Ill is a record Act ii .>f

of declarations and decisions as to landholder’s right. No.

IV is a register of grants, with a reference to Register No.

I, a detail of the part uncultivated, and the number of

years’ exemption from revenue. It refers only to grants

under Act II of 1876. No. V is a register of leases, under

the two heads of land leased under section 18 of the Act,

and land leased because relinquished by some one else.

1^0. VI is a register of tenants. Nos. VII and VIIl show See. 12 ,O
the grazing grounds and the garden and miscellaneous cul-

tivation in the kwin, respectively. No. IX is the register

of soil classification : it shows first class and second class

laud (see ‘Directions/ § 115). The registers arc kept in

Burmese.

‘ Holdings ’ are groups of land in a kwin, assessed to one

sum of money, and may consist of several fields contained

'within a continuous boundary. Old waste-land ‘ grants
’ ^

If tli(?rc is a Uiaputo as to which titled. Entries made in the register
''J two persons is entitled, or what of such declarations are binding on

of right, if any, a claimant the Civil Courts. (See further, sec.

‘‘I*', Settlement Officers are em- 17 cl. ii.)

JJowered (sections 15 to 17 of Act IX This is described as the princi-

Y
1*^76, and Notification No. 5, pal register, which ‘should be a

tbitcd 6m October 1879) to inquire faithful picture of the kwiii for tho

Jiiu decide on evidence. Adeclara- year of Settlement.’
f

landholdership is then ro- * i.e. under rules of 1839-41-65.
^'^med in favour of the party en- It is a point of difference tliat the
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are always reckoned as each a separate kwin, not as

holdings.

Diivc- The register of tenants is not a legal record of rights, but
§65.

yp official and statistical purposes.

§ 15. Tenant-Right.

There has been no occasion yet for any law about tenant-

right, but the progress of agriculture and the material

wealth of the country naturally lead to the wealthier men

abandoning cultivation th('mselves and giving over theii

land to tenants who cultivate for them, paying a rent

which in some parts commonly consists partly of a cash

payment, viz. the amount of the Government revenue, and

the rest in kind,—a tenth of the gross produce, or, in other

parts, of a cash rate agreed on (see p. 492, ante).

The land-system in Burma not having created any arti-

ficial landlord over the estates, but dealing with the

individual holdings and their occupiers, there has bei'ii

no occasion for sub-tenures representing natural rights in

the soil in subordination to the superior title. Any ten-

ancies that arise are therefore necessarily based on custom

or on agreement between the tenant and the landholder or

grantee h

‘ grant kwin ' lias always one ‘pro- (i) Tlicy are members of one so-

prietor’ -the grantee— and all cial class, and tli<;y are botli

under him arc tenants. In an accustomed to one standanl

ordinary kwin (or village) theio of living,

may be many landholders, &c. (2 The land is let from ycai’

‘ On the subjtict of tenants, the to year, and fixity of teimn'

following extract from a report on is unknown,
the well-to-do district of Th.arra- (S') There is no necessity foJ’

waddy may be quoted, as ctlphiining expending capital on

what is generally true after it has once been cle.n en.

‘It has been proposed to restrict and consequently th(‘i(' are

by legislation the right of free no questions of compeiisii

contract between the landlord and tion.

tenant on the ground that it has ‘ If the tenant-classes had froni

been found necessary to do so in generation to generation beronn

older countries. I am convinced accustomed to look upon the lant

that there is not in this district lord’s property as their own naiuia^

the slightest necessity for any home, there might be good rea»o^

legislation. The landlord and for treating a tenancy contract i»‘

tenant classes difler frorti those in different way from other contrac .s-

India and at homo in the following but, in a system of peasant
PJ

respects :— prietors, where the customs tlia
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§16. Joint Bespomihility.

la Lower Buma there is no such thing as a joint re-

sponsibility of a kwin for the entire revenue assessed on it.

This was, as I before stated, attempted in some places, but was
found a failure and was abandoned

;
every man is respon-

sible for his own holding. A holding is, however, often held

jointly by the heirs of an original deceased owner. As
long as it remains joint, the names of all the owners are

entered in the thiigyi’s books. And when such persons

have been jointly in occupation of land liable to land-

revenue, cess, or tax in lieu of capitation, during the year,

they are jointly and severally liable, and so are all joint

tenants, mortgagees, or conditional vendees.

When partition takes place, and the shares are separated,

the assessment is apportioned also, so that each share be-

comes a separate and independent holding.

There is also a joint and several liability on all males of

the family who, at any time in the year (being then 18

years of age), took part in the cultivation, in cases where a

tax is levied (as it may be in the case of toungya cultivation) n "f

on the family.

have pointed out exi.st, it is difficult
to sot' wluit j,^rounds could he givt'ii

t'T llie interft'renco of legislation,

it) understand what form
legislation could possibly take.
11. ere was not a single case of
litigation between landlord and
h nant in the Tharrawaddy district
'hii’ing the past year.’
In anotln'r report tho same

•iiitlior writi'S {Settlement Report, 1880-
01. p. 12

' A tt'niporary sicknos.s, a law.suit,
'1 he (h ath of a wife, is considen*d

a hiinnan a sufficient reason for
u .s irig from labour for a year,
Ijovided ho is able to find a sub-

on rovenuo

of fi
^ share

the profits.

few landlords who
f lease out their land and

have no connection themselvcis

with the soil.

‘The expression “tenant class”

suggests that there is a landlord
class—a class who have theinsi'hes

no connection with the soil that
belongs to them, further than that

they habitually lease it out fnr the

rent that can be drawn from it.

This is not tho ease with tlm

majority of tin' landlord.s in the

lra<-t undi'r Settlement. In nine-

tenths of tho areas the owm'r has
leased the land for one s(*a.son,

because for some rea.son he has

been unable himself to cultivate it,

and he has leased it, not to a man
of a separate* class and social

standing from himsidf, but prob-

ably to tho owner of adjacent

land.’
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Direc-

tion*^,

rh.ap. IV,

{f 98.

§ 17. Record of Cmtonis,

During the preparation of the record-of-rights, oppor-

tunity is taken to draw up a note of village customs, in

regard to succession and transfer, in regard to managing

joint holdings, partition of holdings, boundaries (e.g. who

owns the strip between holdings), and who has the right to

break up waste in the holding
;
also in regard to rights-of-

way, cattle-paths, rights to jungle produce, fruit-trees
;
who

is to be headman (Ywa-lii-gyi) in the Kwin, and how suc-

cession to the office is regulated; how pagodas, zayats or

rest-houses and other public buildings are repaired and

maintained, &c., &c.

A note should also be added giving the history of tlu*

kwin, especially noticing various revisions of revenue rates,

chief varieties of produce, customary mode of selling pro-

duce, and current local price of chiel products.



CHAPTER IV.

THE LAND-HEVENUE OFFICIALS AND REVENUE

BUSINESS.

§ I. Financial Commissioner and Commissioners.

The district organization is in many respects like that of

any Indian Non-Regulation Province. First, and directly

under the Chief Commissioner of the Province, there is a

Financial (commissioner
;
and then Commissioners of Divi-

sions. The powers of officers are declared and notified. Act ii cf

The Financial Commissioner has the general control and
'

may call for the proceedings of any subordinate Revenue

Officer and review any order or decision therein. Com- 1876, m*.*.

missioners have the same power within their divisions. 57 J •

§ 2. Deputy Commissioners.

Under the Commissioners are the districts, each in charge

of a Deputy Commissioner. As the districts are often large,

there may be primary sub-divisions in charge of Assistant

or Extra Assistant Commissioners b Every district, how-

ever, is divided into ‘townships,’ and each township is

presided over by an Extra Assistant Commissioner, or by a
‘ Myo-ok.’ The township officer, like the Assistant and De-

puty Commissioner, has civil, criminal, and revenue powers.

§ 3. The Tlmgyt

Every township again is made up of ‘ circles,’ each pre-

sided over by a ‘ Thiigyi ’ as its local revenue official. The

* The sub-divisional officer may within liis subdivision (Rules, 131,
invested with all or any of the a.)

powers of a Deputy Commissioner
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duties of the thugyl—in dealing with applications for land,

or for relinquishment, preparing the annual rolls showing

the land-revenue for the year due from each kwin in his

circle, looking after the collections, and so forth,—will be

Kuios found in the Rules, and in ‘ Directions to Revenue Officers

8°
1

^' concerning the Supplemental Survey,’ Chapter IV. The

9-3 6. Thugyi may have an Assistant called Taik-Saye. The

remuneration of the Thiigyi by commission on his col-

Ruies lections, is provided by the Rules, as also his liability to

5®* penalty for misconduct.

§ 4 . Village Headmen,

There arc executive headmen of villages called ‘ Kyedan-

gyi’\but they are chiefly the spokesmen of the villages

in their dealings with the authorities. The kyedangyi

has no revenue functions, nor has he any re.sponsibility

Art III of like the lambardars of a North Indian village, nor con-

and ^00 sequently does he get any percentage on collections, though

s('c. i8. receive a small remuneration or a grant of land.

But, as a matter of practice, he docs give the Thugyi

of his circle considerable help in collecting the revenue of

the kwin. The headman of a village is consequently not

Art III of mentioned in the Revenue Rules. He is, however, an iin-

1889, secs.
functionary from a police point of view. He forms

part of the rural police, and his duties are to report crime

and the arrival of persons of suspicious character to the

‘ goung,’ or headman over a ‘ circuit
’

^ (Police administra-

tive group). He has also to help public officers when in

camp, and to keep up certain registers of births, deaths, and

marriages, and to help when required in collecting and

reijisterin" vital stati.stics. The headman is liable to cer-

tain penalties for neglect or misfeasance, but a prosecution

cannot be instituted against him without the orders of the

^ These {ire tlio official headmen
;

of the Province and at such

the ‘ local’ or social headman is the as the Chief Commissioner notiffi'^-

‘ Ywa-lu-gyi.’ Where this notification is

I have quoted Act III, 1889, as issued, secs. 12 14 of the Act H
modifying Act II of 1880, but the of 1880 still define the duties,

principal sections of the former (Act III of 1889, sec. i 'd).)

only come into force in siich p’rts
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Deputy Commissioner. There are also certain rules re-

garding the limit of time andi giving notice in case a civil

suit is filed against a headman regarding his official acts, Act 111 o<

for which the Act must be consulted.

§ 5. Revenue Duties in Circles which are settled.

One of the first objects is to keep up the Settlement

survey maps up to date. The cadastral survey has fur-

nished maps of each kwin (on a scale of sixteen inches to

the mile) and the area statements (equivalent to the shajra

and khasra of North Indian Settlements). There are also

the Settlement records above described. Some of the facts

recorded, c. g. the boundaries and total area of the kwin, do

not change
;
but inside the kwin, the lines are altered con-

tinually. Jungle or waste land is brought under cultiva-

tion, boundaries of holdings alter by enlargement, transfer,

partition, and so forth
;
and if the maps and records were

not kept au courant with these changes, they would, in

a few years, become so incorrect that when the time came

round for a revision Settlement, the whole survey might

have to be done over again Moreover, there would be

a difficulty in correctly preparing the annual assessment

lists.

In order thus to maintain the records, the ‘Supple-

mentaiy survey ’ is a recognized branch of Revenue busi-

ness, under the supervision of the Director of Land Records

and Agriculture.

The work consists in the annual correction of a copy of

the original kwin map, and the maintenance of eight Regis-

ters, six of which are annual The chief of those is what I

* Directions to Revenue Officers con- been subdivided.
corning the Supplementary Survey (July (c) Numbering new fields

18851 Inspection, Chapter III. caused by (a) and (b),

^ Directions {Supplementary Surt'ey), (d) Lining off with coloured

PP- 3-5‘ The additions, Ac., to the pencil the boundaries of any
consist of— holding that has been

(«) Survey field by field of changed.
all extensions of cultivation. (e) Delineation ofnew objects,

(6) Delineation ofnew bound- houses, tanks. See.

aries in fields which have

VOL. Ill, M m
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may call a Comparative Register of Holdings, as it shows

on the left hand columns of the page, the status quo at the

beginning of the year, and then on the other parts or groups

of columns, the changes during the year, both as to area and

assessment, under the heads ‘ Increase ’ and ‘ Decrease,* and

the resulting state of things. A fourth set of columns

shows the area occupied by tenants, agents, mortgagees,

&c., and the revenue payable thereon.

The second Register shows grants made during the

year
;
the third shows the leases : as these may consist of

lands leased for a term or such as are temporarily relin-

quished by landholders, and may revert to them within

twelve years, it is necessary to keep them separate from

the grants.

The fourth Register (tenants) is important, because other-

wise a tenant right would become confused with a land-

holder’s. The Thu-gyi used generally to collect the revenue

from the tenant direct, and therefore put him on his list as

if he were the landholder
;
in this way confusion arose. It

is to bo remembered that the landholder is still in ‘ posses-

sion ’ under the Act, although his land is actually worked

by a tenant. Agents not paying rent are not shown in the

Register,

The fifth Register, showing transfers and partitions, needs

no remark. The sixth is an annual area statement; it

shows the fields which have been altered or newly formed

during the year, with new numbers to replace the old

ones in the original statement. Registers VII and VIII

call for no special notice. These do not always alter,

but as new persons acquire the status of landholder and

new grazing grounds' are allotted, additions may have to

be made.

The Thu-gyl, or his assistant (whose appointment is so

regulated that he may be a competent surveyor) carries out

the supplementary survey and enters the necessary changes

on copies of the Settlement maps
;
he also keeps up the first

four of the registers. A ‘ Superintendent/ appointed under

the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, checks the work
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with the aid of ‘ Inspectors ' ^ The Superintendent of Land

Records himself keeps the seventh and eighth Registers.

The Thu-gyi is furnished with what the ^ Directions ’ call

‘ tax-tickets/ or counterparts of the roll for each holding, on

the strength of which he makes the revenue collections.

§ 6. The Agricultural Tear.

The agricultural year in Burma begins on the 1 st July

;

hut the date may be changed. Any increase in rates, &c., Act ii of

only takes effect from the ist July following the date

which it may be ordered. Kulo 89.

§ 7. Collection of Revenue.

The revenue assessed on land is payable by instalments,

which at present are due on the 1 5th February, and for

‘ kaing,’ or miscellaneous cultivation, on ist April. The Eule 90.

Chief Commissioner is empowered to fix (in any district or

part of a district) any date not later than the 15th March

for payment of revenue on land other than ‘ kaing ’ cultiva-

tion. Revenue is payable to the Thd-gyi of the circle Eulo 91.

in which the land is situate.

The Thu-gyi has to prepare an annual roll, showing the

changes during the year, and the resulting amount actually

payable, allowing for fallow specially assessed at two annas

an acre. On sanction by the Deputy Commissioner, ‘ tax-

iickets* are prepared and served on the persons liable.

No revenue is demanded except after the issue of a tax- Act ii of

ticket. For all revenue paid a receipt is given. Objections
’

to pay must be filed within ten days, to the Township Officer, 94.

who reports to the Deputy Commissioner or to the officer

in charge of the Subdivision.

For the rules about capitation tax, and the land rate im-

posed in lieu of it, and for other particulars regarding

exemption from capitation tax in favour of certain classes Kules

and of immigrant settlers, the Rules must be consulted.

^ Directions, Supplementary Sun'ey^ spcctors’ aro the ^Kanungos' of

(Chap. Ill), This is in effect the Northern InJia and the ‘ Superin-

samu organization as we have found tendont of Records ’ is the Head or

so many provinces—the ‘in- District or Registrar Kaiiung6.

M m a
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§ 8. Recovery of Arrears of Revenue ,
—

‘ Defaulter.*

A person is in arrears and becomes a defaulter under the

Act II of Act, when a written notice of demand having been served

43^51.^^^* on him (or published under the rules if he cannot be found),

the demand has remained uncomplied with for ten days.

The ordinary process for recovery of arrears of revenue is

that of the Civil Procedure Code for the execution of decrees,

in which the Revenue-officer who has made an ‘ application
’

Rules containing certain particulars, is the ‘ decree-holder,' and the
100-104.

^gfa^ulter is the judgment-debtor. If the amount does not

Act II of exceed R. 1000, there may be an order for immediate execu-

sec.^4S.
fionh which will greatly facilitate collection of all potty

Sec. 45. sums of revenue
;
and the Revenue Act dispenses with a

preliminary issue of notice in the case of a defaulter who

has absconded or is about to abscond.

In addition to, or instead of, this procedure, the Chief

Sec. 46. Commissioner may empower any Revenue-officer to proceed

Rule 103. against the land itself. By rule it is directed that recourse

should be had to this section in case of ‘ contumacious de-

fault,’ or where there is no likelihood of the amount being

otherwise recovered. If there is a permanent heritable and

transferable right in the land, it may be sold by the Town-

ship or the Subdivisional Officer, and the purchaser takes

Act, see. the land free of encumbrances. If there is no saleable

Rules Revenue-officer may take possession

104-106. of the holding, which then vests in Government free of all

Rule 107. rights.

§ 9. Remission of Revenue,

‘ Direc-

tions,’

contain-

ing

Revenue
Notif.

No. 152,

4 Sept.

1890.

This may be granted, before a crop is reaped, when de-

struction has been cAused by drought, inundation, blight,

ravages of insects, or other cause not ordinarily preventible.

Remission of the whole is granted for a total or nearly total

loss of crop ;
and for a part, in proportion to the fraction of

the crop lost: provided that no remission is given unless

the loss exceeds one-third of the ‘ estimated ordinary full

crop of the holding.’ Remission must be applied for in

' Civil Procedure Ootfe, soction 256.
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writing to the Township officer direct (or through the

Thu-gyi) by a certain date. An inspection is made, and the

case reported to the Deputy Commissioner. If the remis-

sion is large, the Deputy Commissioner should himself

inspect the land. The final sanction rests with the Com-

missioner, and in certain cases with the Financial Com-

missioner.

§ 10. Procedure and Appeals in Revenue Cases.

The Act ^ gives powers, similar to those found in other Sec. 54.

revenue laws, to cause the erection, maintenance, and repair

of boundary-marks.

Provision is made for advances to agriculturists, like the Rulo«

‘taqAvi’ in India.

All orders passed by revenue authorities below the Com-

missioner are appealable, and the Financial Commissioner

has a general power of revision
;
the Act leaves it to the Rule 144.

‘Eules’ to decide details, but mentions a number of im-

portant revenue subjects on which final orders are not to be Act, sec.

passed by an officer of lower grade than a Commissioner.

These rules, regarding appeals and procedure generally, 12V30,

do not need any explanation. 144-

^ Sec also Act V of 1880, secjtions tenance. As regards inspection of

22-27, regarding the cost of bound- permanent marks twice a year,

ary-marks, their repair and main- see rules under the Boundary Act.



CHAPTEK V.

UPPEE BURMA.

§ 1. Annexation and Principles of Administration,

We now leave the districts of Lower Burma, in order to

notice the system adopted for the management of the large

and important area of Upper Burma added to Her Majesty’s

dominions by the Govemor-Goneral’s Proclamation of 3rd

March, 1886 L

It will be observed that the order simply annexes the

country ‘to the dominions of Her Majesty the Queen-

Empress '
;

it docs not unite them to any province or pre-

sidency previously existing. But they have been naturally

placed under the administration of the Chief Commissioner

of Burma.

In the official papers it is clearly indicated that the

object is ultimately to assimilate the Law and the Govern-

ment system with that of Lower Burma
;
but that under

existing circumstances a simpler form' of administration is

indispensable. The annexation was therefore so ordered

that the province does not come under the Indian Statute

Law, but is subject to the Act 33 Viet. Cap. 3, under which

‘ Regulations ’ for its administration have been passed. As

regards the Revenue administration, the local or native

methods of revenue collection and assessment, and the local

^ Published in the Bunm Gazette population of four millions. It is

of March 6th, 1886 (Part I. p. 89). in great part covered with jungU',

A preliminary proclamation tempo- and is entirely without roads and

rarily assuming the Government undeveloped. But its resources

during Her Majesty’s pleasure, had are considerable, and what it wants

been issued on ist January, 1886
;

above all are settled government,

but that quoted is definitive. improved communications, and a

Upper Burma has an estimated larger population.
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administrative divisions, wore directed to be maintained in

the first instance, and the native officials to be employed

where possible. The ‘ Shdn States* are under her Majesty’s

suzerainty, and ‘ will be treated as tributary or feudatory

States, without attempting to bring them under any di-

rect administrative control.’

As regards the British districts, it is probable, therefore,

that, as time goes on, changes will take place, and especially

in the Revenue administration.

§ a. Boundaries.

At present the map which I have prepared does not show

definitely the boundaries of the province nor of the districts.

It must be a work of time and of the development of local

conditions, to settle all these matters
;
any hasty or arti-

ficial delineation of external territorial boundaries, would be

productive, in the future, of very great inconvenience. As

to internal boundaries, they will settle themselves in time.

The country was already naturally divided into terri-

tories, which have become British districts, each under its

‘ Deputy Commissioner ’—seventeen in number K

As each of these Deputy Commissionerships consists of a

certain number of ‘circles* (taik), aggregated again into

a number of ‘ townships ’ (myo), and the limits of the circles

and townships are traditionally well known, the question

of boundary between district and district will in time be

easily settled ;
and a survey will follow.

§ 3. The Official Staff.

The hierarchy of official orders may therefore bo con-

veniently here summarized. It will be observed that, both

> At first fourteen wore named : The Government issued in Jan*

nor was it originally propost'd to uary, 1886, a detailed note of in-

iiave Commissioners of Divisions, struetions as to Gie principles 01

But this latter intention was, Administration. This note together

fortunately, not persisted in. Com- with a concise history ^
^

missioners—-especially where the annexation and its causes, wi 0

Central Government is necessarily found

remote—are relatively more needed despatch (Public \No. 52, dated iptn

in the early years of an adminis- Oct. 1886, to the Secretary of State,

tration than at any subsequent printed in the Parliamentary Blue

time. hook ‘Burma,’ No. i ^887).
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as regards the division of districts into ‘townships' and

‘circles/ and as regards the titles in use, the general

organization of Upper Burma closely resembles that of the

older districts. The Chief Commissioner is the head of the

administration,and the Financial Commissioner has the chief

Revenue control. Under him are the four Commissioners

of the Northern, Southern, Eastern, and Central Divisions,

who divide among them the supervision of the (seventeen)

districts.

Under the Deputy Commissioner of the district are the

‘My6-6k,’ or executive heads of ‘townships’—resemb-

ling the ‘ tahsilddr ' of India, and invested with judicial

powers. Each township contains several ‘ taik ’ or circles

(as above stated). For the Revenue collection of the circle,

a ‘ thii-gyi ’ (having also minor magisterial powers) is re-

sponsible
;
and he receives a remuneration equal to lo per

cent, on his collections. Over the th'A-gyis of the circles

within a ‘township,’ is a Revenue Superintendent, called

‘ Myo-thu-gyi.’

The Revenue law is now contained in ‘ The Upper Burma

Land and Revenue Regulation (No. Ill of) 1889.'

It is based on the principle of maintaining the old Bur-

mese methods, though in an improved form.

Putting aside the Regulation for a moment, I may men-

tion that the Burmese Revenue was derived from

—

(1) Capitation tax—a ‘tithe’ levied on households (tha-

th^-medd).

(2) A ‘ land-tax ’ on ‘ royal lands,’ which amounted to 25

per cent, of the gross produce commuted into cash

at current rates of the market, or on ‘ Royal gar-

dens,’ calculated in another way, by the number of

fruit-trees grown.

(3 and 4) Royalties on Rubies and Jade, and on Petro-

leum.

(5)
A ‘ water-rate ’ or irrigation-tax, supposed to repre-

sent the cost of maintaining and repairing canals or

irrigation works.

(6) Fishing rights. •
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(7)
Forests.

(8) Apparently some kind of Stamp duty had been

copied from the British administration.

It will be observed that ‘ Excise ’ formed no part of the

Revenue. The King allowed (ostensibly) no manufacture

or sale of spirits h

The Land Revenue is what we are here concerned with.

The Regulation (III of 1889) repeals the temporary pro-

visions enacted by Regulation VII of 1887.

§ 4. Regulation III of 1889.

The Regulation recognizes the Financial Commissioner,

the Commissioner, the Collector, and the Assistant Col-

lector of the first and second grade respectively.

The ^ Collector ’ is of course the Deputy Commissioner,

and the title ‘Assistant Collector* in fact represents two

grades or degrees of powers, one or other of which (accord-

ing to position, experience, &c.) can be conferred on any

of the European or Burmese staff of Assistant or Extra-

Assistant Commissioners, or the ‘ township * officers (Myo-

6k, Akunwun, and other native titles).

After determining the classes of Revenue officers and

their powers, laying down the course of administrative

control, and making the usual provisions about appeal and

review of orders, and prescribing a simple procedure under

which the employment of legal practitioners is somewhat

restricted 2, the Regulation goes on (Chap. Ill) to deal with

the various sources of State Revenue, following, it will bo

observed, the old native principle, but providing for rules

to regulate, simplify, and render equitable the method of

assessment and levy. The sources of Revenue are (i) the

old customary ‘ thatha-med4 ’ or capitation tax (meaning

the tenth or tithe) levied according to rules to be framed, at

* It may be mentioned that this the desire of the leading men.

prohibition is maintained as re- ’ They cannot appear without

gards all Burmese inhabitants, leave of the Eovenue Officer (sec.

Shops are licensed strictly for 13 &), nor without holding a certi-

European or Indian requirements, ficate from the Financial Commis-
Sale and import of opium are also sioner authorizing th%m to practise

entirely forbidden, according to (sec. 13, sub-sec. 3).
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certain rates per household or family
;
(a) the Government

rights in all State lands ^ provision being made for rules to

regulate the occupation and grant of rights in such State

lands as are ‘waste*; (3) the land-revenue of all other

lands; (4) State rights in minerals and earth-oil; (5)

fisheries, and (6) salt. It will not be necessary to say any-

thing about (4), (5), and (6); but some remarks may be

made about the tithe and about State lands, and ordinary

revenue-paying lands.

§ 5. Thatha-medd,

It is not necessary to do more than give a brief and sum-

mary account of this tax. It is probable that, before long,

it will be abolished (at any rate, as far as all land-

holders are concerned) and a regular land-revenue sub-

stituted.

At present the Rules (in Chap. Ill) will provide for its

levy, according to the old native custom.

It is enough to say that various persons are exempt from

‘ the tithe and that to encourage settlers, immigrants are

exempted for two years
;
and this period may be extended,

in the case of those who ‘settle down and cultivate the

land,’ by the Local Government.

Its assessment is effected by the thfi-gyi, who submits

a census or roll showing all persons or households liable to

pay. This roll is subject to being tested by the Assistant

Collector. The Government fixes the rates (by notification)

from time to time : these rates, multiplied by the number

of tithe-paying households (or, locally, ‘boat-holds,’ for

many reside on the river), give the total assessment of the

' From what was said about revenue from the tithe was nearly

Lower Burma, the reader will have thirty-six Idkhs, while that from

gathered that - the ‘ land*revenuo * State lands was only six lakhs,

under Burmese rulers was a partial
^

i.c. the heads ofhouseholds emn-

and very imperfect levy. Tlio chief ing under a given description. Go-

source of revenue was tho Capita- vornment servants, for example*

tion tax. Besides that, some areas exempt
;
so are foreigners visiting

of the best land wore reserved as Burma for trade, infirm persons

‘Royal lands’ or farms, the whole and those who cannot earn a^hve

produce of which went tothe King. lihood. ‘Exemption tickets are

In Upper Burma in 1888-9, granted on application.
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‘village or other local area/ There are official persons

called ‘ Th^madi ’ or assessors (appointed according to cus-

tom), who distribute the total 'over the families or house-

holds of the circle according to their circumstances and

ability to pay ^
; and lists of the payments are afterwards

published. Objections to this assessment list must be made

within ten days of its publication.

§ 6. State Lands,

‘ State lands * are those defined in Section 26 of the Regu- Rog. ill.

lation. Throughout the country, certain lands were held

as ‘ royal lands,' the rental going to support the king.

This form of raising revenue is, as we have seen, one of

the old forms of the government of the early races which we

call Dravidian, and it is found in various parts of Central

and Southern India and in South-West Bengal,—wherever

there were kingdoms of a pre-Aryan type.

But as a matter of fact, many Oriental Governments

have adopted a similar plan, whether originally or by way

of copying older institutions in Madras and elsewhere.

Thus we find lands, under the name of ' hawdli,’ reserved

for the support of the Court, under the Mughal Empire

:

and the ‘Tayyiil’ villages of the Dellii territory, and

the ‘khas-mch^r of Bengal in Muhammadan times wore

similar.

The (Burmese) ‘ Royal ’ lands are State property, as are

also lands held on condition of rendering public service,

or as an appanage to some public office.

Custom has added a right of the State to certain other

lands, which is a right universally found in India,—uncon-

nected with any special custom of ' royal farms.’ Thus the

^tate is entitled (as ‘royal lands’) to islands and alluvial

formations in rivers
;
to all forest and waste land, and land

which has been abandoned, and to which (as the Regulation

now adds) no claim has been, or is, preferred within two years

(from the date of the Regulation). In any case of doubt, the

Collector may make a declaration that land is State land,

whereon a claimant to the contrary will have to prove his sec. 24.
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case. Subject of course to grants of the British Government,

or to orders passed on claimsjust mentioned, tenants of State

Soc. 25. lands are only temporaiy holders
;
and their right is now

defined. No heritable or transferable right, either of occu-

pancy or use, can exist. Occupiers must pay such rent as

they have agreed to pay, or in the absence of any agree-

ment, such as the Collector decides to be fair and equitable.

Ordinarily, the Collector commences by making a list of

all existing tenants paying rent, or in actual possession.

The list shows also the area (in acres) of each holding
;
the

average annual produce for the last three years
;
the value

of the same at the average of market rates for three years

past
;
the customary share of the produce which the State

takes. On these data he will find the money value of the

rent-share. There are other matters of detail for which the

Kules must be consulted. The rent is liable to revision

from year to year, unless the Financial Commissioner other-

wise directs.

A lawful occupier is not, however, a mere ‘ tenant at will
’

of the Crown. He is protected by Rules ^ which regulate

ejectment at the end of the agricultural year

—

{a) with three months’ previous notice, in which case he

is only entitled to compensation for improvements

;

(b) without notice, in which case he will get besides com-

pensation for improvements, an allowance of one

year’s rent, as a compensation for disturbance.

If, for any reason, ejectment is required before the close

of the agricultural year, he gets both kinds of compensation

alluded to, and also the value of the crops ‘ in or on the

ground at the time of ejectment, less the rent payable for

the year or harvest, ^is the case may be.’

A tenant who does not like the rent levied, may give

notice three months before the end of the year, that he re-

quires a reduction
;

if this is refused, he is at liberty to

relinquish without further notice. He may relinquish (on

any ground whatever) by giving three months’ notice.

The Collector may also give three months’ notice of an

* Chapter V. But the rules have not yet been finally passed.
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intention to^ raise the rent
;
and if the tenant does not agree,

he must relinquish, but can claim compensation for im-

provements.

An unauthorized occupier^, or an authorized one who

makes default in paying his rent, may be ejected at any

time, by order of the Collector.

§ 7. State Lands being Waste.

Rules are provided to be made for the disposal of waste

State land, for regulating the temporary occupation of such

land, and for the allotment of it, where needed, for use as

grazing ground to villages. The Rules include the im-

poitant subject of the ‘amount or kind of interest’ created

by the grant, as well as the exemption from rent, under

certain circumstances. Land required (or likely to be re-

quired) for public purposes, is not to bo leased except from

year to year. Other waste land is leased for not exceeding

thirty years, and with reservation to Government of mineral

rights and teak trees. It is subject to paying revenue,

taxes, or rates
;
but to enable the lessee to establish his

cultivation, there are rules allowing exemption from revenue

for a term of years, as well as conditions about bringing a

certain proportion under cultivation in a certain time. The

consequences of failure to act up to the lease are provided.

§ 8. Ordinary Lands paying Revenue.

State land, being the property of Government, pays rent

^0 Government as its landlord or owner. All other land,

which is private property (in some sense) pays land-revenue ;

hut where the landholder already pays Hhatha-medd ’ tax,

this latter is either forgiven or ‘ adjusted,’ so that a double

burden is not imposed.

§ 9. Assessment of the Revenue.

The land-revenue is to bo assessed according to such

i^ethod of assessment, on consideration of such sources of

^ Unauthorized occupation is also punishable with fine or imprison-

ment, or with both.
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income, with effect from such date and for such period, as

the Kevenue-ofBcer may propose, subject to the approval of

the Local Government and the sanction of the Governor-

General in Council.

This provision allows latitude for a skilful officer to

devise the best form of assessment, instead of being tied

down by theoretical rules (of which no experience can have

been had). In this way a workable theory and practice of

assessment will gradually develop itself in a natural manner.

The Regulation provides (as does the Burma Land Act)

for the exemption of monasteries, schools, and pagodas, and

for land in towns, &c., from land-revenue assessment.

In these districts it will be observed that (unlike Lower

Burma) there may be joint family holdings, or other special

^Keg. III. reason for holding a village group jointly and severally

f liable for the revenue.
sec. 20.

§ 10. Land Records and Rights in Land,

Concurrently with the assessment of land-revenue, records

of rights are to be prepared, and when prepared are to be

maintained correct by the Collector. As usual, with this

object, a simple ‘register of mutations,’—that is a list of all

changes by succession, agreement, &c.— is to be kept up as

the main instrument.

It will be observed that this Regulation says nothing

about defining the nature and extent of the right in land, as

the (Lower) Burma Act II of 1876 does.

Keg. III. The record of rights will simply set out the facts
;
and it

is provided that every person whose rights or liabilities are

(<•1* 4). required to bo recorded, is bound to furnish all information

necessary for the cofrect compilation of the record.

Sec. 30. Section 30 further provides for the settlement of disputes

as to right, adopting the usual plan of regarding the person

in bond fid^ possession as entitled to be entered in the

records, subject to any decision as to his right, by a com-

petent Court or authority.

Practically therefore every one, though not legally defined

as ‘occupant’ or ‘owner’ or anything else, has the enjoy-
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ment of his land, according to the ordinary principles of

law, on showing his possession and his right thereto, and

on it appearing that the land is not State or Royal land.

§ II. Collection of the Land-Revenue,

The legal procedure for collection applies not only to the Reg. rii.

land-revenue, but to all State revenue levied according to

law or usage, including the rent of State-lands, the capita-

tion tax, royalty on minerals, water-rate on irrigation

works, and tolls on navigable canals, excise on liquors and

drugs.

The instalments, in which revenue is payable, are to be

fixed by rule ^ and till such rules are issued, the existing

practice as to payment is to be followed.

Land-revenue is declared (as usual) a first charge on the

land, and must be satisfied before any other claim whatever. Sec. 39.

A certificate of a Collector or Assistant Collector is ‘ con-

clusive proof’ of the existence of an arrear of revenue, both

as to the amount and the person who is the defaulter. Sec. 40.

The processes of recovery are very like those in other

laws
;
they consist

—

(1) service of a notice to pay

;

(2) attachment and sale ofmoveable property, excepting

tools, seed grain, &c., for the use of artizans and

agriculturists

;

(3) arrest and detention in civil jail up to one month

;

(4) attachment of immoveable property.

These processes may be used separately or simultane-

ously.

When immoveable property is sold, the vendee gets a

clear title
;
and ‘ leases, liens and incumbrances,’ as well as

grants and contracts (except those made with a person who

becomes purchaser) are void as against the purchaser. Sec. 42.

^ The Rules (Chap. XVII) pro- (6) for hmk-hji, wet-season

pose certain dates according to the paddy, on or before 15th

nature of the crop February.

(tt) for mayin or dryweather (c) for garden or other culti-

paddy, on or before 31st vated land, on or betore the

July. 15th February.
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The law allows the usual power of disputing an ‘ arrear/

The defaulter must pay up first, and then he may bring

St'c. 43. a regular suit to contest the certificate of arrear.

In order that inexperienced persons may not carry out

these proceedings, the Financial Commissioner is to make

rules as to the officer or class of officer by whom the process

Hec. 44. of recovery may be enforced.

§ 12. Supplemental Provisions.

The Eegulation concludes with various supplementary

matters. It will be observed that nearly all points of

detail are settled by Rules to be issued by the Financial

Commissioner. Such rules require to be published before

coming into force, and to receive the sanction of the Chief

Commmissioner subject to the control of the Governor-

General in Council. Finally, there are the usual provisions

barring the jurisdiction of the Civil Court in Revenue

matters which are specially provided to be dealt with by

Revenue-officers.



CHAPTER VI.

THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS.

§ 1. Situation and Hktonj.

These groups of islands arc not connected with the

Government of Burma in any way
;
but their geographical

position makes it suitable to place a brief note regarding

them, after the Chapter on Burma.

They consist of a long stretch of islands, the Great and

Little Cocos, and the North, Middle, and South Andamans,

and the Little Andaman, a separate island some distance

south. In the ‘ South Andaman ’ is Port Blair (the capital

with its splendid harbour). Further south again come the

Nicobar Group, consisting, first, of the ^ Car Nicobar,’ Til-

laiigchong, Terressa, Camorta, Trinkati, Katchall, and Nan-

coury (whence the name of the settlement)
;
and still further

south (beyond the Sombreiro Channel) are the Little and

Gi’eat Nicobar Islands. The whole group is under the

control of the ‘ Chief Commissioner and Superintendent,

Andaman and Nicobar Islands,’ residing at Port Blair.

This official has a Deputy (periodically rclieveii) at Nan-

coury (Nicobars).

The Andaman group were first made use of by the Bengal

Government in 1789 as a convict settlement and a harbour

of refuge. The colony was abandoned owing to its un-

healthiness in 1796. It was not re-established till 1858,

and the islands were then formally annexed.

The Nicobars had been originally colonized and annexed

hy the Danish Government, but were given up in 1858.

They were included in the Chief Conimissionership of the

Andamans in 1872.
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§ 2. The Law applicable.

The law providing for the government of the whole group

was at first contained in Act XXVII. of 1861, which was

replaced by a Regulation (under 33 Viet., cap. 3) passed in

1874. This in its turn has been superseded by the amended

Regulation No. III. of 1876.

Reg. III.
‘ All the land comprised in any settlement in any of the

islands is vested absolutely in Her Majesty the Queen,

and no person shall be deemed to have acquired any pro-

perty therein or any right to or over the same by occupation,

prescription, or conveyance, or in any other manner what-

soever, except by a conveyance executed by the Secretary

to the Government of India by order of the Governor-

General in Council.’

A proviso to this section saves rights created under Act

XXVII. of 1861.

The Chief Commissioner sanctions the occupation of land

by a license in writing, and such a license is not transfer-

able either by contract or by inheritance, without the written

Sec. 6. consent of the Chief Commissioner. The Chief Commis-

sioner can also determine any license, by giving a year’s

notice and paying compensation for buildings or works

Sec. 7. constructed pursuant to the terms of the license ^

The ‘ limits of a settlement ’ may be at any time defined

by an order of the Governor-General in Council. And the

Chief Commissioner, with sanction of the Governor-General

in Council, may appoint one or more officers to superintend

the management of land of any settlement and the realiza-

tion of rent, revenue, and other dues (which may be re-

covered summarily^ by distraint of property or personal

imprisonment (simple) not exceeding six months).

§ 3. The Occupation of Land.

Rules regarding the grant of licenses to occupy land were

^ In order to place a limit on such sanction of the dovomor-General\

compensation, the license itself up to which value, buildings may

specifies a maximum, value (not be constructed or improvement

exceeding R. 25,000, without special works undertaken.
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published in the local (Andaman and Nicobar) Gazette of

31st January, 1885.

A Eevenue Officer is to fix the boundaries and demarcate

the land of each ‘ village/ A ‘ khasra ’ survey is made, and

a ^ shajra,’ or village map, is prepared ‘ in accordance with

the system adopted in the North-Western Provinces,’ and

the khasra, or index-register of lands, which accompanies it,

is made out in a simple form, prescribed in the rules.

From this khasra a ‘khatauni,’ or abstract of fields held

by each person, is made out. A plan of the village site is

also prepared and a register of the houses ^

Provision is made for recording all changes in holdings

of land and houses in a ‘ dakhil-kharij ^ register; such

changes being reported to the head of the village—called

‘ Chaudhari.’

The licenses for land hold good for five yeai’S
;
and a rent

is prescribed in the license, which ranges from R. 1-8 on

low-land (rice land) per ‘Bengal bighd^’ and twelve annas

on hill-land.

Conditions are endorsed on every license, as to payment

of school cess, chaukidari (cess for support of watchmen),

and grazing fees, &c. It is also a condition that the land

must not be given up without three months’ notice before

the close of the year.

The license may be transferred only by permission as

already stated, and on payment of a fee for registering the

transfer.

There are taxes on all house-sites according to their class,

ranging from R. 25 to R.2 a year. But house-sites of

‘ revenue-paying cultivators ’ pay no tax.

Rules regarding the Nicobar settlement are to be found

m the Gazette of 6th September, 1884.

^ Tlie Settlement Records of Port house-sites, comprised in a village

Blair thus consist of,—(Vernacular (kept in English also), {link Jill,

"iu Urdu), (i) Boundary maps, Gazdteof^ut January, 1885).

(2) tho Khasra, and (3) Shajra, or “ Presumably that used in Bengal
village map, (4) the Abstract of proper, which is=^rd of an acre,

Holdings or Khatauni (kept in nearly 1600 square yards. That
English also\ (5) tho plan of house- originally adopted in the old North-
sites,

(6) the house register, and We.storn Provinces survey is 3025
(7) a general allotment of land and square yards.

Nn 2
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These rules are framed to prevent the taking up of land,

which properly is held or occupied by native Nicobarese.

Registers are to be maintained—(i) of land within a two-

miles radius from the jetty at Nancoury, (la) beyond that

distance, and (3) register of transfers,

The conditions of licenses (endorsed on each license) vary

according as the land is within the two-miles radius or

beyond it.

'

In the latter case no rent or revenue is charged for fifteen

yeai’s
;
after that one rupee per acre is payable annually ^

^ In the Nicobars the land mea- spectively. The ‘ anna’ ia the one-

aure used is the aero of43,568 square sixteenth part (2722 square feet)

feet, which is divided into fractions and tlie pie the twelfth ofthat (226 9
caUed ‘ one anna, or one pie ’ re square feet).



INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

Notice.—ilW Indian words (including Anglicized forms, and names of provinces,

mountains, rivers and places) are to be looked for in the second, or Vebna-

CU1.1AK Index (which is a combined Glossary and Index),

Throughout both Indices, the Provinces to which the reference belongs are

indicated by initials, thus

(Ben.) = Bengal. (i^.) = PanjAb.

(Bo.) = Bombay. (C.P.) = Central Provinces.

(M.) = Madras. (L.TJ.B.) r: Lower, Upper, Burma.

(N.W.P.) North-WestornProvmces.

To save space, P. S. is used for ‘ Permanent Settlement *
;
S. for Settlement

(i, e. of Land-Revenue); L. R. for Land-Revenue; I. for India; ‘Adm.’ for

Administration
;

‘ Govt.’ for Government (with or without the capital

initial).

In referring to compound words, like Land-Revenuo-Settlement, Land-Revenue-

Officer, Land-tenure, &c., look under Settlement, Revenue Officer, Tenure.

Only ‘ Land-Revenue,’ and ‘ Land-Record,’ have been used in full, to prevent

the confusion that might be occasioned by there being Records and Revenue

other than those connected with land.

• Absolute ’ occupancy-tenant (C. P.) : ii. 482, 489.

Accidents affecting soil value
;

see Soil.

‘Accountant’ ot village, &c.
;

see Patwari, &c. in Vein. Index.

Act for tho better govt, of I. : i. 77.

Act, ‘the Regulating,’ 1773 : i. 31.

„ 24 Goo. III. Cap. 25 : i. 398.

„ 37 Geo. III. Cap. 142 (to validate the Bengal Regulations) : i. 81.

„ 39 and 40 Geo. III. Cap. 79 : i. 33.

„ 3 and 4 Will. IV. Cap. 85 : i. 36, 82.

„ 5 and 6 Will. IV. Cap. 52 : i. 36.

„ 16 and 17 Viet. Cap. 15 : i. 83.

„ „ Cap. 95 : i. 37-

„ 17 and 18 Viet. Cap. 77 : i. 39 ;
iii. 393-

„ 21 and 22 Viet. Cap. 106 : i. 77.

y) 24 and 25 Viet. Cap. 67 (I. CounOils) : i. 40.

), 28 Viet. Cap. 17 ; i. 40.

33 Viet. Cap. 3 : i. 92 ;
iii. 394, 468.

52 and 53 Viet. Cap. 63 : i. 79.

‘Acts’ of I. Legislature : i. 76.

‘Acts ’ of Parliament relating to I. ; i. 78.
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Where not otherwise indicated, the Act is of the < Indian/ or cen-

tral legislature).

Act II. of 1835 : iii. 398.

„ VI. of 1835 : iii. 433-

„ IX. of 1847 (Bengal Alluvial Survey) : i. 691 note.

„ XI. of 1852 : iii. 302.

„ X. of 1859 (Bengal and N.W.P. Tenant Law, old) : i. 641 ;
ii. 175.

„ „ Objections to in Bengal : i. 647.

„ „ C. P. : ii. 48a.

„ ,,
Assam : iii. 416.

„ XI. of 1859 (Sale Laws, Bengal) : i. 436, 640, 689 ;
iii. 398.

„ (M.) XXVIII. of i860 (amended II. of 84) : iii. 55-

„ (M.) XXVII. of 1861 (repealed) : hi. 546.

„ (Bo.) VI. of 1862 : iii, 283.

„ (Bo.) II. of 1863 ; iii. 303.

„ (Bo.) VII. of 1863 : id.

„ XIX. of 1863 : ii. 292, 522, 759.

„ (M.) II. of 1864 (amended III. of 84) ; iii. 105.

„ (M.) IV. of 1864 : iii. 89.

„ (M.) I. of 1865 : iii. 86.

„ XXVI. of 1866 (Oudh Sub-S.) : ii. 235.

„ I. of 1868 (General Clauses) : i. 39 ;
iii. 394.

„ (Bo.) V. of 1868 „ iii. 343-

„ XXV. of 1868 (rep.) : iii. 468.

„ XXVIII. of 1868 (Pj. Tenancy, old) rep. : ii. 709.

„ I. of 1869 (Oudh Estates) : ii. 220.

,,
(M.) III. of 1869 : iii. 107.

„ (Ben.) VIII. of 1869; i. 648.

„ XXXIII. of 1871 (Pj. L. K. rep.) ; ii. 544.

„ XIX. of 1873 (X. W. P. L. R.) ; ii. 29.

„ VIII. of 1874 : iii. 394.

„ XII. of 1874 : iii. 394, 444.

„ (Ben.) V. of 1875 (Survey) : i. 691.

,, II. of 1876 (Burma Land Act) : iii. 483, 487, 494, 532.

„ (Ben.) VII. of 1876 (Registration of Estates) : i. 684.

„ (Ben.) VIIL of (Partition) : i. 694.

„ XVII. of 1876 (Oudh L. R.) : ii. 256.

„ (Bo.) V. of 1879 (L. R. Code) : iii. 197, 343.

„ (Ben.) IX. of 1879 (Ct. of Wards) : i. 695.

„ (Bo). I. of 1880 (Kliot tenures) ; iii. 297.

„ V. of 1880 (Burma Boundaries) ; iii. 514.

„ (Ben.) VII. of 1880 (Public Demands) : i. 690.

„ XII. of 1881 (N. W.P. Tenancy) : ii. 175.

„ XVIII. of 1881 (C. P. L. R.) : ii. 406.

„ „ ,,
amended XVI. of 1889 ; id.

„ (Bo.) XXL of 1881 (Taluqdars relief) : iii. 286.

„ XIII. of 1882 (N. W. P. Patw^ris, rep.) : ii. 283.

„ IX. of 1883 (C. P. Tenancy) : ii. 486.

„ (M.) V. of 1884 : iii. 105 note.

„ VIII. of 1885 (Tenancy, Bengal) ; i. 649.
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ActXXII. of 1886 (Oudli Rent) : ii. 246, 249.

„ XVI. of 1887 (Pj. Tenancy) : ii. 712.

„ XVII. of 1887 (Pj. L. R.) ; ii. 732, 762.

,,
(Bo.) VI. of i888 : iii, 284.

,,
IX. of 1889 : ii. 283.

,,
XVI. of 1889 (Amending C. P. L. R.) : ii. 406.

,,
XVII. of 1889 ( ,, C. P. Ten. Act) : ii. 486Mofc.

„ XX. of 1890 ;
see Slip at ii. 3.

‘ Actual ’ rent-rates fN. W. P.) : ii. 63.

Administration of (Ajmer) : ii. 346.

„ „ (Assam) : iii. 393, 432, 451.

,, ,,
(Andaman Islands) : iii. 546.

„ „ (Berar) ; iii. 382.

„ „ L. R. in Bengal : i, 663.

„ „ (Coorg) : iii. 468.

,, ,,
local of Jaon.sar Bawar : ii. 317.

„ „ „ Kumaon : ii. 314.

„ „ (Sindh) : iii. 343‘

„ „ (U. B.) : iii. 484, 535-

Administration, L. R., why it should bo studied : i. 26.

„ „ based on the ‘district' : i. 324.

„ „ machinery of : i. 323.

„ „ state of previous to British rule : i. 282.

„ ,,
stops towaixis first improvement : i. 39a.

Administration of ancient Raja.s’ demesne : i. 253.

,, „ Mughal Empire : i. 255.

,, ,,
Hindu Chiefs of later times : i. 260.

,,
Maratha : i. 261

;
iii. aoi.

„ of Rajput States ; i. 261.

„ Resume of Native : i. 263.

„ Sikh : i. 26a
;

ii. 540.

‘ Aggregate to detail * method of assessment : ii. 42, 43.

Agricultural year, the ; i. 13, 14.

„ „ „ (Bo.) : iii. 317.

„ „ „ (C.P.): ii.524.

„ „ „ (L.B.): iii.53I•

„ „ „ (M.) : iii. 103.

„ „ „ (N.W.P.) : ii. 295.

>> ?} >?
(I*j*) • 744-

See ‘ Fasli ' in Vern. Index.

Agriculture (and Land-Records) Department ; i. 349.

See ‘Land Records.'

‘Alienated ’ lands, use of term explained ; i. 425 mte.

„ „ in (Bo.) : iii. 298 9.

„ „ S. of(Bo.): iii. 236.

„ „ Tenures of (Bo.) : iii. 298.

M villages, rights in (Berar) : iii. 354.

‘Alienation Department,' the Bombay : iii. 30a.

See also ‘ In'am ' in Vern. Index.

Alluvial Survey (Bon.) : i. 457.
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Alluvion
;

see also Assessment.

Alluvion and diluvion (Bo.) : iii. 314.

„ „ (N.W.P.): ii.40.

„ (I^iO : i>- 754-

„ „ (Sindh): iii. 340-1.

‘Amalgamated,* use of term in Assam : iii. 420.

Anglicized vernacular words, remarks on : i. 20.

Annual Eecord (Pj.) : ii. 561.

Annual Settlement
;

see ‘ Jamabandi’ in Vern. Index.

Antiquity of village-tenures : i. 108, no, 174.

Appeal
;

see Revenue business and procedure.

Arbitration : ii. 34 and note^ 367, 556.

Arboriculture, remission of revenue to encourage (Pj.) : ii. 594.

See Groves.

Arrears
;

see ‘ Collection,' ‘ Sale-laws.*

Artizans
;

see VilLage.

Aryan system
;

see Hindu (Vcm. Index).

Aryan tribes, immigration of the : i. 121.

„ ,,
extent of their movements : i. 123.

„ ,,
avoided the Panjab plains ; i. 122.

„ „ united with the Dravidians : i. 123.

„ „ their system said to be derived from the Dravidian ; i. 119.

„ „ tradition of early kingdoms in the Himalaya : ii. 693.

Assessment (of L. R.), general principles of : i. 328.

„ remarks on the intuitive or guess-work clement in : i. 338.

„ Rules to be followed in future revisions of : i. 360.

„ fluctuating : i. 372.

„ rent-rate system in general : i. 332.

„ percentage of increase on revision, remarks on ; iii. 242, 3.

„ under P. S. of Bengal : i. 297, 414.

„ under Native rule, variable : i. 417.

„ in Temporary S. (Ben.) : i. 464.

„ (Assam) rates of : iii. 422, 425.

„ (Ajmer) of tanks : ii. 354, 5.

„ „ variable tanks : ii. 355.

„ „ fluctuating : ii. 360.

„ (N. W. P.) general notice of : i. 307, 331.

„ early methods of : ii. 25, 26 mte.

,,
‘assets’ in relation to : ii. 49.

„ principles of: ii. 41.

,, „ prevalence of money rents : ii. 42.

„ „ ‘circles* for : ii. 56.

„ „ examples of : ii. 73.

j, „ acceptance and confirmation : ii. 81.

„ „ rulesfor : ii. 63, 66, 92.

„ „ of alluvial lands : ii. 294.

„ (C. P.) general notice of : i. 313, 336.

„ „ old method of ; ii. 389.

„ „ modern method : ii. 407, 411.

„ „ examples of : ii. 433.
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Assessment (C.P.), distribution of total : ii. 437.

,,
distribution of revenue total

;
m Bdchh in Vern. Index.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 260.

„ (Pj.) general notice : i. 310.

,, „ principles and practice : ii. 568.

„ „ latest rules for : ii. 575.

„ „ observations on light rates of : ii. 606.

„ ,, ‘fluctuating’; ii. 595.

„ „ ‘progressive’: ii. 593.

„ „ examples of : ii. 587.

„ „ distribution of ; ii. 601.

,,
alluvion and diluvion ; ii. 754.

„ lapsed revenue-free lands : ii. 602, 753.

„ (Bo.) general account : i. 320.

„ „ principles of : iii. 222, 229.

revision ; iii. 240.

„ (Sindh) Native methods : iii. 341.

,, (M.) general account : i. 294.

„ „ first ideas of; iii. 36.

,, ,,
modern rules and practice : iii. 64, 65.

„ „ on double crop and well lands ; iii. 73.

„ „ comparison of rates of : iii. 72.

„ (L. B.) : iii. 518.

„ (U. B.) : iii. 540-1.

‘ Assets ’ of an estate or holding with ) .

reference to assessment
: j

„ „ (N.W.P.); ii. 49j
50*

„ „ (C.P.): 394 , 430 -

Assistant
}

see Collector.

B.

Babkley, Mr. D. G,, his account of Tenures (Pj.) : ii. 626.

‘Birthright,’ idea of, in land-tenures : i. 114.

Board of Revenue (Ben.) : i. 664.

„ „ (M.) ; iii. 84.

„ „ (N. W. P. and Oudh) ; ii. 269.

Boundary questions, distinct from land claims ; ii. 556 note.

„ village, and field, how settled (N. W. P.) : ii. 32.

„ „ difficulty regarding (Oudh) : ii. 257.

,4 „ marks (Ben.) : i. 692.

M ascertainment of (L. B.) ; iii. 514.

„ of districts, &c., not yet decided (U. B.) ; iii. 535-

„ ascertainment of (Bo.) ; iii. 221.

V preservation of marks (Bo.) : iii. 314.

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 534.

„ „ „ (N. W.P. and Oudh) : ii. 295.

„ „ „ (M.) : ia 104.

^ » ,, » (I10 ! ii- 759'

Beahms (Sir D.), discoveiy of curious system of shifting cultivation with

definite rights, among the Karens : iii. 506,
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C.

Cadastral Survey (N. W. P.) : ii. 39 and note.

„ „ (Assam) : iii. 423.

„ ,,
remarks on (0. P.) ; ii. 414.

>. II II
(Pj.) : ii. 555-

Canal, forms of : i. 14.

„ lands, leasing of (Pj.) : ii. 550.

„ digging in Sindh : iii. 328.

Capitation tax (L. and U. B.) : iii. 522.

,
(See also ‘ thathd meda * in Vern. Index.)

Cash-rents (Tenants’), origin and growth of (N. W. P.) : ii. 47.

Caste, as affecting payment of revenue (Oudh) : ii. 261 note.

„ » » » (Pj-) : ii- 571 -

„ in fixing rents (N. W. P.) : ii. 178, 9.

„ „ „ (Ben.) : i. 604, 654.

‘ Ceded-districts,’ the (M.), how acquired : iii. 8.

„ ,, „ „ their condition ; iii. 10, 15.

„ „ „ „ First Settlement : iii. 39.

„ „ „ (N.W.P.): i.35, 36; ii. 4, II.

Central India, the term explained : i. 8.

Central Provinces, the : i. 8, ii.

„ „ formation of: i. 45.

„ „ districts in ; i. 68.

,, „ account of : ii. 368.

,, „ Old Settlements : ii. 368, 385.

„ „ New Settlements : ii. 406.

„ „ Tenures of : ii. 440.

„ „ Rev. Olilcers, and duties : ii. 500.

„ „ creation of Village proprietors : ii. 385.

* Certificate procedure * (Ben.) : i. 690.

Cesses
;
device under Native rule to enhance the revenue : i. 243, 283, 419.

,,
illegal; abolition of (Ben.) : i. 421.

See also ‘ Abwab ’ in Vern. Index.

,,
for local purposes as levied under British law : i. 243 note, 340.

„ (N.W.P.): .70.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 263.

„ (N. W. P and Oudh) for patwAris : ii. 284.

„ and local rates (Pj.) ; ii. 604.

„ (Berdr) : iii. 350.

„ (Coorg) ; iii. 481, ^

„ (L. B.) ; iii. 522.

„ (M.) ; iii. 89.

„ (Bo.) ; iii. 237.

Chief Commissioner, how different from a Lieut.-Governor : i. 39.

Chiefs' estates and principalities, effect of disruption : i. 131 ;
ii. 207 ;

ii-

275 -

„ „ (Ajmer) : ii. 336.

„ „ (C. P.) ; il 397, 445-

„ „ (TaluqdAri) (Bo.) : iii. 275, 281.

„ „ legal measures for preserving (Bo.) : iii. 284.
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‘ Circles,’ assessment (N. W. P.) : ii. 56.

„ „ (I^.) : ii. 583.

» n (C. P.) : ii. 390t 420.

Classification of districts and estates into

)

secure and insecm-e : I
i- 359r 365, 371 -

(Pj.) : ii. 748.

„ of soils (M.) : iii. 59.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 222.

See cUso * Soils.*

‘ Clay,’ moaning of term in classifying soils (M.) : iii. 59.

Clive ;
his policy of maintaining the Native Government forms, &c. : i.

39a*

Coffee-growing, in connection with Land-tenure (Coorg) : iii. 475-7.

Collection of Land-Bevenue, general facility of : i. 327.

„ „ process of
;
and recovery of arrears (N. W. P.) ; ii.

297.

„ „ (under Sub-Settlement) (Oudh) : ii. 300.

,, „ (Ben.) : i. 688.

See oJso ‘ Sale laws.’

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 317.

„ „ (M.) : iii. 105.

„ „ (C.P.): ii. 5a4>
26.

» (Pj-) : ii- 744i 75 i-

„ „ (Ajmor) : ii. 365, 367.

„ „ (Assam generally) : iii. 461.

,, „ (Cachar dist. do.) : iii. 440.

„ (Sylhet „ „ iii. 449*

„ „ (Coorg) : iii. 482.

„ „ (LB.) : iii. 531, 2.

„ „ (U.B.): iii. 543.

Collector, the (Ben.) ; i. 669.

„ „ „ his assistants ; i. 673.

„ „ „ ofiice staff : i. 672.

„ (N.W.P.); ii.269.

„ „ (M.) : iii. 87.

„ „ (Bo.): iii. 308.

„ „ (Pj.) ; ii. 728-9.

„ „ „ his duties : ii. 742.

Colonist, village founding by (M.) ; iii, 111-113.

M villages in S.E. Panjab ; ii. 616, 678, 687-9.

Colonization
;
see ‘ Conquest,* ‘ Waste-land,’

Commission, the Inam (M.) ; iii. 80.

Ooiumissionep, the (Ben.) : i. 666.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 307.

M „ (N. W. P. and Oudh) : ii. 269.

» „ (C. P.) ; ii. 500-1.

» „ (Pj.) : ii. 728.

„ (Sindh) : iii. 343.

»• „ (ijmer) : ii. 346.

» „ (Berir) : iii. 346.
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Commissioner, the (Assam' : iii. 45®*

„ „ (Coorg) : iii. 468.

„ „ (L. and U. B.) : iii. 486, 527, 535.

Commissioners (M.) forming a Board : iii. 86.

Community; meaning of the term when applied to villages : i. 113 ;
ii.

626 note.

Community; see ‘Joint* and ‘Village.*

Company
;

see ‘East I. Company.*

Concurrent interests in land : i. 197.

‘ Conditional ’ occupancy right (C. P.) : ii. 482.

Confiscation of estates (Oudh) after the Mutiny, considered : ii. 198, 203.

Conquest or colonization by tribes : i. 138.

Consonants, vernacular, how pronounced : i. 18.

Co-occupancy in holdings, how dealt with ) , ...

• r • 1 ^ '5 • 1 (Bo.) : 111. 220.
in ‘ raiyatwHri provinces

\

^ '

„ „ „ „ (M.) : iii. 56-

„ „ „ „ (Boriir) : iii. 352, 389-

Co-operative colonization of land (Cachar) : iii. 434.

„ „ „ (S. E. Panjdb) : ii. 616, 678, 687.

Cornwallis, Marquis of, outline of his plan : i. 285, 399.

„ „ views about a P. S. : i. 406.

„ „ views about landlords : i, 520.

‘ Corrected ’ rental (N. W. P.) : ii. 57, 67.

Council
;

see ‘Legislature,* ‘ Secretary of State.’

Council of India (Sec. of State’s) : i. 78.

„ of the Govr.-Genl. : i. 80, 85.

,,
of the Governor of (Bo.) and (M.) : i. 31.

Court, Kevenue, not acknowledged by the name (Ben.) : i. 646, 661, 694.

„ ., (N. W. P. and Oudh) (so called) : ii. 271, 303.

,, „ (C. P.) (not called) : ii. 529.

„ „ (Pj.) : ii. 732, 763.

Court of Directors : i, 77.

Court of Wards (Ben.) ; i. 695.

Cultivation, forma of (Assam) : iii. 416, 17.

„ of rice (L. B.) : iii. 486 note.

Cultivation, shifting or temporary
;
see ‘ jum,’ ‘ taungyii,’ &c. (Vern. Ind.).

Cultivation on the joint-stock principle (Bcrar) : iii. 371.

Custom
;

see ‘ Wjijib-uH’arz ’ (Vern. Ind.).

Customs, general influence of : i. 246.

„ record of in (Pj.) : ii. 566.

„ „ (L. B.) : iii. 526-

Demarcation for survey purposes (Ben.) : i. 692.

„ for temporary S. (Ben.) : i. 455.

„ (M.) ; iii. 55 *

„ (L. B.) law of : iii. 514.

„ Oudh ; ii. 257.

„ see ‘ Boundaries.’

‘ Democratic’ principle of village land-holding (N. W. P.) : ii.
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Department of Agric. and L. Records
;
see ‘ Land-Records.’

‘ Dependent’ taluqdars (Ben.) ; i. 411.

‘ Deposit villages
'
(Oudli) : ii. 218.

‘ Deputy Collector,’ the (Bon.) : i. 673.

‘ Deputy Commissioner,’ the district officer is so
|

called in ‘Non-i-ogulation* districts
[

11 )) » it (PjO J ii. 728.

it it a »j a (U. and L. B.) : hi. 527,

‘ Diffused rate ’ system of S. (Sindh) ; iii. 339.

‘ Directions for Revenue Officers,’ origin of the work : ii. 28, 533.

,, „ „ assessment system laid down by : ii, 43,

Director of Agric. and L. Records
;

see ‘ Land-Records.’

Distraint for rent (Ben.) : i. 633.

„ „ (N. W. P.) : ii. 178, 180.

„ „ abolished and replaced by special provision (C. P.) : ii. 488.

Distribution of revenue total over village holdings (N. W. P.) ; ii. 71.

11 >> >1 it it
(I^j*) •

See also ‘Assessment.’

District, organization of in Hindu times ; i. 254.

„ „ under Mughal Empire : i. 256.

„ „ the modern, and its subdivisions : i. 324, 5.

,,
term used by Muiiro and others to mean a taluku or division of a

‘ Collectorate ’ (M.) : iii. 149.

„ „ similarly in (Bo.) : iii. 231.

„ Officers, always invested with powers of a Magistrate ; i. 52.

„ the (Ben.) : i. 393, 671, 2.

„ (N. W. P.) : ii. 269.

„ (M.) ; iii. 86.

„ (U. B.) ! iii. 535.

See also ‘ Scheduled.’

Districts (and Divisions) in British India, list of : i. 53.

Division
;

see ‘ Commissioner.’

„ the (Bon.) : i. 666.

„ (N.W.P.): ii. 269.

n (Bj-) : 538, 728.

„ (Bo.) : iii. 307.

,,
none in Madras : i. 663 mfe

;
iii. 86.

„ of river-moistened lands, peculiar method of : ii. 142, 639.

Dixon, Col., his work in Ajmer and Merwara : ii. 323 and note, 343, 345.

‘ Double-crop ’ land (M.)
;

see ‘ Assessment.’

‘Double tenure,’ the (so called) : i. 198.

„ „ (N.W.P.):ii. 157.

u n (Bj.) : ii. 697.

„ ,, (C. P.) : ii. 479*

See also under ‘ Tenure.’

Dravidiau races in India : i. 115.

,i „ institutions of : i. 117.

it „ become hinduized : i. n8.

survivals of in Chutiya Nagpur ; i. 574.

villages, traces of, in the Dakhan : iii. 253, 4.
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Dravidian villages, traces of (in C. P.) ; ii. 443.

„ „ „ (Berir) ; iii. 361, 366.

Duration (of S.)
;
see * Period.*

E.

Early revenue system in (Ben.) ; i. 394.

Easements (L. B.) connected with land-tenures : iii. 497.

E. I. Company, the : i. 30.

„ „ Court of Directors of : i. 77.

„ , „ sovereign powers of ; i. 32 note.

„ „ its staff in Madras : iii. 4.

Ejectment
;

see
* Tenants.’

Empress of India, title assumed by Her Majesty : i. 78 tiote.

Enhancement
;

see ‘ Eent,’ ‘ Tenant.*

„ (Ben.) : i. 640, 644, 653.

„ (N.W.P.) ; ii. 177.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 251.

„ (Pj.) : ii. 716, 766.

Estates (Ben.), general conspectus of : i. 469.

„ (Ben.), management of by public officers
;

wards, Government

property : i. 695.

„ classes of temporarily settled ; i. 444.

,,
(Ben.) P. S when sold for arrears, entitled to P. S. for purchaser

:

i. 437 note.

„ not so in Madras ; iii. 136 note.

„ called ‘ taluqs
;

’ the (Ben.) ; i. 412, 524.

,,
fractional shares in (Bon.) : i. 543, 545 note.

„ formed in modern times out of waste (Ben.) : i. 532

„ in Bihdr differ from those in Ben. ; i. 517. j

,,
variety of in Chittagong : i. 491.

„ of Government (Ben.), classes of : i. 445.

„ policy as to retention of such lands : i. 449.

„ Settlement of ; i. 443.

„ in Oudh
;
origin of : ii. 218.

„ „ peculiar division of : ii. 257.

„ landlord in Madras ; iii. 138.

See also ‘ Partition,’ ‘ Revenue-free.’

Exchange, periodical, of holdings (Chutiya Ndgpur) : i. 576.

„ „ „ anciently in Madras : iii. 118.

„ „ .» (Pj-) : i- III
!

ii- 637-

„ „ „ (C.P.): ii.378, 471.

Exemption
;

see ‘ Improvements.’

Experiments to determine produce rates (C. P.) : ii. 531.

F.

Famine insurance (so called) : i. 243 note.

Farming, early method of (N.W. P.) : ii. xi, 14, 113.

See ‘Revenue.’

Farming the Revenue ; system of : i, 258.

ff ,f growth of the Muhammadan system of
;

i. 507, 8.
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Female succession to land : i. 225.

Feudatory States (C. P.) : ii. 445, 6. •

Field, Revenue definition of (N. W. P.) : ii. 38 note.

See ‘ Survey number.’

Financial Commissioner (Pj.) : ii. 727.

„ „ (Burma) : iii. 527.

‘ First clearing,’ right in land derived from : i. 113.

„ „ „ under Muhammadan law : i. 229.

„ „ „ under Burmese law : iii. 489.

Fluctuating
;

see ‘ Assessment.’

Fluctuating cultivation in Assam : iii. 416, 7.

Forest, how dealt with by S. (Hazard, Pj.) ; ii. 726.

Forests in Zamindari estates (C. P.) : ii. 399.

See ‘Waste-land,’ ‘Zamindari.’

„ in Ajmer ; ii. 333.

Foundation of new villages (C. P.) : ii. 450.

,, „ „ (S. E. ^*.): ii. 679.

Frontier district villages (Pj.) : ii. 614, 633.

Fryer, Dr. (1675 a.d.) quoted : iii. 206.

G.

Geographical divisions of I. ; i. 8.

Government of I., constitution of : i. 79.

„ commencement of in Bon. : i. 393,

„ regarded as universal landlord : i. 26.

„ early authorities regarding this : i. 231.

„ growth of the claim of the ruler : i. 233,

„ the claim, how dealt with by British Govt. : i. 234.

(Governor (M. and Bo.) : i. 79.

Governor-General : i. 79, 80.

„ „ his council in 1833 : i. 83.

„ „ „ „ at present : i. 85.

Gradation of land interests in an estate : i. 201, 2.

Grades of concurrent right, how they subsist ; i. 197.

Graeme, Mr., work in Malabar : iii. 180.

Grain division
;
original form of Land-revenue : i. 242, 269.

I, „ causes of change to cash ; i. 279,

,t „ disadvantages of : i. 278.

M „ Ajmer: ii. 344.

» „ curious account of (Pj.) : i. 271 note.

V „ in Sindh : iii. 341.

Grant by the old Riija, effect of : i. 131.

Grazing grounds, allotment of in Burma : iii. 503.

Grouping of villages for assessment (Bo.) : iii. 230.

„ „ „ „ (M.) : iii. 58.

See ‘ Circles ’(C.P.) : ii. 428.

Groves, importance attached to (Oudh) : ii. 243

» exemption from assessment (Oudh) : ii. 261.

» sacred in Cooi^ : iii. 478.
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H.

Harington, On Zamindars (Ben.) : i; 519.

Harvests, the principal : i. 12, 13.

Headman of village : i. 21.

„ „ (Ben.) : i. 675, 6.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 309.

„ „ (M.) : iii. 88.

„ „ (Berdr) : iii. 384.

„ „ (N.W.P.) : u. 285.

„ . Revenue responsibility of (N.W.P.) : ii. 287.

„ „ (Oudh) : ii. 287.

„ „ (Ajmer); ii. 366.

„ „ (C.P.) : ii. 504.

„ „ (original position of) : ii. 453, 464.

,, „ (and the chief Headman) (Pj.) : ii. 74.

„ „ (L. B.) : iii. 528.

See also
^ Lambardar/ ‘ Patel,* &c. in Vern. Index.

Hill States (Pj.), Revenue management of : ii. 694 and note.

Holdings, agricultural (M. & Bo.), size of, i. 318 note.

Holt-Mackenzie, his minute on Rev. adm. : i. 301 ;
ii. 20.

„ „ opinion as to land-tenures ; i. i.

‘ Homestead zone ’ (village lands) (N.W.P.) : ii. 57.

1.

Immigrations, effect of ; i. 115.

See * Aryan.*

Improvements, in relation to raising the assessment on revision, remarks

on ; ii. 65 note, 593.

„ allowance for in assessing (Bo.) : iii. 240.

}) V )} ff (^') • 39? 73-

„ „ „ „ (N.W.P.) : ii. 65.

„ „ „ „ (C.P.); ii. 437.

,, „ „ n (PjO J ii* 593-

Improvements, right of tenants to make (C.P.) : ii. 488.

,, n » n (PJ*) : ii* 720.

„ » » » (Pen.); i.659.

Independent
;

see Dependent.

India, early govt, under British rule ; i. 246.

„ ‘law and constitution of* ; i. 31.

„ meaning of the name discussed ; i. 5.

„ use of, as a general term, mistakes arising from ; i. 7.

,,
successive immigrations into ; i. 115.

„ the (Home) Government of; i. 77.

„ the (Supremo) „ „ : i. 79.

Indivisibility, effects of as regards tenures ; i. 131.

„ of Chiefs’ estates (Ajmer) ; ii. 338.

„ ,, „ (Oudh) ; ii. 213.

Inferior proprietary rights (C.P.) ; ii. 478.

„ (Pj.) : ii. 640, I.

See ‘Sub-proprietor.*
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* Inferior ’ occupant (Bo.) ; iii. 273.

‘Inner line
’
(Assam) : iii. 451.

Inspection, Importance of, ii. 59, 60, 585, 736 ;
iii. 96, 7, 310.

Inspectors of Revenue (M.) : iii. 87.

» » (D.B.) : iii. 531.

Instalments for payment of L.-R. : i. 367.

„ „ (N.W.P.) ; il 296.

„ „ (Pj.) ; ii. 602, 745.

,, „ (C.P.) ; ii. 525.

„ (M.) ; iii. 105.

„ „ (Berir): iii. 390.

Interest on arrears of L.-R. (C.P.) : ii. 527.

» (Bo.): iii 317.

‘ Interstitial fields
'
(M.) : iii. 57.

Invalid (soldiers’) grants (Ben.) : i. 527.

Irrigation : i. 14.

„ customs of : I 14.

„ shares in (Pj.) ; il 643.

„ ‘owner’s rate ’ (Pj.) : il 574, 580.

„ form of as affecting assessment (Bo.) : iii. 226.

„ „ „ „ (Sindh) : iii 340, 342.

„ „ „ „ (Ajmer) : il 350.

See ‘ Tank.’

J.

Joint family
;
archaic elements : I 108, 225.

„ „ in Burma : iii. 491.

„ liability for L.-R. (L. andU.B.) : iii 491, 525, 542.

family (Coorg) : iii 471.

„ cultivation, system of (Cachar) : iii. 435-6.

,, liability for L.-R. maintained : iii 438.

„ „ under TaluqdAri S. (Oudh) : il 264.

,, Report, the (Bo.) ; iii. 213.

„ stock cultivation (Ber^r) : iii. 371.

„ succession, basis of joint village tenure ; i. 108, 225.

„ „ in (L.B.) : iii. 491-

„ village (Landlord’Village) distinguished : i. 106.

„ „ „ origin of : i. 130, 157-

M ,, „ (M.): iii III, 12, 16.

„ „ „ (M.) districts where it is not traceable :

iii 1 15.

j, „ „ decay of the : iii 126.

M „ „ doubts expressed about : iii. 123.

M „ the, unknown to Manu : i. 128 and note.

See ‘Landlord,’ ‘ Village,’ &c.

K.

Kingdom, ancient, and King ;
see ‘ Rdjd,' &c.

VOL. Ill, 0 0
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Kingdom, Ancient, effect of the dismemberment of: i. 131.

Kolarian tribes, their institutions : i. 117.

L.

Land-cases, special jurisdiction in (Pj.) ; ii. 559.

Land-division by strips (N.W.P.) (Pj.) : ii. 137, 650.

,,
in river moistened soils (Pj.) : ii. 141, 640.

„ by ploughs and wells : i. 163 ;
ii. 143, 680.

Land held in virtue of office (watan) traced to a Dravidian source : i. 180.

„ „ by religious institutions (L.B.) : iii. 496.

,,
regarded as hypothecated to the State for the L,-R. due on it : i. 239.

„ originally not saleable (Ajmer) ; ii. 352.

Landholder, position of in (Bo.) : i. 321.

„ „ „ (Berar): iii. 368.

„ „ „ (M.) : iii. 128.

‘ Landholder,’ the (Assam) : iii. 403.

„ right (L.B.) : iii. 495» 8.

„ „ how obtained (L.B.) : iii. 500.

Landlord
;
Govt, as ‘ the universal ’

: i. 26.

Landlord, prevalent idea about, in first days of British administration:

i. 187 ;
ii. 15, 16.

Landlord in Bengal. Note on M. do Laveleyo’s criticism : i. 188 note.

„ „ (the Zamindar) : i. 504.

,, „ views of the chief authorities : i. 520.

,, ,, cause of different opinions about : i. 522.

,, „ restriction on power of leasing : i. 629.

„ „ estates made alienable : i. 410.

„ ,,
joint-estates of : i. 411.

,, „ ‘private lands ’ of defined : i. 652.

,, ,,
modern legal view of title : i. 523.

See ‘ Zamindar ’ in Vern. Index.

Landlord and tenant, relation of in general : i. 206.

„ „ suits between (Pj.) : ii. 769*

„ ,, relations of in (Ben.) : i. 612.

See ‘Tenant.’

Landlord-village claims, mode of development : i. 134.

See ‘Village’ (tenures).

Landlords, no development of great (Pj ) : ii. 617.

Land-measures in ‘ bhaiitchara ’ villages (N.W.P.) ; ii. 137.

„ „ used in^describing shares (N.W.P.) : ii. 127, 8.

„ „ in use (Pj.) : ii. 558.

„ „ „ (Assam): iii. 421.

„ „ „ (Bo.) : iii. 216.

„ „ „ (L.B.) ; iii. 51 1.

Land, occupation of, rules regarding (Andaman I.) : iii. 546.

See ‘Waste land.’

LandBeoord andAgriculture, department of (general) : i. 352, 4-

„ • „ M (Ben.) : i. 469.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 311.

„ » (M.): iii. 85.
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Land Becord and Agriculture, department of (N. W. P.) ; ii. 289.

M »» » (PJO : ii. 737.

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 501 note.

„ „ „ (L. B.) ; iii. 529.

„ „ „ (Assam) : iii. 464.

Land Eecords
;
foi*m, contents, validity of, &c.

„ modern system of maintenance : i. 356.

„ (Ben.) : i. 453, 467, 660, 687.

„ (Bo.) : iii. 244.

„ (M.) : iii. 76, 90,

„ (N.W. P.) : ii. 88, 90, 91.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 267.

„ (Pj.) : ii. 560, 567.

„ (C.P.): ii.409, 512.

„ (L. and U. B.) : iii. 522, 542.

„ (Assam) : iii. 460.

See also ' Rights, record of.’

Land-Bevenue (Ancient and Historical).

,,
originally an actual share in the grain produce ; i. 120.

„ causes of change to cash payment : i. 242, 279.

,,
steps in the change ; i. 252.

„ illustration of process of change : iii. 291.

„ never taken by Raja in the domains of his * feudal ’ chiefs

;

ii. 325 note,

„ ancient form of administration ; i. 179, 253.

„ origin of : i. 241, 246.

the ‘ Rajii’s sixth ’
: i. 249, 266.

,,
Hindu authorities regjvrding : i. 264,

„ Muhammadan „ i. 267.

„ grain-division, how effected : i. 269-74.

„ system of Mughal Empire : i. 255.

„ „ Maratha „ i. 261 ;
iii. 201.

„ „ (later Rjijput States) : i. 261.

„ „ (Sikh) : i. 262 ;
ii. 540.

„ „ (old Burmese) : iii. 490, 510.

Land-Bevenue (Modern).

„ connection of L.-R. adm. with other branches of public

adm. : i. 24.

„ Finance member’s review of : i. 376.

„ as a moans of raising revenue, is convenient and univer-

sally accepted : i. 25.

,, is it a Hax ’ or a ‘ rent ;
’

i. 240, 280.

„ its advantages : i. 280, i.

,, theory of, adopted by our Govt. : i. 281.

„ first attempts at management : i. 284.

,,
general view of different systems : i. 241.

,, tabular conspectus of systems : i. 374.

j, how dealt with in the public accounts : i. 340 note

M statistics of : i. 375, 6.

M systems, their effect on tenures ; i. 97, 137.

00 i
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Laad'Bevenue, arranging instalments, importance of : i. 367.

„ remission and suspension of : i. 369.

„ • farming systems in 177a : i. 394.

Land-Bevenue in Bengal.

„ „ history of : i. 394.

„ „ accounts and records, origin of : i. 416.

„ „ increase of : i. 439 note.

„ „ proportion of P. S.to temporary S. : i. 443.

„ ,, recovery of by Sale laws : i. 435.

Land-Bevenue (N.W. P.), history of : ii. 7a.

See ‘Assessment,* ‘ Farming,* ‘Instalments,* ‘Remission and

Suspension,’ ‘ Collection.’

Land, right in, as defined by law (L. B.) : iii. 594.

Land-systems (I.), difficulty of their study : i. i, a.

Land-tax in England compared with L.-R in I. ; i. 35.

Land-tenures; see ‘Tenures.’

La Touche, Mr., his S. of Ajmer : ii. 353,

„ „ remarks on the village system : ii. 35a note.

Law, effect of modern on land-tenures : i. loi.

‘ Law and constitution ’ of L, the : i. 246.

Lease and grant, right by (L. B.) ; iii. 497.

See ‘ Waste-land,’ ‘ Village-lease,’ &c.

Legislative power for I. in England : i. 78.

„ „ (M.) and (Bo.) : i. 80, 83.

„ Council, the : i. 85.

Legislature, the Indian : i. 77.

„ table showing history of : i. 88,

,,
.'ibstract of history : i. 93.

Legislature, the Indian, first form of : i. 80.

„ „ second form of : i, 82.

„ „ third form of : i. 83,

„ „ present form of : i. 85.

‘ Local administration,’ meaning of : i. 39.

‘ Local government,’ „ i. 39.

‘ Local Laws Act,’ the : i. 90.

Logan, Mr. W., on Malabar tenures ; iii. 164, 6.

M.

Magistrate and Collector
;
jsee ‘ Collector.*

‘ Manorial rights’ of Zaminddr landlords ; i. 516.

Maps (Revenue), difference between ‘raiyatwAri’ and other: see

311 -

Marks
;
see ‘ Boundary.

Measurement of land feared by the people (Ben.) : i. 272, 408, 9.

Minor S. on lapse of grants, &c. (N. W. P.) : ii, 293.

‘Miscellaneous’ L.-Revenue (M.) : iii. loa.

Monsoon or rainy season, the : i. la.

Mortgagee (tenure of the so-called), MalabAr : iii. 161, 168, 9.

See ‘ Kdnam * in Vern. Ind.
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Munro (Capt., afterwards Sir T.) appointed to S. work in M. : iii. 6, 16.

„ his defence of the raiyatwari S. : iii. 43.

„ comparison of it with the Zaminddri : id. 44.

Mutation
;

see ‘ Dijdiil kharij ’ in Vern. Ind.

Muhammadans, their idea of custom : i. 6.

N.

Names, vernacular, but Anglicized by custom, retained : i. ao.

Native rule, characteristics of : i. 248.

‘Non-regulation ’ province, meaning of term : i. 50.

„ „ „ the law of : i. 89.

,, „ „ rules having force of law : id.

Northern Circars (Sirk^r), grant of ; i. 291 ;
iii. 7.

„ „ early adm. of : iii. 14.

Northern India, meaning of term ; i. 8.

North-Western Provinces, the, territories comprised in : i. 10.

„ ,, „ acquisition and formation of : i. 36, 41, 2.

,, ,, ,, particulars of districts in : i. 63.

„ „ ,, general account of : ii. r, 9, ii.

,, ,, ,, early revenue legislation in : ii. 15.

„ „ „ Settlement Commissioners for : ii. 18.

,, „ ill success of first measures : ii. 14.

„ „ „ rejection of proposal for P. S. : ii. 15, 19.

,, „ „ development of Reg. VII of 1822 : ii. 23.

„ „ basis of Settlement under that law

:

ii. 2s, 4.

„ „ „ difficulty found in working it : ii. 25.

,, „ improved system of 1833 : ii, 27.

„ ,, „ the first regular S. ; ii. 28.

„ „ „ the L-R. Act of 1873 • ^9-

„ „ „ modern S. (stages of work) : ii. 31.

,, ,, cesses levied : ii. 7a

,, „ „ tenures described : ii. 98.

See under ‘Assessment.^

Note-books for Parganas (N. W. P. and Oudh) ; ii. 275.

0.

Occupancy right in S. Mirzapur : ii. 307.

Occupancy, tenant with right of; see ‘Tenant.'

Occupant
;

see ‘Landholder,’ ‘Survey-tenure.’

Officers, official business, &c.
;

see ‘ Revenue-officers,’ ‘ Revenue business

and procedure.’

Orthography of vernacular words : i. 16.
^

Overlord
;

see ‘ TaluqdAri right ’ in Vern. Ind. See also ‘ Double Tenure

and ‘ Tenure.’

Owner, ownership, &c.
;

see ‘ Proprietor.’

P.

Parliament, power of legislating for India ; i. 78, 9.

‘Partial system’ (of survey) Bo. ; iii. 219.
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. 340.

Partition of Estates (Ben.) : i. 693.

„ ,f
(N. W. P. andOudh), ^perfectand imperfect': ii. 292,

3

„ ,,
(Oudh), peculiarity of distribution of the lots or

shares : ii. 258.

„ „ (Ajmer), Chiefs’ estates : ii. 337.

„ „ (Pj.) : ii. 759.
^

„ „ (Pj.), ^perfect’ of villages : ii. 625.

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 522.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 284, 315.

„ „ (Coorg), in Jamma land : iii. 471.

„ „ (Cachar) : iii. 441.

Period of Settlement (N. W. P.) : ii. 82.

» » (Pj-) : ii- 577 -

,,
(C. P.) : ii. 438.

Permanent Settlement, discussion about a general
|

.

(for all I.)
\

,, „ the (Ben.) : i. 243, 400.

„ „ „ effects of: i. 438.

,, ,, „ districts affected by : i. 441.

,, „ „ procedure of : i. 407.

„ „ „ (M.), partially carried out : iii. 16, 17.

,, „ „ (N. W. P.), in certain districts : ii. 5.

„ „ „ (Sylhot), peculiarity of the : iii. 443.

„ „ „ (Sylhot), various kinds of estates resulting

from : iii. 445.

„ „ „ (Goalpara) : iii. 431.

See also ‘ Settlement.’

Persian wheel, the : i. 15.

Persons settled with, in cases where a selection ) .

has to be made : j

1. 2 .

,, ,, „ „ ,, (Ben.) : i. 410, 466.

„ „ „ „ „ (N.W.P.): ii.82.

» j) M (Pj-) •- ii. 605.

Place, Mr. Lionel, his report on Chingleput villages : iii. 117.

Ploughs, holding by, as a measure of right : ii. 188 note.

Possession (in land cases), remarks on : ii. 33.

Precarious districts, revenue policy in : ii. 80.

See ‘Fluctuating/

Preemption, law and custom of (Pj.) : ii. 625, 6.

„ „ ,, . (Berar) : iii. 389.

„ „ „ (Cachar) ; iii. 439.

Presidencies, the : i. 30.

‘ Prevailing ’ rent-rates (N. W. P.) : ii. 59.

Primogeniture ; i. 224.

„ (Bo.) : iii. 285.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 213.

Pringle, Mr., his surveys (Bo.) ; iii. 210.

Pkinsep, Mr., orders regarding tenants (Pj.) : ii. 705.

„ assessment of irrigation : ii. 574.
‘ Prism planting ’ (in demarcation) (Assam) : iii. 424 note.
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Produce-rents (i. e. paid in kind) (N.W.P.) ; il 69 and note.

u » » (Pj.) : ii. 569, 578, 584.

M n ii
(statistics) : ii. 722.

,i f, ,t (Ben. Bihar) described : i. 602.

Pronunciation of Vernacular words : i. 16.

Property in land as acknowledged in L : i. 218.

„ „ „ nature of : i. 216.

„ „ „ absence of any standard like that in

Koman law : i. 220.

„ „ „ related rather to the produce than to

the soil itself : i. 221.

,, „ two main ideas'i’ccognized : i. 223.

„ „ Hindu authorities on : i. 227.

„ Muhammadan „ : i. 228.

„ „ universal right of the State, a later claim of conquerors :

i. 230.

„ „ claim how dealt with by Brit. Govt. : i. 26, 234.

„ „ private (South Canara) : iii. 144.

,, „ „ (Malabar) : iii. 167.

,, „ in raiyatwari provinces : iii. 128, 272, 366.

‘ Proprietary right,’ the term considered : i. 217.

„ title compared with that of ‘ Occupants- * or the ‘Survey-

tenure ’
: iii. 272.

,, „ in villages conferred (C.P.) : ii. 385, 456-7.

‘ Proprietor,’ certain classes actually so called (Assam) ; iii. 404.

Proprietor of plot or holding (Pj., C.P.).
;

see Malik maqbuza in Vern. Index.

Protection, against freebooters (Bo.) : iii. 280.

„ „ „ Berar : iii. 379.

See Ghatwal in Vern, Index.

‘Protective lease’ (Pj.) : ii. 594.

See ‘Improvements.’

Provinces of I., how created : i. 30.

„ „ list of; i. 34.

„ „ unattached to Presidencies, how provided for : i. 37.

„ „ list of, showing form of ‘village ’prevalent in each ; i. 177.

Public demand recovery (Ben.)
;
see Certificate.

K,

Receipt-books of tenants (C.P.) : ii. sn*

„ occupants (Berar) : iii. 387.

‘ Recognized share ’ (Bo.) : iii. 218, 316. .

Records (and Statistics) by village officer (N.W.P.) ; ii. 279.

„ ,, >,
(“•) = “* 91-

„ „ ,, (PJ-) = ii- 757.

„ „ „ (C.P.) : ii. 520.

„ „ „ (BeMr) : iii. 354

„ „ „ (Bo-) : iii- *44. 3”-

Redistribution of holdings (Pj.) : ii. 637-8. 884.

„ „ (M.) : iii. na
Sei Exchange.
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Refusal of Settlement (N.W.P.) : ii. 84.

„ „ (C-P*) J ii- 408.

„ „ (PjO •• ii- 605.

Registered occupant ;
see

* Survey-tenure/

Registers, village (M.) ; iii. 90.

Registration of Estates (Ben.) : i. 433.

„ modern (Ben.) : i. 683.

„ of changes (Ben.) : i. 686.

of subordinate interests and * tenures ’ so called

(Ben.) : i. 687.

„ ‘ general ’ and * special * (Ben.) : i. 687 8.

„ of land-titles (Assam) : iii. 460.

„ of declaration of title (L.B.) : iii. 500.

‘ Regulation ’ and * Act,’ difference between : i. 82.

‘ Regulations,’ The (old), of Bengal, Bombay and Madras : i. 8r.

,,
how far applicable to unattached Provinces : i. 81.

Regulations (the old) :

—

,,
VIII of 1793 (P.S. Law) (Ben.) : i. 400.

„ XIX of 1793 }
Invalid Reyenuo-

„ XXXVII of 1793 5
free holdings (Ben.) : i. 425.

„ XXV of 1802 (M.) ; iii. 17.

„ XXIX of 1802 (M.) ; iii. 89.

„ I of 1803 (M.) : iii. 84.

„ XII of 1816 (M.) : iii. 55 note.

,,
II of 1819 (Ben.) : i. 430.

„ XI of 1825 in force in (Pj.) : ii. 754 note.

„ III of 1828 : i. 431.

,, VII of 1822 (Bon. & N.W.P. &c.), its origin : i. 301.

„ „ its development : ii. 23.

„ IX of 1833, origin and scope of : ii. 26-7.

Regulations (modern under 33 Viet. Cap. 3.)

„ their origin : i. 92.

„ I of 1872 (III of 1874) (Pj.) : ii. 722.

,,
III of 1872 (Santal Perg. Ben.) : i. 588, 591.

„ XIII of 1872 (Hazara, Pj.) : ii. 722.

„ V of 1873 (Assam, ‘ Inner lino ’) : iii. 452.

„ VI of 1874 (Ajmer forest) : ii. 333.

„ III of 1876 (Andaman Is.) : iii. 546.

„ II of 1877 (Ajmer L.-R.) : ii. 333, 367.

„ II of 1880 (amended III of 1884) (Assam) : iii. 452-

„ II of 1881 (amended I of 1885) (Coorg) ; iii. 468.

„ I of 1882 (Assam) : iii. 452 note.

,,
I of 1886 (amended II. of 1889) (Assam L.-R.) : iii. 399^ 402,

462, 3.

„ I of 1889 (Coorg L.-R.) : iii. 482,

„ Illof i889(U.B.): iii. 537.

Relinquishment (Bo.) : iii. 270, 313.

„ (Berar) : iii. 369, 387.

,, (L.B.) : iii. 499-

„ (M.) : in. 38, 9, 93, 128.
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Relinquishment (Assam) ; iii. 417, 427.

Bemission of Revenue (and suspension) : i. 369.

„ (N.W.P.); ii.300.

M 11 (C.P.) : ii. 530.

» » (Pj-) : ii. 746.

V „ (Coorg) : iii. 481.

M » (L.B.) : iii. 532.

„ „ (Ajraor): ii.363.

Remissions ‘ fixed ’ and ‘ casual * (M.) : iii. 99.

„ not allowed in Zamindaris (M.) iii. lor.

Bent, process of change from grain to cash : ii. 193.

(Ben.) „ Rent-settlement : i. 452.

„ „ enhancement at : i. 460, i.

,, ,,
duration of when settled : i. 461, 656, 657.

,, „ remarks on the policy of : i. 462.

„ in kind in Bihar : i. 602.

„ arrears, recovery ; i. 658.

(M.) arrears, recovery : iii. 106.

>

(N.W.P.) Landlord’s rents once the revenue payment made to the

State : i. 622 ;
ii. 48.

„ comparison of grain and cash rents ; ii. 192.

,, adjustment of tenants’ at S. : ii. 71.

,, calculation for assessment purposes : ii. sssr®.

,,
rent-rate report : ii. 6r.

,, rent (tenant’s) remission for calamity : ii. 178, 253.

„ rent-suits : ii. 303.

Act
;

see Tenant (Law).

(C.P.) ; ii. 415, 431.

rate report, example of : ii. 431.

^Pj.) methods of payment by tenants : ii. 715.

„ not originally paid, only ‘ proprietary dues ’
; ii. 708.

See Tenant,

Resettlement
;

see Revision.

‘ Resumption ’ rules of (Ben.) : i. 428.

See ‘ Revenue-free.’

Revenue-Adm. general view of : i. 241.

„ (N. W. P.) dependent on the village-system : ii. 271.

,,
(Bon.) districts not subject to regular : i. 448.

„ (Pj.) under the Sikhs : ii. 540.

„ (Bo.) failure of early ; iii. 207.

Revenue assignments, lapsed, assessment of (Pj.) : ii. 602.

Revenue-collection and arrears recovery
;
see ‘ Collection,’ ‘ Instalments.’

Revenue farmers of villages (N. W. P.) : ii. 122.

See ‘Taluqdar,’ ‘Zamindar,’ ‘Khot,’ &c. in Vern. Index.

Revenue-farming, origin of under the Mughal Empire : i. 183.

M ,,
sketch of its growth : i 184.

„ „ the conquered Rajiis made Rev. farmers : i. 185 ;
ii.

205.

ji „ early attempts at, in Bengal : i. 284.

M „
*

in Oudh, account of : ii. 209.
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Bevenue-free grants and assignments of revenue.

„ ,, „ ^ „ effects of on land-tenure : i. 98.

Revenue-free grants and assignment
j

.

of L.-R. under Mughal rule : \

J) 11 „ „ resumed or taxed by Maratha

rulers : ii. 460 ;
iii. 237, 278.

11 „ „ estates in Bengal : i. 527.

V It „ „ resumption of invalid (Ben.) ; i. 423.

?? 11 „ „ settlement of claims (M.) : iii. 81.

)J It „ ,, ,, „ (Bo*) ‘
iii* 236,

298.

?} ft „ „ called ‘ alienated lands * (Bo.) ; iii.

299 and note.

11 „ „ kinds of (Sindh) : iii. 332.

J) 11 „ „ „ (N.W.P.): ii.154.

J) *1 „ „ charges imposed on (N. W. P.) : ii.

155*

11 ,, ,, account of tenures (C. P.) : ii. 410,

476.

?? 11 „ (Bj-): 699,

753.

V •1 „ „ „ political grants, Karnal

(Pj.) : ii. 685.

V 11 ,, „ (Assam) : iii. 406.

)) It „ „ (Berar): iii. 376.

Revenue Officers, general duties of ; i. 326, 7.

V 11
training subordinates : i. 358.

M 11 (N. W. P. and Oudh) : ii. 268.

5) 11 „ subordinate : ii. 273.

J) 11
(Ajmer) : ii. 366.

V 11 (Pj.) : ii. 727.

J) 11 (M.) : iii. 84.

11 11 „ Inspectors : iii. 87.

11 11
(C. P.) ; ii. 500.

11 11 „ Inspectors : ii. 519.

’J 11
(Berdr) ; iii. 383.

» 11
(Bo.) : iii. 307.

11 ti „ their duties : iii. 31 1.

11 It
(Ben.) : i. 662.

11 It „ ^branches of duty : i. 698.

tt „ courts of ; i. 646.

It
(Assam) ; iii. 458.

11 It
(L. B.) ; iii. 527.

11 It
(U.B.) ; iii. 535.

>1 tt
(Coorg) : iii. 468.

11 If of old regime, usurpations of : i. 136.

7f tt
tendency to grow into landlords ; i. $66.

See ‘ Collector,* ‘ Kanungo,* * Tahsildar,’ &c.

Revenue-Prooedure^ forms, Courts, &o.

It It
(Ben.) : i. 681.
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Bevenue- Procedure (Ben.), Courts : i. 646.

„ „ (Bo.) ; iii. 312, 319. .

„ „ (M.) : iii. 107.

)i „ (N, W. P. and Oudh) ; ii. 288,

?) „ f, „ courts : ii. 271.

n j> f, „ appeal, course of : :

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 503, 529.

„ „ (Pj.) : ii. 732, 762.

„ „ (Assam) : iii. 463.

„ „ (Coorg) : iii. 482.

„ „ (L. B.) : iii. 533.

„ „ (U. B.) : iii. 544.

Kevonue-rate Report (Pj.) : ii. 586.

Revenue, sources of, under Native rule (U. B.) : iii. 536.

Revenue suit (i. 0. suit in a Rev. Court) (Pj.) ii. 763.

„ (N. W. P.) : ii. 271, 303.

See ‘Court.’

Itevision or Resettlement in general : i. 355.

Revision Settlements (M.) : iii. 53.

„ „ (Bo.) re-survey : iii. 238.

„ „ „ how far required : iii. 239.

,, ,, „ increase, percentage in : iii. 242*

„ „ (Assam) : iii. 428.

See Settlement,

Rice-lands (Bo.), mode of assessing: iii. 228.

Rico not the general food of the people ; i. 13, 156 note.

Rights, record of (at Settlement and otherwise).

„ „ (Ben. Temp. S.) : i. 467, 660.

„ „ (N.W.P.): ii.84,87.

1, „ (Oudh) : ii. 267.

1, „ (N. W. P.) legal validity of : ii. 91.

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 409.

,, ,, (Pj.) legal requirements : ii. 560.

„ ,, ,,
documents forming : ii. 562.

1, ,, „ legal validity of : ii. 567.

„ „ „ Hazara district : ii. 723.

„ (Assam) : iii. 429,

„ „ (L. B.) : iii. 522, 3.

„ „ (U. B.) tentative : iii. 54a.

See Land-Records.

Rights in land, as found in the Kumaon hills : ii. 312, 3.

„ „ (Bo.) : iii. 247.

„ „ (L. B.) : iii. 494.

„ (U. B.) not legally defined : iii. 543-

See ‘Tenure,’ ‘Proprietary/ &c.

River districts (Pj.), tenure of: ii. 657.

Riverain lands
;
see Division.

Rogers, Mr. A., on Bombay tenures : iii. 260.

Rose, Mr., Report on custom of Bhejbarar : ii. 143

‘Royal’ lands (Malab^lr) ; iii. 159.

ii. 304-
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Royal lands (U. B.) ; iii. 539.

„ farms (Coorg) : iii. 476.

„ „ remarks on : iii. 539.

Rulership, when it gives rise to landlordship, remarks on tho process of

change : i. 134.

Rules (formal) for assessment (N. W. P.) : ii. 66, 92.

„ „ „ (Pj.) : ii. 580.

See Assessment.

Rupee, fractions, used in calculating or denominating land-sharef,

(N. W. P.) ; ii. 127.

S.

Sacred groves (Coorg) : iii. 478.

Sale law (Ben.), first mention of : i. 397.

„ „ the : I 435.

„ „ voiding incumbrances under, reason for : i. 437.

,, ,,
purchaser under, entitled to P. S. : id. note.

,, ,,
general and special registration : i. 687, 8.

affecting tenants and their rents : i. 639.

,, „ procedure under : i. 689.

„ „ (N. W. P.) old law
;
effect of on village tenures : ii. 118.

„ „ (old) (N. W. P.)
;

see ‘ Special Commission.’

„ „ (M.) for Zamindari estates, how differs from that of

Bengal ; iii. 136 note.

Sandal-wood, right of Govt, to (Coorg) : iii. 478.

‘ Scheduled districts ’
: i. 90,

,, „ (N. W. P.): ii. 8 and no/e.

Note (Jhiinsi Division has ceased to be scheduled since the vol. was in typo.)

Seasons in I. : i. 12.

Secretary of State for I. and his Council : i. 78.

‘ Secure ’ and ‘ Insecure ’ districts and estates : i. 371.

„ areas (Ajmer) : ii. 358.

M (P.iO : ii- 748.

Serfdom in Oudh : ii. 247.

Serfs
;

see Slaves.

‘ Series ’ (of soils) (M.) : iii. 59.

Settlement.

(I.) in general

,,
Meaning of the term ; I 201, 243, 329.

,,
Akbar’s

;
account of : i. 275, 6.

,,
sometimes involves aSub-S. : i. 20.

,,
P. S. in Bengal, its essential features ; I 286, 7.

„ „ „ not Lord Cornwallis’ work : i. 185.

,,
S. always made with a ‘ proprietor’ (so called or not) ; i. 287-

„ P. S. (alono) carried out without survey ; i 289.

,, „ expectations of disappointed : i. 290.

„ V Madras, its failure : i. 292.

,,* „ proposed (and not sanctioned N. W. P.) ; i. 300.

„ „ questions of a general : i. 340.

„ „ considerations regarding : i. 345.

„ „ proposal finally negatived : i. 345.
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Settlement on the raiyatwdri principle, how it originated : i. 293.

„ in (M.) : i. 293, 4.

„ Raiyatwari of Bombay : i. 146, 315, 317.

„ „ of Madras : i. 291.

„ „ systems resembling : i. 322; iii. 392.

„ first ideas of, for N. W. P. : i. 298.

„ the Temporary (or non-Permanent) : i. 302.

„ term of duration, not fixed by law : i 303.

„
‘ village ’ and ‘ mahdl/ terms explained : i. 304.

,,
Reg. VII of 1882 and its modification : i 305.

„ the ‘Mdlguzari ’ of C. P. ; i. 31 1.

„ the ‘Taluqd^ri’ of Oudh : i. 313.

„ of tho Panjab: i. 309.

„ simplification of procedure in new Settlements ^revision S.) .

i- 355 *

„ changes in the maps and records : i. 357.

„ Reports, nature and use of : i. 2.

,,
‘ Regular ’ and ‘ Summary ’

: i. 304.

(II.) Settlements of provinces.

„ Early Settlements (annual) Bengal : i. 397.

„ Decennial, the, made P, : i. 400.

„ History of the : i. 399.

,,
Procedure of : i. 407.

,, P. S. of Bengal : i. 404, 5.

,,
Temporary S. (Ben.) : i. 450, i.

„ „ „ operations of : i. 455.

„ „ „ with whom made : i. 466.

j , „ „ proportion ofassets taken by Govt, : i
. 464

,

„ „ „ duration of : i. 467.

„ „ „ Records of: i. 467.

„ „ „ sanction required : i. 468.

„ of Chittagong : i. 489,

„ of Orissa ; i. 473, 5.

„ of resumed Rev.-free estates : i. 427.

„ of Chutiya Niigpur : i. 493.

„ of the Santal parganas : i, 496*

„ of Jalpaiguri and Darjiling ; i. 49®*

„ of the North-Western Provinces.

,, the ‘ village ’ of (N. W. P.) general : ii. 72.

„ S. officers, powers and functions of : ii. 32, 72, 84, 6.

„ enquiry into rights ; ii. 85, 6.

, ,
‘ Summary Settlements ’

: ii. 293.

M of Kumion ; ii. 309.

of S. Mirzapur : ii. 30®*

ofJionsar BAwar : ii. 316.

of Oudh : ii. 255.

„ (Sub-settlement) : ii.266.

„ power of S. Officere : ii. 256.

of Ajmer : ii. 342, 5*

in 1874 : ii. 353-

in 1883-7 : ii. 35^*
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Settlement (Central Provinces.)

„ of the C. P. (1863-75) ; ii. 385, 395.

„ Proposed modification of in Chanda, Nimar and Sambalpur :

ii. 469.

„ the new Settlements, law of : ii. 406.

„ duration of: ii.438.

,,
Raiyatwari S. in : ii. 438.

„ of the (Panjab.)

„ old Settlements : ii. 543.

„ modern procedure of : ii. 553.

,,
S. establishments : ii. 554.

„ records of : ii. 560, 567.

„ reports of : ii. 568.

„ duration of : ii. 577.

, ,
statistics of : ii. 607.

,,
(Madras.)

,,
remarks on the term as used in (M.) : iii. 32.

,,
old village-lease system : iii. 25, 28.

„ early Settlements of : iii. 16, 34, 6.

„ defects of the : iii. 45, 48.

,,
the modern system : iii. 51.

„ the establishment : iii. 53, 54

„ the Settlement Commissioner : iii. 85.

,,
duration of: iii. 75*

,,
records of: iii. 76.

„ Settlement of Indm claims : iii. 78.

,,
oftheWainad: iii. 181.

„ of the Nilgiris : iii. 189, 194.

„ (Bombay.)

„ of the Dakhan in Mughal times ; iii. 204.

„ of Bombay : iii. 195.

„ „ date of : iii. 201.

„ by talukas rather than districts : iii. 237.

„ Revision S. : iii. 238.

,,
Records of : iii. 244.

,,
ofBERAR: iii. 347 *

„ of Sindh : iii. 336-

,, „ ‘the Irrigational* ; iii. 340.

„ systems of, allied to the regular Raiyatwari : iii. 392, 3.

„ Assam: iii. 416.

„ „ Annual S. : iii. 419.

j, ,, 10 yojirs’ S. id.

„ of Sylhet : iii. 443 > 5 >
6.

„ of Cachar : iii. 434, 437.

„ ofOoJilpara: iii. 431.

„ of CooRG : iii. 480.

„ of Lower Burma : iii. 512, 13.

„ of Upper Burma : iii. 536.

Shared villages (Bo.) : iii. 261.

Shares in villages (N,W. P.), principle of : ii. 131, 2.
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Shares in Chiefs’ Estates (Bo.) • iii. 280.

Also see ‘Recognized Share/ ‘ Co*occupant/ ‘Land-division.’

Shifting cultivation : i. 115.

See ‘Taungyji/ ‘Juilf’ ‘Kuinri* in Vern. Index.

Shore, on Zamindars in Bengal i i. 507, 520.

Slaves (M.) ; iii. 1 21.

„ (Assam) : iii. 402.

„ (Coorg): iii. 472.

„ (Malabar) : iii. 157 and note.

Soil, classification of, for Assessment puri^oses.

,,
(Bo.) : iii. 222.

„ (Sindh) : iii. 338, 342.

„ (M.) : iii. 59.

,, „ table of: iii. 6r.

„ (N.W.P.): ii.57.

„ „ map illustrating : ii. 78.

M (Pj-): ii- 583 -

„ (C. P.): ii.428.

,, ,,
‘factoi*s': 11.419.

,,
(Assam) ; iii. 416, 7.

„ (L. B.) : iii. 516.

‘ Southern India,’ meaning of : i. 8.

Spe(5ial Commission (N.W.P.) to examine into Revenue Sales : ii, h8,

163, 166,

Spelling of vernacular words : i. 16,

Standard rent-rates fN. W. P.) : ii. 60.

State, the Hindu; rulersh ip indivisible .succession : i. 13 1, 224.

,, right of the to all waste land : i. 236.

,,
right of to land generally, examined ; i. 236.

,,
right of in the Himalayan States : i. 231 note.

,, lands (U. B.j : iii. 539.

See ‘Royal.’

Sub-collectorate
;

see ‘Tahsil,’ Vern. Ind.

Sub-deputy Collector, the (Bon.) : i. 673.

Sub-proprietary right : i. 205.

„ „ not reckoned as such in Ben. : i. 535.

Sub-proprietors (Oudh) : ii. 235.

„ „ not liable to distraint for arrears of rent :

ii. 267 note.

„ „ (C.P.): ii.478.

See ‘ Inferior,’ ‘Malik-maqbdza,’ in Vern. Ind.

Sub-settlement, the : i. 20T.

„ „ (N. W. P.) : ii. 157.

„ „ (Oudh) : ii. 230, 236, 243.

Sub-soil, notice taken of in classification (M.) : iii. 61.

‘ Sub-tenancy rules,’ the (Berar) : iii. 355.

Sub-tenants (Bon.) : i. 605.

„ (C. P.) : ii. 496.

Succession, female, to land : i. 225,

See ‘Joint,* &c.
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Summary Settlement Act (Bo.)
;
see ‘Alienation.’

Superimposition of landed interests : i. 99.

„ yj yy (bv couquest) : ii. 641.

Superintendent, the (L. B.) ; iii. 530.
*

‘ Superintendent ’ of Settlement (Pj.) abolished ; ii. 731 note,

Superior and inferior proprietors in villages (Pj.) : ii. 641, 697.

„ „ occupants (Bo.) : iii. 273.

Supervisors (1769) : i. 392.

Survey.

„ (Ben.), P. S. made without : i, 407.

„ „ modern survey : i. 456.

„ „ of alluvial lands : i. 457.

„ „ agency employed : i. 459.

„ „ law and procedure of : i. 691.

„ (M.) : iii. 51, 52, 53.

,, ,,
size of field or ‘ S-number ’

: hi. 56.

,, „ method of sub-dividing : iii. 57.

„ (Bo.) before Brit, rule : iii. 204.

„ „ the staff and its working ; iii. 213.

„ terms of, defined : iii. 215, 218 note.

„ (N. W. P.) (the old Revenue) : ii. 38.

„ „ (the Cadastral) ; ii. 39.

„ the (Pj.) ; ii. 555-

„ „ (C. P.) : ii. 41a.

„ (Ajmer) ! ii. 358.

„ Assam (the Cadastral) : iii. 423.

,,
(Coorg) : iii. 480.

,,
(L. B.) (the modem revenue) : iii. 515.

,, „ the ‘ supplementary ’
: iii. 529.

Survey-tenure (Bo.), the, described : iii. 269.

„ „ how protected : iii. 271.

„ „ succession to : iii. 272.

„ „ (Berar) : iii. 366, 368.

‘ Sweetlands mahal,’ the : iii. 447 mie.

Sykes, Col., on Dakhan villages : iii. 257 note.

T.

Tank (irrigation reservoir), the : i. 15, 16.

,,
in Ajmer, remarks on : ii. 348.

„ „ varieties of ; ii. 354.

,,
in C. P. ; ii. 371.

Taxation, difference between English and Indian : i. 280 note.

‘ Tax-tickets ’ (L. B.) : iii. 531.

Tea-cultivation (Assam) ; iii. 415.

Temporary occupation of land (L. B.) ; iii. 502.

‘ Temporary ’ S., the : i. 302.

See ‘ Settlement.’

Tenancy—Tenant.
(I) In general.

Tenancy—Tenant, relation to landlord : i. 206.

„ „ cases of natural tenant right : i. 207.
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Tenancy—Tenant, first legal experience with in Bengal : i. 207.

„ „ tenants and the Sale Laws (B.) : i. 209.

„ „ „ and the landlord’s farming (patni) arrange-

ments: i. 210.

,, „ attempts to classify, according to their rights : i. 21 1.

„ „ the 12 years’ rule : L 212.

,, ,,
nature of legal protection afforded : i. 212.

„ ,,
controversy as to right : i. 213.

(II.) Tenant in Bengal.

(rt) Informer days, and under P. S.

Tenant, protection at the time of the P. S. : i. 610.

„ „ always contemplated : i. 615.

,,
supposed ‘Pergunna rate ’ of rent : i. 620.

,,
rent never intended to be generally unalterable : i. 6r8,

626, 7.

,,
original provisions of Reg. VIII of 1793 (P. S. law) : i. 627.

„ old ‘resident,’ protected : i. 628.

,, eviction of, under P. S. law : i. 630.

summary of position „ „ i. 631.

., the ‘ Patta rules ’
: i. 633.

,,
legislation adverse to (1799-1812) : i. 634.

,, early distraint law : i. 634.

,,
proposals for relief (1811) : i. 636.

(h) Modem legal provisions,

,, view of the law (1859-1885) : i. 641.

Acts locally in force : i. 452, 3, 648, 9.

,, cases in Revenue Courts ; i. 646.

„ changed to Civil Court : i. 648, 661.

,, Enhancement (1859) : i. 644, 5.

„ „ „ (1885) : i. 653, 4.

,, „ „ of occupancy raiyat : i. 653.

,, commutation of grain-rents : i. 656.

„ distraint in 1859 ; i, 646.

„ „ „ 1885 : i. 660.

,, classes of, 1859 : i. 641.

,, „ 1885 : i. 650.

lenant, the 12 years’ rule in Bengal : i. 643.

„ protection to non-occupancy raiyat : i. 658.

„ the ‘ undor-raiyat ’
: i. 660.

,, improvements by tenant : i. 659.

,, record of rights of : i. 660.

(c) Kimls of tenant

f, local varieties of: i. 598.

„ on alluvial lands (Noakhali) : i. 608.

u occupancy right not desired, Chittagong ; i. 607, 8.

M the, in Chutiya Ndgpur ; i, 582.

)j „ in Santal Pergunnahs : i. 498, 592.

(III.) Bombay.

Tenants, simplicity of the position : iii. 247, 273.

5, „ in Khoti estates : iii. 288, 291.

PpVOL. HI.
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Tenants, under TaluqfMri c-stato holders : iii. 283.

„ in Berar : iii. 370.

„ in Sindh : iii. 327.

(IV.) Madras.

Tenants, in general : iii. 142.

,,
position of, in Zamindari estates : iii. 132, 143 no(f.

,, „ in Kanara : iii. 151.

,, ,,
in Malabar : iii. 177.

(V.) In the N. W. Provinces.

Tenants, payment of cash-rents a general feature : ii. 47.

„ in general : ii. 167.

,, at ‘fixed rates’ : ii. 169.

,,
‘exproprietary’: ii. 170.

,,
occupancy: ii. 171.

,, controversy about tenant-right ; ii. 171.

,,
the 12 years’ rule : ii. 172.

„ tenancy law : ii. 175.

,, jirotection under, to all classes : ii. 178.

,,
enhancement: ii. 177.

,, improvements by : ii. 179, 80.

,, distraint: ii. 178.

,, n'lnission of rent for calamity : ii. 178.

illustrations of tenant custom : ii. 181.

,, caste as affecting rent-rates : ii. 178, 9, 181.

„ proportion of different classes of : ii. 181-190.

„ general remarks on : ii. 191.

,,
rents how far settled by the S. officers : ii. 71, 2, 87.

(VI.) Oumi.

Tenants, in general : ii. 245, 249.

„ occupancy rights : ii. 252.

(VII.) Central Provinces.

Tenants, T.-right controversy in 1868 : ii. 484.

,,
protection of : ii. 386, 7.

,,
in Chanda : ii. 473.

„ in Nimar : ii. 475.

,,
all rents fixed at S. : ii. 410, 498, 9.

„ ‘conditional’ and ‘absolute’ occupancy ; ii. 482, 3.

,,
the modern law : ii. 486.

„ ,, „ occupancy, under : ii. 489.

„ not extended to proprietors’ sir land : ii. 491- 3.

,,
‘village-service’ : ii. 495.

„ ordinary : ii. 496.

(VlH.j PanjXb.

Tenants, proportion of, to cultivating owners : ii. 573.

„ in general : ii. 703.

„ controversy about right ; ii. 705.

,,
difficulties in certain districts ; ii. 710.

„ classes of (old and new law) : ii. 712.

„ occupancy right : id.

„ succession to ; ii. 719.
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Tenants, alienation by : ii. 715.

n statistics of tenancy : ii, 721.

„ cases in Court : ii. 762.

M suits for ejectment : ii. 767, 8, 9.
cannot be imprisoned for arrears : ii. 770.

„ Kangra district : ii. 696.

Hazara district : ii. 725.
(IX.) Tenants, Ajmer : ii. 335, 340.
(X.) Tenants, Assam : iii. 410, 15.

T(‘nants, employed on larger holdings : iii. 406, 9, 429.
(XI.) Tenants, Burma.

Tenants, employment and rent of: iii. 492.

„ rights : iii. 524.

„ on royal lands (U. B.) ; iii. 540.
Tenures. (I.) General and Historical.

Tenures, general view of: i. 94.

,, common factors in production of : i. 95.
,, as affected by modern laws : i. loi.

n jj
L.-R. systems : i. 97.

V grants of State : i. 98, 179.

«> V economic conditions : i. 102.

o old Hindu systems : i. 182.

V 5? ?i Mughal conquest : i. 183.

n M Maratha „ i. 193.

” n ?? Sikh
,, i, 194,

„ growth of layers of interests in land—one over the oilier:

i. 99, 191.

,, grades of such interests : i. 198, 201.

5? M below proprietor ; i. 205.

„ how concurrent interests subsist : i. 197,

,, nature of ‘ property in land ’
: i. 216.

(II.) In Bengal.

Tenures (of land), in general : i. 501.

V M subinfeudation of : i. 544.

„ Registration of estates : i. 685.

„ in a special sense : i. 205, 463, 503, 533.

1? „ ,,
described : i. 650.

o „ ,, variety of local names for : i. 537.

jj „ difficulty of separating from Tenant-

holdings : i. 536.

1’ 1, ., classification of attempted

(i) out of ancient rights : i. 538.

V j, (2) landlords farming rents : i. 542.

*? ,, ,, (3) waste-reclamation : i. 547.

» n „ (4) rent-free rights ; i. 542.

„ ,, liability to sale for arrears : i. 661.

M „ „ registration of : i. 687.

„ (land) of Chittagong : i. 554.

n „ Orissa ; i. 561.

)> „ Chutiya Nagpur : i. 574.

P p 2
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Tenures (Ch. Ndgpur), Act to define : i. 581.

„ Ghatwdli, law relating to : i. 587.

„ of the Santdl pei^unnahs : i. 588.

„ „ Ghdtwdli, of the : i. 595.

(III.) Madras.

general : iii. 108.

„ the survey or raiyatwdri : iii. 128.

„ the Landlord (Zamindari, Polygar's, &c.) iii. 17, 23, 130.

„ Revenue-free (In'am) : iii. 139.

„ on Waste-land : iii. 141.

„ village, history of : iii. 109.

,, in Nilgiri district : iii. 189.

,,
Kanara (South) : iii. 143.

„ Malabar

,, „ extravagant ideas about : iii. 153

„ „ development of : iii. 171.

„ „ modern form of : iii. 173.

(IV.) Bombay.

,, in general : iii. 249.

„ „ statistics of : iii. 251.

,, „ modern ‘ Survey- ’ : iii. 269.

,, village, history of : iii. 251.

,, ,,
Guzardt, the narwadari and bhdgddri : iii. 259

,. ,,
in tho Konkan : iii. 258.

„ double (or Taluqdari) : iii. 275.

„ „ Wantd ; iii. 277.

„ „ Mewasi : iii. 279.

,, „ Giras : iii. 280.

,, „ of Rajput chiefs : iii. 281.

,,
Kasbati : iii. 286.

,, „ Maliki : iii. 287.

,, „ Khota and Izafat ; iii. 287.

„ ,,
of alienated lands : iii. 298.

„ „ Udhadjamabandi : iii. 278.

(V.) Tenures of Sindh : iii. 322.

(VI.) Tenures of BerAb : iii. 356.

,,
ordinary village : iii. 358,

,,
‘Watan^: iii. 372.

„ by grant : iii. 376.

(VII.) N.-Western Provinces.

,,
general : ii. 98.

,, classification of; ii. 100.

,, village, general remarks on : ii. 105, 6, 8, 153.

„ village (zaminddri) : ii. 115.

„ „ (pattiddri) : ii. 124.

,, „ (bhaidchard) : ii. 130.

„ custom of bhejbardr : ii. 143.

,, Taluqdari ; ii. 157.

,, Revenue-free ; ii. 154.

„ illustrated by Bdra pargana ; ii. 163.
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Tenures, of Kuraaon : ii. 310, 313.

„ of aonsdr bdwar : ii. 317.

„ of S. Mirzapur : ii. 307.

„ Jhdnsi districts : ii. 155.

(VIII.) OUDH.

„ in general : ii. 196.

,,
Taluqdiirs : ii. 204.

„ Sub-proprietors : ii. 235.

,,
Village

;
history of : ii. 222.

(IX.) Ajmer.

,, In Government (or khalsa) land ; ii. 327.

,,
Chiefs’ Estiites : ii. 336.

,,
effects of the modern law; il 340.

(X.) Central Provinces.

,,
village, the Gond : ii. 443.

,,
villages in later times : ii. 455.

,, „ history of the Malguzar ; ii. 456.

,, „ Eaiyatwari : ii. 476.

„ the Zamindari, ii. 445.

,,
peculiarities of, in Sambalpur : iL 470.

„ exchange of holdings in : ii. 378, 471.

„ Revenue-free, Service, &c. ; ii. 476.

„ inferior proprietary : ii. 478.

,,
general account of subordinate rights : ii. 485,

(XI.) Panjab.

„ in general ; ii. 609.

„ statistics of ; ii. 622,

„ Barkley’s account of : ii. 626.

,,
grouping of, for study : ii. 632.

„ Village community, accounts of: il 609, 61 1.

,,
cases where there are no villages ; ii. 616.

„ of great landlords, why so few : il 617.

„ facts elicited from statistics ; 11622.

,,
pixsservation of Village : ii. 624-

„ of N. W. Frontier : il 633.

„ exchange of holdings: 11633.

,,
Water-customs ; ii. 643,

„ of Southern River districts: 11657.

„ Central Panjab, Jat and Gujar tribes : ii. 665.

„ Colony villages : ii. 678, 687, 9.

„ Ambala jagirdars, the : ii. 683,

„ ofS. E. PaiijAb: 11684.

„ of Himalayan districts : ii.692.

„ Double tenure (Taluqdari) : ii. 697.

„ Revenue-free : ii. 698.

(XII.) Assam : iii. 399, 402.

„ ofGoalpiird; ii. 432.

„ Cachar (joint) ; ii. 434 -

„ Sylhet: ii. 443 -
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IVnures (XIII.) Cooro : iii. 469.

„ the ‘jamina’ : iii. 470.

y, the ‘sagu* : iii. 473.

,,
bane lands : iii. 474.

(XIV.) Tenures of Burma : iii. 493, 539.

(XV.) „ „ Andaman Islands ; iii. 546.

also ‘Village/ ‘Tenant/ ‘ Waste-land/ and (in Vern. Index), Jjigir,

Zamindar, Taluqdar, Raiyat, Malikmaqbiiza, NisfWiiraj (Assam),

&c., &c.

Tei ritorios, Goyernment of, how provided for on acquisition : i. 33.

Township, term used for ‘village ’
: i. 97 note.

,,
the, in (L. B.) : iii. 527.

I’rocs, rights in (Bo.) ; iii. 304.

„ „ (Berir) : iii. 351.

Tribal history of Sindh : iii. 326.

„ „ in the (Pj.) Frontier : ii. 633, 636.

„ „ (Jat) ; i. 140; ii.6ii, 666, 684.

„ „ (Kajput) : iii. 671, 2.

„ immigration in India : i. 120.

.settlements, on conque.st, &c. : i. 138.

,, holdings without village- or smaller allotments : ii. 125, 134, 654.

668.

Tribes, difference of constitution of; some being without Kajus ; ii. 132 ;

iii. 265 wo/e.

Tribes and clans, locations of, in (Oudh) : ii. 233.

,, „ illustration of (N. W. P.) ; ii. 135.

Tributary ‘Mahals,* the, of Orissa : i. 474.

U.

Unit of area in Survey (Bo.) : iii. 215.

„ „ „ (M.): iii. 56.

,, of dry soil used in assessing (Ajmer) : ii. 361.

,, for soil-valuation (C.P.) : ii. 416, 18.

User of land does not imply ownership : ii, 38 and nofa.

V

Vernacular terms, use of, spelling and pronunciation ; i. 16.

Viceroy, use of the title : i. 77, 79 note.

Village, The.

(I.) General and IfisroRicAL.

‘ Village
' ;

the term explained ; i. 21.

„ grouping of lands a general feature : i. 96.

„ but not universal : i. 106.

{See also under ‘ Tribal.’)

., the, Mr. Phillips (Tagore Lectures, 1875) on : i. 104-5.

„ two types distinguished : i. 106-7.

,, Causes of formation of groups : i. 108.

„ main origins of : i. 109.

„ joint-village, degree of ‘jointness’ considered : i. no.

„ idea involved in the constitution of: i. in.
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Village, redistribution of holdings, its meaning; i. m,
„ ‘ family stage ’ of property : i. i la.

never held in common by clnn : i. 112 noic.

f, moaning of ‘community* : i. 113.

„ antiquity of; i. 108, no, 174.

„ element really archaic in : i. 108.

right in, traced to two principles ; i. 113,

.. conclusion as to oldest form of : i. 129.

is one type a decayed form of the other? : i. 146.

„ instances of decay of form : i. 147.

, , summary regarding the types of : i. 144.

„ importance of, as affecting the L.H adm. : i. 145.
tabular statement of differences : i. 154.

list of provinces and form prevailing in each : i. 177.

„ features common to both types : i. 149.

, , average siz(i of group : i. 97 nofe.

„ not always the L.-R. unit : i. 170.

,, artizan and menial class in : i. 149, 50.

,, officers of ; i. 154.

„ the headman : i. 152.

,, officers of
;
their L.-R. duties : i. 558.

(II.'i Village, the RAivATwiRf ^or Non-Landlord' ; i. 129.

.. described ; i. 155.

(III.) The Joint (or Landlord).

how it arises (Revenue-farmers, grantees, scions of rulers’

families) : i. 130.

,, in Guzarstt (Bo.) ; i. 136.

M in Madras ; i. 143.

(And see heads V. & VI. in// a).

„ expansion of, from small centres : i. 142.

tribal conquest : i. 139.

creation of landlords (C. P.) : i. 138.

,, remarks on landlord class in : i. 134.

,, constitution of landlord- : i. 157.

,, Lord Metcalfe on the : i. 171.

,, supposed stages in the development of; i. 175.

„ the village ‘ panchayat ’
; i. 153.

,, the ‘ zamindari ’ village ; 1.158.

„ the pattidari : i. 159.

,, ,, „ method of division ; i. 160.

,, ,,
‘ perfect ’ and ‘ imperfect ’ severalty ; i. 165.

,. ,,
co-sharers ‘ sir * or special holding ; i. 166.

,, „ loss of true shares : i. 164.

,, ,,
bhaiachard—not held on ancestred shares ; i. 163.

„ communities present state and prospects of ; i. 168.

Village officers, see ‘Lambardar,* ‘Patel,’ ‘Patwari,’ &c., in Vern. Index.

(IV.) The Village in Bengal.

n decay of village institutions in ; i. 675.

,, difference of Bihar ; i. 517.

M in Orissa ; i. 477.
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Village, Chittagong : i. 489, 555.

„ Santal Pergunnahs : i.594.

„ Kolarian : i. 562.

,,
Dravidian survivals : i. 576.

(V.) Village, The, in Madras.

„ in general ; iii. 109.

,,
inquiry as to ancient forms : iii. 122.

„ in the Tamil country : iii. iii.

„ Vellalar colonies, Chingleput : iii. 1 12.

„ details about Mirtlsi right : iii. 1 16.

„ exchange of holdings : iii. 1 18.

„ MirAsi rights at S. ; iii. 127.

„ Settlement on the village lease system : iii. 25.

„ officers of : iii. 87.

„ records of: iii.

,,
grouping for assessment : iii. 58.

„ not found in Kdnara and Malabdr : iii. 147.

(VI.) The Village in Bombay, Sindh, and BerXr.

Village, joint or landlord, Dakhan survivals and question about : iii. 208,

253-

„ and in Berar : iii. 357, 8.

„ joint or shared (Guzarat) : iii. 259.

,,
modern condition of the : iii. 267.

„ of the Konkiln : iii. 258, 288.

„ ordinary raiyatwdri : iii. 269.

„ officers of the : iii. 309.

„ accounts and records (Berdr) : iii. 385.

„ committees (Berar) : iii. 370.

„ only traces of (Sindh) ; iii. 322, 3.

(VII.) The Village Community, N. W. Provinces and Oudh,

„ absence of any good general account of : ii. 99 wote.

,,
general features of landlord village : ii. 105.

„ old official classification of forms : ii. 103.

,,
another proposed : ii. 106.

,,
origin of: ii. 108.

,,
some of them probably once raiyatwari : ii. 109.

„ but have became ‘joint’ under Brit. Rev. adm. : ii. 108.

„ reason for this being accepted ; ii. 109.

,,
modem origin of large number : ii. 112.

„
‘ ownerless ’ villages : ii. 112.

summary of forms and origin : ii. 1 14.

,,
growth of a landlord class in : ii. iii.

„ tribal villages : ii. 125, 134.

,,
in the ‘zamindari’ form, ‘sole’ and ‘joint* : ii. 115, 118.

„ Revenue-farmers in relation to : ii. 122.

„ in the ‘ pattiddri ’ form : ii. 124.

,,
method of sharing: ii. 126, 7.

„ rarity of regular ancestral shares : ii. 130.

„ shares, how lost : ii. 128.

„ in the ‘bhaidchahL’ form : ii. 131.
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Village, illustrations of the tenure : ii. 133.

„ how changes occur : ii, 148.

„ community, practical working of the : ii. 153.

,,
servants, landholding; ii. 121, 156.

„ note-books : ii. 60.

„ inspection for assessment : ii. 59.

„ ff
^statements*: ii. 88.

„ distribution of revenue burden (bachh) ; ii. 150.

„ Bhejbarar custom : ii. 143.

„ OuDH, state of in : ii. 200.

„ „ origin of ; ii. 223.

,, „ stages in history of : ii. 228.

,, „ fall under power of the Taluqdar : ii. 216.

„ „ survival of rights in : ii. 230, 35.

(See Sub-Settlement.)

,, „ illustration of clan colonies : ii. 226, 7.

(VIII.) The Village in Ajmeb.

, ,
originally raiyatwari, and now joint : ii. 327, 333, 343, 345, 352 nofe.

(IX.) The Village
;
Central Provinces.

„ general view of; ii. 455.

,,
method of founding ; ii. 450, I.

,,
history of Malguzdr and Patel proprietors : ii. 456, 470.

„ officers ; ii. 503.

(X.) Village Community, the (PanjAb).

Village, general remarks on ; ii. 609.

„ origin of: ii. 611.

„ how different from the N. W. P. : ii. 610.

„ official classification of ; ii. 619.

„ instance of inconvenience of : ii. 686.

„ preservation of the communities : ii. 624.

See * Tenures’ (Frontier, S.E. PanjAb, Jatand Rajput, &c.).

„ held on * possession as measure of right,’ large number accounted

for ; ii. 623.

„ officers : ii. 732, 3.

,, absence of in Assam ; iii, 419, 20 and nofe,

„ the, in Burma ; iii. 491.

„ absence of in Cooro : iii. 468.

Vowel sounds, in vernacular ; i. 17.

W.

Wace, Col. E. G-., his Hazara S. ; ii. 725

Warren Hastings, his reforms : i. 396, 7.

Waste-land.

(I.) In general.

Waste-land, right to under Aryan system as described in Manu ; i. 128.

„ under Muhammadan law : i. 229.

right of the State to : i. 237.

M disposal of at S, ; i. 237.

‘Waste-land rules’ ; i. 238.
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(II.) In Bengal.

Waste-land, the rules : i. 479.

„ disposal of at P. S. : i. 429.

„ „ in the Sundarbans : i. 480.

„ „ Jalpaiguri and Darjiling : i. 485.

„ „ Chittagong; i. 488.

(III.) In Madras.

Waste-land, general : iii. 141.

,,
under ‘ Mirisi ’ claims : iii. 119.

„ Kinara ; iii. 151 note,

„ Malabilr ; iii. 163, 178.

, ,
Nilgiri hills : iii. 189.

(IV.) In Bombay and BerAu.

Waste-land, disposal of : iii. 314.

„ for village use : iii. 388.

„ rules for leasing ; iii. 380.

(V.) In N. W. P. AND OUDH.

Waste-land, surplus waste, the L.-R. Act, concerning : ii. 37.

,,
granted to be part of village : ii. 35.

,,
how dealt with in Dehra Dun : ii. 36 no/e.

,, M Jhansi : ii. 36.

„ „ „ in Kumion : ii. 310.

„ „ „ Jtosilr Bawar ; ii. 317.

„ „ „ Oudh;ii. 259.

,,
not originally claimed by villages : id. note.

„ in Ajmer : ii. 332, 3.

(VI.) In THE PanjAb.

Waste-land, as allotted at S. : ii. 545.

,,
special cases of, Kangra and other districts : ii. 546, 7,

and note^^.

„ colonization of, when canal irrigation is provided ; ii. 549-

,, ordinary rules for granting : ii. 549.

„ (Central Provinces), how dealt with at S. ; ii. 397.

„ (Assam), rules ; iii. 410.

„ „ procedure under ; iii. 426.

„ „ Cach.ar : iii. 442.

„ (CooRo) : iii. 477.

„ attached to rice-holdings on the West coast ; iii. 475 and note.

„ (L. B.), disposal of by Government ; iii. 500.

„ „ rights in; iii. 493-

„ (U.B.); iii. 541-

Water, charge for (Madras) ; iii. 73, 102.

Weights, scale of (Upper India) ; ii. 117 note.

„ „ (Madras) : iii. 63 note.

Wells, irrigation by ; i. 15.

,,
exempted from assessment (M.) ; iii. 40, 73.

,,
rules about : iii. 74, 5.

,,
treatment of on revision S. (Bo.) ; iii. 241.

See * Assessment,* ‘Improvements.*

‘ Western Polliams,’ the (M.) ; iii 19.

‘ Wet ’ land, meaning of ; iii. 56 note.
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‘ Wet ’ land, classification of (M.) : iii. 62.

M V n (Bo.) ; iii. 222, 226.

Y.

Year, the ‘ Faslf ’
: i. 13, 14.

See ‘Agricultural
’

Z.

Zones of land found in villages used for assessment pui poses (N, W. r.j :

ii.57.

See ‘ Har ’ in Vera. lad.





VERNACULAR INDEX AND GLOSSARY.

(See also note at beginning of the Eng. Index.) Di8t.=District
;

‘ Cult.’=‘ culti-

vated,’ or ‘ cultivation ’
;
A. =Arabic

;
H.=Hindl

;
P.sPersian

;
S.=Sanskrit.

Abddi (= inhabited) (North India),

used to indicate the part of the

village land set apart for the

residences, shops, &c.

Abdd (P.)j inhabited
;
of land under

cultivation.

Gjiair-ahtd, abandoned land.

Abad’-kar (Pj.), the first clearer

;

founder, &c.

Abi (= watered, P.), any irrigated

land.

(Pj.) watered by channels from

rivers, &c. or otherwise than

by well (chdhi) or canal

(nahri.)

(Ajmer) land cultivated in the

bed of a tank when the water

has run off : ii. 348, 50, 56.

Abidna, a water-rate, charge, or

cess on irrigation : ii. 597.

Abwab (pi. of Bab), cesses or addi-

tions to the regular L.-R. assess-

ment (Ben.) ; i. 419.

in former days ; i. 243, 419.

modern : i. 421, 605.

Adangal (M.), a field register
;
see

iii. 92.

Adhiyadar (Adh. H. = half), (Ben.),

a tenant of a tenant, paying in

kind : i. 606.

Adhiydr, a tenant paying by Batdi

or division of crop (Bengal,

Bihar, Assam, &c.) ; iii. 406.

Adhlapi (South Pj.), (also Khu-

mar), a settler who sinks a

well, on certain terms of

tenure : ii. 663.

Adnd-malik (P.)= inferior proprie-

tor; (Pj.) i. 200. (Cf. ’ala-

malik).

Aghani
;

see henwat.
AoRAdist., proportion of joint-land-

lord villages in ; ii. 117.

assessment of
: 73.

Agniharam (M.), a land-grant rev.-

free to Brahmans ; iii. 80, 140.

AhmadAbAd (Bo.), Taluqdarsof : iii.

281.

Ahom (or Aham), the ruling race

of old Assam : iii. 399.

Ahu (Assam), rice cult, broadcast :

iii. 417 note. (Cf. Rupit).

Aima (Ben.), a grant rev.-free
;
oc-

casionally with a reduced pay-

ment, then called aima-mal-

guzari (Midnapore) : i. 530,

573 -

’Ain (A. = essence) : the ‘ thing

itself.’ The original traditional

assessment in the Dakhan, on

the basis of which the Mardthas

made up their ‘ Kamil ’ or full

assessment : i. 273.

(C. P.) : ii. 377, 8.

Ain-ghas (or lyenghas, M.) : see iii.

186.

Ajmee-MerwArA, notice of : i. 67

;

ii. 319-

local peculiarities of : 11. 347.

Tenure of land (Khalsa) : ii. 327.

„ „ (Chiefs’ Estates)

:

ii. 338.

British land system, the : ii. 331.

Villages and the Waste - lands :

ii- 33a» 3 -

Joint village system modified

:

ii, 352 note.

L.-R. Officers, &c. : ii. 366.

Akarband (Berar), one of the Land-

records : iii. 355-

Akbar, the Emperor, his official

year ; i. 13.

his S. of L.-R. : i. 275, 6.

’Ala-lambardar (Pj.), chief head-

men over the several headmen

of village-sections ; ii. 740.

'Ala-malik, superior owner over a

village (Pj.) : see i. 200
;

ii. 641,

•
®55. 657 -

^
’Alamgiri (

= world • embracing),

(P.A.), a general rainfall (Aj-

mer) ; ii. 349.
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’Aligarh, cases of double or over-

lord (taluqduri) right in : ii.

158, 159-

Al-tamgha, a grant under the royal
‘ seal ’ (Ben.) : i. 530.

Annini (= trust), management of

L.-R. direct under Govt, offi-

cers as opposed to Ijara or

farming
;

(Pj. &c.) : i. 541.

(M.): iii. 46.

Amaram (M.) : see iii. 81.

Ambaiji, jagirdars; account of:

ii. 682, 701.

,, Settlement illustrated: ii.

589.

Ambar-khana (P.\ (Sindh) : a

State granary : iii. 342 note.

’Amil, the ‘district’ (-pargana)

L.-R. officer of Mughal times

:

i. 256.

Amin, a revenue surveyor, land

measurer, &c. : i. 256, 604.

Amin-faujdjtr, a revenue assessor

of a pargana under the Mughal

Empire : i. 256.

Amisliam (Malabar), a (modern)

official division, forming a

group of lands for L.-R. adm.
purposes: iii. 179.

’Amlguzar = ’amil, q.v.

Amshom
;

see Amisham.
Andaman Islands, account of : i.

49; iii. 545.

Ang-bailki (Berilr) : see iii. 371.

Anoul (Ben.), a Government es-

tate : i. 474 note, 648 note.

Anicut (anaikatta) M., a weir for ir-

rigation from a river,&c. : iii. 62.

Anwanda(SouthPj.) = ‘ notwrought

for,’ the landlord’s extra fee

when he lets land already

cleared : see ii. 659, 660.

Arakan (Burma), notice of: iii.

484.

’Arazidar (N. W. P. ), a landholder

regarded as proprietor of his

own holding, but having no

share in the general profits of

the estate : ii. 14.

Arbab, title of a chief (Pj., N.W.
Frontier) : see Khan.

Arcot (Arkkildu'j the Naw^b of;

iii. 9.

,,
former existence of joint

villages in : iii. 113.

Arudikarei (M.), used of the old

mirdsi village when held in

severalty : iii. 118.

Aiiara (M.) = amdni, q.v;

Ashraf (A. pi. of Sharif)
;

‘ the gen-
try’ (N. W. P.), landlord class

as distinguished from the

plough-driving tenantry; ii.

188. {See also ‘Shurfa’ and
‘Sahu.’)

’Asl (A. = the root)
;
(i) the original

or principal thing, ’Asl jama’

:

the L.-R. as distinct from the

extras, cesses, &c.
; (2) any-

thing real or genuine : i. 614.

Assam : i. ii, 47, 72.

described : iii. 392, 393, 397.
land-tenures : iii. 402.

Settlement of: iii. 416.

Old Bengal dists, of : iii. 430.

Hills of : iii. 451.

L.-R. officers of, &c. : iii. 458.

the ‘Code’ of 1837 : iii. 398.

statistics of land still hold on

annual lease : iii. 405 note.

‘ Nisfkhiraj ’ explained : iii. 406.

waste-land grants and rules

:

iii. 410.

At (Sambalpur, C. P.), dry or un-

irrigated cultivation : ii. 379.

Autbandi (Sindh), an assessment

roughly calculated at a I’.iti*

per plough (aut) in backw.ird

parts of Nugar-Parkar dist. Cf.

utbandi or otbandi : iii. 340,

Awadh, proper spelling of Oudh:
q.v.

Awwal ( = first, A.), first-class land :

iii. 437.

Ayacut (ayakatfu) (M.), the area

capable of irrigation from a re-

servoir or source : iii. 62,

B.

BXbar tribe, peculiar tenure of

(P.) : ii. 654 .

Babti (Bo.), extra cesses =abwab,

q.v. : i. 273 ;
iii. 283.

Babu (Ben. and generally), title of

younger son of a noble house ;

now (N.W.P. and Ben.) of any

native gentleman
;
also applied

to a clerk in an office ; i. 250

and note.

Bachh, the process of distributing

the revenue-demand among

the co-sharers, under the joint-

village system (N. W. P.) *. ii-

71, 145, 150.

(Pj.) : ii. 601.

(C. P.) : ii. 437-

Badaga ( ‘ Burgher ’ of old Reports;

.

see iii. 185.
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Badshiihi (P. bMsh{Ih = king), any-
thing royal

;
a royal grant, &c.

(cf. Hukami) ; i. 425.
B%hat (Oudh\ sub-tenuro of a

grove or orchard (from A. bagh
= garden) : ii. 242, 3.

Baghayat (Bo.), garden land
;
any

fields (^as a class) cultivated
with sugar-cane, vegetables,
&c., always irrigated and ma-
nured : iii. 223.

Baghiehadar (C. P.\ owner of a
grove, &c., allowed to bo plot-
or sub-proprietor of it (cf.

Baghat in Oudh) : ii. 480.
Bahanakt (Bo.) : see iii. 291.
Bahi-khatii, any shopkoc^per’s led-

ger
;
in revenuo language (N.

India) specially of the pat-
wjJri’s lodger, showing dt*-

mands and payments of the
landholder : ii. 279.

Bai Tilokcliandi-f), a caste or clan in

RiU-Baroli, Oudh ; i. 133 ;
ii. 234.

Bail (M. S. Kanara\ land yielding
three crops : ii. 146 note.

Bai’qita’dt (A. = ‘ purchase of por-
tions

’), a sub-tenure in Oudh :

ii. 240.

BakJisha (P.= gifted or excused',

(Cachar), Rev. -free grants for

pious uses : iii. 440.
Baki-jiii, a revenue term in Assam :

we iii. 461.

Ihikra (or Bakhra) (Pj. frontier),

a share in village lands: ii.

647.

Ba-mimi (P. ha = in, nam = the
namo\ transactions in sale

of land, &c., designed to con-
ceal the real owner, wherein
one person's name appears in
deed, but secretly in tmst for
another. Often incorrectly

written benami, which might
be mistaken for bo {without a
name), and destroying the
meaning : i. 640 mie.

Band, a strip of land watered by a
canal regarded as a unit : ii.

658.

Banda, a hamlet, outlying parts of
a village (Pj. frontier) : ii. 648.

Banda dist., assessment of : ii. 79.
Bandhilra (Bo.), a dam for irriga-

tion purposes ; iii. 241.
Bandhiyd (H.) (C. P.), an embank-

ment : ii, 371,
S^mdobast (P. == agreement, ar-

rangement), the Usual term
in Upper India for the L..R.
* ^ttlement.' ‘ Bandobasti ta.
luq' (Ben.) ; see i. 541.

Band (Coorg), holdings of wood-
land attached to rice-fields, as
an appurtenance, to supply
grass, wood and branches to
yield ash-manure : iii. 470, i, 4

Bilngar (N.W.P.), lugh land compu-
ratively dry : ii. 536.

Banjar (Pj.), the common term for
any ‘waste’ or uncultivated
land

;
if old fallow it is banjar

kadiin
;
if recent, banjar jadid.

BankJ, a Govt, estate in Orissa

:

i. 474 wote
; 648 note.

Bannu dist., tenures of (Pj.) : ii.

652.

Bar (Pj.), the land of highest level

(usually occupied by dry jun-
gle and prairie, in the centre of
a ‘ doab ’ or tract between two
rivers) : ii. 536.

Blni (Pargana), curious history of

(Allahabad, N.W.P.) : ii. 163.
Bara (N.W.P.) ^gauhdn, q.v.

Bara-balute (or bulauti ?), tli(‘

‘twelve’ village servants and
officials (Central and W. In-
dia) : see i. 150 ;

iii. 88.

BAramaiiXl (now the Salem dist.)

the ‘ twelve revenue-estates ’

;

acquired by Madras
;

import-
ance of : iii. 4.

Barar (N. W. P.), the scheme or

nite-list of distribution of the
L.-R. total : ii. 135.

Barbasti (Oudh), a small quit-rent

levied on certain (otherwise
free) tenures : ii, 238 note.

Barkli (N.W.P.), landlord-villages

in : ii. 117.

state ofbefore British rule : ii. 13.

Bargait (Ben. Bihar), a sub-tenant

paying rent in kind : ii. 605.

Barlia (or bflrha?), the zone or

belt of laud furthest awjiy

from the village centre, and
less accessible to manure (N.W.
P.) : ii. 57.

Biiri (Assam), land on each hold-

ing, u.sed for house-site and
garden : iii. 400, 416.

Barike (Coorg), graziiig-gi ound :

see iii. 471.

B..sti (Assam) =bari, q.v. (gene-

rally) a temporary hut or dwell-

ing, a small village or suburb.
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Bat&i, the diyision of the grain-

produce for rent or revenue :

i. 969 ;
il 716.

former practice of, in Sindh

:

iii. 341-

tenants paying by (Berdr) : iii.

371 ;
see Bhdoli.

Batotaddr (Jhansi, N. W. P.), a
holder of revenue-free land,

being a descendant of aThdkur
or local chief : see ii. 156.

Batti (Coorg), a land - measure :

iii. 470.’

Batwdra, partition of an estate

:

i. 693.

Ba’zi-zamin-daftar (P.=oflSce for

certain lands), early attempt
in Bengal to regulate revenue-

free holdings : i. 390.

B^alisi (Beilis = 49) ; see Chau-
rassi.

Begayet, see baghayat.

Benares (Ban^ras), acquisition of

:

ii. I note,

P. S. of: ii. 5.

early description of village ten-

ures in ; ii. 138.

Benoal, territories comprised in

:

I 10.

early history of Presidency: i.

389-

local govt, of, formerly included

in the duty of the Gov.-

Gen. : i, 37.

the P. S. : i. 943, 283, 6, 400.

the Temp. S. : i. 443.

the land-tenures : i. 501.

the L.-B. officers : i. 662.

revenue procedure : L 681.

tenant-law and history: L 64,

59®-

Dravidian survivals in Chutiyd-

Nagpur, Orissa, &c. : i 561,

575, 594-

the ‘ village ' of : i. 177.

Ghdtwali tenures of Ch. Nagpur,

Sant^l perg. : see I. 582, 595.

large portion of waste and uncult,

at time of P. S. : i. 409 note,

BerAr (HaidarabM Assigned Dis-

tricts), how acquired : i. 49.

the districts in : i. 75.

the L.-R. S. : iii. 345.

the land-tenures : iii. 355.

the L.-R officers, &c. : iii. 381.

remarks on the effect of British

rule : iii. 367,

Ben, a small share in a village

estate, a sub-divipion of the

‘thok’ or ‘patti’ (etymology
and spelling are uncertain),

(N.W.P.): i. I59;ii.i34.
Beri (Ben.), a small embankment

for drainage and irrigation

purposes : i. 683 note,

Beriz (P. barij = account), the re-

corded L.-R. assessment
;
total

demand against a village, or a
holding, after adjusting ac-

counts (M.) : iii. 34.

‘Beriz deductions’ (M.) : iii. loi.

Bet (Pj. and N. W. P.) = Khddir,
low-lying land getting mois-
ture by percolation from a

river j or occasionally flooded :

ii- 535-

Bet-khetd (Ch. Nagpur), allotment
of free-land for the cultivators

who worked the Rdj:l’s lot or

farm : i. 578.

Bettii (S. Kanara), land dependent
on rainfall (-barani, q.v.) : iii.

146 note.

B6war (C. P.), shifting cultivation

by burning the forest and dib-

bling in seed with the ashes

:

i. 1 15 ;
ii. 440.

BhXgalpur, illustration of tenure

of headmen of villages : i. 526.

Bhdgddri (Bhag^ashare, portion),

one of the names for the joint-

villages surviving in Guzardt

(Bo.)
;
see narwaddri ; iii. 259.

Bhdgwatdi (Bo.) = batdi, q.v.

Bhaidchdrd (Bhdi= brother
;
dchdra

= custom, H.) : (i) originally

applied to a special form of

joint - village co - sharing, i n

which the land was allotted

by a peculiar ‘customary’ me-
thod, designed to secure equal-

. ity
; (2) subsequently extended

(and in its modern official use)

to mean any form of constitu-

tion other than that of tho

ancestral-share villages : viz.

villages held on the accidents

of possession
;
where the old

share system has been forgot-

ten
;
or which were really ori-

ginally raiyatwdri, &c. : i. 162.

of the (N. W. P.) described : ii*

131.

first nccount of, in 1796 : ii. is®*

illustrations of the tenure (N.W.

P.) : ii. 133.

land measures used in allot--

ment : ii. 137.
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Bhaidchard, the -bi'glia described j

i. 163 (cf. tauzi-bighd and
bhaiwadi-bighd).

villages in Ajmer have become :

ii. 346 and note.

villages not really joint have
become : ii. no.

villages (so called) (Pj.) : ii. 623,

Sj 672.

instances of the real old f(jrm

(Pj.) : ii. 673, 76, 680, 689.

Bhdoli (Bihar and elsewhere), divi-

sion of grain for rent or reve-

nue =batai : i. 269, 602.

Bhaiwddi-bighd = bighd of the bro-

therhood, the artificial mea-
sure in the Benares villages :

ii. 138.

Bharti (=full), used in S. Kanara
of estates paying a full assess-

ment : see iii. 150.

(Nilgiri dist., M.), a system of

cult. : see iii. 185.

Bhata-vritti (M.), grant for sup-

port of pious Brahmans : iii. 81.

Bhejbarar(N.W.P.)(Bund6lkhand),

a metliod formerly in use for

adjusting the burden of the

L.-R. on a village : ii. 143.

Bhot (or bheht\ (Marathi', a small

percentage on the L.-R. allowed

to certain officials : iii. 203,

Bhit (Sylhet) = basti or bari of As-

sam : iii. 448.

Bhogddni (Assam and probably

elsewhere^ land granted rev.-

freo under the old native go-

vernment : iii. 423 note.

Rhogra (C. P. Sambalpur\ the

special holding (sir of other

j*arts) of the headman; also

in Chattisgarh : ii. 459.

allowance for in assessing: ii.

472.

Bhuihhar : the original (Dravidian)

families which founded the

village and had special privi-

leged holdings and furnished

the village hereditary officers

(Ben., Chutiya Nagpur) : i.

,,_ 577 .

Bnuinhilri lands, privileges of: i.

581.

Bluiin (H. = soil). One of the ten-

ures of Ajmer and Old Rdjpu-

tana. Bhumiya, the holder

of such an estate : ii. 329, 334,

539>wfe.

hi Guz^rilt (Bo.) : iii. 282.

\OL. ITI. Q q

Bhiir (N.W.P), light sandy soil:
ii. 76.

Bhut-kheta, land allotted in the
(Dravidian) village for support
of worship, &c. : i. 577.

Bigha, a standard area measure (of

the Mughal Empire). In up-
per India it is usually = 3025
sq. yds., in Bengal = 1600 sq.

yds. : i. 275.

(Ben.), its subdivisions: i. 459
note.

(N.W.P.), the ‘Shall Jahani' : ii.

.
39-

Pj.), use of the : ii. 558.

Assam), use of the : iii. 421.

Bigh.'l-ditm, a local name for the

(bhaiachara), form of village-

tenure in which the holding is

made up of little bits of each

kind of soil. (N.W.P.): see

Bhaiiichsira.

Bighoti (Bo. &c.), a money-rate

a.sseHsed on land per bigha : iii.

264, 273.

BiiUr, small ‘Zamindaris’ of: i.

grain-paying tenants of : i. 602,

Bihisti {vulg. bheestio), a water-

carrier, one of the village ser-

vants: i. 151.

BfjANAOAR Stjite, L.-R. in : i. 265.

Bijnom dist. (N.W.P.), villages in :

ii. 116.

Bijwar (bij-seod, pi.) (S. Kanara),

old L.-R. assessment based on

calculation of se<Ml used and

its return: iii. 149.

Bilbhart (or bhil-bhart), Sylhet

:

see iii. 447.

B’il inukta (A. - ‘in tho lump'),

generally for a lump payment

of rent, &c., total sum of

revenue allotted to a village,

which the cultivators dis-

tributed for payment among
themselves (M.) : iii. 47.

BiLTiciri canals in Sindh : iii. 328.

Birt (S. vritti), a grant of land or

of rights and privileges, by a

Raj^ or later by the Taluqdar,

in various forms and on vari-

ous terms (Oudh) : i. 132.

different kinds of: ii. 218, 236,

239*

Birt-Zamindari, grant of right of

managing the land affairs of

a village (Oudh) : i. 132 ;
ii.

225, 6, 239.
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Bi'r (Cis-Satlej, Pj.), waste land=
rakh, q.v. : ii. 701.

Birt, as used in Himalayan States

(Pj.) : ii. 696.

Bissoya (Bisai) (Assam), title of a

chief, under the Aliom rule

:

iii. 394*

Biswa, (i) division of a bightl

(2) a proprietary duo or ‘ acre-

age* paid by inferiors to a

superior (local Pj.) : ii. 716.

Biswadar, holder of an interest in

land (l^T.W.P.), used to indi-

cate (he immediate holder, 1

or inferior propri(*tor uiidiir
j

a taluqdar or overlord : ii.
1

159-

used for the superior right (Pj.) :
|

ii. 683.

Biswadiiri, the permanent right in
j

laud, acquired by making a
,

widl, &c. (Ajmer) : ii. 327.

Biswah.si (N.W.P., Pj.), division of

a biswa (.see above), = of a

biswa.

Biswi (Oiulh), one of the sub-ten-

ures ari.sing out of a mortgago
transaction : see ii. 241.

‘ Board-silarish ’ (S. Kanara) ; see

iii. 150.

BohuA (Bohara), a Muhammadan
caste in parts of (Bo.) : hold-

ing the ‘bhagdari’ villages of

Broach di.st. : iii. 260.

Boledari (S.E. Pj.), village found(‘d

by ail individual grantee, where
the dependants and inferiors

pay him ‘bola* or rent (as

oppo.-ed to bhaiachani where
all the body are equal) : ii.

691.

Bombay, territories of, how ac-

quired : i. 41.

di>tru ts in : i. 61.

account of : iii. 199.

question as to S. of ; iii, 208.

modern Survey S. of : iii. 195,

7-

Boundary marking : iii. 221.

assessing : iii. 222,

the L.-R. oflBcers, &c. : iii,

305, 7-

Jjand Tenures of : iii. 248.

Dakhan villages and traces of a

former tenure ; iii. 251.

‘shared’ villages of Guzardt
(narwadari and bhagdari)

;

i. 136 ;
iii. 259.

relics of Chiefs’ estates of the o'd

regime (so called), taluqddri

:

hi. 275.

Bombay, comparison of L.-R. sys-

tem with (M.) : iii. 197, 8.

Borwa (or Barua) (Assam), one of

the local chiefs under Aharn
rule ; iii. 399.

Bot-khat (Bo.), a record of hold-

ings: iii. 244.

Brahmottar (Brahina-uttara) (Ben.,

Assam), a rent-free and reve-

nue-free grant for the service of

religion : i, 542 ;
iii. 448.

[Cf. Bebottar, Shibottar, &c.,

—

similar grants for special tem-

ples or deities.]

Broach dist. (Bharocli), Bo., joint

villages of : iii. 260.

Budhwar (Ben.), a village watch-

man : i. 677.

Bujlnirat (N.W.P.), annual adjust-

ment of accounts of common
expenditure incurred by head-

men for service of a coparcen-

ary village : ii. 105

Biili, for a division of land (a local

tribal term, D. I. Khan, Pj.):

see ii. 654.

BiixT, name of a (military) c*aste

(8. Kanara) : iii. 147.

Burki (Bo.) : sw iii. 241.

Burma, its acquisition : i. 48.

(Lower), particulars about tli<‘

districts: i. 73; ni.

483.

,,
civil divisions of: 111.

486.

,,
L.-R. 8. of I iii. 509.

,,
rice cult., nudhod of:

iii. 486 note.

,,
land tenures of : iii.

489 ;
see also ‘ toungya.'

,. L.-li. officers, &c. : in.

527-

(Upper), adm. and L.-R., system

of, described : hi. 534-

*Buta shigafi,’ a common revenue

term for the act of clearing or

reclaiming land {Uf. ‘breaking

the bushes
')

: i. 227.

Biiti-mar, a tenant who has cleared

the land (Buti-bush ;
nuir

(mama), to destroy) : ii- 656,

658, 660.

C.

Cachar, account of ; iii. 433 J

Kachar.
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Canara : m Kanara,
Carnatic, the, origin and meaning

of the name : iii. 8 mk.
districts, tho (M.), acquisition of,

iii. 8.

,, condition of, at annex-
ation ; iii. II, 15.

Cawnie : see Kani.

Cawnpore (Kalianpur), sketcli of

history: ii. 12.

assessment of: ii. 78.

effect of rev. sales on village

tenure: ii. 118.

Chah (P.), a well (Upper India),

often includes the area of land
which tho well waters. A
well is called ‘kachha’ when
not lined with masonry, but a
mere hohi in the ground near
a river, with perhaps a lining

of basket-work or twigs of
Tamarix : ‘ pakka ’ when lined
with brick and mortar.—Chain
(zanitn), land irrigated by a
well.

Chalniram oni'-fourth, P.), an
allowance out of the revenue
to chiefs (Pj.) : ii. 642.

(dialjjiraini, a jxirson enjoying such
an allowance.

Chaharain (Ambaladist.,Pj.) : see ii.

683.

(Oudli) ; see ii. 240.

Chak (P.), a circhi or group (e.g.

‘an alluvial chak’) for asses.s-

ment purposes : ii. 755.
a clearing tenure (Ben.) : i. 548,
a holding made up of bits of

different land (locally),

N.W.P. : ii. 136.

Ohak.iri, a tenure in Banda di.st.,

N.W.P. : ii. T34.

ChakaraJi (Ben.), lands held free

as a reward for petty services

:

i- 53 T, 542.
Chak-bat, form of division of an

estate where tho holding is

compact (Pj.) ; ii. 675 ; see

‘khethat,’ ‘p.attibat’ (Oiidh).

Chakdar, a tenant settler (8. Pj.) ;

see ii. 663.

Chakla, a district (in Shah Jahan’s
time), formed of a large group
of parganas : i. 256, 417 vote.

^lhakla,Chakladar(Oudh)
: see ii,2iT.

dial (Marathil) (C.P.), a class of

lands as valued comparatively
to others for assessment pur-

poses : ii. 376,

Chdlan, an invoice of goods, &c : in
revenue matters, a schedule of
revenue paid into an office or
treasury : iii. 450.

Chalig^ni (S. Kdnara), a tenant-at-
will, as opposed to mulgeni,
tho hereditary cult : iii. 151.

Chamua (Assam) = Kliiraj khat-dar,
q.v.

ChAndA dist. (C. P.), Settlement
difficulties in : ii. 469, 473.

Chapari (<»r chapuri) (Ben. an.l
Assam), moist land liable to

inundation and erosion by the
river : iii. 405, 418.

Cliapparband, a tenant whose home
(chap]>ar~ roof of thatch) is

fixed (hand)
;
a settled resid(*nt

tenant : i. 599.
Cliareha (Ben. , a tenant of a

tenant : i. 549.
Charsji, a large leather liag to draw

water from a well, lifted by a
rope drawn hy oxen. (L;io.

charsaj Upjier India : ii. 9 ami
Mte.

Chasa (Chitt.g;ong\ a tenant under
a taluq holder : i. 607.

Chatram a covered phur-

wIhuv r(*fr<‘shni<‘nts are given

gratuitously : iii. 8i.

Chaubisi (= 24'

;

sev Chaurassi.

Chaudhari (11. \ a land-officer in

ancient times
;

sometimes

having considcrabh' influence,

see i. 526 : now applied to the

headman of a guild or trade,

&c. In Mughal limes the

execiitive In'adman of a po/-

(jeoM (q.v.). Many of them
(Ben.) became ])roprietors

under the P. S., ;md so in

Kalak (Ori-!sa^ • i. 254, 7.

Chaudhari Pj.\ head of a ‘ tappa
’

or group of villages (Sikh

times) ; ii. 541.

(South Ninnir, C.P.\ an assistant

to the village patel
:
probably

a pai<l ap])ointed officer

where the hereditary ‘ patel
’

was inefficient : ii. 469.

(Sylhet) : iii. 443.

(GoAlparaj : iii. 430.

villago headman so called in

Andaman Islands : iii. 547.

Chaukidar, village watchman, guard

OA^er property (chauki, a post

(police, kc), dar, holder).

Chaupal (N.W.P., &c.), public place

<jq2
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for meeting and business in a

village
;
may be a roofed build-

ing or a raised masonry plat-

form under a tree
;
= the

pandal or the ehavadi, or

kovil of S. India.

Chaurassi, a group of eighty-four

villages, supposed to be a relic

of a tribal grouping, or of an
administrative division of the

ancient kingdom ;
we hear also

of smaller groups, bealisi (of

forty-two) and chaubisi (of

twenty-four) ; i. 179.

,'N.W.P.) : ii. 124-5.

Lahore dist., Pj., traces of

:

ii. 674.

Jihlam dist., Pj., traces of

:

ii. 668.

(Jhauri (Benir), village place of

assembly ; hi. 383.

Ohauth (H. -one-fourth), share of

the revenue granted to or

exacted by the Marathas before

they took the whole reviuiue,

or as.sumed the direct govern-

ment (cf. Sirdesmukhi'/ : i.

273 ;
iii. 205 note.

Chavadi (M.), same as Chauri : iii.

88 .

ancient name of a country

(M.) ; -w iii. 156.

Chhatclhk {vntg. Chittack), the 4
part of a sir (seer), which is

roughly 2 lbs. av.

CiiHA'rrfs(UUH(‘ the thirty-six forts’)

(C.P.), hi.story of : ii. 377.

Chhuthi (H.), = Mot off,’ any al-

lowance or reb.ite ;^Bihar) :

i. 605.

CiiiB, a clan of Rajputs (Pj.) ; ii.

670.

Chichar, a class of land in Akbar’s

S. : i. 275.

CniNGLiii’UT (Ohengalpat) (M.), Mr.

L. Place, and the Mirasi

villages of : iii. 1 16.

Chiriighi, a small rev. -free grant to

keep a lamp (chiragh) burning

at a (Muslim) tomb or shrine

(Ben. and Sylhet) : iii. 448.

Chittagong (Chattagraoh).

L.-R. S. of : i. 489.

tenurc^s of : i. 552, 54.

the ‘Hill tracts’ : i. 489.

Chitta -navis (orcontracted,Chitnis)

,

Maratha ‘ secretary ’
; i. 261.

Cho (local, Pj.), a torrent bed full

of sand (in the dpy season)

which spreads : ii. 754 and
note.

Cholam (M.), the ‘great millet,'

Sorghum vulgare.

Choultry, sec Chauri, Chavadi
;
of

which it is a corruption : iii. 12

Chuhra (H.), sweeper caste
;
one of

the village menials ; i. 15T.

Chukanidar (Ben.'), a kind of

tenant under a ‘jdtdar* (W.

Dwars of Jalpaigiiri) : i. 552,606.

Chukota
,
incorrectly chakotsl) (Pj.),a

lump sum of rent fora holding,

as contrasted with a rent by
acreage rate according to soil,

&c. : ii. 716.

Churait (perhaps Chuhrait), a

tenant-at-will (S.Pj.) : ii. 639
note.

Chutiya Niigpur (Chota Nagpur),
‘ described : i. 574.

L.-R. S. of : i. 493.

Act for preservation of tenures :

i. 581.

Dravidian survivals in : i. 574, 5.

Circa r = Sirkar, q.v,

‘Cis-Sutk\i’ (and ‘trans-Sutlej’),

explained : ii. 632 7iote.

districts, the ; ii. 677.

CooRG, Ch. Commissioner of, on

the ‘ Kamim ’ tenures of

Malabdr : iii. 162.

account of : i. 48, 74 ;
iii. 465.

CooRG, tribe, census numbers of :

iii. 469.

their privileges ; iii. 470.

Cottah : see Katha.

Cowle : see Qaul.

Cutcherry, a Public (District) Offiico

properly Kachhahri, q.v.

D.

Dabdniya (Bo.), a rev.-froo teimio

of lands forcibly ‘ annexed’ by

powerful revenue farmers, &c.

:

see iii. 302.

Dabri (C.P.), land in the bed of a

tank cult., when the water has

run off (cf. Abi of Ajmer)

:

ii. 428.

Dada-illAhi ( = divinegift) (N.W.P.).

refers to a man’s holding in a

village, when it is not an

ancestral share, but a de facto

holding, on basis of posses.sion

as the measure of right : ii. io9-

Daddi (local, Pj., Gandapur tribe),
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name for a share in land ; ii,

654.

Dadhd (O.P.), land on a slope:

ii. 430-

Daftar (P.), generally
;
a volume

:

any l^cord-office where the
‘files’ are kept.

(Afglidn tribes), the tribal loca-

tion or holding of land : ii. 635,

647.

Daftari, (i) Secretary of a IVijput

State
; (2) in modern use, an

office-keeper who supplies pens,

stationery, &c. : i, 262.

Dagchitta, one of the L. Records

(Assam) : iii. 421, 23.

Dahya (Dhya), shifting cultivation

(C.P,), - Bewar.
Dainii (-perpetual, A.) (Sylhet)

:

iii. 445.

D.ikar (Noith India), a clay soil.

Oakhan, meaning of the term : i. 8.

village tenures of : iii. 251.

‘ Dakliil-lOiarij ’ (P. - entering and
putting out). In revenue

language (Upper India chiefiy)

the process of recording a

tranfijer of land, by inheritanci*,

gift, sale, &c,, so as to secure

the title; but (directly) to

secure the liability for the L.-R.

being duly put down to the

right person.

(Ben.) : i. 686.

(N.W.P. and Oudh) : ii. 290.

(Pj-) : 565, 757-

(C.P.) i ii. 5St.

(M.) : iii. 103.

Dalai (Dolloi) (Assam, &c.), a chief,

(^an executive headman) ; iii.

453,456.
Dam, a small coin (Mughal Empire)

said to have been counted forty

to the rupee ; i. 256.

Daman-i-Koh (P. = skirt of the hill),

a tract in the Santal Per-

gunnahs : i. 497.

allowances made to chiefs, &c.

in : i. 589.

Daiiabandi, process of assessing

revenue in kind by estimating

the State share without actual

weighing and measuring : iii.

341.

Dant, a voiy minute land-measure

(N.W.P.) : ii. 128.

Dar (P.= holder), any name of a

tenure, &c., may have this as a

suffix to indicate ‘holder of a

’
: thus taluq-dar

;
patni-

dar; istimrar-dar
;

i.e, holder
of the estate called taluq

;
of

the farming interest called

patni
;
of the perpetual lease

or grant, &c.

Darbar, a court of a king or chief;

a ceremonial assembly for Stato

purposes, justice, &c.
;

‘ tin*

Court ’ (thus we say ‘ the Sikli

Darbar, tlie Jaipur Darbar
did this or that)

; (2) the mem-
bers of a Taluqdar chicr^

family collectively (Bo) : iii.

253.

Darbhanga Ihij, the management
of, under the Court of Wards
Ben. : i. 696.

Darjiling, S. of : i. 498.

Darkliwast (P. = application, I't'-

quest). In (M.) for all official

requests for transfer, and re-

linquishment, or for revenue

petitions generally. Rules for

disposal of such, are called

the ‘I)aikhwast*rul('s.' ‘Darkh-

Wiist appeals’ aie also spoken

of—meaning an appealfrom tlie

order passed on a petition :

iii. 104, 128.

Darkiiwast-malguzari (N.W.P.), the

formal document tendering

acceptance of the terms of

S., and formerly in the (Pj.),

but not now in use there :

ii. 8r.

Dar-patni (dar, P. = within, in), a

patni of a patni, q. v. (Ben.),

see ‘Subinfeudation’ : i. 545.

Daryabadi (Assam), a supplemen-

tary measurement of alluvial

lands cultivable on subsidenco

of the floods : iii. 422.

Daiya-burdi (P. river-borne away).

Alluvion and diluvion
;
opera-

tions in connection with the

annual inspection, measure-

ments, &c. of land affected by

river action (N.W.P. and Pj.).

Dasabandham (M.), grants of land

five of revenue to support irri-

gation works ; iii. 8r.

Daspatkari (Ho.) : see iii. 291.

Dast. In Ivhoti villages (Bo.)

applied to tlie former gov.

assessment—one nominally in

grain, but really paid by a

(curiously adjusted) cash equi-

valent ; iii. 289.
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Dastak, a writ
;
a iiotico of d(unand

to pay L.»R. whicli haa fallen

due (Northern India, &c.).

Dastak (Assam) : iii. 441.

Dastiir (P. = custom), a group of

districts or division of terri-

tory in Mughal times, inter-

mediate between the ‘ Sirkar
’

and tlie ‘ pargana ’
: i. 256.

Daswaiit (Oudh) : sea ii. 240.

Datuli, a minute fraction in land

division (N.W.P.) ; .see ii. 128.

Debottar (Ben., Assam, &c.), nmt
or rev. -free grant to support a

temple of Devi or Siva : i. 542.

(Sylhet) : iii. 448.

Deccan, tlie: sec T)akhan(Dakshina).

DEiiuA-DfJN the case of waste lauds

in : ii. 36 and note.

Dekha-bhali (II. -seedng welhiro),

mode of pcMUodical estimate of

general value for fixing rents

(N.W.P., Lalitpur) : ii. 190.

Delhi Territory, the, note about

the law of, &c. : i. 43 mte
;

ii.

685.

1)era.tAt, t]n‘. Plural term to in-

dicate the two districts, Dera

Ismail Klian and Dera Gh.i/i

Khan. Those nam(‘s mean ‘ tlio

camp or rosting-phnss of (the

adventurers) Ismail Khan and
Ghaxi Khan’ (Pj.).

fluctuating asses.sment.s in : ii.

596.

tenures of : ii. 652.

Dos (H.). a ‘di.strict’ under the old

Hindu (Aryan) organization

:

see iii. 202.

Dos-udhikari, the old term for a

lieadman in an ancient dis-

trict; the officer who kept the

public accounts in a ‘mid’

(Malabiir) : iii. 178.

Dosai-desmukh, q.v.

Desam (Malabar) : see iii. 178.

DesaVilli (id.), the head of a desam :

id.

Des-lekhak = Des-pandyd, q.v.

Des-manjhi (Ben. Saiital Perg.), in

old days, a district chief (over

the ‘praiminik’), who again

was over the headmen of seve-

ral villages : i. 594.

Do^-mukh, chief of a des in the Hin-

du kingdom : i. 1 79 ;
iii. 202.

growth of power of (Bo.) : iii.

203 note.

in Berar : sea iii. 375.

Des-pandya (or -pande), (Bo.), the

acmmtant of a de.s, in the Hindu
State, became the Qanungo of

the Muglial Empire. The des-

mukh and the des-pandya were
to the des or pargami what the

headman and patwiiri (lekhak)

were to the village : i. 179,

257 ;
iii. 202.

Devarakiidu (Coorg), a sacred grove

:

see iii. 478.

Devasthiin (or Dewasthan), land

granted for support of a tem-

ple (Bo.\

Dhadii-vantap (Bo.) : sec iii. 294.

Dhar, dhardari
;

feud, faction,

party-spirit, osp(‘cially in the

Northern villages (Pj.) : ii.

625.

Dhiir, the entire cultivation as

reckoned up for the division

of grain (Pj. D. I. Khan) : ii.

650.

Dhar, dhara (C.P. and Bo.), the

distribution of the assessment

;

schedule of rates to be paid by

each landholder : ii. 376.

Dlnira (Bo,), the custom or stan-

dard rates of division of cro])

or of the revenue payment : iii.

283, 289.

Dhar-bachh (sre bachh), expresses

the case wIkov tenants, and

proprietary co-sharers, all ])ay

alike in sliaring the burden

of the L. - R.
;
payment by

an all-round rate on hind

(N.W.P.).

Dharekiir (Bo., Konkan), now a pri-

vileged tenant under a Khot

proprietor
;
one who pay^. no

rent beyond the dhara or es-

tablished rate of L.-R. pay-

ment : see iii. 289.

‘ Quasi-dharekar,’ t(‘rm invented

and used in the Khot Act,

1880, for another kind of pri-

vileged tenant of a lower

grade than the dlnirekiir, i.e.

dhariskiirs wlio had, in process

of time, lost something of their

privileges.

Dharma-dev, Dharm-mal, grants to

institutions or for pious (dhar-

ma) purposes (rent or revenue-

free).

Dhiirwai (N.W.P., Fj., Sindh', ««•

village weighman
;
a person of

(formerly) considerable im-
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portance when nivcnue and
rent wt're taken in kind. Now
he assists at ordinal y grain-

sales, and especially wliere

tenant-rent is paid in kind as

in Pj. : iii. 341.

Dhehkli, dliehkuH, a lever arrange-

ment by which an earthen ves-

sel, or a leatlK'r hag, is lowen‘<l

into a well and raised again,

tor irrigation (N.W.P.) : ii. 9 ;

(C.P.): ii. 371, 2.

Dhehkudi (Bo.), the same : i. 15.

Dher, .see Mhar.

Dheri =- thok (Pj.), a small sub-

division in a coparcenary vil-

lage ; ii. 676.

Dhobi, a washerman, one of tho vil-

lage .servants : i. 151.

Diiolka (tahika in Bo.), assessment

of : i. 273.

DhuH-batta, a cess on rice-lands

(Coorg) : H‘c iii. 481.

Digwar ^Bon. : mi i. 584.

Dill (P. = village), a villag(‘, both

the land ami the hou.ses, but

oftener of the latter, as in tlm

terms abadi-dih, tho village

site
;
gorha-dih, tho waste-land

around a village where the cat-

tle stand, &c. : i. 21.

Dih (Oudh), one of th(‘. sub-tenures

:

fiee ii. 240.

Dihdari (or didari), (Oudh), a sub-

tenure : .see ii. 238.

Dihdar (
- village hohh'r), (Sindh),

the headman : iii. 321.

Dih-kliarcli, or Raj-kJiarch (Bo.),

an impost or cess to meet (real

or supposed' ‘ expenses’ of the

village, the kingdom, &c. : iii,

327-

Dimat (Berar\ said to bo, or to

have been, used to signify a

major divi.sion of family land
;

tho share of a major branch :

iii. 364.

Dittam (M.), a preliminary fore-

caste or estimate of the year’s

cultivation, now disused : iii.

48.

Diwan, a minister of state (in ge-

neral), an honorary title
;
civil

officer of a district under the

later Muhammadan admin.

(Ben.) (1765).
^

Diwani (Ben. &c.), the civil ad-

ministration, office of Diwtin,

as opposed to tho Niz;imat or

Faujdari. the military and cri-

minal adm. ; i. ^91 note.

Diyara (or Doara), (Ben.), tho allu-

vial survey : i. 466, 691.
Doub Ip. - ‘two,’—‘waters tract

btdween two rivers (Pj.) ; ii.

534-
Doiib, tho, a part of the N.W. Pro-

vinces : i. 9 ;
ii. 10.

Do-chand (P. - twice), ‘dochanda
rule’ (C.P.), tho rule of allot-

ting to a village (at first 8.^ an
area of waste usually equal to

twUe the area cultivated : ii.

401 note.

Dogr.i, service-tenures in Orissa :

i. 570.

Doon (<lun), an ohl land-measure
in L. Burma : lii. 510.

Dorsa (C.P.), name of a kind of

soil : ii. 428.

Domvu (M.), a kind of vvidl : iii.

74-

Duam or do-yam (P.) = second
;

second-class land, &c. : iii.

437-

Dubash (prop, dohhashi), an inter-

preter (M.) : iii. 13 and note.

Dumala, dumala-gaum, a Bombay
term often ap})lied to any

in’am or rev.-free village,

I'lojMohjy it only means land

held free for life, or foj’ a

term
;
dii = two nnil pro{)erty,

i.e. both tlu' grantee and tlu'

State are inh'nvsted
;

or may
be from dumbilla ~ tail, and

{fnj.) roversieiiary, referring to

tile land ultimately revc'rting

to payment of State diu^s.

Dumat (N.W.P.), a loam-soil, about

equal parts clay and sand : ii.

7b.

Dupatkaii, didhjiatkari, &c. : .see

iii. 291.

Dwaus (or Duars), ;Dwara-gate,

or pass into hills beyond),

the Eastern and Western : i.

435, 499? 552; ill- 43 r.

E.

Ekabhogam. village in tho hands

of a single landlord (M.) : iii,

1 18 note.

Ek.jai = ‘one place’ (N.W.P.), a

(disused) method of recovering

arrears of L.-K. : ii. 144
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Ellu (Malabar), sosamum cult. : iii.

152.

Erkadu : see iii. 187.

Etmamdar (from Ihtimamdar), a

kind of lease-holder in Chitta-

gong : i. 557-

F.

Faqir (A.), a boggar, a religious

mendicant.

Fard-navis (/i7.= writer of lists or

schedules), a financial secre-

tary ill the Maratha State : i.

261.

Farfarmas or farfarmanish, one of

the extra cesses levied in Ma-
ratha times, being contribu-

tions in kind, hides, charcoal,

rope, &c., or converted

into a cash-payment (Bo.).

‘Faringati, a <dass of cult, lands in

Assam; see iii. 417.

Pasl (A.), harvest
;
fasl-jyasti, fasl-

kami (M.), addition or reduc-

tion in the revenue on account

of double crops, or the loss of

one ; iii. 99.

Fasli, of or belonging to a harvest

;

the Muhammadan official era

:

i. 13, 14-

Fatihpur dist. (N.W.P.), assess-

ment of : ii, 77.

proportion of joint-landlord or

zamindilri villages in : ii.

117.

G.

Gabhar (C.P.), level land : ii. 430.

Gaddi (II.), a cushion
;
the Stjito

cu.shion or throne spoken of as

representing the kingdom or

principality
;
as when an heir

succeeds to ‘ the Gaddi ’
; i.

224.

Gaddi (Pj. Hills), a shepherd tribe :

ii. 695.

Gamcti (Bo.), one of the designa-

tions of the petty chiefs of

former days ; iii. 282.

Ganda, a fraction of a rupee (in

reckoning divisions of land),

(N.W.P.) : ii. 128.

(Ben.), a small land-measure, be-

ing of a katha, which is

of a bigha : i. 459 note,

Gangura (Ben.), a larger embank-

ment for drainage, &c. i i. 683
note,

Ganthi, one of the ‘tenures' of

(Ben.) : see i. 547.

Gahw, or Gaoh (H.), a village =
mauza (P.) : i. 21.

Gaoh-than (Bo. &c.), the village

site or place for houses =abadi

:

iii. 246, 350.

Gaohtiya (Sambalpur and C.P.),

the village headman : ii. 470.

Garhi (
= a small fort), the Patel's

residence, or the centre of the

village (Berar, &c.) : iii. 361.

Garhtiya, Garhotiyil, fort-holder,

name given to certain chiefs in

Chhattisgarh (C.P) ; ii. 446.

GarhwAl (British), see Kumaon.
GAro Hills, the : iii. 454.

Gatha (C. P.), an embankment for

irrigation purposes : ii. 371.

Gat-kul (Bo.), <= ‘abandoned or

lost,' and kula, ‘ family'
;
one of

the terms indicating the exist-

ence, formerly, of a landlord

class in Bakhan villages ; iii.

257-

Gauhan, one of the ‘zones' of culti-

vation, tliat nearest the honu'-

stoad = bdra (N.W.P.) : ii. 57,

note.

Gaum (Bo.), = g{lhw, a village : i. 21.

GaunisA (C.P.), land receiving

manure and refuse of the

village ; ii. 428.

GAyA, dist. (Ben.), grain-rents in

;

i. 602.

Gaydl (Bo., Konkan), see iii. 290:

see also ‘ gatkul.'

Gdyari (H.), lands which lapsed to

the Ihija by escheat on failure

of heirs (Bait-ul-rndl of tho

Maratha States) : i. 239.

Gaz, a yard : the ‘ illahi gaz,’ i. e.

the divine, or standard yard,

was the unit of measure in the

Mughal Empire S. ; i. 257.

Gehuiihari (C.P.), from gehufi (H.),

wheat, land that is adapted to

grow wheat : ii. 429.

Ghair (A.), except, not : a negative

prefix, used in various ways,

e. g.
^

Ghair-maurusi, ‘not hereditary ;

the ordinary, or tenant-at-will

(Upper India) ; ii. 704.

Ghair-mumkin (not possible), waste

or other land wholly or per-

manently unculturable.
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Ghair»abad, not cultivated, or in-

habited.

Ghakkab tribe, tho (Pj.) : ii. 639,

650.

Oharkhod (Bo.), tho personal or

private holding of a chief or

landlord, cf. ‘sir’ : iii. 283.

Oliasawat: describes a custom in

Cachar, under tho system of

joint-cultivation, whereby on a

member defaulting in hisL.-B.

payments, another paid and

took ov(‘r his holding : iii. 439.

Ghat, a hill range; a mountain

pass
;
a ravine or passage lead-

ing into the country above or

beyond : i. 9.

GiiX'rs, the (Eastern and Western)

:

i. 8, 9.

(M.) ; iii. 10 note.

Ghatwali, a grant to a ghatwal,

a chief or other person who
applied tho L.-R. to support a

force for protecting the passes

and preventing raids from hill-

trilx's on to tho plains : i.

532 *

Tenures in (Bon.) : 1. 583, 595.

(Jagirs) (Beriir) ; iii. 379.

Gholar, name of a clay soil (local,

(Thorabandi, a tenure (Ben.) : 1.

54A*

Ghumao (Pj.), (from Ghumdna *to

turn the plough), a land mea-

sure of varying size : originally

connected with the allotment

of land by ploughs, and

measuring by the length of

furrow made before turning:

>1.558.

Girdnia (Bo.), land taken on mort-

gage by a surety for L. -Revenue,

to cover defaults, and allow('d

to be held rev. -free by the

State (cf.vechaniaand dabania):

iii, 302.

Girds
(
= mouthful), originally ap-

plied to the provision in land

or money made for the younger

sons of noble houses, now a

political allowance in cash paid

to certain families (Bo.); iii.

280.

Girdsiyd, properly a chief holding

such a provision for life:

applied generally in later times

to land held by chiefs

(Ahmadabad and Kaira, Bo.),

as opposed to IGialsa, that held

by tho chief ruler. Then
applied to indicate that certain

chiefs out of possession, wore

paid a kind of black-mail to

preserve tho neighbouring

lands from their depredations.

Now applied to designate

descendants of certain cliiefs

who receive a cash (political)

allowance in Bombay : iii. 281.

GoAlpXra (Assam), account of tlu'

dist. : iii. 430.

Godmatti (Assam), said to mean
‘body-land,’ an allotment

(formerly) to each cultivator or

* paik * (q. v.) consisting of a

house sito ami garden (bari),

and a piece of ‘rupit’ or

rice-land : iii. 400.

GonXvARi, disi., clianges affecting

(M.) : ii. 7 note,

Goind, = gauhan, q.v.

Gond, ancient kingdoms, relics of

(C.P.) : ii. 370, 441, 5 -

village institutions : ii. 443.

see ‘ Dravidian ’ in Englisli

Index.

GondA district (Oudh) : see ii. 208.

GorAha-Biskn, a clan in Oudh :

notice of the growth of their

estate : ii. 227.

Gordit (Ben. and Bihdr), a vilhig(‘

watchman : i. 594? 602 note.

Gojiakhpur dist., assessment of

:

ii. 73 note.

Gorkhd (Goorkha), government in

Kumdon (N.W.P.llills), rights

under : ii. 31 1.

Got, a clan, a subdivision of a

‘qaum’ or tribe: ii. 671.

Goung (gtiungj (Burma) =* head
;

a

headman of a police ‘ circuit ’

:

iii. 528.

Gram-ddliikdr, old name for

(Hindu) village headman: i.

253.

Grdma-lekhak, do. for the village

writer, and accountant =

patwari, q. v.

Grdmam, a village, generally
;
on

the W. Coast, used for family

settlements of Brahmans : i. 21

;

^57.

Grassia ;
see Girdsiyd.

Gujar (or Gujar), name of a great

(and often pastoral) tribe in

tho (Pj.), and elsewhere; i

141 ;
ii. 671 ;

hi. 261.
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(Juinaslita, a broker, agent, factor
;

a Zainindar’s agent (Ben.) : i

604.

(riimashta-pandya (Benir), stipen-

diary village accountant wliere

there is no hereditary (wataii-

dar) officer; cf. ‘talati; iii.

3^4*

(liinth (Kumaoii Hills, N.W. P.),

free land for support of a

temple: ii. 3i<^.

(luzara (local, Hazara, Pj.), an
allotment or possession of waste;

for grazing and wood-cAitting

lu'ct'ssary for subsistcuice

(gu/arna = to pass life, P.)

:

ii. 695 note.

(iuzAKAT i,or Gujarat), a former
province in tlie northern part

of Bo.

jo intV i 1 1ages (narwaandbh agdiiri)

found in
;
described : iii. 259.

tenure's of, origin suggested : iii.

261.

Chiefsbips, relics of ancient:

iii. 275.

Giizashta (P. - passed away), a

peculiar tenure in part of

Bihar : i. 539.

H.

Had (A.), a boundary : liad-shikani

= (complaint of aggression or

‘breaking bounds).’ In the

Denijat (Pj.), used to mean the

contiiK's or territories of a tribe-

or tribal s(;ction = ’ilaqa ; ii.

653.

Haftarn (P. = seventh) (Ben.),

popular name for Keg. VII of

1799, one of the early (obno.\-

ious) tenant Regulations ; i.

Haidarabad Assigned Dists.
;

see

Bcrar.

Hajjam (A.) = Nai, q.v,

Hakiibo (Sindh) (haq = right and ab
= water), a certain rate levied

to cover cost of canal-clearing,

instead of the old forced-

labour: iii. 334.
Hakimali : a grant for support of

younger sons, or of the relations

of the Riija, or a lord (Oh.

Nagpur, Ben.)
;

i. 580.

Hal (Assam, Oachar), a land
mea.sure *= 4.82 acres : iii. 437.

Hal-abiidi
(
- now, i. e. recently

cultiv.), of new land, as op-

posed to that under the old

P. S. (Sylhet) : iii. 444, 5.

IlALERf Kajiis, the (Coorg) : iii.

467.

Hiil-lnlsila (Ben.), a tenant holding

when the rent is according to

the crop obtained (basil) at

each harvest (h;il, now, for

the time being) : i. 60.

Hall (Pj.), from lial = plough
;

a

ploughman : ii. 703.

Halid (Bo.) : .ste iii. 301.

Ilalsdra (Ajmi'r), a customary mode
of ‘dry’ cultivation: see ii.

351 -

Haor (Sylhet), a depression in the

soil, liable to remain Hooded

:

iii. 448.

Ilaq-mihat (Jhansi, N.W.P.), the

hea<l man's er-offirio holding of

land : cf. ‘ watan ’
: ii. 121.

Haq-shuf'a (A.) the right of

preemption : ii. 626.

Haq thakurdn : see batotadfir.

Ilaq-zamindiiri : the overlord’s or

‘ siipm’ior proprietor’s' dues

from the inferior , Sindh and

S.Pj.) : iii. 322, 342 ao/fi.

Har tN.W.P.), ilu' zones or belts

of land, at ditferent distances

from the village centre, ri'cog-

11 i /.I'd as di tiering in characti'i*

and value (N. W. P.)
;

see

gauhan, rnanjhd, &c., used as

the basis of soil rent-rate assess-

ment : ii. 57.

Hardoi (Oudh), Landlord S(‘tth‘

ments in : ii. 233.

Haria . the ‘ victim’s ' field (Bo. )

:

see iii 301.

IList-o-biid ;
P. = is and was) (Ben.),

a rent roll in former days ;

original the roll showing

revenue payable by each

raiyat (which payments be-

came the ‘rents' of the

Zami Ildars) : i. 6i6.

llatdri (huttari', (Coorg) : see iii.

481.

Hathi, (i) an elephant
; (2) a car-

penter (= mistri, or locally,

tar), one of the village stall

:

i. 271.

Hath-rakhai, putting a village ‘un-

der the hand,’ i.e. the protec-

tion of a powerful neighbouring

landlord (Pj.) : ii. 662, 664.

found in parts of (Bo.) : iii- 2B0.
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Hath-rakhai, (compare ‘the deposit

village’ in Oudh) : ii. 219.

Haveli or hawoli, a palaces, man*
sioii

;

‘ haveli-land.s’ (M. &c.),

crown lands, those res(‘rved

for the supply of the privy

purse : iii. 7, 17, 137, and cf. p.

539'

llawiila, a tenure (Ben.) connected

with wastc-reclarnation
;

lias

sub tenures, ‘ nim - hawala,’

‘ausat-niin-hawala,’ &c. : i.

548. 50-

Hazara dist. (Pj.), special S. and

tenant-law of : ii. 722.

tenures of; ii. 649.

Hazrat-dargah (Bon.), a ront*fr('o

grant for up-kcep of the shrine

(dargilh) of some saint (haz-

rat) : i. 542.

Ilohwat, one of the local harvests

(ripe in Decenilier), Oudh : ii.

197.

Himalayan States, and Brit. dist.

:

ii. 692.

HindiIstAn defined : i. 9.

Hindu social and religious influ-

ence ; i. 6.

‘Hindu system,’ the ancient: i.

125.

organization descrilx'd : i. 250.

Hissa-chuk (Sialkot, Pj.), a kind of

tenant : ii. 674.

llittalu-manedalu (Ooorg\ a plot

of land for house, yard, gar-

den, &c.
;

the homesb'ad
;

cf. bari or basti in Assam

:

iii. 472.

llobali (hobli), agi’oupingof family

lioldings for L.-P. purposes,

invented by the Mysore sul-

tans where there are no ‘vil-

lag(‘s’: iii. 34.

l.lubul) (pi. A. hab), cesses, extra

charges
;
term used in Bihar

(occasionally in Pj.) : i. 605.

Hukami, grants (Rev. -free) made
by the ‘hukiim’ (pi. of hakim)

or State officers, as opposed to

those formally made by Royal

order. The Regulations of 1 793

called such grants ‘ Badshalu
’

(Royal) and ‘non-badshahi’ re-

spectively ; i. 425.

Huzuri, of or belonging to the

Iluzur (lit. the ‘presence '), the

chief seat or head-quarters of

authority
;

estates that paid

Rev. direct to the State trea-
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sury, not subordinate to a Za-

rnindar (Ben.) : i. 525.

‘IIuziirDep.-Cidlector,’ the (SindlO

:

iii. 345 not.

I.

Ihtimam (A.\ a ‘charge',’ the

sphere of the Zamindar’s duty

(lien.) ; i. 258.

Ijara (A.), used of any farming

lease, farm of rents (Bi'ii.).

the system (*f collecting L.-R.

through Talucphirs as oji-

posed to the ‘ aimini ’ khiis,

or direct system (Oudh)

:

ii. 206, 211 note.

certain long leases (Benir) : iii.

380*

Ijran (Kunuion, N.W. P.), local

term for casual (not perma-

nent) cult. : ii. 309.

’Ham (A. = proclamation), lands not

included in the P. S. (Sylluit)

:

iii. 444, 446.

’Ilaqa, a tribal setth'inent, area

allotted to a section of a tribe

und<;r a chief : ii. 636.

generally for a ‘district,’ part of

a pargana, &c.

Illahi, Hec (jlaz.

In’um (Inam, Enaum, &c.), (A.
•

favour or reward), a holding

free of L.-R., often including

the right in the land also,

tenures (M.) : iii. 81, 140.

‘enfranchisement’ of (M.) : iii.

82.

Commission, the (M.) : iii. 81.

(B<i.) ficc ‘Alienated’ ; iii. 300.

((’.P.) : ii. 478.

In’amdar (Pj ) : ii. 741.

Indai'IJR (Poona dist., Bo.), Revi-

sion-S. of ; iii. 212.

Inglis (= ‘English ’), certain grants

to invalided soldiers (Ben.) :

i- 597.

Isafat
;

sea Izafat.

Istimrari, a ‘permanent’ estate

(not liable to be recalled) ap-

plied to certain ‘tenures’ in

Bengal, and to certain land-

grants to chiefs in Ajmer, S.-E.

Panjab, &c.

estates in Ajmer ; ii. 336, 7 -

„ of Karnal (Pj.) : ii. 685.

cf. ‘Muqarrari.’

Itiffik (M.), applied to a certain

kind of well ; iii. 74*

lycn : see ’Ain.
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Izad (A. = increase), lands hold in

excess : iii. 447.

Iziifot (Bo.), a tenure in the Kon-
‘

kan : iii. 295.

J.

Jadid (A.), new, applied to new or

casual tenants
;
also to recent

Jagir (P. from jai -place, gir=
hokU'];), an assignment of the

L.-R. ofa territory to a chief or

noble, to support troops, police,

&e., for specific service
;

to

maintain the state and dignity

of the grantee
;
or sometimes

to encourage the colonization

and population of a jungle

tract. The grant may or may
not include a right in the soil

;

originally for life, but often

became permanent and liere-

ditaiy: i. 189.

system of, under the Mughal Em-
pire : i. 257.

Jagir, the (Jaghiro of old Reports)

(M.) : iii. 6.

state of in 1780 ; iii. 12.

Jagir (Ben.), general Muhammadan
system of : i. 529.

(N.W.P.) ; ii. 155.

(Ajmer) : ii. 327, 8.

under the Sikhs (^Pj.) : i. 194, 5.

„ modern (Pj.) : ii. 699.

(Pj.), in Ambiila : ii. 682,

(C.P.\ estates called : ii. 445.
(Berar), „ iii. 376.

„ subordinate rights in :

iii. 377.

(Sindh), estates : iii. 332.

{bee also Mu’afi.)

Jagli;i (Bo. and Berar), a village

watchman : iii. 308, 350, 386.

Jaintiya Hills, the : iii. 456.
‘ Pergunnas,’ the : iii. 447.

jALPAiGiJRf, S. of : i. 499.

Jalsiizan, a kind of tepant-holding

in Ch. Nagpur : i. 579.

Jangalburi (Ben.), reclamation ten-

ures : i. 547.
Jama’ (A. = total sum)

;
the total

sum of L.-R. exclusive of any
cesses or rates, as levied from
the estate, mahal, or indivi-

dual holding according to the
S. system in forco : i. 23, 268.

Jama’bandi, a rent-roll; a roll

showing both revenue and
lent-dues in a village

:
(mean-

ing varies according to th<‘

system.) In Bo. and M., &c.,

applied to the annual account

made out for each ‘ occupant

'

of his actual holding and pay-

ment duo for the year •
i. 24.

Jania‘bandi, changes in the use of

the term : ii. 563 note.

(M.\ process of annual S. : iii.

95«

(B.) „ „ iii. 31a.

(Berar) „ „ iii. 385.

Jama’bandi (Rocordof S.), (N.W.P. :

ii. 89.

„ (C.P.): ii. 515 -

„ (Pj.) : ii. 563.

„ (Assam) : iii.

422.

Jamma (Coorg), a privileged ten-

ure : iii. 470.

land, why inalienable : iii. 472.

Jami (yantfil Porg., Ben.), a dia-

lectic form of Zamin, applietl

only to lovollod or prepared

rice-land : i. 595.

Janmam (Jemnum of the Fifth Ik-

port, &c.), the right or tenure

of the Janmi landlord (r. .v.)
•

iii. 155.

Janmi (Malabar\ a landlord : so'

iii. 153. 155.

origin of the title : iii. 162, 172.

‘ Janmi paimaish,’ the : see iii. 179.

Jao, a small fraction used in de-

scribing land-shares (N. W. P. :

ii. 127.

JAonsar bAwar (N.W.P. Hills ; ii.

316.

Jarib (P.), a reed-javelin
;
a land-

measure in Peshawar : ii. 647.

Jat (Jat in N.W.P. and even ii»

S.E. part of the Pj.
;

in the

latter province the word usu-

ally has the short a) : i. 140.

remarks on the tribe (Pj.) : ii.

613, 666, 7, 688.

communities in (N.W.P.) illus-

trated: ii. 135.

Jaziya (A.), (or jiziyat) a poll-tax

under Muslim Law : i. 267.

Jemnum, corruptly (in Fifth Eepoiu

&c.), for janmam, q.v.

Jessore (Jasur), curious tenure of

the ‘ nawiira ’ estate : i. 525

note.

Jeth (H.), the eldest
;
head or elder

of the tenant body (Jeth-rai-

yat), (Ben.) ; i. 604.

Jethahsi, custom of larger share
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the elder brother in some
tribes : i. 224. (^Cf. iii. 285.)

.h'Wan-birt (Oudh), grant for main-
tenance of a younger son,

relative, &c., now a sub-prop,

tenure under Taluqdar : ii.

238 note^ 240.

.Thalar (Pj. and Sindh), a small
Persian wheel apparatus
ereet(*d on low level canal cuts,

creeks, &c., to raise the water :

i. 15 ;
ii. 597.

.fuANo (dist. Pj.), tenures of : ii.

663.

JirAKsf dist. (N.W.P.), villages in :

ii. 120, 12 1.

traces of older village resembling

the (Dravidiaii) Central Pro-

vinces form ; id.

waste lands in, how settled: ii. 36.

Jliewar (Pj.) = bihisti : q.v.

Jliil (Pj.), a swamp, shallow lagoon :

ii. 600.

•lliok (Pj. Montgomery dist.), a

camel-camp : ii. 665.

-llioli (=.-a lapful), a 0(‘rtain grain

contribution or due, paid to a
landlord (S. Pj.) (cf. ‘Lapo ’) :

ii. 658.

.Ihiira-band (S. Pj.), a kind of

tenant : ii. 658.

•Ihuri (Pj. South), a fee paid to

overlord families by the in-

feriors : see ii. 655.
•liban (Ben), a kind of tenant-

holding in Ch. Nagpur : i. 578.
•lins (P.) ~ ‘kind,’ i.e. grain; applied

to grain-payments
;

jinswar

(naqsha), a table of crops sown
and reaped : ii. 281.

-Brayat (Jerayet) (Bo), corrupt for

(A.) ziraat, applied to w«-

cult, land : iii. 222.

•Mrga (Pj. frontier), a tribal council

:

ii. 637,646.
•lofli lands (Coorg) ; iii. 478, see

Judi.

•lot (Ben.), (i) a ‘tenure’ often of

considerable size ; i. 547 ; (2)

the landholding of Jalpaiguri

:

i. 522 ; (3) holding of a tenant
(not a ‘tenure’), Bengal and
Bihar : i. 600.

’lotdar (holder of a jot) (Ben.,

Noakhali) : i. 609.
doY Narayan GiiosAl, his forged

claim : i. 558.

or Jodi (Bo.), a quit rent

( = Salami), imposed by the

Marathus on many former rev.-
frwi holdings, watan lands,
&c. ; iii. 299 mie.

Jum (Ben. As.sam), shifting cult,
in the hill forests by burning
vegetation and dibbling in seed
with the ashes : i. 115.

(=Taungy{i (Burma), Kumri (S.

India), Bewar or Bahya
(C.P.), &c.

Junadjir (H. juna = old) (Nimar,
C.P.), an old, hereditary cult. :

ii- 383, 469.

K.

Kabar, a blacki,sh clay soil (Bund-
elkhand, N.W.P.).

Kabulait (Marathi form of qabii-

liyat) (Bo. and Benir), an
‘ acceptance ’ form or transfer
of land ; iii. 386, 8.

KiciiAii (Cachar) (di.st. Assam), ac-

count of, iii. 433.
joint system of cult. : iii. 438.
hills of North : iii. 456.

Kaehari tribe, custom of (As.sam) :

iii. 417
Kachchi, moist soil close to the

river edge and liable to erosion

: ii. 535 *

Kachha (II.),raw or imrijas
;
applied

to local W(*iglits as differing

from the standard or ‘pakka’
weights: ii. 117 noh) applied

also to buildings, wells, t^c.

which are ‘ pakka ’ if made of

burnt bricks, ‘ Kachha ’ if mad<}

of mud-bricks, or without
masonry

;
a ‘ Kachha road ’ is

a country cart-road without

metal.

Kachhar, moist rivi rain soil, un-

stable and liable to erosion

(N.W.P.) : ii. 78.

Kadam, apace
;
the common lineal

unit in land-measuring (Pj.) :

ii. 551 558.

Kdhan (Sylhet), an old land-

measure : iii. 448.

Kail (M.), experimental reapings

to test the rate of produce on

different soils : iii. 65.

Kaing (L.B.), miscellaneous cult,

on laterite and other soils on a

higher level than the rice-

plains : iii. 509, 531.

KairA (Khera) dist. Bo., joint
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(narwildari) villages of: iii.

260.

Kaisar-i-Hind (Kaiaar, A.P. -

Capsar), the vernacular equiva-

lent of the title ‘Empress of

India ’
: i. 78 note.

Kal (II. )j famine
;
failure of rain :

ii. 349.

Kalang (i)(‘rajat,Pj.'), the Sikh L.-R.

payment : ii. 644.

Kamiil (A. ^ perfect), also Kamil.

The full (Mariitha) assessment

of land, consisting of the ohhu*

rate (’ain and tankhwa) in-

creasi'd up to a higher standard:

i. 273 ;
iii. 205.

Kama visdar (also Kamais or Kamis-
diir), a district officer of the

Marsilhas appointed to watch
the desmukh or Zamindar :

i. 261
;

iii. 203.

Kambu (Cumhoo) (M.), a inilhd

{reunisctHm s)/ivaiifiu).

Kamduni (Midnapor<‘, Ben.), a

cl(*aring tenure : i. 572.

Kamiaiia (Pj.), dues and allowances

in cash or kind to th(‘ village

menials (Kannh\
Kamiii iPj.), village menial, farm

labourer, t'tc., dm-ived from the

P,inja))i form (Kam) of the

Persian ‘ Kam,’ lalxnir
;

one

wlio labours : 1.154; ii. 56.^.

Kan -Kankiit : q.v.

Kamil, a land measure, 1 of a

‘ghuinao’ (Pj.) : ii. 559.

Kanarn, the (so-called) mortgage

tenure ofMalabar : iii. 164, 5.

vjirieti(‘s of : iii. 169. 471 Hole

KA.naua (North), tenures of : iii.

259.

(South) , account of : iii. 143.

KAnorA dist. (Pj.), s})ecial tr<‘at-

rnent of waste land at the

S. of the dist. ; ii. 546 vote.

Kanhar, ‘ black cotton soil ’ (C P.)

:

ii. 428.

Kani (cawnie) (S. India), a land

measure of 1^ acres, but varies

locally : iii. 188.

Kani-atehi (M.), or Kaniadsi, the

Tamil term for ‘Mi nisi’ or

hereditary (proprietary) right

in village-lands, &c. : iii. tt6.

Kankiit, the process of estimating by

eye, the outturn of fields,

while the crop is standing,

and so fixing the State (or the

landlord’s) share, without

actual measurenKuit or weigh-

ing (Pj., &c) : i. 276 ;
ii. 716.

Kankiit, in Ajmer : see ii. 344.

Kandi (Peshawar, Pj. frontier), an

allotment of land in the tribal

scheme of division : ii. 637,

647.

Kaniya (or Kanniya), the apiiraisiT,

officer or person who perform^

the oix'rntion called Kan, cr

Kankiit {vnt. supra).

Kamingo (properly Q.inun-go, but

always ofiicially written with
‘ K ’), from (A.) qamin tin; rule

or ‘canon ’
;
go (P.), one wlio

tells or stab's. An im})ortan(

functionary in tlio Mughal
rev. system, no doubt the

despandya of tlu' I'arlier Hindu
svsb'in ; i. 257.

abolition of (»ffice (Ih'ii.) : 1

678.

the (N.W.P. and Oudh) (now

called ‘ Revenue Inspectors'

in several provinces): ii. 273.

(C.P.) : ii. 5 t8.

(Pj.) : ii. 737.

(Assam) introduction of: iii.

460.

aSV'c also ‘Revi'iiiK' Inspector.'

Kapas-mahal (Px'ii.), th<' ‘I'state’

or ‘ head of account ’ (in old

times) of revenui' paid in

cotton : i. 489 iiule.

Kar:ir-d:ir (Ihrar), a contract

tt'uant (Karar = agreeinent'i :

iii. 372.

Kardcir (Pj.), tin' local govi'rnor or

liead of a district under the

Sikhs : ii. 54J, 678.

Kardar (undi'r the Amirs of Sindh 1

:

iii. 324 vole.

Kur('i>idu (M.), oin' of tin' ancii'ut

methods of bidding in the

‘ landlord villages’ under which

then' was a jicriodical ('x-

change of holdings : iii. 118.

Kiirkun (P. = doer of work or

business), an agent, inanagei.

&c. An assistant to the

Mamlatdar or officer of a

tiiluka (Bo.) : i. 325 ;
iii. 308.

KarnAl dist. (Pj.), the grantees in ;

ii. 685.

Karnam (M. and West India),

village accountant and regis-

trar = patwari (North India)

or Kulkarni (South India) :

iii. 89.
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Karnt^l dint. (M.), state of at
|

acquisition : iii. ii.

Karori (under the Muj^hal Empire),

an officer who collected a
|

‘crore’ (ten millions) of dams
of reveniKi (.se« ‘ dam ’ and
‘ ’Ainil ’) : i. 256.

Karsha (S. Krislnin), a tenant

(Bon.) : i. 600.

Karu = Kadam (Pj.)
:

q.v.

Kasha, a small town
;
a village large

enough to be a mark('t ])lace
;

a suburb
;
a hamlet (locally) :

iii. 364, &c.

Kasbati, a 1 enure now proprietary

(Bo.) : iii. 286.

Kasht-hasb-maqdur (P. A. - cult,

according to ability) (N.W.P.,

Pj.), a. term us(‘d to de.scri))e

a priiieiplo of villagi* land

ludding, when (‘ach co-

sharer took as his lot as

jnuch ‘ as h(‘ could manage ’
:

ii. 109.

Kasur (A. pi. ofKasr, a fraction)

(Pj.), ('(‘I’tain small dues
;
Kasur

sil-ehah, &e.

Kasur-klior, the person entitled to

such : sw ii. 663.

Katbiinil (Sambalpur, C.P.) • Clial

:

q.v.

Katlia or Kattlni (B('n.) Hhe
‘Pottah’ of Re])orts), aland
nn'asiire 2V1

bigha.

, Assam), -k of a bigha : iii. 421.

K.itlnid.ir 'Ben.), a ehainman, (me

who holds the measuring^rcKl

in surveying : i. 604.

Katkina (Ben.), a sub-lease
;
farm

of a farm : i. 546.

Katni i^Oiidh), a ‘street ’ or hamlet,

i.e. a line of houses for families

and their (h pendants ; ii. 241

lef. vol. iii. 148).

Katti (Catty) (Kiinara M.), a certain

wc'ight) : iii. J49.

Kattiibadi (M.), a kind of service

(police) grant of land uikUt

the ‘Polygars’ : iii. 82.

Kaun (cowrit*), a small fraidion of

a rupee in land-division ;
also

for the sliells used as small

coin : iii. 128.

(Ben.), a small land-measure^
1 sq. yd.

Khad (Hazara dist. Pj.), term for

the right in land acquired by
* prescription ’

; ii. 649.
Khaikar (local

;
Kumaon Hills,

607

N.W.P.), a cultivator, one who
wields the hoe (Khai) : ii. 313.

Khairat (A. = alms), M. and Ben ,

grants to support pious
(Muhamin.) poor : iii. 81.

Khajan ; a tidal swam}) for re-

clamation (Bo.) : iii. 298.

l^akiana (N.W.P.) allowance by
tenant to landlord to (jom})en-

sato for dust (Khiik) in the

grain : ii. 193.

Klnil, a water channel.

JOitilsa (A.) or IHialisa, a term
.a}q)lied to distinguish the
‘Royal demesm*’ from tl)at

h(‘hl by barons and chit'fs (in

Hindu and Raj})ut State's)

;

tin* Sikli ])ow'er ^in abslract)

(Pj.). In the Mughal Empiri',

the territory [laying L.-H. to tin*

Inqierial treasury, as distinct

from that held in ‘jagir’:

^

i. 250 ;
ii. 454.

The t(‘rm sometimes used as ^
T^luis and Kham, q.v. for

land hold or managt il b\

Govt. otUceis.

land in Ajmer : ii. 327, 331.

term as used in Ber.ir : iii. 350
Kham (P - raw) ; land in rev.

language is said to hi* so hehl

when, for am reason, tin* ]n*o.

prielor is not managing, luit

th(* land is.s('(piestrat('doi‘ ni.ui-

aged b\ a Bev. officer : ii. 345.

Khaimir (Ben.), unoccupied land

brought under cult, by the

Zaniind.ir and tlu'ri'fore his

ow’ii : i 5r5 a'i/c.

Ivham-lahsil iN W. 1*.), land said to

In* undir—wd)t*n .s<*(piesli’aled

for d(*fault, refusal of S. Ac.

Khan (P.]. front n*!*), a chief of a

clan or section ot a tribe; li.

633-

Kbaini-kbali (N.\V P; Oiou-e

ein])ty), ownerJiss villag(‘.s at

firsts.- ii. 100 note.

Kliaiidait (Ben. Orissa;, titli* of a

chief: i 563.

Kliandrika (M.) : iii. 125 nofe.

I^aridadari (Ben. Oris.sa'', ‘]uir-

clias(*d’ village.s: i. 569.

Kliarif, the autumn harvest:

i. 13-

Khiirija (
= outsidi*), estates in

Ben. s(‘parated at P. S. for

Zamindaris : i. 525.

Kharsandi {lit. toe
;
part of a hoof)

:
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a fraction of a ‘ l<‘g ’ of a
‘ bullock ’ of laud (Pj. frontier)

:

ii. 639, 658.

Khaa (P. A. = special), in rov.

langiiago refers to lands re-

tained in tliobands of Oovt (o.g.

in Ben.), lands auctioned for

arrc'ara and not bid for ;
‘ Khas

estate's’ (Kh:is-mahal) arc tliosc

held in this way. Sornetinn's

ns(‘d = Kham. q.v.
;
occasionally

Klnis-nialnil meant ‘ Crown-
lands,’ those devoted to the

private profit of the ruler: i.

449. 695.

Klnis, estate's in Sylhi't : iii. 449,
Kirlsi (or Kh.lsiya) Hills : iii.

455-

Khasra (Upper India and occasion-

ally in Bengal, &c. ). The field-

register and indi'X to the

field-map of tln^ L.-R. Survey
(N.W.P.) : ii. 38, 39.

(Pj-): i'-SSS-

Kliat, a plot of land or group of

lands (local
;
Kumaon hills,

N.W.P.) : 11.317.

Khat (Assam), an estate, group of

lands: iii. 402.

Khata, the ultimate or individual

(family) holding in a co-

sharing village.

Khatiidar (or Klnltediir), holder of

a lot : i. e. to distinguish a

holder of a share in the whole

estate, as such, from anyone
not a co-sharer—who might be

a ‘ti'iiant’ or a malikmaqbuza,

oral! ’arazidcir, or a plot or sub-

proprietor ami not a khatadar

(U])per India) : i. i6o.

Khatodar, usc'd also in Bo. and
Berar of the ‘registered occu-

pant ’
: iii. 35^7 4, 369-

Kliaz.ina (llu' Treasury'), Khazan-

chi, native Treasurer.

Khel (Pj. frontier), a village
;

i, e.

the small tribal group located

in one place : ii. 647^

Khel (Khel ?) Berar ;
formerly used

for a division of family land-

estate - patti : iii. 364.

Khel, a groiqiing of the Jhija’s sub-

jects in As.sam : see iii. 400,

419, 420 note, 436.

in Kiichar, joint-ownership : iii.

435 .
6 .

Khera (N.W.P. and Oudh), the

parent village, original centre

of first location of a clan or

family : ii. 125, 135.

Khet-bat (division field by field)

(Oudh), describes the division

where each family share is

made up not of one compact
lot, but of bits scattered about

over the whole area, often

through several villages : ii.

258, 675.

Khowat (NW.P.), one of the S.

Records, a list of co-sharors

and proprii'tors in the village

with their interests and share

of rt'V. payable : ii 88.

Khichadi, a ‘mixed’ village under
the Khot landlord (Konkaii,

Bo.)
;

i. e. part of tlu' tenants

are old heri'ditaiy (dharekar,

q.v.) and part not : iii. 289.

Khiriij (A), tho Land-Revenue:
the term survives chiefly in

the form la-khiraj - Revenue-

free : i. 267.

Kbi raj-Khaidar (Assam), bolder of

a larger estate or holding, wlio

pays his revenue din ct and not

through a ‘mauzaddr’: iii.

405
T^irman, the harvest out-turn

(Pj.) : ii. 659.

Khiyar, a local land-measure

(Cacliar) : iii. 430.

(Sylhet, &c.) : iii. 448 mfe.

Khorkar = a kind of tenant in Ch.

Nagpur. Khof fll.j is the

.slump : hence a tenant who
reclaims tho land and digs out

tho stumps : i. 579.

Khor-o-nosh (P. - food and cloth-

ing) (Ben ), a grant for th('

support of minor inembTs of

a Chiefs or RajPs f.amily : i.

580.

Khot (Bombay, Konkan), originally

a revenue-fai’iner
;
whether as

a formi'i* hindowni'r or local

land oflicer with an ancient

hereditary title, or otherwise

;

now proprietor : iii. 287, 8.

di.scussion about tho rights of:

iii. 294, 6.

nature of the rights preserved in

subordination to the ; iii-

288.

features of tho estate of : iii-

293-

forest-rights recognized : m-

298.
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Khotgi, the ‘ Khotship,’ ensemble Kistna dist. (M.) : iii. 7 note.

of the estate, privileges, &c., Kodaoa, the Coorg caste, former
of a Khot. ruling race in Coorg ; iii. 467.

Khoti, the tenure of a Khot. KopAau,the proper form fromwhich
Khoi-WiaNgi, the private or family

holding of the Kliol (cf.

Gharkhed, Sir, &c.).

Khu-abadi (N.W. P.), a kind of

tenure : see ii. 143.

Khud»kasht (Khud P. « self,

own,Kasht - cult.) (i) (Ben.),

a resident hereditary tenant

under a Zamindar : one of

the (presumably) original vil-

lage ‘holders of their own
land,’ who, but for the growth

of the landlord’s power, would

have been ‘ proprietor ’ in some

sense; (2) (N.WP. Pj., &c.),

land cultivated by a proprietor

(for himself) in a co-sharing

village estate, and for which

he pays rent to the whole

body
;
in that case khud-kasht

is not the same as ‘sir,’ q.v.,

(i): i- 599 , (2):

tenants (Bon.) protection of by

law ; i. 628.

Khuh or Khu (II.), a well - chah,

q. V., much used in the Pj. : i.

Khull-vesh (Pj. frontier), method

of allotting land by counting

each individual ‘mouth’ or

‘ head ’ in each family ; ii. 648.

Khunt, a lot
;

division of the

Dravidian village in Ch.

Nagpur : i. 576.

Khunisi, Khuntaiti (N. W. P.,

Benares), a share in the ances-

tiul holding: a shared village

(H. equivalent of pattidari)

:

ii. 127.

Khunt-kati, the first clearer of

such a lot, id.

Khushbash (P. a dweller at ease,

or at pleasure), a voluntary

settler; one who dwells in a

place at the invitation of the

older settlers, or who dwells

at ease, being a tenant on more

or less favourable terms : i. 555 5

iii. 363*

KirfiRDA estate, the (Ben. Orissa)

:

i. 475 477.
Kirant, a minute fraction ot a

rupee used in describing land-

shares (N.W.P.) : ii. 137 -

Kist, m Qist. (instalment of L.-R.).

VOL. III. ^

‘ Coorg ’ is anglicized
; see

Coorg.

KohAt dist. (Pj.), frontier tenures

of : ii. 647.

Kol, a (Kolarian) tribe : i. 115, 117,

575 -

Kol-karshadar (Bakirganj, Bon.), a

tenant under a ‘ tenure
’

holder: i. 606.

Kombu (Coorg and W. coast), the

district or area anciently under

a ‘ Nayaka ’ or chief : iii. 467.

Konkan, the (Bo.) villages of : iii.

258, 288.

Khotsof: iii. 287.

Koorfa
;

see Kur}>ha.

Kothu-Mdu; see iii. 187.

Kovil (M.) = Chauri, chavaiji, q.v.

Kuh,Kuhabadi, commonly for Khu,

or Khuh (IL), q.v.

Kulargi (Bo. Konkan), describes

a village under a khot entirely

hold by dharekar tenants at

fixed rents : iii. 289.

Kulba (Cachar) = hal, q.v.

Kiilikanam (Malahir)
;

sec iii. 170.

Kuikarni (Bo. ftc.), villager iicconnt-

ant and registrar, if heredi-

tary and holding a ‘watan’

(ef. talati) : iii. 309.

inBerar: iii. 384.

Kulruzuwat (Bo.)
;

see iii. 31 1.

‘Kulwar:’ to settle a village

‘ kulwar,’ or according to (war)

the holding of each and every

individual (kul), was Munko’s

term for the ‘raiyatwari’ S.

:

iii- 41-
, „

KumAon (N.W.P. Hills), account of

:

iii. 308.

Kumhar, a potter, one of the village

staff: 1.151-

Kumri (or Kuineri) (South India

Coorg, &c.), local term for,

shiftingcultivation in Hill forest

= jum, &c. : i. 115
'*

iii- 47^-

Kunbhava (M.), Marathi term for

the hereditary right in land

(Tanjoro) : ii. 116.

Kunbt (Coonbec, Combio, &c. ot old

writers), a caste of cultivators

in Bombay, Berar and Central

India : the same as Kurmi in

N.W.P. and Oudh ; iii. 260.

in Berar : iii. 3^®-
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Kunda (S. India), the rolling

grassy downs on the Nilgiri

plateau : iii. 185.

Kimdi (or Kandi ?) (Sindh) ; iii.

342 note.

Kimwar; a prince. Kuhwar-kdr,

a grant for the prince’s main-
tenance (Ch. Nagpur) : i. 580.

Kuhwar-mutka ( = the prince’s pot),

a certain grain-payment or

cess : i. 271.

Kuran (Bo.), a jungle tract re-

served for supply of fiiel, often

covered with bdbul {Acacia

arabica) : iii. 2\6.

Kurowabiiri (Santal Perg., Ben.),

local name for ‘jum,’ q.v. : i.

589-

Kurpha (Ben.), a tenant ofa tenant

- a * shikmi or sub-tenant ’
: i.

605.,

Kurra (Ajmer), a scarcity of rain

:

ii. 349.

Ku(tam, the council of Chiefs of a

Nad in old days ; iii. 157, 160.

KutubdiyjC (island), Govt, estate

in Chittagong dlst. : i. 559.

Kwin (or Queng) (L. B.), a group

of. independent landholdings,

isolated by natural (or other)

boundaries, so as to form a

convenient unit for land-man-

agcinent (includes any separate

estate, e.g., an old land-grant,

a State-forest, &c.) ; iii. 491,

5 ”. 515-

Kycdangyi (L.B.), official headman
of a village ; iii. 528.

L.

Lagan, a yearly fee, a cash-rent

(Pj.) : ii. 716.

Lagwan, a rent-roll, a list of reve-

nue payments (in Manltha
times), for each cultivator,—^to

make up the village total.

Lakband (
= loins girt),' a fighting

tenant, to preserve frontier

lands against an enemy (Ha-

zara, Pj.) : ii. 642.

Lakh (lac or lakh), one hundred
thousand

;
one hundred lakhs

make a karor, i.e. ten million.

Lakhd-batta (C.P.), custom of peri-

odical exchange of holdings:

ii. 378, 471, 478.

LaWiiraj (A.La = not,khiraj = L.-II),

of revenue-free land.

La^iraj, resumption of invalid

claims to
;
(Bon.) ; i. 423.

grants (in Assam) : iii. 406 {see

‘ Revenue-free,' Mu’afi, Jagir,

&c.).

Lambarddr, the (modern) head-

man of a village (N. W. P.,

Oudh, Pj., C.P.), or of a patti

or section of a village ; i. 153.

origin of the name : ii. 23 and
note.

the, and his revenue responsi-

bility (N.W.P.) : ii. 285.

„ (Oudh) : ii. 287.

„ (Pj.) ; ii. 740.

„ (C.P.) : ii. 505.

„ (Naga hills, Assam) : iii. 453.

Lana (Pj. Hill States) : i. 232 note.

Liinadari (Bijnor, N.W.P. ), villages

in which de facto possession is

the measure of right : ii. X07

and note.

Landa, name of the character used

by village shopkeepers in their

books : ii. 612 note,

Lang-batai : see i. 275.

Lani : see iii. 203.

Lapo (Sindh), a due or cess in grain

paid to the Zamindar chief

:

iii. 327.

Lari (or lari?), (S.E. Pj.), a sub-

division of a ‘patti' in a vil-

lage : ii. 679.

Lathmar, a tenant who makes an

embankment for a certain kind

of cult., one who beats down
(mar), the clay with a chil>

(lath), (Pj. South ) : ii. 658.

Lesa (or lessa), Assam, a small

land-measure ; iii. 421 note.

Lichh (S.Pj. and Sindh), the land-

lord’s share of tho grain : ii.

658, 9.

Likhi, a line, a strip; applied !'»

certain landholdings (Pj. fron-

tier) : ii. 639, 650.

Lohar (loha = iron), a blacksmith,

one of the village staff : i. 15^-

Ldpala-bhavalu (M.), a kind of

well ; iii. 74.

M.

Madad-ma’dsh (Ben.), (A. = aid to

livelihood), a revenue-fret

grant : i. 531 ;
iii. 448.

Madras, acquisition of and its con-

sequences as regards the

system : i. 291.
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Madras
; districts in : i. 57.

geographical and linguistic divi-

sions of : iii. 9.

general history of L.-R. adm.

:

iii. 3‘

the modern L.-R. and S. system :

iii. 51.

land-tenures: iii. 108.

Revenue officers and their busi-

ness and procedure : iii. 84.

weights and measures used in

:

iii. 63 and ytoies.

Magan (5 (Kanara), an administra-

tive subdivision of a district

;

a group of landholdings (cf.

Amisham) : iii. 147.

Mahal, an estate, a group of lands

having some tenure- or other

connection, regarded as a unit

for L.-R. purposes : i. 170.

(N.W.P., Pj., &c.), under the

village or mahal system of

L.-R.S. : ii. 30.

(Bo.), a division of a taluka
;
the

modern equivalent of tho

‘tarf’ or ‘petd’ : iii. 308.

(Cachar), use of the term in

:

iii. 434, 438.

Mahal kari (Bo.), L.-R officer in

charge of a mahal, subordinate

to the niamlatdar of the tiUu-

ka : iii. 308.

Mahalwar (as opposed to ‘raiyat-

wiir,' ‘mauzawar
’),

proceeding

by mahals or estates, not by
individual holdings : ii. 30.

Mahar or Mhar (Bo.), a village

watchman and messenger : iii.

309.

Maharaja (= great Raja), a coinpli-

mentai-y title of tho larger

niling chiefs, but may indi-

cate the sovereign over a tribal

or other confederacy of Rajas

or chiefs.

Mahitsi (Berar), Revenue contract

formerly held by a desmukh :

nr
375 -

Mahraita
;

see MakAtiiA.

Mahsiil (A.), a toll or tax
;
locally

(S.Pj.\ oftheOovt. L.-E. : ii.659.

(Sindh), the L..R.-‘Mahsuli*
was used of land that was
allowed to pay in cash in-

stead of in kind : iii. 329.
Mahto (Ch. Njigpur), the official or

king’s headman and account-

ant under the Dravidian vil-

lage system : i. 119, 578.

Mahtoai, tho official landholding
of tho mahto (cf. Mihta of
Bundelkhand).

Maira (Northern India), a loam
soil.

Maiskii, see Mysore (the Anglicized
form).

Majal (S. Kanara), land bearing
two crops (irrigated) : iii. 146
note.

Majhas (or m.ajh-has), a ciu-tain lot

or area in the Dravidian vil-

lage, the produce of which
went to the chief (Manjhi) and
later, to the inler (^lien. Ch.

^

Nagpur) : i. 119, 577.
Majmun (Bo.), the common or un-

divided land in a ‘shared’

vilhige : iii. 267.

Majra (S.E. Pj.), an outlying ham-
let, dependency, or oftslioot of

an original village location :

ii. 684.

Makta : see Mukta
;

iii. 292, 3 note.

Mai (A.), (i) property in general

;

(2) the full L.-R., i.e. revenue

not including the siwill (Ben.),

q.v. : i. 223, 268, 420.

Malabar, account of : iii. 151.

suppos«‘d exceptional state of

landed rights in: i. 95; iii.

144.

Dravidian origin of institutions

in : iii. 157.

tho Nayar caste of: i. 135, 6;
iii. T57-

tenures compared with Coorg

:

iii, 469.

Mr. Logan’s view of the tenures :

iii. 164.

development of the tenures : iii.

modern form of: iii. 172, 3.

mortgage or ‘Kanain’ tenures

of : iii. 161, 7.

L.-R. history of; iii. 159, 178.

tenants and their protection

:

iii. 177.

Malguzar (P.== payer of tho mal or

revenue).

origin of the title (C.P.) : ii. 4^^*

original position of: ii. 456, 8.

in the Hushangabad dist. : ii.

373.

Malguzari Settlement, the (C.P.)

:

i. 245; iii. 387.

Maliahs, the (M.) : iii. 137*

Malik (Pj. frontier), title of the

village head or chief : ii. 647.

R r 2
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Malik (A.), an ‘owner* in general.

Malik ’Ambar, hia L.-R.S : iii.

205.

recognition of landlord right in

villages by ; iii. 359.

Malikjuia (Ben. N.W.P.), an allow-

ance to an ex-proprietor, who
is kept out of his estate (re-

iusul of S., &c.), or who has

lost it all but this vestige

(Bihar)
;

i. 516.

(N.W.P.), an allowance to an ex-

cluded owner if he refuses the

S. : ii, 84.

(Pj.) means a rent or fee paid in

cash by a tenant to the ma-

lik or proprietor—usually

calculated at so many amts

per rupte of Govt. L.-R. : ii.

550 note, 717 note.

(Sindh), the chiefs or over-lord’s

rent or fee for land-occupa-

tion : iii. 327.

Maliki (Bo.), a tenure : iii. 287.

Malik-maqbuza (or M.-qabza), pro-

prietor of plot, or holding in

his possession
;
used of a per-

son having full right in his

own holding, but who has lost

(or never had) any share in

the profits of the entire village

or estate.

(in Pj.) : ii. 641, 651, 671, 6.

(in C.P.) ; ii. 387^ 388.

(in Nimar, C.P.)
: 475, 479-81.

Mamlatdar (Bo.), the native L.-R.

officer in charge of a taluka or

' division of a district : iii. 308.

Ma’mul (Bo.), the Govt. L.-R. as-

sessment, the ‘ custom ’ due to

the State : iii. 297.

Man (‘maund’), a measure of

weight of 40 seers (sir) or 8olbs.

av. : i. 242.

Miin, an official holding of land

(Santal Perg.) = ‘watan’ ofCen-

tral India; Manjhj-man, the

holding of the headman; i.

595.

Mandal (Ben.), the common name
for a village headman : i. 676.

(Assam), an assistant to the mau-

zadar : see iii. 420.

Maniyam (M.), riwenue-free grants

(grama-maniyam, &c.) : iii.

82, 120.

Manjhii (N.W.P.), the bolt or zone

of cult, in a village forming

the ‘ middle * between the

homestead zone (gauhan, &c.),

and the outermost or ‘ barha

:

ii- 57-

(Pj.), high land approaching to-

wards the ‘bar,’ q.v. : ii.

.

536.

Manjhi (Ben.), a chief of a group

of villages or tribal section

under the Kolarian form : i.

497-

headman of a Santal village : i.

593.

Manki, a chief of a tribal union or

parha (Kolarian) : i. 117, 576.

(Another form of manjhi
;

cf.

majhas, which is the man-
jhi-has or chiefs allotment).

Miin-pan (Bo. Berar), the digni-

ties, precedence, &c., of the

hereditary officers
;
one of the

elements in the ‘watan,* q.v.

;

i. 180, I
;

iii. 373.

Manu (Institutes of, or Manava-

dharma-sastra), ideas of land-

holding ; i. 126, 227.

village ‘community’ O’oint vil-

lage), unknown to ; i. 128

7iofe.

(Dhanimathsit) ofBurma : iii. 490.

Mappilla (Moplah, niJg.), a tribe of

Arabian settlers on the Wt*st

Coast, who adopted local

usages and in Malabar became

‘Kiinam’ land-holders; iii.

170 and note.

Maratiia (Mahratta, Marhatta),

name of a tribe or group of

tribi's in W. India, inhabitants

of Maharashtra : see iii. 252

note.

early and late tribes of ; iii. 200,

253.

.gradual advance of, in securing

the L.-R. of the country

:

iii. 205.

(Bo.), sketch of State system

:

iii. 201-6.

(C.P.), policy in L.-R. adm. ; ii.

460.

Marla (or Maiidla), (Pj.), the

twentieth part of a kanal ; ii.

559-

Maroti = Marwat.

Marwat (m.-birt), Oudh, a land

grant given as compensation

for bloodshed : ii. 24r.

Matabar (A. mu'tabir), a headman

in Chittagong ; i. 676.

Matasi (C.P.), name of a soil; a
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yellowish or pinkish earth in

which rice is grown ; ii. 429.

Mathaut (H.)=Abwab, q.v. (Bon.)

Matiyar (N.W.P.), a clayey soil:

ii. 76.

Mauiid (weight) : see Man.
Maurusi (derivative A. wirsa, waris,

&c.) - hereditary
;

the usual

terra for a tenant with right of

occupancy (in Upi^er I.) : ii.

704.

•hari (Sindh), a special class of

tenant in the Upper dis-

tricts : iii. 328.

Mauzii (P. A.), the usual revenue

term for the ‘village’ : i. 21.

Mauza (Assam), special meaning
of: iii. 419, 20.

Mauzadar (Assam), a Revenue-

agent having charge of a group

of villages, bc)und to collect the

revenue and responsible for

it : iii. 419, 459.

Mauzawar, used of a survey or

other procecdijig taking the

area of the ‘mauza’ as the

local unit, as opposed to ma-

halwar or raiyatwar: ii. 40,

345 -
, , .

Mazdur, a labourer
;
mazdun, la-

bour.

-khor (Derajat, Pj.), a kind of

tenant or contractor to find

labour: ii. 655.

Mazkunit, items (‘specified’) of

necessary expenses in the Za-

mindiiri accounts and allowed

to the Zamindar: i. 432 nofe,

514*

Mazkuri (Ben.), of a ‘dependent’

or subordinate interest (taluq,

q.v.), under a Zamindar : i.

525- w
Mazumdar (corruption of A. majj-

mua’dar), a Revenue-account-

ant under the 'Amil under the

Maratha nile; a Ih?gistrar t)f

Revenue records in the State

Office
;
and auditor of the Re-

venue accounts and transac-

tions : i. 261 (C.P.) see ii. 467.

The same word (written ‘ Mozum-

dar ’) has become a title of cer-

tain families in Bengal, their

ancestors having held the office

in Mughal times.

M^dipalu (M.) ; see iii. 125 note.

Mehw^ai ; see Mevasi.

Melkanam (Malabd,r) : see iii. 169.

Mend, an earthen ridge round a
field to retain water : ii. 38
note.

Meiioii (Malabdr), the accountant

(or ‘ patwari
')
of the Amisham

or Amshom : iii. 179.

Mera, moral (M.), fees and shares

in grain, &c., allotted for re-

muneration of the village arti-

zans, &c. : iii. 89.

Mekwaiia, account of : ii. 322.

L.-R. management of : ii. 343.

Metkari (Berar), a grant of land

similar to ghatwiili, q.v. : iii.

380.

Mevasi (Bo.), various meanings as-

signed to : iii. 279 vote.

the tenure so called : iii. 279.

Mihta or Mihto, the village head-

man in the Jhaiisi villages

:

ii. 120.

Milan (= comparison), Milan-khas-

ra, a field-list comparing the

present state with that of the

last year, &c. ; ii. 280.

Milk (A. property), (cf. suyiir-

ghal) applied to revenue-free

grants under the Mughal Em-
pire, which were made in per-

petuity and included the land,

MO that the grantee was free-

hold owner : i. 531.

in the N.W.P. : ii. 155.

Milkiyat, the usual term for pro-

perty in land
;
ownership : i.

220, 3.

Minisdar or Mirasidiir is tlie

‘holder’ of such rights.

Mirasi (Ben.), added to the desig-

nation of any tenure, implies

that it is permanent and here-

ditary: i. 541-

meaning of in (M.) ; iii. 115,

6.

general remarks on : i. 124 ;
iii.

205 7iofe.

villagc.s, right to tho waste adja-

cent ; iii. 1 19.

modern provision for vestiges of

the right : iii. 127.

tenure (Bo. Dakhan), survival

of, &c. : iii. 257.

tenure (Cachiir, Assam) : see iii.

434.

Mirdaha, formerly (Bo.) a land-

measurer: iii. 204.

MiBZArua, South, account of : ii.

306.

Misl, (i) a ‘ case,’ filo of papers re-
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lating to a law-suit or official

proceeding ; (2) a company or

group of Sikh confederate

clans : ii. 682 note.

Mochi, a cobbler, shoemaker, &c.

;

one of the village staff : i. 151.

Modan (Malabar), hill-rice, grown

on tho uplands : iii. 152.

Mogul
;

.see Mughal.

Mokasa (A. mukhasa), the por

tion of the L.-R. under tho

Mar.ithas, devoted to some spe-

cial purpose or person
;
Mo-

kiisadar, a grantee of the whole

or a part of the local revenue

on specified terms : ii. 477 ;

iii. 81, 205.

Monohyu dist. (Mungih’), curious

tenure in : i. 526.

Monigtlr (inslniyakaran) (M.), a vil-

lage headman (holding the

fri'e-grant of land (grama-

maniyam) for his services) : iii.

88 .

MoPt.Air ;
see Mappilla.

Mora (C.r.), (formerly) a division

of village land subject to tho

same assessment-rate : ii. 378.

Mori (S.E. Panjilb), the stake

driven in at tho foundation of

a new village : ii. 679.

Mota-bhiig (Bo.), tho major or pri-

inary division of a ‘shared’

village (cf. petabhag) : ii. 263.

Motiisthai (Bo.), land watered from

a well (water raised in a bucket,

mota) : iii. 223.

Mu’iifi (A. -= pardoned, excused).

Rev. -free holdings; properly

speaking where the land be-

longs to the grantee and he

is ‘ excused ’ the State dues
;

a distinction not obseiwed in

North I.
;
any Rev. -free grant

may be called mu’afi, espe-

cially if it is small. No condi-

tion of military service was

attached (N.W.P.) : if. 155-

lands (O.P.) : ii. 478.

„ (Pj.) : ii- 699, 701-

,,
assessment or on

lapse of the grant : ii. 603.

Mua-jora ( = the ‘ dead yoke
'),

a feo

or share allowed to the im-

prover of land, on tho fiction

that his yoke of cattle are dead,

because the work that entitled

him to share was done in the

past (S.Pj.) : ii. 653.
'

Mu’amla (A.), the L.-R. regarded

as a sum of money to be paid.

(Cf. jama’, which refem to the

L.-R. as assessed, or as a sum
declared.) This u.so of the

term is said to be incorrect,

but it is universal in Northern

India : i. 269.

Muchalka, a ‘ recognizance’ ;
bond

for responsibility formerly ex-

ecuted by Zamindars : i. 5 it.

Mucta : see b’il mukta.

Mufassal {rvJg. mofussil), the plain

or open country as distin-

guished from the capital or

Presidency headquarters ; i.

201 .

Mufassal Settlement, formerly used

for a sub-Settloment, q.v. : ii.

23-

Muoiial (Mogul) Empire, effect on

land-tenures : ii. 183.

L.-K. adm. of : i. 255.

Mugbjvl-handi, the level and culti-

vated part of Orissa, from

which the M. Empire derived

its revenue : i. 474.

Muharrir (A.), an office clerk or

writer.

Muhtarfa (A.), a house-tax, or kind

of ground-rent, levied by the

landlord, or a landlord-com-

munity, on tho non-agricul-

tural residents in the village

or estate : i. 516.

(in Coorg) : iii. 481.

Mukadam (C.P.), the Hindi form

of Miiqaddam (q.v.).

Mukhasa : see Mokasa.

Mukhtiyarkar (Sindh), an officer of

a taluka answering to the

mamlatdar of Bo. (ordinarily

mukhtar or mukhtiyar means

any agent or attorney) : iii.

343,

Muksh-bhagdar, the chief or elder

sharer in a ‘shared’ village

(Bo.) : iii. 267.

Mukta (C.P.), a tenure : see ii.

477-

Mulawargdar (Kanara), an ances-

tral estate (warg) holder : iii.

147.

Mulgeiii (Kanara), a hereditary

tenant ; iii. 151.

Mulkgiri (
= country-seizing), pro-

cess of (Maratha) L.-R. collect-

ing at the point of the sword

:

iii. 280.
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MtitTAN dist. (S. Pj.), tenures of :

ii. 660.

fluctuating assessments in: ii.

598-

Mundfa’ (Pj.), ‘profit,’ i.e. a money-
rent to the landlord : ii. 716.

Munda, the title of the headman
in the (Ben.) Kolarian vil-

lages: i. 117.

Mundkati (Ajmer), land-grant as
compensation for bloodshed
(cf. ‘Marwat’ and ‘Haria’):
ii. 329.

Mundi-mar (mund, a stump of a
tree), same as buti-mar, q.v.

Mund-kari (Berdr), old resident

tenants (lit. those who cleared
the stumps) : iii. 363.

Munsariin (P.A.), an assistant in

survey or S. work, &c.

(Berar), a Koveniie Inspector or

Kiinungo : iii. 384.

Mimshi (P.), a vernacular office

clerk
;
a title given to teachers,

officials, &c.

Muntakjiib (A.), an abstract, one
of the documents in the older

S. Records (N.W.P. system),

being a list of names, with the

‘numbers’ of the fields held

by each.

Muqaddam (A. = forward)
;

(i) the
headman of a village, espe-

cially wlien not regarded as

proprietor, or when in old

days, the ruler, or a chief re-

garded himself as the only pro-

prietor
; (2) C.P. an executive

headman (as lambardar im-
plies the revenue-paying head-

man).
Muqaddam, use of the term

(N.W.P.) : ii. i6i note.

(C.P.) : ii. 505.

Muqaddami-tenure
:
(N.W.P.) : ii.

181.

Muqarrari (A. = fixed) (Bon. &c.),

applied to rent, at fixed rates,

but also to a tenure at such

rates : i. 540.

(Cf. Istimrari : a tenure might
be both istimrari and muqar-
rari, fixed, i.e. as regards the

permanent tenure and the in-

variable rent).

Muradabad dist. (N.W.P.), num-
ber of joint-landlord villages

in : ii. 119.

assessment of : ii. 75.

Murei (M.), custom of giving la-

bour in rotation : see iii. 121.
Muslnahara (A.), (Ben.), a percent-

ago on the L.-R. collections
allowed to Zamindars (for-

merly) : i. 432 note.

(Bo.) : allowance to certain
Khots : iii, 293.

Mushayj.si (A.) (Ben.), a lump-
rent : i. 538 note.

Mushakhsidcir (N.W.P. Azimgarh)

;

ii. i6t.

(Berajat, Pj.), a contractor for

the village reveniu! : ii. 656
note.

Miisladhar (Ajmer), lieavy rain

(
= coming down like a club

or pf'stle, musla) : ii. 349.
Mnstajir (A.), a farmer of rents

(Ben. locally Mustagar), any
farmer of revenue, especially of
an ownerless village (N.W.P.)

;

ii. 112.

Muttha (Mootah, and locally ‘Mit-

tah ’), artificial estates or par-

cels put up for sale during the

attempt to make a Zamindari
S. (M.)

;
applied also to a sub-

division of a Zamindari estate

:

iii. T7, 137.

a sept or section of a tribe lo-

calized (in Orissa) ; i. 562.

Mutthadar (Bo,), holder of th(‘

‘seal,’ a headman of a section

in a ‘shared village *
; iii. 267.

Muttra (Mathura) dist. (N.W.P.)

;

as-sessment of : ii. 75.

Myo-Ok (L.B.), an offiKser having
charge of a ‘township’ (myoj

comj)osed of several ‘circles,’

and forming a subdivision of

a ‘district’: iii. 527.

(U.B.) : iii. 536.

Mysore (Maisur) wars, acquisition

of territory from : iii. 7.

I1.-R. system of the State : iii.

10, II, 150, 160.

N.

Nad (Nadu), an (ancient) local

union of villages or family

settlements in S. India (cf.

Parha) : i. 117 ;
iii. 148, 157,

467.

Nadavar (S. Kanara), a military

caste : iii. 147.

Nadi (Ajmer) =Nan, q.v.

Nadi, common term for any river
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abovo the size of a small

stream.

Nagla (N.W.P.) (locally), equiva-

lent to patti, q.v.

NiCoPUii (C.P.), under the Mara-
thaa ; ii. 375.

Nahri (A. Nahr = canal), canal-

irrigated land in general.

Nai, a village barber, surgeon, &c.

:

i. 151-

Naidu (M.), a village headman :

iii. 88.

Ntiik : m Nayak.

Nair : aee Nayar.

Najai, practice of levying rent of

absconding tenants on those

that remained (Bon.) : i. 421

fiote, 629.

Nakra (Maratha), land entirely free

of revenue, not even paying

saUmi, judi, or udhadjama :

iii. 30T.

Nal, a hollow reed, a measuring-rod

(N.W.P.).

Nala, a ravine, a mountain or other

stream : a division of land

among certain tribes (D. I.

Khdn. Pj.) : ii. 654.

Na-mukammal (P.A. = imperfect),

applied to joint-villages only

paHly divided into severalties

;

i. 165.

Nandavanam (M.), flower gardens

for temple-service (llev.-free)

:

iii. 81.

Nankdr (P. making broad or sub-

sistence), a money allowance

(or free land), to support the

(Ben.) Zamindar or (Oudh)
Taluqdar.

(Ben.), the Zamindar’s ; i. 515,

531.

(Oudh), allowed to village man-
agers : ii. 226, 238.

—patwarigari (Sylhet) : iii. 446.

Ndpikil (Berar), withered or spoiled

crop : iii. 391.

Naqsha (P.), any map or plan
; a

picture.

Nari (zimer), a small embank-
ment to retain irrigation

water : ii. 341, 349.

Narwa (or narva), in Guzarat, the

mode of distributing equably

the total L.-E. assessment of a
village among the co-sharers

:

ii. 2^.
(Narwaddri), villages : iii, 259.

compared to the bhaiachara of

N.W.P. : iii. 265.

form of, explained : id.

Narwa-dhar (Lalitptur dist. N.W.
P.), an allotment or rating of

rent with reference to the

general (comparative) value of

the several holdings ; ii. 190.

Natamkar, headman of a ‘ Nad ’

or a village group (M.) : iii.

88 .

Nau-abad
(
= new or recent cult.),

taluqs of Chittagong ; i. 490,

557 *

Nawab, properly the deputy or

local governor of a great

province (as Oudh, Ilaidarabad,

Bengal), under the Mughal
Empire, now an honorary
title.

Nawara, peculiar estate in Jcssore

(Ben.) : i. 525 nole.

Nayak (or Niiik), a title given to

certain Maratha chiefs and
land-officers : i. 179 ;

ii. 282, 3.

(S. Kdnara) : iii 145.

(Coorg) : iii, 466.

Nayar, the military and once

ruling caste in Malabar : iii.

147, i53» 156 note, 154, 157,

161.

Nayar, tenure of minor caste men
(Kanakkarar), discussed ; iii.

161, 2.

Nazar, nazarana; a fee, offering,

tribute, a fine on transfi'r of

land : and (C. P.) the sum
paid down to secure a grant of

the revenue-lease of a village.

Nazim, a Muhammadan officer,

having charge of a ‘chakla'

or large district.

A district officer
;
properly, the

magistrate or criminal

officer (of the Nizamat), as

opposed to the Diwiin who
had the (diwiini or) civil and
revenue admin. : in Oudh,
used for a district officer

(in general) under native

rule.

Ndzir (modern), the district

^sheriff’ : i. 673.

Nazul (A.), property escheated or

lapsed to the State : commonly
applied to any land or house

property belonging to Govt,

either as an escheat or as
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having belonged to a former
Govt. : i. 239.

Negi (C.P. Sambalpur), the deputy
ofa gaontiya

;
strangely enough

the same temi is applied to

the headman of a village (or

rather local group of lands) in

Lahiil in the Pj. Himalaya:
ii. 516.

Nek-mard (P. = good or respectable

man) (Sindh.), of the village

headman : iii. 321.

Nicobar Islands, The : iii. 545, 8.

Nij-jot (H. = own cultivation
;

see

Khamar (Ben.) : i. 515.

NiiGiRi (Nilagiri = blue moun-
tains) (M.).

L.-R.S. of : iii. 184.

Rights of settlers and planters

:

iii. 189.

Toda claims in : iii. 187.

NImar dist. vC.P.) history of: ii.

380.

S. difficulties in : ii. 474, 5.

Nirkh, P. price current, table of

standard prices, Ac. n.-bandi

(Ben.), a schedule ofauthorised

rent rates of raiyats : i. 624,

628 f?ote

:

ii. 344.

Nisf-khiraj
(
= half-revenue), a

modern invented term in

Assam for certain holdings

allowed a reduced revenue

rate : iii. 406.

tenant-difficulties connected

with : iii. 409.

Niwar (Sambalpur, C.P.), = bewar,

or dahya, q.v.

Noilbad
; see Nau-abud.

NoAKHAif (dist. Bo.), alluvial

tenancies in : i. 608.

0 .

Ooloogo; seeUluhgu.

Ootacamund; .see Nilgiri.

Opra, or uprahu, a tenant (Sialkot,

Pj.) : ii. 674.

Orlssa, described ; i. 561.

Tribes found in : id.

Ihljput mle in ; i. 564.

Curious grants under : i. 565.

Effect of Mughal conquest : id.

Gradual changes in the chief-

ships: i. 579.

Revenue history of : i. 473.

absence of ‘ Zamindars ’
: i. 569.

Rev. -free holdings in : id.

Temp. S. of : i. 473.

The ‘ Tributary Mahdls ’
; i. 475 '
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TheKhurda, Govt, estate : i. 475
note, 477.

Otbandi, &c.
; see lit-,

Otti (Malabar), a kind of ‘mort-
gage ’

: iii. 169.

OuDH, how annexed : i. 42.

districts of : i. 66.

general description of : ii. 196.

general remarks on : ii. 198.

the tenures of : ii, 196.

villages and growth of landlord

fomilies in : ii. 224, 225.

L.-RS. of: i. 313; ii. 255, 265.

Assessment, principles of: ii.

260.

Cesses : ii. 263.

Sub-Settlements : ii. 266.

P.

Pachotra, an allowance of five per

cent, on the Ij.-R.,tho remuner-

ation of the ‘ lambardar ’ in

North Indian S. : ii. 740.

Pagi (or paggi) (Sindh) a tracker,

who discovers lost and stolen

cattle =: Khoji (Pj.) : iii. 323
note.

Pagoda (M.), a coin now disused -

35 rupees : iii. 17 note,

Pahani-sud (Ber.ir), one of the L.

R(*cords : iii. 355.

Pahari-pahariya (Pahar, H. « hill),

a hill tribe generally : in the

Santal Perg., a race occupying

the Daman-i-koh ; i. 497.

Pahi, a non-resident tenant, or

riither one who has come to the

place from somewhere else :

ii. 181.

Pahi-kasht (Ben.), an ordinary, or

contract tenant : i. 599.

Puibaki i^iii the Mughal L.-R.

8y.stem) : see i. 529 mte.

Paik (Assiim), a cultivator, a

peasant regarded as the indivi-

dual member of the group

called ‘Khel’; iii. 400, 416

note.

PaikAn (Ben.), land held as rem.

for service in police or militia :

i. 583.

Paikari (poycarp^, Ac.), M. a tenant

at will ; iii. n?*

Paimali (M.) = panbudit, q.v.

Paisari (Coorg), general grazing

ground : iii. 477*

Pajra (C.P.), land moistened by

percolation : ii. 428.
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Pakka (ripe, perfect), of standard

weiglits as opposed to the local

‘Kaclicha’ or rough weights:

also of masonry finished with
mortar, wells lined with

masonry, &c.

Pakka, village said to bo held

(Oudh) = pukhtadari, q v.

Palampat, a tenure in Berar: see

iii 352, 380.

Palaiyakkarar (Tamil), form of

Palegara : q.v.

Ptilaiyam (M.), the ‘polliam' or

estate of a poligar : q.v.

Palegara (Canaresc), Palcgadu

(Telugu), a chief
;
a revenue-

agent, &c. : see poligar : i. 291.

Pam (Assam), a kind of temporary

cult. : see iii. 418.

Pana (S.E.Pj.), a ‘ lot ’
;
co-sharer’s

portion in a village : ii. 684.

Panayam (Malabar), an ordinary

mortgage : iii. 170.

Panbudit, ‘ destroyed by flood ’
;
one

of the remissions regularly al-

lowed in (M.) : iii, 99.

Panchaki (Ben.), a tenure paying

a limited rent (perhaps con-

nected with the ‘fifth,’ =

panebak) : i. 573.

A quit rent paid on ghatwali

lands : i. 586.

(.See also ‘ upanchaki ’).

Panchayat (council of ‘five’).

Council of Elders, heads of

families, formerly the manag-

ing body in every ‘landlord’

(joint) village : now applic'd

to any body of arbitrators : i.

153-

decline of in villages (Pj.) : ii.

626.

Panch-do, a rent of ‘ two-fifths ’ of

the produce : a common stand-

ard : i, 266
;

cf. ii. 345.

Pindya, the old (Hindu) designa-

tion of the officer now called

patwari, karnam, &c. : i. 253.
^

Panjab (Punjab, Punjaub) (P. panj

« five, ab= waters or rivers).

the Province and its acquisition :

i. 9, 10, 42-3.

districts in : i. 70 ;
ii. 538.

general description of : ii. 532.

its river system explained : ii.

535-

tribes of the : i. 141 ;
ii. 611.

Mr. Barkley’s accoui\t oftenures

in : ii. 626.

General account of the tenures

of the : ii. 609.

Joint villages (Frontier) : ii. 614,

633.

,,
(Central Pj.) : ii. 665.

„ (S.E.Pj.):ii. 615,687.

Tenures of Southern dist. : ii.

657-

„ Hills : ii. 692.

Cases where villages are not

found : ii. 616, 660, 4, 692.

Grades of proprietors in villages :

ii. 641, 651, 653.

The Settlement system : i. 309

;

ii. 532.

Settlements “under the Residency

and later ; ii. 539, 543-

S. procedure and Records: ii.

553-

Waste lands at S. and modern
colonization : ii. 545.

Assossnumt principles : ii. 568.

Fluctuating asscssmimts : ii. 595.

Statistics of cult. : by landlords

and tenants respoctvely : ii.

573-

Panjam
(
= ‘fifth’) (Ben.), popular

name for the (obnoxious)

tenant Reg. V of 1812 : i. 637.

Panniya (Coorg), ‘Royal farm'

land allotted to the king

(worked by slaves) : iii. 476.

(Cf ‘Havcli,’ ‘Ta’yyul,’ ‘State-

lands ’ (Burma), ‘ Majhas ’).

Panseri (Oudh), a local grain-

measure : ii. 248.

Parakndi (M.), as opposed to

t)lkudi, a non-hereditary,

casual tenant - paikuri.

Pareiyar (M), a ‘pariah,’ slave or

outcaste : iii. 1 21.

Pargana {vulg. perguniiah), an adm.

division of territory under

Mughal Empire, and thence-

forward, being a subdivision

of a district, and containing a

varying number of villages : i.

179 and passtm.

has usually (in North India)

given way (for adm. pur-

poses), to the modern Tali-

sil subdivision : i. 256.

— rates (Ben.) : i. 620.

— note-books (N.W.P., Oudh)

:

ii. 275:

Parganait (Ben. Santal Porg.),

chief officer over a pargana

:

i-594-
. ,

.

Parha, a local group or ‘ union oi
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tribal holdings (Kolarian and
Dravidian), still known in Cli.

Nagpur : i. 117 ;
iii. 467.

(Cf. Nad.)

Pant (Bmr, &c.), land lying iin-

cultivatod ; iii. 386.

Parjot (Ben.), a house-tax paid to

the landlord by non-agrieul-

turists ~ muhtaifa ; i. 516.

Partal (II.), test, check of survey
work, &c.

Parwu, ono of the Bundelkhand
soils (yellowish loam).

Parwiina (P.), any official order in

writing, a warrant or license :

i. 512.

Pasaitii, of certain lands in villages

held wholly or partly rev.-free

(Bo.) ; dee iii 302.

Pasangkarei (M.), term used in the

old joint village for the tenure

undivided ; iii. 118.

Patastlial (Bo.), land irrigated by a

small channel (pat), from a

tank, &c. : iii. 223.

Patel (or Patil : vulg. potail).

The headman of the (raiyatwiiri)

village in Central, Western
and pari of Southern India :

i. T52
;

ii. 346.

Antl(|uity of (S. patalika) : iii.

465 note.

(Bo.) duties and position of : iii.

309-

title given to each co-sharer in a
‘ shared ’ village : iii. 267.

(Berar) : iii. 384.

(C.P.), history of, Ac. : ii. 464.

Piitidar (Bo.) = pattidiir, q.v.

Patiui, a t('nur(* (by purchase),

Orissa : i. 569.

Patni (or Pattani), a permanent
farm of the management and
rent-collection of a part of a

Zamindari : i. 543.
Patta, a sheet or leaf; a written

lease or document given to

tenants, or other landholders

showing terms of payment,

area held, period of lease,

&c. : i. 632.

early rules about (Ben.) ; id.

P.ittamkar (Malabdr), a tenant,

person holding a pattam or

lease : iii. 177.

Patti (M.), cesses levied by Mara-

this, both on villages and for

district and general purposes

(largely for private official

extortion in addition to the
L.-R. The chiefwere the sadir

w;irid, q.v., and dill- or Raj-

kharch; cf. abwab : ii. 381.
Patti (N.W.P., Oudh, Pj. Ac.

;
bo-

comes Pati in Bo.), a share ac-

cording to the place in the an-

cestral ‘ tree ’ and the law or

custom of inheritance — in

joint estates, landlord villages,

&c.

Patti-bat (cf. Khet-bat), the result

of family estate partition,

wher<‘ the lots wore compact,

and not of separate lields

scattered throughout th(‘

estate: i. 170; ii. 30, 135,256.

258.

Patticlari (N.W.P. Pj. &c.), a form
of joint or landlord village in

which the land is divided out

on shares purely ancestral, or

that were once such
;
here there

is a several enjoyment, but the

community is not dissolved.

‘ Imperfect pattidfiri ’ is whc're

part of the land, i. e. that held

by tenants and tliat u.sed in

common, is left undivided

:

i. 159 ;
ii. 124.

Pattidari village, tlie
;
may be the

result of an allotment ftb inith

or of later partition (N.W.P.)

:

ii. 125.

in the (Pj.) : ii. 620, 651, 673, 4.

Pattidar
;
term applied to a slia ren-

in the (cash) jjigir (so-called)

of Ambiila where tlu're is no

landholding : ii. 683.

Pattukat raiyat (M.) : bee iii. 114.

Patwari, the, village officer who
surveys, keeps th<' accounts,

and records, &c.
;
called also

‘Karnam’ in S. India,

‘Kulkarni’ and ‘talati ' in

Central and Western India.

(Ben.) : i. 678, g.

(N.W.P.) : ii. 278.

(N.W.P., Kiimaon) ; ii. 315.

(Oudh): ii. 281.

(C.P.) : ii. 506.

(Pj.) : j>. 733-

(or Kulkarni), Benir : iii. 385.

Patwi (Ajmer), the Indr to the

Chiefs title and estates: ii.

338.

Pauth (N.W.P.), peculiar mode of

holding river-moistened land :

ii. 142.
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Pautiya-bahi (Berar), occupants*

receipt-book : iii. 387.

Pedda-kapu (M.), one of the various

titles for a village headman

:

iii. 88.

Pegu (L.B.), account of : iii. 485.

Pere-patrak (Berar), a return of

crops : iii. 386.

Porumal (Malabar and Cochin) title

of the Ruler : see iii, 159.

Cessation of the rule and its

consequences : iii. 160.

Peru-vartam (Malabar), a kind of

mortgage : iii. 176 tu>te.

Peshkash (P.), a fixed tribute or

offering : the L.-R. payed by
the P.S. Zamiudars of M. is so

called : iii. 79.

Pettl-bhag (Bo., cf. mota-bhag),

the minor subdivisions of a
‘ shared ’ village : iii. 263.

Phalavni (Bo.), a list of co*sharers

and their liabilities in a
‘ shared ’ village : iii. 263.

Phaiit (N.W.P., Jhdnsi), a list of

shares : ii. 120 note.

Pheii, a minute fraction of a bigha,

in land*sharo reckoning (N.W.
P.) : ii. 128.

Phesal-patrak (Borsir), one of the

Land Records : iii. 355.

Phirawati - one of the soil classes

in Akbar’s S. = land that re-

quired to lie fallow in rotation :

i. 275.

Phod-patrak (Berilr), one of the

Land Records : iii. 355.

Phukan (Assam), a title of one of

the chiefs under the Aliam
rulers ; iii. 399.

Piiuttar (and Pirpal) (Bon.;, a rent-

free grant for support of a Pir

or (Muhammadan) Saint : i.

542.

Pod (Sylhet), a land-measure : iii.

448 note.

Poligar or Polygar (palegara) (M.),

account of : iii. 15, i8, 21, 133.

PolliamSjthe Southern andWestern
(M.) : iii. 19.

Potdar or Potadar, a weigher and
assayer of coins : formerly an

official of importance when
coinage was so various; iii.

450-

Pot-kharab (Bo.), portion of a

‘number’ left unassessed, as

uncult. : having a tomb, &e.

on it : iii. 239.

Pot-laonidar (Berdr), a yearly

tenant : iii. 372.

Pot-navis, the Mardthd Treasury

Officer : i. 261.

Pot-number (Bo.), a small holding,

included in a ‘ number ’ as too

small to bo independently

demarcated : iii. 218.

Pradhdn (Ben.), title of headman
in certain villages : i. 589,

676.

(N.W.P., Kumaon) : ii. 312.

Praja (Ben.), any tenant : i. 600.

Pramanik (Ben., Santal Porg.),

chief of a chakla or circle of

villages : i. 594.

Prdnt, a small district subdivision,

or group of villages (Hindu
system) : iii. 202.

Pukhtaddri (Oudh), a L.-R. term

implying that a permanent
lease or grant of tho manage-

ment of the entire village has

been enjoyed under the

Taluqdar : ii. 231, 236.

Pulaj or Pulej, one of the classes

of land in Akbar's S. : i, 275

and fwte.

Pulanvat (Bo. coast), sand-dunes

for reclamation : iii. 298,

Pul-baiidi (Ben.), the duty of

repairing and maintaining

embankments against Hoods,

&c. : i. 682.

Punam (Malabdr), jungle-rice

grown in Kumri clearings : iii.

152.

Punjab, Punjaub
;

see Panjab.

Punya (Ben.), ceremonial assem-

blage in each year to deter-

mine the revenue dues (in old

times) : i. 393, 677.

Punzb (Burma), the tangled jungle

that marks tho site of an

abandoned ‘ taungya ’ clearing,

q.v. ; i. 1 17 note.

Pura (Assam), a land-measure ==

4 Bengal bighas (of 1600 sq.

yds.) : iii. 400, 421 mfe.

Purambok (M.), uncult, land in a

village, reserved for certain

purjxises (and also in Berar)

:

iii. 76 note, 350.

Puri, a ‘ lot ’ of land (Sambalpur,

C.P.) : ii. 471.

Purwa-basnd (Oudh), sub-tenure on

grant to found a hamlet ;
ii*

240.
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Q.

Qabuliyat (A.), (i) document signed
by Zam. and Taluqdar ‘ agree-
ing' to certain terms for pay-
ment on their estates

; (2)
commonly

;
a counterpart to a

lease, agreeing to terms, rent,

&c. (often corrupted to kdbu-
lait in W. India) : i. 511.

Qabzadari (Qabza, A. = possession),

a local term (parts of N.W.P.)
for villages (officially called

bliaiachara'', when possession

is the only measure of right

;

ii. 107 note.

Qadim (A.), old
;
Qadimi, old ten-

ants, &c. : i. 642.

Qaimi (A, = fixed, irremovable), of

tenures : i. 538 note.

Qaul (Cowlc), an agreement (for

favourable terms)
;
Qaul-nama,

a proclamation or published

offer of terms (M.) : iii. 34, 38.

Qaum (A.), common term for a

tribe or caste : ii. 671.

Qila'dar
(
= holder of a fort), chiefs

so called in Orissa : i. 564.

Qismat (A.), (i) official vern, term
for a ‘ Division ' under a Com-
missioner

; (2) a fraction, por-

tion, an outlying part of an
estate : m i. 546 note.

Qist vPl. aqsjit), commonly written

‘kist,’ the instalments fixed

for convenience in paying

land - revenue {see ‘ Instal-

ments ’) : i. 689 ;
ii. 296.

Qist-bandi, a list prescribing the

dates of : ii. 297.

Qita’bat (A. qita’, a bit, a portion) —
khetbat, q.v.

Quasi-Dharekar : see Dharekar.

Quong (Burma) ; see Kwin.

R.

Rab (Bo.), the practice of burning

weeds and branches on the

rice-fields, to furnish manure
or rather to promote fertility

in the soil by the firing
;

it

resembles the old French ‘ sar-

tage ’
: iii. 305.

Rdb lands : iii. 475 note.

Rabi’(A.), the spring-harvest, ripen-

ing at the beginning of the hot

season : i. 13.

Ragi (M.), a coarso millet {Eleusyne

coracana).

Rahat-wantii : see iii. 278.
Riiij (Assam), a group of ‘khels*

or joint locations of cultiva-
tors : iii. 436.

Rdij-mukhtar, the agent or general
representative at head-quarters
of such a group : id.

Raiyat (or exactly, ra’iyat. A.) = pro-
tected; (i) a tenant under a
landlord

; (2) also a ‘ land-
holder,’ or ‘ occupant ’ not un-
der any landlord or middle-
man

; (3) used generally, as a
term = ‘ your humble servant,’

or for the ‘subjects’ of the

Ruler, or cultivatoi's as a class :

i. 22, &c.

(Ben.), use of the term : i. 598.

classes of, under the tenant-law :

i. 650.

(M.), tenure of : iii. 128 note.

(Bo.), called the ‘ occupant ’
; iii.

269.

(Bcrar), „ : iii. 366, 368.

Riuyatwari (^according to indivi-

dual holdings), the system of

S. and of L.-R. adm. g(‘nerally,

in which there is no middle-

man or landlord over the in-

dividual raiyats, who are seve-

rally (and not jointly) liable

for the L.-R assessment on the

holding. We speak of a R.-

Settlement, a R. -village, a R.-

tract or country : i. 245.

Raiyatwari system, prevalence of,

apparent to the eye, owing to

form of boundary marks : iii.

216 m>te.

adopted in (M.) : iii. 31, 32.

first ideas of (M.) : iii. 34.

modern form of (M.) : iii. 51.

the (Bo.) ; i. 315 ;
iii. 210.

the (Berar) : iii. 348.

systems analogous to : see iii.

392.

{See ‘Ass-am,’ ‘Coorg,’ ‘Burma.’)

tracts (Ben.) : i. 444 note.

villages and local S. in (C.P.) :

ii. 438, 9, 474, 6.

tenure (M.) described : iii. 128.

„ (Bo.) : iii. 269.

„ (Berar) ; iii. 368.

{See ‘Landholder,’ ‘Occupant.’)

Raj, a kingdom; in the abstract

for the ‘ rule ’ or ‘ form of gov.’

Riija, the king or ruling chief;

usually in old days the head

of the leading clan, who had a
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sort of ‘feudal* superiority

over the other chiefs or ‘ba-

rons * (Thakur, Rdo, &c.). The
feminine form is Rdni=Queen
consort, &c.

Rilja, the old Hindu; his State

rights : i. 251.

becomes a contractor for the L.-

f{. under the Mughal Em-
pire ; i. 258.

and a Taluqdilr in Oudh: ii.

206, 8.

Rilj-baha, a main distributory for

a canal : ii. 551.

Rilj-has (Ch. Nagpur), land that

pays the king’s share
;

i.e, not

exempt as was the priests*

land, the bhuihhari land, &c. :

.

i- 577 -

Riijput States, tlie grain-revenue

in, described : i. 270.

protection treaty of 1818 ; ii.

321.

of the Pj. Himalaya, origin of

existing ; ii. 693.

Rajput tribes and clans, in Guza-
rat (Bo.) : iii. 265.

in the (Pj.) : ii. 613, 5, 665 672,

6. 681, 4, 692.

{See ‘Aryan.’)

Rajputdna, one district become
British ; ii. 319.

Rakh (Pj.), a tract of uncult, land

bearing grass or fuel-jungle;

r<*served or Gov. waste not

allotted to villages at S. : ii,

546.

Rakhauna (Oudh), a grazing allot-

ment regarded as a kind of

tenure : ii. 242.

Rahna (Si.Pj.), a camel-camp ; ii.

665.

Ramna (Bertir, &c.), a park (hunt-

ing-ground in Maratha times),

land set aside for growing

grass ; iii. 388.

Rana, one of the titles for a ‘ feu-

dal * chief.

Rani, a queen, wife of a Raja, q.v.

Ranvatia (Bo.) : see iii. 301.

Riio, one of the titles for a ‘feudal*

chief.

Raoti, a wheel over a well to raise

a bucket.

Rasadi, progressive (N.W.P,, Pj.),

used to describe assessments

that gradually rise to the full

figure : ii. 82, 592.

RATNAQinf dist. (Bo.) : see Khot.

Rausli (Northern I.), a light loam-

soil.

Rdw^, a minute fraction in land-

sharing ; ii. 127.

Rawalpindi dist. (Pj.), tenures of

:

ii. 650.

Razindma, (i) any writing agreeing

to terms, a compromise; (2)

in Raiyatwari Provinces the

written application resigning a

holding either absolutely or on
transfer : iii. 271.

Reddi (M.), one of the titles for a

village headman : iii. 88.

Reh (land), (South Pj.), flooded

land not embanked
;
(Oudh)

land impregnated with saline

matter, which effloresces on
the surface ; in the Pj. called

‘ kalr,’ ‘ kalri.’

Rekh, a land-measurii in the Ch.

Nagpur ghatwali-lands ; i. 585.

Rekha (K^inara), a standard assess-

ment : see iii. 149.

Rel (Ajmer), a small valley in the

soil of which wells can be

sunk : ii. 350, 9.

Rob (N.W.P.), a small subdivision

of the biglui for land-share

reckoning : ii. 128.

Rord (Pj.), one of the village staff

;

the maker of grass ropes for

the well-gear : i. 151.

Rihkain (Derajat, Pj.), grain pro-

duce after deducting the ‘ mah-
siil ’ or State-share : ii. 659.

Rolii (Northern I.), a clay soil.

Roiiilla (or Rohela, N.W.P.), a

tribe which conquered and
ruled Rohilkhand : ii. 9 nofe.

Roznamcha, a diary, officially kept

by village patwdris in N.W.P.

,

Pj., C.P., &c. : ii. 279.

Rubakar, any recorded (vernacular)

proceeding, paper of instruc-

tions, or orders. In S. Records

r.-akhir is tho ‘ final ’ proceed-

ing, summing up the general

facts of tho S. operations : ii.

90.

Rund (Jlninsi, N.W.P.), an allot-

ment of grazing-ground : ii.

189.

Rupee (Rupaiya or Rupiya), the

standard silver coin super-

seding the ‘sicca rupee*; i.

440 note.

Rupit (Assam), ordinary ricc-land

(transplanted rice only), one
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of the classes of soil recognized
for S. purposes : iii, 416.

Ryot ; see Raiyat.

S,

Sadiil ; see i. 585.

Sddir-warid (sadelwarid, saudir-

warrid), (Bo.), a cess formerly
charged by Patels on the village

cultivators (and byPargana offi-

cers, &c.), nominally to enter-

tain guests (siidir - going,

warid- arriving, A.)
;

really

for their own benefit, or to

increase the assessment.

Sagar • NARBADA (Saugor-Nerbiul-

da) territory, history of the

:

ii. 372.

Sagu (^Coorg), tlie ordinary (un-

privileged) tenure of land (cf.

jamma) : iii. 473.

Sdhu (Pj., Rawalpindi), ‘the gen-

try’ ns opposed to the ‘Jat’

and Zamindiir, or cultivating

classes (cf. ‘ ashraf ’ and ‘ shur-

fti’): ii- 635 -

Sailabi'i, flooded soil, or soil mois-

tened by river percolation : ii.

535 *

Sdir, profits of an estate, other than

the rental, or the cultivation of

land, including tolls, &c., le-

vied by the landlord : i. 420 ;

ii. 105.

Salami (salam = salutation) (Ben.),

a fee, earnest money, or present

in advance,' on grant of a

‘ tenure,’ farm, &c.: i. 543 nofe.

(Bo.), a quit-rent, levied by the

Maratlnis on land formerly

free
;
Salamiyii, land paying

such a rate as opposed to

‘riakra’ quite free, and
‘ talpad ’ or fully assessed

land : iii. 301.

Sambalpur (C.P.), history of : ii.

379-

village ownership in : ii. 470.

Samudayam (M.), joint in tenure.

Sanad, a title-deed, a patent of

appointment to a grant, title,

dignity, or office.

Sanad-i-milkiyat-i-istimrar (= title-

deed of perpetual ownership),

the Zamindars title-deed (M.)

:

iii. 132.

Sanjtl = united or joint (Bo.),

applied to indicate the ordinary

623

raiyatwari villages in which
there is no co-sharing body

:

iii. 269.

Sankalp (Oudh), a gift of rent-free
land to Brahmans, &c., con-
stituting one of the sub-
tenures : ii. 239.

Santal Pergunnas, the, removed
from the Reg. ; i. 495.

S. of : i. 498, 591.

tenures of : i. 588.

immigration of tribes : i. 580,

590.

Sapurdar : see Sipurd-dar.

Sarakati (A. sharakat = partner-

ship) (Bo.), certain villages in

which the state sliariis the
L.-R with other parties : iii.

287

Saranjam (Bo.), an assignment of

revenue (Manitha) to meet
expcuises of troops, police, &c.

:

iii. 205 m)fe.

Sarbara-kar, a guardian, manager

;

in Ori.ssa a village-managing

head ; i 478.

Sardar : see Sirdar.

Sarishtadar, an office-superinten-

dent who ‘ holds the files ’ of

cases ponding.

Sarsiii (or Sarsahi) (Pj.), the area

unit or square ‘ kadam,’ q.v. :

ii. 558-

Savv.ik (or S.iuiik) (Oudh), a i»orf

:

see ii. 247.

Sayer, tlie Bengali form of sair, q.v.

Sayyids of the Barba (N.W.P.),

history of : ii. 161.

Sazawal (P.). a government

manager, receiver of rents :

iii. 430.

Sazawalkar (Sindh), the paragana

officer (of the Amirs) over tho

‘ kjirdars ’ of ‘ lappas ’
: iii.

341 -

Ser-mani (= one seer in the maund),

an over-lord fee (Gurdaspur,

Pj.), cf. haq-Zamindari : ii. 675.

SnAiT-TAHANPURdist. (N.W.P.), land-

lord villages in ; ii. 117.

assessment of : ii. 76.

Shajra, the detailed (largo scale)

'field-map of each village in

the Northern I. Settlements :

ii. 38-

(Pj.), how prepared : ii. 565.

Shajra-nasb, a genealogical tree, one

of the S. records in a joint

village (Pj.) ; ii. 564.
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Shdmil (A. = added to ;
together

with), increments on the old

or standard assessment (shist)

(South India) : iii. 150.

Shamilat-dih (N.W.P.jPj.), common
land ofthe village; uscd(chiefly)

of the open space around the

village site, and the waste

area included in the estate at

S., but applied to any land

held in common by the village

boily ; ii. 546, &c.

Shanabhogam (Kanara), accountant

of a group of lands (=karnam
of other parts) : iii. 149.

Shara’-naqdi, applied to rents

charged at a cash (naqdi) rate

(shara’) as opposed to the

lump-rent (chukota, lagan)

(Pj.) ; ii. 716.

Shavi ^ withered
;

remission for

dried up crops (M.) : iii» 99.

Shot (Western 1 .) or Set, Marathi

form of Khet (II.), a field (in

compound forms : Shot-sara

= L.-R., Shet-kari = a field

labourer, Shet-sanadi, one who
has a grant of a field as a

reward for military service).

Shetwar-patrak (Bo.) = Khasra of

Northern I. : iii. 245.

Shibottar (Ben.), a rent-free grant

for the worship of Siva : i.

542.

Shikmi (P. shikm the belly), one

within another, e.g. a tenant of

a tenant, a sub-partner ; i. 538.

tenant (Gaya, Ben.) : i, 606.

Shilotri, plots reclaimed from the

sea (Konkiin) : iii. 295.

Shist (or Sistu), derived from Sishta

= remainder
;

an original

assessment in money (in lieu

of grain) by early Muslim and
later (Mysore) rulers in S.

India : iii. 150.

(Coorg), assessment under native

rule still maintained : iii.

480.

Shrotriyam (Srotriyam (M.)), arev.-

free grant to Brahmans who
read the Vedas (§ruti) : iii. 80,

140.

Shurfa (A. pi. of sharif= noble),

high caste tenantry or petty

landlords of superior caste (as

opposed to ‘ra’iyan,' common
tenants) (Bihar) : i. 604.

Sihari (C.P.), local term for the

^^arif’ harvest ripening in

autumn : ii. 514.

Sikh (sik8ha= disciple), a people

formed of various tribes (Jat

and others) by adoption of the

creed of the Gurus : i. 194.

rulers, L.-R. system of ; ii. 540.

„ differences of tenure ig-

nored by the ; ii. 671.

Sikka (P. = stamp or die), a kind of

rupee (‘ sicca rupee ’) formerly

in use : i. 440 note.

Sikka-navis (Maratha), the officer

who kept the Prince’s Seal

;

i. 261.

Sikra (Sambalpur, C.P.), upland on
which pulse is grown : ii. 471.

SiLHAT (from Srihatta) ; see Sylhet.

Sindh, adm. divisions of : iii. 325.

tribal history of : iii. 325.

Tenures and Rev. -system : iii.

320.

L.R.S. : iii. 336.

Sipurd-dar (locally, Sapurdar), a

village headman in South
Mirzapur (N.W.P.): ii. 307.

Sir (seer), a common standard of

weight = 2 lbs. av,
; divided

into 16 chhatiink or 80 tola.

Sir, the personal, family, or private

holding of a co-sharer, a pro-

prietor, or landlord, as distin-

guished from those parts of

the estate held by the old

resident cultivating class whose
right was often antecedent to

that of the landlord’s : see i.

166
;

ii. 51.

Sir (N.W.P.), privileges of ; i. 307.

valuation for assessment of : ii.

53.

(C.P ) : „ „ ii. 490.

(Oudh), a sub-proprietary right

under the Taluqdar ; ii. 238.

Sirdar, a chief, a loader; title of

honour : i. 584.

Sirdesmukh, Sirdespandya, occa-

sionally found as the head of a

considerable tract and over

the desmukh, &c. (in old Hindu
times) : see i. 180 ;

iii. 203.

Sirdesmukhi, overlord’s right; a tri-

bute claimed by the Marathas,

as the first step, when they

conquered, or brought under

their influence, any territory,

before they took the ‘ chauth

'

or full fourth of the revenue :

ii. 381 ;
iii. 205 note.
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Sirjamin (Bo., and Marathd coun-
tries), a sliaro in tho land-es-

tate of a chief, set apart for

the widows, &c. : iii. 278.
Sirkarda (P.), a village manager;

to receive the revenue-share
and distribute it among the co-

sharers in the Jagi'r (Cis-Sutlej,

Pj-) : i. 195.

Sirkdr, (1) the Government; sir-

kari, that which is public or

Crown property, &c.
; (2) a

district consisting of many
parganas, part of a Suba under
the Mughal Empire : i. 256.

(B.), iii. 6.

SiRONCHA (C.P.) : ii. 384.

Siropa=jhuri
: q.v.

Sirthiin (local, Kumaon, N.W.P.),

an agricultural labourer: ii. 314.

Siwai (P. = besides), extra cesses

added to tho L.-R. as a rough

mode of revising the assess-

ment. Tho total payment was
made up of tho ‘ mal,’ q.v., and
the ‘siwai.’

Siyalii (si -cold), in Mowar (Raj-

putana) tho autumn harvest

(cf. sihiiri) : i. 270 note,

Siyana
(
= the wise man), head of

a group of villages (local,

Kumaon, N.W.P.) : ii. 312.

Sthal (Bo.), a share =patti, q.v,:

iii. 257.

Suba, a large province under the

Mughal Empire (e.g. Bengal,

Oudh, &c.) : i. 255.

Subadtir, ruler of a province
;
also a

military title of rank.

Subedar (Coorg) : iii. 468.
‘ Sub-lambardar ’ (C.P.) : ii. 504.
‘ Sub-taluqdar ’ (Ajmer) : ii. 339

note.

Sultan, a kind of well (M.) : iii.

74.

Sum = ‘ hoof,’ used in land division

in certain places (Pj.) : ii. 639,

658.

Siiti, privileged tenant-holding

under tho Khot (Bo.) : iii.

258.

Suyurghal (A.), a revenue term of

tho Mughal Empire, referring

to the class of (life) grants

where the revenue wasassigned,
not the land (cf. ‘Milk’); i.

a
.^31.

Swami-bhogam (= owner’s share)

(M.), = malikana : q. v.

VOL. Til. S

Swastiyam (M.), term for ownership
right among Brahmans : iii.

1 16.

Swatantram (M.), ^mera
; q. v.

Sylhet, account of : iii. 443.

T.

Tilba’dar (=one owning obedience,

P.A.), tho rank and file in

the grades of ghatwal sej'vice

(Ben.) : i. 585.

(Pj.) : i. 195 ;
ii. 649.

Tahsil, a local revenue-subdivision

of districts in some provinces

(Modern) : i. 325.

the, in (Ben.) : i. 680.

(N.W.P. and Oudh) : ii. 270.

(Pj.) : ii. 730.

(C.P.) : ii. 501.

(M.), tho ‘tahsildar’ in charge

of a ‘Uluka’ ; iii. 87.

(Assam) : iii. 459.

(Kachar) : iii. 440.

(Sylhet) : iii. 449.

Tahuddari (C.P.) (A. ‘ahd’= cove-

nant), a lease-tenure on favour-

able terms for reclamation of

waste : ii. 449.

Tak (Sindh), a strip of land for

digging a canal : iii. 328.

Takhsis (Ben.), a tenure, with con-

dition that tho area held and

rent paid shall be made ‘ pre-

cise ’ at some future time

;

i. 541.

Takoli (C.P), a local term for tho

fixed tribute or L.-R. paid by

I

holders of Zamindari estates

;

ii. 450 mU.
Takya (Pj.), a masonry platform,

&c., meeting place of a village :

i. 151-

Tal (perhaps thal?) (Derajat, Pj.),

a land-share ; ii. 654.

Talab (or talao), a lake, or em-

banked reservoir for irrigation

(Ajmer)
;
generally, for a ‘ tank

’

or pond {see ‘Tank’ in this

index) : ii. 348.

Talabi (Ajmer), land watered by a

‘tank’; ii. 356.

Talati (Bo.), a stipendiary village ac-

countant where there is no

‘watan’ (cf. kulkarni) : iii.

309-

Taliari (M.),-=toti, q.v.

I

Taluk and Taluka (Hindi and

1 Marathi), form of taluqa (ta’al-

s
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Itiqa), now applied to the sub-

division of a district (the old

‘ pargana ’ of Muhammadan
times) used in W. and S.

India as the talisil is in Upper
India: i. 325 ;

iii. 308.

Talukii (or Taluk), division of Col-

lectorates (Bo.) : iii 206.

„ (Berar) ; iii. 383.

„ (M.) : iii. 87.

Taluq (Ben-), a landholding or

‘tenure’,' which is subordinate

to a landlord or superior.

separation of into dependant and
independant (the latter be-

came landlord estates) : i.

4T2, 524.

applied to groups of cult., Chitta-

gong : i. 492, 555.

Taluqa. applied in old days to sig-

nify the area under a local

chief; sometimes the same as

‘pargana' (cf. ’ilaqa).

I. (Bengal).

Taluqdar (Ben.), general meaning
of : i. 506.

illustration of : i. 526.

(Jessore dist.) : i. 549.

II. (N.W.R and Oudh).

Taluqdar (holder of a Walluq or

dependency), in Oudh chiefly,

but known elsewhere. A
manager of land, and con-

tractor for the revenue, re-

sembling tlie Bengal Zamindar

;

in Oudh legally recognized as

landlord
;
in N.W.P., generally

not, but certain rights have

been recognized : i. 88.

‘Taluqdari S.,' the Oudh Settle-

ment : ii. 255.

„ Tenure, (i) that of the Oudh
Taluqdar. (2) in Northern

India generally, is the
‘ double tenure,* where
there is a ‘superior’ land-

lord, with limited overlord

rights, while the village

landholders are preserved

in their practical position

as proprietors : i. 198. (3)

the tenure of certain chiefs

in Ajmer and in Bombay,
tenure (N.W.P.) described

:

ii. 157.

principles on which claims to,

wore recognized : ii. 158.

illustrations of the growth of

the right : ii. 162.

tenure, the (Oudh) : i. 314

;

ii. 206.

attempts to abolish the sys-

tem: ii. 211.

Taluqdari tenure, the : iii. 275,

aSi, 3.

present condition of : iii. 285.

Taluqdars (Oudh), general re-

marks on : ii. 200, 4.

the old Hindu Riijas become
;

ii.

208.

their curious forts : ii. 223 note.

their emoluments and general

position : ii. 214, 244.

III. (Ajmer).

chiefs called (holding istimrari

estates) : ii. 336.

IV. (Pj.)

under the Sikhs : ii. 540.

the tenure (so called) at the

present day : ii. 697.

V. (O.P.)

estates so called : ii. 445.

VI. (Bombay).

Tanab (A.^a measuring chain),

used in old Mughal S. surveys :

i- 275-

Tangar (C.P.), land lying so as to

receive no drainage water : ii.

430.

Tanjore (Tanjavur) (M.) : iii. 8, 11.

landlord villages in : iii. 118.

Tank, or tank, a silver coin con-

taining four mashas of silver

(Maratha).

Tank, an irrigation reservoir, a

lake, a danmunl up ravine, or

other suitabhi place for collect-

ing the water off the high

lands
;

said not to be the

English word, but the Marathi

and Guzarati (tank, takeii). A
smaller reservoir, usually

lined with masonry, and some-

times underground, is tankhi

(Guzarat).

Tanka (or tanki), a quit-rent levied

on certain formerly rev. -free

holdings : i. 569.

Tankha, the Maratha fixed assess-

ment in money (as opposed to

any former revenue assessment

varying with the year’s crop)

= *ain : ii. 326.

(C.P.) : ii. 381.

(Bo., Dakhan) : iii. 205.

Tankhwa (P.), salary, wages; a

note or order of appointment

to a jiigir : i. 529 note.
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Tappa (H.), a small group of vil-

lages recognized for adm. pur-

poses : i. 179.

illustration of the term: ii.685, 9.

Tappa, see Tliappa, Thappadar.

Taqavi (takavi, tuccavee, &c.) (A.),

an advance or loan made to

agriculturists to make im-

provements, buy seed, cattle,

&c., noAv regulated by law

(Act XII of 1884, XIX of

1883) : i. 698.

Tiir (Chhattisgarli, C.P.), an irri-

gation channel : ii. 372.

Tara (M.), street or hamlet,a Nayar’s

location : see iii. 148, 157.

Tarai, moist land in general : es-

pecially applied to the strip of

malarious jungle-country along

the foot of the Himalaya.

Takai (list., tlio (N.W.P.)>

scribed : ii. 315*

Taram, a scale of assessment rates

under the (M.) system ; i. 296

;

i”* 67* ,

Taravad (Malabar), the family

group or ‘house-communion’

managed by elders (Karana-

van) : iii. 157*

Tarf (orTaraf)(A.), a ‘side* or party;

a major division in some joint-

villages : i. 159*

(Ben., Chittagong), a group of

lands, the holders of which

are under a leader or head-

man (tarfdar) : i. 489? 555-
^

(Bo.), a small section of a taluka

called also p(*ta : iii. 308.

(S. Kanara),=-magane, q.v.

Tarradud (P.), improvement

;

Taraddudkar (locally), a tenant

privileged as having made :

ii.664.

Tashkhis (Ben.), a tenure on a rent

fixed beforehand : i. 561.

(Pj., &c.), a contract for a fixed

' sum of L.-I1. representing

an average value of the grain

share, as estimated ; i. 272.

Taufir (A. excess) (Ben.), lands ac-

quired by encroachment, or in

excess of the projxjr estate ; i.

439 i.

Tauiih (A. --explaining or adpist-

ing) (Ben.), ‘the T.-depart-

ment’ keeps the accounts of

L.-R. due and in process of

collection. T.-navis, a revenue

clerk : i. 672, 688, 9.

Taungyii : see Toungya.

Tauzi-bigha (N.W.P., local), one of

the artificial lots in bhaiachUra

villages : ii. 139.

Ta’yyul (said to be 'furkish), used

in Delhi for certain villages,

the rents of which went to the

Emperor’s privy purse : i. 43
mfe

;
ii. 686.

Tenasserim, described : iii. 485,

6.

Thak, a permanent boundary mark.

Thakbast, the operation (1st

S., N.W.P., &c.) of laying

down the boundaries of vil-

lages, mahals, or estates : ii. 34.

Thtor, a baron or subordinate

chief under a Raja.

Thiikurdas (Bo ,
said to mean ‘ lord-

ling’), title of certain petty

chiefships : iii. 282.

Thai, a sandy desert (Pj.).

(Sindh), low land between sand-

hills where a little moisture

collects : iii. 340.

Thalwai or thalkari (Bo.), a (for-

mer) local tenn for the co-

I sharer in villages (mirasidar

of old Reports) : iii. 257.

Thana, a i)olice office, a division of

i a district or a tahsil under the

I

police adm.

Thana dist. (Bo.), Khots of: iii.

' 294.

j

ThamUhir,-Deputy Inspector of

Police.

Thanadiiri lands (Ben.), formerly

allowed rev.-frec to Zamindars

to maintain police : i. 429.

Thani (i.e. sthani), a settled culti-

vator, old resident tenant

(Ben.) : i. 599-

(Orissa) : i. 57i*

TMiii'A or tankii (Jhiinsi), a lump-

rent on an entire holding : ii.

189. .
'

I

Thappa (commonly tappa), a seal,

a stamp.

Thappadar (Sindh), a State officer

in a village who supervised the

Statc grain-revenue payments

and put his ‘ seal ’ on the grain

bags : iii.
.

(Sindh), modern official ot this

designation : Hi. 343*

Tharao(probably thahrao,
trom (H.)

thahraiia, to fix), an assessment

introduced into Kanara (]»•)

in 1819; iii. 150^
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Thaniv-band (Bo.) : see iii. 313.

Thhat (local, Kumaon), the right

in land
;
Thhatwan, a proprie-

tor : ii. 313.

Thathameda (U.B.), the ‘tithe’ or

capitation tax ; iii. 538.

Thekd or Thika, a contract or

farm : i. 546.

Thekadar, a Revenue lessee (Sam-

balpiir, C.P., and elsewhere) :

ii. 379 -

Thok, subdivision of a patti
;
again

divided into ‘beri.’ Some-

times the Thok is the major

division, above, not below, the

patti (N.W.P.) : i. 159 ;
ii.

147, 8.

Thok (C.P.), poor land rated (Ma-

ratha times) at a fixed low or

nominal value : ii. 376.

Tliok-dar, head ofa group of lands-
siyana, q.v.

Tluigyi (or thoogyee) (Burma), an

officer having charge of a rev-

enue ‘circle’ : iii. 527.

his duties and survey-work : iii.

529 » 30.

in (U.B.) : iii. 536.

Thula (or tula), a subdivision of

land, a minor share in a joint-

village : i. 159,

Tikara (or tikara ?) (C.P.), a high-

lying light soil of uneven sur-

face producing millets only

:

ii. 429.

T11.OK Chaud (Raja), account of his

location and foundation of vil-

lages ; i. 133 ;
ii. 234.

Tip (Pj.), = Kankut, q.v,: i. 271

note.

Tirij or Terij (A.), an abstract, a

list of owners and details of

their estate (B(‘n.) : i. 467.

Tirkal (Ajmer), a ‘triple’ or total

famine, i.o. of grass, grain, and
water ; ii. 349.

Tirni (Pj,), a toll or rate charged

per head, on an enumeration of

cattle, onpayingwhich, villages

can send their cattle to graze

in the jungles and waste

throughout the tahsil or other

defined locality, as the case

may be : ii. 546.

Tirwa (M.), rate of assessment

;

tirwa-kami, reduction of as-

sessment.

Tiyar (Malabar= Islander), an im-

migrant caste from *the south

(traditionally from Ceylon),

who introduced the cocoa-nut

palm : iii. 157.

Tobra (thobrd), nose-bag, grain-bag,

a fee in grain paid to the over-

lord in certain places (the idea

being that it is grain for the

lord’s horse), (S. Pj. and
Sindh) : ii. 658 ;

iii. 327.

Toda, a tribe on the Nilgiri

plateau : iii. 185 note.

supposed territorial rights of

:

ill. 187.

Toda-girds, the customary pay-

ment to secure lands against

the incursions of freebooters

(dispossessed chiefs and ruined

families of Girasiyas) who
harassed the country

;
now

become a political allowance

paid to some families as by
prescriptive right : also called

‘ wol ’ (Bo.) : iii. 281.

Tola, a weight, of wliich .about 2\

go to the oz. avd. : each rupee

weighs one told.

Tohd, a minute fraction in land-

sharing : ii. 127,

Tonpei-mandalam, a tract in North

M., anciently so called : the

site of a great colonizing ex-

pedition : iii. 1 13.

Topa (Pj.), a local grain-measure

;

fraction of a ‘ bhari.’

Totakal (M.), garden-land : ap-

plied to fields, whose original

character, soil, &c., have been

changed by long cultivation

and care : iii.59n(>/c.

Toti (M.), the village w.atchman,

messenger, &c. : iii. no.
Toung-ya (Burma) (toung or taung

= hill, ya == garden), tem-

porary, shifting cultivation on

hill-slopes, by burning the

forest and dibbling in seed

with the ashes just before the

rains ( = jiim, kumri, bewar,

&c., of India) ; iii. 503.

details of : iii. 504.

how assessed : iii. 509.

no right acquired by the prac-

tice : iii. 503.

permanent system of in Karen
hills : described by Sir D.

Brandis : iii. 506.

Tuccavee, sec Taqavi.

Tukum (C.P.), a tenure : see ii.

478.
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TuLuyA, the country anciently so

called ; iii. 146, 156.

Tumanddr (Pj. frontier), a tribal

chief : ii. 633.

Tumar (Ben.), in the phrase ‘’asl

,
tumiir jama’ ’ = the original or

unaltered revenue rate accord-

ing to the last regular or

fmnal assessment : i. 277.

U.

Ubari, a tenure at a quit-rent

(C.P.) : ii. 477.

(Jhansi, N W.P.) : ii. 155.

Udhar- or Udhad-jama (Marathi), a

lump assessment, levied on old

revenue-free estates rather

than resume the grant al-

together : iii. 278.

Ugaria-wanta : see iii. 278.

Ulkudi (M.), a resident hereditary

tenant of the ‘ landlord
’

(mirasi) villages : iii. 117.

tihingu (M. Ooloogoo), a peculiar

method of revenue-payment
|

formerly in use, described : iii.

47 *

Umbali (Coorg), lightly assessed

land held for services (by

village ofiicers, &c.) : iii. 474.

Unalu (iin - heat), local term

(Rajputana) for rabi’, or spring

harvest : i. 276 note.

Uhdaruti (Malabar), a kind of

mortgage : iii. 176 note.

Unhari (C P.), local term for the

rabi’, or spring harvest : ii.

514.

Upanchaki (Ben.), a tenure in the

Rangpur dist. : i. 54°-

Upri or Upari (Bo.), a term for a

class of landholders, surviving

from the times when a land-

lord class held the villages

:

indicating a landholder as iiy

ferior to the mirasidar ; iii.

256. ,

Urii (Kanara), a hamlet or group of

family holdings : iii. 148'

Urudve (Coorg), village forest-

land.

ttbandi (or Otbandi), a kind of

tenancy (Ben.) : i. 601.

Uthit-patit, a tenancy (Pabna,

Ben.) : i. 602.

Utkar (or Otkilr) (Ch. Nagpur), a

kind of tenant : i. 578, 601.

V.

Vaida, vaidapatta (Kanara), land

allowed a lower assessment at

first, but ‘ promising’ (wayada,

A.), to improve, and then

pay the full rate : iii. 150.

Vanta (Bo.) : see Wanta.

Vara (Coorg), letting land on an

agreement to share produce

:

iii. 472.

Varagu (M.), a millet; Panicum

mUiacexm.

Vtiram, (M.), also Wiiram, a share

in the crops : tlie grain pro-

duce considered as the sub-

ject of division between the

State, the cultivators, &c.
;

often in compound words as

mel-varam, kudi-varam, &c.

:

iii. 36, 1 19.

Varhi, a ‘ turn ’ at irrigating land

from a well (Pj.) ; i. 15.

locally also used for a land-share

(Pj.): ii. 669.

Vechania (Bo.), land in a village sold

(cf. girjinia) to cover a balance,

due to a person who had stood

security (manautidjlr) to the

(Maratha) district oflicer : this

land became wholly or partly

revenue-free : iii. 302.

Vella r.AR caste in the Tamil

country (M.), colonization by :

iii 112.

„ in Malabar: see iii. 156, 165,

171.

Vesh, see Wesh.

ViJAYANA(JAR dyiiasty in Kanara

:

iii. 148, 9.

Visa-badi, or Visa-padi, a system

by which the villagers under-

took to work the land, and pay

the revenue in certain shares

(North-West M.) : ii. 46,

Visi (Kumta, N.W.P.), a local

land-measure = 4,800 sq. yds.

:

ii. 310.

W.

Vadero (Sindh), a headman of a

village : iii. 32
1;

VainAD, the S. of : iii. i 8 i.

Vajib-ul-’arz (A. = necessary to bo

represented), a statement of

village cu.stoms, rules of

management, &c., prepared at

S. (N.W.P.) : ii. 89.

(Pj.) : ii. 566.

(C.P.) : ii. 448. 482.
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Walandwar (Berar), term for a non-

resident tenant (cf. Upri)

;

iii. 363.

Wand (Pj. frontier), the process of

tribal allotment of holdings

;

ii. 636.

Wanta (Bo), (- divided) a tenure,

being the vestige of a former
chiefship : sfe iii. 277.

Warg, Wargdar, the landholding
’ and owner of such a holding

(Kdiiara) : lii. 147.

(and in Coorg) : iii. 468, 471.

Wdris (A. heir), the owner of

land (Pj. Hazara dist.) : ii. 649.

Warisi (A. - inheritance, wirsa),

the right in land of the
superior castes (Kangra dist,

Pj): ii- 693 .

(cf. Mirds).

‘Warkas’ (Bo.), a ‘w’arkas num-
ber’ is a bit of jungle-land,

destined to supply grass, bran-

ches, &c., to burn on rice-fields

(cf. Rab) : iii. 305.

Wasal-baki (Marathi form of same),

(Berar), one of the Land
Records : see iii. 355.

‘ Wasil-baqi,’ one of the Revenue
accounts, showing payments of

L.-R. and balances due : ii.

279.

Watan (A. = home, native), name
given under the Muhammadan
kingdoms to the land-holdings

(and pi‘ivileg(‘s collectively) of

hereditary Parganaand village

ofticers in W., Cent., and South

India, allowed them rev. -free :

i. 180
;

ii. 467 ; iii. 254 note.

attachment of families to: ii.

468 note
;

iii. 374 note.

this form of remuneration known
to Manu : see i 254.

village grants of this kind (M.)

:

iii. 82.

‘Service Injiin’ (Bo.); iii. 300,

309, TO.

tenure of (ex-officio), Berar : iii.

372, 5 -

in (C.P.), Nimar dist. ; ii. 467.

Watandar, of any hereditary office,

or even menial place in a

village, to which a ‘ watan ’ is

attached.

Watandar-kul ; see iii. 290.

Wazifa, in Muhammadan law, tin;

khiraj or tax in kind converted

into a money payment
;
gener-

ally, any stipend, or allow-

ance : i. a68.

Wesh (Pj. frontier), the periodical

exchange of allotments; usu-

ally between families, but

anciently between ‘ villages i

and even larger groups : ii.

637, 647, 8.

in Hazara dist : ii. 723.

Wiiusat (A. = inh<'ritaiice), term

for landed right; in use (Pj.

frontier) ; ii. 634.

Wol (Bo.), ~ toda giras
; q. v.

Won dist.,the (Berar),superstitions

affecting land : ii. 387 note.

Y.

Ya (Burma) ; see toung-ya.

Yajmjin (Coorg ), the managing elder

of the family group : iii. 471.

Ye-baing (Burma), the mative term

for ‘ Deputy Commissioner ’ or

District Officer (meant origin-

ally a ‘ Resident ’at a Court, an

ambassador).

Ywu-lu-gyi (Buruia), the headman
of a local group, social liead-

man, cf. Kyedangyi ; iii. 528.

Z.

Zabti (A. zabfc = sequestered, set

aside), api)lied to crops of a

certain kind which were

always paid for in cash, be-

cause division of produce was

difficult : applied also to the

rates charged : i. 273, 4 ;
ii.

716 note.

Zail-dar, a local official (Pj.) : ii.

74T.

Zamindar (P. zamin, land
;

dar,

holder of). (Zamindari is the

adjective form of the same

;

thus Zamindari-village, Z.-es-

tate, Z. -Settlement, Z.-fees or

dues.)

(a) In general any holder of

land
;

cultivators of their

own fields, as a class, espe-

cially in North India, where

cult i vating - proprietors are

common. In the Panjab,

beyond the river Chinab,

used of any Muhammadan

cult., while ‘Jat’ is used

for a Hindu cult.
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(6) In Bon. (and parts of M.)
the great land-agent, whose

;

gradual growth in power and .

connection with the land,
|

was held to necos.sitato

his recognition as ‘ landlord
’

under the P. S. In this sense,

theword is written a aijn

tal Z
;
and so whenever any

considerable overlord title or

estate is implied.

(c) In N.W.P., Pj., applied to

vilUjiyes^ implying that there

is a landlord class claimin'g

the whole area, cult, and
waste, and all managing
rights and profits, either

jointly, or wholly or partly

in severalty, tho shares be-

ing allotted in several dis-

tinct forms or on different

principles, which give rise

to classes or kinds of the

‘landlord’ or ‘joint-vil-

lage.’

(d) In parts of tho Pj. and Sindh

applied to certain families,

descendants of tribal chiefs,

&c., who still retain to a

greater or less extent, a cer-

tain over-lordship in lands

and villages, entitling them

to take certain fees or rents.

(«) In parts of tho N.W.P. and
j

in Oudh generally, applied

(in tho adjective form za-

mindari) to tho right of

managing a village under

the ruler, and later under

tho Taluqdar (e. g. birt-

zamindari, - grant of the

management, and collec-

tions, of a village or tract).

(/) In Maratha, and especially

in Rajput States, Z. was tlie

title of a pargana officer who
collected the revenues from

the patels of villages, under

the supervision of a kamis-

dar (Maratha). The old Hin-

du de^mukh was in later

times so called. (Rajput.)
|

{<y) In tho C. P. applied (formerly)

to the assignee of a large 1

tract of waste land, who was

to promote cult, and arrange

the L.-R.; (now) to holders of

estates, which are surviving

Gond chiefships.

References

I. In general : i. 7.

Origin of Z. as Hindu Rajas,

&c. : i. 187, 25a.

II. Bengal.

(i) From a Sett, point of

view.

The Zamindari S. also called

the P.8. : i. 400.

Attempts to get rid of Z. and
their failure : i. 394, 402.

Selection of persons recognized

as Z. : i. 410.

Resume of position under P.S.

:

i. 431.

General break-up and sale of

estates : i. 440.

Low rate of assessment (now)

:

i. 439 note.

(ii) Fro7n a Laiul-Tenmepoint ofview.

Study of the historyand growth

of Z. : i. 504.

Use of the t<irm in Akbar’s

time ; i. 505.

Hereditary succession to the

‘estate’; i. 510.

Forms connected with the ap-

pointment : i. 51 r.

Power of alienation concedc'd :

i- 513-

Emoluments of the Z. : i. 514.

Private lands of Z. : i. 515.

Harington’s delinition of Z. ;

i. 519* „ .

Lord Cornwallis on Z. : 1.

520.

Court of Directors on Z. : i.521.

Differences of opinion about,

cause of : i. 522.

Modern legal view of title ; i.

523-

III. North-Western Provinces.

Village or Mahal Siittlernent

called ‘zamindari’ because

the joint-body of village co-

sharing proprietors is re-

cognized as ‘landlord’: i.

158; ii. loi.

zamindari khalis, where only

one person owns the whole

village : i. 158 ;
ii. ii5-

z. mushtarka, where this one

is replaced by a l)ody of

descendants still joint : id.

(OihtT forms of landlord or

joint-village, see ‘ pattidari,

‘bhaiachara’; see also undei

‘Village.’)

Term us(‘d (as in Oudh) for
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managing right {(e) supra) ;

ii. i8i.

IV. OUDH.
*zamindiri/ special meaning

of : i. 133 ;
ii. 333, 341.

V. Panjab.

Applied to Muhammadan cult.

generally : ii. 635.

Great Z. estates not developed

:

ii. 617.

zaminddri villages, where there

is one, or a joint body (un»

divided) : ii. 632.

- Applied to overlords (South

P.) ; ii. 653, 656, 657,

661.

VI. Central Provinces.

Old Gond chiefs called : i.

1 18.,

S. of estates as regards waste-

land : ii. 399.

The estate described : ii. 445.

former use of the term : ii.

44Sno(e, 446,51.

VII. Central India.

Zamindar in Marathd and Raj-

put States : i. 261
;

iii. 203,

375 -

GLOSSARY.

VIII. Sindh,

Term applied to chiefs (and

their descendants) who ac-

quired overlordship : iii. 322,

325, 7 . 9-

Z. claims at S. : iii. 330.

Estates of Biluchi canal dig-

gers : iii. 328.

IX. Madras.
Attempt to introduce a P.S.

with Z.
;
its failure : iii. 10,

17, 18, 22.

Z. estates, varieties of : iii. 130,

number and locale of : iii.

23, 4 , 139.

Zar-i-peshgi (P. - money in ad-

vance) (Ben.\ a rent-collecting

lease granted to repay a debt,

or against a cash advance : i.

546.

Zila’ (A. vulg. Zillah), a now
obsolete term for a Collectorato

or ‘ District ’
: i. 261 and note.

special use of term (Sylhet) : iii.

449.

Zimma-miras (Bon.), a ‘tenure':

i. 541.

IHE END.












